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GENERAL SPONSOR

PREFACE
Six decades of tradition, high standards in the education of generations of students,
modernly equipped classrooms, professional teaching and associate staff, their references and
recognizability, position the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Niš, as the leader in
the field of engineering sciences and technological sciences, not only on the territory of the
Republic of Serbia but also in the wider region of the Western Balkans.
The Proceedings of the 5th International Conference MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
IN XXI CENTURY appear in the year when the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University
of Niš, celebrates its the sixtieth anniversary. The Department of Mechanical Engineering of the
Faculty of Engineering in Niš was founded on May 18, 1960, and it developed into the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering of the University of Niš in 1971. The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
grew intensely, thus becoming one of the most renowned scientific and educational institutions in
the country.
The mission of the Faculty is to organize and conduct academic study programs and to
develop and perform scientific and professional work in the field of engineering sciences and
technology. Its vision is to be recognizable in the European and global academic environment in
the areas of mechanical engineering and engineering management.
More than 90 teachers and associates, around 40 members of non-teaching staff, as well as
numerous teachers and associates from other faculties and the industry, are working hard every
day to accomplish the mission and vision of the Faculty.
The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Niš, is accredited in compliance
with the Law on Higher Education within the scientific and educational field of engineering
sciences and technology. It conducts the academic studies of the first degree – undergraduate
studies, the second degree – master academic studies, and the third degree – doctoral studies,
within the scientific area of mechanical engineering and engineering management.
The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering is a scientific research institution, in addition to
being an educational one. There are 11 international scientific research projects within the
framework of HORIZON 2020, ERASMUS, CEEPUS and DAAD programs. The participation of
teachers and associates from the Faculty in these projects is of utmost importance for their
educational and research work and their further career.
The 5th International Conference MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN XXI
CENTURY represents a forum for the presentation of latest results, basic and developmental
research and application within the topics of:
-

Energetics, energy efficiency and process engineering,

-

Mechanical design, development and engineering

-

Mechatronics and control

-

Production and information technologies

-

Traffic engineering, transport, and logistics

-

Theoretical and applied mechanics and mathematics

-

Challenges of the engineering profession in modern industry and

-

Engineering management.

The MASING 2020 Conference has attracted just over 200 participants from 14 countries,
with over 80 papers. The papers present the research results within the scientific work financially
supported by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic
of Serbia, as well as the research results within international projects.
The main goal of the Conference is to bring together researchers from scientific and
industrial institutions so that they can present and communicate their newest results, create
personal contacts, promote research within the area of mechanical engineering, and stimulate the
exchange of results and ideas within the fields encompassed by the Conference.
As Dean of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Niš, I am honored to greet all
participants of the Conference and wish them very successful work..
Dean of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Niš

Prof. dr Nenad T. Pavlović

Niš, December 2020
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PLENARY SESSION

A Survey of Swarm Intelligence-based Optimization
Algorithms for Tuning of Cascade Control Systems:
Concepts, Models and Applications
Zoran MILJKOVIĆ, Milica PETROVIĆ
University of Belgrade, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Production Engineering, 11120 Belgrade
zmiljkovic@mas.bg.ac.rs, mmpetrovic@mas.bg.ac.rs

Abstract—Nowadays, cascade control is still one of the most
used control strategies in the manufacturing and process
industries. The new requirements of precision and
robustness of position and trajectory tracking in control
systems for manufacturing components at micro-scale,
influenced by hard nonlinearities such as friction and
backlash, have motivated the effort toward the development
of algorithms for optimal tuning of control parameters. This
paper presents a literature review of the algorithms and
methods used to solve this problem. Swarm intelligence
inspired optimization algorithms, namely particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSO) and grey wolf optimization
algorithm (GWO), are applied for tuning of P-PI cascade
controllers of CNC machine tool servo system in the
presence of friction and backlash. The objective of the
optimization is to minimize the maximum position error
during the reversal of the axes. A comparative analysis of
proposed algorithms with a standard industry-based fine
tune (FT) method is also provided. Simulation study as well
as real-world experiments carried out on a CNC machine
tool controller show a remarkable improvement in the
performance of the cascade control system using the
proposed swarm intelligence-based strategy.
Keywords—swarm intelligence, particle swarm optimization,
grey wolf optimizer, cascade control systems

I. INTRODUCTION
Cascade control systems are one of the most used
control structures not only in process industries but also in
manufacturing industries, particularly in the field of
computer numerical control. Comparing to conventional
single-loop feedback control systems, cascade control
systems have the ability to correct or eliminate
disturbances before they influence the controlled variable
of interest and overcome the drawbacks when such
disturbances related to the manipulated variable occur. A
typical configuration of the cascade control system is
based on two controllers within two nested loops, inner
and outer loop. The controller in the inner loop is the
primary (also called master) and the controller in the outer
loop is secondary (aka slave). According to [1], the
principal benefits of implementing such a control scheme
are in the following two aspects (i) fast dynamic of the
inner loop which can eliminate input disturbances, and (ii)
improvement of the system response speed. On the other
hand, their simple structure and easy way of

implementation make them widely adopted in the
industrial processes, especially in the process control
industry and manufacturing industry.
Design and tuning of cascade control parameters are the
most significant issues in this field. Therefore, many
methods and approaches have been proposed to tune the
parameters of controllers and achieve better control
performance. One of the possible approaches that can be
found in the state-of-the-art literature is based on the
classical auto-tuning method. The authors in [2] proposed
an on-line pattern recognition approach to acquire the
parameters and expert system based on fuzzy logic
inference to tune cascade control parameters of PID
controllers online. The authors in [3] designed a cascade
control system with the ability to tune one optimal
parameter of PID controllers. Furthermore, an automatic
tuning methodology was proposed in [4] in order to take
into consideration high load disturbance rejection
performance. Achieved simulation results lead towards
conclusions that the proposed open–loop procedure allows
advantages in terms of simultaneous tuning of the PID
controllers as well as in the determination of a command
signal.
On the other side, many approaches based on a single
relay feedback test were reported in the relevant literature.
The methodology for tuning parameters of the cascade
control system was presented in [1], where two cases were
analyzed (i) when process models are available and (ii)
when process models are not available. According to the
aforementioned methodology, the authors developed an
auto-tuning method that uses relay feedback. As a result,
phases of identification and tuning of the parameters are
decoupled without the need for an extensive trial- and error efforts for modeling and tuning. Furthermore, the
authors in [5] proposed an auto-tuning procedure based on
a single relay experiment. This procedure allows
parameters for both loops to be identified simultaneously.
The automatic tuning method based on a single relay
experiment was proposed in [6]. The experimental results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the tuning method when
it is implemented in the domain of process control.
In other more contemporary works, algorithms are
suggested for the direct design of cascade controllers
driven by input-output data with a focus based on Virtual
Feedback Tuning (VRFT). In this way, the experimental
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data serve to adjust the internal and external loops [7].
The automatic method that simultaneously tunes both PID
controllers of the cascade control system was developed
[8]. The method is based on a single closed-loop step test,
while process information is represented by using the Bspline series. Optimization in the frequency domain with
restrictions on maximum sensitivity, the limit of
multiplicative uncertainty, and sensitivity to measurement
noise is shown in [9]. However, these works are applied to
systems with slow dynamics and with requirements of
precision and quality in the dynamic response that are not
very demanding. A large variety of control techniques
such as predictive control and sliding control have been
reported in the literature [10], [11], and fuzzy and neurofuzzy control techniques have been reported in [12], [13].
According to the presented literature review, optimal
tuning of cascade control systems’ parameters becomes a
cumbersome task in the presence of hard nonlinearities
(friction, backslash, stiction). In the last two decades,
nature-inspired
swarm
intelligence
metaheuristic
algorithms have been used as very efficient techniques for
obtaining the optimal solutions of high-dimensional,
nonlinear, and complex optimization problems [14]. The
popularity of those algorithms is due to several main
reasons [15]: simplicity in concept, flexibility to adapt to
different problems, gradient-free mechanism, and ability to
avoid local optima. Therefore, some of the metaheuristic
methods were applied in the tuning of the controllers for
cascade control systems. A multi-objective GA for optimal
tuning of a networked linear controller applied to control a
high-performance drilling process was proposed in [16].
The tool’s working life and the material removal rate are
criteria to be maximized. Furthermore, investigations in
this field have been continued and authors in [13]
implemented a hybrid approach based on an adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system for modeling and control of
the cutting force during the high-performance drilling
process. An evolutionary algorithm called differential
evolution (DE) was applied in [17] to tune the parameters
of the adaptive cascade controller. Although the DE
algorithm demonstrated effectiveness in trajectory tracking
control of the hydraulic actuator, practical implementation
of the proposed controller was not presented in the paper.
In literature [18], a novel swarm intelligence-based Whale
Optimization Algorithm (WOA) is applied for optimal
design and tuning parameters of fuzzy control systems.
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a
population-based method originally proposed in [19]. It
has been proven to be a powerful tool for solving global
engineering optimization problems. Compared to other
algorithms, the advantages of the PSO algorithm lie in its
easy programming and implementation, fast convergence
speed, and effective performance [20], [21], [22]. These
advantages motivated us to introduce the PSO algorithm
to optimize the parameters of servosystem influenced by
hard nonlinearities such as friction and backlash. Another
motivation comes from a literature survey of current stateof-the-art methods. Although the authors in [23] presented
a cascade control system where the inner and outer loop of
the controllers are tuned by the PSO algorithm, to the best
of authors’ knowledge, none of the literature sources in
the field has carried out the influence of the hard
nonlinearities (friction and backslash) on cascade
controllers.

On the other side, a grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is a
novel population-based method proposed in [15].
According to [24], the main advantages of this method are
(i) simple and free from computational burden, (ii)
flexible to apply for different problems without any
special modification of its structure (iii) better capability
to avoid local optima in comparison to the conventional
optimization algorithm, (iv) easy to transform into the
programming language and implement.
Therefore, in this paper, PSO and GWO algorithms are
applied to identify optimal parameters of servosystem
influenced by hard nonlinearities such as friction and
backlash, as well as to provide near-optimal solutions of
P/PI cascade controllers’ parameters. The main objective is
to minimize the maximum position error while maintaining
accuracy and without significantly increasing the control
effort. The performance of the proposed PSO and GWO
algorithms are experimentally verified and compared with
the standard industry approach called Fine Tune (FT).
The structure of the paper is organized as follows. The
literature overview of the cascade controllers and
approaches used to model and optimize those systems are
presented in introductory Section 1. Section 2 introduces a
problem formulation with the mechanical modeling of the
proposed system. Section 3 gives a description of the PSO
algorithm, while Section 4 presents the GWO algorithm
applied for tuning of P/PI controller parameters. The
experimental results are given in Section 5. The
concluding remarks of the paper are summarized in
Section 6.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The drive system of the CNC machine tool analyzed in
this paper is based on two masses (motor and load) linked
with the both elastic and dumping connection. The motor
coupled to load (Fig. 1) is represented as a two-mass
oscillator, where the first mass represents the moment of
inertia of the drive and the second mass refers to the
moment of inertia of the load side. The elastic and
dumping components are modeled by spring and dumper,
respectively. The parameters of this mechanical model are
as follows:
•
K is the torsion spring constant;
•
B is the inner damping coefficient of the shaft;
•
JM is the motor moment of inertia;
•
JL is the load moment of inertia;
•
MM is the motor torque;
•
ML is the load torque disturbance;
•
MS is the transmitted shaft torque.
In the model used in this paper, the motor angular
velocity (ωM), and load angular velocity (ωL), as well as
the transmitted shaft torque (MS), are used as state
variables.
JL, ωL
JM, ωM
MS
K, B

Motor (MM)
Fig. 1.

Load (ML)

Model of the two-mass system
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After a series of transformations, the transfer function
of motor angular velocity (ωM) to the motor torque (MM)
is given by equation (1):

(s)
H ωM / M M =

2
s 2 + 2 D1ω01 s + ω01
2
J M s s + 2 D2ω02 s + ω022

1

⋅

(1)

where characteristic angular frequencies ω01 and ω02 are
introduced as (2) and (3):

ω01 =

K / JL ,

ω02 ω01 1 + ( J L / J M ),
=

(2)

(3)

and damping coefficients D1 and D2 are given by (4) and
(5):
D1 =

B
2ω01 J L

D2 = D1 1 +

,

JL
B( J M + J L )
=
.
JM
2 J M J Lω02

(4)

(5)

Furthermore, the transfer function between angular
velocity of the load (ωL) and angular velocity of the motor
(ωM) is presented by equation (6):

H ωL / ωM ( s ) =

FC sgn(v ) + FV v

(7)

where F is the friction force, v is the relative velocity
between two surfaces in contact, FC is the Coulomb
friction level, and component FV represents a small
viscous friction.
B. Backlash
Besides friction, the backlash is another common
nonlinear factor that affects the behavior of the CNC
machine tools positioning systems. In order to model this
nonlinearity, the classic dead zone model is utilized in this
paper. The exponential model for leads-crew backlash
compensation is performed according to the following
equation (8):

(8)

where PP2 and PP3 are backlash peak amplitude and
backlash peak time period, respectively.
In order to model the phenomenon of hysteresis
nonlinearity in the actuator, parameter fH which represents
the amplitude of the hysteresis is adopted in the proposed
control system.
C. Fitness function
According to the aforementioned analysis, a target
function for optimization is represented by the following
six parameters, equation (9):
K =  K ppos K pvel K ivel PP2 PP3 f H 

(9)

where K ppos represents the proportional gain of the position
controller in the outer loop, K ivel and K pvel represent the
proportional and integral gain of the speed controller in
the inner loop, PP2 and PP3 are the backlash peak
amplitude and the backlash peak time compensators,
respectively, and fH is the parameter that compensates the
friction hysteresis.
The main objective of this research is to minimize the
maximum position error Epk (equation 10) which is caused
by changing the direction of the axis or by changing the
trajectory of the movement. Epk is directly influenced by
hard nonlinearities of the mechanical systems such as
friction and backlash and its minimization is of high
importance for the improvement of the product quality.

2
2 D1ω01 s + ω01
(6)
K =
K ppos K pvel K ivel PP2 PP3 f H 
arg min ( max( Epk ) )
s 2 + 2 D1ω01 s + ω021 =
OPT

A. Friction
Friction is a phenomenon that has a strong influence
on the performance and behavior of both mechanical and
electromechanical systems. Since the effect of friction can
lead to significant error of CNC machine tools positioning
system, good representation and prediction of friction
force are important for control of such kind of
electromechanical systems. Therefore, in order to
compensate the error caused by the friction force, the
combined Coulomb-viscous model of friction force F is
adopted (equation 7):
=
F

RP = PP2 e − t / PP3

(10)

III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm,
originally proposed in [19], is a population-based
optimization method inspired by the movement and
intelligence of the organisms in a swarm (e.g., a flock of
birds, or school of fish). In order to search for food, each
member of the swarm determines its velocity based on
their personal experience as well as information gained
through interaction with other members of the swarm.
Traditional PSO algorithm is initialized with a
population of randomly generated candidate solutions
known as particles. Each particle flies through the
multidimensional search space of the optimization
problem with a specific velocity searching for the optimal
solution; its position represents a potential solution of the
problem and its velocity is dynamically adjusted
according to its own flying experience and according to
the neighbouring flying experience. Particle position and
particle velocity are updated iteratively by using equation
(11) and equation (12):
Vidt +1 = W ⋅ Vidt + C1 ⋅ rand () ⋅ ( Pldt − X idt ) + C2 ⋅ Rand () ⋅ ( Pgdt − X idt )

(11)

t +1
X=
X idt + Vidt +1
id

(12)

W=
Wmax −

Wmax − Wmin
⋅ iter
itermax

(13)
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where:
• t is the generation number;
• represents the velocity of the particle i in
generation t,
• represents the velocity of the particle i in
generation t+1;
• represents the position of the particle i in
generation t;
• represent the positions of the particle i in
generation t+1;
• is the local best solution (“pbest”) of each particle;
• is the global best solution (“gbest”) of the swarm;
• W is inertia weight set as in equation (13);
• C1 and C2 are positive acceleration constants;
• rand() and Rand() are two random numbers in the
range [0,1].
The pseudocode of PSO algorithm implemented to
optimize fitness function given by equation (10) is
described in Table I [25]:

GWO algorithm is based on the aforementioned social
behavior of the grey wolves. The optimization (hunting)
process is initialized with randomly generated candidate
solutions (grey wolves) in a multi-dimensional search
space. This phase of searching for prey is also known as
exploration. The best fitness solution is defined as alpha
(α), the second and third best solutions are beta (β) and
delta (δ), and the rest of the solutions are assumed to be
omega (ω). In order to catch the prey, the α, β, and δ grey
wolves firstly encircle the victim. During the optimization
(hunting) process, they estimate the victim position and
update their positions randomly around the victim
according to the mathematical model given by the
following equations (14) and (15):

TABLE I. PSEUDO CODE OF PSO ALGORITHM

where t represents iteration, X p is the position vector of

Initialize the parameters of PSO algorithm (swarm size,
maximum number of generation, inertia weights, Wmax and
Wmin, acceleration constants, C1 and C2);
Initialize a swarm of particles with random positions and
velocities (equations 14 and 15);
Evaluate each particle’s fitness function by using (equation
10);
Initialize the global (“gbest”) and the local best position
(“pbest”);
Repeat
generation = generation + 1;
generate next swarm by updating the velocities and
positions of the particles;
evaluate swarm;
compute each particle’s fitness function (equation 10);
find new global (“gbest”) and the local best position
(“pbest”);
update “gbest” of the swarm and “pbest” of each particle;
Until the maximum of generation is not met
Output: the optimal parameters

 K ppos K pvel K ivel PP2 PP3 f H 
OPT

IV. GREY WOLF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) algorithm, initially
proposed in [15], belongs to a class of novel swarm-based
meta-heuristics inspired by the social leadership and
hunting technique of grey wolves in nature. According to
the GWO algorithm, the grey wolves are classified into
four levels of social hierarchy: alpha (α), beta (β), delta
(δ), and omega (ω). The alphas are the leaders of the
group responsible for the hunting process and making
decisions. The betas belong to the second level of the
hierarchy and they assist the alphas in making decisions,
while deltas belong to the third level and dominate the
wolves of the last level omega. The omegas are the lowest
ranking grey wolves on the pyramid of social hierarchy.

 

D =⋅
C X p (t) − X (t)


X (t +=
1)

(14)

 

X p (t) − A⋅ D

(15)









the prey, X is the position vector of a grey wolf, A and C
are coefficient vectors calculated by (16), (17):

A=

 

2a ⋅ r1 − a

(16)


C=


2 ⋅ r2

(17)



The components of vector a linearly decrease from 2
to 0, and r1 and r2 are random vectors in [0,1].
Furthermore, hunting behavior of the grey wolves can
be mathematically modeled by equations (18), (19) and
(20):
 

Dα = C1 ⋅ X α − X

(18)

 

Dβ = C1 ⋅ X β − X

(19)

 

Dδ = C1 ⋅ X δ − X

(20)

The positions of α, β, and δ grey wolves (the first free
best solutions) are updated according to the following
formulas (21), (22), (23) and (24):

X
=
1

 

X α − A1 (Dα )

(21)


X
=
2

 

X β − A2 (D β )

(22)


X
=
3

 

X δ − A3 (Dδ )

(23)





X + X2 + X3
X (t + 1) =1
3

(24)

Finally, the hunting process is finished by attaching
the prey (exploitation phase). The pseudocode of the
GWO algorithm is presented in Table II:
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TABLE II. PSEUDO CODE OF GWO ALGORITHM

Initialize the parameters of GWO algorithm (population size,
maximum number of iterations, position vector X, and vectors
A, a, C);
Initialize a population of grey wolves (equations 14 and 15);
Evaluate each grey wolf’s fitness function by using (equation
10);
Identify three best wolves (the best search agent - Xα, the
second best search agent - Xβ, the third best search agent - Xδ)
according to their fitness functions;
Repeat
generate next population by updating each agent position
(21-23);
update a, A, C by using (16) and (17);
compute each agent’s fitness function (equation 10);
update Xα, Xβ, Xδ;
Until the maximum of generation is not met
Output: the optimal parameters

 K ppos K pvel K ivel PP2 PP3 f H 
OPT
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed optimization
methodology, experimental simulations are performed in
Matlab software package. The parameters of the PSO
algorithm are set as follows: the size of population is 20,
the maximum number of generations is 100, the inertia
weight W is set starting with 1.1 and is linearly decreased
to 0.1. Acceleration constants C1 and C2 are set to 2.0. The
parameters for the GWO algorithm are set as follows: the
size of population is 20, the maximum number of iterations
is 100, the parameter a linearly decreased from 2 to 0, and
r1 and r2 are random vectors in [0,1]. The simulation results
of the PSO and GWO algorithm are compared with the
results achieved by one of the standard industry
approaches used to manually tune CNC machine tools Fine Tune (FT) method. After the performing optimization
process, the achieved optimal values of the six parameters,
 K ppos K pvel K ivel PP2 PP3 f H  , are presented in Table III.

an improvement of (62.5%) comparing to the FT method.
However, even though the position error achieved using
swarm intelligence-based optimization algorithms is less,
results reported in Fig. 2 show that the accuracy (ITAE) of
the FT method was better in relation to the other two
methods with less the control effort (IAU) required to
follow the desired trajectory.
Fine Tune method
Particle Swarm Optimization
Grey Wolf Optimizer
7,00

6,34 6,16

6,00
4,79
5,00
4,00
2,35

3,00
2,00
1,00

1,22

0,84
0,46
0,41

0,54

0,00
maxE (x10^-5)
Fig. 2.

ITAE [m]

IAU (x10^2)

Simulation results

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents two biologically inspired swarm
intelligence-based optimization algorithms, namely
particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) and grey
wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm, implemented to
optimally adjust parameters of the P-PI cascade
controllers for CNC machine tool positioning system.
Both the algorithms are proposed in order to
simultaneously tune a proportional position controller in
the external loop and a proportional-integral speed
controller in the internal loop of the proposed cascade
TABLE III. CONTROL PARAMETERS
control system in the presence of nonlinearities. The
minimization of the maximum position error directly
Optimization method
Control
influenced by nonlinearities such as friction and backlash
Fine Tune
PSO
Grey Wolf
parameters
is the main optimization objective of this work. The
method
algorithm
Optimizer
proposed optimization procedure results in a set of six
pos
Kp
66.6667
74.5
75
optimal parameters of the servosystem: the proportional
K pvel
gain of the outer loop, the proportional and integral gain
0.2865
0.4983
0.2632
of the inner loop, the backlash peak amplitude, the
K ivel
0.0080
0.002401
0.0012
backlash peak time, and the friction hysteresis parameter.
PP2
0.7184
0.0902
0.4368
The proposed PSO and GWO algorithms are implemented
in Matlab software environment and experimental results
PP3
0.0080
7.6635e-05
0.04393
are compared with ones obtained by applying the
fH
0.1288
0.00596
0.00231
industry-driven methods named Fine Tune (FT) method.
The achieved experimental results show a very important
Fig. 2 shows experimental comparisons of the FT improvement in the tuning and behavior of the control
method, PSO, and GWO approach for three merit system by minimization of the peak of the trajectory error.
functions, maximum position error (maxE), the accuracy The advantage of the GWO over the FT method through
(ITAE), and the control effort (IAU), respectively. As the improvement of the maximum peak error is 66.4%,
might be seen from Fig. 2, the GWO algorithm achieves a while the improvement of the PSO algorithm is 62.5%.
significant improvement in minimization of maximum Although the achieved position error (maxE) using swarm
error (66.4%) comparing with the FT method. The intelligence based optimization algorithms is less, better
second-best result is achieved by the PSO algorithm with results in terms of accuracy (ITAE) are obtained using the
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fine Tune method. One of the future research directions
could be oriented towards the implementation of multiobjective
swarm
intelligence-based
optimization
algorithms for the optimal design of cascade control
systems.
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Abstract—A slewing superstructure (SS) represents a key
functional subsystem of bucket wheel excavators (BWEs).
Identification of its basic parameters of static stability
(BPSS: weight and position of the center of gravity) is of
equally crucial significance in design of a BWE and in its
exploitation. The BPSS dominantly determine the static
stability of a BWE SS and, coupled with stiffness, its
dynamic response. This paper presents the results of
research on the impact of the difference between the
experimentally and analytically determined SS BPSS on the:
(1) intensities of forces in the ropes of the bucket wheel boom
hoisting mechanism; (2) maximum loads of the SS radiaxial
slew bearing balls; (3) dynamic response of the SS. The
presented research represents the initial stage in forming of
the integral methodology for the assessment of impact of the
mentioned differences on the key indicators which determine
the lifespan and integrity, as well as reliability and safety of
the SS of BWEs and related surface mining and material
handling machines.
Keywords—Bucket
Wheel
Excavator,
Slewing
Superstructure, Weighing, Balancing, Dynamic Response

I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal power plants hold the biggest share of the
energy production in Serbia. According to [1], [2] roughly
70% of electricity produced in Serbia comes from lignite.
In Europe, only Germany and Turkey hold bigger reserves
of lignite than Serbia, meaning that lignite will remain the
primary energetic potential of Serbia for the foreseeable
future [1], [3]. Serbian lignite reserves are large enough to
support the projected energy consumption until the end of
the 21st century [3].
The backbone of lignite production lies in the surface
mining systems (SMSs), which are regarded as one of the
most significant achievements in the field of mining in the
20th century [4], [5]. The heart of any such system is a
bucket wheel excavator (BWE), which dominantly
determines its performance, first and foremost reflected on
its capacity.
BWEs, the biggest self-propelled machines in
existence [6], are exploited in harsh working conditions
(24/7) [7], in which they are exposed to the loads of a
pronounced dynamic and stochastic character [8]–[11].
Downtimes in their operation adversely affect the coal

production and consequently lead to very high direct
and/or indirect expenses [5], [12], [13].
A slewing superstructure (SS) represents a vital
functional subsystem of a BWE. Due to its large size and
mass, changeable geometric configuration and complex
loading conditions, a SS has a dominant impact on the
static stability of the machine. Furthermore, relatively
small stiffness of the SS substructures combined with,
from the dynamic behavior standpoint, unfavorable
distribution of relatively large masses, makes it sensitive
to the action of periodic excitation caused by the
resistance to excavation.
Static stability of the SS is determined by its so called
'basic parameters of static stability' (BPSS) [14]: the
weight and position of the center of gravity (CoG).
Furthermore, balancing of the SS affects the: (a) integrity
and lifespan of the large scale radiaxial slew bearing (RSB)
[20], [21] and the vital elements of the structure of, for
example, the bucket wheel boom (BWB) stays [23]; (b)
dynamic characteristics and response [24]–[32]. For this
reason, the SS weight and CoG position are, immediately
upon the first erection, determined experimentally by the
so called 'weighing' [15]–[19]. Assessing the impact of the
unavoidable difference between the experimentally and
analytically determined BPSS represents a serious
engineering challenge because this problem is, in authors'
opinion, unacceptably marginalized in the referent
literature and technical regulations. Only the paper [33]
presents a method for forming the analytical model for the
proof of static stability of the SS, based on the difference
between the experimentally and analytically determined
BPSS. It is for this reason that the basic analysis of the
impact of said difference on the definitive counterweight
(CW) mass, loading of the RSB and the dynamic response
of the SS is presented in this paper, on the example of the
BWE SchRs 1600, Fig. 1. A spatial reduced dynamic
model of the SS, developed in [34] based on the procedure
presented in [35] and [36], is used in papers [37] and [38]
for the analysis of the impact of mass of the CW and mass
of the adhered material on the response of the SS. Using a
planar dynamic model formed on the basis of procedures
presented in [35] and [36], the paper [39] analyzes the
impact of mass of the bucket wheel with drive on the
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dynamic response of the SS. However, the research
presented in papers [37]–[39] were not focused on the
explicit analysis of the impact of change in the position of
the SS CoG, inevitably caused by the variation in the
masses of the CW, the adhered material and the bucket
wheel with drive. Therefore, the research presented in this
paper present the initial stage in the development of an
integral methodology for the assessment of the impact of
the difference between the experimentally and analytically
determined BPSS on the key indicators which determine
the integrity and lifespan, and the reliability and safety of
the SSs of BWEs and related surface mining and material
handling machines.

experimentally determined and the designed mass of the
SS, model М1, Table I, is
m=
mSS,0,M1,W1,A − mSS,0,M1
=
cor

= 995.246 − 978.266 = 16.98 t
(2)
is in the paper [14] labeled as corrective mass. The
procedure for determining the coordinates of its center of
mass relative to the local coordinate system of the BWB is
presented in [14], while the Table IV showcases the
values of said coordinates relative to the coordinate
system Oxyz, Fig. 2. By introducing the corrective mass
into the SS model M1 a real image (present state) of the
SS i.e. a so called 'a posteriori' model [33], M2, was
formed, Tables V and VI. Impacts of the corrective mass
on the SS CoG abscissas' values and the intensities of the
BWB hoisting mechanism ropes are presented in Figs. 5
and 6. Upon the correction of the CW mass (ΔmCW=54.96
t added [43], [44]), a control weighing was conducted
(W2), Fig 7, in which the BWB was in the low position, at
the angle αBWB=–11.4° [44]. Therefore, the excavator was
deployed with the CW mass of
m
=
m=
mCW,W1 + ∆
=
mCW
CW,E
CW,W2

= 177.017 + 54.96= 231.977 t.
in place of the designed CW mass of mCW,D,P=197 t [45],
or, mCW,D,F=221 t according to [41]. The impacts of the
CW mass in the domain of its variation from mCW,D,P=197
t to mCW,E=231.977 t on the total masses of the SS models
Fig. 1 BWE SchRs 1600 in the open pit mine “Tamnava West Field”M1 and M2 as well as the calculated CoG abscissas are
Serbia (total mass 2420 t)
given in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.
II. BALANCING OF THE SLEWING SUPERSTRUCTURE
After determining the definitive mass of the CW, the
Changeability of the position of the SS CoG is the next step in the examination of the SS balancing is to
consequence of change in the BWB inclination angle. In analyze the position of the point where the vertical
the case of BWE SchRs 1600, this angle varies between component of the principal load vector intersects the
αBWB==–19.52° (BWB in low position) and αBWB=14.1° referent plane of the RSB (point A), under the effects of
(BWB in high position). Identification of BPSS of the the main operating loads: the SS deadweight (E=mSSg),
designed slewing superstructure of the BWE SchRs 1600, the weight of the transported material (F1) and the
Figs. 2 and 3, as well as mass of the CW for balancing of incrustation (V1) on the BWB conveyor (the so called
its deadweight, Fig. 4, was achieved using an analytical 'conveyor 1'), the weight of the incrustation on the BW
model based on the 3D model created from the technical (V0), the tangential (U) and the lateral (S) component of
documentation [40] provided by the manufacturer (Krupp), cutting force. The intensities of the non-permanently
Table I. Such analytical model (model 1: M1) represents acting loads (F1, V1, V0, UF, UL, SF and SL), listed in Table
the designed image of the slewing superstructure i.e. it’s VII, are determined in accordance to the standard [46].
so called 'a priori' model [33].
For the assessment of the position of the point A on the
According to [41], the mass of the CW needed for BW side, the horizontal position of the BWB is
balancing of the superstructure deadweight in horizontal representative, while the high position of the BWB is
position (H) of the BWB (xCoG,H,M1=0) is mCW,0,H,F=177.5 t. referent for assessing the said position on the side of the
For this reason, the first weighing (W1) of the SS was CW. The coordinates of the principal vector and the
performed with CW mass of mCW,W1=177.017 t, Table II principal moment of the SS load, referent for determining
[42]. The BPSS of the SS model M1 for the CW mass the position of the point A, are calculated with the
mCW,W1 are presented in Table III.
expressions
The averaged mass of the SS established from the
Z=
Zi ,
results of W1 was determined from the expression
i

∑

∑G

=
Mx

SS,W1,p

mSS,0,M1,W1,A
=

p

3g

− mCW,W1
=

∑ ( Z y − Y z ),
∑ ( X z − Z x ),
i i

i i

i i

i i

i

=
My

i

11499.2 + 11501.1 + 11494.4
=
− 177.017 995.246 t, (1)
3 × 9.81

where i=E, F1, V0, V1, UF and SF for the BW side i.e.
i=E,UL and SL for the CW side. Coordinates of the point А
are determined with the expressions
where p is the indicator of the BWB measuring position: L,
My
xA = −
,
H, Hi, Table II. The difference between the
Z
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Mx
.
Z
Based on the eccentricity of the vertical coordinate of the
principal vector (eZ) to the center of mass of the RSB,
yA =

=
eZ

xA2 + yA2 ,

its relative eccentricity is determined
e
er = Z ,
DRSB
Fig. 10, where DRSB=11 m is the race diameter of the RSB.
Having in mind the fact that the relative eccentricity was
determined for the set of loads acting during normal
operation of the machine (in relation to the load case H1.1
[46] only the impact of the inclination was omitted), it is
necessary to determine if the vertical component of the
principal vector is acting within the core of the supporting
contour cross section (a circle with the radius of
е=0.25DRSB), i.e. to meet the condition

er < 0.25,

Fig. 3 Abscissa (xCoG) of the SS model M1 CoG (without CW)

(3)

which ensures that the load is distributed across all the
balls of the RSB. The maximum load of a RSB ball is
determined according to the expression [15]
FB,max
=

Z
nB

(1 + 4er ) ,

Fig. 11, where nB=141 is the total number of balls in the
considered RSB.
Fig. 4 Mass of the CW (mCW,0) for balancing the SS model M1
deadweight

Fig. 2 Slewing superstructure of the BWE SchRs 1600 (total mass
without counterweight: mSS,0,M1=978.266 t; Oxyz-coordinate system
related to the center of the RSB)
Fig. 5 Calculation CoG abscissas of the SS models M1 and M2 (with
CW mass mCW,W1=177.017 t) vs. experimentally determined CoG
abscissa (W1)
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(b)
Fig. 9 Impact of the CW mass on calculation CoG abscissas of the SS
models M1 and M2 for BWB position H (a) and Hi (b)

Fig. 6 Winch rope forces caused by the deadweight: M1 vs. M2

(a)

Fig. 7 Calculation CoG abscissas of the SS models M1 and M2 (with
CW mass mCW,W2=231.977 t) vs. experimentally determined CoG
abscissa (W2)

(b)
Fig. 10 Impact of the CW mass on the relative RSB vertical load
eccentricity on the BW side (a) and CW side (b)
Fig. 8 Impact of the CW mass on the SS models M1 and M2 total mass

(a)
(a)
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CoG ordinate

yCoG,0,M2

–143 mm

TABLE VI CALCULATION BPSS OF THE SS MODEL M2 FROM W1

BWB measuring
Mass* (t)
CoG position (mm)
position
mSS,W1,M2
xCoG,W1,M2
yCoG,W1,M2
Low (L):
–393
αBWB=–12.9°
Horizontal (H):
1172.263
–356
–121
αBWB=0
High (Hi):
–255
αBWB=14.1
*counterweight mass: mCW,W1=177.017 t

(b)
Fig. 11 Impact of the CW mass on the RSB balls' maximum load
TABLE I BPSS OF THE SS MODEL M1 (WITHOUT COUNTERWEIGHT)

Nomenclature
Mass

Notation
mSS,0,M1

CoG abscissa

xCoG,0,M1

CoG ordinate

yCoG,0,M1

Value
978.266 t
–6253 mm (αBWB=0)
–5573 mm (αBWB=14.1°)
–6040 mm (αBWB=–19.52°)
–154 mm

TABLE II RESULTS OF THE FIRST SS WEIGHING (W1)

BWB measuring Weight* (kN)
CoG position (mm)
position
GSS,W1
xCoG,W1
yCoG,W1
Low (L):
11499.2
–398
–121
αBWB=–12.9°
Horizontal (H):
11501.1
–356
–125
αBWB=0
High (Hi):
11499.4
249
–118
αBWB=14.1
*counterweight mass: mCW,W1=177.017 t
TABLE III CALCULATED BPSS OF THE SS MODEL M1 FROM W1

BWB measuring
Mass* (t)
CoG position (mm)
position
mSS,W1,M1
xCoG,W1,M1
yCoG,W1,M1
Low (L):
–75
αBWB=–12.9°
Horizontal (H):
1155.283
–66
–130
αBWB=0
High (Hi):
509
αBWB=14.1
*counterweight mass: mCW,W1=177.017 t
TABLE IV POSITION OF THE CORRECTIVE MASS CENTER (CMC)

BWB measuring
position
Low (L):
αBWB=–12.9°
Horizontal (H):
αBWB=0
High (Hi):
αBWB=14.1

CMC coordinates (mm)
xCMC
yCMC
zCMC
–22001
–20090
–17070

6511
475

14068
17704

TABLE V BPSS OF THE SS MODEL M2 (WITHOUT COUNTERWEIGHT)

Nomenclature
Mass

Notation
mSS,0,M2

CoG abscissa

xCoG,0,M2

Value
995.246 t
–6489 mm (αBWB=0)
–5769 mm (αBWB=14.1°)
–6323 mm (αBWB=–19.52°)

TABLE VII INTENSITIES AND POSITIONS OF THE LOADS

Load

Intensity
(kN)
BWB position: H
F1
376.1
V1
37.6
V0
196.6
UF
505.1
SF
204.4
BWB position: Hi
UL
505.1
SL
235.5

Position of points of application
x (m)
y (m)
z (m)
–22.078
–22.078
–40.166
–46.291
–46.291

0.85
0.85
–0.76
–0.12
–0.12

4.475
4.475
3.675
4.035
4.035

–38.985
–38.985

–0.12
–0.12

6.74
6.74

III. DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE SLEWING
SUPERSTRUCTURE
The analysis of the influence of the CW mass on the
modal characteristics and the dynamic response of the SS
was conducted using reduced spatial dynamic models M1
('a priori' model) and M2 ('a posteriori' model) of the SS,
developed according to the procedure presented in detail
in [34], Fig. 12. Dynamic models formed in this manner
enable the analysis of the BWE SS dynamic behavior in
the conditions of continuous variation of both the
constructional parameters and the parameters of excitation.
BWB inclination angle, as proven in [47], does not have a
significant impact on the modal characteristics of the
analyzed SS of the BWE SchRs 1600, which is the
consequence of a relatively small length and extension of
the ropes of the BWB hoisting mechanism, thus the
horizontal position of the BWB was adopted as referent
for further analysis.
Under the assumption that the excavating angle is
equal to ψE=π/2 and having in mind the fact that the
appearance of parametric oscillations has not been
observed during the exploitation of the excavator [37],
identification of the external loads caused by the
resistance to excavation was performed according to the
procedures presented in [48], [49]. Available moment of
excavation was determined according to the equation,
M E,av =

ηBWD PBWD − Ph
,
ωBW

(4)

where ηBWD=0.9 is the efficiency of the BW drivetrain,
PBWD=1150 kW is BW drive power and Ph is the power
used to lift the material in the BW obtained from the
expression:
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Ph = Qth ρo ghQ .

(5)
3

In the expression (5), Qth=6600 m /h represents the
theoretical capacity of the machine, ρo=1700 kg/m3 is the
mass density of the overburden (loose), g=9.81 m/s2 is the
gravity constant, while hQ=DBW/2=12.25/2=6.125 m is the
material lifting height [15]. Angular frequency of the BW
is calculated using the equation,

ωBW =

nD 2π
,
nB

(6)

where nD=69.4 min-1 is the frequency of bucket discharge,
while nB=17 represents the number of buckets.

Fig. 12 Spatial reduced dynamic model of the BWE SchRs 1600 superstructure (extracted from Fig. 2 in [47])

If the maximum moment of excavation (ME,max),
occurring when the maximum number of buckets are
engaged in the cut (nB,E,max=nB,E,min+1), is calculated
according to the expression,
n

=
M E,max

B,E,min
DBW
sin (ψ E − iθ B ) M E,av ,
=
kF s0 b0 ∑
2
i =0

5
M E,max + M E,min
M
− M E,max
sin ( nΩt ), (10)
M E,F ( t ) =
+ ∑ E,min
2
n
π
n =1

where Ω=2πnD is the fundamental angular frequency of
excitation.

(7)

then the expression (7) yields to
2 M E,av

kF s0 b0 =

nB,E,min

DBW

∑
i =0

,

(8)

sin (ψ E − iθ B )

allowing the calculation of the minimum moment of
excavation (ME,min) occurring when the minimum number
of buckets are engaged in the cut (nB,E,min=int(ψE/θB)):
nB,E,min
M E,av
M E,min n
∑ sin (ψ E − iθ B ), (9)
B,E,min

∑
i =0

sin (ψ E − iθ B )

i =1

where θB=2π/nB is the angular step of the buckets. The
obtained external loads, caused by the resistance to
excavation, were approximated with trigonometric
polynomials with n=5 harmonics, using the Fourier
coefficients, as indicated in [37]. The trigonometric
polynomial of the excavation moment (ME,F(t)), Fig. 13,
was formed according to the equation,

Fig. 13 Moment of excavation ME,F(t)

The forced responses of the dynamic models M1 and
M2 were determined by applying the Lagrange’s second
order equations, under the assumption that the structural
damping may be considered negligible in the out-ofresonance region, while also having in mind the fact that
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free vibration responses are quickly attenuated in
operation.
Under the previous assumptions, the system of
differential equations of motion yields to [37]
 ( mCW , t ) + K ⋅ q ( mCW , t ) =
M (mCW ) ⋅ q
5

Q 0Ω + ∑ QnΩ sin ( nΩt ).
=

(11)

n =1

It is important to note that the mass matrix of the system
M(mCW) is dependent on the CW mass, ranging from
mCW,D,P=197 t to mCW,E=231.977 t ≈232 t, which makes
the generalized displacements,
5

q ( mCW , t ) =
A 0 + ∑ A n ( mCW ) sin ( nΩt ),

(12)

5

−∑ n 2 Ω 2 A n ( mCW ) sin ( nΩt ),
a ( mCW , t ) =

(13)

n =1

dependent on the CW mass in addition to time.
The spectrum of natural frequencies of the model was
adopted in a way that accounts for the first five
frequencies of excitation [37], while the transformation
from M1 to M2 model was realized with the inclusion of
the corrective mass (mcor) as a lumped mass with
coordinates enclosed in Table IV.
Modal characteristics of both analyzed models (M1
and M2) in the conditions of continuous CW mass
variation are presented in Fig. 14, while the values of first
13 natural frequencies obtained for the initial and ultimate
values of parameter range are enclosed in Table VIII.

n =1

and accelerations of the system referent points,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14 Dependence of natural frequencies on the CW mass: (a) model M1; (b) model M2 (free vibration frequencies of M1 - blue continuous lines;
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free vibration frequencies of M2 - red continuous lines; forced vibration frequencies - black dash-dot lines)
TABLE VIII INFLUENCE OF THE CW MASS ON THE SPECTRUM OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES – MODELS M1 & M2

Model
M1
M2

mCW
mCW,D,P
mCW,E
mCW,D,P
mCW,E

f1
0.725
0.714
0.721
0.711

f2
0.897
0.877
0.893
0.875

f3
1.012
0.986
1.01
0.983

f4
1.585
1.571
1.577
1.565

f5
1.904
1.861
1.897
1.853

Natural frequency (Hz)
f6
f7
f8
2.589 2.957 3.039
2.589 2.957 3.039
2.586 2.954 3.039
2.586 2.954 3.039

f9
3.257
3.257
3.255
3.254

f10
3.768
3.768
3.730
3.730

f11
4.961
4.797
4.946
4.789

f12
5.344
5.304
5.291
5.245

f13
6.098
6.084
6.055
6.039

Analysis of the dynamic response was conducted by
monitoring the generalized vertical and lateral
displacements and accelerations of the referent points of
the system which are most sensitive to the variation of the
constructional parameters [7], [32], [39], [47]. Maximum
generalized displacements of: (a) bucket wheel center –
BWC; (b) bucket wheel drive gearbox center of gravity –
BWD; (c) tips of the mast 1 – M1T1 and M1T2; (d) tips
of the mast 2 – M2T1 and M2T2; (e) counterweight center
of gravity – CWC, Fig. 12, are presented in Figs. 15-26,
while the maximum vertical and lateral accelerations of
these referent points are enclosed in Figs. 27-38.

Fig. 17 Maximum vertical displacements of the BWD

Fig. 15 Maximum vertical displacements of the BWC

Fig. 18 Maximum lateral displacements of the BWD

Fig. 16 Maximum lateral displacements of the BWC

Fig. 19 Maximum vertical displacements of the M1T1
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Fig. 20 Maximum vertical displacements of the M1T2

Fig. 24 Maximum lateral displacements of the M2T1 and M2T2

Fig. 21 Maximum lateral displacements of the M1T1 and M1T2

Fig. 25 Maximum vertical displacements of the CWC

Fig. 22 Maximum vertical displacements of the M2T1

Fig. 26 Maximum lateral displacements of the CWC

Fig. 23 Maximum vertical displacements of the M2T2

Fig. 27 Maximum vertical accelerations of the BWC
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Fig. 28 Maximum lateral accelerations of the BWC

Fig. 32 Maximum vertical accelerations of the M1T2

Fig. 29 Maximum vertical accelerations of the BWD

Fig. 33 Maximum lateral accelerations of the M1T1 and M1T2

Fig. 30 Maximum lateral accelerations of the BWD

Fig. 34 Maximum vertical accelerations of the M2T1

Fig. 31 Maximum vertical accelerations of the M1T1

Fig. 35 Maximum vertical accelerations of the M2T2
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Fig. 36 Maximum lateral accelerations of the M2T1 and M2T2

323 mm, occurs at the low position of the BWB; (2) the
CoG abscissas of the model M2 are in good accordance
with the experimentally determined SS CoG abscissas,
Table IX: the lowest absolute value of deviation occurs at
the horizontal BWB position and, with the adopted level
of precision equals to 0, and the highest, which is 6 mm,
occurs at the high position of the BWB; (3) ordinate
deviations are within acceptable ranges for both models,
whereby said deviations are considerably lower in the case
of model M2, Table IX. In control weighing W2 (CW
mass mCW,E=231.977 t) the deviations of CoG abscissas of
the models М1 and М2 from the experimentally
determined SS CoG abscissa, Fig. 7, equal to 367 mm and
45 mm, respectively. The increase of the considered
deviations from the deviations in weighing W1 is
dominantly the consequence of the presence of foreign
bodies (≈1.24 t) and snow accumulation [44].
TABLE IX COG POSITION: W1 VS. MODELS М1 AND M2

BWB measuring
position

Deviation (mm)

ΔxCoG*
M1

Low (L):
αBWB=–12.9°
Horizontal (H):
αBWB=0
High (Hi):
αBWB=14.1
Fig. 37 Maximum vertical accelerations of the CWC

M1

M2

–323

–5

9

0

–290

0

5

–4

–260

–6

12

3

The differences of the CoG abscissas of the models
М1 and М2 are positive and monotonously declining over
the entire domain of change of the BWB inclination angle,
Fig. 39. Additionally, it is observed that the considered
differences of abscissas rise as the mass of the
counterweight increases, which is explained by the lower
sensitivity of the BPSS of the M2 to the impact of the CW
mass.
The corrective mass, i.e. the difference of the SS mass
determined based on the results of weighing W1, equation
(1), and its designed mass, Table I, equals to mcor=16.98 t,
equation (2), which represents
∆mSS,per
= 100

Fig. 38 Maximum lateral accelerations of the CWC

ΔyCoG**

M2

mcor
16.98
= 100
= 1.7%
mSS,0,M1
978.266

of the designed mass of the SS. According to [15, page
233] “If the weighing results differ by more than a certain
amount, in general 5% of the theoretical values calculated
for stability, the calculation must be checked and the
weighing procedure repeated. The ballast must then be
adjusted according to the weighing results so that the
position of the COG in the plane of the jacking points
corresponds to the desired theoretical values.“. Therefore,
the provided quote, as well as the standard [50], imply that,
having in mind the deviation of the designed and the SS
mass determined by weighing is considerably lower than
5%, the correction of the ballast is not necessary.
However, the results of the first weighing, conducted with
the ballast mass of mCW,W1=177.017 t, which is close to
the mass of the ballast necessary for balancing of the SS
deadweight: mCW,0,H,F=177.5 t [41] i.e. mCW,0,H,M1=179.263
t, Fig. 4, point to the significant impact of the corrective
mass, which is the consequence of relatively high absolute
values of its CoG abscissas, Table IV. For this reason it

IV. DISCUSSION
By harmonizing the mass of the 'a priori' model of the
SS (model М1), Table I, and the mass of the SS, equation
(1), determined by the results of the weighing W1, Table
II, an 'a posteriori' model (model М2) of the SS has been
formed. Its mass, Table V, is equal to the experimentally
(W1) determined mass of the SS. Based on the values of
the abscissas of the corrective mass, Table IV, it is
concluded that excess mass of the model M2, in relation
to the model M1, exists on the BWB.
Based on the comparative analysis of the results of the
weighing W1, Table II, and the results obtained using the
models M1 and M2, Tables III and V, the following
conclusions are drawn: (1) the CoG abscissas of the model
M1 deviate considerably from the experimentally
determined SS CoG abscissas, Fig. 5, Table IX: the lowest
absolute value of deviation occurs at the high position of
the BWB and equals to 260 mm, and the highest, which is
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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was necessary to perform a correction to the designed
ballast mCW,D,F=221 t [41] (ballast CoG abscissa:
xCW=34.123 m) by adding
mcor xCMC,H
16.98 × ( −20.09 )
∆1mCW =
−
=
−
=
9.997 t.
xCW
34.123

Fig. 40 Percentage difference of the winch rope forces

Fig. 39 Impact of the BWB angle on the difference of the SS models
CoG abscissas

The higher mass of the BWB in the model М2 causes
the increase in the intensity of forces in the ropes of the
BWB hoisting mechanism, Fig. 6. The percent increment
of the intensities of these forces, Fig. 40, monotonously
decreases from 2.9% in the low position of the BWB, to
2.1% in its high position.
The differences of the CoG abscissas of the M1 and
M2 SS models, for both referent positions of the BW,
monotonously slowly rise as the mass of the CW increases,
Fig. 41, which is the consequence of the mentioned lower
sensitivity of the M2 BPSS to the influence of the CW
mass. Additionally, it is observed that the mentioned
differences are somewhat higher in the horizontal BWB
position, which is explained by the higher impact of the
corrective mass because of the greater distance of its
center of mass from the RSB axis of rotation (Oz). The
maximum values of abscissa differences ΔxCoG,H,max=299
mm and ΔxCoG,Hi,max=265 mm, Fig. 41, occur for the CW
mass of mCW,E=231.977 t with which the excavator was
deployed. With this CW mass, the CoG abscissas of the
designed SS (model М1) are xCoG,H,M1=1486 mm and
xCoG,Hi,M1=2036 mm, Fig. 9, which means that the CoG
abscissa of the deployed-state SS (M2) is lower by
100

∆xCoG,H,max
299
= 100
= 20.1%
xCoG,H,M1
1486

in the horizontal position of the BWB, and
100

∆xCoG,Hi,max
265
= 13.0%
= 100
xCoG,Hi,M1
2036

in the high BWB position.

Fig. 41 Impact of the CW mass on the difference of the SS models CoG
abscissas

A change in the CW mass significantly impacts the
relative eccentricity of the vertical coordinate of the
principal vector of loads on the RSB caused by main
operating loads, Fig. 10. In the horizontal position of the
BWB (BW side), the relative eccentricity monotonously
decreases as the CW mass increases, Fig. 10(a), while in
the high position of the BWB it is of a monotonously
rising character, Fig. 10(b). Relative eccentricity of the
load on the BW side in the model М2 does not satisfy the
condition defined by the equation (3) for CW masses
mCW≤204.3 t. Fig. 10(a). In every other case, the relative
eccentricities of the loads are lower than 0.25 for both SS
models. It is observed, Fig. 10(a), that the relative
eccentricity of loads on the BW side are higher in case of
the model М2, while on the CW side it is higher in the
model М1, Fig. 10(b). If the values of the relative
eccentricities of loads for the model M1 are adopted as the
basis for comparison, the percentage differences, Fig. 42,
are of a monotonously rising character. At the CW mass
mCW,E=231.977 t, the relative eccentricity of the vertical
load in the model M2 is 13.1% higher on the BW side and
11.5% lower on the CW side, Fig. 42. This means that the
conditions for static stability of the SS of the model M2
are less favorable on the BW side and more favorable on
the side of the CW.
A change in the mass of the SS and the relative
eccentricity of the RSB load leads, naturally, to the
change in the RSB ball maximum load, Fig. 11. The
character of its dependence on the CW mass is the same
as the character of dependence on the relative RSB
vertical load eccentricity, Figs. 10 and 11. The same
applies to the character of dependence of the percentage
differences of the RSB ball maximum loads, Fig. 43. For
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the CW mass of mCW,E=231.977 t the maximum RSB ball
load in the model М2 is 6.5% higher on the BW side and
3.9% lower on the CW side, Fig. 43.

The transition from the ‘a priori’ image of the SS
(model M1 with the mass of the CW mCW,E) to the state in
which the excavator was put in exploitation (model M2
with the CW mass mCW,E) does not have any significant
impact on the values of the natural frequencies, Table XI.
The tenth and twelfth natural frequencies are 1.1% and 1.0%
lower for the ‘a posteriori’ model, while all of the other
analyzed natural frequencies are dropping by less than 1%,
Table XI.
In the complete domain of CW mass change there is
no appearance of resonances for neither of the analyzed
models.
Maximum vertical displacements of the referent points
which are influenced by the change in the CW mass the
most are those of the tips of the mast 2 for both of the
analyzed models, Table XII. Nevertheless, these
displacements are an order of magnitude lower than the
remainder of the analyzed displacements, Figs. 22 and 23,
and are, for this reason, of no significance in further
analysis. Maximum generalized vertical displacements of
the referent points of the SS are influenced by the change
of the CW mass in the domain from 0.5% to 1.3% for both
of the analyzed models, drawing a conclusion that, from
Fig. 42 Percentage difference of the relative eccentricity of the vertical
RSB load
the engineering standpoint, this influence can be
considered negligible, Table XII. Similar conclusions may
be drawn when analyzing the influence of transition from
the ‘a priori’ to the ‘a posteriori’ state of the SS where
maximum vertical displacements of the BWD and M1T1
are 0.2% lower, followed by 0.1% lower displacements of
the BWC and M1T2, Table XIII. Only the maximum
vertical displacement of the CWC is higher, by 0.5%.
Maximum generalized lateral displacement most
affected by the change of the CW mass is the
displacement of the CWC, Fig. 26, which is 8.9% and 7.4%
lower, respectively, at the end compared to the start of the
analyzed interval of parameter change for models M1 and
M2, Table XIV. The model M1 is slightly more affected
by the change in the CW mass, Table XIV, although, from
the engineering standpoint, this impact on the lateral
displacements of other referent points can be considered
negligible. On the other hand, the transition from the ‘a
priori’ to the ‘a posteriori’ state of the SS has an impact on
the lateral displacements of the referent points which may
not be neglected steaming from the fact that M1T1 and
M1T2 displacements are 8.3% higher, followed by 4.3%,
1.2% and 1.1% higher displacements of the tips of masts 2,
BWC and BWD, Table XV. The maximum lateral
Fig. 43 Percentage difference of the RSB ball maximum load
displacement of the CWC is 2.0% lower.
The increase of both M1 and M2 models’ masses has
Lateral displacements, Figs. 21 and 24, and
led, as expected, to the decrease in the values of their accelerations, Figs. 33 and 36, of the tips of the mast 1
natural frequencies, Fig. 14 and Table VIII. The eleventh and the mast 2 are equal since these structures are
natural frequency of both models is the most affected by symmetrical, symmetrically supported and symmetrically
the increase of the CW mass, Table X. The second, third loaded constructions in the lateral direction.
and fifth natural frequencies are declining by more than 2%
All of the obtained maximum vertical accelerations of
in both of the analyzed models. The fundamental natural the SS referent points, for both of the analyzed models,
frequency of the model M1 is 1.5% lower when are lower than permitted values prescribed by the code
mCW=mCW,E compared to the state of the model with [46], Table XVI. Since the maximum obtained vertical
mCW=mCW,D,P. For the same conditions, the fundamental, accelerations of the tips of the masts 1 and 2, Figs. 31, 32,
natural frequency of the model M2 is 1.4% lower, Table X. 34 and 35, are more than five times lower than the
The decreases in the fourth, twelfth and thirteenth natural permitted values, Table XVI, these accelerations will not
frequencies are lower than 1%, while the sixth through be discussed during further analysis. The reason behind
tenth natural frequencies are practically unaffected by the the obtainment of the results of such low values lies in
change in the CW mass for both of the analyzed models.
high axial stiffness of the cords of the analyzed masts
(cords 5-8 in Fig. 12). Maximum vertical accelerations of
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the CWC are the most affected by the variation of the CW
mass. Vertical accelerations of this referent point are
declining by 5.9% for model M1 and 6.5% for model M2,
Fig. 37 and Table XVII. Maximum vertical accelerations
of the BWC decline by 4.8% and 4.4%, with the increase
of the CW mass for the models M1 and M2, respectively,
Fig. 27 and Table XVII. This trend is also present in the
maximum vertical accelerations of the BWD for the
model M1 where a 2.2% decrease is observed, while these
accelerations increase by 4% in case of the model M2.
The character of the diagram of maximum vertical
accelerations of the BWD for the model M1, Fig. 29, is
the consequence of the fourth order resonant state, the
influence of which was analyzed in [37].
Disregarding the percentage differences of the values
of maximum vertical accelerations of the tips of the masts
1 and 2 for the already enclosed reasons, the transition
from the ‘a priori’ to the ‘a posteriori’ state of the SS has
the biggest effect on the vertical accelerations of the BWD,
reflected in the increase of 3.5%, Table XVIII. The
increase of values is also observed when analyzing the
maximum vertical accelerations of the BWC (1.0%). Said
transition has a slight positive influence only on the
maximum vertical accelerations of the CWC, which
decline by 0.6%, Table XVIII.
Having in mind the fact that the maximum lateral
accelerations of the tips of the mast 2 (M2T1 and M2T2)
and the CWC are by an order of magnitude lower than
their permitted values, Table XVI, over the entire domain
of the parameter change for both of the analyzed models it
is conclusive that they are of no interest for further
analysis, Figs. 36 and 38. With the increase in the CW
mass, the values of the maximum lateral accelerations of

the BWC increase by 3.2% and 7.2% for the models M1
and M2, respectively, Fig. 28, Table XIX. On the other
hand, maximum lateral accelerations of the BWD decline
by 2.5% (M1) and 2.3% (M2), Table XIX. The increase in
the values of maximum lateral accelerations of the tips of
the mast 1 with the increase of the CW mass is practically
negligible (≤1.3%) for both of the analyzed models, Table
XIX. However, unlike the maximum lateral accelerations
of the BWC and the BWD, which are lower than the
permitted value on the complete interval of the parameter
change for both of the analyzed models, the values of the
maximum lateral accelerations of the tips of the mast 1 are
slightly higher (3.3% at the beginning and 4.5% at the end
of the analyzed interval of change) than the permitted
value for the model M1, Fig. 33 and Table XVI. Negative
dynamic effects are even more pronounced when said
accelerations are analyzed for model M2, for which the
values are higher by 15.3% and 16.8% for mCW,D,P and
mCW,E, than the permitted value prescribed by [46],
respectively.
For the previously stated reasons, the influence of the
transition from the ‘a priori’ to the ‘a posteriori’ state of
the SS on the maximum lateral accelerations of the tips of
the mast 2 and the CWC was not analyzed. Said transition
has a significant impact on the values of maximum lateral
accelerations of the BWC (increase of 15.6%) and the tips
of the mast 1 (increase of 11.8%), while the BWD is
slightly less affected (increase of 3.1%), Table XX.
Finally, the values of maximum lateral accelerations of
the tips of the mast 1 are only 4.5% higher than the
permitted value when the ‘a priori’ state of the SS is
analyzed, compared to 16.8% higher values obtained for
the state of the SS that was put in exploitation.

TABLE X PERCENTAGE DECREASE OF M1 AND M2 NATURAL FREQUENCIES CAUSED BY CW MASS INCREASE

Percentage
difference

Model
M1

fi

mCW,E

fi

M2

−f

mCW,D,P
i
mCW,D,P

× 100

Natural frequency (i=1,2...13)
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9

f1

f2

f3

f4

-1.5

-2.2

-2.6

-0.9

-2.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1.4

-2.0

-2.7

-0.8

-2.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

f10

f11

f12

f13

0.0

0.0

-3.3

-0.7

-0.2

0.0

0.0

-3.2

-0.9

-0.3

TABLE XI TRANSITION FROM THE ‘A PRIORI’ TO THE ‘A POSTERIORI’ STATE OF THE SS - IMPACT ON THE SPECTRUM OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES

Percentage difference
fi

M 2( mCW,E )

fi

− fi

M1( mCW,E )

M1( mCW,E )

× 100

f1

f2

f3

f4

-0.4

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

Natural frequency (i=1,2...13)
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
-0.4

-0.1

-0.1

0.0

-0.1

f10

f11

f12

f13

-1.0

-0.2

-1.1

-0.7

TABLE XII DEVIATION OF MAXIMUM GENERALIZED VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS CAUSED BY CW MASS INCREASE

Model
M1

Percentage difference
CW,D,P
qRPCW,E
,V,max − qRP ,V,max

m

m

q

M2

mCW,D,P
RP ,V,max

× 100

Referent point (RP)
M1T2
M2T1

BWC

BWD

M1T1

-1.3

-1.0

-1.2

-1.3

-1.2

-1.1

-1.3

-1.3

M2T2

CWC

12.9

26.5

0.5

14.0

31.0

0.5

TABLE XIII TRANSITION FROM THE ‘A PRIORI’ TO THE ‘A POSTERIORI’ STATE OF THE SS - IMPACT ON THE MAXIMUM VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS

Percentage difference
CW,E
CW,E
qRP ,V,max
− qRP ,V,max

M 2( m

)

M1( m

M1( m

CW,E
qRP ,V,max

)

BWC

BWD

M1T1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2

Referent point (RP)
M1T2
M2T1

M2T2

CWC

-3.4

0.5

)

× 100

-0.1

-0.3
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TABLE XIV DEVIATION OF MAXIMUM GENERALIZED LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS CAUSED BY CW MASS INCREASE

Model

Percentage difference

M1

CW,D,P
qRPCW,E
,L,max − qRP ,L,max

m

m

× 100

m

qRPCW,D,P
,L,max

M2

BWC

BWD

1.3

1.4

1.2

1.1

Referent point (RP)
M1T1; M1T2

M2T1; M2T2

CWC

1.3

-1.0

-8.9

1.2

0.5

-7.4

TABLE XV TRANSITION FROM THE ‘A PRIORI’ TO THE ‘A POSTERIORI’ STATE OF THE SS - IMPACT ON THE MAXIMUM LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS

Percentage difference
CW,E
CW,E
qRP ,L,max
− qRP ,L,max

M 2( m

M1( m

)

M1( m

CW,E
qRP ,L,max

BWC

BWD

1.2

1.1

Referent point (RP)
M1T1; M1T2

M2T1; M2T2

CWC

4.3

-2.0

)

× 100

)

8.3

TABLE XVI PERMITTED ACCELERATION VALUES ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD [46]

Permitted acceleration (m/s2)
Vertical direction
Lateral direction

Referent point (RP)
M1T1; M1T2; M2T1; M2T2; CWC
0.4
0.333

BWC; BWD
1
0.167

TABLE XVII DEVIATION OF MAXIMUM GENERALIZED VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS CAUSED BY CW MASS INCREASE

Model
M1

Percentage difference
CW,D,P
aRPCW,E
,V,max − aRP ,V,max

m

m

m

aRPCW,D,P
,V,max

M2

× 100

Referent point (RP)
M1T2
M2T1

BWC

BWD

M1T1

-4.8

-2.2

6.4

1.6

-4.4

4.0

8.0

2.0

M2T2

CWC

10.3

9.9

-5.9

9.4

12.3

-6.5

TABLE XVIII TRANSITION FROM THE ‘A PRIORI’ TO THE ‘A POSTERIORI’ STATE OF THE SS - IMPACT ON THE MAXIMUM VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS

Percentage difference
CW,E
CW,E
aRP ,V,max
− aRP ,V,max

M 2( m

)

M1( m

M1( m

CW,E
aRP ,V,max

BWC

BWD

M1T1

1.0

3.5

2.7

Referent point (RP)
M1T2
M2T1

M2T2

CWC

2.8

-0.6

)

)

× 100

5.9

2.3

TABLE XIX DEVIATION OF MAXIMUM GENERALIZED LATERAL ACCELERATIONS CAUSED BY CW MASS INCREASE

Model
M1

Percentage difference
CW,D,P
aRPCW,E
,L,max − aRP ,L,max

m

m

a

M2

mCW,D,P
RP ,L,max

× 100

BWC

BWD

3.2

-2.5

7.2

-2.3

Referent point (RP)
M1T1; M1T2

M2T1; M2T2

CWC

1.2

2.5

-27.0

1.3

2.2

-26.7

TABLE XX TRANSITION FROM THE ‘A PRIORI’ TO THE ‘A POSTERIORI’ STATE OF THE SS - IMPACT ON THE MAXIMUM LATERAL ACCELERATIONS

Percentage difference
a

−a

M 2( mCW,E )
M1( mCW,E )
RP ,L,max
RP ,L,max
M1( mCW,E )
RP ,L,max

a

× 100

BWC

BWD

15.6

3.1

V. CONCLUSIONS
Balancing of the BWE SS represents the final stage of
the excavator’s production. Conducted upon the
conclusion of the first erection and before the excavator
undergoes the proof of capacity and the test run, the
outcome of this procedure significantly affects the
exploitation behavior and the lifespan of the vital elements
of the machine.

Referent point (RP)
M1T1; M1T2
11.8

M2T1; M2T2

CWC

16.0

-3.1

The basis for the balancing of the SS lies in the results
of the experimental determination of its weight and CoG
position. In the referent literature [15] and technical
regulations [50] it is stated that the adjustment of the
ballast is to be conducted if the obtained weight of the SS
is more than 5% higher than the analytically determined
weight. Based on the results of the research presented in
this paper it is concluded that a noticeably smaller
difference (1.7%) between the experimentally and
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analytically determined SS weights has a significant
impact on the position of its CoG. Results of the weighing
conducted with the analytically determined mass of the
CW needed for the balancing of the SS deadweight have
shown that the CoG abscissas of the realized SS are
considerably lower than designed (‘a priori’ model of the
SS): by 323 mm for the BWB in low measuring position,
290 mm for BWB in horizontal position and 260 mm for
BWB in high position. Because of this, an ‘a posteriori’
model of the SS was developed based on the experimental
results, whose mass matches the experimentally
determined SS mass. Validation of this model, which
simultaneously yields good approximations of the abscissa
(maximum absolute deviation of 6 mm) and the ordinate
(maximum absolute deviation of 4 mm), was performed
on the basis of the results of two weighings. Results of the
calculation indicate the following facts:
• over the entire domain of the BWB inclination
angle, with the CW mass of mCW=0, the CoG
abscissas of the SS 'a posteriori' model are
significantly lower (the biggest difference occurs in
the high BWB position and equals 283 mm);
• over the entire domain of the BWB inclination
angle, the difference of the CoG abscissas of the ‘a
priori’ and ‘a posteriori’ models of the SS rises with
the increase in the CW mass;
• the biggest percentage increment in the intensity of
the forces in the ropes of the BWB hoisting
mechanism in the 'a posteriori' model of the SS,
caused by the increased deadweight of the SS
(excess mass compared to the 'a priori' model exists
on the BWB substructure), equals 2.9% and occurs
in the its low position;
Based on the comparative analysis of the results
obtained from the 'a priori' and 'a posteriori' models of the
SS, with the CW mass of mCW,E=231.977 t, with which the
excavator was deployed, the following has been
concluded:
• the CoG abscissa of the 'a posteriori' SS model in
the horizontal BWB position, which is relevant for
the proof of stability on the BW side, is 20.1%
lower, meaning that in that case the results of the
static stability calculations for the 'a priori' model
are not on the side of safety;
• the CoG abscissa of the 'a posteriori' SS model in
the high BWB position, which is relevant for the
proof of stability on the CW side, is 13.0% lower,
meaning that in that case the results of the static
stability calculations for the 'a priori' model are on
the side of safety;
• the relative eccentricity of the vertical load on the
RSB caused by the main operating loads in the 'a
posteriori' SS model are 13.1% higher on the BW
side and 11.5% lower on the CW side;
• the maximum RSB ball load in the 'a posteriori' SS
model is 6.5% higher on the BW side and 3.9%
lower on the CW side;
• the transition from the ‘a priori’ image of the SS to
the state in which the excavator was put in
exploitation does not have any significant impact on
the values of the natural frequencies. The tenth and
the twelfth natural frequencies are 1.1% and 1.0%
lower, respectively, for the ‘a posteriori’ model,

•

•

•

•

•

while all the other analyzed natural frequencies are
dropping by less than 1%;
similar conclusions may be drawn when analyzing
the influence of the said transition on the maximum
vertical displacements of the system referent points,
where the highest deviation of the maximum
vertical displacement is observed for the CWC (a
rise of 0.5%);
on the other hand, the influence of the transition
from the ‘a priori’ to the ‘a posteriori’ state of the
SS has an impact on the lateral displacements of the
referent points which cannot be neglected,
stemming from the fact that the displacements of
the M1T1 and M1T2 are 8.3% higher, followed by
4.3%, 1.2% and 1.1% higher displacements of the
tips of the mast 2, BWC and BWD. The maximum
lateral displacement of the CWC is 2.0% lower;
the transition from the ‘a priori’ to the ‘a posteriori’
state of the SS has the most significant effect on the
vertical accelerations of the BWD, reflected on the
increase by 3.5%;
said transition has a significant negative impact on
the values of maximum lateral accelerations of the
BWC (increase of 15.6%) and the tips of the mast 1
(increase of 11.8%), while the BWD is slightly less
affected (increase of 3.1%);
finally, the values of maximum lateral accelerations
of the tips of the mast 1 are 4.5% higher than the
permitted value when the ‘a priori’ state of the SS is
analyzed. Negative dynamic effects are even more
pronounced for the state of the SS put in
exploitation, where 16.8% higher values of the
analyzed maximum accelerations are obtained.

Based on the presented, it is concluded that, upon the
experimental determination of the mass and the CoG
position of the SS, even in case of deviations lower than 5%
to that of the designed state, it is necessary to analyze the
levels of impact of the determined differences on the: (1)
static stability; (2) intensities of forces in the ropes of the
BWB hoisting mechanism; (3) maximum RSB ball loads;
(4) dynamic response of the SS. Finally, having in mind
the variety of design conceptions, dimensions and masses
of the SSs in BWEs, the results of the presented research
on the level of impact of the unharmonized designed and
realized states cannot be generalized, but point to the
necessity to form a consistent methodology for
harmonizing the calculation models with the realized
states of BWE SSs. In addition to BWEs, such a
methodology could successfully be applied to bucket
wheel reclaimers and spreaders.
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Abstract— Measuring performances business processes
nowadays, has become routine practice in enterprises that
have adopted quality management system according to ISO
9001 standard requests, since that is one of key requests of
that standard. On the other hand, in a recent scientific
literature the term "Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)" is
introduced, primarily as a tool for enterprise’s market
performance analysis. However, reviewing the mentioned
literature as well as insight in practical use in the
enterprises have shown that measuring and analyzing
enterprise’s performances doesn’t have systematic
approach, and that there is a large number of different
models in use. Rarely, one can find business field where Key
Performance Indicators model has been brought to the level
of standardization. This paper is about establishing
comprehensive,
systematic
model
of
enterprise’s
performances identification and their measuring methods
through appropriate key indicators, according to the
existing models, a step forward was made in terms of
suggesting the way of reaching satisfying level of
performances balance, by putting them into Balanced
Scorecard. The method of constant monitoring over the
performances is implied (over their indicators), as well as
the case study.
Keywords— Enterprise, Performance, Key Performance
Indicators, Balanced Scorecard, Monitoring

these indicators are brought to the level of standardization,
then they determine the market position - rating and basis
for comparison with competing companies.
II. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
- A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The January 2004 edition of Industry Week [1, 2]
includes two articles on manufacturing that include “Key
performance indicators”. Both articles deal with the
measurement and rank measures of manufacturing
industrial areas, whereby standardized measures (KPIs)
and comparison criteria in the form of 3 categories have
been established:
• Low performance, the company is in the "last
25%",
• Average performance as a "mediocre position", and
• High performance, the company is in the "top
25%".
Performance data and specific criteria for assessing
the degree of goodness of the company are given in
Tables I - VI and are recommended as an opportunity to
establish "good practice in production" to assess their
own results and compare with leaders in the field.
TABLE I SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, enterprise performance indicators are defined
as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and represent
measures that reflect the company's performance based
on quantified objectives.
KPIs are used in intelligent business to assess the real
situation in the company and determine the basic
directions of management in the future. In addition to
numerical, they include "difficult to measure" quantities
such as the benefits of marketing, development and other
functions or parameters that measure the characteristics
of employees - innovation, charisma, commitment,
helpfulness, satisfaction...
The original application of KPIs is in determining an
organization’s strategy and measuring progress in
achieving goals (for example, when using appropriate
management techniques such as the Balanced Scorecard).
The essential application of KPIs is reflected in the
establishment of criteria for their own supervision over
the characteristics - performance of the company.
However, in the case when, in a certain field of activity,

Key Performance
Indicators
Cash-to-cash cycle time
(days)
Total inventory turn rate
Production schedule
attainment
Cost of Quality - percent
of annual revenues

Bottom
25%

Median

Top
25%

90

56

30

3.2

6.0

10.0

77%

90%

97%

3.1%

0.7%

0.1%

TABLE III NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Key Performance
Indicators
Percent of sales pf
previous year products
Time to market (days)
Products launched on
budget
Products launched on
time
Percent R&D cost for new
products

Bottom
25%

Median

Top
25%

10%

15%

25%

258

150

60

50%

75%

90%

30%

60%

86%

3%

25%

50%
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TABLE IIIII PROCUREMENT

Key Performance
Indicators
Supplier lead time (days)
On-time delivery
Purchases from certified
vendors (% of total spend)
Direct materials sourced
outside the country

Bottom
25%
28
80%

Median
14
90%

Top
25%
7
95%

40%

75%

90%

2%

10%

25%

TABLE IVV CUSTOMER ORDER MANAGEMENT

Key Performance
Indicators
Percent of total sales orders
without intervention
Total annual sales orders
delivered on time
Percent of annual sales
orders not fulfilled on tim
Customer retention rate
over the past three years

Bottom
25%

Median

Top
25%

0.0%

15.0%

30.0%

85.0%

93.0%

97.5%

5.0%

2.0%

0.0%

80.0%

90.0%

95.8%

Bottom
25%

Median

Top
25%

14

7

3

12

4

2

10

4

2

90.3%

97.7%

99.0%

10%

4.3%

2.0%

Fig. 1 KPI: COD (chemical oxigen demend)

TABLE V LOGISTICS

Key Performance
Indicators
Customer order-todelivery time (days)
Supplier delivery dock-tostock cycle time (hours)
Customer order pick-toship cycle time (hours)
Order fill rate
Total logistics costs as a
percentage of sales

Fig. 2 KPI: Water

TABLE VI MANUFACTURING

Key Performance Indicators
Average wage for production
employees ($/hour)
Annual sales per employee
Raw material turns
(COGS/Average raw material)
Work-in-Progress turns
(COGS/Average value WIP)
Finished Goods Turns (COGS/
Average Value Finished Goods)
Total Inventory Turns (COGS/
Av. Value of Total Inventory)
Asset Turn Ratio
(COGS/Average Assets)
Return on Invested Capital

Median

Top 25%

$13.00

$15.50

$ 150,000

$ 220,000

11.6

22.0

16.0

38.2

12.0

25.0

8.0

13.0

2.5

4.0

13.5

25.0

Fig. 3 KPI: Energy

The previous tables indicate the effort made to
establish comparison and ranking criteria, but also the
absence of a systematic approach in establishing
generally applicable benchmarking rules.
As evidence of insufficient systematicity in
considering key performance through standardized
indicators - KPIs, Figures 1-4 show original examples of
reports in the production and distribution of oil and gas
[3], and Figures 5-7 in the field of education [4].

Fig. 4 KPI: CO2 from energy
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Fig. 7 KPI: Degrees and Certificates Awarded
Fig. 5 KPI: Total Enrollment

Table 9 contains the "pioneering" proposal of the KPI
for technical faculties in Serbia, created as a result of
research on the student and teacher population [5].
The practice of establishing a system for monitoring
the parameters that reflect the quality of business
operations of the company is widely accepted. The main
motive of the company for the establishment of such a
system is the need for management structures to have and
timely use data on all relevant characteristics (parameters)
of individual processes and systems - the company as a
whole in decision making. The term can be understood in
a timely manner in terms of the need for management
action online, ie in real time, but also in terms of making
decisions whose effect is long-term, such as decisions on
strategy selection, work program changes, investment and
other similar decisions.

Fig. 6 KPI: Undergraduate 6-Year Graduation Rate

TABLE VIII KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS U OBRAZOVNOJ DELATNOSTI (PREDLOG KPI ZA TEHNIČKE FAKULTETE U SRBIJI)
Common indicators
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

KPI
Code
C07
C23
F03
C17
C19
E01
C11
D01
C20
E02
C18
C13
C16
F01
C22
C12
F02

Indicator name

Rank S

Laboratory capacities
Availability of information on the Website
Networking with foreign faculties
Professional practice
Organization of teaching
Scope of cooperation with the economy
Computer equipment capacities
The volume of investment in scientific research
Interpersonal relations
Joint research projects with the economy
Student research work
Classroom capacity and equipment
Availability of teaching staff
Possibility of student exchange with foreign faculties
Capacity of student services
Library capacity
Joint study programs with foreign faculties
Students
Rank Rank
Indicator name
S
N

1
2
14
3
4
4
5
11
7
21
24
12
10
25
13
15
18
Teachers

No

KPI
Code

1

F10

Employment in international companies

6

30

F06

2

G10

Employment in regional companies

8

35

F09

3

C05

9

28

F04

4

G09

16

39

F07

5
6
7

E03
C06
C02

The amount of funds for teaching
Professional practice in regional
companies
Trainings and courses for companies
Possibility to use the Internet
Possibility of employment

International projects with foreign
faculties
Scientific papers in international
journals
Foreign students' interest in enrollment

17
19
20

31
26
54

G07
C21
C09

8

E04

Teacher's experience in economics

22

33

F05

The process of establishing a system for monitoring
the parameters of the quality of business operations of the
company runs separately and almost independently in
different areas of activity. Despite the obvious

Rank N

KPI
Code

1
19
2
12
3
23
8
6
13
7
9
18
20
10
15
24
16
Rank
N

Rank
S

5

29

11

56

14

32

Visiting professors from abroad

17

31

Interest in enrollment
Scope of student exchange
Teaching group size
Earnings from international research
projects

21
22
23

30
28
45

25

54

Indicator name

contribution to managerial practice, it can be stated that
this approach is characterized by:
• isolated comparisons of the quality of the
company's business with itself in different periods,
based on their own, most often subjective criteria,
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•

elaboration of branch criteria for a certain area of
activity for the purpose of comparison with oneself
in time and comparison with the average in the
region, country and with the leader, based on
criteria that are important for that activity,
• elaboration of systemic, general criteria for
determining the competitive ability of a company.
One of the contributions is the adoption of generally
valid international standards in the field of quality - ISO
9000 series standards. These standards require
organizations of all types to establish and implement their
own approaches to measuring and continuously
improving process performance. Unfortunately, attention
is focused on the quality of individual processes, ie on
measures of the quality of parts of the system, and not the
whole.
Theoretical basis is insufficient - there are no models
for monitoring the parameters of business quality of the
company which would establish a standardized System
for providing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) system
should, with its continuity of application and up-todateness of data, improve the approach to enterprise
management, replacing the approach in which occasional
"campaigns" of data collection, processing and analysis
using appropriate methods and techniques provide the
basis for decision making.

Performance measures, according to the Balanced
Scorecard concept, are derived from the company's vision
and strategy. Target performance and their criteria are
defined from four perspectives (Fig. 8):
1. Financial perspective,
2. Customer perspective,
3. Perspective of internal processes and
4. Learning and development perspective.

III. BALANCED SCORECARD
- A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The lack of integrativeness of the process model of
measuring the performance of the company as well as its
limitation to predominantly measurable process
parameters has caused saturation - a relatively limited
range in improving the business characteristics of the
company.
In the era of industrialization, companies created
value by using physically tangible assets (land, buildings,
equipment and supplies), that is, by transforming it into
products. Research shows that today the book value of
tangible assets is at the level of 10-15% of the market
value of the company.
Today, the value of physically intangible resources is
growing significantly and intangible assets are becoming
the main source of competitive advantage. The most
valuable intangible assets relate to consumer relations,
employee skills and their knowledge and organizational
culture focused on innovation, problem solving and
general business improvement [6].
The decline in the relative importance of tangible
assets has led to a decline in the importance of technical
and financial measures of company quality and business
success. The synthesized technical and financial
indicators do not include intangible assets, and do not
have the role of targeting profitable areas.
The system, which complements conventional
technical and financial reporting and appropriate
benchmarks as drivers of future performance, was created
under the name Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [7]. The
results of successful global companies show that the
Balanced Scorecard approach is a framework that allows
the strategy to be operational - to become a day-to-day
business and an ongoing process in the enterprise.

Fig. 8 Perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard concept

The Balanced Scorecard concept, viewed as a tool to
ensure the necessary and sufficient performance of the
company, contains, as shown in Figure 6, the following
basic elements:
a) BASIS, which comes down to strategic planning for
the future of the company, determined by their
mission. The mission and basic values that the
company's employees believe in are information that
describes the projected position of the company in the
future - the vision.
Vision is the basis for formulating a company's
strategy. Clearly set target performance and their
benchmarks (via BSC) are the basis for identifying
strategic initiatives and decisions that translate into
business plans. In this way, the translation of the
mission into concrete, projected outcomes is ensured:
satisfied owners and consumers, effective processes,
trained and motivated employees. The process is
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 The basis of the Balanced Scorecard concept
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b) PERSPECTIVES, which should provide the
management structure (company management) with
data and information on the following elements:
b.1) FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE
Creating value for owners is an outcome that any
business strategy should achieve. A comprehensive, longterm indicator of success, such as Economic Value Added
- EVA, is usually chosen. This is followed by cash return
on investments, various variations of discounted cash
flow, etc. However, regardless of the measure of financial
success, companies increase their economic value
through two approaches: revenue growth and increased
productivity, which opens a very wide space for choosing
the right financial parameters - performance and
measures - criteria for success.
Note: It is necessary to emphasize, however, that the
"financial perspective" of business can be viewed more
broadly, not only from the point of view of business
owners, especially when the BSC approach is used in the
analysis of business of special types - public, state and
similar. Then, other indicators of success can be included
in this perspective - oriented to knowledge about the
general benefit of the company for the wider environment
- society. In that sense, the perspective marked as
"financial", in the analysis of the quality of the company's
performance, is extended to a set of general business
indicators (success) of the company for which Top
Management is in charge.
b.2) CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE
It consists in evaluating the relationship between
companies and customers/users of products and services,
which is a first-class task of marketing and commercial
functions.
Success indicators in these areas are reflected in the
quality of market-related elements of the strategy in
general terms - market participation and feedback related
to orientations in terms of quality and volume of
exchange, development of work programs and/or entry
into new markets, as well as operational relations measured by the current volume and value of exchange
and, in particular, the satisfaction of customers (users,
consumers) of products and services.
"Customer perspective" is built into many approaches
that deal with the problem of company success marketing mix, leadership, "differentiation", cost
leadership and others, and is certainly in the first place in
the process model of measuring company performance.
In that sense, the "customer perspective", in the
analysis of the quality of the company's performance,
refers to the set of business (success) indicators for which
the functions of marketing and commercial business are
in charge.
Note: It is necessary to note, however, that the "consumer
perspective", although one of the most important sets of
information about the company, in the concept of BSC
unjustifiably stands out from the other side of the market
relationship - and that is the supplier market. It must be
borne in mind that the enterprise-environment
relationship is integral and that relations with suppliers

of materials and services must be placed on the same
level of importance as relations with customers / users /
consumers.
B.3) PERSPECTIVE OF INTERNAL PROCESSES
This perspective, in the original form of the BSC
concept, is defined in a simplified way - as a common
way of controlling the parameters of individual processes,
primarily referring to operational processes. In some, less
economically based interpretations, this perspective
extends to notions of the type:
• Innovation
processes
(invention,
product
development, speed of delivery to the market),
• Consumer
management processes (solution
development,
customer
service,
customer
relationship management, advisory services),
• Operational processes (supply chain management,
production efficiency, cost reduction, quality
improvement, reduction of production cycle time,
better capacity management),
• Processes related to the regulatory environment
(health, safety, ecology and society).
Note: It is obvious that many "interpreters" of the BSC
concept intend to "bypass the problem" of the quality of
internal processes in the company instead of solving it!!!
It is clear that the aforementioned set of enterprise
quality parameters cannot be interpreted as dependent
and less significant, and especially not as a nonsystemically determined structure of "process
characteristics" which is beyond the basic idea of
"balance of parameters and indicators" of an enterprise.
Therefore, the parameters of individual processes - far
more broadly defined in the process approach to
measuring the performance of the company, are the basis
for integration into the general model of this type.
b.4) LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
PERSPECTIVE
Theoretically the least processed, and therefore
especially challenging area of the BSC concept is the
stated perspective. This perspective, in the original sense,
defines the following three categories of intangible assets
that are necessary for the implementation of the
company's strategy:
• Strategic competencies: skills and knowledge - the
ability of employees to support strategy,
• Strategic
technologies: information system,
databases - necessary to support the strategy,
• Organizational climate: cultural changes that will
provide motivation and authority to employees to
implement the strategy.
Note: Considerations regarding the perspective of the quality of
the company's internal processes have indicated the
unsystematic interpretation of the original BSC concept.
Strategic technologies, information system, databases and
support technologies are additionally and completely
unjustifiably included in the perspective of "learning and
development". It is necessary, in order to create a real
innovative climate in the company, to isolate these concepts of a
technical nature from the approach to knowledge management
and the parameters of organizational and cultural behavior of
employees in the company.
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c) APPLICATION OF BSC MODEL
Practical implementation of Balanced Scorecard
concept, suggests the need to adjust to the nature and
characteristics of the case (the area of business, size of
company etc.), as shown in Fig. 10.
In the practical implementation of the application of
Balanced Scorecard concept is necessary to identify key
performance indicators for companies in all four areas of
observation, with clearly outlined need that measures of
these areas of observation are standardized to a level that
ensures the needs of company - without "burdening" with
the concepts of financial, technical or nonfinancial.

Fig. 11 Basic process definition

Different techniques can be used for a detailed
analysis of process performance. A suitable tool is the
"process map" which contains basic information about
the process necessary for later detailed elaboration of the
rules of process implementation according to the ISO
9001 standard.
V. CASE STUDY - APPLICATION OF KEY PERFORMANCE
MODEL IN AN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY

Model for the measurement of key performance
indicators is applied on the real example of a complex
industrial company with different areas of activity for a
period of one year [8].
Structure of the identified processes in the analysed
complex industrial company is shown in Table IX.
TABLE IX PROCESSES IN A GIVEN COMPLEX COMPANY

Process of Planning and analysis
Process of Human Resource Management
Process of business legal regulation
Process of quality insurance
Process of marketing
Process of sales
Process of supply
Process of finance and accounting
Fig. 10 Development of the Balanced Scorecard concept - adapted [7]

IV. PROCESS MODEL OF ENTERPRISE'S PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT

The quality management system, according to the
requirements of international standards in the field of
quality - ISO 9000, is based on a process approach in
management, which requires:
• identification of all processes that have an impact
on the quality of products and business as a whole,
• determining the necessary documented information
for the functioning of the process,
• determining the objectives of the process and the
limits of tolerances,
• determining the necessary resources for the
functioning of the process - documentation, human
and infrastructural,
• defining process performance - as a basis for
monitoring the functioning of the process and
• defining measured values (criteria) - the limit of
permissible deviations as a basis for evaluating the
quality of the process.
The process analysis methodology is based on the
definition that a process is a set of interrelated activities
that convert input elements into outputs using appropriate
resources (Fig. 11).

Process of developing products and services
Process of applying IT
Process of production of bauxite
Process of production of non-metals
Process of production of construction materials
Process of machine production
Process of processing of agricultural products
Process of freight traffic
Process of long-distance traffic
Process of passenger traffic
Process of construction services
Process of catering services
Process of storing
Process of maintenance
Process of managing measuring equipment
Process of employees safety
Process of securing buildings and property

A. Process model of performance measurement
In this Case Study is applied the highly accepted in
the literature, technique - „mapping process“. In this
sense, the map of key performances of process was used
for conducting the process analysis, checking developed
model for measuring of the key performance indicators of
the company, in this case, for all internal process. In
continuation presented are developed map of the key
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performances for the supply process selected as an
example, shown at Figure 12. For selected process in the
company the following key performance indicators of the
processes were defined:
• IQN - Index of quality of supply;

•
•
•

IZP - Index of submission of requests for offer;
IPO - Index of submission of supplier’s offer;
IZN - Index of supply delays.

Fig. 12 Map of key performance of supply process

Information system provides an overview of the
process KPI´s in a defined time period (month, quarter,
year), including the possibility of obtaining review of the
process, organizational units, employee and business
partner. The system limit the reviewing of information in
accordance with the authorization of a system user,
through the personalization of content.
The user accesses the system, the system performs its
identification, records user’s activity, and then takes the
appropriate data from the business processes records
based on them calculates KPI´s for the corresponding
processes. Finally, the system displays the process
performance to the user.
In figures 13-18 are shown the obtained key
performance indicators of supply and selling processes
for observed company, the sample in year 2014 [9].

Fig. 13 Valuation of the supply process for the year 2014
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Fig. 14 Valuation of the selling process for the year 2014
Fig. 17 Valuation of the supply process for period Jan. - Dec. 2014

Fig. 15 Data of KPI´s supply process for the year 2014

Fig. 16 Data of KPI´s selling process for the year 2014

Fig. 18 Valuation of the selling process for period Jan. - Dec. 2014

Analyses of the presented results of measuring the
supply and selling processes goals in the sample
industrial company indicate the state of performances of
individual processes, and they are used as input for the
process of reviewing the company effectiveness by the
management, which secures information for improving
the performances of the company as a whole. Practically,
the analysis of measurement the process goals allows the
identification of "critical points" in each process based on
lower of key performance indicators of the process, and
then it allows comparing to the planned and the
performance of competing companies, so as to thereby
identify areas for process improvement. Analysis of the
results provides possibility to establish the root causes of
existing or potential problems, and thus represents a
source for initiating corrective and preventive measures.
Availability of information indicating the status of the
process directly or indirectly, as already noted, is the
requirement for taking action to improve process
performance.
B. Balance Scorecard in a real industrial enterprise
In this industrial company a system of managing
performance and goals is established, i.e. a system for
making, measuring and control of achieving the goals.
Access to concretization of key performances of the
process in case of joint-stock company (Fig. 19) [8], is
based on experiences in the application of process
approach according to ISO 9000 standards.
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For the sake of comparability of results, a research
method was adopted with an elaborated "tool" for
research, which included determining the characteristics
that "measure" the cultural dimensions and organizational
behaviors of employees in the company. This tool
includes nine so-called "cultural dimensions" of
employees, shown in the table X.
TABLE X NINE "CULTURAL DIMENSIONS" OF EMPLOYEES

1.
Power distance
2.
Uncertainty
avoidance
3.
Humane
orientation

Fig. 19 The balanced scorecard concept adapted to the joint-stock
company

C. A new view at the "learning and development
perspective"
There are different interpretations of the "learning and
development perspective" in the application of the BSC
approach to balanced monitoring of key indicators of
enterprise quality: from simple considerations related to
the number and structure of employees in the company
and the related problem of "degree of utilization burden" of employees, to the analysis of data and
information related to innovation, intellectual capital and
other, significant indicators, which are indicators of the
quality of "internal processes" in the company.
Given the marked inconsistency in literature sources
and in practical applications, the approach was accepted
that "learning and development perspectives" essentially
signify the quality of a company's human resources.
In this sense, the defined performance of the company
seen from the "perspective of learning and development"
shown in Figure 14, harmonized with the eleven-year
research of the so-called. cultural dimensions carried out
within the world-renowned "GLOBE PROJECT" [10,
11], and based on previous research by G. Hofstede,
given in [12].
The basic hypothesis set in the mentioned research is
that the organizational culture in the company is
connected with a group of special and in a special way
measurable parameters. Prostije rečeno, želi se dokazati
da u različitim kulturama ne važe jednaki standardi u
načinu vođenja i upravljanja nego da na ljude veliki uticaj
ima kultura sredine u kojoj žive.

4.
Collectivism
(institutional)
5.
Collectivism (in
group)
6.
Assertiveness

7.
Gender
egalitarianism
8.
Future
orientation
9.
Performance
orientation

The first thing to notice is that the tool for measuring
the characteristics of organizational culture has been
expanded in relation to some earlier research (for
example Geert Hofstede's 4 cultural dimensions), and that
is because it was necessary to investigate the overall
organizational culture, ie the behavior of all employees.
Secondly, it can be seen that all 9 mentioned measures
are descriptive - qualitative, ie non-numerical, and that
was a special problem for the research procedure. A
special problem is the interpretation of the mentioned
terms due to the possibility of comparing the obtained
results.
In order to establish an "independent tool for
measuring" the dimensions of organizational behavior, a
unique scale was introduced (Fig. 20) which translates the
different responses related to each individual dimension
into numerical data. This scale includes the translation of
descriptive performance into numerical - from 1 to 7, but
each number of this scale is assigned an interpretation of
the respondent's answer, and this interpretation represents
the degree of explicit acceptance of a particular answer from 1 - Greatly Non-Assertive (not) to 7 - Greatly
Assertive (yes). In between are the answers: 2 - Somewhat
Non-Assertive, 3 - Sightly Non-Assertive, 4 - Neither
Assertive nor Non-Assertive, 5 - Sightly Assertive, 6 Somewhat Assertive.

Fig. 20 Scale for translating quality employee performance into
numerical expression

The described new view on the “learning and
development perspective” was applied to the same
company observed in the case study in this chapter. In the
research, all employees in the company were surveyed,
650 of them.
A summary of all dimensions of organizational
behavior for the observed company is shown in Fig. 21.
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Thus, performance measurement process focuses to
the short period of time, it enables analysis on time and
efficient way to resolve inconsistencies with the goals of
process improvement, products / services and overall
company results.
Applied solutions presented in this paper directly link
IT resources with business goals of the organization,
helping the organization to build connections with
customers and suppliers, and internal links of
organizational units, allowing more accurate, more
complete and more accurate information, crucial for
making quality decisions, and at the same time
supporting key business processes through the increased
availability of information which significantly influence
increasing the total effectiveness of the company.
Fig. 21 Summary overview of the organizational behavior dimension in
the observed company

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The survey, whose results are presented in this paper,
represents a concrete contribution to the application of
management methods intended for measuring the
business success of complex industrial enterprise.
An important component of the developed model,
which measures the success of the business by reaching
the strategic goals, are the quality characteristics of
processes and key performance indicators of process,
which are again base for an industrial company to learn
and implement changes according to the experience from
the past.
Starting from the findings that have been reached in
this study, it is possible to draw conclusions that point to
such a solution which should ensure a way of settling
problems that occur in the system of establishing and
managing key performance indicators used to measure,
monitor and manage business performance in the
industrial company, in other words, determining the
actual level of interdependence between the achieved
quality of individual processes and indicators of
effectiveness of the entire business enterprise. Achieving
the integrity of certain perspectives or areas of the model
of key performance of the industrial enterprise processes
makes it possible to get insight into the important
indicators of actual business results of enterprise, and
determine which business processes should be improved
and how to impact on their future design.
Also, research in the framework of this study have
shown that it is possible to establish a standardized
system of criteria - parameters (performance) of the
process, which in required and sufficient measure reflect
the process effectiveness and the overall success of the
industrial enterprise. A general model of key process
performance is developed as a suitable tool for measuring
and analysis of key performance indicators of work
processes in industrial enterprise.
Automating the collection and processing of
necessary data and information in the company provides
more accurate, more complete and more up to date
information related to the manner of keeping records on
the processes implementation, especially when these
records are governed by appropriate procedures.
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Abstract— How to treat the exceptional importance of
engineering ethics that is reflected in multiple forms of
certain engagement? This paper is divided into three parts.
The first part focuses on the explanation of why ethical
reflection has penetrated deeply into engineering. The
second part focuses on the analysis of certain moments
during the pandemic, that is, the problematization of
coevolution of technology, society, and nature. In the third,
the final part, the focus is on three serious ethical dilemmas
facing engineering ethics.
Keywords— Engineering Ethics,
dilemmas, Coevolutionary Crisis.

Pandemic,

Ethical

I. THE INEVITABILITY OF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
ENGINEERING AND ETHICAL REFLECTION: WHY?
The engineering ethics is unequivocally in expansion
in terms of covering certain topics (for example, Martin
& Schinzinger [1]). Furthermore, its presence in various
discourses is evident.
This process can be considered an organic part of the
growing general sensitization towards ethical issues. It
would be sufficient for us only to look at the way ethical
reflection penetrated different domains that had not been
opened earlier towards the same mode of reflection. In
the past, such reflections were described as too
“philosophical”, “foreign” concerning the domain in
question, which externally wanted to impose normative
reflexivity to engineers for example. Today, ethics, as a
“compulsory subject”, has been introduced in the
university curriculum, at various conferences, and
educational programs containing appropriate articulations
of non-routine moral conflicts. Various representative
associations of engineers find it necessary to codify
certain rules or make comments on sensitive moral issues.
This is why self-understanding of engineering is
impossible today without ethical reflexivity. Engineers
are also affected by numerous issues, namely “imperative
of responsibility” [2].
Naturally, we can approach engineering in different
ways. There are very clear and robust “engineer’s
inﬂuences” in the world. Ethics complicates this impact
by weighing the seemingly rhetoric question [3]: how
many “benefits” or disadvantages are derived from
engineering? How “harmful” by-products are?
In doing so, we could analyze engineering in terms of
“problem-solving”, “learning and teaching design”, or
“expert knowledge” [4]. We can thematize engineering
based on the application of “model thinking” which
distinguishes between “scientific” and “engineering

reasoning”, whereby the first trend focuses on the scope
of necessity, and engineering reasoning aims at
articulation of contextual contingencies (which gives it
greater “complexity” than science) [5].
However,
regardless of the differences in approach to the
engineering sphere, ethics remains an inevitable horizon
for engineering. Ethics offers elements for orientation in
the world by providing conditions for adequate
assessment of our actions, intentions, results. Engineering
needs both orientation and elements for evaluation (for
example, for whistleblowing [6]). The more complex the
world in which engineering is positioned, the need for
evaluation and orientation is more growing.
At the same time, engineering is not just a part of the
recent affirmation of ethical reflection; it is an immanentconstitutive element of the existing processes of ethical
problems. To be more precise, the increased significance
of engineering in the modern world and the diversity of
its presence necessarily place engineering in the position
in which ethical problems are accumulated. “Design of
technological systems”, “framing” of technological
features, “processing of data”, application of knowledge,
“loop between knowledge and information”, that is,
everything that necessarily belongs to engineering
actually represents the relationship between engineering
and ethics.
The ethicization of engineering is set in the context of
the contours, which we use to describe the processes of
de-differentiation.1 If we take a look at today’s different
descriptions that are relevant to our topic, then we can
identify the processes in which we notice a certain
convergence between technological systems, nature, and
social relations. Just a simple analysis of the correlation
between the leading terms can lead to a conclusion that
the same terms, mutatis mutandis, can be recognized in
the mentioned domains.
I will mention just a few examples without being too
exhaustive. This way, the term “indeterminatedness” is a
term that has comprehensive aspects, emphasizing the
possibility of seizing regularity in the world and marking
the positioning of engineering: the former imagination of
scientific
epistemology,
which
involves
firm
determinations by the developed method, has disappeared.
The result of this is the emphasized importance of “risk

1

De-differentiation is used in different disciplines (for example, there is
„cell dedifferentiation“. Here, we use it in the mentioned context.
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perception”, the well-known “risk society”, but also
engineering, which is constantly involved in posing and
assessing various risks with appropriate ethical
consequences. This is when the necessity of a new form
of ethics arises, after the “end of certainty” ([7], [8]). In
fact, we would not be wrong to claim that it is this loss of
certainty that significantly generates ethical reflexivity
for engineering.
Furthermore, “complexity” is a term that satisfies the
specified criterion; it can be found in all mentioned
domains. “Complexity” was initially a framework that
offered the possibility of adopting any kind of orientation,
including engineering orientation as well. It reports on
“structured”
interaction
and
structurally-biased
“interactive varieties” of elements within the system
based on “growing diversity of interactions between
human beings and between people and their technology”
([9], [10]). Some interpreters even extend the term
complexity to the concept of “globality” and discuss
“global complexity” or “the globality as complexity”
([11], [12]). However, a series of additional terms is
linked to complexity: “emergence”, “irreversibility”,
“contingent openness”, “path dependence”, “non-linear
interaction”, “cybernetic architectures”, that is, a full
register of terms that mark ethical reflexivity today.
“Huge increase in the number of components within
products” ([12], p. 48) is undoubtedly an engineering
moment that expresses the logic of complexity, but, at the
same time, it is not just an engineering phenomenon.
Therefore, it can be concluded that “complexity”
represents a meta-framework for engineering: namely, it
treats complexity as a subject, that is, as a material of its
performance. This way, “complexity engineering” [13]
has been introduced. In other words: “complexity” is
both the element of design for engineering and the
element for ethical evaluations, that is, the element which
cannot be ignored by any ethical orientation.
The conclusion here is that the “coevolution” of
nature and society has been the topic in ecology for a
long time (especially in ecological engineering).
Engineering ethics has been in a triad of co-evolutionary
processes between technological systems, social relations,
and nature.
II. PANDEMIC: CO-EVOLUTIONARY AND SEQUENTIAL
CRISIS

Diagnoses of social, environmental, political, and
economic consequences of the pandemic are harsh,
although they differ in the assessment of the extent of the
seriousness of the corresponding consequences. The
debates additionally focus on the question as to whether
the caused changes are irreversible or not, and whether
they allow restitution in integrum or not. The debate
cannot be won for now, because there are too many
uncertain factors that prevent us from drawing
conclusions.
Every crisis occurs temporally from both
retrospective and prospective aspects. If irreversibility is
analyzed from a prospective aspect because the future
consequences are assessed, then positioning the pandemic
crisis backward shows the retrospective logic. Therefore,
the pandemic can be categorized into certain crisis
processes that had already existed; it shows the
condensation of earlier tendencies. This way, we can

interpret, for example, the comprehensive diagnosis of
UNCTAD [14]; crisis processes revealed by the
pandemic represent a certain sequence in a series of
different crises. This does not mean that the pandemic
does not introduce certain novelties in the perception of
crisis, but it means that it is related to the already existing
sequential crises which use the logic of cumulative
causality or “self-enforcing” mechanisms to develop
potential crises. This way, the aforementioned report of
UNCTAD also draws attention to the crises of
equalities/inequalities,
growth/degrowth,
employment/unemployment that have marked the last
decades. Those are past tendencies and the pandemic is
only reinforcing them. In other words, the pandemic is
the part of broader processes and it can only be
understood if analyzed from a broader perspective.
Naturally, the genealogy of the pandemic itself causes
engineering ethics. We know there are certain
competitive debates about the origin of the pandemic, but
even though we have not analyzed various narratives in
detail, we can accept the following logic: pandemics
usually have multi-causal determinations and, as it is
presented in research ([15], [16]), they are involved in
natural processes, penetration in basic mechanisms of
nature by creating an impact on the change in metabolism
between a man and nature. It is particularly related to
global pandemics that make up the whole: Covid 19
certainly represents this type of pandemic. The present
pandemic is a paradigmatic example of a co-evolutionary
crisis when different tendencies are manifested at the
same time.
Therefore, according to the logic mentioned above,
engineering ethics is today in the “co-evolutionary”
crisis in technological systems, nature, and society. We
would diminish the value if we were to leave out any
elements of the specified triad. Penetration into nature
must depend on certain modes of engineering, for
example, the design of bioengineering, on the projection
of involvement in nature that influenced the outbreak of
the pandemic [17]. At the same time, we must not forget
the original position of engineering in the configuration
of social relations [18]; technological designs have never
been in a “vacuum” but they have been anchored in
socially profiled contexts to which engineering ethics
must show sensitivity. The co-evolutionary crisis requires
a multi-perspective approach to engineering ethics; it
would have to analyze all three elements of the triad if it
was to meet the requirements directed to it.
III. ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN THE TIME OF THE PANDEMIC
AND ENGINEERING ETHICS

Understandably, the problems of the co-evolutionary
crisis determine both the direction and principles of
engineering ethics. However, there is a certain pattern
that must be followed during the pandemic: it is public
health or public “safety”. In other words, a parameter that
engineering ethics must also accept is the public sphere
that needs to be reconceptualized. The top issue is the
reconfiguration of togetherness in today’s conditions of
high economic and technical connection and, as we have
already said above, in the constellation of “global
complexity”. Namely, following the socio-economic
tendencies of the last decades, there has been the
privatization of health-sustaining practice. This is, of
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course, a problem in itself and a source of multiple
dilemmas. The same problem applies to the phenomenon
of the pandemic: the crucial moment of the pandemic is
the organization of public health because it is obvious
that privatization-processes do not provide adequate
answers to the problems of the crisis (some countries
even tried to involve private health organizations, but
there were just a few cases).
Now, I would like to list three crucial ethical
dilemmas that engineering ethics should not be
indifferent to. In doing so, we should take into account
that the roles, motivational mechanisms, goals, strategic
and instrumental forms of engineer rationality are
conditioned by institutional positions. Namely, engineers
are situated in institutionally different contexts: there are
significant differences between performance and position
of “corporate manager-engineer” and singular “engineerentrepreneur”, for example. That is, we can assume that
engineers have different approaches to managing
pandemic.
However, what is important here is that management
of pandemic represents primarily an intensive “riskgovernment”, a constant interpretation of intensification
of accumulated risks that pose threat to public health.
Engineers have an impact on the “perception of risk”
that has been a focus of attention today for many
professionals interested in management. We can say that
pandemic is a situation in which “risk-perception” is of
significant importance but there are always question that
cannot be covered by the same management. 2
Furthermore, pandemic exacerbates the problem of
the percentage of human labor in technological dynamics.
Automation, semi-automation, robotics, and other
technological systems diminish the importance of humans
with
problematic
consequences
regarding
the
employment. Certain discussions do complicate this
simple assessment but the tendency is clear. Recent
research warns us that many companies have taken
advantage of the current pandemic in terms of affirming
the capital-intensive technology to the detriment of
workers [20]. The fact that there is an ethical dilemma
for engineers can be seen for example in the following:
“Amazon engineer quits after he “snapped” when the
company fired workers who called for coronavirus
protections” [21].
Finally, the transition towards a post-Covid state
creates numerous dilemmas: competition for finding a
vaccine against Covid-19 is full of ethical conflicts. The
problem can in short be understood as penetration of
engineering in the integrity of human beings.
“Engineering” of human nature, which has been promised
by those commanding the breakthrough of technology in
genetic structure, expansion of biotechnology, and
managing biotechnology, creates numerous ethically
problematic situations. Engineering ethics is only at the
beginning of assessing the complex and uncertain
relationship between benefits and harms.
IV. CONCLUSION
Engineering ethics is expanding because the influence
of engineering on the world is extending and the number

2

For “risk perception” and “heuristics of fear” (Jonas), see [19].

of indirect consequences of engineering is increasing.
Engineering ethics is situated in coevolution between
natural determinations, societal tendencies, and
technological designs. The pandemic is an expression of
the co-evolutionary crisis. It is sequential because it
condenses earlier crisis processes. It can be said that
engineering ethics during the pandemic is confronted
with all elements of the triad that frame the coevolutionary crisis in the present epoch.
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Abstract— Abstract This work presents the new concept of
the solar collector efficiency map which is a twodimensional depiction of the solar collector performance,
with thermal efficiency in the horizontal axis and exergetic
efficiency on the vertical axis. More specifically, this
depiction includes results for various mass flow rates and
inlet temperature levels in order to give the collector
performance in different operating scenarios. The goal of
this depiction is to present with a simple and direct way the
optimum operating area of the collectorin order for the
system designers to select the proper application for using
every solar technology. In the present work, the commercial
parabolic trough solar collector Eurotrough is investigated,
as an example, with a validated thermal model developed in
EES in steady-state conditions. The optimum operating
conditions were found for inlet temperatures between 450 K
and 650 K, while the mass flow rate has to be over 1 kg/s,
according to the developed efficiency map. This map can be
used in order to determine quickly both thermal end
exergyefficiency and to know in which cases the collector
has to be used for thermal or electricity applications.

such asFarahat et al. [6] who examined and optimized a
flat plate collector with exergetic analysis. Padillia et al.
[7] examined a solar parabolic troughcollector (PTC)
exergetically in various operating conditions. More
specifically, they examined various inlet temperature
levels, various mass flow rates and wind velocities in
order to determine the optimum operating conditions
forthe examined PTC. Recently, Kalogirou et al. [8]
stated the importance of exergetic analysis in the solar
thermal collector by giving an extended review.
However, there are not literature studies thatexamine
the thermal and exergetic performance of solar thermal
collectors simultaneously. The objective of this work is to
present a methodology for evaluating thermal and
exergetic efficiency at the same time. The efficiency map
of the solar collector isintroduced as a depiction of the
operation of the solar collector in all the possible
operating conditions.

Keywords—Efficiency map, thermal efficiency, exergetic
efficiency, evaluation tool, parabolic trough collector

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

I. INTRODUCTION
Solar energy is one of the best candidates among
renewable energy sources. Solar thermal collectors are
the devices that capture the incident solar irradiation and
convert it into useful heat atvarious temperature levels.
The suitable evaluation of these devices, which are
usually characterized as heat exchangers, is vital for the
broader adoption of this technology.
In the literature, there are numerous studies and
regulations for the thermal evaluation of solar collectors
which arewell-established by some decades before. Rojas
et al. [1] described with details the methodology for
evaluating the thermal performance of a solar collector.
Moreover, the following standards are usually used:
ASHRAE 93 [2], ISO 9806-1 [3] and EN12975-2 [4]. On
the other hand, the exergetic evaluation of solar thermal
collectors gains more and more attentionin the last years
because this procedure aids in the optimization of the
solar collector by minimizing the irreversibilities. This
has been stated by Sciubba and Wall [5] with a deep
study, as well as there are numerous studies in the
literature with theexergetic evaluation of solar collectors,

First of all, it is essential to define the basic
parameters of the present study which are associated with
the efficiency indexes. The thermal efficiency (ηth) of the
collector is defined as the ratio of the useful heat (Qu) to
the available solar irradiation (Qs):

η th =

Qu
Qs

(1)

The exergetic efficiency (ηex) can be written as the
ratio of the useful exergy (Eu) to the available exergy of
the solar irradiation (Es).

η ex =

Eu
Es

(2)

The useful exergy in a solar heating process(Eu) with
liquid working fluid is written as. [9].

T 
Eu = m ⋅ c p ⋅ (Tout − Tin ) − m ⋅ c p ⋅ ln  out 
 Tin 

(3)
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The exergy flow of the undiluted solar irradiation (Es)
is calculated by the Petela formula [10] which is the most
accepted model:
4
 4 T
1  Tam  
am

+ ⋅
E s = Qs ⋅ 1 − ⋅
 3 Tsun 3  Tsun  



collector aperture and the analysis was performed in
steady-state conditions.

(4)

The sun temperature (Tsun) can be taken equal to
5770 K, which is a representative value for the outer layer
of the sun.
In this study, the module of a commercial parabolic
trough collector (Eurotrough [11]) is examined for
operation with Therminol VP-1[12] which is depicted in
Figure 1. The developed thermal model is presented
briefly in figure 2 and this model has been also used and
validated in other literature studies [9, 13]. All the inputs,
the outputs and the used equations are given in figure 2.
The simulation tool is EES (Engineering Equation Solver)
by F-Chart [14].

Fig. 2 - The basic mathematical equations of the present modeling and
the input data

Fig. 1a and 1b - The examined module of Eurotrough PTC (CAD and
real experimental setup model)[11]

In the developed model, different combinations of
mass flow rates and inlettemperature levels are inserted in
order to take as output the thermal and the exergetic
efficiency for every case. The results firstly are evaluated
with the usual techniques in figures with the usual
parameter ( [Tin-Tam]/Gb ) in the horizontal axis. The
next step is the creation of the efficiency map by using
the thermal efficiency in the horizontal axis and the
exergeticefficiency in the vertical axis. Also, the
operation points of the same inlet temperature level are
depicted in this figure. It is essential to state that the inlet
temperature is ranged from 300 K to 650 K in order for
the collector to operate in the allowed temperature levels.
The ambient temperature is selected at 300 K, the solar
beam irradiation is 800 W/m2, the solar angle is zero and
the wind velocity is about 1 m/s in order to have a heat
transfer coefficient between cover and ambient at 10
W/m2K. Lastly, it is important to be stated that the solar
beam irradiation has been selected to be vertical to the

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results are presented in figures 3 to
5. Figure 3 shows the thermal efficiency of the solar
collector and figure 4 the exergetic efficiency for the
examined cases. It is obvious that a higher mass flow rate
leads to higher thermal efficiency and higher inlet
temperature level to lower thermal efficiency. On the
other hand, greater inlet temperature leads to higher
exergetic efficiency. In low temperatures, the optimum
mass flow rate is the lowestexamined, while in higher
temperature levels the highest examined mass flow rate is
optimum.
Figure 5 is the efficiency map of the examined solar
collector. This depiction is innovative and indicates the
thermal and exergetic efficiency of the solar collector for
all the examined cases. This depiction is similar to the
“compressor map” and illustrates by a brief way the
collector performance. Especially for concentrating
collectors, which usually are used in power production
applications or polygeneration systems, the exergetic
evaluation is vital for designing sustainable systems.
Observing this efficiency map, the designer can select the
optimum operating area by taking into account both
energetic/thermal and exergetic performance. For the
present case in figure 4, the optimum area seems to be
from 450 K to 550 K and for mass flow rates over 1 kg/s.
Moreover, it could be said that this depiction is able to
show how the increase in the exergetic efficiency is
conjugated with a penalty in the thermal efficiency.So, by
determining the optimum operating area of the examined
collector, the system designer is able to know the
applications that the examined collector has to be used.
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Thermal efficiency - ηth

m = 0.25 kg/s

m = 0.50 kg/s

m = 2.00 kg/s
0,80

m = 5.00 kg/s

m = 1.00 kg/s

0,78
0,76
0,74
0,72

be for inlet temperatures between 450 K and 550
K,whilethe mass flow rate has to be greater than 1 kg/s.
In the future, the efficiency map can be extended for
different values of the solar beam irradiation and the
incident solar angle. Also, efficiency maps can be
developed for other collector types like solar dish
collectors.
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Fig.3 - Thermal efficiency of the examined solar collector
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Fig.4 - Exergetic efficiency of the examined solar collector
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Convection coefficient, W/m2K
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Thermal conductivity, W/mK
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Mean Nusselt number, Prandtl number, Heat flux, W
Reynolds number, Temperature, K
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Stefan–Boltzmann constant [= 5.67 ∙ 10-8
W/m2K4]
SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

Fig.5The efficiency map of the examined solar collector

IV. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, a new way of evaluating the efficiency
of solar thermal collectors was presented. The solar
collector efficiency map is this tool and it is a twodimensional depiction of the thermal and exergetic
efficiency of solar collectors. This chart aids the designer
to determine quickly the optimum region and to decide
the application that this collector can be used. More
specifically, the cases with thermal efficiency correspond
to designs for heating production (e.g. industrial heating)
and the cases with high exergy efficiency correspond to
applications of electricity production (e.g. Organic
Rankine Cycle). For the examined solar collector
(Eurotrough), the optimum operating area is estimated to
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solar receiver, Applied Thermal Engineering 2014;67(12):579-586

u
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Abstract— Energy efficiency of buildings has worldwide
importance. Construction standards imply use of increased
building insulation thickness, resulting in thicker walls and
increased occupation of usable space. Typical energy
efficient masonry brick tends to lower specific density and
has vertical empty holes which should trap air during
proper construction. The last generation masonry brick
available at the general market is a clay brick with vertical
holes filled with insulation material. In this paper we
considered inhomogeneous building block with complex
geometry. We used the Hot Disk Thermal Constants
Analyser to get thermal conductivity of clay and mineral
wool of which the block consists. We derived the equivalent
thermal conductivity 0.1297 W/mK for this block.
Keywords— the thermal conductivity, energy efficiency of
buildings, inhomogeneous building block

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Energy efficiency of buildings has worldwide
importance. Energy efficiency is typically improved by
increased building insulation thickness, resulting in
thicker walls and reduced building usable space, and
labour costs for each layer. Typical construction solutions
involve construction of individual layers (masonry,
concrete, insulation, mortar etc.). With the tendency to
construct thinner walls, for better utilization of available
space for construction, typical construction market
solutions reduce construction element density to improve
insulation characteristics, reducing building mass and
heat storage capacity in walls [1]. Disposition of the
construction mass with higher heat capacity along the
cross section of the building envelope has significant
impact on heat storage in wall mass, that helps retain
thermal comfort conditions in the periods without actual
energy use [2].

Natural brick walls always create a healthy indoor
environment.
The
clay
building
blocks
are
environmentally friendly, sustainable, durable and do not
lose value over time [3].
In the article [4] presents the results of experimental
research carried out in two real-scale detached energy
efficient single-family buildings designed to be almost
identical with exempt to the construction of their external
and internal walls; lightweight skeletal versus traditional
masonry construction. As the results of this study show,
the use of cellular concrete walls instead of lightweight
timber frame walls can be very effective in reducing the
maximum and average daily temperatures in buildings
during hot summers in temperate climate countries. The
cooling effect of the thermal mass of the building
remained stable during the heat wave and was relatively
independent of the duration and distribution of the hottest
days. The use of high thermal mass in studied buildings
reduced the demand for cooling energy by 67-75%
depending on assumed temperature threshold.
In the paper [5] considers effects of varying amount
and location of thermal mass on dynamic heat-transfer
characteristics of insulated building walls with same
nominal resistance (Rn-value) are investigated
numerically under steady periodic conditions using
climatic data of Riyadh. Results show that for a given
thermal mass, a wall with outside insulation gives better
overall thermal performance compared to a wall with
inside insulation. Early cooling and heating transmission
loads decrease with increasing Lmas and reach
asymptotically constant values. Peak cooling and heating
transmission loads and decrement factor decrease with
increasing Lmas, while the time lag increases with
increasing Lmas. It is recommended that building walls
should contain as a minimum critical amount of thermal
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mass that correspond to energy savings potential in the
range 90% ≤ ∆ ≤ 97% and that the insulation layer should
be placed on the outside for applications with
continuously operating AC.
The paper [6] reviews the new approaches of building
materials (such as Aluminum, Brick, Ceramic, Cement,
Concrete, Glass, Marble, Plaster, and Granite) for thermal
transport and other properties associated with them and
discusses and classifies the nonthermal and thermal
properties of building materials. At the end, this review
points out several important clues in future issues.
In the study [7], two types of a detached residential
house with two floors and four bedrooms in Sydney were
analysed using a building energy simulation program.
Several scenarios were built based on various parameters,
such as Passive Solar and Energy Efficiency Design
Strategies (PSEEDS) and different external walls and
floor systems, to determine their influence on the total
energy required to achieve thermal comfort in the house.
This study shows that increasing the thermal mass
(building materials with higher R values) through
utilizing different walls and flooring system, by replacing
fibro house with brick veneer house and applying the
PSEEDS, total energy requirement could be reduced by
up to 58%. Thus incorporating PSEEDS and higher
thermal mass in the construction of residential buildings
can yield significant savings in energy costs over the
considered lifetime of 50 years period. Energy
consumptions obtained through simulation were verified
with the real data and found to be within the tolerance
limit of 16%.
The aim of the study [8] is to point out which are the
relevant parameters for the thermal inertia of insulated
blocks. A finite-volume method is used to solve the twodimensional equation of conduction heat transfer, using a
triangular-pulse temperature excitation to analyse the heat
flux response. The effects of both the type of clay and the
insulating filler are investigated and discussed at length.
The results obtained show that the wall front mass is not
the basic independent variable, since clay and insulating
filler thermal diffusivities are more important controlling
parameters.
In this paper we considered an inhomogeneous
building block with complex geometry. We used the Hot
Disk Thermal Constants Analyser (TPS 500) and the
Transient Plane Source (TPS) method to get thermal
conductivity of clay and mineral wool of which the block
consists. For verification of our results we compared
thermal conductivity values that we get in our experiment
with the theoretical values. Then we derived the
equivalent thermal conductivity of the inhomogeneous
building
block
with
complex
geometry
=
λekv 0.1297W / ( m ⋅ K ) .
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND METHODOLOGY
The considered block is a prism shape with
dimensions L × δ × H 0.375 × 0.250 × 0.249 m (Fig. 1).
The block is symmetrical along all three axes, so that its
center of gravity is in the center of the volume. In
building constructions, the block is placed so that the
fillings with the isolation are vertical, and the wall
thickness corresponds to the width of the block.

Dimensions of inhomogeneous building block with
complex geometry (Fig. 1) are:
δ = 0.25m ,
δ1 = 0.016m ,
L = 0.375m ,
l1 = 0.015m ,
H = 0.249m .
Other dimensions we can derive from block geometry:
δ − ( n + 1) δ1
=
δ2 =
0.0308m ,
n
L − ( m + 1) l1
=
l2 =
0.105m .
m

Fig.1. The inhomogeneous building block

In the building block we have m = 3 columns and
n = 5 rows of vertical holes filled with insulation
material. The rest of the block is a solid clay structure.
The ratio of clay to insulation is 0.933. We denotes
number of holes filled with insulation material as k = 5 .
The heat flows throe the whole block is [9]:
Φ= qLH=

( m + 1) q1l1 H + mq2l2 H

(1)

We can also derive the specific heat flow as [9]:
q
=

TU − TS
λekv
(TU − T=
S)
δ
δ
λekv

(2)

The specific heat flow of the part made of clay we can
get as:
q=
1

T −T
λ1
(TU − TS =) U δ S
δ
λ1

(3)

The specific heat flow of the part with holes with
insulation material we derive as:
q2 ==

TU − TS

(4)

δ
δ
δ
( n + 1) 1 + ( n − k ) 2 + k 2
λ1
λ1
λ2

Putting (2)-(4) into (1) we get the equivalent thermal
conductivity of the inhomogeneous building block:


l

λeqv= λ1 ( m + 1) 1 +
L

(5)
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l
+m 2
L



δ1
δ2
δ 2 
( n + 1) λ2 + ( n − k ) λ2 + k λ1 
δ
δ
δ 

λ2

We need to derive the thermal conductivity of of clay
and mineral wool to get the equivalent thermal
conductivity of the block.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
We used the Hot Disk Thermal Constants Analyser
(TPS 500) and the Transient Plane Source (TPS) method
(Fig. 2) to get thermal conductivity of clay and mineral
wool of which the block consists.

The samples were round with a diameter of 0.02 m
and a thickness of 0.06 m. Two samples were made for
each material (Fig. 4). The sample temperature was the
same as a temperature in the room and equalled 16°C .
The encapsulated Ni-spiral sensor was then sandwiched
between two samples. This Hot Disk sensor acts both as a
heat source for increasing the temperature of the sample
and as a ''resistance thermometer'' for recording the timedependent temperature increase. During a pre-set time,
200 resistance recordings were taken and from these the
relation between temperature and time was established
[10].

Fig. 4. The samples of mineral wool (left) and clay (right)

During the experiment we measured the difference
between the temperature of the sample and the
temperature in the room. Then we got the dependence of
temperature increase on time for each sample.

Fig. 2. The room temperature sample holder of the Hot Disk
Thermal Constants Analyser [10]

The Transient Plane Source (TPS) method is today
arguably the most precise and convenient technique for
studying thermal transport properties. It is an absolute
technique, yielding information on thermal conductivity,
thermal diffusivity as well as specific heat per unit
volume of the material under study, in accordance with
ISO 22007-2. The TPS method is based on the use of a
transiently heated plane sensor and is in its most common
adaptation referred to as the Hot Disk Thermal Constants
Analyser. [10]
The Hot Disk sensors are designed to be placed
between the plane surfaces of two sample pieces of the
material under investigation (Fig. 3). The basic
assumption of the theory for this experimental technique
is that the sensor is located in an infinite material.

Fig. 3. Detail of the sensor position between sample pieces [10]

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the conducted experimental measurements,
it took the clay 50% more time to reach the max
temperature than the rock wool, with the temperature
increase of the mineral wool being higher (11.0 K
compared to the clay 6.0 K).
Then we used the original measuring equipment
software to calculate the thermal conductivity of
considering materials. For verification of our results we
compared thermal conductivity values that we get in our
experiment with the theoretical values (Table 1).
TABLE I COMPARING THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS

Mineral wool

Theoretical
thermal
conductivity,
W/(mK)

Experimental
thermal
conductivity,
W/(mK)

0.034-0.039 [11]

0.03557

Clay
0.47-0.58 [11]
0.5199
The values of thermal conductivity of materials in the
table 1 are rather good. The experimental results for both
materials were within theoretical limits. So, we can use
experimental thermal conductivity of the insulation
material and the clay to get the equivalent thermal
conductivity of the inhomogeneous building block.
We derived the thermal conductivity of the clay:
=
λ1 0.5199W / ( m ⋅ K ) ,
and the mineral wool:
=
λ2 0.03557W / ( m ⋅ K ) .

The sample pieces should be clamped firmly around
Putting this values and geometrical parameters of the
the sensors to avoid any possible air gap between the two
block
in (5) we get the equivalent thermal conductivity of
sample pieces and the sensor.
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the inhomogeneous building block with complex
geometry:
=
λekv 0.1297W / ( m ⋅ K ) .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We derived the equivalent thermal conductivity of the
inhomogeneous building block 0.129 W/mK.
To improve the thermal properties of the block we
suppose to change its geometry to take away ''heat flow
bridges''. It will decrease the heat flow through the wall
and provide good enough thermal resistance.
We also supposed to fill some holes in the inner side
of the block by clay instead insulation material. So we
will increase mass of a material with good heat capacity
properties on the indoor side of the building thermal
envelope and therefore increase the heat capacity (i.e.
energy storage in the building mass), that helps retain
thermal comfort conditions in the periods without actual
energy use.
NOMENCLATURE
H - height of the block, m
k - number of holes filled with insulation material
l1 - length between holes, m
l2 - length of the hole, m
L - length of the block, m
m - number of columns of vertical empty holes
n - number of rows of vertical empty holes
q - equivalent specific heat flow of the block, W/m2
q1 - specific heat flow of the part made of clay, W/m2
q2 - specific heat flow of the part with holes, W/m2
TS - temperature outside, K
TU - temperature in a room, K
Greek Symbol:
δ - width of the block, m
δ1 - width between holes, m
δ 2 - width of the hole, m
Φ - heat flow, W
λekv - equivalent thermal conductivity of block, W/(mK)
λ1 - thermal conductivity of the clay, W/(mK)
λ2 - thermal conductivity of the mineral wool, W/(mK)
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Abstract— The global problem in the form of climate change
is becoming more and more pronounced. As a result, most
countries around the world are facing serious energy
shortages, and forecasts indicate that such a situation will be
similar in the near future. High consumption and
population growth in the world will force the inhabitants of
a large number of countries to face the problem of critical
reduction of stocks of domestic fossil energy sources. The
current energy dependence of most countries on oil and its
derivatives requires significant economic expenditures and
in the future suggests negative effects on national economies,
as well as on the international security situation. Fossil fuel
supplies are rapidly depleting, and within a decade or two,
most countries will be forced to use renewable energy
sources to meet their energy needs.Given the great relevance
of the application of renewable energy sources around the
world, this work aims to present the most commonly used,
in terms of potential and opportunities, use in the field of
solar energy in European countries: southeaster Serbia and
eastern Russia. The main attention will be paid to solar
concentration collectors, which are the most common and
whose use from the technical-technological aspect has
reached the highest level.In addition, economic indicators in
terms of investment and exploitation profitability will be
presented.
Keywords—renewable energy sources, solar collector,
potential, possibility of exploitation, technological point,
economic indicators, investment conditions

I. SOLAR ENERGY
Solar energy is directly or indirectly the source of
almost all energy on Earth.[1]. Renewable sources are in
the long run a valuable alternative. Many areas in the
world abound in free solar energy while in some other
areas wind and other types of renewable sources of
energy impose themselves as a logical choice.Having in
mind that fossil fuels on Earth are limited and that their
usage ensues the emission of CO2 that exerts negative
influence on the environment, more and more renewable
sources of energy are being used worldwide with the Sun
as a primary source of energy By means of the adequate
equipment the energy of the sun irradiation can be
converted into thermal and electrical energy. The critical
energy situation forces the mankind to reconsider

thoroughly all possibilities given by renewable energy
sources, and our present knowledge and technology.[2]

Fig. 1. Annual average of daily energy of global solar irradiation on
horizontal plane in Europe [Wh/m2], PV-GIS v2

A. Solar energy potential in Serbia
Serbia is located between 41°46'40" and 46°11'25" of
the north latitude and 18°06' and 23°01' east longitude.
Serbia belongs to the continental climate regions that can
be divided into the continental climate in the Panonic
lowlands, moderate-continental climate in lower parts of
the mountain region and the mountain climate on high
mountains. [2]North part of Serbia comprises a vast
Panonic area which is wide open and exposed to the
climate influences coming from the north and the east.
The Panonic lowlands show continental climate that
encompasses Vojvodina and its edge until 800 m of
height. Winters are long and harsh and autumns and
springs are mild and short Results of long term
meteorological measurements have shown that natural
potentials of climatic recourses of Serbia are very good.
In Serbia the energy potential of the sun irradiation and
potential of biomass is around 30% higher than in the
Middle Europe (average annual sun irradiation energy in
Europe is 1096 kWh/m2 year, and in Serbia is around
1400 kWh/m2 year). Mean values for January are in the
range from 1,1 kWh/m2 in the north of the country, to 1,7
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kWh/m2 in the south. Such spatial distribution is caused
by the influence of daily cloudiness, which is most
pronounced in the mountainous regions. Average daily
global solar irradiation on horizontal plane in July, in
Serbia is shown in Fig. 2. Annual average of daily energy
of global solar irradiation on horizontal plane in Serbia is
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Solar energy input

Fig. 2. Average daily global solar irradiation on horizontal plane in Ju1
in Serbia

Fig. 3. Annual average of daily energy of global solar irradiation on
horizontal plane in Serbia

B. Geography and features of the use of solar collectors
in Russia.
The rise in energy prices in Russia is forcing interest
in cheap energy sources. Solar energy is the most readily
available. The energy of solar radiation falling on the
Earth 10,000 times exceeds the amount of energy
generated by mankind.[3]
Problems arise in the technology of energy collection
and in connection with the uneven supply of energy to
solar plants. Therefore, solar collectors and solar panels
are used either in conjunction with energy storage or as a
means of additional feeding for the main power plant.

Areas of maximum solar radiation intensity. More
than 5 kWh comes per 1 square meter. solar energy per
day. Along the southern border of Russia from Baikal to
Vladivostok, in the Yakutsk region, in the south of the
Republic of Tyva and the Republic of Buryatia, oddly
enough, beyond the Arctic Circle in the eastern part of
Severnaya Zemlya.
Solar energy supply from 4 to 4.5 kWh per 1 sq.
meter per day. Krasnodar Territory, North Caucasus,
Rostov Region, southern part of the Volga region,
southern regions of Novosibirsk and Irkutsk regions,
Buryatia, Tyva, Khakassia, Primorsky and Khabarovsk
Territories, Amur Region, Sakhalin Island, vast territories
from Krasnoyarsk Territory to Magadan, Severnaya
Zemlya, north east of the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous
Okrug.
From 2.5 to 3 kWh per sq. meter per day - along the
western arc - Nizhny Novgorod, Moscow, St. Petersburg,
Salekhard, the eastern part of Chukotka and Kamchatka.
From 3 to 4 kWh per 1 sq. meter per day - the rest of
the country.
The energy flow is most intense in May, June and
July. During this period, in central Russia, 1 sq. meter of
surface accounts for 5 kWh per day. The lowest intensity
is in December - January, when 1 sq. meter of surface
accounts for 0.7 kWh per day.
II. SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
By means of the adequate equipment the energy of the
sun irradiation can be converted into thermal and
electrical energy. The critical energy situation forces the
mankind to reconsider thoroughly all possibilities given
by renewable energy sources, and our present knowledge
and technology. Depending on the degree of the heating
of the working fluid we can differ between the lowmiddle-temperature
temperature
(T<100oC),
o
o
(100 C<T<400 C) and high-temperature conversion
(400oC<T<4000oC). For low-temperature solar energy
conversion one uses flat collectors with water and air, for
middle-temperature conversion one uses vacuum
colletors and collectors with concentrators, and for hightemperature one uses solar furnaces and CSP plants
Pavlović [4] and Fernández-García et al. [5]. Middle and
high-temperature systems are applicable for refrigeration
systems, industrial processes and polygenerations
systems.

A. Solar technology, types of solar concentrating
collectors
Solar dish systems convert the thermal energy of solar
radiation to mechanical energy and then to electrical
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energy similar to the way that convectional power plants
convert thermal energy from combustion of a fossil fuel
to electricity. [6]-[7].

Fig.5. STypes of solar collectors. CPC-compound parabolic
concentrator; SAF-Synthetic aromatic fluid; DSG-Direct steam
generation; HTF-Heat transfer fluid

Fig. 8. A diagram of a line focus solar collector

Fig. 6. A diagram of a flat plate solar collector

Fig. 9. A point focus solar collector

Fig. 7. A diagram of an evacuated tube solar collector.

Fig. 10 Solar dish Stirling system
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reflectance was estimated to be about 80%. This value
was selected due to dust and some stains on the mirrors.
The absorber tube is not selective and for this reason its
emittance is high. However, its low cost is an advantage
of this selection.
TABLE IBASIC PARAMETERS OF THE EXAMINED COLLECTOR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Fig.11. Solar dish Stirling System energetic chain

Parameter
Concentration ratio
Concentrator diameter
Paraboloid rim angle
Focal distance
Collector aperture
Spiral length
Spiral outer mean diameter
Spiral inner maximum diameter
Spiral inner mean diameter
Spiral inner minimum diameter
Absorber emittance
Absorber absorbance
Mirror reflectance
Distance between absorber and
reflector base

Value
28.26
3.80 m
45.6 o
2.26 m
10.29 m2
9.5 m
12.2 mm
11.7 mm
10.5 mm
9.3 mm
0.9
0.9
0.6
2100 mm

A regression model is developed in order to
approximate the thermal efficiency (ηth) and it is given in
equation 1. This model has an R2 equal to 99.97%
𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ = 0.68199 − 0.19456 ⋅

0.00056 ⋅

Fig.12. The examined solar dish prototype collector-Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering-Thermal Engineering Department [8].

The examined collector is a concentrating collector
with dish reflector. The collector is shown in Figure 12
where the main parts are indicated. The solar dish
reflector consists of 11 curvilinear trapezoidal reflective
petals constructed by PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate)
with a silvered mirror layer. The 12th part of the reflector
is missing because of the existence of a bracket which
supports the system. The stainless-steel absorber is a
corrugated spiral tube which is located inside an
aluminum housing. [8].
The collector has been created from low-cost
materials inorder to reduce the total investment cost,
while sufficient performance is maintained. The total cost
of the system was about 7000 €. The tracking system cost
about 2000 €, reflectors approximately 2000 € and the
other parts about 3000 €. Apart from the low cost, this
collector also has a lightweight construction and is easier
to install than other similar systems.
Table 1 includes the main data for the collector
characteristics. Geometrical characteristics as well as
thermal and optical properties are given. The final

(𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏

)2

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 −𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏

−

(1)

Solar-driven polygeneration systems are promising
technologies for covering many energy demands with a
renewable and sustainable way. The examined
trigeneration system is depicted in figure 13. Solar dish
collectors are used in order to produce the useful heat
which is stored in a storage tank. Four solar dishes with a
total collecting area of about 40 m2 are used in this work.
The storage tank feeds and ORC and the utilized working
fluid in the solar loop and the tank system is Therminol
VP-1. This thermal oil is able to operate up to 400oC with
a safety under a pressure level of 15 bar . The costs of the
electricity, heating and cooling are selected at 0.20
€/kWh, 0.10 €/kWh and 0.067 €/kWh respectively.
The most used commonly solar collector types are flat
collectors followed by parabolic and vacuum tubular
collectors. However, in terms of occupied area, parabolic
collectors are superior to flat and vacuum ones.
The largest manufacturers of flat solar collectors are
Chinese companies - Sunrain (annual turnover of more
than 600 million US dollars), BTE Solar, FiveStar and
others.
The list of leading companies among manufacturers
of solar collectors in 2017 also includes the Austrian
company
Greenonetec
and
the
German
BoschThermotechnik.
III. EVALUATION OF THE ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR
COLLECTORS

This document is created and editted in Microsoft
Word 2007 and saved as Word 97-2003 Document
version. The economic efficiency of industrial solar
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collectors, as well as other devices for converting solar
energy, primarily depends on the level of solar insolation,
which determines their performance.[9]. Other significant
factors are the initial cost of the collector itself,
installation and maintenance costs and the length of the
solar collector's life cycle. All these factors, as well as the
discount factor, are taken into account in the “levelized
cost of energy” (LCOE) indicator, which is the most
common in the comparative assessment of the economic
efficiency of various energy technologies and reflects the
average unit cost of energy produced using a given
generating device for the entire period of equipment
operation.The calculation of the reduced cost of energy is
carried out according to the formula:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =

−𝑡𝑡
𝐼𝐼0 +∑𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡=1 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 ∙(1+𝑟𝑟)
−𝑡𝑡
∑𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡=1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆∙(1+𝑟𝑟)

,

(2)

where I0 - is the unit cost of equipment, taking into
account the installation (EUR / sq.m.);
At- the cost of equipment maintenance in the year t
(for solar collectors it is assumed equal to 0.25-0.5% of I0,
depending on the type of collector);
SE- is the amount of energy produced in the year t;
T-is the duration of the operating period of the
generating equipment (years);
R- is the discount factor reflecting the change in the
value of money over time (for settlements in euros, as a
rule, it is assumed to be 3%).
According to IEA SHC Task49 / IV SHIP experts, the
LCOE for large-scale solar collectors used for domestic
hot water supply ranges from 2-euro cents (in 2016 prices)
per kWh of heat energy in India to 14-euro cents in
Austria. Denmark, Canada, and France. Considering that
the cost of an installed industrial solar collector, similar
in quality and performance, is approximately equal to the
cost of a collector used for hot water supply (from 200 to
1160 euros / sq.m), and the temperature of water heating
in them is comparable to the temperature required to
provide heat low-temperature industrial processes, and
based on the data on the performance of solar collectors
depending on the level of solar radiation given in the
source for 62 capitals of the world, it is possible to
estimate the expected LCOE for industrial collectors in
Russia.For this, according to the source [9], we construct
a paired linear regression model describing the
relationship between the level of solar insolation (X) and
the performance of an average large-scale solar collector
with a horizontal panel for hot water supply (Y). Using
the least common squares method implemented in the
STATISTICA 10.1 application package, we obtain the
following dependence:
𝑌𝑌 = 0,389 ∙ 𝑋𝑋 + 41,719

(3)

The calculated value of Fisher's F-statistic for the
constructed model is 814.42, the level of statistical
significance of the regression coefficient is p<0.001, the
level of statistical significance of the free term is p =
0.054, R2 = 0.972. The standard error of the regression
coefficient is 0.014.
Given the high statistical quality of the constructed
model (3), it can be used to predict the expected
performance of a solar collector anywhere in the world

The assessment of the cost of thermal energy
produced by solar collectors is higher than when using
traditional hydrocarbon technologies, however, with the
rise in the cost of hydrocarbon sources or the introduction
of taxes on greenhouse gas emissions (which is currently
being discussed in the world expert community as a
necessary measure to implement the goals of the Paris
Agreement on climate), the commercial attractiveness of
new technologies can significantly increase in the
Republic of Serbia and in those regions of Russia where
the average annual level of solar insolation is relatively
high, and the need to provide energy for low-temperature
industrial processes is quite high. In addition, the
economic feasibility of using solar collectors increases
significantly if it is impossible to connect to centralized
heating networks, as well as in case of seasonal workload
of enterprises.
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper is focused on basic functional principles of
solar collectors. Development of solar energy
technologies and their continuous use are evident in
developed countries of Europe and world. Serbia has
favourable climatic conditions for the construction of
Concentrating Solar Power plants. Annual average of
daily energy of global solar irradiation on the horizontal
plane in Serbia is less than 3,4 kWh/m2 in the north and
more than 4,2 kWh/m2 in the south part of Serbia.
contribute to a greater extent to the construction and use
of CSP power plants in Serbia. According to the
predicted estimates, the present value of the energy
produced by industrial solar collectors in the southern
regions of Russia may amount to 3.8-6.6 roubles/
kWh(0,05-0,086 €/kWh). Despite the fact that the
forecast estimates are higher than current tariffs, the
economic feasibility of using solar collectors in industry
increases significantly if it is not possible to connect to
centralized heating networks, as well as in the case of
seasonal workload of enterprises. Solar power presents a
technology that have been applied more than twenty
years for electricity generation and heat production.
Serbia and Russian have favourable climatic conditions
for the construction of Concentrating Solar Power plants.
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Abstract— Engineering management is very important when
dealing with emergencies. It is necessary to organize
activities that rely on the available machinery to help
preserve material and human resources. The energy industry
cannot function properly during emergencies due to the
seriousness of potential consequences. Events such as
cracking dams due to heavy precipitation, collapsing wind
turbine towers, fires in solar power plants, or corrosions in
geothermal power plants warrant a more improved
development of energy management in the use of renewables.
There are also serious issues with the use of fossil fuels,
particularly the use of coal, gas, oil, and oil shales, which
require
complex
mining
machinery.
Engineering
management in the energy industry is also crucial for a
timely emergency response.
Keywords— energy, failures, energy sources, emergencies,
engineering

I.INTRODUCTION
Whether they are natural or anthropogenic,
emergencies in the energy industry affect the proper
supply and distribution of electricity. An even bigger issue
is the damage to human health and destruction of energy
facilities. It is possible to take corrective safety measures,
with more or less success, but the outcome of a risk event
depends on the organization of engineering management
procedures.
Proper organization of the management system in the
energy industry, based on the cooperation within the
engineering team, can prevent potential failures and
mitigate any effects due to emergencies. Involvement of
engineers of various profiles is meant to provide different
perspectives when analyzing any situation so as to identify
problems in a timely manner.
Within the management system, the team of experts
needs to plan its responsibilities in advance. Another and
no less important task is to use a functioning management
system to ensure a rational situational analysis and to
adapt the response plan accordingly. Specific activities in
the field, with minimal harmful effects, should be
performed only by engineers who are adequately trained
in management aspects.
Successful resolution of unforeseen issues caused by
natural disasters or fires greatly depends on engineers’
team work and actions in accordance with emergency
response plans.

However, acting according to the response plans in an
emergency without the ad hoc reasoning of engineers can
sometimes make the situation worse. The management
system has to provide an option to improve the response
plans directly in the field using methods of multi-criteria
analysis. The aforementioned reasons suggest the
necessity of hiring exceptional teams of engineers for
work in the energy industry, which has a high expectancy
of activities with increased risk.
II.EMERGENCIES IN THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
Emergencies can seriously disturb the energy stability
of the affected area as well as the supply and distribution
of electricity in the entire country.
Disruptions in the regular operation of thermal power
plants due to emergencies can threaten the safety and
health of workers who are involved in the emergency
response.
This paper analyzes emergencies in terms of how they
affect the energy industry, in order to highlight the
importance of implementing energy risk management in
the mitigation of the effects.
Emergencies are analyzed for the purpose of
emphasizing the issues that await teams of engineers. The
analysis of risk events will then prepare the engineers to
face the serious tasks and unpredictable situations ahead
of them. In terms of energy system stability and potential
negative effects, emergency management in the energy
industry is one of the primary tasks of the management
system.
Energy sector management based on increased use of
renewables can contribute to sustainable energy
development, but only if the legislation on environmental
quality preservation is implemented fully and consistently.
The use of renewables requires proper preventive
measures. Emergencies also tend to occur when solar
energy is utilized, e.g. fires due to the use of photovoltaic
technology and damage to conductors.
Solar power plants can catch fire due to improper
positioning of the mirrors. Fires are usually caused by
errors in the focusing of solar energy, whereby energy is
concentrated in the wrong part of the tower outside the
boiler space, damaging the electrical cables.
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wheels or uncontrolled increase of rotation speed due to
worn bearings.

Fig. 1 Fire at a solar power plant

The fire destroys the steam boilers and fire
suppression is sometimes required at the heights of over
100 m (Fig. 1).
Operational management of a geothermal power plant
is a serious task, because the use of thermal mineral water
often leads to corrosion.

Fig. 2 Geothermal power plant

Corrosion (Fig. 2) can cause the shutdown of a
geothermal power plant after only several years of
operation, which makes it impossible to cover the initial
investment costs.
Fires can also be caused by wind turbine failures,
resulting in the burning and melting of the blades (Fig. 3).

III.SERBIAN ENERGY INDUSTRY
The energy industry in Serbia, as well as in other
countries, is continuously exposed to higher risk of an
emergency, whether natural or anthropogenic. The higher
risk of emergencies in the energy industry and the
possibility of serious consequences requires a timely
implementation of preventive and corrective measures.
The heavy flooding of the Serbian town of Obrenovac
in 2014 jeopardized the distribution of electric power,
which was handled by means of reduced consumption and
electricity import. A bigger problem was the damaged
equipment in the open-pit mine of the thermal power plant.
The flooded open-pit mine is shown in Figure 4, revealing
parts of the excavator above the water, which completely
filled the pit.

Fig. 4 Flooded “Kolubara” open-pit mine [1]

Emergencies due to cracks in ash pond embankments
require considerable mitigation efforts, whereby the work
is performed in very unsafe conditions. Workers are at
risk of falling into the ash pond (Fig. 5) and all the people
in the vicinity are threatened by potential ash dispersion.

Fig. 3 Wind turbine on fire [1]

Wind turbines containing gear wheels have been
known to catch fire due to failures caused by broken gear

Fig. 5 Ash pond [1]
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A characteristic energy industry emergency can occur
due to snow deposits. The ice forming on power lines and
pylons can halt the electric power supply, with
snowbound access roads preventing any emergency
interventions (Fig.6).

Work performance entails conditions that threaten
workers, e.g. working at heights or live-line working,
which is why engineers always have to consider the
workers who perform high-risk jobs.
To ensure prompt emergency response, engineering
management in the energy industry needs to include
preliminary planning, risk analysis, definition of
preventive measures, implementation of a crisis
management system, and the evaluation of all the
preceding phases.
Table I shows the phases of engineering management
in the energy industry with regard to activities pertaining
to emergencies.
TABLE I ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT PHASES

Phase

Fig. 6 Damaged electric power grid on Tresibaba mountain [1]

Adverse weather conditions make it difficult to
perform any work to restore the electric power grid and
replace the damaged power lines.
Emergencies can also occur due to oil spills or fires at
oil drilling rigs during exploration or extraction.

Engineering management
Emergency management in the energy
industry
Phase 1
- Studying of emergencies in energy facilities
Prevention
(thermal power plants, mines, hydropower
plants, SHP plants, solar power plants,
photovoltaic roof panels, wind turbines, electric
power grids)
- Designation of high-risk locations
- Planning of monitoring system design
Phase 2
- Monitoring of the situation at energy facilities
Anticipation - Prediction of potential risk events and
preparation of preventive measures
- Dissemination of information about the
observed inadequacies or reported failures
Phase 1
- Emergency response activities in energy
Response
facilities using corrective safety measures
Phase 1
- Mitigation of material damage and removal of
Recovery
damaged pieces of the energy facility
- Rehabilitation of human resources and
restoration of material resources
- Creation of a field report and input of all
relevant details into the database for emergencies
in the energy industry

Fire is a significant risk that may lead to an emergency
in the energy sector. In addition to fires, events such as
floods, landslides, and erosion processes also have to be
monitored on a regular basis to predict and prepare for a
potential emergency.
Fig. 7 Fire at an oil rig in Kostolac [1]

For instance, a large fire broke out at an oil drill near
the town of Kostolac (Fig. 7), injuring two workers. A
spark ignited the gas that abundantly formed above the
crude oil being extracted.
IV.EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The presented emergencies that occurred in Serbia or
abroad are intended to demonstrate what the various teams
of engineers in the energy sector had to deal with, often
with the support of firefighting units.
It is also necessary to consider the problems that field
workers encounter, because the work they perform is also
a part of the management system. Engineers should serve
as support in the field but also to participate in the design
of emergency plans and programs. The analysis of the
problems facing the workers in charge of repairing electric
power grid failures and restoring the energy distribution
system is a serious task of engineering management.
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Risk and emergency management phases in the energy
industry

Preliminary planning of energy transformation
processes

Definition of preventive measures

Implementation of a crisis management system

Risk analysis in case of failures in the energy facility

Evaluation of activities pertaining to planning, risk
analysis, seelction of safety measures, and
management
Fig. 8 Risk and emergency management phases

The goal of implementing preventive measures and
training and hiring professional personnel within
engineering management is to reduce the risk of largescale failures during the exploitation of energy-generating
products, energy transformation processes, and
distribution of electricity.
Fires in energy facilities pose a great threat as they can
spread rapidly and uncontrollably, engulfing vast areas.
Therefore, fire prevention is a crucial aspect of
engineering management.
A dedicated team of engineers should monitor the
status of equipment and devices on a regular basis to
ensure that any potential inadequacies can be promptly
addressed. The key factor in fire prevention is to prevent
the conditions that would allow the fire to spread rapidly
over a short period.
Emergencies in the energy sector
include the following:

Emergencies can also occur as a consequence of
human negligence or error during job performance.
Therefore, it is crucial to implement the prescribed
procedures for each particular job in the energy sector.
Accidents on machinery, devices, and installations,
which lead to fires and explosions, as well as failures of
electric power facilities, should be key points of interest in
engineering management.
V.CONCLUSION
Preventive action against natural and other disasters
and emergencies within engineering management is a part
of prevention procedures against the occurrence of
technological accidents and disasters. A designated team
of engineers must be capable of completing the set tasks
in order to predict any emergency and promptly determine
the course of action for emergency response.
Emergency procedures are prescribed by the
legislation and statutes of the Republic of Serbia.
According to the Serbian Law on Emergencies, the
purpose of engineering management is to devise an
emergency management system for the entire energy
industry sector. Implementation of preventive and
operational measures as a part of emergency response
depends on the preparedness and training for preventive
action of everyone involved in dealing with emergencies.
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Abstract— A polygeneration system is an integrated energy
system capable of providing multiple energy outputs to meet
local demands. The system can consist of many polygeeration
modules, including renewable energy modules and
convention-al modules for transformation of available energy
sources to meet the heating, cooling and electricity demands.
The problems for operation of such system are related not
only to following of heating and cooling loads, but also on
integration criteria and engagement priority of each of the
modules of the polygeneration system. In this paper, a model
used for control of heat supply of a superstructure of a
polygeneration system for heating and cooling supply of the
consumer is presented. The model operates according to the
set-point temperatures of the consumer, heat and cold storage.
The presented model is based on application with TRNSYS
software simulation environment.
Keywords— Polygeneration, renewable energy, energy supply
control, Trnsys

polygeneration systems focuses either on system operation
parameters and strategy or on system configuration [1-9].
In this paper, a method for determination of the optimal
configuration and capacity of polygeneration system is
presented.
Applicable polygeneration modules, form a system
super-structure of the optimization problem [7] [8]. The
superstructure formation of the problem of optimisation of
configuration of polygeneration systems can used with
Mixed Integer Linear Programming [7] [8], but the results
are limited to optimization of system configuration. In this
paper, superstructure is integrated for the technically
feasible system and subsystem configurations, which relate
to technically feasible system and/or subsystem module
combinations. In this paper, in addition to the conventional heating and cooling technologies, and cogeneration
technologies, integration of the polygeneraiton system
superstructure included technologies for utilization of
renewable energy sources (RES). The nominal capacity of
the polygeneration system is defined by the sum of the
nominal heating, cooling and electricity production
capacities of the modules constituting the polygeneration
system, limited to the design load capacities.
In order to investigate proper behaviour of such highly
integrated systems, and mutual interaction between
polygeneration modules, it is important to define the
control and utilization criteria, which is performed using
TRNSYS soft-ware, as presented in this paper. This
approach is applied for the case study of a public indoor
swimming pool building, and its energy demands, but can
be considered general and applicable to other
polygeneration simulation problems as well. Trnsys
simulation coupled to GenOpt optimisation was used to
pinpoint the optimal configuration and capacity of a
polygeneration system for a livestock farm [2]. The
analysed superstructure model, formed for an optimization
problem is presented in fig 1. The superstructure is defined
based on the data acquisition about the location, it’s energy

I. INTRODUCTION
A polygeneration system can be defined as a system for
combined production of two or more energy utilities by
using a single integrated process [1] [2]. The high level of
integration of a polygeneration system affects the
complexity of the system itself, improves overall system
efficiency – thermodynamic, environmental and economic
[3]. Polygeneration systems transform available primary
energy sources to meet the local final energy demands [4].
Configuration of a polygeneration system should be defined to best meet the local energy demands taking
advantage of available integrated energy transformation
technology. A polygeneration system may consist of both
conventional and renewable energy technologies, and as
such may be considered a hybirid energy system.
Polygeneration systems may be considered more complex
than the conventional systems, with high dependency
between locally produced utilities. Design and planning of
polygeneration systems is a challenging optimization
problem, which includes thermodynamic, environmental
and eco-nomic system efficiency [2]. Optimization of
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demands and local resources, identification of locally
applicable energy sources in addition to the conventional
sources, determination of design loads, integration of the
superstructure of the polygeneration system. With the
defined superstructure consisting of applicable technically
feasible polygeneration modules, energy demand, supply
and the superstructure of the polygeneration system are
modelled and simulated using TRNSYS software [9] .

superstructure of the optimization problem [11] [12]. The
superstructure formation of the problem of optimisation of
configuration of polygeneration systems can used with
Mixed Integer Linear Programming [11] [12], but the results are limited to optimization of system configuration.
In this paper, superstructure is integrated for the technically
feasible system and subsystem configurations, which relate
to technically feasible system and/or subsystem module
combinations. In addition to the conventional heating and
cooling technologies, and cogeneration technologies,
integration of the polygeneraiton system superstructure
included technologies for utilization of renewable energy
sources (RES). The nominal capacity of the polygeneration
system is defined by the sum of the nominal heating,
cooling and electricity production capacities of the modules
constituting the polygeneration system, limited to the
design load capacities.
II. ENERGY SUPPLY CONTROL MODEL

Fig. 1. Analysed polygeneration superstructure model
The simulation energy demand and supply model
results are compared to the measured data, acquired
through measurements on the real object to validate the
model. Applicable polygeneration modules, form a system

The control functions and thus the behaviour and
interaction of the presented superstructure of a
polygeneration system are defined in TRNSYS software
[16], on two levels. Level one defines the output of the
polygeneration system active superstructure configuration,
for meeting the energy demands of the analysed demand
side model, with heating and cooling loads as a priority.
Electricity production of the polygonation system is not
controlled. Instead, it is assumed that the produced
electricity during the operation of the system, which is
guided to meet the heating and cooling demands of the
model as a priority, can be transferred to the grid at each of
the simulation timesteps, or utilized on-site. The same rule
could be applied to the other polygonation system outputs,
such as material outputs in a scenario analysis which
considers material products of the polygeneraiton system.
The second level of the control considered is the level of
the superstructure which is designed to set the priority of
activation and utilization (i.e. engaging) the polygeneration
modules constituting the analysed polygeneration system
superstructure.
For the first level of control model, Type 23 model from
the Trnsys library [9] is used to define the exact three-way
mixing valve control value for the heating and cooling
regime. The three-way mixing valve can be considered the
main valve, which regulates the output temperature and
mass flow rate of the fluid at the output after the heat
storage of the model of the polygeneration system
superstructure. Similar approach is used to define the
desired output capacity values of the superstructure for
each time step. The heating and cooling hysteresis, and thus
the ON/OFF control functions for both heating and cooling
regimes are defined using the Type 2 controller model [9].
Outputs of these components are used to define the exact
control signals by creating a subroutine for performing
calculations of the exact control signal numerical values at
each simulation timestep, based on the numerical results of
the TYPE 2 and TYPE 23 model outputs [9]. The free
cooling mode, which bypasses the engagement of cooling
modules of the superstructure, thus saving energy, can be
calculated using Trnsys syntaxis as [9]:
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CS_FCH=FCH*gt(Text,Tbound)*lt(Text,
TreturnPrev-DT)) (1)
Where Text is the external temperature, T bound is the
boundary temperature for free cooling model, TreturnPrev
is the value of the return temperature from the previous
timestep, DT is the temperature difference, and the rest of
the values are obtained as outputs from the Trnsys
component model outputs.
Similar, the heating and cooling control signals are
given as:
HeatCS=
(lt(Text,Tub),HeatingHYST)!min(lt(Text,Tub)+Heatin
gHYST,CSmax)
(2)
CoolCS=lt(FCM,CSmax)*lt(HeatingCS,CSmax)*min(
CSmax,gt(Text,Tub)+CoolingHYST)
(3)
Where, Tub is the boundary indoor temperature for
engaging the superstructure system for heating/cooling,
CSmax is the upper boundary of the control signal equal,
FCH is the free cooling mode control signal and the rest of
the equation variable values take the numerical value of the
out-puts of the control types for each simulation timestep
as mentioned above. The explained control Trnsys model
is presented in fig. 2.

network to the demand side model. The demand side model
is defined using the Type 56 multizone building model.
Signal with respect to the current change in heating demands is significantly lower than the maximum value, with
similar behaviour of the mixing valve control signals.
However, since the model is created with the idea of
optimal sizing of the superstructure model, this also reveals
important information about the polygeneration system
heating capacity: The analysed heating capacity of the
super-structure is significantly higher for the analysed
loads. As a consequence, the calculated blowing set point
temperatures for the air ventilation heating system can also
be considered relatively low.
The obtained control functions represent the control
signal values obtained during simulation, as well as
obtained temperatures at the monitored points in the model.
For the analysed period, the free cooling mode is not
engaged, since the presented results are valid for the
heating period. The figure represents the values of the three
way mix valve control signal and heating control signal, as
well as desired outlet temperature. It can be observed, that
for the analysed scenario, with the analysed heating
capacity of the superstructure polygeneraiton system model,
the heating control

Fig. 3. Trnsys heating and cooling loop model

Fig. 2. Trnsys control model
The presented control model is in interaction with the
rest of the model, both demand side and superstructure
model.
The interaction model is given in fig 3. The model
present-ed in fig 3 illustrates the Trnsys model, with focus
on the utilized control models components, as mentioned
above. The model transports polygeneration superstructure
heating and cooling ouputs via the modelled heat exchanger

On the other hand side, it can be considered that the
model has performed well and fulfilled its basic task, which
is to adopt the output values of the polygeneration system
superstructure with the change of the heating loads. Similar
behavior could be observed with the cooling regime. It
should be noted, that the intention of this paper is to present a functioning simple control model, which is designed
to adopt the output capacity of the polygeneraiton model
superstructure at the first level of the control, and not to
present the best match of the capacity of the polygeneration
system superstructure model and the analysed load profile.
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energy demands, and can be considered general and
applicable to other polygeneration simulation problems as
well. Trnsys simulation coupled to GenOpt optimisation
was used to pinpoint the optimal configuration and capacity
of a polygeneration system for a livestock farm [2]. The
analysed superstructure model, formed for an optimization
problem, which represents variable supply system
configuration, with variable output supply temperatures.
Hence, it is imorotant to account for these changes in order
to provide similar quality of the energy supply for the end
user, in terms of heating and cooling.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA.

Fig 4. Control signals obtained using the presented model
for the simulation time from 0 to 1650h
III. CONCLUSIONS (USE STYLE MASING HEADING 1)
In this paper, a simple TRNSYS control model used for the
first level of control, i.e. coupling of the superstructure of
the polygeneraiton system to the heating and cooling loads
is presented. The illustration of the model in TRNSYS
interface is given in the paper, as well as the equations for
in TRNSYS sintax applied to define the control signals for
heating, cooling and the mixing three way valve, after the
polygeneration system, which control temperature and flow
rates of the working medium towards the load, based on the
calculated load value at each time step. The model takes
advantage of the available control model Types in Trnsys,
from the component model library, but extends the
functionality and adopts the model by using the presented
mathematical control signal equations, energy demands
and local resources, identification of locally applicable
energy sources in addition to the conventional sources,
determination of design loads, integration of the
superstructure of the polygeneration system. With the
defined superstructure consisting of applicable technically
feasible polygeneration modules, energy demand, supply
and the superstructure of the polygeneration system are
modelled and simulated using TRNSYS software [9] . The
simulation energy demand and supply model results should
be compared to the measured data, acquired through
measurements on the real object to validate the model,
preferably with similar control systems available on the real
object. In order to investigate proper behavior of such
highly integrated systems, and mutual interaction between
polygeneration modules, it is important to define the
control and utilization criteria, which is performed using
TRNSYS software, as presented in this paper. This
approach is applied for the case study buildingand its
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Abstract—In this paper, a mathematical model is examined
for heat transfer at heat exchangers. The target is to obtain
higher efficiency of a pellet stove, and from that, the heat
transfer is the crucial parameters for their efficient
operation. The stove which is analysed is operating on
wooden mass pellets. Heated gasses flow through the pipes of
the heat exchanger. The observed stove has 6 vertical gas
pipes in the exchanger. Heat convection is achieved from the
gasses to the internal pipe walls, observing the physical
mechanism for the heat transfer coefficient in a turbulent
boundary layer, where flow shear stress occurs as part from
provoked increased turbulence i.e. Reynolds analogy, where
the assumption being made is that the mechanisms of heat
and momentum transfer are similar. With application of
turbulator stripes in the pipes of the heat exchangers,
internal heat transfer area increases, the shear stresses of the
flow near the pipe walls is increased which leads to increased
heat transfer efficiency and overall efficiency of the stove.
Keywords— Heat transfer, Pellet stove, Convection,
Turbulator stripes, Reynolds analogy, Efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION
Heat exchangers present an important part of operation
for many systems. Over the past quarter century, the
importance of heat exchangers has increased in terms of
energy conversion and energy efficiency. Much more
attention is paid to heat exchangers for environmental
protection, such as thermal, air and water pollution, and
waste heat recovery. They can be considered as key
equipment in the chemical process industry. A heat
exchanger is a finite volume device used to transfer heat
between a solid surface and a fluid or between two or
more fluids. These two fluids are separated by a solid wall
to prevent mixing and also to prevent direct contact
between them.
Heat exchangers are used in various processes such as
conversion, utilization and recovery of thermal energy in
various industrial and commercial processes. The most
common examples include:
o Steam production and condensation in power
plants and cogeneration plants.
o Heating and cooling in heat treatment of
chemical, pharmaceutical products.
o Heating fluids in the production industry
o Recovery of waste heat, etc.

buildings. By constantly feeding fuel from a pellet storage
tank, the stove produces a constant flame that requires
little physical adjustment. Today's central heating systems
operate with wood pellets since renewable energy can
reach an efficiency factor of over 90%[1].
Pellet stoves are relatively new devices and are
constantly being developed to reduce the daily activities
of users towards them, but also to improve performance
and utilization levels. Various types of stoves can be seen
on the market that use pellets as an energy source.
Increasing the heat exchanger performance can lead to
a more economical heat exchanger design that can help
save energy, material, time and resources associated with
the heat exchange process.
The need to increase the thermal performance as well
as the energy efficiency of heat exchangers in order to
save costs leads to the development and use of many
techniques to improve heat transfer. The main idea for
improving heat transfer refers to the Optimization of
Thermo-technical Performances [2].
II. TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING HEAT TRANSFER
Techniques for improving heat transfer in a heat
exchanger are classified into three different categories [3]:
• Passive techniques
• Active techniques
• Complex techniques.
Passive techniques generally use surface or geometric
modifications of the flow channel by inserting additional
devices (turbulators). These additional devices promote
higher heat transfer coefficients by distorting or altering
the fluid flowconditionand the flow from laminar to
turbulent, which also leads to an increase in pressure drop.
Increasing heat transfer with these techniques can be
achieved by using:
o Treated surfaces: This technique involves
using cavities or recesses to change the
surface of the area of heat transfer that can be
continuous or uninterrupted.
o Rough surfaces: These surface modifications
especially create a disturbance in the viscous
layer. These techniques are applied primarily
in conducting one-way heat transfer.
o Turbulent flow devices: They produce
turbulent flow or secondary circulation of
axial flow in a channel. Spiral tape, and

Pellet stoves are heat exchangers that burn compressed
fuel and create a heat source for residential or industrial
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various forms of elements that are used for
change of tangential to axial direction are
common examples of turbulent flow devices.
Active techniques are more complex from the point of
view of use and design, because the method requires
external input of electricity to cause the desired
modification of the flow and improve the degree of heat
transfer. It has limited application due to the need for
external power in many practical versions. Compared to
passive techniques, these techniques do not show much
application potential because it is difficult to provide
external energy.
Complex techniques for improving heat transfer are
those techniques that are a combination of two or more of
the above techniques in order to improve the performance
of a heat exchanger.
III. TURBULENT FLOW DEVICES (TURBULATORS)
Turbulators cause rotational flow or secondary fluid
flow. Various devices can be used to induce this effect,
which includes the insertion of strips, arrangements to
change the flow through the pipes, and modifications to
the geometry of the channels. Dimensions, ribs, spirally
twisted strips are examples of modification of their
geometry. Turbulator inserts include tapered parts, spiral
strips, or inserts such as nuts and wire coils [4].
There are several types of turbolators. Here are 4 types
of turbolators:
• Angular
• Coiled rod
• Twisted tape
• Process
On the Figure 1 it can be seen this models of
turbulators [5].
For concrete model of pellet stove twisted tape
turbulators were used.
The twisted tape turbulator is formed in a spiral shape
and is usually used in heat exchangers which are
composed of pipe walls, and fluid flows through the pipes.
This form of turbulators in heat exchangers increase heat
transfer coefficients with relatively low heat reduction.
They are known to be one of the latest turbulent flow
devices used in conducting one-way heat transfer. Due to
the design and practicality of their application, they are
widely used in thermal devices to generate turbulent fluid
flow. Due to this, the size of the heat exchanger can be
reduced, and the same performance can be obtained,
which would have a favorable effect on its cost. Spiral
strips are also suitable for their application in heat
exchangers because they allow easy installation and
disassembly and thus simple reading and maintenance of
the heat exchanger.
Pellet stove is for residential heating. It is capacity of
18kW. In this stove is inserted 6 twisted tape turbulators.
The reason for installing the turbulators is to get a
higher degree of efficiency of the stove itself.

Fig. 1. Types of turbulators

As the exhaust gases in pellet stoves are high, the task
of the turbulator is to enable a larger contact area, the
transition of flow from laminar to turbulent flow and thus
reduce the temperature of the exhaust gases and increase
the efficiency of the boiler.
The turbulators are self-made in order to serve for the
further experimental part and to confirm the results of
mathematical model presented in this paper.
IV. MODELING THE WORKING PROCESS, ENERGY
EXCHANGE AND HEAT TRANSMISSION MECHANISMS IN
PELLET STOVE
This chapter describes the mechanism of heat transfer
in the boilers, as well as the mathematical models of the
process of work and energy exchange, in order to obtain
the dominant parameters that define the efficiency of the
boiler, which are later determined through experimental
measurements. A schematic representation of the
operation and connection of the boiler is given in Fig.2.
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gases transmitted to the working medium through the
pipes of the exchanger has a reduced thermal potential
expressed through the temperature t_g1 and thus the gases
are taken out through the chimney.

Fig.2 Hot water boiler operating scheme

From thermodynamics known mechanisms of heat
transfer are the conductive, convective and inductive
mechanisms. First, it is necessary to determine which heat
transfer mechanisms directly participate in the operation
of the boiler itself. Due to the fact of forced ventilation
through the boiler there is a forced convective heat
transfer. Forced convection takes place in the fireplace of
pellet boiler where combustion process occurs (the
combustion process is not part of the analysis of this
paper). Then the combustion gases with increased
temperature from the combustion process are transported
to the heat exchanger where they transfer the heat through
the wall of the pipe to the space filled with water. At the
end from there the gases with reduced temperature are
removed through the chimney. According to this, local
convection-conduction-convection can be derived as a
mechanism of heat transfer in the heat exchanger - pipes.
Schematic representation of the temperature distribution
of these boilers is given in Fig.3.
From the temperature distribution scheme of the
boilers, the following relations can be derived:When
pellets burn in the boiler fire place, the temperature t_lis
released where the gases with that temperature are
transported to the inlet of the pipes of the heat exchanger,
so that the inlet temperature to the pipes of the heat
exchanger can be adopted with sufficient accuracy as the
temperature in the fireplace. Hence, the gases with that
temperature t_g2≈t_l flow through the pipes of the heat
exchanger and transfer some of the heat to the water tank
from the heat exchanger. Here occurs the complex
mechanism of heat transfer, convection - the gases
transfer heat to the inner wall of the tubes of the
exchanger, then conduction - the heat of the inner wall is
transferred to the outer wall of the tubes, and convection the heat of the outer wall of the tubes is transferred to the
working medium in the tank. The thermal energy of the

Fig.3. Temperature distribution in a hot water boiler

A schematic representation of the heat exchanger is
given in Fig.4 where the temperature distribution in the
whole boiler is presented. The segment where the energy
exchange takes place between the gases and the working
medium is elaborated at this point. It can be concluded
that heat transfer takes place in three steps, i.e. convection,
conduction and convection [6].

Fig.4. Heat transfer in the heat exchanger
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For such a case when the fluids are separated from each
other by a single-layer cylindrical wall, the heat fluxes in
the stationary state can be written as[7]:

Flux 1 – Gas towards the inner wall - Convection
ϕ1 = A1 α1 �t g2 − t z2 �

Where:

α1-

the convective coefficient of heat
transfer from the gases to the inner
wall [W/m2K],

tg2-

the temperature of the gases in the pipe
[K] and

tz2-

the temperature of the inner wall of the
pipe [K].

Flux 2 - External wall of the pipe towards the
working medium – Convection
ϕ2 = A2 α2 (t z1 − t w2 )

(2)

the surface of the outer shell of the
pipe [m2],
the convective coefficient of heat
transfer from the outer wall of the tube
to the working medium [W/m2K],

tz1-

the temperature of outer wall [K],

tw2-

the temperature of water in the heat
exchanger tank [K].

Due to further analyses that go in the direction of
increasing the rate of heat transfer from the gases to the
wall of the pipe, heat transfer through flux 1 is elaborated
in order to see the dominant physical parameters that
affect the increase of heat transfer.
This is defined by the phenomenon of forced
convection in turbulent currents taking into account the
Reynolds analogy.It studies the behaviour of the boundary
layer of the fluid. It makes use of similarity, between the
mechanism of fluid momentum transfer to the wall and
the transfer of heat by convection [8].
Reynolds analogy is based on the existence of a similarity
between forced convection and friction losses from the
flow in the tubes, and thus to predict the amount of heat
transfer through high surface resistance on the pipe. If we
take into account the flow along the wall, there are shear
stresses in the flow that can be simply written as:
τν = μ �

τν = 𝑓𝑓 ∙

In differential form:
(3)

𝑓𝑓 =

D2

t z2 − t z1
1

2πλ

∙ ln

D2

(4)

D1

-

the ratio of the outer and inner
diameters of the tube [mm],

λ-

the coefficient of thermal conductivity
[W/m2K]

D1

t z2 − t z1 -

is the difference between the
temperatures of the inner and outer
tube walls [K].

By equalizing these expressions for heat (fluxes), we
get the total heat transfer coefficient of 1 [m] longitudinal
cylindrical wall:
kc =

1

D1 πα1

+

1

2πλ

1

ln

D2
D1

+

1

D2 πα2

(5)

(7)

𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣 2
2

(8)

and for fully turbulent developed flow, the shear stress
at the wall can be expressed as:

That is, in absolute form:
ϕ3 =

dU
dU
� = ρν � �
dy
dy

where the shear stress caused by the flow in the layer
is defined by the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and the
change of velocity along the height of the layers. If the
shear stress at the wall is expressed in terms of the
dynamic head of the fluid, it follows:

Flux 3 - Inner to outer wall - Conduction
dt
ϕ3 = −λ ∙ 2rπ ∙ � �
dr

(6)

THE INNER WALL OF THE PIPE

(1)

the surface of the inner shell of the
pipe [m2],

α2-

ϕ = k c �t g2 − t w2 �

V. DESCRIPTION OF FLUX 1 - GAS CONVECTION THROUGH

A1= D1πZ -

A2 = D2 πZ-

The total heat flux:

0.0791
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 1/4

(9)

which is called Friction law of Blasius, which can be
used for Reynolds number range up to 2 ∙ 105 [8].

The weighted mean velocity 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚 for the turbulent
velocity profile can be calculated by using the Prandtl’s
power law of the wall:
𝑟𝑟

1

𝑦𝑦 7
� 𝜌𝜌 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 ∙ � � ∙ 2𝜋𝜋(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑦𝑦)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑟 2 𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟

(10)

0

So far, it has not been possible to produce a complete
analytical solution for heat transfer by forced convection
when the flow is turbulent. The Reynolds analogy
suggests that there is a similarity between the forced
convective heat transfer and fluid friction. Analogously to
this, the heat flow by molecular conduction in this zone
can be written as:
qα = −ρcp α �

dt
�
dy

(11)

where the heat transfer in the layer directly depends on
the density, the specific heat coefficient, the heat transfer
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coefficient and the change in temperature along the height
of the layer.
A similarity is apparent between these two equations,
ie a direct connection of the shape of the flow with the
heat transfer. When equalizing the equations for the same
gradient in the height of the flow layer (in our case the
radius of the tube) it is obtained that the tangential stress
in the flow layer increases as the change of the velocity in
the direction of the radius increases [8]:
τν = μ �

dU
�
dr

(12)

Fig 6. Flow without and with turbulators

Fig 5. Similarity between heat flow and shear stress in fluid boundary
layer [8]

Since the assumption is that there is a relation between
the heat flow and the shear stress, the final relations for
the analogy can be written as:
qα
θm
=
τν cp vm

(13)

Where𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 is the average temperature difference at the
observed section between the inlet/outlet fluid temperature
and the wall temperature. The shear force at the wall is
represented through the pressure difference at a portion of
area observed:
𝐹𝐹τν = ∆𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝐴𝐴

(14)

This conclusion clarifies the possibility of using the
so-called turbulators in the tubes of the heat exchanger, in
order to increase the shear stresses from the flow of the
tube wall, i.e. the pressure drop increases.
In the figure 6 is presented the fluid flow with and
without turbulators.
Pressure losses are minor without turbulator stripes:
∆𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 = 𝑝𝑝0 − 𝑝𝑝1 < ∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = 𝑝𝑝0𝑡𝑡 − 𝑝𝑝1𝑡𝑡

(15)

𝐹𝐹τνn = ∆𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝐴𝐴 < 𝐹𝐹τνt = ∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐴𝐴

(16)

Since this is valid, the shear force on the wall
increases:

In the case of a completely laminar flow, with
Re<2300, the generation of a swirl motion determines the
presence of a turbulence. The flow corresponding to this
particular flow field is defined as pseudo-laminar.
Because of the complexity of the flow and temperature
field it is necessary to use advanced numerical tools for
the study of the problem.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Heat exchangers have multiple applications. Their
design is complex and requires an accurate analysis to
estimate the thermal power and pressure losses. Their
design also requires an estimate of the performances in the
long term and an accurate economic analysis.
Turbulators used inside tubes of pellet stove to
improve the turbulent convective heat transfer coefficient
in the gas side, since the heat transfer coefficient on the
outside is very high. The overall objective in this
application is to improve the boiler efficiency, although
other factors such as: pressure drop, changes in the water
side heat transfer coefficient, fouling, and manufacturing
cost are also important.
Heat transfer enhancement is mainly due to flow
blockage, eventual flow separations and secondary flows.
The blockage increases the pressur drop along with
increase in flow velocity. The secondary flow creates
swirl and the resulting mixing of fluid improves the
temperature gradient, which ultimately leads to a highheat
transfer coefficient.
It is observed that use of twisted tape as insert is a
good technique to improve thermal performance.
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Abstract—The maneuvering characteristics and safe
operation conditions of hot water boilers are limited by
thermal stresses of their structure. The greatest thermal
stresses occur in non-stationary operating modes such as
starting-up, changing operating mode or sudden shutdown
due to protection system when permitted parameters are
exceeded. Under these conditions uneven heating or cooling
of the boiler element occurs, resulting in formation of large
temperature gradients causing high thermal stresses. The
paper presents the results of numerical and experimental
analysis of the hot water boiler "Minel-Kotlogradnja",
capacity 8.7 MW, during the process of starting-up. The aim
of the paper was to determine the state of thermal stress of
the hot water boiler structure during the process of startingup and identifying the most important influencing
parameters.
Keywords—Hot Water Boiler, Start up, Thermal stresses,
Transient Regime, Finite Element Method

I. INTRODUCTION
The operational experiences of boiler plants indicate
the failures occurrence that represents a consequence of
breakdowns in certain parts of the boiler elements. These
failures are usually caused by corrosion process, as well as
inadequate handling of the plant, but also by the
occurrence of material fatigue of those boiler elements
that are exposed to high pressures and temperatures [1].
Transient operational modes, are considered as nonstationary, have not only the load change, but also the
stress state change of the structure. This is especially
evident when there is sudden load change, change of
operational modes, start of the boiler or sudden abrupt
stoppage due to accidents or necessary interventions. In
such cases, the large temperature gradients exist in the
boiler elements, which cause the appearance of thermal
stresses that are dominant and much higher than the
stresses caused by high pressures of the working fluid [24]. These transient regimes are specifically analysed in
this paper.
One of the potentially critical transient operational
modes is considered to be the process of starting-up the
boiler, when there are high thermal stresses in the boiler
elements. Thermal stresses represent a consequence of the
resulting temperature differences in the boiler structure,
due to the high temperature gradients of the combustion
products during the process of starting-up the boiler and
low temperatures of the structure itself. Thermal stresses

are especially high in boiler elements with a large wall
thickness [5-7]. The thermal stresses of the tube plate of
the first reversing chamber are considered to be of the
great importance, where the major failures had been
occurring [8-16] and where the largest temperatures
differences appear.
This paper presents the numerical and experimental
results of hot water boiler in the regime of starting-up.
Thermal stresses of boiler’s structure are especially
analysed in critical moment of time during the starting up.
II. DYNAMIC PROBLEM OF THERMOELASTICITY
Problem of starting up the boiler presents the complex
dynamic problem of thermoelasticity of its structure.
When setting up a mathematical model for
thermoelasticity problems, it is necessary to define the
constitutive equations of thermoelasticity [17]:
{𝜀𝜀} = [𝐷𝐷]−1 {𝜎𝜎} + {𝛼𝛼}∆𝑇𝑇
𝑆𝑆 = {𝛼𝛼}𝑇𝑇 {𝜎𝜎} +

𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

(1)

∆𝑇𝑇

(2)

{𝜎𝜎} = [𝐷𝐷]{𝜀𝜀} − {𝛽𝛽}∆𝑇𝑇

(3)

𝑇𝑇0

Where: {𝜀𝜀} - total strain tensor (Cauchy strain tensor);
[𝐷𝐷]−1 - elasticity matrix; {𝜎𝜎} - tensor determined by
Hooke's law for an ideal elastic body as {𝜎𝜎} = [𝐷𝐷]{𝜀𝜀 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 };
{𝜀𝜀 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 } - elastic strain tensor; {𝛼𝛼} - tensor of the coefficient
of the linear thermal expansion; ∆𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 where 𝑇𝑇 temperature for which the value of relative deformation is
required and 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 - reference temperature at which the
relative deformation in all directions is equal to 0; S –
entropy, where 𝑄𝑄 = 𝑇𝑇0 𝑆𝑆 and 𝑇𝑇0 - absolute reference
temperature.
{𝜀𝜀} =
Using
the
total
strain
tensor
𝑇𝑇
�𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 � and temperature change ∆𝑇𝑇 as
independently variables and replacing entropy S with the
amount of heat Q according to the second law of
thermodynamics for return processes in the eq.(2) is
obtained:
𝑄𝑄 = 𝑇𝑇0

{𝛽𝛽}𝑇𝑇 {𝜀𝜀}

+ 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 ∆𝑇𝑇

(4)

Where: {𝛽𝛽} - thermoelastic coefficient vector {𝛽𝛽} =
[𝐷𝐷] ∙ {𝛼𝛼} ; 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 - specific heat capacity at constant
𝑇𝑇
deformation or volume 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 − 0 {𝛼𝛼}𝑇𝑇 ∙ {𝛽𝛽}.
𝜌𝜌
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Substituting Q from eq.(4) into the equation of
conservation of thermal energy according to the first law
of thermodynamics, where it refers to the differential
control volume given in eq. (5) it is obtain eq.(6):
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 �

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ {𝑣𝑣}𝑇𝑇 {𝐿𝐿}𝑇𝑇� + {𝐿𝐿}𝑇𝑇 {𝑞𝑞} = 𝑞𝑞⃛

= 𝑇𝑇0 {𝛽𝛽}𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕{𝜀𝜀}
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕(∆𝑇𝑇)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

− [𝐾𝐾]𝛻𝛻 2 𝑇𝑇

(5)
(6)

Where: {𝐿𝐿} - vector operator; {𝑣𝑣} - heat transfer
velocity vector; {𝑞𝑞} - heat flux vector; 𝑞𝑞⃛ - rate of thermal
energy generation per unit volume; [𝐾𝐾] - thermal
conductivity matrix.
In static and transient thermoelasticity analyses, the
instantaneous total stress energy of an element (for FEAfinite element analysis) is calculated as:
1

𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡 = ∫𝑉𝑉 {𝜎𝜎}𝑇𝑇 {𝜀𝜀} 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
2

(7)

The most general case of the thermoelasticity
equations, expressed in vector form representing the
coupled dynamic thermoelasticity problem [17-19], is
given as:
𝜇𝜇𝛻𝛻 2 [𝑢𝑢] + (𝜆𝜆 + 𝜇𝜇)𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔[𝑢𝑢] − (3𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇)𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 +
[𝐹𝐹] − 𝜌𝜌[𝑢𝑢̈ ] = 0
(8)
(3𝜆𝜆+2𝜇𝜇)𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝑇𝑇0
1
𝑊𝑊
𝛻𝛻 2 𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃̇ + −
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑[𝑢𝑢̇ ] = 0
𝑎𝑎

𝜆𝜆0

𝜆𝜆0

(9)

Where the coupling of the equations is achieved by the
fourth term of the eq.(9). In eq.(8) and eq.(9) are given:
{𝑢𝑢}- displacement vector; 𝜇𝜇 and 𝜆𝜆 - Lame constants given
𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈
𝐸𝐸
; 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 - coefficient of
as 𝜆𝜆 = (1+𝜈𝜈)(1−2𝜈𝜈) and 𝜇𝜇 =
2(1+𝜈𝜈)

linear thermal expansion.
The coupled quasi-stationary thermoelasticity problem
is obtained with a slow thermal process, when the
acceleration of displacement can be neglected ([𝑢𝑢̈ ] =
0)and in the absence of volume forces ([𝐹𝐹] = 0), then the
equations (8) and (9) are reduced to:

𝜇𝜇𝛻𝛻 2 [𝑢𝑢] + (𝜆𝜆 + 𝜇𝜇)𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔[𝑢𝑢] − (3𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇)𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =
0
(10)
1
𝑊𝑊
𝛻𝛻 2 𝜃𝜃 − (1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠 )𝜃𝜃̇ + = 0
𝑎𝑎

𝜆𝜆0

(11)

Where 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠 represents the coupled coefficient of
temperature field and displacement field and is defined
according to [17] as 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠 =

(3𝜆𝜆+2𝜇𝜇)2 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡2 𝑇𝑇0
(𝜆𝜆+2𝜇𝜇)𝑐𝑐𝜀𝜀

.

The uncoupled quasi-stationary problem of
thermoelasticity is obtained by neglecting the coupling
and acceleration of displacement:

With these relations given in the previous steps, the
stiffness matrix is obtained which is used for numerical
analysis.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In order to examine the influence of the regime of the
starting up the hot water boiler on its structure,
temperature measurements were performed. The
experimental measurement procedure included obtaining
the temperatures of the boiler walls. Due to the lack of
adequate literature data on the temperature value of the
boiler construction, as well as on the change of
temperature field over time, the obtained data are of
exceptional importance. The data were used to form a
numerical model for the analysis of boiler start up.
The aim of the experiment was to determine the
temperatures of the tube plates of the first and second
reversing chambers, at defined points and at certain boiler
loads. In this way, knowing the temperature field of the
structure, the analysis of thermal stresses that are
presented would be more accurate and reliable comparing
the real data.
The experimental method of temperature measurement
was performed by using temperature probes. The
measurement procedure required the determination of
exact locations for the installation of measuring probes.
The measurement is planned to be on the tube plates on
the gas side, where unobstructed access is enabled as well
as installation of probes. There were adopted 6 measuring
points, with 4 on the tube plate of the first reversing
chamber and 2 on the tube plate of the second reversing
chamber. As the temperature of the flue gases at the
nominal operating mode of the boiler is around 1200 °C at
the outlet of the fire tube, a mantle probe, 3.5 m long, was
adopted. On the same tube plate of the second draft, 2
measuring points were selected at defined places located
in the zone of flue gases that leave the third draft, go in
the shielded reversing chamber from the back and go to
the chimney. The flue gas temperature to which the
thermocouples would be exposed in this zone is around
230 °C. There are 2 more measuring points on the tube
plate of the second reversing chamber, in the zone of flue
gases that leave the second and enter the third draft, the
temperature of the gases in this zone is around 450 °C
(Fig.1). The aim of this experiment was to determine the
change in temperature at certain points of the tube plate
during the starting up the boiler, i.e. in the range of 0% to
100% load change.

𝜇𝜇𝛻𝛻 2 [𝑢𝑢] + (𝜆𝜆 + 𝜇𝜇)𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔[𝑢𝑢] − (3𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇)𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =
0
(12)
1
𝑊𝑊
𝛻𝛻 2 𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃̇ + = 0
𝑎𝑎

𝜆𝜆0

(13)

The stationary thermoelasticity problem is obtained
when there is no change in size over time. The basic
equations are further simplified and take the form:
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇^2 [𝑢𝑢] + (𝜆𝜆 + 𝜇𝜇)𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔[𝑢𝑢] − (3𝜆𝜆 +
2𝜇𝜇) 𝛼𝛼_𝑡𝑡 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 0
𝛻𝛻 2 𝜃𝜃 +

𝑊𝑊

𝜆𝜆0

=0

(14)
(15)
Fig. 1 Installation of temperature probes
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All output signals were connected to the computer and
the system made it possible to monitor the change in
temperature in real time, in different load conditions,
during the operation of the hot water boiler.
The temperature of the structure was monitored and
recorded in different operating modes of the boiler.
According to the boiler load, with the experimental results,
temperature gradients were monitored, which lead to
thermal stresses.
The obtained measured temperature values were used
to define the boundary conditions and more closely
determine the numerical model. In this way, a more
precise temperature field of the structure was used and the
numerical model approached the exact thermal state of the
real structure. The measured values were also used for the
validation of the numerical model, not only in the nominal
mode of operation, but also in the mode of starting up the
boiler.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Stress-strain analysis of the hot water boiler structure
was performed using FEM in ANSYS program package,
while a CAD model was created using SOLIDWORKS
software package according to technical documentation of
the boiler manufacturer [9,20]. Since the geometric model
is symmetrical in relation to the plane that passes through
its longitudinal axis and is normal to the plane of the
substrate, considering the assumed heat load symmetry,
half of the geometric model is neglected – the right side of
the symmetry plane. The influence of the neglected part of
the model is defined by the limitation of the number of
degrees of movement freedom of nodes in the symmetry
plane applied by a software package symmetry relation.
The geometric model analysis results have determined
that some elements of the model have a function of
connecting the hot water boiler to the water supply
network. These elements are also excluded from the
analysis since they have no significant effect on the stressstrain state of the model. In addition to these elements, the
boiler connection elements that have safety features are
also neglected. The geometric model was transformed into
the discretized FEM with the application of advanced
meshing tool capable of creating adaptive discrete model.
The discretized model consisted of 1661038 nodes,
forming 310620 finite elements. The discretized model is
presented in Fig.2. In the analysis, the materials that are
used (which correspond to the real state of boiler
construction) have the characteristics given in [9,21,22].

By analyzing the structural load of the boiler, it can be
determined that boiler loads are: loads resulting from the
weight of the boiler elements themselves, loads resulting
from the thermal expansion on higher temperatures and
boiler operating loads (that is changed during the observed
time period).
Numerical analysis model is analysed in the time
domain. The presented model is considered to be of great
importance while it is based on the variable operating
mode from 0% to 100% of the load in a given time. In the
case of the real hot water boiler, based on the
experimental results, there is load reduced after 100s
when the boiler starts. In numerical model, this period of
reducing load is not considered. The numerical model is
defined so that the load is not reduced as on a real boiler,
but that the boiler load increases linearly, as is the case up
to 100s. The aim of this analysis is to see what would
happen to the structure if there were no changes in the
character of the temperature rise curve of the structure, i.e.
if the safety protection on the boiler did not work.
The analysis included the heat load that changes over
time. The predicted heat load to which the boiler structure
is exposed, which originates from the combustion of fuel
in the fire tube is set from 0 to 100s based on the data
obtained experimentally by measurements on a hot water
boiler. An increase in boiler load up to 120s by
extrapolating the curve was then considered to analyse the
case without changing the character of the structure
temperature curve (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Heat load change of fire tube Q as a function of time t (s)

The change of the boiler temperature in time period
was simulated by applying thermal analysis in the
transient mode during 3600s, i.e. one hour from the
starting up the boiler, i.e. from the starting the heating of
the boiler elements.
It is noticed that a relatively short period of time is
needed until the approximately stationary state is obtained,
in which the temperature field of the boiler does not
change over time. The results show that after an hour,
steady state is established. The temperature fields of the
boiler structure, observed at time period 50s, 100s and an
hour, are shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6. The changes in the
temperature field of individual parts of the structure, such
as the tube plate of the first reversing chamber are shown
in Fig. 7, 8 and 9.

Fig. 2 Discretized structure of hot water boiler
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Fig. 4 Temperature distribution of boiler elements after 50s from the
moment of starting up the boiler

Fig. 8 Temperature distribution of the tube plate of the first reversing
chamber after 100s from the moment of starting up the boiler

Fig. 5 Temperature distribution of boiler elements after 100s from the
moment of starting up the boiler
Fig. 9 Temperature distribution of the tube plate of the first reversing
chamber after 3600s from the moment of starting up the boiler

Fig. 6 Temperature distribution of boiler elements after 3600s from the
moment of starting up the boiler

The presented results of the change of the temperature
field of the boiler structure (Fig. 5 and 8) are compared
with the measured values on the real object. Based on the
measured temperature values by the experimental
procedure, the numerical model can be verified. This was
the reason to install thermocouples on the pipe plates. By
verifying the temperature field on these elements, the
resulting temperature field of the structure can be adopted
with certainty. In the previous chapter, 6 measuring points
on the boiler were defined, where the values of the
construction temperature are experimentally determined.
The locations of these measuring points were also
identified on the numerical model, in order to compare the
values. The comparative values of the temperatures on the
pipe plate of the first turning chamber are shown in the
Table 1.
TABLE I COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURES OBTAINED BY
EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

No

Fig. 7 Temperature distribution of the tube plate of the first reversing
chamber after 50s from the moment of starting up the boiler

1
2
3
4
5
6

Position
Tube plate 1 – t1
Tube plate 1 – t2
Tube plate 2 – t1
Tube plate 2 – t2
Tube plate 1 – t3
Tube plate 1 – t4

Experimental
value [ºC]
805.5
727
133.6
136.6
83.1
80.7

Numerical
analysis [ºC]
595.7
577.9
133.6
133.4
96.1
94.4

The results indicate a significant match between the
measured values of temperatures and the values obtained
numerically. Especially of the measuring points on the
tube plate of the second reversing chamber and on the
tube plate of the first turning chamber, but towards the
outer circle (third flue). A relative difference of 26%
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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refers to the measured temperatures of the tube plate of
the first reversing chamber, closer to the fire tube. The
measured temperature values, which are higher than those
obtained by numerical analysis, can be explained by the
high sensitivity of the probes and the positioning of the
probe tips. Also, in this part, the measurement was
difficult due to the high flue gas flow rates.
Comparative analysis of the results also allows
verifying the numerical model. It is very important to
emphasize that in the process of starting-up the boiler, the
accumulation of thermal energy is done first in the walls
of the structure, and only later, when stable operation is
achieved, the water is heated.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to analyse the stress state of the hot water
boiler structure, the critical moment was chosen to present
the results. At the considered moment, i.e. at time t = 100s
from the beginning of boiler start up, the stress-strain state
of the structure was analysed. As the temperature
differences between the construction and the heating
medium are large at this moment, it is expected that the
stresses are the highest. Fig. 10 and 11 show the state of
stress and strain (respectively) at a given moment of time.

can be observed. Under these conditions, the results of
direct deformation in the axis normal to the tube plate are
given in Fig. 13. The installed protection system, which
reduces the heat load at that time t = 100s, leads to a
reduction of the stress state from the critical obtained
values. Without exposing the boiler construction to
elevated stress, the boiler operation is then safe and secure.

Fig. 12 Equivalent stresses of tube plate of the first reversing chamber at
100s from the moment of starting up the boiler

Fig. 13 Total deformation (directional Z Axis) of the tube plate of the
first reversing chamber at 100s from the moment of starting up the boiler
Fig. 10 Equivalent stresses of hot water boiler structural elements at 100s
from the moment of starting up the boiler

Fig. 11 Total deformation of hot water boiler structure at 100s from the
moment of starting up the boiler

As can be seen from the Fig.12, the maximum stress
values are about 410 MPa, while the tensile strength of the
material itself (P265GH according to DIN EN 10028-2
[9,15,16]) of which the pipe wall is made Rm = 410-530
N/mm2, and yield strength Rp = 255 N/mm2. At high
temperatures of the tube wall, the yield strength is even
significantly lower. The maximum stress values are
exactly on the tube plate, in the zone of the first line flue
gas pipes of the second draft (Fig.10). This also indicates
that these are the critical values. The stresses state in the
tube plate is shown in Fig. 12 where these critical stresses

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The performed analysis showed that the tube plate of
the first reversing chamber, the boiler element with the
thickest wall, is exposed to the highest thermal stresses.
This part of the boiler is exposed to temperatures 𝑡𝑡 >
500 ℃, which means it is exposed to yield stress. In this
condition,
continuous
accumulation
of
plastic
deformations occurs at a rate that depends on the level of
stress, temperature and material characteristics.
Intermittent cycles of drying, operation in stationary mode
and cooling process, which are difficult to describe
analytically, affect the fields of residual deformations and
stresses before the considered n-th cycle of boiler
operation. In strain-stress analysis in function of
constructive parameters and load history of an element,
the zero initial state of the previous stress is usually taken.
However, it should be taken into account that such initial
conditions lead to higher calculated values of the allowed
rate of drying.
Experimental research of hot water boilers shows that
the heating of the tube plate during the process of startingup the can be presented as an approximate quasi-static
temperature change. Under these conditions, the
temperature field in the tube plate is quasi-stationary, i.e.
only its level changes until the character of the change
remains the same.
At the beginning of the process of boiler start-up,
when temperature of the tube plate is the lowest, maximal
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temperature differences occur. Due to the high
temperature differences, the equivalent stresses are also
the highest. Having that in mind, it can be concluded that
the stresses are highest at the lowest temperatures of the
tube plate, when the creep strain rate has the highest
values. This means that the material is the strongest at the
highest load.
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Abstract— Economic indicators of building renovation
measures are often crucial in the process of decision-making
related to buildings energy savings. The global cost is one of
the widely used indicators for evaluating and comparing the
measures. To perform an analysis with the appropriate
precision, adequate models are necessary. The models based
on physical phenomena are historically dominant, but
recently data-driven surrogate models that use machine
learning techniques started to gain the attention of the
researchers in the buildings sector. This paper uses four
classification methods to predict whether the global cost of a
set of building renovation measures is above or below the
predefined threshold. The results indicate that high
prediction performance — with the F1 score, recall, and
precision between 0.98 and 1 — can be achieved, except in
the cases of very small training sets.
Keywords— classification, global cost, machine learning,
residential buildings, retrofit

I. INTRODUCTION
Energy saving and greenhouse gases emission
reduction measures in buildings are strongly related to the
cost savings potential. Not only that cost-saving
opportunities motivate the realization of energy
efficiency measures, but also define energy policy targets
[1, 2]. Economic performance of buildings renovation
measures is expressed with the indicators such as simple
and dynamic payback periods, net present value, internal
rate of return, global cost (GC), etc. GC is defined in Ref.
[3] as a discounted quantity that accounts the investment,
replacement, disposal, operation and maintenance,
residual value, etc.
There is a wide range of models used to assess
quantities related to buildings energy supply and demand.
They vary in complexity and accuracy, but also in
approach applied. According to Foucquier et al. [4], they
can be:
• White-box models that are based on the knowledge
on physical phenomena; they can vary in the level
of details and be overly complex in some cases.
• Black-box models that use the existing data and
apply machine learning methods to predict the
outputs or extract conclusions; they strongly
depend on the volume and quality of data.
• Hybrid models that combine the previous two and
exploit the advantages of both.

Among data-driven and machine-learning-based
models, supervised regression techniques dominate. They
can be applied to predict heating/cooling/electricity
demand, occupancy, user behavior, thermal comfort
parameters, etc. [5–9]. In addition, they can be combined
with metaheuristic optimization of energy retrofit
measures [10–13] and for short-term prediction and datadriven control applications [14, 15]. Classification
methods are used to learn human interactions [16],
control systems rules [17], etc. Unsupervised learning,
especially cluster analysis is suitable to be used for
preprocessing [18, 19].
This paper extends research presented in Refs. [20,
21]. It analyzes the predictive performance of the
surrogate models that estimate economic attractiveness of
a set of building energy retrofit measures. Unlike most of
the models from the literature, this approach directly
predicts whether GC is below a given threshold (project
is attractive) or not. Like Ref. [21], this paper operates
with potentially imbalanced datasets and small training
sets aiming at obtaining the results with satisfactory
precision as quickly as possible. It examines the
performance of decision trees (DT) and three ensemble
methods based on DT: (1) random forest (RF), (2)
adaptive boosting (AB), and (3) gradient boosting (GB).
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem described above is defined and solved as
a binary classification problem having in mind the
possibility of having an imbalanced dataset, need for
quick training, validation, and testing procedures, as well
as the possibility of working with very small training sets.
The case study analyses an existing five-story
building with the floor are of 755 m² located in Niš,
Serbia. The building is connected to the district heating
network and is not insulated.
The input variables are related to the retrofit options:
• Thermal conduction resistance of the insulation of
exterior walls, in [m²K/W],
• Thermal conduction resistance of the insulation of
interior walls, in [m²K/W],
• Thermal conduction resistance of the insulation of
floor, in [m²K/W],
• Thermal conduction resistance of the insulation of
ceiling or roof, in [m²K/W],
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•

Thermal transmittance (U-value) of the windows,
in [W/(m²K)],
• Total solar energy transmittance of the windows,
• Category of the fenestration frames.
The output of the model is equal to 1 if GC is below
the predefined threshold (financially attractive) and 0
otherwise. In this case, the threshold is equal to GC for
the do-nothing scenario.
This case study examines three scenarios that differ in
the discount rate and prices development rates. Scenario 1
has moderate values of the rates. Scenario 2 has the
values that correspond to larger GC and thus has more
solutions with the output of 1. Scenario 3 has the rates
that yield less attractive GC values.
References [20, 21] provide more information about
the building, scenarios, inputs, and classification problem.

Very small training sets remain problematic. They
have lower prediction performance that sometimes
decreases when the training set size increases. This might
be due to a small number of the observations that belong
to the minority class, and their high variation from case to
case because of random selection. It is questionable what
is the best way to ensure that such small random training
sets contain enough minority class observations to obtain
better performance.
Validation procedure, e.g. the k-fold cross-validation
combined with hyperparameters tunning might provide
better insights into mentioned problems. Using out-ofbag data could be considered.
Reference [21] suggests that the size of the dataset
also has important role.

III. METHODOLOGY
The binary classification problem is solved with four
machine learning methods, DT and three ensemble
methods based on DT: RF, AB, and GB. DT-based
methods are applied because they are faster to train
compared to neural networks and support vector
machines, which are dominant in this field. In addition,
they have fewer hyperparameters to tune, which also
improves required time and computational resources.
They also require little or no data preparation, work well
with categorical variables, ensembles are resistant to
overfitting to a certain extent, out-of-bag data can be used,
feature importance is calculated, etc. These methods,
especially RF and GB are widely used in other fields.
Having in mind that the datasets might be imbalanced,
the classification accuracy is not used to quantify
classification performance. Instead, this paper uses
precision p, recall r, and F1 score:
𝑛𝑛TP
𝑛𝑛TP
2𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟 =
; 𝑝𝑝 =
; 𝐹𝐹1 =
𝑛𝑛TP + 𝑛𝑛FN
𝑛𝑛TP + 𝑛𝑛FP
𝑟𝑟 + 𝑝𝑝
where nTP is the number of true positive items, nFN is the
number of false negatives, and nFP is the number of false
positives. It should be noted that the choice of the
adequate quantity depends on the case.
The dataset used is obtained by evaluating all
measures in the exhaustive search manner. A small,
randomly chosen part of the dataset is used for training.
The remaining observations are used for testing.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The total number of observations, i.e. possible
combinations of retrofit measures is 217,800. Scenario 1
has a balanced dataset because almost 62% belong to the
positive class (below the threshold) and about 38% to the
negative. In scenario 2, over 98% of observations are
positive, while in scenario 3, almost 91% are negative.
Thus, these two scenarios have imbalanced data.
Figures 1–4 illustrate the values of the quantities that
measure the classification performance. For the training
set portions larger than 0.01, i.e. the cases where the
number of observations used for training is at least 1% of
the total number of observations, almost all values for RF
and GB are above 98%. DT and AB have slightly lower
precision. All values are above 90% and rarely drop
below 95%, which indicates good prediction performance.
Scenario 2 has higher precision compared to other
scenarios, due to many positive observations.

Fig. 1. Classification performance obtained with decision trees
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Fig. 2. Classification performance obtained with random forest

Fig. 3. Classification performance obtained with adaptive boosting

V. CONCLUSION
This paper evaluates the classification performance of
the surrogate models that predict whether the global cost
value is below a predefined threshold or not, given the
inputs that describe energy retrofit measures for buildings
like heat transfer resistance and properties of fenestration.
Random forest and gradient boosting yield the
precision above 98% for the datasets with 217,800
observations, some of which are heavily imbalanced, and
the training sets that have at least 1% of observations.
Decision trees and adaptive boost have similar, but
generally slightly lower precision.
Decision-tree-based ensembles are precise, powerful,
and fast to train and adjust the hyperparameters. This
paper illustrates one option for their application.

The cases with very small training sets are
problematic in terms of performance and learning
stability. This probably happens because the number of
randomly items that belong to the minority class varies
considerably from case to case. Thus, additional work in
needed to ensure large enough minority class to obtain
better performance.
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Abstract—Organic waste, due to its characteristics,
represents a challenging type of waste for implementation in
the flows of circular economy, economic model based on
closed loop system. The main idea of the paper is
assessment of the inclusion possibility of different types of
organic waste generated in the area of one city in the flows
of the circular economy. For this purpose, a mathematical
model was developed and applied. Based on the
mathematical model, the optimum mixing ratio of the
several organic waste fractions, which will be subjected to
the anaerobic digestion treatment and composting, is
determined. Developed scenarios are based on the organic
waste types and quantities available in considered area. In
each of the scenarios, process products, in the form of
biogas and compost, are introduced into the flows of the
circular economy. Based on the inputs and outputs in
developed scenarios, the efficiency of the circular economy
for each scenario is determined.
Keywords—Circular Economy, Evaluation,
Digestion, Composting, Modelling

Anaerobic

I. INTRODUCTION
In response to growing problems caused by the
decline in material and energy resources, ways to find
new sources of resources have been sought. The
possibility of using waste as a source of energy and
materials was recognized as one of the solutions. In this
sense, the concept of circular economy (CE), within the
role of waste changes, from the final stages of the product
life cycle to the source of raw materials and energy, is
used to close the circle in the movement of matter.
Therefore, the concept of "cradle to grave" changed in the
concept of "cradle to cradle" [1].
In the last few decades, since the concept of circular
economy has become an alternative to the then existing
concept of linear economy, it has found application in
various forms in most economic and industrial sectors [2].
The circular economy requires careful management of
material flows, which are of two types: as biological
nutrients—materials designed to re-enter the biosphere
safely and rebuild natural capital, and technical nutrients,
designed to circulate at high quality without entering the
biosphere [1]. Aware of the fact that by applying this
concept contribute to the sustainable development,

conservation of resources and environmental protection,
companies and society increasingly apply the principles
of circular economy at all levels: it operates at the micro
level (products, companies, consumers), meso level (ecoindustrial parks) and macro level (city, region, nation and
beyond) [3].
After the introduction and application of the concept
of circular economy, the question of monitoring and
measuring the success of the implementation of this
concept aroused. Until recently, there is not recognized
one way of measuring the effectiveness of transition from
„linear“ to „circular“ economy [4]. Nowadays, there are
large variety of measurement approaches that aim to
assess the progress. The different assessment
methodologies cover different and varied aspects of
circular economy transition and are seemingly unrelated
to each other [5]. Therefore, various indicators,
methodologies and models for measuring the successful
implementation of the circular economy concept have
been developed and applied. Circularity metrics are
useful for empirically assessing the effects of a circular
economy in terms of profitability, job creation, and
environmental impacts [6].
In Swiss waste management system the recycling
rates, an indicator for the circulating behaviour of
materials, was recognised and used as measure for the
degree of circularity of an economy [7]. In China two
indicators sets were designed for both macro level and
industrial park level analyses and monitoring, with 22
indicators and 12 indicators respectively. A detailed set of
calculations and explanations were also provided. These
calculations and explanations are used to facilitate more
detailed methodological processes for managing circular
economy situations [8]. Some authors [9] proposed CE
indicators, based on eco-innovation factors, and existing
data set. They recommended using of five group
indicators for measuring regional CE–eco-innovation:
three of proposed indicator groups are associated directly
with innovations, taking into account the principles of CE:
CE–eco-innovation inputs, CE–eco-innovation activities
and CE–eco-innovation outputs, and other two groups of
indicators are effects of the CE–eco-innovation
introduction: resource efficiency outcomes and socio-
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economic outcomes. Also, other authors [10] believe,
considering that the CE paradigm usually involves five
main phases: the material input, the design, the
production, the consumption, and, finally, the end-of-life
resource management, which provides inputs for the first
phase in a closed loop logic, that in the proposed
framework, the processes, whose performances must be
measured through index methods to evaluate how circular
is the overall system in analysis. Further, a set of
indicators linking circular economy principles, circular
business model and the pillars of sustainability was
developed based in the hypothetic-deductive approach,
following a number of iterations (cycles) and testing the
theory in the empirical world [11]. Researches can be
found in the literature, that used mathematical approach
for defining the circular economy as a function of a
metric, departing from a well-defined material flow and
value system, i.e. a metric that is derived from
maximizing the value to society of materials used in the
production of commodities that provide services to
consumers [12].
A particular issue is the measurement of the
application of the circular economy concept to organic
waste management, since it has a significant share in the
total composition of municipal waste. There is small
number of researches that results in the development of
indicators or models for measuring the success of circular
economy applications for organic waste management [13].
In order to evaluate bio waste valorisation in a future
circular economy, valorisation efficiency (output
product/kg OW) and potential revenue by valorising the
OW into different products (€/t OW) was analysed [14].
To study the circularity of nutrients within a system that
handles the organic waste (OW) generated in the Spanish
region of Cantabria indicator was applied. A
superstructure was developed to determine the optimal
configuration of the system. It is composed of alternative
unit processes for the management of OW and the
application of the recovered products as soil amendment
to grow corn. A multiobjective mixed integer linear
programming problem was formulated under two policy
scenarios with different source separation rates. The
problem was optimized according to six objective
functions: the circularity indicators of carbon, nitrogen,
and phosphorus, which are maximized, and their
associated environmental impacts to be minimized
(global warming, marine eutrophication, and freshwater
eutrophication) [15].
The aim of this paper is to present a model for the
efficiency of utilization of organic waste in terms of
circular economy. Three indicators have been developed
within the model: the degree of incorporation of organic
matter into the closed loop, the circularity of matter, and
the circularity of energy. Eight scenarios were developed
in which four different fractions of organic waste
(organic fraction of solid municipal waste garden waste,
brewers’ grains, and dairy waste) were treated by
composting and anaerobic digestion.

closed loop. The paths to achieving this goal may differ.
Of course, avoiding any leakage is idealistic at the
moment, but in principle, aspiration is completely
realistic. In order to make a good choice of the loop
closing method, a lot of analysis should be done and the
problems of all the elements involved in the considered
loop. Certainly, one of the criteria is the degree of system
elements involved, that is, whether and how much their
leakage is from the system. The smaller the percentage of
this leakage, the more efficient the system can be.
Another criterion that can be taken to evaluate the
efficiency of a circular economy is to consider how well
the chosen principle of circulating matter in the loop can
produce a profit that will satisfy all needs in the loop.
Also, such a choice must entail consideration of any
problems that may in some way have an adverse impact
on the environment, which will be discussed in a future
paper.
Do not add any kind of pagination anywhere in the
paper. Do not number text headers.
A. Mathematical model

For the purpose of evaluating the efficiency of the
circular economy of a closed system (company, city,
region), a mathematical model has been developed that
includes the analysis of the inclusion of individual
elements of the system and the material-energy analysis
of the closed loop. The system under consideration is the
territory of a city where different types of organic waste
have been generated. The elements of the system are
generators of organic waste, i.e. organic raw materials:
the organic part of municipal waste (OFMSW), garden
waste (GW) and organic waste generated by processes in
industry (DW and BG). The processes under
consideration for the treatment of organic raw materials
are composting and anaerobic digestion. It is considered
that the composting process and anaerobic digestion take
place at the same location. The composting treatment
considered by this model is outdoor composting without
additional energy requirements, while the anaerobic
digestion process using thermophilic anaerobic digestion
at 60oC in a continuous anaerobic digester with a process
duration 14 days. Biogas and compost are obtained as the
product of AD, while the compost is obtained as product
of composting process. The resulting biogas is used to
meet the energy needs of maintaining the organic raw
material treatment system as well as the overall energy
transportation needs. As biogas produced from OW
contains 69% methane and based on the fact that the
lower heating value (Hd) of biogas with 95% methane is
Hd = 37.78 MJ/m3 [16], the calculated Hd of biogas with
69% methane is 26 MJ/m3. Calculation of energy
required for process AD includes the energy required to
heat the digester relative to the outside design
temperature for the observed city (summer 250C and
winter -50C) and the energy required to heat the substrate
at the inlet of the digester, as well as the energy required
for mixing within the digester . When considering the
system, all transport elements are included. The model
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
involves the collection and transportation of organic
Circular economy is the closure of a loop in which
waste from households and green waste to the processing
various processes are involved, with the idea of avoiding
site. The calculation also took into account the transport
any leakage of matter (waste) or energy or the
of compost to the point of application, or to the green
introduction of new resources to meet the needs in the
areas from which the garden waste was collected. The
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data on diesel fuel consumption for transport of waste
carried out by already established routes was obtained
from the PUC which deals with the collection and
transportation of waste in a given territory [17].
According to EN 590: 2009 the lower heating value of
diesel fuel is 43.1 MJ/kg [18], while the diesel fuel
density is 0.832 kg/l. Comparing the lower heating value
of diesel fuel 35.85 MJ/l and the lower heating value of
biogas 26 MJ/m3, it can be calculated that 1.37 m3 of
biogas can replace 1 l of diesel fuel. For transport of 1 ton
of waste from public green areas to a biogas plant, it
requires 7.14 litres of diesel fuel, respectively, 9.78 m3 of
biogas. Based on the previously mentioned ratio of diesel
and biogas and diesel consumed for waste transport in the
area the amount of diesel fuel and energy required for
OW transport was calculated. For compost transport, an
approximation was taken to represent the average energy
consumption for transporting one tonne of waste in a
given territory. The amount of compost generated is
0.4085 t of compost / tonnes of recovered organic waste
[19]. For the model development for optimization of cosubstrate mixing ratio, the simplex method of
multicriteria optimization was used. Carbon (C) content,
nitrogen (N) content, (M) moisture content and C/N ratio
were used as input parameters when the model was
developed. The main problem, while developing this
model, was keeping in mind multiple conflicting
objectives that should be considered simultaneously. The
method of global criterion is applied, where the distance
between a desirable reference point in the objective space
and the feasible objective region is minimized [20,21].
In the developed model, the problem was reduced to tree
functions of n variables (1), (2) and (3):
𝑛𝑛

(𝑥𝑥) = � 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(1)

𝑖𝑖=1
𝒏𝒏

𝑵𝑵(𝒙𝒙) = � 𝑵𝑵𝒊𝒊 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊
𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏
𝒏𝒏

𝑴𝑴(𝒙𝒙) = � 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊

(2)

(3)

𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏

where C is carbon content in specific co-substrate (in %),
N is nitrogen content in specific co-substrate (in %), M is
moisture content in specific co-substrate (in %) is cosubstrate combination, n is the number of organic waste
fractions.
and
The constraints are x1 + x 2 + ... + x n = 1

xi ≥ 0, ∀i .
For unhindered activity of methanogenic bacteria in AD
process, a necessary condition is the favourable C/N ratio
in digesting matter. A favourable C/N ratio ranges from
20 to 25 where would be ideal because methanogenic
bacteria consume about 30 times more carbon than
nitrogen [22], while the most favourable C/N ratio ranges
from 25 to 30 when it comes to composting process [22].
𝑪𝑪(𝒙𝒙)
≤ 𝒃𝒃 can be written in
The additional condition 𝒂𝒂 ≤

the form, wherefrom two constraints could be recognized
in (4) and (5):
0 ≤ 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑎𝑎 𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥)

(4)

0 ≤ 𝑏𝑏 𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥) − 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥)

(5)

where b is the upper limit of C/N ratio used as a
constraint in the developed mathematical model, and a is
the lower limit of C/N ratio with a condition for b>a.
Using constraints mentioned above (4) and (5), the
feasible region can be defined.
The main problem is a multi-criteria optimization
presented in (6):
 max C ( x), min N ( x)
.

x∈D

 x∈D
(6)
To solve the multi-criteria problem, the global criterion
should be considered:
2

2

 C * − C ( x)   N * − N ( x) 
 .
 + 
G ( x) = 
C*
N*

 


(7)

By solving the multi-criteria problem presented by the
equation 7 using the simplex method, the Pareto optimum
point is obtained, that is, the optimal co-substrate mixing
ratio for the AD process and composting.
The mathematical model was developed to evaluate the
circularity of matter and energy through a closed loop.
The mathematical model is used to observe the degree of
involvement of organic matter in the closed loop of
circular economy, the leakage of matter and energy from
the closed loop, then the degree of circularity of matter
and the degree of circularity of energy.
The degree of incorporation of organic matter into the
closed loop of a circular economy is the ratio of the
amount of organic matter involved in the flows of CE and
the organic matter that is available and can be calculated
on the basis of equation (8).
𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊
(8)
𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 =
𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂

Where are 𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 is the degree of incorporation of organic
matter into the closed loop of a circular economy, 𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊 is
matter involved and 𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂 is matter available.
Closed-loop leakage is defined as the surplus amount of
organic matter in the closed-loop, that is not used for
meeting the requirements of the loop.
Closed-loop energy leakage is defined as the surplus of
energy in the closed-loop, that is not used for meeting the
requirements of the loop.
Degree of circularity of matter is defined as the ratio of
the amount of matter that has been treated and used to
meet the needs and the total matter that circulates in a
closed loop and can be calculated on the basis of equation
(9).

𝑵𝑵(𝒙𝒙)
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𝑪𝑪𝒎𝒎 =

𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 + 𝒎𝒎𝒖𝒖
∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏%
𝒎𝒎𝒕𝒕
𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 + 𝒎𝒎𝒖𝒖
=
∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏%
𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 + 𝒎𝒎𝒖𝒖 + 𝒎𝒎𝒍𝒍

B. Developed scenarios
(9)

Where are 𝑪𝑪𝒎𝒎 is the degree of the matter circularity,
𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 is matter treated with AD or composting process,
𝒎𝒎𝒖𝒖 is matter used to meet the requirements of the closed
loop, 𝒎𝒎𝒍𝒍 – matter leakage, while 𝒎𝒎𝒕𝒕 is total amount of
the matter in the closed loop.
The degree of energy circularity is defined as the ratio of
energy used to meet energy needs within a loop and the
total amount of energy generated in a closed loop.

𝑪𝑪𝒆𝒆 =

𝑬𝑬𝒓𝒓
∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏%
𝑬𝑬𝒈𝒈

(10)

Where are 𝑪𝑪𝒆𝒆 is the degree of energy circularity, 𝑬𝑬𝒓𝒓 is
energy requirements of the closed loop (energy
requirements for treatment and transport), and 𝑬𝑬𝒈𝒈 is
energy gains in the closed loop (energy gains from
biogas).
III. PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
The basic idea when considering the possibility of
incorporating different substrates into the circuits of a
circular economy is to include, as far as possible, all the
resulting organic fraction of solid municipal waste
(OFMSW) and GW, while other substrates will be
generated in the food industry (dairy waste and brewers
grains), be involved as far as is processual, economically
and organizationally justified. Anaerobic digestion with
aerobic stabilization and composting are considered as
methods for treatment of organic waste, while available
quantities of substrates are considered as parameters for
the inclusion of certain substrates in CE, the optimal
mixing ratio of these raw materials based on the C/N ratio,
using AD as the optimum ratio 20-25, and for composting
25-30. and moisture content between 60-70%. On the
basis of the input raw materials available in the territory
of Nis (Table 1), possible scenarios of organic waste
management are formed in the territory of Nis (Table 2).
Material and energy balances and, as well as possible
loop leaks, are used as parameters for evaluating each of
the proposed scenarios. The substrates to be considered
are generated in the area of the city of Nis.
TABLE I MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF AVAILABLE FEEDSTOCK [15, 17,
22]

Type of
feedstock
OFMSW
GW
DW
BG

Generated
amount
[t/year]
9,011
8,855
132
9,191

Moisture [%]

70
60
92
66

C to N ratio

15.45
30
13
15

Based on the data presented in Table 1, different
organic waste management scenarios have been
developed.

Substrates that will be treated by the AD process and
composting are an organic part of municipal waste and
garden waste, while other raw materials will be from
industries such as milk processing or beer production.
The treatment of organic waste would include raw
materials generated at the optimum distance from the
treatment site. Biogas obtained by treatment of organic
raw materials is used to meet the energy needs of the
plant and transport, while excess biogas is recognized as
energy leakage from the loop. The compost generated by
the composting process or the AD process with
subsequent stabilization is used to cover the soil
requirements for the nutrients from which the green waste
was collected. The excess of the resulting compost is
recognized as a matter leakage from the loop. Based on
inputs and final products in the developed scenarios, the
sustainability of each developed scenario is determined.
For the purposes of this research, 8 scenarios were
developed, two base BS1-BS2 and six S1-S6 (Table 2),
some of which include AD treatment or composting of
different optimal substrate mixtures, while in the latter
scenario, all substrates (composting and AD) are treated.
Table 2 shows the types of substrates to be treated in each
scenario, their specific mixing ratio obtained on the basis
of set criteria, the selected treatment of organic raw
materials, the annual amount of substrates covered by the
scenario, the C/N ratio and the moisture content of the
optimal mixture.
Baseline scenario 1 (BS1) involves the composting of
13,417 t of organic waste: a partial amount of organic
solid municipal waste (4,562 t) and the total amount of
garden waste (8,855 t) in ratio 34%:66%.
Baseline Scenario 2 (BS2) involves anaerobic digestion
of 17,866 t of organic waste: the total amount of organic
fraction of solid municipal waste (9,011 t) and garden
waste (8,855 t) in ratio 50.4%:49.56%.
Scenario1 (S1) involves the composting of 13,022 t of the
organic waste: the partial amount of organic fraction of
solid municipal waste (2,475 t) the total amount of garden
waste (8,855 t) and the partial amount of brewer’s grains
(1,692.86 t) in ratio 19%:68%:13%.
Scenario 2 (S2) involves anaerobic digestion of 27,057 t
of organic waste: the total amount of organic fraction of
solid municipal waste (9,011 t), the total amount of
garden waste (8,855 t) and the total amount of dairy
waste (132 t) in ratio 33.3%:32.7%:33.9%.
Scenario 3 (S3) involves anaerobic digestion of 17,998 t
of organic waste: the total amount of organic fraction of
solid municipal waste (9,011 t), the total amount of
garden waste (8,855 t) and the total amount of dairy
waste (132 t) in ratio 50%:49.2%:0.8%.
Scenario 4 (S4) involves anaerobic digestion of total
amount of 27,189 t of organic waste: the total amount of
organic fraction of solid municipal waste (9,011 t), the
total amount of garden waste (8,855 t), the total amount
of brewers grains (9,191 t), and the total amount of dairy
waste (132 t) in ratio 33.14%:32.56%:33.8%:0.4%.

Scenario 5 (S5) involves composting of 12,471 t of
organic waste: the partial amount of organic fraction of
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solid municipal waste (1,745.54 t), the total amount of
garden waste (8,855 t), the partial amount of brewer’s
grains (99.76 t), and the total amount of dairy waste (132
t) in ratio 14%:71%:14.2%:0.8%.
Scenario 6 (S6) involves composting and anaerobic
digestion of total amount of 27,189 t of organic waste:
amount of 12,471 t of mixture of all fraction of organic
waste (14%:71%:14.2%:0.8%) is composting, and rest
mixture of organic fraction of solid municipal waste and
brewers grains (14,718 t in total) is treated in anaerobic
digestion (51%:48.1%).
TABLE III SCENARIOS MAIN FEATURES

In the case of leakage of matter from the system, after
meeting the soil requirements for nutrients from which
garden waste is collected, leaks occur in all scenarios,
while the smallest leaks occur in scenarios BS1, S1, S5
where organic substrate is treated with composting, i.e.
highest circularity of matter in closed loop (over 90%).
Energy gains in the form of biogas occur in scenarios
BS2, S3, S3, S4 and S6, with the highest energy gains
occurring in scenario S4, where a large energy leak also
causes a large leakage of energy from a given loop.
TABLE IIIII MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCE AND INDICATORS OF
EFFICIENCY OF CIRCULAR ECONOMY APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPED
SCENARIOS

Leakage
of
matter
[t/t OW]

BS1 0.2045

-245.52

Degree of
incorporat
ion of
organic
matter
[%]
75.09

BS2 0.2045

1069.57

100.00

85.79

75.24

S1

0.2045

-245.52

48.12

91.29

n.a.

S2

0.2045

1069.57

100.00

80.76

75.27

S3

0.2045

1069.57

100.00

85.31

75.25

S4

0.2045

1069.57

100.00

80.72

75.25

S5

0.2045

-245.52

45.86

91.71

n.a.

S6

0.2045

2453.24

100.00

80.72

79.87

Feedstock
Optimal
Moisture
Organic waste
C/N
[t/year]
mixing ratio
[%]
BS1 13,417
BS2 17,866
S1

13,022
27,057

S2
S3

17,998
27,189

S4

S5

S6

OFMSW+ GW 0.34:0.66

25.0 63.40

Leakage
of energy
[MJ/t
OW]

OFMSW+ GW 0.504:0.4956 22.6 65.02
OFMSW+
GW+ BG
OFMSW+
GW+ BG

0.19:0.68:0.1 25.2 62.68
3
0.333:0.327: 20.0 65.27
0.339

OFMSW+
GW+ DW

0.50:0.492
:0.008

OFMSW+GW 0.3314:0325
+ BG+ DW
6:0.338:0.00
4
0.14:0.71:0.1
12,471
OFMSW+
42:0.008
GW+ BG+
DW
AD:14,718 OFMSW+GW AD:0.51:0:0.
C: 12,471 + BG+ DW
481:0
C:0.14:0.71:0
.142:0.008

22.5 65.22
20.0 65.38

25.6 62.58

AD: AD:67.4
15
C: 62.58
C:25

In all developed scenarios, the resulting biogas is used
to meet the energy needs of transporting organic raw
materials and compost, the energy needs existing for the
treatment of organic raw materials. The amount of
compost used for nutrient recovery is 3723 tonnes/year
for 3,030,526 m2 of public green space [17, 19].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 3 shows the material and energy balance of the
developed scenarios, the degree of involvement of
organic matter in the flows of the circular economy, as
well as the material and energy leaks from the loop and
the degree of circularity of matter and energy for each
scenario Negative values of energy leaks are recognized
as necessary energy demand that is needed for closing the
loop. Observing the energy and material balance of the
developed scenarios, it can be seen that the scenarios in
which the raw materials are treated by the anaerobic
digestion process (BS2, S3, S3, S4) have the degree of
incorporation of organic matter in circular economy flows,
100%, while the scenarios in which the raw materials are
treated by composting ( BS1, S1, S5) have a much lower
degree of incorporation of organic matter in circular
economy flows 45,86-75.09%.
When it comes to incorporation of matter into CE
streams, the highest amount of treated substrate is
achieved in scenarios S4 and S6 when 27189 tonnes of
organic matter are successfully treated annually by the
AD process or by a combination of AD process and
composting, that is, the total amount of organic matter
taken up in the consideration.

Matter
circularit
y [%]

Energy
circula
rity
[%]

90.70

n.a.

In scenario S6, where a certain amount of raw
material is composted and the rest is treated by the AD
process, the leakage of the highest energy leakage occurs
compared to other scenarios due to the lower energy
requirement for waste treatment and transportation. In
some scenarios (BS1, S1, S5) there is an energy deficit,
i.e. for successful closing of the loop it is necessary to
bring a certain amount of energy to the system.
Regarding the circularity of the energy in the loop, which
is considered in the case of scenarios in which the organic
feedstock is treated by the AD process, it can be seen that
it ranges from 75 to 80%, or that there are leaks between
20-25%. Obviously, within the system limits of the
proposed model, it should be possible to include excess
energy in energy flows, which could be done by
including industrial systems where part of the energy
needs of production would be covered by the generated
surplus energy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a mathematical model is developed that
aims to estimate the circularity of matter and energy in
the closed loop of circular economy in the flow of
organic matter at the selected location through the
material and energy balance of the system. Eight
scenarios were formed to look at the CE efficiency
problem and, on this occasion, cases of treatment of four
different organics materials were considered: (OFMSW,
GW, BG, DW) composting and anaerobic digestion at
optimal conditions (C to N ratio and moisture). The
energy generated from biogas is used to meet the energy
needs of organic matter treatment plants, the transport of
organic matter and the resulting compost. The resulting
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compost is used to recover nutrients from the soil from
which the garden waste was collected. Based on the
material and energy balance, three different indicators
have been developed: the degree of incorporation of
organic waste into the closed loop, the circularity of
matter and the circularity of energy.
Degree of incorporation of organic matter in circular
economy flows in scenarios where AD treatment is
always 100%, while this indicator for composting is
much smaller and ranges from 45 to 75%. When it comes
to circularity of matter, much greater circularity is
achieved in scenarios where composting treatment is
performed and ranges from 90.7 to 91.7%, while in cases
where AD is used it is smaller and ranges from 80.7 to
85.72%.
Energy circularity can only be observed in scenarios
where the AD process is applied, and ranges about 75%.
The energy circularity increases in the scenario when the
organic matter is treated with a combination of anaerobic
digestion and composting average of almost 80% and
then the highest. When it is necessary to perform the
highest degree of matter involvement and in order to
satisfy energy needs, it is best to include the anaerobic
digestion process, the highest circularity of matter is
achieved by using composting. Scenario S6 in which
organic matter is treated with a combination of both
processes has the best values of these three indicators.
Given that there is a surplus of energy in all scenarios,
further research will consider ways to involve industry as
an energy recipient. Further development of the
mathematical model will include environmental impact
on the closed-loop applications of CE.
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Abstract— Water that is not well treated and maintained,
despite all the benefits, may have devastating effect to the
radiator body. Chemically untreated water can have a high
PH value. Data collected while maintaining radiators in use
has shown that with the increased PH value of water,
corrosion occurs on the inner side of aluminium radiators.
In addition to water quality treatment, one of the practical
solutions is the addition of a steel pipe insert in the interior
of the aluminium heater. Addition of the pipe insert
increases the material thickness, and thus the overall heat
conduction resistance. Increasing the heat conduction
resistance affects the change in the heat transfer intensity of
the radiator. The subject of this paper is research of the
influence of a steel pipe insert on the heat transfer intensity
of a finned aluminium heater. The method for stationary
heat conduction through fines was used for analytical
calculation.
Keywords — energy management, energy performance
indicator, food industry, energy flow analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
In practical use, it has been shown that corrosion
occurs in aluminium radiators (radiators) on the water
side with increased PH value of water. How harmful
corrosion is for thermal power plants is shown by the
data available from the Institute for Power Research in
the USA (EPRI). The annual damage from corrosion of
thermal power plants in USA amounts to 3.5 billion
dollars, of which about 600 million dollars is from
corrosion of turbine plants [9].
Generally, it can be concluded that corrosion as an
irreversible process of metal destruction:
- shortens the life of equipment,
- makes its maintenance more expensive,
- reduces the production capacities of corroded and
related equipment,
- causes downtime and accidents,
- affects the reduction of plant reliability, which
ultimately affects the reduction of plant availability
and capacity [9].
Therefore, one of the solutions introduced by radiator
manufacturer Aklimat, in addition to chemical treatment
and improvement of water quality in plants, is the steel
pipe insert addition in the water space of the radiator, so
that water does not get into direct contact with the
aluminium body.

II. ENERGY EQUATION IN GENERAL FORM FOR
HEAT TRANSFER BY CONVECTION AND
RADIATION FROM THE FINNED SURFACE
Energy equation in general form for heat transfer by
convection and radiation from the finned surface is

d2T  1 df(x)  dT
+
⋅
 ⋅ −
dx2  f(x) dx  dx
 1
α dU(x) 
− 
⋅
⋅
 ⋅ ( T − Tf ) −
λ
dx 
 f(x)

(

(1)

)

 1 ε ⋅ σ dU(x)  4
4
−
⋅
⋅
0
 T − Tf =
dx 
 f(x) λ

where are
- T - temperature of the fin at a distance x;
- Tf - ambient temperature;
- f(x) - cross-sectional area of the considered fin at the
distance from the base of the fin x;
- U(x) - the outer surface of the fin from the base to a
given cross section, which is also a function of x;
- λ - heat conduction coefficient of the fin material;
- α - heat transfer coefficient from the outer surface of
the fin to surrounding fluid;
- ε - integral (average) blackness or emissivity degree;
- σ - Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
This differential equation describes the change of
temperature along the length of the fin influenced by
convection and radiation [4].
For the given conditions, f(x)=f=const. and
U(x)=U·x, one can obtain

d2T
dx

2

−

(

)

U⋅α
U⋅ε⋅σ 4
⋅ ( T − Tf ) −
T − Tf 4 =
0
f ⋅λ
f ⋅λ

(2)

where are
- U - the fin perimeter;
- f - is the cross-sectional area of the fin.
The boundary conditions that are required to obtain
the temperature distribution along the fin are

−λ ⋅ f(L) ⋅

T x =0 = Tb

dT
αL ⋅ f(L) ⋅ ( TL − Tf ) +
x =L =
dx

(

+ε ⋅ σ ⋅ f(L) ⋅ TL4 − Tf 4

)

(3)

(4)
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where are
- Tb – temperature of the fin base;
- L – the fin length.
Heat transferred from the entire fin can be
determined as follows

α ⋅ ( T(x) − Tf ) +
=
q tot ∫ 
4
4

Fr  +ε ⋅ σ ⋅ T(x) − Tf

(

)


 ⋅ dU(x)



version of the given radiator cell (Fig. 1) with simplified
geometry (Figs. 2 and 3).

l=32 mm

(5)

where the ratio U(x)=U·x is valid, and
- Fr - total area of the fin with the tip;
- qtot - the total amount of heat transferred for a given
condition.
This calculation is very complex for practical
engineering calculations, and therefore a simpler
methodology for calculating heat transfer from a finned
surface has been developed in this paper.
III. CALCULATION OF THERMAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF A FINNED RADIATOR
The calculation of thermal characteristics of the
aluminium radiator as a heating body with a steel pipe
insert with a wall thickness of 2 mm, which is inserted
into the water space of the radiator (Fig. 1) will be
presented in this paper.

Fig. 1 - Section of aluminium radiator with steel pipe insert by Aklimat
manufacturer (Bimetal type)

According to the manufacturer Aklimat, the radiator
cell has the following characteristics
- the water temperature at the inlet and outlet of the
radiator is 90/70°C, respectively;
- the temperature of the room in which the radiator is
located is 20°C;
- the thermal output of the radiator cell is Q =115 W;
- the height of the radiator cell is L=350 mm;
- the total exchange area of the radiator cell is
Auk=0,33 m2;
- the thickness of the finned surfaces is 1 mm;
- inner diameter of the radiator cell water side is
D=20 mm; D1=20-4=16 mm;
- outer diameter of the radiator cell D2=23 mm.
Due to the simplification of solving the problem and
the complexity of the original radiator cell geometry, a
finned longitudinal cylinder with the same exchange
surface, the same fin thickness, the same diameter on
the water side, as well as the cylinder wall thickness
will be used for calculation. It is an approximated

steel pipe

Fig. 2 - Cross section of an aluminium heating element with a steel pipe
insert
steel pipe

Fig. 3 - 3D geometry of the heating element with pipe insert

IV. CALCULATION OF A HEATING ELEMENT
WITH A PIPE INSERT THERMAL
CHARACTERISTICS
- Determination of thermo-physical properties of fluids
Due to the steel pipe insert, the flowing area on the
water side is reduced and it is assumed that there will be
an increase in the flow velocity of the water, which
brings a change to the heat transfer coefficient. This will
be determined by the following calculation steps.
In order to define the heat transfer coefficient on the
inner side of the exchanger, the velocity of water in the
radiator cell as well as the thermo-physical properties of
water in the radiator and the air that surrounds it must
be determined.
Therefore, the thermo-physical properties of the
fluid are determined by appropriate thermodynamic
tables.
Thermo-physical properties of water [6] are
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∆=
Tw

90 + 70
= 80 C
2

=
ϑ 1,0285 ⋅ 10−3 m3 /kg
c w = 4,197 kJ/kgK

=
µ 354 ⋅ 10−6 Ns/m2

=
λ 670 ⋅ 10−3 W /mK
Pr = 2,2

=
β 638,3 ⋅ 10−6 1/K

- mean temperature of water
flowing through the radiator
cell;

- specific heat capacity of
water;
- dynamic
water;

viscosity

- water heat
coefficient;

of

- Prandtl number for water
at 80 °C;
- water
coefficient.

expansion

 ⋅ cw ⋅ ∆T
Q= m

=
α1

Nu ⋅ λ 5,84 ⋅ 0,670
W
=
= 245
D1
0,016
m2K

- Determination the heat transfer coefficient as well as
the temperature on the outer surface of the cylinder
and the base of the radiator cell fins
Conduction coefficients for steel and aluminium
were chosen as

λč =
60 W /mK

Water flow rate through the radiator cell

 ⋅4
m
1,37x10−3 ⋅ 4
m
=
= 0,007
2
2
s
972,3 ⋅ π ⋅ 0,016
ρ ⋅ π ⋅ D1

Reynolds number

 ⋅4
m
1,37x10−3 ⋅ 4
m
=
= 0,007
2
2
s
972,3 ⋅ π ⋅ 0,016
ρ ⋅ π ⋅ D1

ω⋅ D1 ω⋅ D1 ⋅ρ 0,007 ⋅ 0,016 ⋅ 972,3
=
=
= 308
ν
µ
354x10−6

Based on the obtained Reynolds number, a laminar
flow inside the radiator cell is determined.

=
R uk

coefficient

for

R uk
=

D
D
1
1
1
+
⋅ ln 2 +
⋅ ln 3
D1 ⋅ π ⋅ α1
2 ⋅ π ⋅ λč
D1 2 ⋅ π ⋅ λ Al
D2

1
1
20
1
23
+
⋅ ln +
⋅ ln
0,016 ⋅ π ⋅ 245 2 ⋅ π ⋅ 60 16 2 ⋅ π ⋅ 180 20

R uk = 0,082 mK /W

The inversion of this coefficient gives the heat
transfer coefficient

k=
uk

Nusselt number for the case of a laminar internal
flow [7] is
1
3


 Re⋅ Pr   µ 0,14
 ⋅ 
Nu =⋅
1,86 
 L   µs 
 D 
 1 

µ
≤ 9,75
µs

1
1
=
= 12,2 W /mK
R uk 0,082

The temperature of the outer surface of the radiator
cell and the base of the fins is

- Determination of Nusselt number and convection
coefficient on the water side

Based on the previous equation we get

- conduction
aluminium;

Therefore, the heat transfer resistance coefficient can
be determined as

 1,37 ⋅ 10−3 kg /s
=
m

assumed that 0,6 ≤ Pr ≤ 5 and 0,0044 ≤

- conduction coefficient for steel;

λ Al =
180 W /mK

 ⋅ 4197 ⋅ (90 − 70)
115 =m

Re
=

Therefore, the convection coefficient on the water
side is determined as

conduction

Mass flow of water through the radiator cell is

=
ω

1

µ
≈1
µs


3
 308 ⋅ 2,2 
0,14
=
Nu =
1,86 ⋅ 
5,84
 ⋅ (1 )
350


 16 

- specific volume of water;

- Determination of water flow rate and Reynolds
number

=
ω

=
Pr 2,2 and

 k ⋅ L ⋅ ( ∆T − T )
Q
=
uk
w
b
Tb =
∆Tw −

Q

k uk ⋅ L

=
80 −

115
=
53 C
12,189 ⋅ 0,35

- Determination of thermo-physical properties of fluids
on the air side
To determine the Nusselt number as well as the heat
transfer coefficient on the air side, the thermo-physical
properties of the air should be determined.
Thermo-physical properties of air are taken from
thermodynamic tables for air temperatures of 53°C - the
temperature of the air that is in contact with the outer
surface of the radiator and 36,5 °C - the mean
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temperature of the air flowing over the outer surface of
the radiator

∆=
Tv

53 + 20
= 36,5 C
2

- mean temperature of air;

ρ =1,1403 kg /m3

- density of air;
- specific heat capacity of
air;

=
µ 189,8 ⋅ 10−7 Ns/m2

Nu =εR ⋅ A ⋅ ( Gr ⋅ Pr )

- dynamic viscosity of air;

=
λ 26,82 ⋅ 10−3 W /mK

- air
heat
conduction
coefficient;
- Prandtl number for air
36,5 °C;
- Prandtl number for air at
53 °C;

Pr = 0,713

Prz = 0,71

=
β 3,23 ⋅ 10−3 1/K

(

Nu = 1,12 ⋅ 0,75 ⋅ 1,1538 ⋅ 108

The Nusselt number for free convection will be
determined by using the following formula according to
the literature [8]
m  Pr 
Nu =εR ⋅ A ⋅ ( Gr ⋅ Pr ) ⋅ 

 Prz 

n

The constants in the previous equation are adopted for
the following conditions
- laminar flow

103 < Gr ⋅ Pr < 109 ⇒
=
A 0,75;=
m 0,25;
=
n 0,25

- turbulent flow

Gr ⋅ Pr > 109 ⇒=
A 0,15;=
m 0,33;=
n 0,25

- flow regime stabilized

L
> 50 ⇒ εR =1
D2

- flow regime not stabilized

L
< 50 ⇒ εR > 1
D2

The expression for the Grashoff number is

β ⋅ g ⋅ L3
β ⋅ g ⋅ L3
=
⋅ ∆T
⋅ ∆T
2
ν2
µ
ρ
 

it follows

3,23 ⋅ 10−3 ⋅ 9,81 ⋅ 0,353
2

 189,8 ⋅ 10−7 


 1,1403 



m

=
α2

 Pr 
⋅

 Prz 

n

0,25  0,713 0,25

)

According to previous results,
coefficient is

- air expansion coefficient.

- Determination of convection coefficient on the air
side of the radiator cell

Gr
=

L 350
=
= 21,875 < 50 ⇒ εR= 1,12
D1 16

The value of the Nusselt number is as follows

cp = 1,007 kJ/kgK

Gr
=

Gr ⋅=
Pr 1,6182 ⋅ 108 ⋅ 0,713
= 1,1538 ⋅ 108

 0,710 



= 87

the heat transfer

Nu ⋅ λ 87 ⋅ 0,02682
=
= 6,7 W /m2K
L
0,35

- Determining the height and number of fins of the
radiator cell
The total exchange area of the radiator cell is
Auk=0,33 m2. The total fin perimeter is

U=
uk

A uk 0,33
= = 0,943 m
L
0,35

Uuk = ( π ⋅ D2 − nreb ⋅ 2 ⋅ δ) + nreb ⋅ (2l + 2 ⋅ δ)

Number of fins

Uuk = ( π ⋅ D2 − nreb ⋅ 2 ⋅ δ) + nreb ⋅ (2 ⋅ l + 2 ⋅ δ)

=
nreb
where are

l = 32 mm

Uuk − π ⋅ D2 0,943 − π ⋅ 0,023
=
2⋅ l
2 ⋅ 0,032
nreb = 13,6

2 ⋅ δ = 1 mm

nreb = 14

- fin height;
- fin thickness;
- adopted number of fins;

The new exchange area

A uk = Uuk ⋅ L = ( π ⋅ D2 + nreb ⋅ 2 ⋅ l) ⋅ L

A uk = ( π ⋅ 0,023 + 14 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 0,032) ⋅ 0,35 = 0,339 m2

- Determination of the total heat flux transferred from
the surface of the radiator cell

⋅ (53 − 20)
= 1,6182 ⋅ 108

Linear heat flux exchanged from the surface of the fin
to the air by convection [3] is

W 
Φ(1) = 2 ⋅ λ Al ⋅ m ⋅ δ ⋅ (Tb − Tf ) ⋅ tanh(m ⋅ l)  
m
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=
m

α2
=
λ Al ⋅ δ

where are

6,7
= 8,63
180 ⋅ 0,0005

ε Al =
0,5

m=
⋅ l 8,63 ⋅ 0,032
= 0,276

Cc = 5,67

o

Tb − Tf = 53 − 20 = 33 C

Heat exchanged by convection per meter of the fin

- emission factor of aluminium

radiator surface painted white
[11];

W

- radiation constant of an absolute

m2K 4

black body.

 326 4  293 4 
2
q rad = 0,5 ⋅ 5,67 ⋅ 
 −  100   =111,3 W /m
100
 
 


180
)
π

Heat exchanged by radiation from the surface of the
radiator cell

Heat exchanged by convection per meter of all fins

Total heat exchanged from the surface of a given
radiator cell

Φ(1) =2 ⋅ 180 ⋅ 8,63 ⋅ 0,0005 ⋅ 33 ⋅ tanh(0,276 ⋅
Φ(1) =
13,8 W /m

Q rad = q rad ⋅ A uk = 111,3 ⋅ 0,339 = 37,7 W

Q tot = Q conv + Q rad = 72,1 + 37,7 = 109,8 W

(1)

Φr =
Φ(1) ⋅ nreb =
13,8 ⋅ 14 =
193,2 W /m

Heat transfer by convection from the fins
(1)

Q r =Φ r ⋅ L =193,2 ⋅ 0,35 =67,6 W

Unfinned cylinder exchange surface on the air side

 m2 
Az = ( π ⋅ D2 − nreb ⋅ 2 ⋅ δ) ⋅ l 

 m 

Az = ( π ⋅ 0,023 − 14 ⋅ 0,001) ⋅ 1 = 0,0582 m2 /m

Heat exchanged by convection per meter of the outer
unfinned cylinder surface

W 
Φ(1)
z =α2 ⋅ A z ⋅ (Tb − Tf )  
m

Φ(1)
z = 6,7 ⋅ 0,0582 ⋅ 33 = 12,9 W /m

Heat exchanged by convection from the outer
unfinned cylinder surface

Q z =
Φ(1)
z ⋅ L [W ]

Q z = 12,9 ⋅ 0,35 = 4,5 W

Total heat exchanged by convection from the outer
surface of the radiator cell

Q conv = Q r + Qz = 67,6 + 4,5 = 72,1 W

Heat exchanged by radiation per square meter
q rad =
α rad ⋅ ( Tb − Tf )

W
 2
m 

 T 4  T 4   W 
q rad =εal ⋅ Cc ⋅  b  −  f   

 100   100    m2 

For the same geometry of a finned radiator cell
without a steel pipe insert, the total heat exchanged from
the finned surface by convection and radiation is
calculated at the value of 113,2W. Thus, addition of a
steel pipe insert slightly reduces heat dissipation from the
radiator surface.
V. CONCLUSION
On the water side of the radiator cell, by adding a
steel pipe insert, the flow surface was reduced, which
resulted in an increase in the fluid flow rate. Increasing
the flow rate of water through the interior of the radiator
also increased the value of the Reynolds number, and
eventually increased the heat transfer coefficient. By
adding a new layer of material, it increased the total
resistance to heat conduction. All this eventually caused a
decrease in the total heating capacity of the radiator cell
by 3% (Table 1).
Finally, it could be concluded that the solution of
adding a steel insert is technically acceptable, which
gives additional corrosion protection to the radiator.
Corrosion negatively affects the radiator capacity, so its
reduction extends the service life and mechanical
resistance of the radiator.
TABLE 1. CALCULATION RESULTS

D1
α1
α2

mm
W/m2K
W/m2K

without steel
pipe insert
20
196
6,9

Q conv
Q

W

75,2

rad

Q tot

with steel
pipe insert
16
245
6,7

change
%
-25
+25
-2,9

72,1

-4,1

W

38,0

37,7

-0,8

W

113,2

109,8

-3,0
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Abstract—The steady flow and heat transfer of two
incompressible electrically conducting micropolar fluids,
between two infinite parallel plates, is investigated in this
paper. The upper and lower plates have been kept at the two
constant different temperatures and the plates are
electrically insulated. Applied magnetic field is perpendicular
to the flow and considered problem is in induction-less
approximation. The general equations that describe the
discussed problem under the adopted assumptions are
reduced to ordinary differential equations and three closedform solutions are obtained. The velocity, micro-rotation and
temperature fields in function of Hartmann number,
Reynolds number, the coupling parameter and the spingradient viscosity parameter are graphically shown and
discussed.
Keywords—micropolar fluid, two fluids, heat transfer, MHD
flow, micro-rotation

I. INTRODUCTION (USE STYLE MASING HEADING 1)
The requirements of modern technology have
stimulated the interest in fluid flow studies, which involve
the interaction of several phenomena. One of these
phenomena is certainly flow of electrically conducting
micropolar fluid in the presence of a magnetic field. The
theory of thermo-micropolar fluids has been developed by
Eringen [1], taking into account the effect of microelements of fluids on both the kinematics and conduction
of heat. The concept of micropolar fluid is introduced in
an attempt to explain the behavior of a certain fluid
containing polymeric additives and naturally occurring
fluids such as the phenomenon of the flow of colloidal
fluids, real fluid with suspensions, liquid crystals and
animal blood, etc...
Eringen [1] initiated the concept of micropolar fluids
to characterize the suspensions of neutrally buoyant rigid
particles in a viscous fluid. The micropolar fluids exhibit
micro-rotational and micro-inertial effects and support
body couple and couple stresses. It may be noted that
micropolar fluids take care of the microrotation of fluid
particles by means of an independent kinematic vector
called microrotation vector.
The research interest in the MHD flows of micropolar
fluids has increased substantially over the past decades due
to the occurrence of these fluids in industrial and magnetobiological processes. These flows take into account the

effect arising from the local structure and micro-motions
of the fluid elements. A comprehensive review of the
subject and applications of micropolar fluid mechanics
was given by Chamkha et al. [2] and Bachok et al. [3].
The MHD heat transfer of micropolar fluid can be
divided in two parts. One contains problems in which the
heating is an incidental byproduct of electromagnetic
fields as in MHD generators etc, and the second consists
of problems in which the primary use of electromagnetic
fields is to control the heat transfer. Heat transfer in
micropolar fluid flow in the presence of magnetic field has
gained considerable attention in recent years because of its
various applications in contemporary technology. These
applications include liquid crystals [4], blood flow in lungs
or in arteries [5], flow and thermal control of polymeric
processing [6]...
Basic ideas and techniques for both steady and
unsteady flow problems of Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluids are given by Ellahi [7]. The basic equations
governing the flow of couple stress fluids are non-linear in
nature and even of higher order than the Navier Stokes
equations. Different numerical, perturbation techniques
and a reasonable simplification are commonly used for
obtaining solutions of these equations [8].
There are many problems in the fields of hydrology and
reservoir mechanics in which systems involving two or
more immiscible fluids of different densities/viscosities
flowing in same pipe or channel or through porous media
are encountered. Lohrasbi and Sahai [9] studied two-phase
MHD flow and heat transfer in parallel plate channel with
the fluid in one phase being conducting. Due the
importance of the two fluid flow models, in our previous
paper [10] was investigated flow and heat transfer of two
immiscible fluids in the presence of uniform inclined
magnetic field. Blood flow in arteries has been studied by
many researchers considering the flow of blood as a multi
phase flow [11].
Keeping in view the wide area of practical importance
of micropolar fluid flow and heat transfer as mentioned
above, the objective of the present study is to investigate
the MHD flow and heat transfer characteristics of a two
electrically conducting incompressible micropolar fluids
in a parallel plate channel.
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II. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL
u*
y*
x*
dp
yi = , xi = , ui =i , G =
const ,
−
=
The problem of laminar MHD flow and heat transfer of
hi
hi
U0
dx
two incompressible electrically conducting micropolar
λi
γi
σi
p*
fluids between parallel plates is considered. MHD channel
p=
Bhi
, K=
, Γ=
, Ha=
,
(7)
i
i
i
2
2
flow analysis is usually performed assuming the fluid
µi
µi
ρiU 0
µi hi
constant electrical conductivity and treating the problem as
µi c pi
hU
U2
i 0 ρi
a one-dimensional one. The physical model shown in =
Pri =
, Rei
, Eci
,
=
ki
c pi (Tw1 − Tw 2 )
µi
Figure 1, consists of two infinite parallel plates extending
in the x and z-direction. Fully developed flow takes place
where:
between parallel plates that are at a distance 2h.
h1 * µ 2 * k2 * λ2
(8)
=
h* =
,µ
=
,k
=
,λ
.
Electrically conductive fluids flows through the channel
µ1
λ1
h2
k1
due to the constant pressure gradient. A uniform magnetic
After basic mathematical transformations from
field of the strength B is applied in the y direction. The
equations
(3) and (4) the equation for velocity is:
upper and lower plate have been kept at the two constant
(9)
0
uiiv − ai ui'' + bi ui − di =
temperatures Tw1 and Tw2 respectively. The fluid velocity
vector v and magnetic field induction vector B are:
where ai , bi , di are constants.

v =ui,
(1)
The solution of equation (9) has three possible cases

and there are three corresponding solutions for
B = Bj .
(2)
temperature and micro rotation, but due to restriction of the
number of pages, just the solution for the velocity are given.
ui = C1i exp (δ1i y ) + C2i exp (δ 2i y ) +
(10)
d
+C3i exp (δ 3i y ) + C4i exp (δ 4i y ) + i .
bi
ui =
( C5i + C6i y ) exp (ξ1i y ) +
+ ( C7 i + C8i y ) exp (ξ 2i y ) +

Described laminar MHD flow and heat transfer is
mathematically presented with following nondimensional
equations:
d 2u
dω
(3)
0,
(1 + Ki ) 2i + Ki i − Hai2ui + Rei G =
dy
dy
d 2ωi
du
− K i i − 2 K iωi =
0,
dy
dy 2

(4)

2

 du 
d 2θi
+ (1 + K i ) Pri Eci  i  + Eci Pri Hai2 ui2 =
0. (5)
2
dy
 dy 
The boundary dimensionless conditions for previous
equations are:
u1 0,=
y 1,
=
ω1 0,=
θ1 1 for=
u2 = 0, ω2 = 0, θ 2 = 0 for

(11)

C9i cos ( β1i y ) + C10i sin ( β1i y )  exp (α1i y ) +
ui =

Fig. 1 Physical model and coordinate system

Γi

di
.
bi

y = −1,

+ C11i cos ( β1i y ) + C12i sin ( β1i y )  exp ( −α1i y ) +
+

(12)

di
.
bi

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
The results obtained in previous section, now are used
to graphical show influence of Hartmann number Ha,
Reynolds number Re, together with coupling K and spin
gradient viscosity parameter Г on velocity, microrotation
and temperature field.
The ratio of nondimensional parameters of two
micropolar fluids, are given in the next form:
Γ1
K1
Ha1
Re1
(13)
=
Γ
=
=
=
; K
, Ha
; Re
.
Γ2
K2
Ha2
Re 2

u1 u=
y 0,
=
=
ω=
θ 2 for
2 , ω1
2 , θ1

(1 + K1 )

du1
du
+ K1ω1 = h* µ * (1 + K 2 ) 2 + h* µ * K 2ω2
dy
dy

(6)

for y = 0,
dθ1
* * dθ 2
h=
k
=
for y 0,
dy
dy
d ω1
*2 * d ω2
h=
=
for y 0.
λ
dy
dy

The no slip conditions and isothermal conditions,
together with continuity of temperature and heat flux, as
well as the equality of stresses and constant cell rotational
velocity at the interface, are the boundary conditions for
the observed problem.
Fig. 2 Velocity profiles for different values of the Hartmann number
The following transformations have been used to
transform equations to nondimensional form:
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The microrotation component ω increases in absolute
value near the lower plate with increasing K2, showing a
tendency to change rotation near boundaries, which is
shown on Figure 4.
Increasing of the coupling parameter K2 causes a
decrease of dimensionless temperature over the entire
height of the channel, which is shown on Figure 5. Increase
of the coupling parameter reduces the amount of energy
transformed in the fluid.

Fig. 3 Micro-rotation in function of the Hartmann number

The effect of Hartmann number on the velocity and
micro rotation is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
It can be seen from those figures that the velocity, as it
is expected, decreases for large values of Ha. As the value
of Hartman number for second fluid increase, the velocity
in lower part of the channel decrease. This happens
because of the imposing of a magnetic field normal to the
flow direction, which creates a Lorentz force opposite to
the flow direction. Similarly the microrotation decreases
with the increase of Hartman number i.e. the magnetic
field reduces the expected behaviour of micropolar fluids
and even have tendency to change direction of
microrotation.

Fig. 6 Micro-rotation for different values of the spin-gradient viscosity
parameter

Fig. 7 Velocity profiles for different values of the Reynolds number

Fig. 4 Micro-rotation for different values of the coupling parameter

Fig. 5 Temperature as a function of the coupling parameter

Micro-rotation in function of the spin-gradient
viscosity parameter is shown in the Figure 6. From the
lower part of the channel it can be noted that increasing of
the spin-gradient viscosity parameter causes a decrease in
absolute values of micro-rotation, while the changes of
micro-rotation in the upper part of the channel are
negligible and they are consequences of changes which
happens in lower part.
Increasing of Reynolds number (Re2) in lower part of
the channel is leading to increase of velocity, which is
expected as the ratio of inertial and viscous forces are
becoming larger, and that is shown on Figure 7.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the steady flow and heat transfer of two
incompressible
electrically
conducting
micropolar fluids through a parallel plate channel is
investigated. Applied magnetic field is perpendicular to
the flow, while the Reynolds magnetic number is
significantly lower than one. The general equations that
describe the discussed problem under the adopted
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assumptions are reduced to ordinary differential equations
and closed-form solutions are obtained. Effects of
Hartmann number, Reynolds number, the coupling
parameter and the spin-gradient viscosity parameter on the
heat and mass transfer have been analysed.
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Abstract - In this paper, we have presented an analytical
solution to the problem of MHD flow and heat transfer of
nanofluid between horizontal plates in porous medium.
Nanofluid is homogeneous, incompressible and electrically
conducting. Horizontal plates are fixed and kept at different
constant temperatures. Applied magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plates while electric field is
perpendicular to the vertical plane of the channel. Discussed
problem is in induction-less approximation. The influence of
important non-dimensional parameters on velocity and
temperature fields are graphically illustrated and analysed
in detail.

vertical channel with an applied homogeneous transverse
magnetic field and an induced magnetic field. Aaiza et al.
[7] investigated the energy transfer in unsteady mixed
convection MHD flow of a nanofluid in a channel filled
with a saturated porous medium. The channel walls were
vertical, at different temperatures, and influenced by a
perpendicular homogeneous magnetic field. Akbar et al.
[8] numerically analysed the heat and mass transfer of
unsteady MHD flow of a nanofluid through a porous
horizontal channel filled with a porous medium. Sharma
and Manjeet [9] examined the MHD nanofluid flow and
Keywords— MHD flow, heat transfer, porous media, heat convection in a horizontal channel between two
parallel plates through a porous medium. Kasaeian et al.
nanofluid
[10] reviewed the cases of using nanofluids and porous
media to improve heat transfer in thermal systems with
I. INTRODUCTION
Fow and heat transfer of an electrically-conductive different structures, flow regimes, and boundary
fluid in channels with a magnetic and an electric field conditions. Petrović et al. [11] studied the MHD flow and
have a wide application in magnetohydrodynamics, heat transfer of two immiscible fluids in a porous
specifically with regard to pumps, generators, accelerators, saturated medium between horizontal plates at different
flowmeters, nuclear reactors, geothermal systems, etc. The temperatures. The external magnetic field was
common goal regarding all these problems is to improve homogeneous and inclined in relation to the flow direction
heat transfer. A good way to improve heat transfer is to and the electric field was homogeneous and perpendicular
use porous media with a metal matrix, magnetic field, to the vertical longitudinal plane of the channel. Eldabe et
electric field and from 1995, with Choi [1] publication, al. [12] studied the peristaltic transport of Carreau
nanofluid with heat and mass transfer through a porous
nanofluids.
These fluids contain solid particles (nanoparticles) medium inside an asymmetric channel. They considered
with a typical length of 1-50 nm. There is increasing the Hall effect, Joule heating, viscous dissipation, and the
research of heat and mass transfer of nanofluids MHD applied homogeneous magnetic field. Swarnalathamma
flow in porous media. According to Das et al. [2], several [13] investigated the heat and mass transfer of MHD
hundred research teams throughout the world studied nanofluid flow over an isothermal sphere with thermal slip
nanofluids in 2007, and there are so many more today. effects and the applied radial magnetic field. Umavathi
The majority of those studies are accessible to the and Sheremet [14] numerically analyzed the heat and
mass transfer of a coupled stress nanofluid sandwiched
scientific and professional community.
Wang and Mujumdar [3] reviewed the studies of between two viscous fluids. Singh and Srinivasa [15]
convection flows and heat transfer of nanofluids and investigated the influence of the magnetic field, variable
suggested some options for further research. Gorla and viscosities and thermal conductivity on the flow of
Chamka [4] investigated the natural convective boundary nanofluids over a flat plate. Khan and Alqahtani [16]
layer flow over a horizontal plate in a porous medium investigated the MHD flow and heat transfer of a
saturated with a nanofluid. Khalili et al. [5] numerically nanofluid in a vertical channel with porous walls at
analyzed the unsteady MHD flow and heat transfer of a constant but different temperatures and through a porous
nanofluid over a sheet stretching/shrinking near the medium. Raju and Ojjela [17] conducted a comparative
stagnation point. Das et al. [6] investigated a fully study of the flow and heat transfer of viscous and Jeffrey
developed mixed convective flow of nanofluids in a nanofluids between two parallel plates with periodical
injection/suction and with convective boundary conditions,
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placed inside a porous medium and influenced by an
In previous equations and boundary conditions the
induced magnetic field, Brownian motion, and following labels were used: u , T − fluid velocity and fluid
thermophoresis. Umavathi and Sheremet [18] analysed the temperatures, respectively, x, y are longitudinal and
mixed convection in a vertical channel whose left and transverse coordinate,
µ nf , σ nf , knf are dynamic viscosity,
right thirds are filled with a porous medium. A nanofluids
flowed through the left and right thirds, while a viscous electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity and they
are given by following expressions (Akbar et al. [16]):
fluid flowed through the middle third of the channel.
(4)
=
µ nf µ f=
ϕ1 , knf ϕ=
ϕ3σ f .
2 k f , σ nf
In the available literature there is not enough research
on the simultaneous influence of externally applied where:
magnetic and electric fields on the heat and mass transfer
ϕ1= (1 − φ ) 2.5 ,
of nanofluids in porous medium. Bearing in mind the
ϕ 2 = [2k f − 2φ (k f − k s ) + k s ][2k f + φ (k f − k s ) + k s ]−1 ,
previous statement this paper analytically examines the
σ
σ
σ
MHD flow and heat transfer of nanofluids in a horizontal
ϕ3 =1 + 3φ ( s − 1)[ s + 2 − φ ( s − 1)]−1
(5)
channel between two parallel walls. The channel walls are
σf
σf
σf
at constant and different temperatures and medium inside
the channel is porous. The applied magnetic field is where: φ − volume fraction of nanoparticles, µ , k , σ −
perpendicular to the channel walls and the applied electric viscosity, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity,
field is perpendicular to the vertical plane of the channel. while the subscripts f and s refer to the base fluid and the
nanoparticles, respectively.
The pressure drop along the channel is constant.
Equations (1) and (2) and conditions (3) constitute the
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
mathematical model of the presented problem. In order to
This paper examines the flow and heat transfer of obtain dimensionless mathematical model the following
nanofluids in a horizontal channel whose walls are two dimensionless quantities are introduced:
infinite impermeable parallel plates at a distance h from
T − Tw 2
y * u
Ph 2
, ui
, θ
, (U
)
=
=
=
=
y*
(6)
one another, whereby the top plate is at constant
µf
h
U
Tw1 − Tw 2
temperature Tw1 , and the bottom one at constant
and equation (1) is now transformed into following form:
temperature Tw 2 ( Tw1 > Tw2 ). The medium in the channel
d 2u
A
− ω 2u =
(7)
is porous and its permeability is constant K 0 . The applied
dy 2
external magnetic field is homogeneous and perpendicular
to the channel walls, with intensity B, and the applied where2 labels are: 2
ω = Λ + aHa=
, A aKHa 2 − ϕ1 , a = ϕ1ϕ3 ,
external electric field is homogeneous and perpendicular
to the vertical plane of the channel, with intensity E. It is
σf
h2
E
.
, K=
Λ
=
(8)
, Ha = Bh
assumed that the MHD flow is steady and fully developed
µf
K0
BU
and that the nanofluid properties are constant. It is also
‘Star’ symbol for dimensionless quantity is omitted for
assumed that the flow occurs by means of a constant
pressure gradient P = −∂p / ∂x and due to the combined simplicity of notation but dimensionless quantities are
implied. Equation (2) is now transformed into the
effect of the electric and magnetic fields.
following dimensionless equation:
  du  2

d 2θ
2
(9)
Br
+
b   + bΛu 2 + cHa 2 ( K + u )  =0
2
dy
  dy 

where:
ϕ
1
, c= 3 ,
b=
ϕ2
ϕ1ϕ 2
Br = Pr Ec Brinkman number,
µ1c p1
=
Pr
− Prandtl number,
k1
Fig.1 Physical model

=
Ec

With these assumptions and the chosen Cartesian
coordinate system (figure 1) following equations of
motion and energy (Umavathi et al. [19], Petrović et al.
[20]) are:
d 2 u µnf
P + µnf 2 −
u − Bσ nf ( E + Bu ) =
0
(1)
K0
dy
 du  µ nf 2
d 2T
2
+ µ nf   +
u + σ nf ( E + Bu ) =
0 (2)
2
K0
dy
 dy 
respectively, and the boundary conditions are:
(3)
=
u (0) 0,=
u (h) 0, =
T (0) Tw 2 , =
T (h) Tw1 .

U 02
− Eckert number
c p1 (Tw1 − Tw 2 )

c pf − specific heat capacity at constant pressure.

(10)

Boundary conditions in dimensionless form are:
(11)
=
u (0) 0,=
u (1) 0,=
θ (0) 0,=
θ (1) 1.
Equations (7), and (9) and conditions (11) constitute
the mathematical model of the presented problem in its
dimensionless form.

2

knf
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III. SOLUTION
For further research of this problem, the equations (7)
and (9) with boundaries (11) need to be solved. The
solution of the equation (7) representing the distribution of
the dimensionless velocity of the nanofluid in the channel
is given by the equation:
=
u ( y ) C1 exp(ω y ) + C2 exp(−ω y ) + D
(12)

externaly applied magnetic field, the velocity of the
nanofluid in the chanel increases. This figure also shows
that increase of Hartmann number flattens velocity curve
and increases the tangential stresses on the channel walls.

where D = − A / ω 2 and constants of integration C1 and
C2 are determinated from boundary conditions (11):
C1 = D

exp(−ω ) − 1
,
exp(ω ) − exp(−ω )

1 − exp(ω )
(13)
.
exp(ω ) − exp(−ω )
The solution of the equation (9) representing the
distribution of the dimensionless temperature of the
nanofluid in the channel is given by the equation:
C2 = D

Fig.2 Velocity distribution for different values of Ha

θ ( y) =
− Br[ R4 exp(2ω y ) + R5 exp(−2ω y ) +
R7 exp(ω y ) + R8 exp(−ω y ) + R2 y + C3 y + C4 ]
2

TABLE 1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

(14)
Physical
properties

where:
R1 = bΛ + cHa 2

1
[ R1 ( D 2 + 2C1C2 ) − 2bω 2 C1C2 + cKHa 2 (2 D + K )]
2
1
R3
(bω 2 + R1 ) , R4 = R3C12 , R5 = R3C22 ,
=
4ω 2
2
(15)
=
R6
( DR1 + cKHa 2 ) , R7 = R6 C1 , R8 = R6 C2 .
ω2
R2 =

where constants of integration are:
C3 = R4 [1 − exp(2ω )] + R5 [1 − exp(−2ω )] +
R7 [1 − exp(ω )] + R8 [1 − exp(−ω )] −

C4 =
−( R4 + R5 + R7 + R8 ).

1
− R2 ,
Br

Water

Copper

( H 2O )

( Cu )

ρ ( kg / m3 )

997.1

c p ( J / (kgK ) )

Aluminum
oxide

Titanium
dioxide

( Al2O3 )

(TiO2 )

8933

3970

4250

4179

385

765

686.2

K (W / ( Km) )

0.613

401

40

8.9538

σ ( S / m)

5.5 ⋅ 10−6

59.6 ⋅ 106

35 ⋅ 106

2.6 ⋅ 106

µ ( Pas )

0.01

-

-

-

(16)

IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this part of the paper, due to the limited length, only
a part of the obtained results are given. Therefore results
are given for the case when channel is operating in pump
mode. Pressure gradient in flow direction is constant
− ∂p ∂x = const while as additional label appears
− Bσ nf ( − E ) =
BEσ nf which changes the velocity field in

the channel.
These facts lead to the value of the external electric
load factor being negative. The results are given for the
case when base fluid is water and nanoparticles are of
cooper, alumina or titanium oxide. Water-copper
nanofluid was used to analyze the influence of the applied
magnetic field, the permeability of porous medium, the
external electric field and the volume fraction of
nanoparticles on the flow and heat transfer. The physical
properties of water and nanoparticles given in the table 1
were used (Das et. al. [21]).
Figure 2 shows the distribution of dimensionless
velocity of water-copper nanofluids for different values of
the Hartmann number for Λ = 5, K = −0.75 and φ = 0.2.
It is shown that for these parameter values with increasing
Hartmann number ie. with the amplification of the

Figure 3 shows dimensionless temperature distribution
of nanofluids in the channel for the same values as in
previous figure. Higher values of the Hartmann number
correspond to higher value of dimensionless temperature.
The reason for the increase in nanofluid temperature in the
channel is Joule heat increase. Same figure shows that the
heat from the upper wall of the channel is transported to
the nanofluid for all the values of the Hartmann number
given here.

Fig.3 Temperature distribution for different values of Ha
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The dimensionless velocity for different values of the
porosity factor (reciprocial value of the Darcy number) are
given in Figure 4. From this figure it is noticed that the
increase of porosity factor ie reducing the permeability of
the porous medium in the channel causes a decrease in the
velocity of the nanofluid and flattening its profile

Fig.6 Velocity distribution for different values of φ

Fig.4 Velocity distribution for different values of Λ

This velocity decrease is caused with decrease in the
nanofluids flow through the channel. This influence is
similar to the influence of the permeability of the porous
medium. An increase in volume fraction of particles leads
to an increase in the concentration of nanoparticles in this
fluid which does not allow the base fluid to flow freely.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of dimensionless
temperature of nanofluid in the channel for different
values of porosity factor. It can be seen that an increase of
porosity factor leads to an increase in the temperature of
the nanofluids in the channel and to a decrease in the
amount of heat transported from upper wall of the channel
to the nanofluid.

Fig.7 Temperature distribution for different values of φ

Fig.5 Temperature distribution for different values of Λ

The distribution of the dimensionless velocity of
water-copper nanofluids for different values of the volume
fraction of copper nanoparticles is shown in Figure 6. The
values of the used parameters are given in the same
picture. It is noticed that the velocity is the highest when
there are no nanoparticles ie. when pure water flows
through a channel with porous medium. With an increase
in the volume fraction of copper nanoparticles the velocity
of nanofluids in the channel decreases, velocity profile
flattens and tangential stresses on the channel walls
decrease.

Figure 7 shows the dimensionless temperature
distrubution for different values of the copper
nanoparticles volume. In this case the channel operates in
generator mode. It can be seen that an increase in φ leads
to a decrease in the dimensionless temperature in the
channel. In the upper part of the channel the temperature
of nanofluid is higher than the temperature of the lower
wall of the channel. For all values of φ the heat is
transported from the nanofluid to the upper wall.
Figures 8 and 9 show the velocity and temperature
distributions, respectively, for different nanofluids. Watercopper, water-alumina and water-titanium dioxide
nanofluids are considered here.

Fig.8 Velocity distribution for different nanofluids
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Figure 8 shows that the velocity is highest when watercopper nanofluid flows in the channel, followed by wateralumina and finally water-titanium dioxide. In this order,
the tangential stresses on the channel walls also decrease.

Fig.9 Temperature distribution for different nanofluids

Figure 9 shows that the temperatures for these
nanofluids differ very little and that heat transport is
mainly due to conduction.
Figures 10 and 11 show velocity and temperature
distributions, respectively, for different values of electric
load factor.

Fig.10 Velocity distribution for different load factor

absolute values of load factor the velocity profiles are
flatter.
From figure 11 it can be seen that in the case when
there is no external electric field the heat transfer in the
channel is mainly by conduction. It can also be seen that
for the same absolute values of the load factor the
temperature profiles almost coincide. For all the values of
load factor given in the figure 11, the heat transport is
from the upper wall to the nanofluid.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the flow and heat transfer of
nanofluids in a channel with porous medium. Channel
walls are horizontal plates on constant and different
temperatures. The channel is under the influence of an
external homogeneous magnetic field and an external
homogeneous electric field perpendicular to the vertical
longitudinal plane of the channel. Solutions for
dimensionless velocity and dimensionless temperature of
nanofluid were obtained analytically. For easier analysis,
the solutions are also presented graphically. Based on the
obtained results, conclusions were drawn, the main ones
being the following:
-Increasing the Hartmann number increase the velocity
and temperature of the nanofluids in the porous medium
channel.
-An increase of porosity factor ie. a decrease of
permeability of the medium decreases the velocity but
increases the temperature of the nanofluid.
- Increasing the volume fraction of nanoparticles reduces
the velocity and temperature of nanofluids in the
horizontal channel with porous medium.
-The use of different nanoparticles can affect the velocity
and temperature of nanofluid
- By changing the value of the external electric load factor,
the velocity of the nanofluid changes, and for the same
absolute values of this factor, the temperature distributions
are the same.
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Abstract— Optimal fan operation ensures the optimum
energy efficiency of the fan and, hopefully, the best acoustic
characteristics of the fan. The enormous use of fans today,
for various purposes, requires great energy resources, which
is why the fan should operate at maximum efficiency. On
the other hand, the noise characteristics of fans are just as
important, and they are often a limiting factor for their
application. Therefore, the prediction of fan noise in the
operating regime is very important. With the development
of numerical simulations, it is possible to determine its
operating parameters and to perform analysis of the
obtained results, in order to optimize its geometrical
parameters. Many different centrifugal fans with backwardcurved blades, which have the same dimensions of impeller
and spiral casing, but different blade angles, were
numerically simulated and analysed. The results of
aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of fans are
presented in the paper.
Keywords— centrifugal fans, numerical
operating and acoustic characteristics

simulations,

I. INTRODUCTION
Low-pressure centrifugal fans are classified according
to the value of the total pressure of the fan, which is
lower than 1kPa (∆pt<1 kPa). In the low-pressure fans,
the air density increases less than 0,7%, in mid-pressure
fans less than 2%, which practically allows the air to be
considered incompressible [1]. Operating characteristics
of centrifugal fans are the functional dependence of fan
operating parameters on the fan volume flow rate. They
depend on the centrifugal fan geometrical parameters, in
the first instance on the shape of the impeller blades.
There are some published results of experimental and
numerical investigations, dealing with the influence of
impeller geometry on centrifugal fan operating
parameters, mostly with radial and radial curved blades
[2,3], making some conclusions about the extent to which
certain performance characteristics are affected by the
geometrical parameters of the fan and the blade number
[3]. Numerical and experimental investigation on the
influence of impeller geometry on the unsteady flow in
forward-curved centrifugal fans is conducted by Younsi
et al [4]. Some researches offer algorithms and
methodology for optimal designing od centrifugal fans [5,
6] The effect of some geometrical parameters, such as
inlet blade angle or blade number, on operating

parameters of centrifugal fans is investigated numerically
[7, 8]. Further on, some experimental and numerical
investigations of the effects of guide vanes on the
acoustic characteristics of the centrifugal fan ware
conducted [9], showing the possibility of reducing the fan
noise using the stationary diffuser vane. Results of many
experimental investigations of centrifugal fans have been
given in various literatures. For example, Solomahova
[10,11] presented results of centrifugal fan testing and
their performance recalculation for different centrifugal
fans of the same type. The acoustic characteristics of
some of the centrifugal fans tested were also presented in
the appropriate diagrams. However, there are fewer
investigations regarding the influence of impeller
geometry on the acoustic characteristics of centrifugal
fans.
With the development of numerical methods and CFD
techniques, and using available CFD software, it is
possible to obtain aerodynamic and acoustic parameters
of centrifugal fans. The fan operation is always
accompanied by noise; therefore, the acoustic
characteristics of the fan are also very important for the
application of the fan in practice. Some researchers have
been concerned with determining fan noise numerically,
using the unsteady Large-Eddy simulations and acoustic
analogy [12,13]. But this type of approach requires
considerable computing resources and is harder to put
into practice when designing multiple fans and
determining their operating modes. Considering the
practical application and rapid determination of the fan
operating parameters, certainly, a much more acceptable
approach is the stationary RANS numerical simulations
[14,15]. With the development of a tool for determining
acoustic performances (fan noise calculator), Ansys 19.0
has provided the basis for quickly predicting the acoustic
performance of a fan.
In this study, the aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics of backward curved centrifugal fans with
different blade angles were numerically investigated,
using Ansys CFX 19.0. The possibility to determine
acoustic parameters by calculating the Praudman’s sound
power level was used, first to compare these results with
experimental results and then to apply this methodology
to different fan geometry designs. The objective of the
article is to determine how the performance and acoustic
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characteristics of a centrifugal fan change with the
change of the impeller blade geometry, particularly the
blade angles (inlet blade angle β1 and outlet blade angle
β2).
II. AERODYNAMIC AND ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
CENTRIFUGAL FANS

A. Determination of fan operating parameters
Operating parameters of a fan are: volume flow rate,
the total and static pressure of the fan, fan efficiency and
fan power. The operating characteristics of the fan
(operating curves), are functional dependence of fan
pressure, efficiency and power on volume flow rate, and
are given in a form of graphic curves.
The volume flow rate of the fan is the value of the
flow rate on the inlet cross-section of the fan (Q=QI).
The total pressure of the fan is defined as the
difference between the total pressure values in the outlet
(II) and the inlet (I) cross-section of the fan:
∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡.𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 − 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡.𝐼𝐼 = 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 − 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 .

(1)

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 = 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑.𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 0.5⋅ρ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ⋅𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼2 ,

(2)

The dynamic pressure of the fan is the dynamic
pressure on the fan outlet:

where cII and ρII are the values of flow velocity and air
density on the outlet cross-section, respectively.
For low-pressure and mid-pressure fans, when (∆pt<3
kPa, the air density can be considered a constant value,
with an error of less than 2% [1].
The power of the fan (N) is the value obtained by the
motor, when the fan is directly connected to the motor.
The effective fan power (Nef) is obtained using the
equation:
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑄𝑄⋅∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

(3)

The overall fan efficiency is the ratio of Nef and N:

η=

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁

=

𝑄𝑄⋅∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

(4)

𝑁𝑁

𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 = �ρ⋅𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 ⋅𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠

(8)

𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤 = 10log (𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 /𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠.0 ) = 20𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 ) + 120 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑]

(9)

𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤 = 𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤 + 20 log(𝐷𝐷) + 60log (𝑢𝑢/10)

(10)

𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤 = 10 log(𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 ρ/𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠3 ) + 180.

(11)

𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤 = 𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤 + 10 log(𝑄𝑄) + 25𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 /10)

(11)

The values of the sound pressure level are between 0
dB (on the threshold of audibility) to 130 dB (at the limit
of pain).
The definition of the sound power level (Lw [dB]) is
given using the power of the sound waves (Ns=Is∙A,
where the unit area A is the surface normal to the
direction of sound waves):

An acoustic characteristic of the fan is determined by
measuring the functional dependence of the total sound
power level and the flow rate of the fan (LW(Q)).
Using the similarity laws, the aerodynamic noise of
the fan can be mathematically expressed as a function of
the fan diameter and the circumference velocity of the fan
runner [9,10]:
𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤

where
is the sound power level of the geometrically
similar fan with D=1 m and u=10 m/s, and Ka –
parameter of the similarity criterion:

Sound power level can be obtained using the total
pressure of the fan and volume flow rate values:
where 𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤 is the sound power level of the geometrically
similar fan operating with Q=1 m3/s and ∆pt=10 Pa:
𝐿𝐿�∗𝑤𝑤 = 10 log �

𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎

ϕψ2.5

7.2

� + 10 log �ρ1.5𝑐𝑐 3� + 145
𝑠𝑠

(13)

C. Influence of the impeller blade shape on fan
performance
Aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of
centrifugal fans depend on the geometrical parameters of
a fan and the geometry of the flow domain. Centrifugal
fans can be designed with different blade shapes (Fig.1).

and static efficiency can be determined by the formula:

η=

𝑄𝑄⋅𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠

(5)

𝑁𝑁

Dimensionless flow coefficient (φ) and pressure
coefficient (ψ) of the fan can be also calculated:
4𝑄𝑄

ϕ = 𝐷𝐷2π𝑢𝑢 and ψ =

2∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

ρ𝑢𝑢2

,

(6)

Fig. 1. Backward inclined, backward, forward curved and radial blades

The shape of the impeller blades affects the shape of
the fan operating curves, as it is shown in Fig.2.

where: D – fan diameter and u - circumference velocity.
B. Determination of acoustic parameters
The intensity of sound waves (Is) is the power of
sound waves per unit area, which is normal to their
propagation (Is=Ns/A). The human ear registers the
intensity of sound waves from Is.0=10-12 W/m2 (on the
threshold of audibility) to 10 W/m2 (at the limit of pain).
Both sound intensity and sound power change according
to the logarithmic law.
The sound pressure level (Lp) can be calculated:
𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼 = 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 10log (𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 /𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠.0 ) = 20𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 ) + 94 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑]

(7)

where ps is the sound pressure and cs is the sound velocity:

Fig. 2. Fan operating curves for forward, backward and radial blades

There have been many attempts to give more specific
conclusions about the effects of centrifugal impeller
shape and the number of blades on operating and acoustic
parameters. A smaller number of blades generate a
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nonhomogeneous ﬂow in the centrifugal fans. The
reduction of the number of blades generates strong
aerodynamic interactions between the volute tongue on
the stationary casing and rotating blades, which
contribute to accentuating the tonal noise at the blade
passing frequency (BPF) and gives the highest sound
power level [4].
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE BACKWARD CURVED
CENTRIFUGAL FAN

The investigated centrifugal fan with backwardcurved impeller blades (β2<90o), with 6 curved, circulararches, non-profiled blades, where the inlet blade angle is
β1=8o and the outlet blade angle is β2=38o (fan C4-57 [9,
10]).
The centrifugal fan geometry and its dimensionless
operating curves are shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 4. Discretization mesh of the fan impeller and the spiral casing

The mesh refinement was done in the near-wall
region, around the blades, where the maximal value of
y+=31.7, while the average value of y+<6. The spiral
casing wall has the average value of y+=13.6.
For numerical interpolation was used a highresolution scheme. The turbulent model is standard k-ε.
The convergence criteria were that the root mean square
values of the equation residuals are 10-4.
E. Grid independence test
The reliability of the discretization mesh has to be
proven by testing several meshes composed of the same
types of elements, but with a different number of
elements (~3.5⋅106, 5.8⋅106 and 6.5⋅106 elements). In this
case, 3 meshes, composed of predominantly tetrahedral
elements and with prismatic elements over the flow
surfaces, were considered. Numerical simulations were
conducted for volume flow rate Q=0.864 m3/s when the
total pressure of the fan has a value ∆pt=468 Pa, for
rotational speed of the fan n=1200 min-1. The results of
the greed independence test are given in Table 1.
TABLE I GRID INDEPENDENCE TEST

Fig. 3. Centrifugal fan geometry and its operating curves (n=1200 min-1)

The optimal operating point, when the maximum
efficiency is η=0.87, is defined by the flow coefficient
ϕ=0.14 and the pressure coefficient ψ=0.8.
Centrifugal fan with backward-curved blades obtains
the best efficiency, compared to other types of fans with
non-profiled blades (up to 85%).
D. Numerical mesh
The numerical mesh consists of two domains (the fan
impeller and the spiral casing), both discretised using
ICEM CFD software. The mesh is unstructured, made of
1736675 nodes and 5775022 elements (mostly tetrahedral
3877531, wedges 1896065 and pyramids 1426). The fan
impeller discretization mesh is made of more than 4
million elements, to obtain the good quality mesh in the
blade area (Fig.4).

Number of ∆pt [Pa] Relative
elements
error [%]
1. ~3.5⋅106
483
3.25
2. ~5.8⋅106
472
0.89
3. ~6.5⋅106
468
0.04

ps [Pa]
427
414
409

Relative
error [%]
4.31
1.13
0.05

According to results in Table 1 and considering the
time required for numerical simulations, for the further
analysis, the second mesh was used (consists of 5.8⋅106
elements).
F. Validation of numerical model
The numerical model validation was performed by
comparing the numerical results with results obtained by
centrifugal fan testing. Therefore, the fan performance
curves of total and static fan pressure were compared in
several operating points.
The results of numerical model validation are shown
in Fig.5, showing that the pressure difference in the area
of optimal fan operation is less than 1%, while the
maximum deviation of the results in the observed
operating regimes is up to 7%.
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The Broadband noise model is derived from Proudman’s
formula for sound power level, which enables prediction
of overall sound power on the entire flow domain. In
further analysis of centrifugal fans, numerical results of
sound power level are compared with the experimental
values (Fig.6).

Fig. 5. Centrifugal fan pressure curves (∆pt and ps)

G. Obtaining the acoustic characteristics of fans
The fan noise may be more or less bearable. In some
cases, the noise level may limit the fan application or may
even have an eliminatory character when selecting a fan.
According to the cause of the occurrence, fan noise
may be mechanical and aerodynamic [1].
Mechanical noise is most often caused by the
following causes: impeller imbalance, bearing
oscillations, housing jitter, coupling mismatch, etc. It can
be lowered by relatively simple design measures using
the different types of bearings, rubber washers or rubber
dampers, etc.
The aerodynamic noise of the fan is caused by the
pres-sure pulsations that occur while the air is passing
through the fan domain. There are several reasons for the
generation of aerodynamic noise in fans [1]: 1) Vortex
shedding noise, caused by pressure pulsations resulting
from the vortex formation and its detachment from the
solid surfaces; 2) Boundary layers noise caused by
pressure pulsations in the turbulent boundary layers along
the solid surfaces; 3) Unsteady flow noise, caused by
periodic pressure pulsations due to finite number of
blades and unsteady flow in the impeller blades, and due
to the vortex traces created by the elements in front of the
impeller; 4) Turbulent flow noise, caused by pressure
pulsations due to the transverse transfer of the vortex
from the vortex traces behind the blades; 5) Unstable fan
operation noise, caused by pressure pulsations occurring
in unstable regimes.
Aerodynamic noise primarily depends on the
constructive solution of the fan, and the only way to
influence the acoustic characteristics of a fan is during the
design process. Experience and the empirical data take an
important role in the fan designing process. With the
development of numerical models, the problem of fan
noise can also be considered numerically.
Numerical treatment of the fan noise issue is based on
Proudman’s formula, semi empirical correlations and
acoustic analogy. The Proudman noise source model [16]
calculates and predicts acoustic power per unit volume
and determines the noise of turbulent flow. This model is
incorporated in ANSYS 19 and is very handy for quickly
determining the value of turbulent turbine noise.
The Proudman magnitude can be calculated:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = αρ0

𝑣𝑣 3 𝑣𝑣 5

2
𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜

(14)

Fig. 6. Sound power level of the fan – numerical and experimental
results

Numerically obtained values of overall sound power
level are less than experimental values, varying up to 8%
(for the smaller volume flow rate in the area of high fan
efficiency), while the mean deviation of the values, in the
area of high fan efficiency is around 5%.
IV. CENTRIFUGAL FANS WITH DIFFERENT BLADE ANGLES –
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Changing the outlet and inlet blade angles leads to a
change in the flow domain of the fan and its performance.
Many different centrifugal fans, with different blade
angles, but the same geometrical parameters of the
impeller diameters and the same spiral casing, were
investigated numerically. Their aerodynamic and acoustic
operating characteristics were compared and analysed.
H. Operating characteristics of centrifugal fans with
different outlet blade angles
There are cases with the same inlet blade angles
(β1=7o and 18o) and different outlet blade angles are
investigated (Fig.7).

Fig. 7. Geometry of the centrifugal fan blades: a) β1=7o, b) β1=18o

Every numerical model tested in this research, have
the unstructured mesh consisting of 5.5∙106 to 7.2∙106
elements, which can be considered as very fine numerical
grids. Discretization methodology and all numerical
settings were performed as previously described,
allowing good convergence of the numerical process. The
numerical results of total pressure and hydraulic
efficiency of fans with the same blade inlet angle and
different outlet angles (given in Fig.7), are shown in Fig.8.

where: v – the turbulent velocity, l – the length scales, αo
– the speed of sound, and α – the model constant.
For estimation of the overall noise level of the fan,
The Broadband noise model was used in Ansys CFX 19.0.
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b)

a)

Fig. 9. Total pressure of the fan and hydraulic efficiency, for different
angles β1 and β2.

V. ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CENTRIFUGAL FANS
WITH DIFFERENT BLADE ANGLES

b)
Fig. 8. Total fan pressure and hydraulic efficiency for: a) β1=7o, b)
β1=18o, and different outlet angle β2

With increasing the outlet blade angle, the total
pressure of the fan also increases. For the cases when the
inlet angle β1=7o, changing the outlet blade angle from 20
to 40o causes a change in the total pressure of the fan
from 13.3 to 52.4%.
For the case of fan with inlet blade angle β1=18o, the
outlet blade angle also changes by a total of 20o (from 15
to 35o). Then, changing the total fan pressure goes from
28.5% to 55%, from smaller to larger flows respectively.
I. Operating characteristics of fans with different inlet
and outlet blade angles
In addition to the previously given fans with the same
inlet but different outlet angles, the two cases of fans with
slightly different inlet and outlet blade angles are also
studied.
One case study is when the outlet blade angles are
greater than 30o (33÷40o), while in the other case study
the outlet blade angles are 20÷25o. The numerical results
of the total pressure curves and hydraulic efficiency of
fans are shown in Fig.9.
In Fig. 9.a is a noticeable variation of inlet and outlet
blade angles from 7 to 18o, while outlet blade angles are
up to 40o. The maximum difference of the total pressure
values varies up to 26,7%. Total pressure curves of fans
with very different inlet blade angles, but similar outlet
blade angles (20, 22 and 25o), are shown in Fig. 9.b. The
resulting total pressure curves have a steeper drop for
smaller values of inlet blade angles. The bigger difference
in inlet blade angle leads to the great difference in fan
total pressure values. For example, fans with inlet blade
angles 7o and 30o and the same outlet blade angles 20o,
have the total pressure difference up to 20%.

The acoustic characteristics (sound power level, Lw)
of numerically tested fans, whose pressure curves were
given in the previous section, were also numerically
obtained.

Fig. 10. Sound power level of fans with slightly different β1 and β2.

Fig. 11. Sound power level of fans given in Fig. 9 (a and b).

The acoustic characteristics (LW(Q)) of two fan cases,
with inlet blade angles 7o and 18o and different outlet
blade angles (presented in part 4.1 on Fig.8), are shown in
Fig.10. The acoustics characteristics of the cases
presented in part 4.2 (Fig.9), are shown in Fig.11. In both
cases is shown that around the optimal fan regimes, with
increasing the outlet blade angle, sound power level of
fan decreases.
Ansys CFX Post 19.0 provides the good visualization
of the noise, calculated by using Proudman’s formula.
Broadband noise isosurfaces at 95% of Proudman Sound
Power are given in Fig.12, where the sound power level
is set to min 50 dB.

a)

Fig. 12. Broandband noise isosurface at 95% of Proudman Sound Power
for two different fan blades (8/38 and 18/35).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of fluid flow in centrifugal
fans provide a relatively fast and satisfactory assessment
of its aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics. The
validation of numerical results for the first centrifugal fan
investigated as a numerical model (β1=8o and β2=38o),
was within 7% of relative error for the total fan pressure
values.
The
numerically
determined
acoustic
characteristics of the fan (LW) are satisfactory, whereby
the relative error is higher at smaller flow rates.
When testing centrifugal fans with the same inlet
blade angle and different outlet blade angles, it’s obtained,
as expected, that with increasing the outlet blade angle,
the total pressure of the fan increases. On the other hand,
increasing the outlet blade angle leads to decreasing the
values of sound power level. With increasing the inlet
blade angle the sound power level of fan also tends to
increase. As both angles change, the slope of the pressure
curve changes, giving a more complex effect on the
operating and acoustic characteristics of the fan.
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Abstract— The water flow conditions in front of the turbine
runner, i.e. the turbine vaneless space is created from the
guide vanes, which represents a radial (annular) cascade
consisted of blades. It is characterized with their hydrofoil
shape, their chord spacing and flow inlet and outlet angles, so
an axisymmetric irrotational vortex flow condition in front of
the runner is created. For variable speed operating
conditions of the turbine, the flow parameters in front of the
runner changes significantly. Investigations show that
uniform shape of the guide vanes is insufficient for flow
supply to the runner when variable speed operation is
considered. A CFD analysis is carried out for a developed
radial cascade in this paper. The blades have an asymmetric
shape, positioned to the stream in a convex and concave
manner, so to obtain shock free flow conditions in front of the
cascade and in front of the runner. Furthermore, the aim is
to determine the flow conditions in the cascade, the flow
created in the vaneless space and how they influence on the
turbine performance when variable speed operation is
considered.
Keywords— Guide vanes, Francis turbine, Variable speed,
CFD

I. INTRODUCTION
The design theory of hydraulic turbomachines, so far is
developed for one operating point and constant
synchronous rotational speed. In this case, the flow
parameters are more or less known and predictable,
especially in the pre-runner space, which is of main
research interest in this paper. Development of radial guide
vane cascades for runner feeding is based on simplified
mathematical models, where the general design can be
easily achieved.
For variable operating speed turbines, the flow
parameters at first can be derived with the similarity laws,
where the head, flow rate and rotational speed changes for
given turbine configuration. That is why, variable speed
operation is expected to give more performance benefit at
variable head operated turbines. In our case, the change of
head is avoided, assuming that quasi-stationary conditions
occur in the operation, i.e. the levels of the top reservoir
and the tail water in the hydropower plant do not change
in a relatively short period of time. As this conditions are
adopted, the variable speed operation no longer can be

predicted with the standard similarity laws, so other
phenomena occur in the pre-runner space.
Radial blade cascades have been studied throughout
the years mostly by simplifying the radial geometry and
converting them into straight blade rows i.e. straight
cascades, for simplified analysis. The lack of the straight
cascade rows is that the accelerating phenomenon which
the fluid has in the radial cascade caused by the change of
the radius is not observed. This effect is present only in
radial cascades and occurs in the spaces where the blades
in the cascade do not interfere each other, i.e. out of the
inner blade channel at the inlet and at the outlet.
In this paper, 3 design models are considered within a
previously determined design space for a guide vanes, to
test different inlet conditions in the cascade, and how they
influence on the feeding and performance of a variable
speed operated Francis turbine.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF RADIAL CASCADE BLADE ROWS
The guide vanes of Francis hydraulic turbines are
represented with radial blade cascades, where some flow
conditions at the inlet and especially at the outlet of the
cascade shall be met. The outlet flow conditions are strictly
guided from the turbine runner operation i.e. the head,
design flow rate and rotational speed. These conditions
give velocities relations and ratios which give the angles
needed to feed the runner.
Simplified start to develop the needed flow angles is
from the Euler turbine equation, where in the pre-runner
space, assuming the best efficiency operating zone, the
equation stands:
𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝜂𝜂 = 𝑢𝑢1 𝑐𝑐1𝑢𝑢 − 𝑢𝑢2 𝑐𝑐2𝑢𝑢

(1)

As the outflow parameters of the runner are considered
as zero (non-swirling outflow), the maximal efficiency is
obtained. With simple perturbations, the inflow angle of
the runner can be written as [4]:
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼1 =

𝑛𝑛
𝑄𝑄
∙
; 𝛼𝛼1 ≈ 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜
60 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟1 ∙ 𝑔𝑔 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛

(2)

where 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟1 is the runner inlet height, 𝛼𝛼1 is the angle of the
absolute velocity vector needed to feed the runner at
certain rotational speed 𝑛𝑛, certain net head 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 at certain
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flow rate 𝑄𝑄. The angle 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜 is the flow output angle of the
cascade which needs to develop at its outlet, and slightly
differs from the absolute velocity angle due to the “free
vortex” effect in the vaneless space. The radial cascade
outflow conditions are guided from the total velocity and
its components in the radial (flow rate) and tangential
(circulation) manner [2]. The free vortex law which
preserves in the vaneless space is transferred from the
runner inlet to the guide vanes outlet, respecting the
change of the radial distance as:
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑐𝑐1𝑢𝑢 ∙

𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟1
𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

constant, which is needed for the runner for creating
shock-free entrance [2], and changing the inflow angle
from 90 [deg] as straight inflow to the cascade and 35 [deg]
as given from the spiral and stay vanes, i.e. the first two
configurations presented in fig.1. Additional configuration
between these two is analysed. All blade sets are designed
for shock-free inflow conditions [2].

(3)

The radial velocity component is directly influenced
from the turbine flow rate at certain radial distance, with
respected cascade height 𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 as:
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =

𝑄𝑄
2𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝜋𝜋𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

(4)

The vector sum of these two components gives the total
outlet velocity of the cascade:
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜 = �����⃗
���⃗
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + ������⃗
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(5)

which has an inclination angle at the cascade outlet:
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜 =
(6)
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

A correlation can be done between the total velocity
and its radial component which are directly influenced
from the flow rate as:
2𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝜋𝜋
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜
=
𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜

(7)

where 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 is the needed opening (shortest perpendicular
distance) between two guide vanes in the cascade, and 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
is the number of blades in the cascade. For given turbine
operating conditions i.e. design head, flow rate and
rotational speed, the following velocities and geometry
parameters of the cascade are obtained.
Reaction type stationary blade cascade suitable for
reaction turbines are designed to provide the needed
outflow angle 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜 to the turbine runner, at opening distance
𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 between the blades. The inflow conditions of the
cascade are strongly dependent from the turbine spiral and
stay vanes outflow conditions. The spiral and the stay
vanes in this analysis are neglected, for the purposes of
development different cascade inflow conditions, to obtain
convex and concave blade rows. The purpose of this
analysis comes out from the theory of turbomachinery, the
theoretical analysis of infinite blade rows [7]:

Fig.1. Cascade for variable inflow and constant outflow conditions

The idea to test this is to determine how the change of
inflow streamline influence the overall performance of the
cascade and the turbine, keeping the outflow angle

Fig.2. Developed cascades (from top to down – model 1, 2 and 3)

The developing of the models is based on geometry
parameters previously developed in a MATLAB code. The
code solves the geometry relations between the calculated
velocities based on the equations in this paper, where the
crucial geometry/flow parameters are the streamlines
angles at the cascade inlet and outlet. The blades camberline and thickness distribution is based on experience data
and manually developed mathematical relations [9].
All models have the same outflow conditions specified,
i.e. 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 ≈ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐. and 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐. The cascades density is
different (length/pitch ratio), i.e. Model 1 is the cascade
with convex blades with 𝐿𝐿/𝑡𝑡 = 1.96 and Model 2 is the
cascade with concave blades with 𝐿𝐿/𝑡𝑡 = 1.64 respecitvely.
The third Model has slightly concave blades for inflow
conditions as Model 1, with density of 𝐿𝐿/𝑡𝑡 = 1.35. The
designs are obtained according to the turbine design point,
which parameters are given in table 1.
TABLE I TURBINE DESIGN POINT (BEP)

Net head
Design flow rate
Design rotational speed
Runner inlet diameter
Runner outlet diameter
Guide vanes height
Guide vanes outflow
circumference diameter
Speed Factor (IEC60193)
Discharge factor (IEC60193)

Hn [m]
Qd [m3/s]
nd [rpm]
Dr1 [m]
Dr2 [m]
Bgv [m]

11,4
0,22
333,33
0,62
0,349
0,06

Dgvo [m]

0,665

ned [-]
Qed [-]

0,183
0,171

III. CFD ANALYSIS
The developed models were tested via CFD
calculations, to predict their performance in the best
efficiency operating zone and around it, by changing the
rotational speed of the runner in the range of ±20%.
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The geometry of the guide vanes was created in Matlab,
and developed in Ansys Workbench. The CFD simulations
were executed in Ansys Fluent. The numerical domain is
reduced, consisted only from the guide vanes, the runner
and the draft tube cone. The mesh for the blade rows (guide
vanes and runner) was created in TurboGrid, and
assembled in ICEM CFD. It is consisted of 1.25 – 1.35
million cells, all hexahedral elements, with respecting
boundary layers on the walls.
The simulations are guided as steady, for constant head,
as mentioned previously in the paper. The boundary
condition at the inlet is set as total pressure inlet, respecting
the cylindrical coordinate system for developing inflow
angles into the guide vane cascade, especially for model 1
and 3 where the inflow angle is 35 [deg]. For model 2, the
total pressure is set be normal at the boundary, as the
blades are designed for those inflow conditions. Static
pressure outlet was set on the outlet section of the draft
tube cone, with intensity of the atmospheric pressure with
averaging the pressure throughout the outlet section, to
enable flexibility in the solution and better convergence, as
backflows are expected because the domain is reduced.
The runner domain is set as rotating frame along with its
wall surfaces (blades, hub, shroud and nose). The nonconformal meshes between the guide vanes, runner and the
draft tube are connected with interfaces, which are suitable
for future transient simulations (sliding mesh). The
turbulence model used in the simulations is k-ε realizable,
with standard wall functions, as recommended from Fluent
when rotating frames are present in the model. The
solution methods are set as default – SIMPLE algorithm
with Spatial Discretisation of the Pressure as Second Order.
Other good method for this type of models is the usage of
the COUPLED solver algorithm with enabled pseudotransient module, which is a form of implicit underrelaxation for steady-state cases, also recommended when
rotating frame is present in the model. The solutions
converged with great success reaching a residuals to 10-6.
The results from the simulations are presented in the
following figures and charts. The results presented are
normalized upon the input design data from table 1. All the
results are presented in relative manner, because no
physical measured data is available in this moment to
validate the numerical results.

for same inflow conditions share almost the same flow rate
at the peak efficiency, behave similar for increased flow
rates, but for decreased flow rates, model 3 expands the
operating zone of the turbine, resulting in increased
efficiency.

Fig. 4 Relative turbine efficiency plotted against rotational speed

Fig. 4 shows the turbine characteristics against the
rotational speed of the runner, where Model 2 compared to
model 1, shows better performance at increased rotational
speed, and vice versa. Model 3 shows best efficiency
coverage around the optimal zone. This indicates that
somewhere between Model 1 and 2, in that design space,
optimal solution can be found for the guide vanes.
The difference between the characteristics is observed
throughout the velocity profile formed at the guide vanes
outlet circumference (guide vanes pitch 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 ) for different
rotational speeds.

Fig. 5 Velocity profile distribution for Model 1

Fig. 3 Relative turbine efficiency plotted against relative flow rate

Fig.3 shows the turbine characteristics, where Model 2
with perpendicular inflow conditions shifts the
characteristic for increased flow rates for 17%, because
Fig. 6 Velocity profile distribution for Model 2
smaller head losses in the cascade. Model 1 and Model 3
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blade length, or 1.53% backwards from the neighbour
blade leading edge.

Fig.8.a. Static pressure contours for Model 1

Fig. 7 Velocity profile distribution for Model 3

Fig.5 shows velocity profile for Model 1 for different
operating speeds of the turbine. For increased rotational
speed +20%, the velocity profile deforms and leans the
distribution more to the second blade. Model 2 on the other
hand, form deformed velocity profile, as rotational speed
is increased to +20%, the profile straightens, which shows
how the efficiency is less deviant on fig.2. Fig.7 shows the
velocity profiles for Model 3 where insignificant variance
is obtained for different rotational speeds, i.e. the profile
maintains it shape and uniformity. Because of that, Model
3 remains more stable turbine characteristics around the
best efficiency zone.
Pressure distribution is presented along the blades for
nominal rotational speed of the runner, where it is shown
how the different inflow conditions and overlap of the
blades changes the distribution, and how it changes the
location of the resultant force on the blade.

Fig.8.b. Dynamic pressure contours for Model 1

Fig.8.b. show the dynamic pressure contours localized
in the guide vanes domain, where on every second blade
on the lower side, near the trailing edge, a raise of the
dynamic pressure occurs as results of the interference with
the runner blades.

Fig.9. Pressure distribution on 1 blade and resultant force location for
Model 2

Fig.8 Pressure distribution on 1 blade and resultant force location for
Model 1

Fig.8 shows that on the suction side of the blade
behaves as pressure side for these inflow conditions (blue
line), the pressure starts to drop after 40% of the blade
length portion which shows that the fluid enters between
the blades. Despite the blades overlap at 52.7%, this shows
that the cascade bends the pressure and influence the flow
cca. 12.7% earlier. The resultant force is calculated
according to the pressure difference on both blade sides.
The area under the force curve is calculated with
trapezoidal rule of integration, and its centre is found with
the Steiner’s theorem, to find the location of the resultant
force. It shows that the force is obtained at 54.23% of the

Fig.9 shows the pressure distribution or model 2, where
the inflow conditions are normal to the blades. The
pressure starts to drop after 45% of the portion of blade
length on the pressure side (blue line) which shows that
compared to model 1, the cascade bends the pressure
almost at same portion as the overlap. The resultant force
is located at 63.57% of the blade length, exactly at the zone
where the trailing edge of the neighbouring blade
transverse up to the pressurised side of the blade.
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Fig.9.a. Static pressure contours for Model 2

Fig.9.b. Dynamic pressure contours for Model 2

Fig.10. Pressure distribution on 1 blade and resultant force location for
Model 3

Fig.10 shows the static pressure distribution of model
3, concave blade with inflow conditions as model 1. The
blades geometrically overlap at 35%, i.e. at 65% starting
from the leading edge, observed from the length portion.
The pressure starts dropping after 50% of the length, which
shows that the cascade bends the pressure almost 15%
before the start of the inner blade channel. The resultant
force on the blade is found at 56.2% of the length portion,
i.e. 8.8% after the neighbour blade leading edge.

Fig.10.a. Static pressure contours for Model 3

Fig.10.b. Dynamic pressure contours for Model 3

Fig.10.b. shows the dynamic pressure contours, where
as other models also, every second blade at the trailing
edge has a raise of the dynamic pressure, where this effect
can be minimized by increasing the outlet circumference
diameter of the cascade, i.e. expanding the blades outwards
the runner. By that, wakes behind the blades will be
reduced and the feeding will be more axisymmetric
towards the runner.
The results obtained for the pressure distributions and
location of the force on the blades has to be analysed with
other configurations of cascade, i.e. different cascades
densities, overlaps and location of maximal thickness and
leading edge radius, to obtain clearer picture about the
behaviour and the interference between two blades in the
cascade, related with the location of the resultant force, so
the pivot point of the blades can be estimated easily.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an analysis is carried out for different
setups of radial guide vane cascades, developed for certain
turbine input (design) parameters. The idea was to test the
cascade behavior for different inflow conditions i.e. radial
inflow condition normal to the cascade blades, which
resulted into a concave blade sets, swirling inflow
condition which resulted into a convex blade sets and
swirling inflow condition at other inlet circumference
which resulted into a concave blade sets. The generated
configurations were tested via CFD simulations.
The analysis was carried out in a way of determining
the turbine characteristics in the best efficiency operating
zone, and to variate the rotational speed ±20% of the
nominal, to see which model of cascade performs well at
off-design conditions. The results are presented in a
relative manner, so to obtain a better understanding of the
physicality which the parameters give. Further laboratory
tests are planned where the CFD models later will be
validated.
The convex blade set of model 1 gave more precise
prediction of the best efficiency zone, and less efficiency
deviations reduced rotational speed of the turbine. The
reason for that comes from the analysis of the velocity
profiles at the cascade outlet circumference, where the
velocity profile was more uniform for decreased rotational
speeds.
The concave blade set of model 2 shifted the turbine
characteristic curve for increased flow rates about 17% of
the design point, because it has smaller head losses. On the
other hand, it resulted with less efficiency deviations for
increased rotational speeds, where the outlet velocity
profile was more uniform.
The concave blade set for swirling inflow conditions of
model 3 gave most precise prediction of the best efficiency
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zone, and less efficiency deviations both for reduced and
increased rotational speed of the turbine. Observing the
velocity profile at the outlet circumference, the profile
uniformity remained almost constant for all operating
speeds.
According these results, it can be concluded that the
future development of radial guide vane cascades for
variable speed operated turbines shall be in a manner of
obtaining uniform velocity profile at cascade outlet for all
operating conditions. Comparison between the models
shows that an “optimal” solutions can be found between
these two limit positions (model 1 and 2).
Cavitation resistance of the cascade shall be examined
in further cascade development, which is highly relatable
with the developed fluid velocities at the cascade outlet,
eventual flow separation between the blades and the
geometry of the blades. The analyzed cascades in this
paper are all cavitation resistant, because the geometry is
modified for all of them to be with shock-free (zero
incidence) inflow conditions.
Also, other results were carried out from the analysis,
in a way of determining the pressure distributions on the
blades in the cascades, to obtain the influence of two
blades in a row and the location of the resultant force. The
results are promising, but not enough, for generalizing the
location of the resultant force according to the inflow
conditions and blade geometrical overlap, so to obtain
some relations between the force and the overlap, so in the
future, a criteria can be carried out for determining the
pivot point (axis of rotation) of the blades easily.
This research is part of future Ph.D. thesis, which will
take this analysis as basis for development of “optimal”
radial cascade for variable speed operated turbine. The

idea for further development of the cascade lies in the
variation of flow rate with the rotational speed. As the
rotational speed decreases, the flow rate increases, which
leads to the usage of convex blade sets. As the rotational
speed increases, the flow rate decreases, which leads to the
usage of concave blade sets. A combination of all these
sections is planned to be generated, as “profiled” blade
from convex to concave, which will be selected upon a
criteria between the sections to see which section
combination gives the same pressure/flow characteristic
curve. The idea is to observe the influence on the total
turbine characteristics and how it behaves at off-design
rotation of the turbine, to expand the operating region.
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Abstract— The flow characteristics and performance of a
cascade depend on the mutual geometrical position of the
blades. For the purpose of determining the origin of the
forces acting on a blade in a cascade, the effect of the
geometrical parameters that describe the cascade is
analysed. Three different types of cascades are considered.
Firstly, linear cascade consisting of equally spaced blades
which are parallel to each other, defining a full overlap of
inter-blade region is observed. The flow domain of the
second cascade has a semi overlap of inter-blade region
which is obtained with vertical displacement of each
neighbouring blade. The third one is obtained by adding
rotation of each blade for the value of pitch angle, with aim
to present the specific fluid flow conditions in radial cascade.
A new approach for analysing the origin of forces on blade in
a cascade is suggested. The fluid flow domain between two
consecutive blades in the cascade is divided into three
characteristic zones: free flow inflow, inter-blade region and
free flow outflow. CFD numerical modelling and simulations
of two-dimensional steady and incompressible flow through
the selected cascades are performed. Conclusions are drawn
related to the influence of the zones on pressure distribution
around blade and origin of forces in a cascade
Keywords— blade cascade, forces, CFD, blade profiles,
parameters

I. INTRODUCTION
When an isolated aerofoil blade is set in a fluid flow
field, there are lift and drag forces acting on it. The forces
origin from the pressure distribution along the profile and
aerofoil blade shape. In case of presence of neighbouring
parallel blades forming a blade cascade, then the
neighbouring blade has influence on the pressure
distribution along the profile, that means the distribution
of elementary forces (lift and drag) is changed. The
intensity of influence of the neighbouring blade depends
on the relative geometrical disposition, which defines the
shape of the fluid flow domain and the inter acting zone
which are recognized by the fluid flow domain and
geometrical (solid) relative boundary conditions. Besides
the geometrical disposition of the blades and the obtained
fluid flow domain, the blade angle of attack influences the
pressure distribution along the blade profile.
The relative disposition of the blades in a cascade can
be defined as:
- linear cascade - where the blades are parallel to
each other (the axis going through the center of
gravity is a straight line)

-

semi linear cascade – where the blades are parallel
to each other by displacement for a certain step in
parallel direction (the axis going through the
center of gravity is a straight inclined line)
- radial disposition of cascade- where the blades are
displaced in parallel direction and each blade
additionally has its own rotation around the center
of gravity (the axis going through the center of
gravity is a straight inclined line rotated around
the center of gravity).
The relative disposition of the blades in a cascade is
defining different recognized zones for fluid flow. There
are: inflow zone which is “inlet free flow” in the intake
area of cascade, controlled or “boundary limited zone”
defined with the shape of the solid boundary by body of
the blade and outlet zone with “outflow free flow”
condition. Each of these zones has an influence on the
fluid flow regimes and respectively on the pressure
distribution along the blade surface.
The flow conditions and influence of each of this zone
on pressure distribution along the profile is numerically
tested by 2D CFD model. The aim of this work is to
present the recognized zones specific flow conditions and
phenomena which has an influence in the flow domain in
the blade cascade.
II. NUMERICAL SETUP
A subject of analysis in this paper is a segment of a
cascade consisted of five blades, set in an air flow field.
Two-dimensional steady flow of air over the blades in is
numerically simulated in order to analyze the pressure
distribution along the central blade upper and lower
surface. For that purpose, the central blade is positioned
so that a shock-free entrance is provided. Boundary
conditions that are used are mass flow inlet and pressure
outlet – the air enters the channel with mass flow rate of
1.2 kg/s and it is released at atmospheric pressure. k-ε
turbulence model is used. The mesh is tetrahedral having
approximately 75260 cells, depending on the type of
cascade (Fig. 1).
Three different scenarios are examined to evaluate the
influence of the zones on the pressure distribution on a
blade in a cascade. The linear cascade consists of blades
which are parallel to each other and equally placed, as
shown on Fig. 2. The blades in a semi linear cascade are
parallel to each other and the previous/following blade in
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relation to the observed one, is displaced for a certain step
in parallel direction, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, in a
radial cascade (Fig. 4), each blade has its own rotation
around the center of gravity.

III. RESULTS FROM NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The static pressure distribution is obtained for each
scenario.
Fig. 5 shows the pressure distribution on the pressure
and suction surface of the centrally placed blade in the
linear cascade.

Static pressure (-)
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1
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0.9992

0.9988
0

0.02

Fig. 1. Numerical grid
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Fig. 5. Pressure distribution along blade surface in a linear cascade

Fig. 6 shows the flow field in the case of a linear
cascade.
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Fig. 2. Numerical model for linear cascade

Fig. 6. Vectors of velocity in case of a linear cascade

Fig. 3. Numerical model for semi-linear cascade

The pressure profiles on both blade surfaces are
following the same trend: the pressure slightly decreases
as the flow accelerates and then it sharply increases with
the flow deceleration. The flow acceleration and
deceleration which directly affect the pressure distribution
are a consequence of the geometry of the flow domain
defined by the disposition of the neighboring blades.
The pressure distribution on the pressure and suction
surface of the centrally placed blade in the semi-linear
cascade is given in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Pressure distribution along blade surface in a semi-linear cascade
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Fig. 8 shows the flow field in the case of a semi-linear
cascade.
The pressure gradually decreases on the blade pressure
side due to the free flow entrance, whereas it hardly
changes on the suction side which is imposed by the form
of the inter-blade channel.
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the fluid flow, and consequently the blade pressure
distribution.
The relative disposition of the blades defines the
type of the cascade. In the case of a linear cascade (Fig.
11), only the boundary limited zone is present. As a result,
the pressure distribution is dependent only on the interblade domain shape. While the channel is convergent,
flow is accelerating and the pressure decreases.
Afterwards, the pressure slightly increases because of the
channel being expanded.

Fig. 8. Vectors of velocity in case of a semi- linear cascade

Pressure distribution along the central blade in the
radial cascade scenario is given in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Pressure distribution along blade surface in a radial cascade

Fig. 10 shows the flow field in the case of a radial
cascade.
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Fig. 10. Vectors of velocity in case of a radial cascade

Pressure decrement along the blade pressure side is
determined by the free inflow zone and inter-blade zone.
Pressure gradually decreases on the blade pressure side as
a result of effect of radius reduction. On the suction side,
pressure decreases till the beginning of the free outflow jet
when there is no influence from the channel so pressure
starts to increase. It can be seen that the flow between the
blades is accelerating due to shape of the domain formed.
However, the presence of the other zones additionally
influences the pressure profile of the blade.
IV. DISCUSSION
The three analysed types of cascades define different
fluid flow zones: inlet free flow zone in the cascade intake
area, boundary limited zone defined by the shape of the
inter-blade region, and outlet free flow. These zones
depend on the relative disposition of the blades and affect

Fig. 11. Detecting boundary limited zone based on blade pressure profile
in case of a linear cascade

When analysing the semi-linear cascade, it is
concluded that all three zones are present (Fig. 12).
The pressure on the blade pressure surface gradually
decreases in the free inlet zone (curve 1-4).
The solid boundary limited zone influences the
pressure distribution on both pressure and suction surface:
the pressure insignificantly decreases on the suction and
pressure surface due to the geometry of the defined zone.
The outlet zone (curve 9-11) affects the blade suction
surface. In this zone, the flow is firstly still under the
influence of the inter-blade region and the pressure on the
suction surface hardly changes (curve 9-10). Then the
pressure starts to insignificantly decrease (curve 10-11) on
the ending part of the suction surface where the interblade zone has no effect.
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The presence of the three zones is detected in the case
of a radial cascade (Fig. 13).
The inlet flow is accompanied by a pressure
decrement on the pressure surface (curve 1-4) because of
the effect of radius reduction as a property of a radial
cascade.
The solid boundary limited zone determines the
pressure decrement on the pressure surface (curve 4-5) as
a result of the flow acceleration because of the channel
shape.
The suction surface of the blade is affected by the
boundary limited zone. The pressure is abruptly
decreasing starting from the leading edge since the fluid
velocity increases due to the zone shape (curve 11-9).
The pressure profile on the remaining part of the
suction surface (curve 9-6) is influenced by the outlet
zone. It can be noticed that this zone is divided into two
sub-zones: the first one under the influence of the
controlled zone where the trend of pressure decrement
continues (curve 9-8), and the second one (curve 8-7)
defined by the free jet because of which the pressure starts
increasing.

Fig. 13. Detecting zones based on blade pressure profile in case of a
radial cascade

V. CONCLUSIONS
The relative disposition of the blades in a cascade
defines different recognized zones for fluid flow that
influence the pressure distribution along the blade surface.
Pressure profile of a blade in a linear, semi-linear and
radial cascade, respectively, is numerically obtained in
order to evaluate the influence of each zone. The detection
of the zones and their relation to the blade pressure profile
is established as an approach to determine the origin of
forces acting on a blade in a cascade.
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Abstract— In run-off river small hydropower plants
(SHPP), the selection of installed discharge is very sensitive
and depended on the designer’s performances for basic
parameter. The energy definition approach of the installed
discharge is directly depends on the character of the flow
duration curve and the choice of turbine equipment,
presented by the production of electricity and the revenues
received from the sale of electricity. If economic
parameterization of the system is introduced through direct
investments and costs for construction and maintenance,
and represented through the index NPV, B/C, IRR, etc.,
then the definition of the installed discharge in the run-off
river SHPP is different from the technically (energy) defined
installed discharge. Software has been developed that
through variation of the installed discharge, obtains the
dependence of the variability of energy production,
revenues (through a feed-in model for the produced
electricity price), economic index parameters. The
calculation model is developed on the basis of a matrix
calculation of hydrological data for average monthly flows
per years of a continuous series of hydrological years. The
following technical parameters can be varied: type of
turbine, number of units and diameter of penstock. On the
base of maximal values per each parameter, different
discharge is proposed as a result. Some comments and
suggestions regarding turbine design to obtain installed
discharge are given in this work.
Keywords— SHPP, installed discharge, energy production,
economy index

I. INTRODUCTION
The installed discharge is the key parameter in the
design of a run-of river SHPP and has influence on
selection of turbine, energy production and investment
costs. If take into consideration that the turbine has a
technical minimum discharge Qmin, which is percent of
the maximal flow of turbine Qmax, depended of the type
of turbine (for Pelton turbine is app. 10% of Qmax and
for Francis turbine is app 40% of Qmax), then with
installed discharge in the same time is defined and
minimal discharge which can be used for energy
production.
The main source for energy production comes from
the flow duration curve (FDC). The shape of the FDC
curve has a significant influence on the selection of the
turbine type and number of units. In the case of mountain
river, the shape of FDC has a characteristic with wet
season in a short period through the year (approximately
3 months during snow melting) and the rest is relatively

dry season of the year. The quantity of the water in the
wet season is 55-60% of the yearly quantity of water.
The criteria for obtaining the installed discharge at
run-of river SHPP are not clearly defined. There are two
approach for make decision: criteria of energy production
or criteria to obtain best economic indexes. Criteria of
energy production is a result of the possibilities to
transform the natural source (water and geological
position) of a particular location to energy in the most
efficient way possible. Criteria to obtain best economic
indexes introduce a new perception in the SHPP
construction, where market prices for realization of
project, market prices for sale of electricity and model of
investment are changeable and different for each country,
but they significantly influence the decision making.
The main goal of this work is to present the effects
and differences between these two criteria. The results
are produced from the analysis done for twelve different
location for potential SHPP development.
II. CALCULATION MODEL
Calculation model is designed to define technical and
economical parameters of the project design on the base
of variable installed discharge. Results of technical
calculation define hydraulic characteristic of the water
supply system, diameter of penstock, hydraulic losses, net
head, choosing a type of turbine with exploitation
characteristic and installed turbine power. On the base of
hydrology data for average monthly discharges per years
of a continuous series of hydrological years given in
matrix form, the energy production is calculated. This
model of calculation is implemented for the energy
production because the revenue received from the sale of
electricity is done on feed-in model, which means that the
income is nased on the monthly energy production. The
results of the calculations show that energy production
and revenue can be analysed through average monthly
parameters for each month or through average yearly
parameters per each year.
The results of the technical dimensions of the
hydraulic structure are the bases for estimation of the
basic investment costs for built the SHPP (civil works),
penstock and hydro mechanical, hydro-technical and
electro-technical equipment.
In economic model of calculation are included
additional costs which covered preparing of design
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The results for average energy production per month
with installed one turbine unit (PT-2M-1AG) depending
on installed discharge are shown on fig.2. The results are
for wet period (April, May, June) and the dry month of
July. The obtained installed discharge is done on the base
of maximal energy production in wet period (forced
discharge).
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documentation, obligatory taxes by law, expropriation of
land, preparatory works and organization of terrain,
administrative organization of construction, supervising
etc. The basic costs and additional cost represent the total
investment cost of SHPP.
The investment model is changeable and considers
two periods, period for construction and period of
operation. The percentage of bank loan and bank
condition can be adjusted according to the customer
needs. The results of financial calculation are represented
with indexes B/C, NPV, IRR and YPChF. Cash flow
diagram is generated on base of constant revenue and on
the base of revenue obtained for each year calculated on
the base of matrix model of calculation.
The calculation model contain part for sensitive
analyses of the investment taking in account:
- intensity of FDC, means the intensity of river
discharge is not proper, in variance ±20%
- increased investment up to +20%
- decreased energy production up to -20%
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IV. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
The results of calculation are presented on diagrams
where are given:
- the energy production depending on installed
discharge
- the economical indexes depending on installed
discharge.
The installed discharge is obtained on base of diagram
presentation of results when is reach value for maximal
energy production or economical indexes.
This method is used for twelve different location for
construction of SHPP. The applied method for obtaining
the installed discharge is presented through the results of
one location.
A. Determination of installed discharge on base of
energetic parameters
Fig.1 shows results for average energy production per
year with installed one turbine unit (PT-2M-1AG) and
with two turbine units (PT-MG-30%) depending on
installed discharge. The choice of two turbine units which
has different maximal turbine discharge, read with
possibility of using a small discharge for energy
production and obtain a better results for energy
production.
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Fig. 1 Average energy production per year depending on installed
discharge
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III. DIFFERENT SCENARIO FOR EVALUATION OF
LOCATION
The potential for energy production of some location
was numerically tested with different scenarios:
- Installed one turbine aggregate
- Installed two turbine aggregates with different
maximal discharge (small and large aggregate)
where a various installed discharge is given as a variable
site condition.
The installed discharge is defined on base of energetic
parameters:
- maximal average energy production per year
(EE-srg)
- maximal average energy production per month
(EE-srm)
and economic parameters:
- maximal value for indexes B/C and NPV.
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Fig. 2 Average energy production per month depending on installed
discharge

In case of average yearly energy production (EE-srg)
the installed discharge is 0,5 m3/s, but on base of average
monthly energy production (EE-srm) the installed
discharge is 0,6 m3/s, or the differences for installed
discharge is 20%.
B. Determination of installed discharge on base of
economic parameters
On fig.3 and fig.4 are shown results for indexes B/C
and NPV with installed one turbine unit (PT-2M-1AG)
and with two turbine unit (PT-MG-30%) depending on
installed discharge.
The choice of one turbine units obtain a better results
for economical indexes. This results are opposite than
conclusion done on base of results for energy production.
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Fig. 3 Economic index B/C depending on installed discharge
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The calculated value for average annual energy
production for involved criteria for determination
installed discharge are given on fig.7. The result shows
that minimal energy production is obtain with criteria
economy index, but for the additional two criteria are
obtained different differences about energy production,
where influence depending on specificity of location.
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Fig. 7 Differences in annual energy production depending on installed
maximal discharge
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Fig. 4 Economic index NPV depending on installed discharge

Fig.5 shows results for average annual revenue (Cpsrg) with installed one turbine unit (PT-2M-1AG) and
with two turbine unit (PT-MG-30%) depending on
installed discharge.

The economy index B/C have trend of lowering with
increasing the installed discharge. The results of
calculations are shown on fig.8.
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The economy index NPV in depend of installed
discharge have trend of lowering with increasing the
installed discharge. The results of calculations are shown
on fig.9. For some locations by increasing the installed
discharge are obtained negative value for NPV, that mean
the feasibility of that location is debatable.

Fig. 5 Average annual revenue (Cp-srg) depending on installed
discharge
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V. DIFFERENCES OF CHOSEN CRITERIA
The installed discharge (Qmax), obtained for each
location on base of criteria:
- average annual energy production (Qmax-EE-srg),
- average monthly energy production (Qmax-EE-srm),
- economy indexes (Qmax-EE-b/c)
are given on fig.6. The maximal installed discharge is
biggest for criteria of average monthly energy production,
and opposite is for criteria of economy index.
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Fig. 9 Differences of economic index NPV depending on installed
maximal discharge
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As a general conclusion about differences of results
for each test parameter obtained on base of different
criteria for prediction of installed discharge can be
written that increasing of installed discharge does not
mean that is better from view of energy production,
because each location has an own specificity which shall
be recognized and implemented in calculation and
making the decision.
VI. EFFECT OF CHOSEN CRITERIA
Comparing the results for energy production on base
of criteria for obtaining installed discharge, as a relative
value refer to obtained results on base of economic
criteria, can be concluded that criteria on base of average
annual energy production has more effective influence.
The results of relative values are shown on fig.10.

The involving a criteria for defining a installed
discharge, shows a dilemma for the strategy to develop a
some location for construction of an run-of river SHPP.
There are two concept for make decision about installed
discharge: energy and/or economic.
From point of view to use the natural sources for
energy production, leads to implement the criteria on
average annual energy production for defining of
installed discharge, but in the same moment to be feasible.
The economic analysis shows that for some cases this
model is not appropriate because the economy indexes
are not feasible. In such cases the economy model for
defining installed discharge will be more appropriate. The
model for selection of the criterion for selection of the
installed flow is not ambiguous i.e. it depends on the
specifics of the location for SHPP development
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Fig. 10 Effect of criteria on energy production

Effect for chosen installed discharge on base of
criteria of average annual energy production has an
increased energy production different for each location,
but overall can be expected to be app 17%.
Comparing the results for revenue on base of criteria
for obtaining installed discharge, as a relative value refer
to obtained results on base of economic criteria, can be
concluded that criteria on base of average annual energy
production has more effective influence. The results of
relative values are shown on fig.11.
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1,076
0,998
1,190
1,001

SHPP
Mazelas

SHPP
Lomnica

SHPP Vracasistem

SHPP
Mazdraca

1,071
1,059

1,029
1,025

1,100
1,098

1,019
1,019

SHPP
SHPP
Kucibabska Kucibabska
1,027
0,925

0,974
0,863

SHPP
Prosevska

SHPP
Vranovska

1,113
1,085

1,005
0,976

Fig. 11 Effect of criteria on revenue

Effect for chosen installed discharge on base of
criteria of average annual energy production has an
increased revenue different for each location, but overall
can be expected to be app 8-9%.
VII.
CONCLUSIONS
The presented results for various site characteristic,
flow duration curve, choosing of type of turbine and
number of units, economic calculations are coming from
the created software appropriate for this analyses.

[10] E.Bekiri, V.Stojkovski, S.Ilievski, The hidden energy
potencial at the system HPP Vrben, Proceedings, XXXV
Medjunarodno saverovanje ENERGETIKA 2020,
Zlatibor, R.Srbija, 24.03-27.03.2020
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Abstract— Manufacturers of centrifugal pumps often
predict the possibility of reducing the impeller of a pump. In
this way, the pump performance can be quickly and simply
adapted to the needs of the customer. The maximum
reduction of the impeller depends on the pump type and
usually varies from 5% to 20%. The characteristics of a
pump with a reduced external diameter of the impeller can
only experimentally be determined accurately. Similarity
theory or some other related methods given in the literature
are often used to approximate performance characteristics
of pumps with reduced impellers. There is no complete
geometric similarity between a pump and a pump with a
reduced impeller, so the theory of similarity cannot be fully
applied. Thus the changes in the performance of a pump
with a reduced impeller are researched numerically. The
aim of this paper is to validate the numerical simulation
method for determining the performance of pumps with a
reduced impeller. By mastering the numerical method of
determining these characteristics, it is possible to reliably
numerically predict the performance of pumps with other
types of impeller reduction, without expensive and lengthy
experiments.
Keywords— Centrifugal Pump, Impeller,
Performance, Numerical Simulations

Reduction,

I. INTRODUCTION
To expand the operating range of centrifugal pumps,
the impeller reduction method is often used. The
reduction method implies reducing the diameter of the
impeller by trimming. This way of adjusting the pump
operation depends on the pump type. By reducing the
diameter of the impeller, pump manufacturers can
quickly and easily adapt the pump performance to the
customer's needs. The extent to which the impeller will
be reduced depends on the type of the pump and can be
from 5% to 20%. For minor changes in the impeller
diameter, the efficiency is only reduced by a few %points. [1,2].
Single-stage centrifugal pumps behind the impeller
can have a volute case or diffuser, and are called volute
or diffuser pumps. In the case of diffuser pumps, the
characteristic may become unstable if impeller trimming
is excessive. The limit must be determined
experimentally. In the absence of tests, it is recommended
not to trim by more than 5% [1]. For volute centrifugal
pumps, a reduction of 10 to 20% is recommended [1,3].

There are 2 major trimming methods, as shown in Fig.
1, straight trimming (a) and oblique trimming (b) [1,4].

a) straight trimming

b) oblique trimming

Fig. 1 Trimming methods for impeller reduction

Straight trimming is a ″traditional trimming method″,
it cuts the impeller diameter uniformly along the
circumferential direction at the outlet of the impeller.
Oblique trimming is used in high-speed pumps where the
front disc is short.
The ratio of the diameter of the reduced and the full
impeller diameter is denoted as
𝑑𝑑2∗ =

𝐷𝐷2′
𝐷𝐷2

(1)

The performance of a pump with a reduced outside
diameter of the impeller can only experimentally be
accurately determined. Similarity theory or some other
approximate method is often used for approximate
determination of the performance of a reduced pump
impeller [5]. There is no complete geometric similarity
between a pump with a trimmed impeller and an impeller
with a full diameter, so similarity theory cannot be fully
applied. One of the modern ways of predicting the
performance of pumps with a reduced impeller is the
application of numerical simulation methods using the
available CFD software [6,7].
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) represents a
common practice to design and optimize hydraulic pumps,
since it can improve pump design, whilst reducing
development cost, widely replacing experimental tests,
and accelerating the time to the market. CFD and threedimensional numerical simulation have been widely
applied in hydrodynamics because they can predict the
performance of centrifugal pumps [8,9]. A threedimensional Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation
was used in order to analyse incompressible turbulent
flow inside the impeller. The governing equation was
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discretised using a finite volume method, and a highresolution scheme that has more than a second degree of
accuracy was used to solve the convection-diffusion
equations [10,11]. The method of numerical simulation,
based on the ANSYS CFX software program, is a volume
method of analysis. The calculation accuracy is
determined by the mesh type. Although the structured
mesh is difficult and time-consuming to generate, the
quality and number of the structured mesh are easy to
modify [12]. Choosing an adequate mesh can
significantly save the time required for numerical
simulation.
In this study, characteristics of a centrifugal pump
with a different outlet diameter were numerically
researched, using Ansys CFX 19.0.
II. MODEL PUMP FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The model for numerical simulation was chosen as
the spiral centrifugal pump, type SCP100-200
manufacturer ″Jastrebac″ Niš with the following
parameters: specific speed nq = 31.2, flow rate Q = 43 l/s,
head H = 51 m, rotational speed n = 2900 min-1, and other
geometric parameters are given in Table I. The meridian
section of the pump with the basic geometric parameters
is given in Fig. 2. The performance of the pump is known,
the manufacturer has given it in its performance data
sheets. The curves H-Q and η-Q are shown with dashed
lines in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the full and the trimmed
diameter of the impeller for the nominal pump speed n =
2900 min-1.

straight trimming method was applied. The performance
of the pump with the reduced impeller is also known and
presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 with dashed lines.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
The 3D geometry of the impeller was generated using
ANSYS BladeGEN ver. 19. The computational domains
for the numerical analysis were produced using the
generated 3D geometry shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 3D geometries of the impeller

A. Numerical mesh
The impeller and the volute of centrifugal pumps
include a space distortion structure, so the unstructured
grid is more suitable for its fluid domain; this
significantly reduces the duration of the numerical
simulation. For the computational domain, an
unstructured grid system was generated using ANSYS
TurboGrid ver. 19. A grid dependency test of the impeller
was conducted to select reliable grids for the performance
evaluation. The grid dependency test of the impeller used
the head and efficiency results at different numbers of
grid nodes [13].
The meshes of flow passages of centrifugal pump
with the impeller and volute casing were shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 2 Meridian section of the pump with basic geometry
Fig. 4 The mesh of flow domain for impeller and volute

Fig. 2 schematically shows the meridian section of the
centrifugal pump, with the impeller and the volute.

The grids number depending on the outlet diameter D2
is shown in Table II.

TABLE I SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PUMP MODEL

Blades number, z
Impeller inlet diameter, D1
Impeller outlet diameter, D2
Impeller outlet width, b2
Blade outlet angle, β2L
Blade outlet thickness, δ2
Base volute diameter, D3
Volute inlet width, b3

7
120 mm
209 mm
22 mm
220
4 mm
212 mm
32 mm

Two reductions of the diameter of the impeller were
performed, first to 180 mm, and second to 160 mm. The

TABLE II GRIDS NUMBER OF THE MESH

D2

209 mm

180 mm

160 mm

Grids
number

1 639 156

1 176 822

917 280

The 3D geometry of the volute was generated using
SolidWorks 2017, while the grid was generated in
ANSYS Mesh and contains 1 124 846 elements, shown in
Fig 4.
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B. Turbulence model
The choice of the turbulence model is crucial when
using CFD codes and the choice of the turbulent model
itself largely depends on the complexity of the process.
The turbulence model describes the distribution of the
Reynolds stresses in the flow domain. Based on the
experience from previous research, the standard k-ε
model was chosen as an optimal model considering the
quality of obtained results and computing power [14].
C. Boundary conditions
The following boundary conditions were used for
numerical analysis: the reference pressure was set to 1 bar,
a flow rate was assigned to the inlet, and a pressure
condition of 0 bar was given to the outlet so that the
outlet would have an atmospheric pressure state. The
number of revolutions of the rotor was set to 2900 rpm,
and water was used as the working fluid. At the interface
of the impeller and the volute, the stage average condition
was applied.
D. Validation of the numerical model
The numerical model validation was performed by
comparing the numerical results with the results obtained
by centrifugal pump testing by the manufacturer (Fig. 5
and Fig. 6
E. Performance of the pump with reduced impellers –
numerical results
Changing the output diameter of the impeller affects
the change in the flow in the numerical domain of the
pump and the change in its performance [3,4].
The pump performance results obtained by numerical
simulation are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Fig. 5 shows
the curve for the head H(Q) of the pump with the outer
diameter of the impeller D2=209 mm (black line), D2 =
180 mm (red line) and D2=160 mm (blue line). The
dashed lines show the curves given by the manufacturer
in performance sheets.

Fig. 5 H-Q curve for different outer diameter D2

Fig. 5 shows the curve for the efficiency η(Q) of the
pump with the impeller outer diameter D2=209 mm
(black line), D2=180 mm (red line) and D2 =160 mm
(blue line).
Numerical simulations give higher efficiency,
because they in fact yield the hydraulic efficiency of the
pump.

Fig. 6 η-Q curve for different outer diameter D2

Table II shows the pump parameters for the optimal
operating point (BEP) for different diameters of the
impeller outlet, as well as the exponents that define the
change in flow and head with the change in the diameter
of the outlet, denoted by mK, mH [15].
TABLE III PARAMETER OF THE PUMP IN BEP

D2
Q
H
η
(mm) (l/s) (mm) (%)
209
49
50
89
180
43
34
86
160
39
27
79

d*

mQ

mH

1
0.86
0.77

0.87
0.85

2.58
2.31

∆η
(%)
3
10

The values of the exponents mQ, and mH that define
the change in flow and head with the change in the outer
diameter of the impeller D2 are obtained within the
expected limits [3,15].
F. Analysis of results
Figures 5 and 6 show the pump performance, head
and efficiency curves, obtained by numerical simulations,
and the performance given by the pump manufacturer
(shown by dashed lines) for a reduced and full diameter
of the impeller.
Numerical simulations (Fig. 5) yielde higher values of
head (about 8%) in the entire flow range for the outer
diameter D2=209 mm. Numerical simulations for D2=180
mm, for lower flow values, yielded lower head values,
and for higher flow values yielded higher head values
(about 10%), while the values for flow rate of 30 l/s
match. The largest deviations of the experimental curves
and CFD are for the outer diameter D2=160 mm (blue
line), where the increasing flow increases this difference,
and in BEP this difference is about 20%.
These differences indicate that an analysis of the CFD
model and curve provided by the manufacturer should be
performed.
The values of the efficiency obtained by numerical
simulations are higher than the values obtained
experimentally by the pump manufacturer (Fig.6).
Numerical simulations yield mainly values of hydraulic
efficiency. Numerical simulations of the best efficiency
point (BEP) have shifted to the right, towards higher
flows, with the increasing reduction of the impeller.
Ansys CFX Post 19.0 provides a good visualization of
pump flow. The pressure and velocity distribution as well
as the complete streamlines in the pump can be observed.
It can be seen that the velocity changes with the change in
the outer diameter of the impeller (Fig. 7)
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a) D2=209 mm

b) D2=180 mm

[5]

P. Zhou, J. Tang, J. Mou, B. Zhu, Effect of impeller
trimming on performance, WORLD PUMPS, Elsevier,
pp.38-41, 2016.

[6]

K. Joon-Hyung, L. Him-Chan, K. Jin-Hyuk, K.Sung, Y.
Joon-Yong, C. Young-Seok, “Design techniques to
improve the performance of a centrifugal pump using
CFD”, Journal of Mechanical Science and Technology,
vol. 29, no 1, 2015, p. 215-225.

[7]

J. Pei, W. Wang, S. Yuan, “Multi-point optimization on
meridional shape of a centrifugal pump impeller for
performance improvement”, Journal of Mechanical
Science and Technology, vol. 30, no. 11, 2016, p. 49494960.

[8]

M. Lorusso, T. Capurso, M. Torresi, B. Fortunato, F.
Fornarelli, S.M. Camporeale, R. Monteriso, “Efficient
CFD evaluation of the NPSH for centrifugal pumps,”
Energy Procedia, vol. 126, p. 778-785, 2017.

[9]

D. Wu, S. Yang, B. Xu, Q. Liu, P. Wu, L. Wang,
“Investigation of CFD Calculation Method of a
Centrifugal Pump with Unshrouded Impeller,” Chinese
Journal of Mechanical Engineering, Vol 27, pp. 376-383,
2014.

c) D2=160 mm

Fig. 7 Velocity distribution in the pump for different output diameter D2

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of fluid flow in a centrifugal
pump can quickly and fairly reliably predict the
performance of the pump after the reduction of the
impeller, or for how much to reduce the diameter of the
impeller to obtain the appropriate performance of the
pump. This would avoid quite expensive and complicated
experiments. Of course, it is first necessary to validate the
numerical model, so as not to get erroneous results. The
paper (Fig. 5) shows that the curves of head, before and
after the reduction of the impeller, coincide well with the
experimental curves given by the manufacturer near BEP.
The values of the efficiency obtained by numerical
simulations deviate more than values obtained
experimentally by the pump manufacturer, because
numerical simulations do not take into account all the
existing losses that occur in the pump.
Due to the deviations that occur between the results of
numerical simulations and experimental results, the
authors doubt the reliability of the manufacturer data,
because manufacturers often provide in their catalogs
commercial characteristics that frequently deviate from
the real ones [15,16]. For the validation of a numerical
model, it is best to perform experimental tests on a given
model, which the authors plan to perform.
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Abstract— This paper explains the issues of zipline designing
and provides an analysis of the influencing parameters,
relevant model forming, and the procedure for determining
kinematic quantities of a passenger traveling along a zipline.
The theoretical background consists of two parts, i.e. the first
one, which includes static analysis based on catenary theory,
and the second, which takes into account inertial forces,
movement resistance, air resistance, wind effect, the position
of a passenger during lowering, anchoring type, tightening
force, etc, on the base of which it is possible to determine all
necessary kinematic quantities which are essential for
defining the so-called “driving characteristic” of zipline. The
analysis are made by computer simulations where the size of
significant parameters can be varied. Analysis results are
given through diagrams that show a passenger’s position,
velocity, or acceleration in relation to time or a traveled
distance for different lowering positions of the passenger.

The most important kinematic parameters are
maximum velocity and range. In accordance to the
inclination angle (β), ziplines are classified into two groups
- small inclination ziplines and large inclination ziplines
(so-called ultimative ziplines). For small inclination
ziplines, where the inclination angles are lower than 5°,
there is mostly a problem with arriving to the lower station,
especially in cases of unfavorable wind direction or
changes of the area exposed to the air flow (body position,
spreading of hands, etc) during movement. For large
inclination angles, arrival to the lower station is practically
certain, hence they are called ultimative. On the other side,
they often have another problem – to high velocities at the
entry of lower station which can be significant problem for
safe stopping of the person.

Keywords—zipline, anchoring type, air resistance, lowering
position, computational model

I. INTRODUCTION
The term “zipline” represents a system of tightened
steel rope by which the person is carried by high speed
travelling trolley. The trolley and person are moving under
the influence of their own weight. The main aim is causing
increased excitement, so-called adrenaline sport. They
expanded over the past two decades, with construction in
various locations such as hilly areas, parks, lakes, bridges,
the city cores, etc.

Fig. 2 A schematic representation of zipline with main notions

Furthermore, parameter due to which zipline is
considered as an adrenaline sport is not velocity, but
acceleration.
II. FUNDAMENTALS FOR FIRST PART OF ANALYSIS
As the theoretical background is detailed described in
previous papers such as [1]-[6], only a brief overview will
be given here.
The line which represents an elastic flexible thread
freely suspended between two supports located on the
horizontal (l) and vertical (h) distance and loaded with its
own weight (q) is called catenary.
Based on Fig. 3 and after certain mathematical
transformations, a catenary equation can be written as:

Fig. 1 An example of zipline

x
y= C ⋅ ch  
C 

(1)
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where the catenary parameter (C) function of tension
rope force (H) and the own weight of rope:
C=

H
q

(2)

Fig. 5 shows a case of a rope, whose supports are at
different heights, and which is loaded not only with its own
weight but with a concentrated load too. The equation of
the trajectory of a person which is lowering can then be
represented as:
y =⋅
x tgβ + f x

(6)

where the deflection at a distance xD at which the load
is acting is represented as:

f D=

Fig. 3 Parameters of catenary

Catenary theory provides accurate solutions, but the
usage of hyperbolic functions is relatively complicated for
engineering practice, so the catenary is replaced by the
appropriate parabola. This approximation leads to errors in
the size of the deflections which amounts 2 ÷ 3%.
Accuracy can be increased by introducing a correction
coefficient (k). Fig. 4 shows some possibilities for
replacing catenary with parabola.

q ⋅ ( l − xD ) l 
xD 
⋅  Q ⋅ ( l − xD ) +
⋅ 
cos β
2
l⋅H 

(7)

III. FUNDAMENTALS FOR THE SECOND PART OF ANALYSIS
The relevant computational model will be formed by
neglecting small quantities of high order. The so-called
static trajectory of movement is determined by expressions
(6) and (7). Person connected with trolley forms a
mathematical pendulum, but if the length of the connecting
belts is small, the effect of the swing can be neglected as
well as the influence of the centrifugal force due to the
large radius of the trajectory curvature.

Fig. 4 Parameters of the parabola

Equation of parabola can be written as:
y
=

q ⋅ x ⋅ (l − x )
2 ⋅ H ⋅ cos β

⋅ k + x ⋅ tg β

Fig. 6 Computational model of zipline

(3)

where the correction coefficient is calculated as:

k = 1+

cos 2 β
p

1 

l2 
⋅  ⋅  x 2 − l ⋅ x +  − 2 ⋅ ( l − 2 x ) ⋅ tg β 
2
p 


(4)

and the parameter of the parabola (p) as:
=
p

H
⋅ cos β
q

According to that, the computational model of the
zipline, which is shown in Fig. 6, can be represented as the
movement of a concentrated mass along the trajectory
determined for static conditions. The air resistance and
rolling resistance are acting on the concentrated mass
while moving in the direction which is always opposite to
the direction of movement.

Fw = cw ⋅ A ⋅
(5)

Fig. 5 Model of rope loaded with own weight and concentrated load

ρ ⋅ ( v ± vv )
2

n

(8)

According to equation (8), the value of air resistance
depends on:
• drag coefficient (cw),
• area exposed to the air-flow (A),
• air density (ρ),
• relative velocity between the object and airflow
(wind), and
• dimensionless coefficient (n), which has value of 2
for velocities between 1 m/s and 300 m/s [7].
As the air density changes relatively little for some
standard conditions, and the velocity is more often
expressed in km/h than in m/s, the equation (8) can be
written in the form:
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=
Fw 0, 0473 ⋅ cw ⋅ A ⋅ v 2

(9)

whereby the specific air density is taken as ρ=1,225 kg/m3,
medium air humidity as w=60 %, and medium air
temperature as t=150 C. If temperature or atmospheric
pressure vary from ordinary, air density can be calculated
as:

ρ =1, 25 ⋅

B 293
⋅
1, 015 T

(10)

where the pressure (B) is expressed in bar, and the
temperature (T) in kelvin.
Fig. 7 shows various lowering positions which have an
impact on area exposed to air and drag coefficient.

Diagram shown in Fig. 9 shows velocity as function of
travelled distance for various inclination angles, for tensile
rope force of 50 kN and person weighting 50 kg which is
lowering in sitting position. It is considered that area
exposed to air flow of person lowering in sitting position
has value of 0,3 m2, and drag coefficient of 0,6.
Another factor that has a huge influence on the
kinematic parameter is the tensile rope force. Diagram
shown in Fig. 10 shows range of person weighing 50 kg as
function of traveling time for tensile rope force of 20 kN,
40 kN and 60 kN for inclination angle of 70 and sitting
lowering position.

Fig. 7 Various lowering positions

Recommendations for determination of drag
coefficient and areas exposed to airflow for various
lowering positions are detailed explained in [1], [5] and
[8]-[10].
Unlike every other wheel that is rolling along a
deformable surface which has a resistance component due
to the friction in wheel bearings and due to deformation of
contact surfaces, the wheel that is rolling along the rope
and has an additional resistance component due to rope
stiffness. Unlike a perfectly flexible rope, the real rope will
not take the position of the tangents behind and in front of
the wheel, which can be seen as a “wrinkling” of rope in
front of the wheel.

Fig. 10 Diagram of range for different tensile rope force

Diagram shown in Fig. 11 shows velocity for three
different masses which can be expected. Under maximal
mass of 180 kg is considered lowering of two persons on
same trolley.

Fig. 8 Zipline wheel model

IV. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
The analysis results which are given below are for the
case of a hypothetical zipline of horizontal distance
between stations of 1,5 km between which a rope of own
weight of 1 kg/m is stretched.

Fig. 9 Diagram of velocity for different inclination angle

Fig. 11 Diagram of velocity for different values of person’s mass

As the sitting, half-sitting and lying lowering positions
are most commonly used, the diagram shown in Fig. 12
shows velocity as the function of range for those three
positions.

Fig. 12 Diagram of velocity for different lowering positions
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The most significant parameter is, as mentioned above,
the inclination angle. However, since the positions of the
stations are mostly already determined, the designers of
zipline cannot affect them.
The person's mass has a relatively huge impact on
kinematic characteristics, but the designers cannot affect
that either. However, if necessary, there is a possibility to
attach additional weights to the trolley.
Based on the diagram shown in Fig. 11, it can be
concluded that heavier passengers achieve higher
velocities, but shorter ranges.
The parameter that has a relatively large impact on
range, and which can be easily influenced, is the tensile
rope force. In addition to the values of tensile rope force, a
slightly smaller influence on driving characteristics has the
anchoring type which is detailed discussed in [2].
A parameter that has a relatively large impact on
driving characteristics, and which can also be easily
influenced is the person's lowering position. Different
lowering positions have different surfaces exposed to
airflow, but also to different drag coefficients.
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Abstract— Since their appearance in 1992. Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM) 3D printers have shown the potential to
become one of the most economical additive manufacturing
techniques. Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) started to
rapidly develop by the expiration of the FDM patent and the
subsequent worldwide development of low cost FDM
machines by a huge number of small companies. Today, there
is a large range of these machines in development and on the
market with different printing mechanics. The purpose of
this paper is to present different types of FDM machines
based on their kinematics as well as pros and cons of different
design types of FDM machines and their elements. This paper
also present different advanced features designed to suit
specific purpose, solve specific problems or improve on other
designs.
Keywords— Additive Manufacturing, Fused Deposition
Modelling, 3D Printing Mechanisms

I. INTRODUCTION
In 1986, Charles Hull patented his innovation, a
process known as Stereolithography (SLA) in the field of
additive technologies [1]. The publication of the patent
was followed by the development of the field of additive
manufacturing known as 3D printing [2].
The additive manufacturing (AM) is constantly
growing thanks to its innovative design capacities [3]. The
market for this technology is, according to forecasts for
2017, around 5 billion US dollars [4]. Currently, additive
manufacturing is becoming a mean of producing end
products [5]. Additive manufacturing is widely used in
different areas of industry and science such as: engineering
for custom products, functional models, pre-surgical
models, conceptual models, aircraft, dental prostheses,
medical implants and automotive products [6]. However,
it is considered that the greatest progress has been made in
the use of additive manufacturing in the construction
industry [7].
Three-dimensional printing (3D printing) is an
Additive manufacturing technique for creating a wide
range of structures and complex geometries. Those
components are made from three-dimensional (3D) model
data which offers design and material freedom. It can be

anything, from toys to human bone implant [8]. 3D
printing has made it possible to reduce the cost of investing
in rapid prototyping and production and the time required
for development [9]. According to Keaveney et al [9],
current developments in the 3D printing industry have
revolutionized the way people view the manufacturing
process. The rapid development of 3D printers and the
availability of increasingly low-cost components that
make it up have led to the cost of 3D printers becoming
affordable to almost everyone. The prototyping and
manufacturing stages become closer not only to innovators
but also to everyone else.
Various 3D printing technologies have been developed.
The most striking division of these technologies is based
on the aggregate state of the base material they use for
printing. The principle of forming a component with
additive technologies that use liquid base material differs
essentially from those that use base material in solid state.
Even with additive technologies that use a solid base
material, there is a difference between those that use
powder and those that use continuous filament material.
There is also a significant difference in additive
technologies based on the material used for printing. The
most used materials are plastic and metal, but there are also
printers for ceramics [2, 10], biomaterials [11-13], cement
[14, 15], food [16], etc.
Giberti et al [3], have formed a table with some 3D
printing technologies and the years associated with their
invention, as well as their inventors companies. This in
presented on Table I.
TABLE I TECHNOLOGIES FOR 3D PRINTING [3]

Company
3D Systems, USA
Stratasys, USA
ExOne

Foundation year
1986
1992
2005

3D printing technology
SLA, SLS
FDM, Polyjet
Binder jetting

El-Sayegh et al [17], in their research paper give a
schematic
representation
of
existing
additive
manufacturing techniques. This schematic representation
is presented on Figure 1.
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Powder Bed Fusion
(SLS, SLM, DMLS)

Aditive manufacturing

Powder-Based
Systems

Solid Sheets
Systems

PhotopolymerBased Systems
Vat Polymerization

Material Jetting
(SBA, SPI)
Binder Jetting (Inkjet
Powder Printing)

Stereo Lithography
Apparatus (SLA)
Digital light processing
(DLP)

Cement based
Extruded Material
Systems
Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM)

Fig. 1 Additive manufacturing techniques [17]
Typically, AM process use Computer Aided Design
(CAD) model to fabricate 3D component. Although there
are different technologies, the basic principle of
component formation is the same, it adds material layer by
layer, in contrast to most traditional manufacturing
methods that subtract material. 3D printing technologies
rely on computer numerical control (CNC) systems for
precise and accurate processing.
II. FUSED DEPOSITION MODELLING (FDM)
The FDM process use solid plastic (continuous
filament) as a material for building components. This
plastic is supplied to the nozzle by a flow-control motor.
In the nozzle, the plastic is heated to a semi-liquid state. It
is then distributed in a controlled manner on the platform
or the previous layer on a layer-by-layer technique.
The essential property for this method is the
thermoplasticity of the polymer filament [2]. It allows the
filaments to fuse together during printing and then to
solidify at room temperature.
Although, functional components can be made by the
FDM process, the stepped structure on the surface is
noticeable (anisotropy in the vertical, z-direction) [16].
Poor surface quality that requires post finishing is actually
the biggest disadvantage of this printing method [6].
Although this disadvantage, FDM process is the most
commonly used additive manufacturing technique. This
can be explained by the low cost and availability of FDM
process printers on the market. The price for those printers
is very reasonable [18] and most households can afford it.
In addition to low cost and availability, another important
advantage of these printers is that they significantly reduce
product development and production time and cost [19].
Also, the availability of software that is mostly open
source is noticeable [20]. The possibility of high-speed
printing, ie the production of components and simplicity of
the process can also be mentioned as an advantage of the
FDM process.
The materials most commonly used for the FDM
process are [21]: Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS),

Poly Carbonate (PC), Polylactic Acid (PLA), Polyethylene
Terephthalate (PET), Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU),
Nylon, etc. The material used for printing greatly affects
the quality of the printed component [21, 22]. However,
Wittbrodt and Pearce [22] proved that the colour of the
same type of plastic affects the quality and technical
properties of the printed component.
The printing process parameters have the most
significant influence on the quality of the printed part.
Their influence on mechanical characteristics such as: part
build orientation, layer thickness, raster angle, part raster
width and raster to raster gap, is expressed [23]. Printing
process parameters adjustment is an area that is currently
in development not only by scientists, but also from printer
users.
Another important influence on the quality of the 3D
printed part comes from the mechanism used by the printer.
The moving parts of the FDM printer are the platform and
the nozzle or just one of them.
The cost of a 3D printed component with FDM process
depends on the type of plastic, the type of filling (plastic
consumption) and the time required to make the part, ie the
printing speed. Usually it is determinated by automated
calculators that take input from user for all important
parameters, and then give price for specific 3Dmodel and
parameters to user [24].
III. FDM PRINTER MECHANISMS
Since the advent of the FDM printer, many different
mechanisms of this printing method have emerged. All of
these mechanisms can generally be divided into five
groups [25]:
• Cartesian,
• Delta,
• SCARA,
• Polar,
• Robotic arm.
A. Cartesian printers
The first FDM printers used a Cartesian mechanism.
Therefore, it is obvious that this group of mechanisms is
the most developed, most represented on the market and
has the most variations. Cartesian printers, as their name
suggests, use the Cartesian coordinate system, their
movement is in the X, Y and Z directions. The Cartesian
printer mechanisms can be divided into five subgroups
based on the way they move:
• the platform moves horizontally along one axis (X
or Y), extruder moves vertically (Z) and along other
horizontal axis, (Fig. 3.a)
• the platform moves vertically (Z), the extruder
moves along two axes (X and Y), (Fig. 3.b)
• the platform moves vertically (Z) and along one of
the horizontal axes (X or Y), the extruder moves
along other horizontal axis, (Fig. 3.c)
• the platform does not move, the extruder moves in
all tree axes, (Fig. 3.d)
• the platform moves horizontally (X and Y), the
extruder moves vertically (Z). (Fig. 3.e)
Figure 2.a presents typical appearance of the Cartesian
printer mechanism. Figure 3 presents the Cartesian printer
mechanisms subgroups.
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Fig. 2 FDM 3D printer mechanisms: a) Cartesian, b) Delta, c) SCARA, d) Polar and e) Robotic Arm

Fig. 3 Cartesian printer mechanisms: a) Mechanism 1, b) Mechanism 2, c) Mechanism 3, d) Mechanism 4 and e)
Mechanism 5

B. Delta printers
First Delta 3D printer was a custom-made product by
unknown inventor. Since it was open-source, and
everybody could see it, many companies and users have
seen its potential. Soon after, first delta 3D printer was
appearing on market [20]. Delta printers are the second
most developed and most represented printers on the
market [25].
The way axes are arranged differ Delta printers from
Cartesian printers. Delta printers have three vertical axes
[26], and because of that, these printers have usually
triangular frame. All three axis are mounted so that the
stroke is in the vertical direction. Nozzle is placed on
carriage. The carriage is mounted on the axis movement
and forms one side of a link of parallel arms that connect
the carriage to the effector. The platform is usually fixed.
Movement of axis affects movement of carriage; axis
moves up and down and carriage moves along with it [26].
Schmitt et al [27], in their comparative study proved
that a Delta printer gives better surface quality and prints
longer than a Cartesian printer for the same parameter
settings. Also, a larger deviation in dimensions compared
to the CAD model was noticed with the component printed
on a Delta printer [27].
Figure 2.b presents typical appearance of the Delta
printer mechanism.
C. SCARA printers
The SCARA is actually an abbreviation of “Selective
Compliance Assembly Robot Arm” [28]. It was developed
in Japan in 1981. by Sankyo Seiki [28]. The SCARA
system is widely used in industry but has only recently
begun to be used as a 3D printing mechanism. There are
not many of these printers on the market and they cannot
be found at a low cost like Delta and Cartesian printers.
The price for the cheapest Delta and Cartesian printers is
approximately 170 US dollars [29], and the cheapest
SCARA printer is 1995 US dollars [30].

The SCARA mechanism use Cartesian coordinate
system. The mechanism is based on joined arm which
moves in two dimensions (X and Y). The movement of
platform or the arm provides third dimension in vertical (Z)
direction.
Figure 2.c presents typical appearance of the SCARA
printer mechanism.
D. Polar printers
The Polar 3D printers, like SCARA printers, are still in
the early stages and are not yet as reliable as both Cartesian
and Delta printers [31]. These printers are not much
represented in the market [18].
The Polar printers use polar coordinate system. The
nozzle is moving on horizontal and vertical direction and
the platform is rotational [31]. In addition to its rotating
motion, the circular print bed can also move forward and
backward. The frame is L-shaped, with the filament spool
feeding the extruder from the back similar to most 3D
printers with a Cartesian mechanism. Another difference
between Cartesian and Polar 3D printer is that Polar
printers takes up less space, and they are better for making
rotational components.
Figure 2.d presents typical appearance of the Polar
printer mechanism.
E. Robotic Arm printer
Robotic Arm are widely used in industry and this is
their most significant application. There are very few of
these mechanisms in the field of 3D printing industry and
their cost is around 5 000 US dollars [32].
The Robotic Arms are used for printing in, mainly, 6
dimensions. The platform is stationery and end of arm with
nozzle moves. The Robotic Arms are mainly used for
large-scale 3D printing [33] because all movements are
performed by the arm.
Figure 2.e presents typical appearance of the Robotic
Arm printer mechanism.
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IV. CURRENT STATE OF FDM SYSTEM ELEMENTS
During development of FDM many different concepts
have been tested. The most popular and most efficient ones
are in use today and are still developed.
A. Extruder mechanism
Efficient and precise extruder mechanism is one of
most important part of FDM system.
The basic extruder mechanism consists of a heating
part, nozzle and extruder motor. Due to the need to obtain
a better surface quality, stability of process or to achieve
specific goals or print difficult to print materials, this
system may also contain other accessories such as a fan
that helps cool the printed plastic to allow us to print faster,
filament runout detection to allow repayable printing of
large objects.
The heating part serves to heat the filament of the base
material to a semi-liquid state. The height of the
temperature is completely controllable and is adjusted
before the start of printing depending on the material to be
printed. The temperature can also be adjusted during
printing.
The nozzle is the mechanical part of the 3D printer that
extrudes the filament. There are three major characteristics
integral to a nozzle’s design: its size, material, and inner
diameter [20]. The size of the nozzle means its physical
mass and length. Standard values with M6x1 thread are
used and the most common length is 12mm to 13mm [18].
The various materials are used for the production of
nozzles, such as: Brass, Stainless Steel, Hardened Steel,
etc. Each material has its own characteristics and affects
the quality of printing. The most commonly used material
is brass and it is also low- cost [20]. This material is not of
great quality and such nozzles can be easily damaged. The
inner diameter of the nozzle affects the amount of plastic
extruded per second. This property is also known as flow.
It determines the maximum extrusion speed.
Larger nozzles have inner diameter larger than 0.4 mm.
These nozzles reduce the time required for printing. They
are recommended for use when the base material has
abrasive properties [20].
Smaller nozzles have inner diameter less than 0.4 mm.
Such nozzles are used when high accuracy of dimensions
and quality of the printed part is required.
Many variations of extruder mechanisms have been
developed and tested with various success. There are
mechanisms with two or more nozzles. Current
development of those mechanisms goes in couple
directions depending on applications.
There are mechanisms, as stated by Pascale and Simion
[34], that focuses on combining multiple materials in
single printed part for obtaining different mechanical and
aesthetic properties. Improvements in multi-material
extruders, allows to manufacture unique parts difficult or
even impossible to produce by conventional methods.
Focus of these improvements is on combining multiple
materials in single printed part for obtaining different
mechanical and aesthetic properties. In the current state of
development, multi material printing is possible due
extensive work of many researchers, advancing this branch
to solve specific problems emerging from their fields of
research.
On the other way, there are advances in designing
nozzles for only one material whose characteristics are

specific. Requirements for different material properties led
to development of specialised extruders for producing
parts out of materials difficult to print because they usually
require higher temperature, have abrasive properties or
have some other specific property, that make them
inadequate for standard extruder systems. For example,
Heidari-Rarani et al [35], successfully developed a special
extruder system for placing carbon fibers inside printed
part.
Additive manufacturing is known for less waste of
material during manufacturing process but it is still
generated. As 3D printing community gets bigger, more
and more waste is generated as part of process or some
product malfunction. To solve these problems, especially
for FDM process some clever ways of recycling are
development. Great recycling capabilities of parts
produced by FDM 3D printing, are getting improved by
developing extruders that can use waste filament and failed
prints to produce new parts directly in house, which can
greatly reduce costs and help us save nature at the same
time. This is presented by Valkenaers et al [36].
Development of FDM extruder systems searches for
more precise solutions capable for responding to all
growing demand for micro systems and mechanics. The
hybrid solutions are one way to go as it was presented by
Zhang et al [37]. In search for more precise extruder even
hybrid solutions that can produce high resolution 3D
models are being developed for micro systems. Those
systems combine standard FDM with electrohydrodynamic technics to fabricate micro structures for
bioengineering applications.
B. 3D printer bed surface
Extruding system as system that directly influence
characteristics and capabilities of FDM printer is just one
part of large picture that incorporates FDM process.
Second important part is base surface to be printed upon,
commonly known as a bed. In order for the printing to be
successful, the bed surface is heated to a certain
temperature before printing. The temperature depends on
the type of plastic used for printing and serves to keep the
base of the printed part on the surface until printing is
complete. This temperature is controllable and can be
changed during printing.
Different materials have different requirements for bed
surface. Some require glass surface, heated surface or
surface based on other materials and with different coating
and temperature requirements. These mostly composite
build surface and coatings are developed continuously
with different researches focused to achieve best
performances for specific materials or general use. One of
such research is presented by Messimer et al [38].
C. Basic materials
Although it is noted that Additive manufacturing is
used in almost every existing branch of science and
industry, the FDM process is most often used for printing
plastic components [39].
Main problem of 3D printing in general is limited
availability of materials that can be used. This is major
problem that is constantly occupying researchers all
around the world. Major advancements have been made in
this branch not only to allow usage of already existing
materials, but also to introduce new materials specifically
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developed for FDM 3D printing. Those new materials
followed by other necessary changes push evolution of 3D
printing from day to day.
Further development of composite materials demanded
new researches in field of Additive technologies. One such
research was done by Heidari-Rarani et al [35].
Introduction of fiber reinforced material, and ways to place
continuous fiber true part in desired orientation leads to
possibility of producing strong durable parts with different
properties depending on need, greatly expanding
possibilities of usage of 3D printed parts as final product
of high quality. At the same time, some necessary changes
have been made to accommodate, well established
technical materials. This is presented by Berretta et al [40].
Extensive search for new and improved materials is
taking place not just in additive manufacturing but in
industry as whole. As process that can be highly
controllable, and allow us to combine different materials
into one part different methods for fiber reinforcements
have been developed and in use today.
D. Other
Improvements of different subsystems of FDM 3D
printers have led to greater capabilities from aspect of
materials, precision and environment control. Anisotropic
properties of 3D printed parts led to implementation of
6DOF motion capable FDM machines, as presented by
Alsharhan et al [41]. This implementation could be further
improved if combined with special extruder systems for
placing carbon fibers inside printed part.
Improvements in mechanical aspect of FDM is
followed closely by improvements of control software.
Different advanced algorithms for generating optimal
manufacturing process control code are developed from
day to day. Advances of control algorithms and electronics
allow 4, 5 or 6 DOF machines to be possible and greatly
improve control of mechanical properties, by advanced
control of filament deposition path.
As industry 4.0 is currently future manufacturing
standard it is being implemented through internet of things
into FDM process today. As it is presented by Mayandi et
al [42].

it allows us to produce mechanically optimised products,
with desired properties, as well as eliminating need for
supports thus reducing filament waste and post processing
time.
New software, now days even supported by artificial
intelligence, make producing of new parts easier and safer
every day. Automated printing preparation and monitoring
solutions are already available. Great effort is invested
currently by community, companies and independent
researchers in development and implementation of remote
monitoring and control. That will allow many peoples to
monitor long printing process while completing other
things freely.
Possibility for improvements of FDM process still exist,
but maybe require thinking out of box to find out and
implement. Hybrid systems of FDM with electrohydrodynamic for fabricating micro structures for
bioengineering applications are direct example of that.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents current state of FDM thru
presenting state of development and usage of different
FDM 3D printing mechanisms, new views on ways to
improve current 3D printing process and introduce new
materials. Thru paper there are presented some of major
pros and cons of printer mechanisms. This paper also
presents some of most advanced work that has been done
in field of FDM 3D printing.
3D printing has great potential for integration in to
industry 4.0, as well in to reducing costs of prototyping and
even manufacturing. The main issue of 3D printing
technology is surface quality of final product, but this field
is being developed constantly, and improvements are
constant. All of those and many other researches and
improvements that are being developed constantly, are the
proof that FDM 3D Printing is technology of the future.
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Abstract— With the increasing development of the industry,
additive technologies have found application in various fields
around the world. Creating unique items has never been
easier, even at home. Such a rapid development of additive
technologies is due to the expiration of the fused deposition
modeling (FDM) patent and the development of cheap
electronic components needed to control these devices. Such
rapid development has brought to the market a large number
of devices of different manufacturers, formats and
constructions. The existence of a large number of different
devices requires the new user to know the advantages and
disadvantages of different constructions, kinematics and
generally different types of FDM machines. The paper deals
with multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) of FDM
printers, where their main criteria will be their economic and
technical characteristics. The aim of this paper is to find the
most optimal 3D printer according to the selected criteria.

additive manufacturing techniques, this is presented on
Figure 1. There is a difference between additive
technologies that uses plastic as a material and that uses
metals, or other construction material, as a material. Also,
various variations of these subgroups have been developed.
Bogue [9] defined 3D printing as ”An automated, additive
manufacturing process for producing 3D solid objects from
a digital (i.e. CAD) model”. In other words, “In a 3D
printing process the 3D CAD model will be slicing into
series of 2D layers, which will later be deposited by the
printer to construct the model”, according to Wo et al [4].
This paper deals only with the mechanisms that appear in
FDM printing process.
Powder Bed Fusion
(SLS, SLM, DMLS)

Keywords— Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), Multicriteria Decision-making (MCDM), Additive Technologies

Aditive manufacturing

I. INTRODUCTION
The construction industry, as one of the largest
industries in the world, has annual revenues of nearly 10
trillion USD; that is about 6% of global GDP [1].
Research on innovation in the construction industry has
been conducted in previous decades [2]. The results
confirmed that the construction industry is one of the
industries with the least innovation [2, 3]. Wu et al [4]
believe that this may change due to the introduction of
additive technologies in this industry.
Additive technologies, which are also known as 3D
printing, bring innovations not only in the construction
industry but also in various branches of industry and
science. Its application in the mechanical industry and in
medicine is noticeable [5].
Since it was introduced in 1986 by Charles Hull [6]
additive technologies has been in development [7]. There
are several essentially different ways of additive
technologies depending on the material they use. El-Sayegh
et al [8], give a schematic representation of existing

Powder-Based
Systems

Material Jetting
(SBA, SPI)
Binder Jetting (Inkjet
Powder Printing)

Solid Sheets
Systems

PhotopolymerBased Systems
Vat Polymerization

Stereo Lithography
Apparatus (SLA)
Digital light processing
(DLP)

Cement based
Extruded Material
Systems
Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM)

Fig. 1 Additive manufacturing techniques [8]
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II. FUSED DEPOSITION MODELING (FDM)
Fusion Deposition Modeling (FDM) is one of the most
commonly used additive manufacturing technique that has
significantly reduced product development time and costs
[10]. 3D printers that use the FDM can be found on the
market at very reasonable prices. More and more
households are able to afford it. The problem is finding a
printer with good features at a reasonable price. The printed
components with FDM technique, generally, have poor
quality and require further post finishing [11]. The quality
of a FDM printed component can be observed through
several quality criteria:
• Mechanical characteristics,
• Geometric characteristics,
• Surface quality,
• Material properties.
The mechanical characteristics of printed component
depends of: part build orientation, layer thickness, raster
angle, part raster width, raster to raster gap [12]. This
characteristic are defined and can be improved with
printing process parameters adjustment [12].
A wide range of materials are available for FDM
process, such as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS),
polycarbonate (PC), polylactic acid (PLA), etc. [11]
Material properties of printed component directly depends
of material which is used for printing [13].
The geometric characteristic and surface quality in
addition to the shape of the printed component and external
influences, depend on the mechanism used by the printer.
Therefore, in this paper, the alternatives for optimization
will be the different printing mechanisms that can be found
on the market.
FDM printing process was developed in early 1990s by
Stratasys Inc. USA [11]. In the FDM process, the starting
material is solid plastic. The continuous filament of plastic
is heated in the nozzle until it reaches a semi-liquid state.
Then this semi-liquid plastic is selectively deposited
through a nozzle on the platform or on top of previously
printed layers so that traces of the part cross sectional
geometry produce 3D part. The part is printing directly
from a CAD model in a layer by layer manner.
Figure 2 presents basics of FDM printing process.

III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The moving parts in FDM process are the platform and
the extruder or only one of them. Movements are usually
made in the X, Y and Z direction. There are different
mechanisms for platform and extruder movement in FDM
processes. The FDM process mechanisms that appear on
the market can be divided into 5 groups [14]:
• Cartesian,
• Delta,
• SCARA,
• Polar,
• Robotic arm.
There are five different subgroups of Cartesian
mechanisms:
• the platform moves horizontally along one axis(X or
Y), extruder moves vertically (Z) and along other
horizontal axis,
• the platform moves vertically (Z), the extruder
moves along two axes (X and Y),
• the platform moves vertically (Z) and along one of
the horizontal axes (X or Y), the extruder moves
along other horizontal axis,
• the platform does not move, the extruder moves in
all tree axes,
• the platform moves horizontally (X and Y), the
extruder moves vertically (Z).
The Delta printers differ from Cartesian printers in the
way the axes are arranged (all three are vertical) and the
frame is usually triangular. Each axis is mounted so that the
stroke is in the vertical direction. The carriage, on which
the nozzle is placed, is mounted on the axis movement and
forms one side of a link of parallel arms that connect the
carriage to the effector. As the axis moves up and down, the
carriage moves along with it [15]. The platform is usually
fixed.
The SCARA design is used in the world of industrial
robots. It is based on an almost humanoid jointed arm
which works in two dimensions (X and Y). The third
dimension (Z) is achieved by raising or lowering the whole
construction, the platform or the arm.
The Polar printers have a rotating circular print bed or
build platform and use a polar coordinate system (instead
of a Cartesian coordinate system). The nozzle is attached to
an extended arm parallel to the build platform, and moves
up and down.
Unlike the other groups mentioned, robotic arms are
used for printing in, mainly, 6 dimensions. The nozzle is
located at the end of the arm and the platform is stationary.
All these groups of printers are constantly being
developed and improved by both manufacturers and users.
The groups are roughly defined, there are many subgroups
for most of them. The most different variants exist with
Cartesian printers, which are also the most common on the
market. It should be noted that the average values of the
most represented printers on the market were taken as
representatives of the groups. With many different variants
of mechanisms comes many different criteria. It was
decided that the criteria be chosen to define the printing
mechanisms themselves. When determining the purchase
of a specific printer, it would be desirable to do the
optimization within the group itself, and to adopt criteria
that take into account the manufacturers.
The criteria that will be used for optimization are:
Fig. 2 Principle of FDM process
• Printer cost,
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•
•

Maintenance,
The impact of the quality of printer parts on print
quality,
• The impact of printer electronics quality on print
quality,
• Ease of use,
• Support,
• Maximum resolution,
• Advanced path optimization.
The prices of each of the groups of printers were taken
from the average value from the Amazon site [16]. For
Cartesian and Delta printers, the latest recommendations
for choosing a printer to determine the average price have
also been taken into account [17, 18]. The unit for price
criteria is the US dollar. The unit for maximum resolution
criterion is mm.
The values of alternatives by criterion for other criteria
are not expressed in a particular unit but are formed by a
scoring system based on user experience. For the criteria of
impact the quality of printing, points were awarded so that
1 represents low, 2 represents medium, 3 represents high
and 4 represent the highest. The criterion of Ease of use is
presented through three levels: easy (3), medium (2) and
difficult (1). The criterion of Support is presented through
three levels: large (3), limited (2) and extremely limited (1).
For the Advanced path optimization criterion, it was
observed to what extent the mechanisms allow the addition
of the fourth axis, orienting printing nozzle and support full
6D.
Table I presents the alternative mechanisms that will be
used for optimization (and their designations). Table II
presents the criteria on the basis of which the best
alternative will be decided (and their designations) and
values of significance or weighting coefficients for each
criterion. The values of the weighting coefficients were
obtained on the basis of the survey. The survey was
completed by 100 respondents. Since the essence of
optimization is to find a printer mechanism that would suit
the average citizen, it was not taken into account whether
the respondent owns a 3D printer, but the condition was to
have basic knowledge related to additive technologies.
TABLE I ALTERNATIVES FOR OPTIMIZATION

Alternatives
Alternative 1 (A1)
Alternative 2 (A2)
Alternative 3 (A3)
Alternative 4 (A4)
Alternative 5 (A5)

Printer mechanism
Cartesian
Delta
SCARA
Polar
Robotic Arm

TABLE II OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA

Criteria
Criterion 1 (C1) Printer cost
Criterion 2 (C2) Maintenance
Criterion 3 (C3) The impact of the quality of
printer parts on print quality
Criterion 4 (C4) The impact of printer
electronics quality on print
quality
Criterion 5 (C5) Ease of use
Criterion 6 (C6) Support
Criterion 7 (C7) Maximum resolution
Criterion 8 (C8) Advanced path optimization

Weight
coefficient
100
16
37
29

24
5
54
7

IV. ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS (AHP)
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was presented in
1980 by Saaty T. L. [19]. The AHP method is one of the
most widely used optimization methods, although it is
mainly used as an auxiliary method for determining the
values of weight coefficients [20]. Its fuzzy variant (fuzzy
AHP) is also widely used [21]. The AHP is a Multi-criteria
Decision-making (MCDM) method based on the principle
that the decision-making experience and knowledge of
people is as important as the data they use [22]. This
influence of the subjective attitude is pronounced in
determining the weight of the criteria [19].
A typical example of the decision matrix for AHP has
hierarchical data structure and is represented by the
equation (1) [19],
𝐶𝐶1
𝑤𝑤1

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴1
𝐴𝐴2
…
𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚

𝑎𝑎11
𝑎𝑎21
…
𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚1

where:

𝐶𝐶2
𝑤𝑤2

𝑎𝑎12
𝑎𝑎22
…
𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚2

… 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛
… 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛
…
…

𝑎𝑎1𝑛𝑛
𝑎𝑎2𝑛𝑛
…
… 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(1)

•
•
•

m presents the number of alternative,
n presents the number of criteria,
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 presents the value of i-th alternatives for the j-th
criterion,
• 𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗 presents weight coefficient of the j-th criterion,
• 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 presents the j-th criterion,
• 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 presents the i-th alternative.
The values of the weight coefficients are determined on
the basis of the pairwise comparison matrix represented by
the equation (2) [19],
𝑣𝑣1

⎡ 𝑣𝑣1
⎢ 𝑣𝑣2
𝑉𝑉 = ⎢ 𝑣𝑣1
…
⎢𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛
⎣ 𝑣𝑣1
where

𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘
𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙

𝑣𝑣1

…

𝑣𝑣2
𝑣𝑣2

…

𝑣𝑣2

…

𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛

…

𝑣𝑣2

𝑣𝑣1

𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛 ⎤
𝑣𝑣2 ⎥

(2)

𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛 ⎥

…

𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛 ⎥
𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛 ⎦

presents how much is the 𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 criterion important

then the 𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙 criterion.

The vector of weight coefficients w is eigenvector of
matrix V. The procedure for determining the vector w is
presented by equation (3) [19],
𝑣𝑣1

⎡ 𝑣𝑣1
⎢ 𝑣𝑣2
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 ↔ ⎢ 𝑣𝑣1
…
⎢𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛
⎣ 𝑣𝑣1

𝑣𝑣1
𝑣𝑣2
𝑣𝑣2
𝑣𝑣2

…

𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛
𝑣𝑣2

…

𝑣𝑣1

𝑤𝑤1
𝑤𝑤1
𝑤𝑤
𝑤𝑤
2
2
…
𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛 ⎥ � … � = 𝜆𝜆 � … �
…
𝑣𝑣 ⎥
𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛
… 𝑛𝑛 ⎦ 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛
𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛
𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛 ⎤
𝑣𝑣2 ⎥

(3)

The pairwise comparison matrix for alternatives are
formed for all criteria separately. The pairwise matrix for jth criterion is presented by equation (4) [19],
𝑎𝑎1,𝑗𝑗

⎡ 𝑎𝑎1,𝑗𝑗
𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 = ⎢ ⋮
⎢𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗
⎣ 𝑎𝑎1,𝑗𝑗

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑎𝑎1,𝑗𝑗

𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗 ⎤

⋮ ⎥

𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗 ⎥

(4)

𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗 ⎦

Vectors 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 is eigenvector of matrix 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 . This 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 further
form a decision matrix X based on the following equation
(5) [19],
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𝑋𝑋 = [𝑥𝑥1

𝑥𝑥2

… 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ]

(5)

The product of the decision matrix X and the weight
coefficient vector w gives the vector the quality of each
alternative and the alternative with the highest value is the
best alternative [19]. This is presented on equation (6) [19],
𝑟𝑟1
𝑤𝑤1
𝑤𝑤2
𝑟𝑟2
[𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ] � … � = �… �
(6)
𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛
𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛

where 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 is the rank value for k-th alternative.
The AHP decision matrix for a defined optimization
problem is presented on Table III.
TABLE III AHP MATRIX

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

C1
100
380
848
1995
800
5500

C2
16
1
2
3
1
4

C3
37
4
3
3
3
2

C4
29
1
3
3
2
4

C5
24
3
3
2
2
1

C6
5
3
3
2
2
1

C7
54
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1

C8
7
25
25
25
25
100

The AHP optimization method recognizes the
maximum value of alternatives by the criterion as the most
desirable. Since the criteria C1, C2, C3, C4 and C7 are
undesirable (the minimum value is required as the most
desirable), for the values of alternatives by the criterion,
1
reciprocal values will be taken ( ) [23]. The decision
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

matrix with modified values is presented on Table IV.
TABLE IV AHP MODIFIED MATRIX

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

C1
100
0.0026
0.0012
0.0005
0.0013
0.0002

C2
16

C3
37
1
0.25
0.5
0.3333
0.3333 0.3333
1
0.3333
0.25
0.5

C4
29
1
0.3333
0.3333
0.5
0.25

C5
24
3
3
2
2
1

C6
5
3
3
2
2
1

C7
54
20
20
10
10
10

C8
7
25
25
25
25
100

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The values of the weight coefficients are determined on
the basis of the equations (2, 3). The equation (7) presents
values for vector of weight coefficient (W).
0.37
⎡0.06⎤
⎢0.14⎥
⎢
⎥
0.11⎥
𝑊𝑊 = ⎢
⎢0.09⎥
⎢0.02⎥
⎢0.20⎥
⎣0.03⎦

(7)

The pairwise comparation matrices for all criterions and
their eigenvectors are determined on the basis of the
equations (3, 4). This matrices are presented on following
equations:
1.00
⎡0.46
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴1 = ⎢0.19
⎢0.50
⎣0.08

2.17
1.00
0.42
1.08
0.17

5.20
2.40
1.00
2.60
0.40

2.00 13.00
0.92 6.00 ⎤
⎥
0.38 2.50 ⎥
1.00 6.50 ⎥
0.15 1.00 ⎦

(8)

1.00
⎡0.50
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 = ⎢0.33
⎢1.00
⎣0.25
1.00
⎡1.33
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3 = ⎢1.33
⎢1.33
⎣2.00
1.00
⎡0.33
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴4 = ⎢0.33
⎢0.50
⎣0.25
1.00
⎡1.00
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴5 = ⎢0.67
⎢0.67
⎣0.33
1.00
⎡1.00
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴6 = ⎢0.67
⎢0.67
⎣0.33
1.00
⎡1.00
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴7 = ⎢0.50
⎢0.50
⎣0.50
1.00
⎡1.00
⎢
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴8 = ⎢1.00
⎢1.00
⎣4.00

where:

2.00
1.00
0.67
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
0.75
1.00
1.00
0.67
0.67
0.33
1.00
1.00
0.67
0.67
0.33
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00

3.00
1.50
1.00
3.00
0.75
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
0.75
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
0.50
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00

1.00
0.50
0.33
1.00
0.25
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
2.00
0.67
0.67
1.00
0.50
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
0.50
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00

4.00
2.00⎤
⎥
1.33⎥
4.00⎥
1.00⎦
0.50
0.67⎤
⎥
0.67⎥
0.67⎥
1.00⎦
4.00
1.33⎤
⎥
1.33⎥
2.00⎥
1.00⎦
3.00
3.00⎤
⎥
2.00⎥
2.00⎥
1.00⎦
3.00
3.00⎤
⎥
2.00⎥
2.00⎥
1.00⎦
2.00
2.00⎤
⎥
1.00⎥
1.00⎥
1.00⎦
0.25
0.25⎤
⎥
0.25⎥
0.25⎥
1.00⎦

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

•

AC1 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C1 (8),
• AC2 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C2 (9),
• AC3 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C3 (10),
• AC4 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C4 (11),
• AC5 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C5 (12),
• AC6 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C6 (13),
• AC7 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C7 (14)
• AC8 represents the pairwise comparation matrix for
criterion C8 (15).
The decision matrix (X) is formed on the equation (5),
and it is presented on equation (16).
𝑋𝑋 =

0.45
⎡0.21
⎢
⎢0.09
⎢0.22
⎣0.03

0.32 0.14 0.41 0.27 0.27
0.16 0.19 0.14 0.27 0.27
0.11 0.19 0.14 0.18 0.18
0.32 0.19 0.21 0.18 0.18
0.08 0.29 0.10 0.09 0.09

Results is presented on equation (17).

0.29 0.12
0.29 0.12⎤
⎥
0.14 0.12⎥ (16)
0.14 0.12⎥
0.14 0.50⎦
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0.34
𝐴𝐴1 1
⎡0.21⎤
𝐴𝐴2 ⎡2⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ ⎥
𝑋𝑋 ∙ 𝑊𝑊 = ⎢0.13⎥ → 𝐴𝐴3 ⎢4⎥
⎢0.20⎥
𝐴𝐴4 ⎢3⎥
⎣0.12⎦
𝐴𝐴5 ⎣5⎦

(17)

The results can also be presented graphically for better
visibility. Figure 3 presents the optimization results.
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Abstract— The fatigue considers the type of the failure types
for the geometric parts because it suffers from dynamic and
fluctuating stress as in the aircraft, the ships, the bridges, and
other geometric parts. The fatigue of composite materials is
not fully understood which is perfectly different from metal
fatigue. In the present study the prepared hybrid composite
materials specimen reinforcement E-Glass fiber for
10%,20%, and 30% volume fraction that have two
preparation of matrix (80% EP, 60% NO) and (40% EP,
20% NO). has been applied to fatigue loading in-plane
bending with R = ±1 and S-N. curves are plotted. the
laboratory tests and the results show decreasing in the
number of fatigue cycles even failure when the applied load
on the specimens increases. The fracture will be brittle
because there are adding Novolac materials to obtain hard
hybrid composites specimens.
Keywords— Epoxy, glass fiber, Novolac, Fatigue, stress

I. INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are inhomogeneous materials
made from two or more materials with relevantly different
physical or chemical properties that, E- Glass/ epoxy
polymer composites find widespread applications because
of their several advantages like high wear resistance, good
strength-to-weight ratio, and low cost. They find huge
applications in the construction of automotive and aviation
body structures, in which they are inevitably subjected to
sudden impacts during their construction, maintenance,
and functioning. Admittedly that glass fiber reinforced
polymer (GFRP) composites should, in principle, be
fatigue resistance provided that fibers carry the major part
of the load and are not so extensible as to permit large
elastic deformations of the matrix.
Influence concentricity of Short carbon fiber on
mechanical properties of SCF reinforced polypropylene
composites was studied, results showed that an increase of
SCF could progress the mechanical properties [1].
Fatigue behavior of epoxy material has been studied by
breaking the glass fiber volumes of 30% and 40%, when
the external loads on the specimen are increased for both
volume fractions 30% and 40%, the number of fatigue
cycles to failure of composite materials decreases [2].
Fiber composites and compares it with glass fiberreinforced polymer (GFRP) and carbon fiber-reinforced
polymer (CFRP) used separately was investigated, the
performance was evaluated that the CFRP composite has
better properties than the GFRP in tensile and flexural [3].

Glass fiber-reinforced polymeric (GFRP) composites
were most commonly used in the production of composite
materials. The matrix included organic, polyester,
thermostable, vinylester, phenolic, and epoxy resins.
Polyester resins are classified into bisphenols and ortho or
isophthalic [4]. The effect of a change in the ratio of
reinforcement by fibers on the thermal conductivity of the
polymeric composites consists of an epoxy resin conbextra
(EP-10) reinforced by an S-type woven glass fiber (0º-45º),
The results showed that the thermal conductivity of the
epoxy-type epoxy resin has improved due to the ability of
the fibers to conduct heat[5]. On the other hand,
experimentally and analytically, has been investigated the
effect of the various orientations (0/90; 30/60; 45/90) of EGlass/epoxy composite plates using ABAQU, it has been
revealed that the effective resistance of cross-ply plates is
more when compared with angle ply plates[6]. the
mechanical properties of (GFRP) element produced by the
Brazilian industry to group it for structural applications
were determined, results gave conclude that the GFRP
element resolve displays structural distribution compatible
to E17 class mechanical requirement [7].
Fatigue life predictions associated with the S-N curve
have been largely based on empiricism or unfounded
theories, or both, due to the complexity involving multiple
variables such as fatigue life, applied stress, number of
loading cycles, and stress ratio. It's found that S-n curve
constant fatigue life diagrams for a carbon/epoxy plates in
different fiber directions are identified through the whole
range of stress ratio, The experimental results are
presented that the S-n constant fatigue life diagram plotted
in the plane of alternating and mean stresses head for to
shrink and drop to the left of the alternating stress axis
more significantly as the off-axis angle of a specimen
increases[8]. theory for mathematical validity framework
of fatigue damage connected with the S-N curve and to
derive a damage function capable of predicting the fatigue
life was studied, Comparisons between experimental
results from two stress level range loading and theoretical
fatigue life predictions are made and a close, covenant
between them was found[9]. A nonlinear typical for
fatigue damage accumulation under variable amplitude
loading is investigated, A single value for the parameter
has been set to give filling arrangement with experimental
data for four randomly selected sheets of steel, indicating
a general tendency[10]. This investigation aimed to study
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the fatigue life behaviour of a hybrid composite
epoxy/Novolac reinforced by glass fibre
II. MATERIALS AND PIECES OF EQUIPMENT USED
A. The material:
The materials used in this paper are commercial,
obtained from the (SIKA GROUP Building Trust):
Diglycidyle ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA) Epoxy Resin
fig 1c, Curing Agent (Hardener) of Epoxy Resin
Diethylenetriamine (DETA), Novolac Resin fig 1d, Curing
Agent
(Hardener)
of
Novolac
Resin
hexamethylenetetramine (Hexamine), E-Glass Fibers,
Gel-coat to prevent pasted material on the inner mold
surface, Ethanol to cleanig.. because the E-glass fiber is
much cheaper and safely less brittle is used in this work,
fig.1b. table 1 shows the mechanical properties of the
material used in this paper.

Fig. 1, a) mold of the test specimen, b)E-Glass Fibers, c) Epoxy Resin,
d) Novolac Resin, e) types of test specimen f)geometry test specimen.

Because the E-glass fiber is much cheaper and safely
less brittle is used in this work, fig.3b. table 1 shows the
mechanical properties of the material used in this paper.
TABLE 1. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES MATERIALS.

Density
[mg/m3]

Tensile
strength
[MPa]

Tensile
modulus

Poisons
ratio

6001000

1.11.4

60-80

3.83.0

0.35

Melting
point
[0c]

Viscosity
[Cps]
epoxy
resins
novol
ac
resin
Eglass
fibers

-35

Fig.2 Alternating bending fatigue machine, a) motor, b)gears, c) Cycle
counter d) dial gauge,e) test specimen, f) load

Fig. 3. cantilever type load and deflection

ℓ = 𝐿𝐿 − ℎ = 𝐿𝐿 −

𝐴𝐴2
𝐿𝐿

, 𝐴𝐴 = 0.758 ∙ 𝛿𝛿

(1)

Calculating the stress of specimen for fatigue test by
using the following formula:
𝜎𝜎 =

6∙𝐹𝐹∙ℓ
𝑏𝑏∙𝑡𝑡 2

(2)

Where is, A=π2δ2/16≈0.785 δ is curvature approximate
factor[mm], L is a specimen length before applied loads
(60 mm), l is the length of the specimen after applied of
load [mm], σ is normal stress [Mpa], F is a normal load
[N], b is the width of a specimen, [mm], t is the thickness
of specimen, [mm], δ is free to end deflection, [mm].

III. EXPERIMENTAL
The mold shown in Fig 1a was manufactured and
configured to place the composite material and fiberglass
[-]
2.60
3450
72.4 0.22
[-]
and then took it after hardening. Three percentage of glass
fiber (10%,20%, and 30%) type E, Fig 1b, was performed.
woven roving method to arrange the glass fiber inside the
B. Alternating bending fatigue machine
matrix, the epoxy resin used was diglycidyle ether of
Alternating bending fatigue machine HSM0 was used
bisphenol-A (DGEBA) Epoxy Resin with Curing Agent
to test all the specimens that made by Hi-Tech company.
(Hardener)(60%and 80%) Fig 1c and Novolac (40%and
This machine is shown in fig.2. The purpose of this
20%) Fig 1d.
machine is to apply alternating or fluctuating bending (R±)
The required quantity of the epoxy resin and Novolac
to a cantilevered strip of material to determine fatigue life
were all individually weighed and mixed and a
performance. Produced whereby a cantilever could be
stoichiometric amount of curing agent. Resin with Curing
deflected to impose varying bending stress in the
Agent (Hardener) (50%, 20%) respectively, then
cantilever fig.3. The frequency of the reciprocating force
distributing the matrix by the brush on the mold-covered
is around 24Hz
with gel coat was used to avoid adhesion with mold, then
To calculating the Maximum Length of specimen
putting. woven roving E-Glass fiber on the matrix. Finally,
while test of fatigue by using the following formula;
we put the matrix again on the E-Glass fiber surface and
rolling or distribution by roller to cover it very well and
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[-]

2.23
5

82

2.53.3

0.36

[-]

place in furnace or oven(20-40°C) to drying the ethanol
then put a suitable load on the matrix and leave it for (24)
hours to harden well, A load of 5 kg is placed in the space
provided on the mold, to force the bubbles to leave the
component, After 24 hours, Slate is separated from the
mold. After cleaning Slate by Aston, the test specimens are
cut with dimensions 10 mm wide, 60 mm length, with a

drill, make a hole with a diameter of 6 mm fig 1f. 20
specimens were manufactured for each weight ratio of fig
1e. The experiment was set up with parameters with more
levels because the effects of the fatigue life parameters
were complex and non-linear, based on the defined fatigue
age parameters and levels, and after the tests were
performed, a design matrix was established, Table 2.

TABLE 2. EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF FATIGUE LIFE RESULTS

EP
[wt%]

NOV
[wt%]

Adding of fibre in
the compositeE-GF
[wt%]

Load
[N]

Max.Length while
test l
[mm]

Stress
σ=6*p*l/(b*t^2 )
[Mpa]

Fatigue cycle
[n]

Co
mpo
site

Exp.
trial

1

80

20

10

10

44.97127

29.98084787

7900864

2

80

20

10

10.5

44.93246

31.45271977

5776890

3

80

20

10

12

44.88509

35.90806976

3899076

4

80

20

10

15

44.77477

44.77477091

1898876

5

80

20

10

18

44.46055

53.35265789

688790

6

80

20

20

10

44.97127

29.98084787

5677645

7

80

20

20

10.5

44.95391

31.46773504

3900876

8

80

20

20

12

44.92646

35.94116465

2677543

9

80

20

20

15

44.8058

44.80579737

955654

10

80

20

20

18

44.6679

53.60148241

507651

11

80

20

30

10

44.99681

29.99787199

3556787

12

80

20

30

10.5

44.98723

31.49106234

1788656

13

80

20

30

12

44.95863

35.96690511

1009897

14

80

20

30

15

44.9202

44.92019944

700431

15

80

20

30

18

44.76392

53.71670164

487639

16

60

40

10

10

44.95391

29.96927147

9576125

17

60

40

10

10.5

44.9382

31.45674171

7467436

18

60

40

10

12

44.8773

35.90183893

5887621

19

60

40

10

15

44.74145

44.7414462

3597683

20

60

40

10

18

44.44382

53.33258646

1600981

21

60

40

20

10

44.98455

29.98970041

7245439

22

60

40

20

10.5

44.98161

31.48712977

5854345

23

60

40

20

12

44.9202

35.93615956

2756398

24

60

40

20

15

44.79571

44.79571058

1539825

25

60

40

20

18

44.64134

53.56961326

852196

26

60

40

30

10

44.99374

29.99582909

5032879

27

60

40

30

10.5

44.98455

31.48918543

3593426

28

60

40

30

12

44.94369

35.95495418

1800546

29

60

40

30

15

44.8999

44.89989818

599435

30

60

40

30

18

44.74145

53.68973544

354329

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Fatigue properties
The results of S-N curves for all types are plotted in fig.
(4 and 5). The constant amplitude fatigue data are
summarized in S-N diagrams based upon power laws. The
formats of regression trends are typical for fatigue data
presentation, [11]. The power-law regression equation is:

𝜎𝜎 = 𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑁𝑁 𝑏𝑏

(3)

Where: σ: stress Mpa, N: is the number of cycles at
failure (cycle), a: is related to the static bending strength,
the constants b is related to the fatigue degradation.
The fatigue-life diagram is often used to explain the
fatigue failures in tensile fatigue of composites [12]
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Fig 4. S-Nf curves for Epoxy wt. 80% and Novolac wt. 20% composite
content and different GF reinforced.

The results in figures (4) showed that the number of
cycle to failure content GF 10% of composite material 80%
EP and NOV 20% is greater than the value of the GF 20%
and 30% of same epoxy and novolac content, this may be
because composite content of more fiberglass is led to
increasing hardness and decreases elasticity[13]. which
leads to cracks and separation between the glass fibers and
composite material, and failure occurs early, i.e. with
fewer cycles. This corresponds to clarification for the
decrease in the number of cycles with the increase in the
GF content to the figure (5)
Increased content NOV. was his influence in fatigue
life, where it led to an increase in the number of cycles to
failure i.e. an increase of fatigue life composite as shown
in figure (5). As compared to content specimen EP 80%,
NOV. 20% and GF 10% under load 10 N the number of
cycles to failure was 7900864 cycle however for similar
under load and GF content but EP 60%, NOV. 40%
composite content the number of cycles to failure was

Fig 6. S-Nf curves for different composite content and GF reinforced

Fig 7. images of a sample of the content of glass fiber, 10%, 20% and
30% when reaching the fatigue limit.

B. Deflection specimen
Cantilever specimen supported at one end and carrying
a load at the other end make a deflection along with
specimen, The upper half of the thickness of such a
specimen is subjected to tensile stress, tending to elongate
the specimen, the lower half to compressive stress, tending
to put down specimen for R(-) And vice versa occurs when
R (+). This is how the test device works alternating
bending fatigue machine. Considering that the specimen
component is homogeneous, Therefore, it will be the
biggest deflections in the free end of the specimen, which
were measured each specimen for the test. For high
accuracy deflection was measured by a dial gauge as
shown in fig. 2d.
Fig 5. S-Nf curves for Epoxy wt 60% and Novolac wt.40% composite
content and different GF reinforced
Increased deflections of test specimens due to
increased loads lead to strain in the upper and lower
9576125 cycle increase its amount 1675261 cycle as
surface of the test specimens, and this causes failure and
shown in figure (6), while content specimen EP 80%, NOV.
breaking of the test specimens early, i.e. a decrease in the
20% and GF 10% under load 18 N the number of cycles to
number of cycles, Figure (8) shows this. The number of
failure was 688790 cycle however for similar under load
cycles to failure was at deflection 1.5 mm (load 10 N)
and GF content but EP 60%, NOV. 40% composite content
decreasing from 7900864 cycles to failure, to 688790
the number of cycles to failure was 1600981 cycle increase
cycles to failure at deflection 5.1 mm for the same
its amount 912191 cycle, Obviously, with increased loads,
composite content (EP. Wt. 80%, NOV. wt. 40%, GF wt.
decreases the number of cycle to failure i.e. drop fatigue
10%).
life.
Increasing the percentage of GF reinforced leads to the
Figure 7 shows an image of the basic samples for the
growth of composite hardness, which plays a role in an
glass fiber content of 10%, 20% and 30%, showing where
increased strain test specimen deflection, as the amount of
the failure (breakage) occurred when reaching the fatigue
test specimen deflection decreases to 0.5 mm at the same
limit.
load (10 N) of composite content EP. Wt. 80%, NOV. wt.
40% but GF is wt. 30% and the number of cycles to failure
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is 3556787, and the cycle to failure is 487639 when GF is
30% and test specimens deflection is 4.3 mm (load 18 N)
as shown in fig (8).

Fig.8. Relationship between deflection and fatigue life for Epoxy wt
80% and Novolac wt.20% composite content and different GF
reinforced

Increased NOV content percentage due to composite
elastic growth as shown in fig (9). Where fatigue life and
test specimens deflection bigger comparison with test
specimens in fig (8), for the same content GF WT. 10%,
amount test specimens deflection is 1.9 mm and the
number of cycles to failure is 9576125 i.e An increase in
its amount 0.4 mm and 1675261cycles respectively.

Fig 9. Relationship between deflection and fatigue life for Epoxy wt
60% and Novolac wt.40% composite content and different GF
reinforced

The fig. 10 represents a comparison of the amount of
deflection and number cycles to failure (fatigue life)
reinforced composite material (EP. wt. 80%, and NOV. wt
20%) and reinforced composite material (EP. wt. 60%,
NOV. wt40% ) both composite with reinforced GF 10%.

Fig 10 comparison of the amount of deflection and number cycles

A decrease in the number of cycles to failure is
observed with a decrease in the amount of test specimens
deflection, but an increase in the NOV. content causes an
increase in the number of cycles to failure with an increase
in the test specimens deflection.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, an Alternating bending fatigue machine
was used to test the specimens made of a matrix the epoxy
resin (60%and 80%), Novolac (40%and 20%), and
reinforced with glass fibers(10%,20%, and 30%). The
number of fatigue cycles to failure for the composite
materials decreases when the applied load on the specimen
is increased for all types.
The results showed that the number of cycles to failure
decreases to increase GF content, and the number of cycles
to failure increases to increase NOV. content.
Increased deflections of test specimens due to
increased loads leads to strain in the upper and lower
surface of the test specimens, and this causes failure and
breaking of the test specimens early. growth of composite
hardness to increasing the percentage of GF reinforced
leads to increase strain test specimens deflection, as the
amount of deflection of specimens. NOV. content
increases specimen elasticity to increases test specimen
deflection for the same loads, this leads to an increased
number of cycles to failure (fatigue life.
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Abstract— In this research, multicriteria analysis and
optimization of the steel girder of the crane runway were
performed. Application of the welded I girder with vertical
stiffeners was observed, in comparison with the standard
rolled I profile which is most often using for these types of
steel structures. The goal was primarily to show savings in
the material in applying this design approach. For this
reason, the minimization of the mass of the welded girder is
set as the objective function. The strength criterion for
characteristic points of the girder, local and global stability,
the strength criterion for welded joints, as well as the stiffness
of the girder, are set as optimization criteria. The
optimization procedure was carried out using the Cyclical
Parthenogenesis Algorithm (CPA), on the example of one
segment of the crane runway track, for one single-beam
bridge crane that is in exploitation. In this way, significant
savings in the material were achieved, which justifies the
presented method of analysis in the design of these types of
structures.
Keywords— Buckling, Crane runway, Optimization, Cyclical
parthenogenesis algorithm, Welded beam

The use of Eurocodes in the analysis of these types of
structures is increasing ([2]-[5]). The application of
Eurocodes for different types of structures, as well as in
crane runway beam structures, was presented in [3]. The
analysis of the application of Eurocodes in comparison to
national standards for I-girders was presented in papers [4]
and [5]. In the paper [6], multicriteria optimization of the
welded I-girder of the double-beam bridge crane was
performed using GRG2 code and EA code in EXCEL
software, taking into account the global stability of the
girder. Global stability is of great importance in the
analysis of girders with I cross-section ([6]-[10]).
In [7], a multicriteria optimization of the welded Igirder of the single-beam bridge crane was performed,
showing the achieved savings in material, in comparison
to standard profiles, as well as the justification of this
procedure. In researches [8] and [9], the types of girders
composed of I and U profiles according to the AISC
standard were analyzed, and in [9] experimental tests were
performed. In the paper [10], the analysis of the I-profile
for the monorail was observed, where the influence of the
position of the supports on the global stability of the girder
was observed.
Based on the importance of these types of structures,
the shown research results, as well as the philosophy of
optimal design, this research aims to develop a model for
optimizing geometric parameters of the welded I-girder of
the crane runway beam, to obtain the smallest possible
mass of this type of girder. One metaheuristic method was
used for the optimization process, and material savings
will be shown, in comparison to existing solutions
designed from standard I-profiles.

I. INTRODUCTION
The crane runway beam is a very responsible type of
structure and various influences must consider in its design.
As the structure of the bridge crane with all its equipment
moves along it, due to the failure of this structure, the
consequences can be incalculable. For these reasons, it is
necessary to particularly pay attention to the selection of
the appropriate type of crane runway beam.
When designing these types of structures, to obtain the
optimal cross-section of the girder, the welded I-profile is
using, as an alternative for the standard types of these
profiles.
For the above reasons and importance, analysis, and
II. THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
optimization of these types of structures is the subject of
In this research, the optimization of the crane runway
numerous studies. In the paper [1], the type of crane
beam is observed, whereby the welded I-profile with
runway beam was analyzed, which web of the I-girder has
vertical stiffeners placed at distance a=2·h was analyzed
a sinusoidal shape. The application of FEM in ABAQUS
(Fig. 1). The girder is subject to pressure forces from the
software shows the advantage of these girders in
wheels of the end carriage of the bridge crane.
comparison to standard types of I-profiles. The analysis of
The cross-section of the girder shows all required
the crane runway beam failure, which occurred due to
geometric parameters (Fig. 2).
fatigue, was performed in the paper [2]. The older
This research aims to minimize the mass of the welded
procedure of the standard applied for the design of girders
girder of the crane runway beam, where all the necessary
is not appropriate for fatigue, whereby the application of
conditions must be satisfied.
Eurocodes was proposed, which better takes into account
the load spectrum.
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Design variables are the values that should be defined
during the optimization procedure. Each design variable is
defined by its upper and lower boundaries.
This research treats five geometric variables:

[ x1

x2 x3 x4 x5 ] = [b h d s as ]

bs - the rail width
hs - the rail height
In this research optimization was performed using the
Cyclical Parthenogenesis Algorithm (CPA) in MATLAB
software. This population-based metaheuristic algorithm is
inspired by reproduction and social behavior of aphids,
which can reproduce with and without mating, [11]. A
detailed description of this method as well as the
MATLAB code are shown in [11] and [12].

(1)

where:
b - the flange width (Fig. 2)
h - the web height (Fig. 2)
d - the flange thickness (Fig. 2)
s - the web thickness (Fig. 2)
as - the weld thickness (Fig. 2)
The objective function and constraints are presented in
the next chapters.
The input parameters for optimization process are:

( FW ,

L, Lt , ψ , ρ m , Re , E , ν , K f , t , bs , hs

)

III. THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The mass of the crane runway beam consists of both
the plates of the I-profile and the plates of vertical
stiffeners (Fig.1 and Fig. 2). The mass is increased by 5%
due to welded joints, (3).
The objective function is defined as follows:

(

M= 1, 05 ⋅ ρ m ⋅ Ap ⋅ L + 2 ⋅ nv ⋅ Av ⋅ t

(2)

where:
FW - the vertical load of the end carriage wheel (Fig. 1)
L - the span of the crane runway beam (Fig. 1)
Lt - end carriage wheelbase (Fig. 1)
ψ = 1, 25 - the dynamic coefficient

(3)

Ap = 2 ⋅ b ⋅ d + h ⋅ s

(4)

Av = h ⋅ bv

(5)

b−s
2

(6)

bv =

ρ m = 7850 kg / m - the density of material of the girder

)

3

where:
Ap - the cross-sectional area of the welded I-profile (Fig.

Re - the minimum yield stress of the girder material

E = 21000 kN / cm 2 - the elastic modulus of the girder
material
ν = 0,3 - Poisson’s ratio of the plate
K f = 1/ 750 - the coefficient who depends on the purpose

2)
bv - the stiffener width (Fig. 2)
Av - the area of vertical stiffener (Fig. 2)
nv - the number of vertical stiffeners (Fig. 1)

of the working conditions of the crane
t = 5 mm - the stiffener thickness (adopted value in this
research)

Lt
FD

FC

A

a

A

L
Fig. 1 Disposition of the crane runway beam with the bridge crane

All static parameters necessary for calculations (next
chapter) in this optimization problem are (Fig. 1):

FC= FD= ψ ⋅ FW

(7)
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=
R FC + FD

(8)

M
=
q
⋅g
L

(9)
2

MV =
FT =

L  q⋅L
R 
⋅ L − t  +
4⋅ L 
2
8

(10)

 q⋅L
+ 2


(11)

L
R 
⋅ L− t
2 ⋅ L 
2

(19)

yb=

h
+d
2

(20)

y2=

h
− yc
2

(21)

h
+ d + yc
2

(22)

Wx1 =

Ix
y1

(23)

Wxb =

I xb
yb

(24)

Wx 2 =

Ix
y2

(25)

Wx3 =

Ix
y3

(26)

2

y3 =

where:
FC , FD - forces acting upon girder beneath the end
carriage wheels
R - resulting force in the vertical plane
q - specific weight per unit of length of the welded girder
FT - maximum shear force
M V - maximum bending moment

y

hS

bS

d

1

h + 2 ⋅ d + hs
h+d

− yc  + As ⋅
Sx2 = b ⋅ d ⋅ 
2
 2


2

y2
y1

t
s

x

O

x1

bv

d

as

=
σ1

Fig. 2 Cross-section of the crane runway beam (A-A)

The geometric properties in the specific points of Iprofile are (Fig. 2):

yc =

I x1 =

H = h + 2⋅d

(12)

A=
bs ⋅ hs
s

(13)

As ⋅ (h + 2 ⋅ d + hs )

(

2 ⋅ Ap + As

(14)

)

(

1
 h + 2 ⋅ d + hs 
2
+ ⋅ b ⋅ d ⋅ ( h + d ) + As ⋅ 

2
2



(

I x = I x1 + yc 2 ⋅ Ap + As
I xb =

(

2

)

)

1
1
2
⋅ s ⋅ h3 + 2 ⋅ b ⋅ d 3 + ⋅ b ⋅ d ⋅ ( h + d )
12
2

(

)

Re

ν1

(29)

(30)

where:
ν 1 = 1,5 - the factored load coefficient for load case 1, [13]
The components of normal stresses σ2 and σy at point 2
are:

(15)

(16)

MV
≤ σd
Wx1

σd =

)

1
⋅ s ⋅ h3 + 2 ⋅ b ⋅ d 3 + bs ⋅ hs 3 +
12

(28)

IV. CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONS

3

b

h+d
2

(27)

A. The criterion of stresses
The stress check is conducted at the specific points of
the I-profile of the welded girder (Fig. 2). The value of
stress σ must be less than the value of permissible stress σd.
The total stress at point 1 is:

y3

C

H

S x 2b = b ⋅ d ⋅

yc

h

h
+ d − yc
2

y1 =

yα =

=
σ2

MV
≤ σd
Wx 2

(31)

=
σy

FC
≤ σd
s ⋅ z1

(32)

b ⋅ d 2 + As ⋅ (hs + 2 ⋅ d )
2 ⋅ ( b ⋅ d + As )

(33)

(17)

1
(18)
⋅ s 3 ⋅ h + 2 ⋅ b3 ⋅ d
12
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I yb =

2

=
Iα

b⋅d3
d

+ b ⋅ d ⋅  yα −  +
12
2


b ⋅h 3
h

+ s s + As ⋅  s + d − yα 
12
 2

=
z1 3, 25 ⋅ 3

2

Iα
s

σ
s
σ kr =6,3 ⋅   ⋅100000, M < 3,939
σI
h
 
2

(34)

σ
s
σ Mkr = K11 ⋅   ⋅100000, M ≥ 3,939
a
σI
 
(35)

σM
 2⋅s 
< 3,939
 ⋅100000,
a
σI



K12 ⋅ 
σ Mkr =

The tangential stress at point 2 is:
FT ⋅ S x 2

=
τ2

Ix ⋅ s

σd

≤=
τd

τ sr =


σ 2 2 + σ y2 − σ 2 ⋅ σ y + 3 ⋅τ 2 2 ≤ σ d

MV
≤ σd
Wx 3

(38)

D. The criterion of global stability of the girder
The global stability (buckling) of the girder is checking
in compliance with [15]. The following condition must be
fulfilled:

(39)

a
h

(40)

π2 ⋅E
 2⋅d 
⋅

12 ⋅ (1 − µ 2 )  b 

0, 6

=
χp

2

h
E
≤ 3⋅
s
Re

σb =
ν1 ⋅
(41)

≤1

L I
K=
1 + 0,156 ⋅   ⋅ D
 H  I yb

(56)

1
⋅ 2 ⋅ d 3 ⋅ b + s3 ⋅ h
3
2

(43)

K + ρ2 − ρ

φ=

where:
c p = 1 - non-dimensional coefficient, according to [14]

I p1
=

C. The criterion of local stability of the web plate of Iprofile
This criterion is satisfied if the condition from equation
(44) is fulfilled, according to [13]:

σ kr

(

b3 ⋅ d s 3 ⋅ h
+
12
72

σ I= ν 1 ⋅ σ 2

(45)

σ M= ν 1 ⋅ σ y

(46)

λy =

Ap1

L
ip ⋅ η

σ wd =

2

(47)

σ=
vd

η ⋅π
L ⋅ Wxb

h⋅s
6

I p1

ip =
(44)

σ
d 
K 2 ⋅   ⋅100000, M ≥ 3,939
=
σI
h

K + ρ2

Ap1 = b ⋅ d +

2

 σI
σ  τ 
+ M  +  sr  ≤ 0.81

 σ kr σ Mkr   τ kr 

(54)

(55)

λ p − 0,13

2

MV
≤ min (σ b, d , Re )
Wxb

)

ID =

(42)

(53)

This criterion is satisfied if the condition from equation
(54) applies:

2

Re
kσ ⋅ σ E

λp =

(52)

where:
K 2 , K11 , K12 - non-dimensional coefficients, according to
[13]

σ p =ν1 ⋅ σ1 ≤ σ p ,d = χ p ⋅ Re ⋅ c p

=
σE

(50)

(37)

B. The criterion of local stability of the flange plate of Iprofile
For this criterion, the condition from equation (39)
must be fulfilled, according to [14]:

ψp =
1, α p =≥ 1, kσ =
0, 43

2
2
h   s

τ kr= 125 + 95 ⋅    ⋅   ⋅1000
 a    h 


The total stress at point 3 is:
=
σ3

(49)

(51)

s⋅h

(36)

3

Finally, the total stress at point 2 is:

σ 2,
=
u

ν 1 ⋅ FT

(48)

π2 ⋅E
λy 2

⋅ G ⋅ E ⋅ I D ⋅ I yb

(57)

(58)
(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)
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E
2 ⋅ (1 + ν )

G=

σ crd =
φ ⋅ σ wd 2 + σ vd 2

(65)

2 ⋅ S x 2b Re
⋅
Wxb σ crd

λD
=


1
χM 
=
 1 + λ 2⋅n
D


(66)

1/ n






fq =

(64)

, λD ≥ 0, 4

(67)

=
χ M 1, λD < 0, 4

(68)

σ b,d =α b ⋅ χ M ⋅ Re

(69)

where:
=
η 1,35,
=
ρ 0,55 - coefficients, according to [15]
n = 1,5 - non-dimensional coefficient, according to [15]

=
σs

Vn + V p
2

TABLE I THE VALUES OF INPUT PARAMETERS

1
2
3

FW (kN)
32,5
28,5
54

L (m)
12
5
7

Lt (m)
2
2,5
2,5

Mp (kg)
1871
290
1085

(70)

2

(71)

Vn =

FC
2 ⋅ as ⋅ z1

(72)

Vp =

FT ⋅ S x 2
I x ⋅ 2 ⋅ as

(73)

as ≤ 0, 7 ⋅ min( s, d )

(74)

where:
Vn , V p - stresses in the welded connection
F. The criterion of deflection of the girder
To satisfy this criterion, the total deflection fu in the
vertical plane must have the value smaller or equal to the
permissible value fd:

fu = f F + f q ≤ f d = K f ⋅ L
FC ⋅ L3
=
fF
48 ⋅ E ⋅ I x

(77)

V. THE OBTAINED RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION
The optimization process was done in MATLAB
software using CPA code [12], without any modifications.
Algorithm parameters taken in all examples for this
optimization process are: N a = 60 - population size
(number of aphids), N c = 4 - number of colonies,
Fr = 0, 4 - parameter to determine the ratio of aphids of
each colony to be considered as female,=
α1 1,=
α2 2 search step size parameters, max N = 3000 - maximum
number of objective function evaluations.
Bound values of variables for all example are:
100 ≤ x1 ≤ 300 , 300 ≤ x2 ≤ 800 , 6 ≤ x3 ≤ 40 ,
5 ≤ x4 ≤ 20 , 3 ≤ x5 ≤ 7

E. The criterion of stresses in the welded connection
The value of stress σs in the welded connection (Fig. 2)
must be less than the value of permissible stress σs,d.

σ s ≤ σ s , d = 0, 75 ⋅ σ d

5 ⋅ q ⋅ L4
384 ⋅ E ⋅ I x

(75)

2
 F 
 L   
⋅ 1 + D ⋅ 1 − 6 ⋅  t   
FC 
 L   


(76)

Input parameters are taken from project
documentations of three existing solutions of crane
runway beams (Table I). In all examples, dimensions for
the rail are bs x hs = 30 x 50 mm; the material of crane
runway beams is S235. For this material, mechanical
properties are: Re = 23,5 kN/cm2, σd = 15,67 kN/cm2, and
σs,d = 11,75 kN/cm2.
For the problem of the crane runway beam analysis
defined in this way, coefficients for the criterion of local
stability of the web plate are: K2 = 17,79, K11 = 17,57, and
K12 = 4,81, [13].
Table II shows the results of the optimization (optimal
values of the geometric parameters and convergence
characteristics) for all examples of the girders of the crane
runway beams. Table III shows the rounded values of
optimal geometrical parameters, optimal mass, and
savings in material. Table IV shows the values of all
constraint functions, for the rounded optimal values.
where:
M p - the value of the mass of I-girder (Table I)
M o - the value of the optimal mass of the welded I-girder
(Table III)

TABLE II THE VALUES OF OPTIMAL GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND CONVERGENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CPA METHOD

1
2
3

b (mm)
142,89
227,45
299,99

h (mm)
459,55
351,07
494,95

d (mm)
40,0
6,00
10,71

s (mm)
5,12
5,00
5,52

as (mm)
3,00
3,39
3,58

nv
13
8
7

Best (kg)
1397,5
207,4
570,3

Worst (kg)
1898,7
283,9
741,7

Mean (kg)
1413,3
208,0
573,5

Std
59,82
4,52
15,35

time (s)
4,38
4,13
4,15

TABLE III THE ROUNDED VALUES OF OPTIMAL GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS, OPTIMAL MASS AND SAVINGS IN MATERIAL

1
2
3

b (mm)
143
228
300

h (mm)
460
351
495

d (mm)
40
6
11

s (mm)
6
5
6

as (mm)
3
4
4

Mo (kg)
1438,3
210,9
594,1

Saving (%)
23,13
27,28
45,24
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TABLE IV THE VALUES OF CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONS

1
2
3

σ1
6,10
3,83
5,97

σ2
5,10
3,65
5,67

σy
2,86
5,33
7,55

τ2
1,40
1,47
1,79

σ2,u
5,05
5,36
7,48

σ3
7,47
6,67
7,96

σp
9,16
5,74
8,95

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the mass of the welded girder of the crane
runway beam was optimized. The mass of the girder was
optimized using Cyclical Parthenogenesis Algorithm
(CPA) in MATLAB software. The results were compared
with the existing solutions of the crane runway beams. The
results show that the method used is reliable, convenient,
and rapid (Table II).
Justification of the application of the proposed
procedure and method resulted in significant savings in
material, within the range of 23,13 ÷ 45,24% (Table III),
with none of the constraint functions is not exceeded.
(Table IV). The adopted optimization algorithm was used
for the reason that it has proven to give good results in
different types of engineering problems, [11].
Table IV shows the criterion of global stability is the
most critical, which was to be expected, as it is a girder
with the I-cross section. In the first example, the deflection
criterion is also critical, since it is a large value of the
girder span. Also, the criterion of local stability of the web
plate could be ignored for the observed examples.
The presented procedure is very useful for designers
and researchers and can be applying for similar
optimization problems. In further analysis should include
the FEM, to verify the results of optimization.
The procedure should be further improved, which
includes in the analysis of other important criteria, such as
the position of stiffeners (vertical and horizontal), the
fatigue of materials, types of materials, manufacturability,
etc.
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Abstract – Corrosion, erosion and cavitation have a
significant influence on parts of turbine and
hydromechanical equipment in exploitation. The same can
be said when it comes to damaging of surfaces of the
synchronous valve which is a part of the vertical Francis
turbine runner of the hydroelectric generating set A1 at
HPP ’’Pirot’’, with nominal power of 40 MW. Erosion of
surfaces of hydraulic machine components exposed to the
effect of cavitation can become a large scale problem in a
short while, while depths of cavities can reach up to 100
mm. This paper contains the technology of sanation of
damages through repair welding, tests performed after
sanation, as well as suggestions for execution of optimal
anticorrosion protection that refer to the synchronous valve
of the hydroelectric generating set A1 at HPP ‘Pirot’.
Keywords – synchronous valve, damage, reparation, surface
welding

I. INTRODUCTION
Components of turbine and hydromechanical
equipment of hydro power plants in exploitation are
subjected to stationary and dynamic loads and effects of
corrosion, erosion, cavitation etc. Damages which occur
on surfaces could cause the failure of components, as
well as standstill of the hydroelectric generating set as a
whole. Therefore it's necessary to repair damages through
the use of appropriate techniques.
Managements of hydro power plants are interested
in developing means of protection of components and
structures against undesirable occurrences of degradation
of base material and / or welded joints caused by
corrosion, erosion, cavitation or their combined effect,
which is the case with the casing of the synchronous
valve. Therefore, on one hand, the researches regarding
the development of new structural materials resistant to
those effects are being carried out, and on the other
researches which deal with development of new
technological procedures and materials needed for
reparation and preventive protection of equipment in
exploitation.

Casing of the synchronous valve has been made of
structural steel 422.712.5, while stiffening ribs have been
made of Cr-Ni steel 17246. Both types of steel have been
produced in Czech Republic. Conical valve seat has been
surface welded with bronze
There are several procedures for the reparation of
damaged surfaces. For that purpose metals, ceramic
materials and metal carbides are most commonly being
used. For the application of above mentioned materials,
in order to perform repairs, the methods which predict the
use of gas combustion, electric arc or plasma are being
employed. When hydraulic turbine components are
concerned, it is necessary for the procedure to meet the
requirements which refer to structural properties or means
needed for repair performing, in other words:
it should not predict heat input which could cause the
change in the structure of the material, occurrence of
cracks and /or internal stresses,
it should not predict complex preparation and finish
machining on damaged locations,
it should predict surfacing in all positions (horizontal,
overhead, etc.), as well as in hardly accessible locations,
it should not predict production of special scaffolds or
disassembling of parts of equipment,
it should enable fast execution of works,
it should require special means of protection at work,
it should enable easy handling of coating equipment.
For this paper the welding/surfacing procedure as a
method of reparation of damages on the casing of the
synchronous valve was analyzed. Damages are
approximately 10 mm deep, fig. 1. Role of the
synchronous valve is to protect the runner and blades
from the hydraulic impact of water when the turbine stops,
or in other words to release water from the turbine when
it ceases to operate, because at that moment the water
posseses the kinetic energy of such a level that it could
cause the breakdown of the hydroelectric generating set
as a whole.
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a) Casing of the synchronous valve

b) Stiffening ribs

Fig. 1 Damages on the synchronous valve

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Effect of Corrosion
Erosion of metal occurs as a result of chemical and
electrochemical action of aggressive corrosion. Effect of
corrosion on structural steels the casing of the
synchronous valve was made of in high humidity
conditions, due to the presence of freshwater, causes the
damaging of metal due to the occurrence of initial cracks
and their propagation, as well as variable loading. In such
a case, inspections and maintenance are of highest
importance. A large number of loading cycles and high
amplitudes can lead to failure in a very brief period of
time. Quantity of eroded metal is closely linked with
properties of operational environment, pressure and
temperature. Product of corrosion is the material with
entirely different physical and mechanical properties in
comparison with the initial material.
B. Effect of Erosion
Presence of solid particles in the fluid, which can not
be avoided, is the basic cause of erosion of the casing of
synchronous valve. Those are, mainly, products of the
corrosion of metal the casing was made of, but there is
also a possibility that they ended up in the operational
environment due to wearing of other components.
Erosion rate of the metal, at room temperature, depends
on many influential factors: particle dimensions,
velocities of particles, particle concentration, physical
and mechanical properties of particles, material that
wears out etc. In order to reduce severe influence of
erosion on the casing, certain technical measures had to
be taken: use of the erosion resistant material in order to
significantly extend the service life, application of the
coating with good resistance to wearing and fluid flow
control by avoiding severe transitions, bends,
broadenings and constrictions.
C. Effect of Cavitation
Cavitation refers to the occurrence of cavities on the
surface of the metal. Cavitation is one of mechanisms of
liquid erosion, which comprises formation and implosion
of bubbles within the fluid. Process of removal of
material from the surface is called cavitation erosion, and
the resulting damage is cavitation damage. Erosion of
surfaces of components of hydraulic machines exposed to
the effect of cavitation can become a large scale problem
in a short while, while depths of cavities can reach up to
100 mm.
Cavitation damages on elements of turbine and
hydromechanical equipment occur as a consequence of
the erosion of surfaces on which the implosion of
cavitation bubbles formed due to exceeding of critical
velocity which mostly depends on overall pressure occurs.
Process of erosion is in direct connection with conditions

of exploitation. Cavitation damages on the casing of
synchronous valve are especially visible at locations of
sudden change of direction of streamlines and liquid
velocity.
Cavitation has not been fully investigated yet, but it is
known that one of the causes of its occurrence are high
velocities of liquid drops which hit the surface of the
metal. Conditions which enable reaching of critical
velocities are being restricted by structural solutions.
Occurrence of cavitation damages on components of
turbine and hydromechanical equipment on hydro power
plants during exploitation gets detected due to vibrations
and noise. At locations where cavitation occurs local
pressures can build up to 200 bar, which causes
mechanical erosion of material (formation of cavities and
wearing). Therefore the favorable effect of turbine
operation gets reduced due to the conversion of energy
into heat.
III. REPARATION OF DAMAGES ON THE CASING
Reparation of damages that occur on the casing of
synchronous valve comprises the technology for damage
reparation by surface welding, post-repair inspections and
suggestions that refer to optimal anti-corrosion protection.
Chemical composition of materials valve casing and
stiffening ribs were made of is presented in Tables 1
and 2.
TABLE 1 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SYNCHRONOUS
VALVE CASING MATERIAL

Steel 422.712.5
Czech Republic
C
0,17 - 0,25
Si
0,20 - 0,50
Mn
0,90 - 1,40
Ni
max 0,40
P
max 0,04
S
max 0,04
Cr
max 0,30
Cu
max 0,30
TABLE II CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STIFFENING RIB MATERIAL

C
Si
Mn
Ni
P
S
Cr
Ti

Steel 422.712.5
Czech Republic
min 0.12
min 1.00
min 2.00
8.00 – 11.00
max 0,045
max 0,030
max 17.00 – 20.00
max 0,30

D. Technology for Damage Reparation by Surface
Welding
This procedure and technology for the reparation of
the casing of synchronous valve by surface welding could
also be used for reparation of other damaged components
of turbine and hydromechanical equipment on
hydroenergetic facilities subjected to corrosion, erosion
and/or cavitation during exploitation.
Order of actions in the damage reparation process is
as follows:
• disassembling of the valve,
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t<5
a) Cavities t < 5mm

t<5

1. layer Cavitec SMA
2. layer Cavitec
SMA

2. layer Ø3,2, Ø4
1. layer Ø3,2

b) Order of activities

t>5

Fig. 2 Preparation and surface welding with t < 5 mm

a) Cavities t

≥

1. layer CP 33700
(2. layer CP 33700)

t>5

• visual and dimensional inspection of all elements of
which the valve consists and creation of the list of parts
that need to be replaced,
• grinding of internal surfaces of the casing in the
zone of cavitation damages by small angle and straight
grinders, 600 – 1200 W power,
• removal of corrosion products from external and
internal surfaces by sandblasting or mechanically,
• magnetic particle inspection of surfaces of
components made of structural steels,
• dye-penetrant inspection of valve components made
of stainless materials,
• filling of grinded locations with filling material
which increases resistance to cavitation of weld metal,
• machining of repaired locations by grinding, so that
the height of weld reinforcement with respect to base
material is 0,5 mm,
• dye-penetrant inspection of surfaced areas,
• strengthening of surface welded areas (pneumatic
hammer with a rounded tip of 5-8 mm radius),
• hardness testing of strengthened surface welded
areas,
• machining of the valve seat until damages that affect
tightness are removed,
• machining of the valve seat by polishing paste,
assembled with the blocking element, until value of
surface roughness Ra=0,8 μm is reached,
• machining quality inspection on all vital valve
surfaces,
• quality class of machining defined by technical
documentation,
• replacement of components that can not be repaired,
but could jeopardize the functionality of the valve,
• optimum anti-corrosion protection of all areas
covered by technical documentation depending on the
type of fluid they are in contact with,
• application of coatings resistant to cavitation on
internal surfaces of the valve,
• valve assembling,
• valve functionality check,
• valve check by water pressure, pi = 3,9 MPa.
Surface welding has been performed by electric arc
process 111, through the use of Castolin Eutectic
electrodes. For cavities with t < 5 mm Cavitec SMA
ø 3,.2 and ø 4 mm (welding technology specification
No 89 - 1/09) electrodes were used, figure 2. For cavities
with t ≥ 5 mm CP 33700 ø 3,2 or ø 4 mm electrodes
were used for the intermediate layer, and for remaining 2
layers 4-5 mm were left to be filled with ø 3,2 or ø 4 mm
electrodes, with the weld reinforcement 1 – 2 mm high
(welding technology specification No 89 - 2/09), figure 3.
During surface welding short arc has been sustained.
After the application of every layer slag has been
removed.

5mm

1. layer Cavitec SMA
2. layer Cavitec SMA

4. layer Ø4
3. layer Ø4
1. layer Ø3,2

2. layer Ø4

b) Order of activities
Fig. 3 Preparation and surface welding with t

≥

5 mm

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the reparation and strengthening by pneumatic
hammer blows hardness testing on locations where
surface welding was performed has been carried out.
Surfaces on which hardness testing was performed were
prepared in accordance with requirements of
manufacturers of measurement equipment. Testing has
been performed on 3 locations, with 3 measured values
for each. The mean value of measurements performed on
3 locations has been adopted as an overall value of
hardness. Hardness value has been, in accordance with
recommendations of the manufacturer of filler material,
increased from 230 – 250 HV to more than 400 HV after
strengthening. Dye-penetrant testing has been performed
in order to detect eventual defects which occur after
surface welding.
A. Anti-corrosion Protection of Internal Surfaces of the
Valve Exposed to the Water Stream
Internal surfaces of the synchronous valve are
exposed to high velocity water flows which cause
cavitation damage. Anti-corrosion protection process
consists of adequate, strictly controlled, preparation of
surfaces and application of 3 layers of protective material
Belzona 1341 (Supermetalglide). Prepared surfaces have
to meet the following conditions: minimum profile depth
75 μm, purity SA 2,5, sharp angle profile of surface
roughness, no presence of contaminants: grease, salt, etc.
Time schedule for coating application has to be followed
strictly in order not to contaminate the metal surface.
Previously applied layers have to possess characteristics
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necessary for the application of the next layer. Works can
not be carried out unless the ambient air temperature is
higher than 10°C. The other condition is that humidity
must not be higher than 90%.
B. Anti-corrosion Protection of External Surfaces of
Valve Body Exposed to the Water Stream
External surfaces of valve body, exposed to the water
stream, after the surface preparation by use of sandblasting should be protected with the water-resistant
system Nº1. The process comprises the application of
basic coatings (feropks based on epoxy resin, 1 x 40 μm
thick), intermediate coatings (tankplast based on epoxy
resin, 1 x 100 μm thick) and finishing coatings (plastolak
based on epoxy resin, 2 x 30 μm thick).
C. C. Anti-corrosion Protection of Internal Surfaces of
Valve Body Not Exposed to the Water Stream
Internal surfaces of valve body not exposed to the
water stream, after the surface preparation, should be
protected with the water-resistant system Nº2. The
process comprises the application of basic coatings
(feropks based on epoxy resin, 2 x 40 μm thick) and
finishing coatings (balastin based on epoxy resin, 2 x 200
μm thick).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Methodological approach to state analysis and
determination of causes of degradation of base material
and welded joints, as well as reparation technology for
the casing of synchronous valve by surface welding can
be used for reparation of other damaged components and
structures of turbine and hydromechanical equipment
subjected to corrosion, erosion and/or cavitation
damaging during exploitation.
Fast and reliable solution of the problem that
concerns vital components and elements of structure on
hydro power plants can be established exclusively
through creation of databases. Backup software packages
increase the efficiency regarding the use of databases,
analysis of some influential factors, improvement

techniques, possibilities for damage/erosion prevention
and browsing in order to find alternative solutions.
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Abstract— The suitable material selection for a particular
mechanical part or assembly is one of the most important
tasks in the product development process. Due to the
presence of a vast number of materials with diverse
characteristics, the material selection process is a
complicated and time-consuming task. There is a need for a
systematic and efficient approach to choose the most
suitable material type to fulfill the part’s requirements and
proper use inside the process in which it obtains. Given the
function that sub-assembly has inside the production
process, the heat distribution will be the most crucial factor
in the material selection process. To minimize the risks such
as component failure, modeling, and analysis tools such as
finite element analysis (FEA) are essential for evaluating
material performances non-destructively at the operating
temperatures and work conditions. FEA can determine the
heat distribution and other relevant mechanical properties
necessary for the material selection process. Specifically,
this paper introduces the material selection for the tool
(“cleaner”) responsible for the preparation of the valve
application area on the inner tube profile, by transient FEA
analysis obtained in Ansys Workbench.
Keywords— Material selection process, finite element
analysis (FEA), transient analysis, inner tube profile, valve.

I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering includes designing, manufacturing, and
maintaining products, systems, services, and structures
[1]. Early design decisions can have a very significant
impact on the product’s sustainability and application.
One of these decisions regards the material selection
process.
Material selection plays a vital role in process of
mechanical and structural design [2]. The material
selection process is often a complicated task due to the
fact that nowadays the vast numbers of material types are
present. Also, the diversity between the same material
categories is substantial. Some properties could be good
and in compliance with the set requirements, but some of
them are not applicable [3]. Those important
characteristics of materials are strength, durability,
flexibility, weight, resistance to heat and corrosion,
ability to cast, weld or harden their machinability,
electrical conductivity, etc.
As a result, the understanding of material properties
and their behaviour under working conditions is

preferable. Given to this and the knowledge of the
product’s final characteristics and its use, the material
selection process needs a systematic and thorough
approach.
In order to make a proper decision and shorten the
time necessary to obtain the material selection process,
some convenient methods could be applied. The
complexity of those methods will depend on the number
of confronted criteria. Those methods could be [3]:
Ashby plots; multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM)
approaches and related techniques; fuzzy logic and soft
computing-based approaches, etc.
Opposite from the analytical process, the
experimental process could also be applied to the material
selection process. The experimental process could be
obtained virtually or for real.
Nowadays, as a part of the design process, virtual
product modelling and manufacturing presented as proper
simulations are mandatory. Advantages are numerous and
widely spread through all product development phases.
One of the tools used for virtual experiments is Ansys
Workbench. This tool represents the finite element
method (FEM) which is a numerical procedure used for
the analysis of continua and structures. In most cases, the
problem which is being analysed is too complicated to be
acceptably solved through classical analytical methods
[4]. The problem may concern heat conduction, stress
analysis, or many others. The finite element (FE)
procedures create many simultaneous algebraic equations,
which are generated and solved using a digital computer.
Finite element analysis (FEA) was quickly recognized
and accepted as a general method of numerical
approximation for all physical problems that can be used
for solving structural mechanical problems [4]. At present,
FEA is used for problems such as fluid flow, electric and
magnetic fields, heat transfer, lubrication, etc.
This paper introduces the applicability of FEA
transient thermal analysis via virtual experiment obtained
in Ansys Workbench for tracking a heat distribution
through the structure of the tool (“cleaner”) responsible
for the preparation of the area for valve placement on the
inner tube profile regarding the material selection
problem.
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For the proper valve application on the inner tube
profile in the assembly stage of its production, the valve
area must be correctly prepared. This means that by
applying the heated tool (“cleaner”) on the surface of the
inner tube the outer isolation is being melted, thus the
surface becomes clean and preheated. There must be no
marks of isolation left as well as the valve area has the
proper temperature so that in the next step the valve could
be correctly applied.
Preheating the valve area helps in making an adhesive
bond between the valve and inner tube profile. As a result,
locally and for a moment the vulcanisation process begins.
Otherwise, improper cleaning and insufficient
preheating could lead to valve detachment from the inner
tube, as well as the occurrence of the air gaps after the
vulcanisation process. This means that the inner tube is
most luckily going to cause critical failure during
exploitation.
Apart from the perfect working surface of the “cleaner”
and parallel position between the tool and inner tube
profile, the tool must be heated evenly.
In order to see how material, distribute heat from the
heater through the “cleaner” transient analysis must be
introduced.
Transient analysis can be thermal or structural. A
transient analysis, by definition, involves loads that are in
a function of time. A transient thermal analysis follows
basically the same procedures as a steady-state thermal
analysis. The main difference is that most applied loads
in a transient analysis are functions of time. That means
that transient analysis can show how the heat is
distributed through the “cleaner’s” body and working
surface, and how the heat transcends to the inner tube
profile.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Material selection is an important problem attracting
the theoretical and practical interest of researchers.
Since the material selection process is a crucial step in
the design process [5], but also a time-consuming process,
methods have been developed to help the designers.
Generally, for material selection methods it is essential to
have a unique bond between theoretical knowledge and
practical experience [3].
Most of the material selection processes include a
couple of stages: initial screening, development and
comparison of alternatives, and determining the best
solution [3, 6, 7]. Furthermore, the systematic study of
material selection falls within the classical – analytical
optimization techniques (i.e. property limits, geometric
restrictions, material indexes, cost, cost-performance
relation, etc.) [3, 8].
MCDM methods include multi-objective optimization
and multi-attribute decision-making, thus the MCDM
methods are used in the material selection process. Many
researchers have applied this methodology in various
material selection problems (i.e. mechanical or electrical
products, medicine, biology, civil engineering, etc).
Opposite from MCDM methods, researchers have
also used fuzzy logic approaches. The methods based on
fuzzy logic have the capability to deal with the
complexity and uncertainty of real-world problems in
material selection [3].

Irrelevant to the material selection method or
approach, the main goal is to make the right materials
choice meeting product requirements, such as weight
savings, higher product performance, and cost reduction
[9].
Finite element analysis can be used to determine the
behaviour of materials chosen for the selected product.
Depending on the product’s requirements or some of its
characteristics the type of analysis will vary.
Ansys Workbench as one of the FEA programs offers
numerous possible analyses such as static or dynamic
analysis, transient (both thermal and static), thermal,
electric, thermal-electric, etc.
Giving the specificity and complexity of the problem
(heat distribution), there are plenty of researches done
regarding the transient thermal finite element analysis.
Heat transfer problems are complex in terms of material
characteristics which may be time/temperature-dependent
[10]. Consequently, heat transfer behaviours, heat
convection, and radiation lead to nonlinear characteristics
of transient heat distribution problems [10, 11, 12, 13],
thus the traditional FEM-based solution method is
computationally expensive. In this case, proper
approximations methods are advised.
III. CASE STUDY – MATERIAL SELECTION PROCESS FOR
THE “CLEANER”
The process of building inner tubes consists of a
couple of phases: preparation of the rubber mixture and
creating an inner tube profile, assembly of the inner tube
profile by performing a butt weld from both sides of the
tube, and proper placement of the valve on top of the
inner tube profile; properly prepared inner tube profile
continues on the curing where the inner tube gets its final
process obtained.
Every phase is crucial for the products’ proper and
safe usage. Every inner tube with flaws, imperfections,
and defects is being declared as scrap and immediately
discarded.
Since a couple of phases in the inner tube building
process occurs separately, they could also be observed
divided. The phase which regards this paper’s research is
the second phase, the assembly phase.
As previously mentioned, this phase has two subphases, butt weld joint, and valve placement. Both
processes are obtained on the same machine,
simultaneously, but with different tools.
The so-called “upper operations” are responsible for
the proper valve placement on the inner tube profile
(Figure 1).
The process of placing a valve has three steps. Each
of these steps must be performed perfectly to avoid the
possibility of flaws occurrences. The first step presents
the creation of a hole on the upper side of the profile so
the compressed air can flow through the valve into the
tube. After making a hole, the whole place around it must
be cleaned. A clean surface enables the best conditions
for the inner tube and valve cohesion. The surface around
the hole is being cleaned by the tool which is called the
“cleaner”.
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This occurrence could be explained with the process
working characteristics in which the “cleaner” is getting
colder by transferring the temperature on the inner tube
profile, as well as the heat emission in the surroundings.
On the other hand, the consistency of the tool
structure and thermal characteristics of the material could
also be observed.

Fig. 1 The assembly responsible for the valve placement on the inner
tube profile

The “cleaner” has the exact bottom geometry of the
valve and it cleans only the area in which the valve is
being applied. Since the cleaner is pre-heated, the outer
isolation on the inner tube profile melts, the inner tube
profile generates enough heat and it more easily makes a
connection with the valve. The final step is to properly
place the valve above the hole and over the prepared
surface.
“Cleaner” is made of steel and it is screwed into its
carrying construction. This construction has two
functions: to carry the cleaner and to heat it. The proper
heater is also attached around the carrying construction
and it conducts a defined amount of heat that passes
through it to the working surface (bottom surface) of the
“cleaner”.
In case that the “cleaner” is not properly mounted into
its carrier or that the surface of the cleaner is polluted or
imperfect (scratched, bent, etc.) the uniform heat
distribution will not be present. Apart from this, the
quality of the material from which the cleaner is
manufactured has an important role as well. Inadequate
material can cause the same effects even on the perfect
surface of the cleaner.
The occurrence of the serial flaws (plats and air
bubbles, detachment of the valves) indicated that the
process is not stable and that there is a problem in the
assembly phase.
A thermal inspection of the “cleaner” was performed
using the “FLIR C3” compact industrial thermal camera
to track the heat distribution during the machine
preparation, as well as during the working process. The
results of the thermal inspection are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 3 represents the illustration of the working
surface of the tool (“cleaner”) in the position during the
thermal inspection process. This illustration also shows
the working surface demands in its need of surface purity
and geometrical correctness.
By observing Figure 2, it is clear, that the heat
distribution on the working surface of the tool (“cleaner”)
is not evenly distributed. The centre of the tool is almost
at the maximal – set temperature of the heater with a
value of 173.8°C (red circle on the centre of the working
surface presented on the Figure 2), but the rim area of the
surface is approximately evenly distributed with a value
of 74.8°C (circle indicator of thermal camera on the
Figure 2).

Fig. 1 Thermal camera inspection of the “cleaner” under working
conditions

The main idea is to check which type of steel was
used for the “cleaner” manufacturing and to try some
other types of steel. Since the production process is
“unstoppable,” a quick and reliable solution must be
applied.

Fig. 3 The working surface of the “cleaner”

In order not to raise the cost and the time required for
solving this problem. Tests with new “cleaners”
manufactured from new types of materials were not
possible. Having that in mind, the decision was made to
do a transient thermal finite element analysis and see how
different types of material react in the same production
conditions.
But first, what we wanted to see is how the present
material from which the tool was manufactured acts
under the production conditions inside the virtual
experiment, transient thermal finite element analysis, in
the Ansys Workbench. This way we could have a clearer
picture of the thermal processes inside the tool structure;
observe the heat distribution from the heater, through the
tool, to its working surface responsible for the cleaning
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process, and make comparison with the results gathered
by the real thermal inspection obtained on the assembly
machine in the production shop.
The expected results are to see whether the type or
structure of material needs to be modified; the
construction of the tool (“cleaner”) must be redesigned or
the type and construction of the heater could also be
modified.
A. The Material Selection Process
For this paper’s research, the chosen material is by
JUS standard Č.1530 which matches the current SRPS
EN 10083-2/3 with material reference C45E, steel for
annealing, quenching, tempering, and normalizing.
The main reason for selecting this type of material for
the FEA analysis is the current material selection of the
manufactured tools which are embedded in the
production process, as well as the previous experience
with the specific material.
Also, the reason for this material selection is to see
how tools (“cleaners”) with present material behave
under working conditions virtually, inside transient
thermal finite element analysis.
B. Transient Thermal Finite Element Analysis
As previously mentioned, transient thermal analysis is
basically thermal analysis with the addition of time
reference. Every FEA analysis regardless of the software
has the same principles which must be obtained to gather
the desired results.
Those principles involve respectively: material
selection (engineering data), the geometrical definition of
a solid model, mesh generation, element properties,
boundaries, and loads the application and desired outputs
(specifically for transient thermal analysis: temperature,
total heat flux, directional heat flux, etc.).
After all steps are fulfilled a set of simultaneous linear
algebraic equations are being solved in the software
background. Output interpretation programs, also referred
to as post-processors, will assist the analyst to sort
outputs and display them in graphical form.
Respectively to the material selection (steel C45E),
the proper inputs are performed regarding the material
density, isotropic thermal conductivity, and specific heat
capacity [14]. All mentioned values can be found as
material properties in textbooks and practicums.
After the material is defined and engineering data
imported, the geometry model needs to be built or
imported in the design modeller (Figure 1 and 3). Then
the model (continuum or structure) must be divided into
finite elements. This means that a proper mesh must be
generated (Figure 4). This way appropriate type, size, and
quantity of elements, as well as their quality, are
determined.
Choosing the appropriate type of the element will be
determined by the expected response of the model and
therefore the accomplishment of the objectives of the
analysis [4, 15]. A wide variety of different types is
offered by FEA and they can be categorized by family,
order and topology.

Fig. 4 Mesh generation of the tool structure

One of the crucial steps is to apply loads and define
boundaries that represent real working product’s
conditions (Figure 5).

Fig. 5 Loads and boundaries definition

The red area in Figure 5 represents the heating of the
“cleaner”. The working temperature of the “cleaner” is
180°C which is applied to the model by temperature
feature.
The surface above the heated area is placed inside the
carrier construction of the tool and it is not in direct
contact with the heater, so convection is applied.
The same principle is applied for the surface bellow
the heated area, due to the presence of the environment
and the contact with the inner tube profile while obtaining
the cleaning process.
Finally, the desired output is selected, the heat
distribution – temperature analysis.
The mathematical model is created and solved by
software and results are shown graphically (Figure 6 and
7).

Fig. 6 Results of the analysis

With this research, we wanted to determine the flow
of the heat distribution through the tool (“cleaner”).
Because of the all mentioned problems regarding the
concrete part of the production process (uneven heat
distribution on the working surface of the tool) which
could lead to unwanted appearances (flaws and
imperfections of the inner tube profiles).
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Fig. 7 Results of the analysis focusing the working surface of the
tool (“cleaner”)

This way, through the set virtual experiment, we
wanted to better understand what is happening inside the
tool structure and the results that we managed by the
transient thermal FEA analysis were satisfying.
The working surface of the tool (“cleaner”) is getting
heated to the production process demanded temperature
with the remark that the working surface is getting colder
by transferring heat to the inner tube profile during the
cleaning process.
Heat distribution through the tool structure during the
preheating stage is rather even (Figure 7). At the end of
the preheating process working surface of the tool
(“cleaner”) is properly heated (Figure 8).

Fig. 8 Results of the analysis focusing the working surface of the tool
(“cleaner”) at the end of the heating process

However, the heater has a frequent regulation and it is
set in an on-off position, depending on the temperature
value. Also, while maintaining the cleaning process, the
heat is being transferred to the inner tube profile
(isolation melting and profile preheating). Thus, in time,
the tool loses some amount of heat and needs to recover it
by applying it from the heater.
The results of the analysis have shown a good
possibility of the applicability of the experiment and the
conclusion is that the heat distribution could be tracked
this way. Consequently, transient thermal FEA analysis
could be applied in order to compare how different
materials distribute the heat during the preheating process
as well as under the working conditions. This analysis
could be applied in the verification of the material
selection process.
In order to solve the problem of the thermal
inspection, it is proposed to check the heating source
(heater), as well as the connections of the heater-carrying
construction and carrying construction-tool (“cleaner”).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The most present main goal of material selection is to
minimize the cost while meeting product designed
performances. Reality often presents limitations, and the

utilitarian factor must be taken into consideration. The
cost of the ideal material, depending on the shape, size,
and composition, may be prohibitive, and the demands,
the commonality of frequently utilized and know items,
its characteristics, and even the region of the market
dictate its availability.
Apart from cost reduction and time reduction in the
product development process, the power of finite element
analysis (FEA) resides in its versatility. This versatility is
contained within a single computer program.
FEA can be applied to a number of physical problems
and the models analysed can have arbitrary shapes, loads,
and boundaries. Input data controls the selection of
problems, type, geometry, boundary conditions, etc.
Another advantage of FEA is the close physical
resemblance between the finite element method (FEM)
model and the actual structure [4]. This means that the
model is not simply an abstraction.
However, the FEA has disadvantages, too. More
complex analysis demand high computer performances
and therefore processing time increase dramatically. This
could be caused by formation of the model at the
beginning of the FEA process [4]. In order to maximize
the accuracy and to minimize the geometric
approximation of the model, the mesh volume of the
model is subdivided into a large number of very small
elements. Thus the mathematical model becomes bigger
as well.
The main focus of this paper was to set a virtual
experiment that realistically reproduces the preparation of
the subassembly of the “upper operations” responsible for
the valve placement.
The observed process refers to the preparation of the
machine, specifically on the process of reaching the set
temperature of the tool. This way we were observing the
heat distribution through the structure of the tool
(“cleaner”), from the heat source (heater) to the tool’s
working surface. Besides, this experiment also includes
heat losses which enhance the quality of the analysis.
For this experiment’s purposes only one material has
been used, the C45E steel. This material is used for
manufacturing the tool (“cleaner”) which operates on the
machine. This way, we got a vivid picture of how the heat
is being distributed through the structure of the tool.
For future endeavours, we are planning to obtain a
more profound analysis based on the multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) methodology. This kind of
approach would be appropriate to select the most suitable
material for the tool (“cleaner”).
The MCDM provides an easy way to observe a wide
range of possible alternative solutions (different types of
materials) in comparison with multiple confronting
criteria (material properties, cost, etc.).
The results of such a kind of analysis would not only
be the one best possible alternative solution but also the
ranking of all included materials on which further
analysis could be applied.
As previously mentioned, the applicability of
transient thermal FEA analysis as the verification of the
selected materials, from which the tool is being
manufactured and the heat distribution criterion is crucial.
The simultaneous analysis of the behaviour of the
couple of different materials chosen by a MCDM
methodology could show which material is best in
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transferring heat from the source to the desired surface.
That means that we need to overdo the same virtual
experiment (as described in this paper) and maintain the
comparative analysis on how those proposed materials
react under the same working conditions.
The result of the comparative analysis of the transient
thermal FEA analysis would be which chosen material
best suits the described problem.
The material selected would be proposed for the tool
manufacturing and subjected to real experiments inside
the production process and real working conditions.
Only when all those described steps are done, the
material selection process verified by FEA analysis could
be completed and confirmed.
If the results are insufficient, partial changes (the
working surface of the tool cannot be changed because of
the structure of the valve) as geometrical optimisation
and modification of the tool (“cleaner”) could be
performed in term of improvement of the tool’s heat
characteristics and maximal exploitation of the heater.
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Abstract— Estimation of anti-slip characteristics of footwear
and floor is the most important for the prevention of slipping
accidents. Worldwide different countries have adopted
various test methods to estimate the slip resistance of
footwear and floor. Estimating the slip resistance is often
conducted by measuring the coefficient of friction.
Coefficient of friction can be determined by measuring of
pulling force, friction angle (Ramp test) or energy loss
(Pendulum test). Experimental research performed at
Faculty of mechanical engineering in Nis is based on pulling
force measurement. Measuring of friction force was
performed on a test stand specially designed for that purpose.
This test stand, test method and obtained measuring data are
described in this paper.
Keywords— Slip resistance, footwear, friction, coefficient of
friction, experimental estimation

I. INTRODUCTION
A huge number of human injuries are due to slipping at
streets, factory halls, open and close public areas, in home
etc. In fact, slips, trips, and falls are a serious public health
problem and, in most cases, depend on lack of friction. One
of the ways to reduce slips and falls is understanding the
friction requirements of shoes and pedestrian walkways or
floors.
Many institutes and researches were analysing the
methods of assessing the slip resistance of footwears and
floors. There is a lot of differences in different methods
and each of them has some advantages and disadvantages
[1,2,3]. There are different European standards that have
adopted various test methods and assessing systems
[4,5,6,7,8]. These standards include test methods that are
based on different principles and are performed under
different conditions. Authors consider current potential
developments in the international standardization of slip
resistance in the papers [9, 10].
In recent years, research has been conducted at the
Faculty of mechanical engineering in Niš to determine the
appropriate conditions and procedures for reliable
measurement of footwear and floors slip resistance
[11,12,13]. New experimental research is described and
measuring data are commented in this paper.

II. STANDARDS FOR SLIP RESISTANCE
MEASURING
Some EU standards related with measuring of slip
resistance of footwear and floor coverings are adopted in
Serbia. Standard for slip resistance estimation of protective
footwear is SRPS EN ISO 13287:2014 - Personal
protective equipment - Footwear - Test method for slip
resistance. Manufacturers and distributors of protective
footwear in Serbia are usually required to test their
products according to this standard.
Standard for slip resistance estimation of road surface
is SRPS EN 13036-4:2012 - Road and airfield surface
characteristics - Test methods - Part 4: Method for
measurement of slip/skid resistance of a surface: The
pendulum test.
Standard for slip resistance estimation of floor (outdoor
or indoor) is: SRPS EN 13893:2011 Resilient, laminate
and textile floor coverings - Measurement of dynamic
coefficient of friction on dry floor surfaces.
The most often used standard tests for floor coverings
are Ramp test according to the German norms DIN 51130
and DIN 51097, Pendulum test according to the British and
EU norm BS EN 13036-4, and tribometer test according to
the norms DIN 51131 and BS EN 13893. The principle of
ramp test is measuring the friction angle; the principle of
pendulum test is measuring the energy loses owing to the
friction and the tribometer test is based on measuring the
pulling force which is actually the friction force.
In the ramp test (DIN 51130 Testing of floor coverings
– Determination of the anti-slip property – Workrooms and
fields of activities with slip danger, walking method –
Ramp test), a test person (operator) is wearing standard
footwear and walks backwards and forwards over a sample
of a flooring material that has been evenly coated with oil
(Figure 1). The angle of the ramp is increased until the
operator slips [14]. The acceptance angle obtained is used
to express the degree of slip resistance. In the ramp test
according to the standard DIN 51097 operator walks
barefoot.
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TABLE 2. SLIP POTENTIAL DUE TO PTV

Slip potential
HIGH
MODERATE
LOW

Fig. 1. Ramp test [4]

According the angle of ramp there are five class of slip
resistance that is shown in Table 1.

PTV
0÷24
25÷35
>36

Tribometer test method is based upon a friction force
measurement. A body equipped with sliders is pulled at a
constant speed over the flooring surface. The force
required to pull the body is determined over the length of
the measuring distance [7]. To determine the sliding
friction coefficient, measured pulling force is divided by
the vertically acting force (weight). This test can be carried
out in wet and in dry conditions both in a laboratory and
on-site. This device is predominantly used in Germany,
Poland and Austria.
The method for measurement of the slip resistance of
shoes is described in EN 13287 [8]. The footwear to be
tested is placed on the base of ceramic tile or steel floor,
subjected to a given normal force (Figure 3). The base is
moved horizontally and sliding of footwear occurs.

TABLE 1. SLIP RESISTANCE CLASSES OF FLOORINGS
ACCORDING TO THE NORM DIN 51130

Classification
Slip angle [o]

R9
6÷10

R 10
10÷19

R 11
19÷27

R 12
R 13
27÷35 >35

The pendulum test is performed by measuring the loss
of energy due to friction as the standard rubber-coated
slider assembly slides across the test surface [5]. Pendulum
friction tester is presented in Figure 2. It provides a
standardized value of slip resistance. This is the pendulum
test value (PTV).
The pendulum is the preferred test method in the
United Kingdom. Relative risk of slipping is determined
with PTVs (Table 2).
Fig. 3. Test equipment for measurement the slip resistance of footwear
[15]

Dynamic coefficient of friction is calculated according
the measured frictional force. Glycerine or sodium lauryl
sulphate solution acts as contaminant on the surface.

Fig. 2. Pendulum friction tester [5]

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH AT FACULTY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN NIŠ
The aim of the experimental research performed at
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Nis is estimation of
the slip resistance of different types of footwear and floor.
Principle of determining the friction coefficient in
performed experiment is measuring the pulling force.
Applied measuring method is based on settings in
standards EN 13893 and DIN 51131. Measuring set up in
this experimental research is presented in figure 4. The test
facility is equipped with sliders which present footwear
sole samples and they are pulled parallel to the surface of
the floor covering sample. Three sliders with dimensions
10x40 mm are placed on the underside of the body (Fig. 5).
The asynchronous motor drives the screw shaft which
rotation moves the ball screw nut along the shaft, together
with plate which carries the force transducer. The plate is
supported on the opposite end by a linear ball bearing
which moves along the linear guide.
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Fig. 4. Measuring set up

The force transducer (HBM S2) pulls the load which
carries the footwear sole samples and moves across the
floor covering sample. Friction force is measured in that
way, and coefficient of friction is determined by dividing
the measured friction force and normal force (weight of
body).
Materials of sliders were rubber samples for shoe sole
80 Sh hardness, tensile strength 5.6 MPa. Rubber sliders
are placed on the underside of the experimental body (Fig.
5)

Fig. 5. Sliders on the underside of the experimental body

Floor samples were plates of granite, parquet, ceramic
tiles and vinyl. The masses of body with sliders were 9.18
kg and 17.14 kg. Sliding distance was about 500 mm and
velocities 5 and 50 mm/s. Samples was prepared with
sandpaper and cleaned. The measurement was carried out
on dry and wet surfaces.
Before the main testing, the trial measurement was
performed. The sliders used in trial measurement is made
of steel, and they slide on the steel plate (Fig. 6).

TABLE 3. MEAN VALUES OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC
FRICTION COEFFICIENT IN TRIAL TEST
Material of
tribopair
(sliders/floor)

Steel/Steel

Friction coefficient
Contact condition

Contact surfaces dry
Contact surfaces wet
Contact surfaces
lubricated with oil

Static

Dynamic

0.318793
0.295018

0.239935
0.217694

0.253541

0.204317

Within the main experiment, 68 tests are performed.
Minimum value of measured coefficient of friction was
0.453 in sliding of rubber sliders on ceramic tile in wet
condition under 50 mm/s sliding speed and maximum
value was 1.049 in contact of rubber and parquet in dry
condition under 50 mm/s sliding speed.
Mean values of measured dynamic friction coefficient
achieved on different floor coverings in each contact
conditions and both sliding speeds are presented in Fig. 7.
The smallest dynamic friction coefficient mean value was
0.608 in contact rubber-ceramic tile and the biggest one is
0.871 in contact rubber-parquet.

1

Dynamic coefficient of friction

0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0

Granite

Parquet

Vinyl

Ceramic tiles

Fig. 7. Mean values of dynamic friction coefficient achieved on
different floor coverings

If we compare values of dynamic friction coefficient in
dry and wet contact condition, it can be concluded that
friction coefficient is smaller in wet than in dry conditions,
except the sliding on granite floor coverings where it is
inversely. The significant difference in values of friction
coefficient in dry and wet contact conditions is in contact
rubber-vinyl and rubber-ceramic tiles (Fig. 8).
Fig. 6. Measuring set up with sliding samples made of steel

Measured data in trial test are presented in Table 3.
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1

Dynamic friction coefficient in dry and wet
floor
dry

wet

0,8

and because of that it is necessary to test different
combinations of materials and friction conditions.
Assessment of the shoe slip resistance should be based
on the recognition of the basic tribological parameters for
specific friction contact and their testing with different
floor coverings and in application conditions.

0,6
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Sliding speed was also varied in experimental (Fig. 9).
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Dynamic friction coefficient under different
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Parquet

Vinyl

Ceramic tiles

Fig. 9. Mean values of dynamic friction coefficient achieved under
different sliding speed

Mean value of dynamic friction coefficient under 50
mm/s sliding speed in contact rubber-granite is 24% higher
than under 5 mm/s sliding speed, but in contact rubberparquet it is 11% higher. In contact rubber-ceramic tiles
under 50 mm/s sliding speed, coefficient of friction is 24%
less than under 5 mm/s sliding speed.
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Abstract— This paper deals with compound two-carrier
planetary gear trains (PGTs) with two coupled and four
external shafts. Primarly, all possible structural schemes and
systematization of these transmissions are pointed. Further
research has been made into gear trains using coupling
shafts for power input and output, with the controlling
brakes acting on single external shafts. The transmission
ratio of the PGT is changed by alternating activation of each
brake. The kinematic schemes of all analysed PGT variants
have been created, and the available transmission ratio
ranges have been calculated for both speeds. Also, in some
applications it can be necessary to achieve a predefined step
between the two transmission ratios, with the actual
transmission ratios being irrelevant. Since that, transmission
ratio step is indicated too.
Keywords— Two-Speed Planetary Gear Trains, Brakes on
single shafts, Transmission ratio, Ideal Torque Ratio,
Transmission Ratio step

I. INTRODUCTION (USE STYLE MASING HEADING 1)
Some engineering applications require mechanical
two-speed transmissions. The possibility to change the
transmission ratio even under load presents a significant
advantage, and in some cases, it is even a necessity.
Planetary gear trains with two coupled and four
external shafts due to their characteristics can satisfy that
requirements. This paper delas with these transmissions.
First of all, possible structural schemes and
systematization of these transmissions are pointed. Next
research has been made into gear trains using coupling
shafts for power input and output, with the controlling
brakes acting on single external shafts. The transmission
ratio of the PGT is changed by alternating activation of
each brake, enabling their use as transmissions with two
mechanical speeds. The relations of ideal torque ratios to
the required transmission ratios for both speeds have been
given. These relations enable the selection of PGTs
designs which will achieve the required pair of
transmission ratios. Extreme transmission ratio changes
have been determined for each analysed PGT design
solution. Also, in some applications it can be necessary to
achieve a predefined step between the two transmission
ratios, with the actual transmission ratios being irrelevant.
Since that, transmission ratio step is indicated too.

II. STRUCTURES OF PLANETARY GEAR TRAINS
A convenient solution is presented in the form of a
complex two-carrier planetary gear train (PGT) with two
coupled and two single shafts, and two controlling brakes.
The direction of the power flow through the PGT, and
therefore the transmission ratio, may be controlled by
placing the brakes on the two external shafts. Those PGTs
are made up by combining two basic planetary gearsets,
each consisting of a sun gear 1, planet gear 2, ring gear 3
and planet carrier C (Fig. 1). The possible variants of
power flow and brake placement are discussed in [1,2].
TS =
− (1 + t ) ⋅ T1

3
T1

T3

T3 = t ⋅ T1

2
1

T3 = t ⋅ T1
T1

TS =
− (1 + t ) ⋅ T1

η0

TS

T1

S

Prerequisite:

t

=
η0 η=
η=
1
13(S)
31(S)

Ideal torque ratio:

=
t

T3
=
T1

z3
z1

> +1

Torques: T1 : T3 : TS =+1: +t : − (1 + t )
Fig. 1 The most often used single-carrier planetary gear train and its
torques [3]

Fig. 2 Planetary gear train with four external shafts (compound train)

Two component trains can be joined in a total of 12
different ways, creating a planetary gear train with four
external shafts [4]. An alphanumerical label (S11…S56)
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is attached to each of 12 structural schemes, indicating the
way in which the shafts of the main elements of both
component trains are connected. (Fig. 3). It is possible to
place the brakes and connect the driving and driven
machine in every presented scheme on external shafts in
12 different ways (V1…V12), which will be referred to as
layout variants (Fig. 4).

groups have some specific common characteristics which
are described in [4,5].
The PGT with brakes on the single shafts (layout
variants V6 and V12) is symbolically shown in Fig 5.
When the left brake is turned on, power is transmitted
through the left component train (component train I), and
when the right brake is turned on, power is transmitted
through the right component train (component train II).
The power input and output are on the coupled shafts. In
this case, regardless of which brake is turned on, power is
actively transmitted by only one component train, while
the other remains idle. Therefore, the transmission ratios
of the compound train are equal to the transmission ratios
of the component gear trains.
V12

V6
Br1

Br2

Two-shaft
operation

A – input shaft; B – output shaft
Fig. 3 Systematization of all schemes of two-carrier planetary gear train
with four external shafts

Br2

Br1

Idle

Fig 5 Possible power flows through the train with brakes on the single
shafts

Every variant in each group has specific properties
which determine its transmission ratio range. It can be
said that some variants will enable reduction or
multiplication in both ratios, while others will offer
reduction in one ratio, and multiplication in the other ratio.
Some PGTs will have different directions of rotation of
the output shaft, while others will keep the same direction.
All design variants of PGTs with brakes on single
shafts including transmissions ratio intervals are
presented in [4].
IV. KINEMATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PGTS WITH BRAKES
ON SINGLE SHAFTS

A – input shaft; B – output shaft; Br1, Br2 –
brakes; V1-V12 – layout variants
Fig. 4 Systematization of all layout variants of two-carrier planetary gear
train with four external shafts

III. ANALYSIS OF OPERATION PROCESS OF COMPOUND
GEAR TRAINS

By placing the brakes on two shafts a braking system
is obtained in which the alternating activation of the
brakes shifts the direction of the power flow through the
planetary gear train, resulting in a change of the
transmission ratio.
The compound trains discussed in this paper can be
divided into three different groups depending on the
layout of brakes on the shafts. Compound trains with
brakes on the coupled shafts are considered to be the first
group, compound trains with brakes on the single shafts
make the second group, while the third group is made up
of compound trains with brakes on the coupled and the
single shaft. All compound trains within their separate

These variants can achieve transmission ratios limited
by the kinematic capabilities of their respective planetary
gearsets. It is possible to achieve either two reduction,
two multiplication, or one multiplication and one
reduction ratio, with both negative and positive values.
The transmission ratio of each gearset depends only on
the ideal torque ratio of the active gearset.
Such PGTs can provide an adequate solution if the
required transmission ratios i1 and i2 can be achieved
with a single gearset.
Some of these variants have rather interesting
kinematic characteristics, which is important for their
possible field of application.
For example, layout S36 changes the direction of
rotation of the output member when changing the
transmission ratio. Therefore, this PGT is suitable for a
machine tool which has a high load, low speed working
motion, and a fast, low resistance return motion to
increase productivity. This layout also gives equal and
opposite output shaft speeds with tI = 1 + tII .
A transmission with inverse ratios can be realised with
layouts S34 and S56 with the ideal torque ratios tI = tII
being equal.
PGTs with brakes on single shafts have some design
limitations. For example, a layout using three planets per
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gearset can achieve transmission ratios between 0,0769 and
13. PGTs with brakes on connected shafts or with brakes
on connected and single shafts should be considered for
transmission ratios lower than 0,0769 and greater than 13.
Function of ideal torque ratios and transmission ratios of
planetary gear trains with brakes on single shafts is shown
ih the Table 2

In some applications it can be necessary to achieve a
predefined step between the two transmission ratios, with
the actual transmission ratios being irrelevant. The overall
transmission ratios of some layouts can be modified at will
by adding an extra gearset to their input or output shafts.

V. TRANSMISSION RATIO STEPS
TABLE I FUNCTION OF IDEAL TORQUE RATIOS AND TRANSMISSION
RATIOS FOR LAYOUT VARIANT V6

Set pair of ideal torque
ratios

(tI , tII )

Layout

Transmis
sion ratio
iBr1
(Brake
Br1 On)

Transmissi
on ratio
iBr2
(Brake Br2
On)

S11V6

 1
1 
,


 iBr1 − 1 iBr2 − 1 

tI + 1
tI

tII + 1
tII

S12V6

 1

i
, Br2 

 iBr1 − 1 1 − iBr2 

tI + 1
tI

tII
tII + 1

S13V6

 1

, iBr2 − 1

 iBr1 − 1


tI + 1
tI

tII + 1

S14V6

 1 1 − iBr2 
,


 1 − iBr1 iBr2 

tI + 1
tI

1
tΙΙ + 1

S15V6

 1
1 
,−


 iBr1 − 1 iBr2 

tI + 1
tI

−

S16V6

 1

, −iBr1 

 iBr1 − 1


tI + 1
tI

−tII

S33V6

( iBr1 − 1, iBr2 − 1)

tI + 1

tII + 1

S34V6


1 − iBr2 
 iBr1 − 1,

iBr2 


tI + 1

1
tΙΙ + 1

S35V6


1 
 iBr1 − 1, −

iBr2 


tI + 1

−

S36V6

( iBr1 − 1, −iBr2 )

tI + 1

−tII

S55V6

 1
1 
,−
−

 iBr1 iBr2 

−

1
tI

−

S56V6

 1

, −iBr2 
−
 iBr1


−

1
tI

−tII

1
tII

1
tII

1
tII

S p = const.
Fig. 5 Application of extra input gearset to adjust the overall
transmission ratio

The schematic of a V6 variant layout with an extra
input stage is shown in Figure 5. This is used to achieve the
required transmission ratios while retaining the predefined
step.
It is useful to know the ratio steps of the previously
mentioned layouts. The ratio step may be mathematically
defined as:
if iBr1 > iBr2 then: S p =

iBr1
iBr2

(1)

iBr2
iBr1
The minimal and maximal ratio step has been
determined for layout V6 for all 12 schemes using
expressions from Table 1. The appropriate combination of
ideal torque ratios and transmission ratios has been
determined for every extreme ratio step.
The data has been presented in Tab. 2. for feasible
ideal torque ratios ( tI i tII within 2… 12).

if iBr2 > iBr1

then: S p =

It is shown in Tab. 2 that some layouts can achieve
large transmission steps, e.g. S34V6, S35V6 and S56V6
(shaded grey). Furthermore, it should be mentioned that
layout S36V6 (also shaded grey) can be reversible
assuming that condition tII= tI + 1 is fulfilled. It should
be noted that variant V12
has the same extreme transmission ratios as variant
V6, as variant V12 is the inverse of variant V6. This is
due to the definition of ratio step as laid out in (1) and (2).
Some transmission layouts (e.g. S34V6, S35V6,
S56V6) can achieve large transmission steps, and it
should be mentioned that layout S36V6 (also shaded grey)
can be reversible, providing equal and opposite output
shaft speeds, on the condition that tII= tI + 1 .
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tI

t II

iBr1

iBr2

max

max

max

max

max

min

min

min

min

min

S11V6

1,38461

12 (2)

2 (12)

1,5 (1,0833)

1,0833 (1,5)

1

t II

tI

iBr2

iBr1

S12V6

2,25

2

2

1,5

0,6667

1,17361

12

12

1,0833

0,9231

S13V6

12

12

12

1,0833

13

2

2

2

1,5

3

S14V6

19,5

2

12

1,5

0,0769

3,25

12

12

1,0833

0,3333

S15V6

-18

2

12

1,5

-0,0833

-2,16667

12

2

1,0833

-0,5

S16V6

-11,0769

12

12

1,0833

-12

-1,13333

2

2

1,5

-2

S33V6

4,33333

2 (12)

12 (2)

3 (13)

13 (3)

1

t II

tI

iBr2

iBr1

S34V6

169

12

12

13

0,0769

9

2

2

3

0,3333

S35V6

-156

12

12

13

-0,0833
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2
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S36V6

-6,5

12

2

13

-2

-1

tI

tI + 1

- iBr2

- iBr1

6

12 (2)
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-0,5(-0,083)
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Abstract— Nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms have
recently grown very popular due to their simple
implementation and flexibility. They are able to find quality
solutions to optimization problems such as constrained
engineering design problems. The attempt to solve the speed
reducer design problem that belongs to this group has been
emphasized in this study. The objective of this problem is to
minimize the weight of speed reducer with seven design
variables and eleven inequality constraints that speed reducer
design should satisfy. Several modern nature-inspired
metaheuristic algorithms are employed to optimize the speed
reducer design. Comparative optimization results are
obtained including minimal, mean, maximal and standard
deviation values. The results prove nature-inspired
algorithms are efficient techniques. However, additional
improvements should be included in order to avoid local
optima and achieve faster convergence.

manner [2]. Metaheuristics are primarily characterized with
simplicity, universality and stochasticity while the most
important condition each metaheuristic need to fulfil is to
achieve an appropriate balance between local and global
search, i.e. exploitation and exploration [3]. According to a
predefined optimization criterion/criteria and subject to
different constraints, metaheuristics have shown promising
results in solving different optimization challenges.
Since there are many distinct behaviours of natural
organisms and creatures on our planet, many classifications
of metaheuristic algorithms can be made. In this paper, the
emphasis will be placed on the group of nature-inspired
algorithms [4]. The illustrative inspiration of these
metaheuristics is given in Fig. 1 [1].

Keywords— Natural inspiration, Metaheuristics, Algorithms,
Speed reducer design, Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION
Nature is enriched with various creatures who express
certain intelligent behaviour mechanisms, individually or
as a part of larger community. Therefore, mutual
interaction among living organisms such as fish, fireflies,
birds, wolves, bees or ants who live in community are
directed towards acquiring local information which is
valuable for the entire community. Their social intelligence
most often reflects on foraging or hunting behaviour [1].
Also, intelligent behaviour of individual organisms can be
noticed in creatures such as dolphins, crows or frogs.
Special group of biologically-based solutions is inspired by
evolution, genes, biogeography, flower pollination etc.
Collective or individual intelligent mechanisms have
inspired many authors to develop optimization techniques
which are today popularly known as metaheuristic
algorithms.
Metaheuristics are search algorithms used in
optimization to find the most suitable alternatives in a
search space of possible solutions in a reasonable time

Fig. 1. Inspiration behind metaheuristics

The search procedure of nature-inspired metaheuristic
algorithms is based on randomly generated population of
individuals which are updated according to the predefined
fitness function. Nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms
are population-based search techniques characterized by
social as well as individual intelligence. One example of
social behaviour can be found in the grasshopper
optimization algorithm, the particle swarm optimization or
the grey wolf optimizer. On the other hand, individual
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intelligence is an intrinsic feature of crows in the crow
search algorithm.
The steps of each metaheuristic are determined by
equations that characterize or emulate the observed natural
behaviour on the basis of which the population evolves. In
other words, these individuals are being evaluated using a
predefined optimization criterion or criteria and the process
is repeated for a predefined number of iterations [1].
In that manner, several nature-inspired metaheuristic
algorithms are implemented in order to solve the popular
engineering design optimization problem known as the
speed reducer design. Eleven different algorithms are
employed and comparative results are obtained. The results
have shown that some of the algorithms showed their
efficiency in finding good or optimal solutions for the
weight of the speed reducer. However, improvements are
to be made to achieve better convergence and avoid local
optima.
II. THE SPEED REDUCER DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Objective function of the speed reducer design
optimization task is to minimize the weight of the speed
reducer which is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The optimal
design of the speed reducer must satisfy constraints on
stresses in the shafts, transverse deflection of the shafts,
surface stress and bending stress of the gear teeth [5], [6],
[7]. Six continuous and one integer decision variable are
taken into account: the face width (b or 𝑥𝑥1 ), the module of
the teeth (m or 𝑥𝑥2 ), the number of teeth in the pinion (z or
𝑥𝑥3 ), the length of the first shaft between bearings (𝑙𝑙1 or 𝑥𝑥4 ),
the length of the second shaft between bearings(𝑙𝑙2 or 𝑥𝑥5 ),
the diameter of the first shaft (𝑑𝑑1 or 𝑥𝑥6 ) and the diameter of
the second shaft (𝑑𝑑2 or 𝑥𝑥7 ). Mathematical formulation of
the speed reducer design problem is given as follows [5],
[7]:
Decision variables:
𝑥𝑥⃗ = [𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 , 𝑥𝑥3 , 𝑥𝑥4 , 𝑥𝑥5 , 𝑥𝑥6 , 𝑥𝑥7 ]

𝑔𝑔9 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =

𝑥𝑥1

−1≤0

12𝑥𝑥2

𝑔𝑔10 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =
𝑔𝑔11 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =

Bound range:

1,5𝑥𝑥6 +1,9
𝑥𝑥4

1,1𝑥𝑥7 +1,9
𝑥𝑥5

−1≤0
−1≤0

2,6 ≤ 𝑥𝑥1 ≤ 3,6

0,7 ≤ 𝑥𝑥2 ≤ 0,8

(11)
(12)
(13)

(14)
(15)

17 ≤ 𝑥𝑥3 ≤ 28

(16)

7,3 ≤ 𝑥𝑥5 ≤ 8,3

(18)

5 ≤ 𝑥𝑥7 ≤ 5,5

(20)

7,3 ≤ 𝑥𝑥4 ≤ 8,3

(17)

2,9 ≤ 𝑥𝑥6 ≤ 3,9

(19)

Fig 2. Speed reducer design schematic 2D representation [8]

(1)

Minimize:

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥⃗) = 0,7854𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥22 × (3,3333𝑥𝑥32 + 14,9334𝑥𝑥3 −
43,0934) − 1,508𝑥𝑥1 (𝑥𝑥62 + 𝑥𝑥72 ) + 7,4777(𝑥𝑥63 + 𝑥𝑥73 ) +
(2)
0,7854(𝑥𝑥4 𝑥𝑥62 + 𝑥𝑥5 𝑥𝑥72 )
Subject to inequality constraints:
27

𝑔𝑔1 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =

𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥22 𝑥𝑥3

𝑔𝑔3 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =

𝑥𝑥2 𝑥𝑥3 𝑥𝑥64

𝑔𝑔2 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =
𝑔𝑔4 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =
𝑔𝑔5 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =
𝑔𝑔6 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =
𝑔𝑔7 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =
𝑔𝑔8 (𝑥𝑥⃗) =

397,5

𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥22 𝑥𝑥32
1,93 𝑥𝑥43
1,93 𝑥𝑥53

𝑥𝑥2 𝑥𝑥3 𝑥𝑥74
1

110𝑥𝑥64
1

85𝑥𝑥73

𝑥𝑥2 𝑥𝑥3
40

5𝑥𝑥2
𝑥𝑥1

−1≤0

(3)

−1≤0

(5)

−1≤0

(4)

−1≤0

(6)

745𝑥𝑥4 2

��
𝑥𝑥

2 𝑥𝑥3

� + 16,9 × 106 − 1 ≤ 0

745𝑥𝑥5 2

��
𝑥𝑥

2 𝑥𝑥3

� + 157,5 × 106 − 1 ≤ 0

−1≤0

−1≤0

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Fig 3. Speed reducer design 3D graphical representation [5]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to obtain satisfactory results, the speed reducer
design problem has been tested using several modern
nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms. Comparative
results have been obtained and traditional metaheuristic
algorithms have shown their performances. In this study we
considered the following nature-inspired metaheuristics:
Crow Search Algorithm (CSA) [9], Grey Wolf Optimizer
(GWO) [10], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [11],
Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) [12], Bat
Algorithm (BA) [13], Firefly Algorithm (FA) [14],
Artificial Bee Colony (ABS) [15], Seagull Optimization
Algorithm (SOA) [16], Tunicate Swarm Algorithm (TSA)
[17], Harris Hawk Optimization (HHO) [18], and Moth
Flame Optimization (MFO) [19]. Almost all the
aforementioned metaheuristics are relatively novel
optimization techniques. Comparison of the statistical
results obtained by these algorithms for the speed reducer
design problem are given in Table 1. All of the
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metaheuristics have been run 50 times with the standard set
of parameters. Number of iterations (12000) and number of
search agents/individuals (50) are the only two parameters
that were adopted for all metaheuristics. The other
parameters are set according to the author’s suggestions for
traditional approaches.
Table 2 and Table 3 show the best solutions, i.e. best
values for the face width, module of the teeth, number of
teeth in the pinion, length of the first shaft between bearings,
length of the second shaft between bearings, the diameter
of the first shaft and the diameter of the second shaft
obtained by the GWO and the PSO metaheuristics
respectively.

Param.
Value

x5 (l2 )

7,7437

x6 (d1 )
3,3504

x7 (d2 )
5,2867

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥⃗)

2995.721

ТАBLE 3. ONE OF THE BEST SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY THE PSO
ALGORITHM FOR THE SPEED REDUCER DESIGN

Param.
Value
Param.
Value

x1 (b)
3,5

x2 (m)
0,7

x3 (z)
17

x4 (l1 )

x5 (l2 )

x6 (d1 )

x7 (d2 )

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥⃗)

7,7153

3,3502

5,2867

7,3

2994.471

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF STATISTICAL RESULTS OBTAINED BY NATUREINSPIRED METAHEURISTICS

Alg.

Worst
value

Best value

Avg.
value

St. dev.

CSA

3297.721

3062.7384

3179.8467

51.581

GWO

3003.5702

2994.8629

2997.4887

2.0099

PSO

3209.2974

2994.4711

3025.7102

50.2623

WOA

3116.174

3000.1165

3041.3686

34.572

BA

4611.4898

2995.0973

3455.0734

502.0624

FA

3013,2808

2997,0494

3004,5919

0,004115

ABC

3068.8812

3009.6362

3042.3021

14.6952

SOA

3017.6562

2996.5916

3005.5293

5.6171

TSA

3026.2981

3002.2431

3015.6283

5.1392

HHO

3066.6655

2995.7371

3013.7134

13.309

MFO

4440.4258

2994.4711

3101.2295

268.7037

Fig. 4 represents the convergence curves for four
nature-inspired metaheuristics selected from the study.
According to the convergence results, it can be noticed that
local optima entrapment is one of the main issues for the
traditional and modern nature-inspired metaheuristic
algorithms implemented in this study. The GWO has
proved to be the most consistent metaheuristic even though
the convergence towards global optimum was relatively
slow. The optimal results were obtained by the PSO and the
MFO metaheuristics but their results were far less
consistent compared to the GWO. The GWO as well as
HHO, SOA, BA and FA managed to find relatively good
results when it comes to the best value for the weight of the
speed reducer.
As a conclusion, the additional tuning of parameters and
improvements in balance between exploitation and
exploration phases in order to avoid local optima
entrapments should be considered as the part of the future
research. The modern nature-inspired metaheuristic
algorithms have proved to be very simple for
implementation and managed to find quick and good
solutions for constrained optimization problems such as the
speed reducer design.
ТАBLE 2. ONE OF THE BEST SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY THE GWO
ALGORITHM FOR THE SPEED REDUCER DESIGN

Param.
Value

x1 (b)

3,5003

x2 (m)
0,7

x3 (z)
17

x4 (l1 )

7,3439

Fig 4. Convergence rates of GWO, FA, PSO and SOA algorithms
respectively for finding the best possible fitness of speed reducer design
problem
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IV. CONCLUSION
A research study presented in this paper was focused on the
implementation of several nature-inspired metaheuristic
algorithms to solve the constrained engineering
optimization problem known as the speed reducer design
problem. Inspiration behind nature-inspired metaheuristics
taken from the social and individual behaviour in our
natural environment was emphasized in the introduction.
Also, main aspects of algorithms are considered. Later,
several nature-inspired algorithms were implemented and
comparative results were obtained. Main statistical
parameters were included in this comparative analysis and
two solutions from two different algorithms were pointed
out. Convergence curves represented the convergence
toward best values for four different algorithms. At the end,
the most important notions were made on parameter tuning
and the improvements in convergence rates as well as
avoidance of local optima entrapments.
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Abstract— This paper deals with the application of
interpolation and approximation curves in computer
graphics. A graphical representation of Lagrange
polynomials, Bezier curves, and cubic splines is considered.
The paper presents software created for plotting the
mentioned curves, programmed in the Python programming
language. Special attention is paid to the comparison of these
curves obtained for the same common points that the user
can set by clicking the mouse button in the software
windows.
Keywords— Cubic spline, Bezier curve, Lagrange
interpolation polynomial, Computer graphics, Interpolation,
Approximation

I. INTRODUCTION
Polylines can be defined as a sequence of vertices
connected by straight line segments. They are useful, but
not for smooth curves. Also, it happens that polynomial
interpolation often does not give satisfactory results. It has
already been established that there are examples where
increasing the number of nodes not only does not achieve
greater accuracy, but the interpolation polynomial can also
lose its approximate properties. In interpolation tasks, a
reliable algorithm should be found that will guarantee
better approximations of the function with increasing
number of nodes. The way to solve this problem is to
divide the interval [a, b], on which the approximation is
performed, into subintervals [𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 ] (𝑖𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛𝑛 −
1) , and then to approximate on each subinterval the
function by a polynomial of lower degree. When
polynomials of degree one are taken as approximation
polynomials on each segment, then we get the simplest
case. A polygonal function obtained in this way is called a
spline of degree one. In fact, polynomials (line segments)
are connected so that the obtained function is continuous,
while the points (𝑥𝑥0 , 𝑥𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) are points where the
function changes its shape and are called nodes. The term
spline as a mathematical term in the field of spline
interpolation was first introduced I. J. Schoenberg [1] in
his works in 1946, and its application in the field of design
it began to develop only in 1960. Early research in the

field of computer aided projections appeared in the late
fifties of the last century and began simultaneously in
Europe and the United States. During this period, there is
a sudden development of computer-aided design - CAD,
primarily driven by interests of large companies in the
field of aeronautical engineering, shipbuilding and naval
engineering as well as the automotive industry. Research
in the United States has been largely focused on the
development of interpolation techniques geometry. The
papers of Coons [2], and Birkhoff [3] can be singled out
here. Coons developed rectangular surface patches
between the given smooth ones surface curves. These
patches were a standard tool in the sixties but their main
one the disadvantage was when merging multiple patches
into one more complex surface. Birkhoff also dealt with
rectangular surface patches. Today, the prevailing view is
that the development of modern CAD software has
basically begun with the work of French automotive
engineers Pierre Bézier (Renault) and Paul de Casteljau
(Citroën). Bézier used Berstein's polynomials (Berstein,
1912) as a basis for modeling curves and surfaces [4].
Casteljau made similar discoveries but did not publish his
work scientifically. Citroen did not allow it and all
research was kept secret. It was only after many years that
he was able to publish his work. The spline development
continued thanks to scientists Cox and de Boor [5]. In
separate research in 1972, they developed a simple
recursive formula for determining B-spline basic functions.
The first application of B-spline in the field of computeraided design (CAD) is related to the doctoral dissertation
of Riesenfeld [6] (University of Syracuse) in 1973. In
another doctoral dissertation Versprille [7] (University of
Syracuse) presented non-uniform rational B-splines which
are known today under the acronym NURBS. Since
NURBS has certain shortcomings, especially when it
comes to a mesh that is not local but refers to the whole
row or column of control polygon points, several types of
splines based on control points (PB - point based) have
been developed. One of them is the T-spline. This type of
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geometry was first introduced by Sederberg [8] in 2003.
T-joints enable local mesh change.
II. SPLINE BASICS
The physical device used by the designers to draw
smooth curves (especially in the shipbuilding and naval,
aerospace, etc.) is called a spline. This device is actually a
longer elastic wooden slat that can be bent so that it passes
through several required points of knots. Mathematically
speaking the curve can be defined as a continuous 1D set
of points in 2D (or 3D) space. Working with splines can
also be defined as a way of mapping from the interval S
onto the plane. P(t) is the point of the curve at parameter t.
𝑃𝑃: 𝑅𝑅 ∋ 𝑆𝑆 → 𝑅𝑅2 , 𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡) = �

𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡)
�
𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡)

Unlike first-order splines of the linear type (Fig. 1),
higher-order splines are smooth curves. The user specifies
the control points, where the curve is completely
determined by the control points. The spline is formed by
interpolating the control points with a smooth curve.

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 =

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖
.
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

Although the spline of degree one has a certain
applications, it can be said that it has certain shortcomings,
and is therefore unsuitable for a wider application.
Viewed from the point of view of practice, in the field of
technical drawing and computer graphics, it is usually
necessary to approximate a given data table with a smooth
polynomial curve. The goal is to obtain an approximation
function that will not only be continuous, but that its
derivatives will also be continuous functions. The
continuity of the first derivative means that the curve
graph is not "broken" in the nodes. However, the
continuity of the second derivative is not so obvious, and
means that the radius of curvature is defined at each point.
So, the approximate function is required to be smooth and
to pass through all nodes without sudden changes.
The definition of a spline of arbitrary degree follows.
Let the interval [a, b] be divided by points (𝑥𝑥0 , 𝑥𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )
so that а = 𝑥𝑥0 < 𝑥𝑥1 < … < 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 = b , in which case the
function S is called spline of degree k if:
1) The domain of definition of the function S is the
interval [a, b];

Fig. 1 First-order linear spline

Therefore, it can be written that the spline of degree
one is a function S which is defined as:

𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥) =

𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥),
⎧ 0
(𝑥𝑥),
⎪ 𝑆𝑆1

⎨
⎪
⎩ 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑥𝑥),

𝑥𝑥 ∈ [𝑥𝑥0 , 𝑥𝑥1 ]
𝑥𝑥 ∈ [𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 ]

.
,
.
.
𝑥𝑥 ∈ [𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−1 , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ]

while: 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 .

2) The functions 𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥), 𝑆𝑆 ′ (𝑥𝑥), … , 𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑘−1) are continuous on
[a, b];

3) S is a polynomial of degree k on [𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 ].
A spline of degree k is a continuous function together
with its derivatives 𝑆𝑆, 𝑆𝑆 ′ , … , 𝑆𝑆 (𝑘𝑘−1) . If it is desired that the
approximation spline has a continuous m-th derivative, it
is necessary that the spline be at least of degree m + 1. It
can be assumed that 𝑥𝑥0 < 𝑥𝑥1 < … < 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , is still valid, and
that a polynomial of degree m is defined on each segment,
and that these polynomials are connected in nodes, and
also the obtained spline S has m continuous derivatives.

The function S defined in this way is linear by parts
(linear on each subinterval) and has the following
properties:

III. CURVES PLOTTING IN 2D CAD SOFTWARE
In this section, 2D CAD software created with the
intention to provide the possibility of plotting curves will
1) The domain of definition of the function S is on the be presented based on the Lagrange interpolation polynomials, Bezier curves and cubic splines. The software is
interval [a, b];
programmed in the Python programming language, with
2) S is continuous on [a, b];
libraries such as pygame, numpy and math being imported.
3) There is a division that: а = 𝑥𝑥0 < 𝑥𝑥1 < … < 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 = The software was created so that it can be classified into a
𝑏𝑏 so that S is a linear polynomial on each subinterval group of software in the field of computer graphics, has its
own graphical user interface (GUI) and part of the code is
[𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 ].
programmed
with
object-oriented
programming
technology. The first few lines of code imported the
The equation of each segment can be given in the form:
previously mentioned libraries, each with its own function:
pygame to provide the ability to create the appropriate
𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 + 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ).
dynamic graphical user interface represented in computer
games,
numpy
provides
support
for
large,
multidimensional arrays and matrices, and math that
provides access some common mathematical functions
and constants in Python, which we can use in the whole
code for more complex mathematical calculations.
Fig. 2 Spline function on one segment

Programming code 1.
import pygame
Symbol 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 is the slope (direction coefficient) of the
from sys import exit
line given by:
import numpy as np
import math
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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After importing the libraries, the parameters that
define the software window are created. Namely, the
length and width of the window, the margins are set and
adjusted so that the window has the ability to maximize
and return to the initial length and width. Also, the name
of the program is defined, in this case "Approximation
using splines".
Programming code 2.
pygame.init() #Initialize. () -> f-ja bez parametara
pygame.display.set_mode()
screen = pygame.display.set_mode((width, height), pyga
me.RESIZABLE)
#screen = pygame.display.set_mode((width, height), 0,
32) #Ovde moze da se ukljuci OpenGL za render grafike
#screen = pygame.display.set_mode((width, height),
pygame.FULLSCREEN)
pygame.display.set_caption("Aproksimacija uz pomoc spl
ajnova") #Ime prozora
Nodes and segments are initialized as empty sets
below the code. The home screen of the software is filled
with white and a clock variable is added to which a time
domain has been added. In the next step, it is defined the
function which "rotates" the function for drawing lines
between points, as well as drawing rectangles that define
the points that the user enters with the left mouse button.
It is achieved by using a “for loop” in the program.
Clicking on the defined buttons determines whether the
Lagrange interpolation polynomials, Bezier curves or
cubic splines will be drawn.
Programming code 3.
def clearAndRedraw():
screen.fill(WHITE)
for i in range(count - 1):
pygame.draw.line(screen, BLUE, pts[i], pts[i+1],

third point which is controlled by the second point. This
procedure is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Drawing the Bezier curve

By including new points, we get the curve which
passes through the first and the last point, until all others
are control points. Such curve is shown in Figures 5.

Fig. 5 Bezier curve with 2 external and 4 inner control points

The software is programmed so that it is possible to
move the control points, which is in line with Bezier's
original idea, that the curve can be manipulated by
moving the positions of its control points.

3)
for i in range(count):
pygame.draw.rect(screen, BLACK, (pts[i][0] margin, pts[i][1] - margin, 2 * margin, 2 * margin), 5)
Figure 3 shows the entry of the first and the second
point respectively, and the drawing of such a determined
line segment.

Fig. 6 Displacement of Bezier curve control points

Figure 7 shows the curve obtained by including
Lagrange interpolation polynomials for the same control
points. Curve transformation is obtained by simply
clicking on the Lagrange button.

Fig. 3 Entering starting points

Fig. 7 Drawing of Lagrange interpolation polynomials

By adding the third point outside of this line segment
we obtain a curve which passes through the first and the

In the same way, by clicking on the Cubic Spline
button, the curve is transformed into a cubic spline, which
is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Drawing of cubic splines

The next functions deal with drawing lines on the
screen and the general visual experience. This can include
the appropriate scaling of the window, i.e. maintaining the
same distance in pixels, e.g. margin buttons when
designing, defining local and global variables. A clearly
framed space in which lines can be drawn is also defined.
Programming code 4.
def onVideoResizeEvent(localWidth, localHeight):
pygame.display.set_mode((localWidth, localHeight)
, pygame.RESIZABLE)
screen.fill(WHITE)
global width
width = localWidth
global height
height = localHeight
drawFrameAroundDrawingArea()
def drawFrameAroundDrawingArea():
pygame.draw.rect(pygame.display.get_surface(), (0,
50,200),
(drawingAreaMargins, drawingAreaMargins, width
- 2 * drawingAreaMargins,
height - drawingAreaMargins drawingAreaBottomMargin), 2)
Upgrading this software would reach into the realm of
3D space and drawing three-dimensional splines that can
be used to generate free forms and surfaces. Figure 9
shows a 3D model of the vertebrae with discs. The 3D
model was generated from the CT scanner data. The scan
was processed in SolidWorks with the help of splines and
NURBS surfaces in order to become 3D model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
From technically complex to artistically sublime
shapes, the spline outlines contemporary aesthetics
because the lingua franca of the design, engineering and
manufacturing industries. However, its history seems to
be insufficiently researched, and their mathematical and
technical basics are mostly not dealt with, even by users
of modern 3D software, who often take spline and other
computer curves "for granted" and want to solve current
problems in a few clicks. For this reason, this paper aims
to bring closer the topic of curves that find their
applications in engineering and computer graphics. Spline
as a curve the most attention is paid in this paper, is an
extremely important tool for today's engineers and finds
its purpose in 2D illustration (e.g. Adobe Illustrator), fonts
(e.g. PostScript, TrueType), 3D modeling (sketches, free
form surfaces) and trajectory animation. The significance
of this paper is reflected in the fact that the sequential
development of the computer curve over the years is
exposed, as well as the application of the Python
programming language and its libraries in the field of
mathematics and computer graphics. Researchers have so
far mostly used Wolfram Mathematica and MatLab, as
well as OpenGL. This paper presents 2D CAD software,
created to provide the possibility of plotting smooth
curves, namely cubic splines, Bezier curves and Lagrange
interpolation polynomials, which makes it possible to
compare the appearance of curves for common entered
points. Further aspects of this research from the mathprogramming side could be setting control points by
entering a table with values. The idea of this software is to
provide the ability to plot curves according to the current
state of the art with respect to said curves. At the moment
when plotting curves is completely analogous to modern
CAD software, which is largely done, further aspects
would be attempts to optimize curves for a certain set of
points in order to obtain an even better approximation and
thus perhaps modify and improve the existing apparatus.
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Fig. 9 Vertebrae and discs based on 3D splines and NURBS

The following figure shows the 3D model of injection
moulded part based on splines drawn in the CREO PTC
software package.

Fig. 10 Preview of 3D splines that make a smooth surface
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Abstract—By applying the MAG-CMT welding process, it is
possible to protect the boiler elements with Ni-alloys in order
to prevent the harmful effects of corrosion. The researches
gained insight into the influence of certain parameters of
MAG-CMT process on the observed properties (content of
delta ferrite less than 5% on the surface of the clad Ni-alloy,
slight mixing of the base and filler material while retaining
the adequate bonding of the substrate (base material) and
the cladding layer (filler material), achieving the uniform
thickness of the cladding layer, and reducing the rough
transitions between the passages). Main welding parameters
of the MAG-CMT process (current, voltage, filler wire feed
rate, gas flow) are monitored and analyzed. Based on the
observed parameters, the area of stable electric arc of MAGCMT process is defined
Keywords—Overlay cladding, MAG-CMT welding process,
Welding parameters, On-line monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION
There are a number of techniques for applying
corrosion-resistant material and some of them are: hot
rolling, cold rolling, explosive, centrifugal gluing,
soldering, spraying, cladding [1]. As these are positions
that, due to their constructional performance, are
demanding for the implementation of the process of
applying protective layers, the welding technique has
proven to be one of the most acceptable techniques [2-4].
The most commonly used material for protection against
high temperature corrosion is Inconel. Inconel is a trade
name that comes from the nickel alloy manufacturer
"International Nickel Co.", the application of Inconel
began in 1959 - 1964. Nickel-based alloy (IN625) is most
often used as protection of 16Mo3 steel at high
temperatures in certain parts of the plant or in waste
incineration plants, also by increasing the content of Ni,
Cr and Mo generally increases the corrosion resistance of
materials [2, 5, 6, 7, 8]. MAG-CMT (Metal Active Gas Cold Metal Transfer) which enables the reduction of heat
input during the welding process by applying certain
changes in the welding parameters but also by controlling
the flow of wire into the bath. The selected MAG-CMT
welding process has the same technological aspects as the
conventional MAG welding process with a new feature
that allows the wire to go forward into the bath but also to
go back out, this process allows exceptional process

stability and constant arc length [9-12]. The MAG-CMT
welding process has great advantages over some other Nialloy welding or deposition processes [13-18]:
- greater stability of the arc,
- abyss reduction,
- use of low power sources,
- reduction of the welded joint / heat affected zone ratio,
- improved microstructure properties,
- reduces residual stresses and strains in the welded joint,
- reduction of the content of delta ferrite on the surface of
Ni-alloy,
- reduces the cooling time of the welded joint,
- 30% lower temperature compared to the conventional
MIG / MAG process.
Usually, welding processes with MAG-CMT
technology take place in automated and robotic systems in
order to increase the productivity of the welding process
[19, 20]. The required characteristics of welded layers
made of Ni-alloys are achieving a delta ferrite content of
less than 5% on the surface of the welded Ni-alloy layer,
minimal mixing of base and additional material while
maintaining adequate bonding to prevent sticking,
achieving uniform thickness along the entire surface to be
welded , and reducing rough transitions between passes
[21]. The type of gas used in arc protection has shown a
large impact on obtaining different welding results of
Inconel 625 alloy [10, 21, 22].
Satisfactory results of Ni-alloy surfacing are achieved
by applying a mixture of Ar+ He + CO2 + H2 gas, where
He and H2 enable an increase in thermal conductivity and
improve melt spills. A small percentage of CO2 provides
good arc stability [22].
II. GENERAL ABOUT MAG-CMT WELDING
PROCESS
The MAG-CMT process is characterized by low heat
input, and prevention of the occurrence of cracks by
controlling the transfer of a drop of material in the weld
pool during short-circuit transfer [23, 24]. The CMT
process was patented by the company "Fronius" in 2004,
it is a high-speed digitized inverter and processor that
controls all welding processes. The process consists of
two main phases, the Arcing phase and the Short circuit
phase.
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An overview of welding parameters that have a great
influence on the welding process of Ni-alloy MAG-CMT
welding process are:
- welding current, I / A
- welding voltage, U / V
- welding wire speed, vwire / m/min
- welding speed, vwel. / m/min
- gas flow rate, fg / l/min
- droplet separation frequency, fdrop. / Hz
- arc length correction, ALC / %
- dynamic control, DC / %
- distance of the contact wire from the base material, lt /
mm

Fig. 1. MAG-CMT process cycle - 1. during arc burning the additional
material moves towards the weld bath, 2. when the additional material
reaches the arc bath the arc is extinguished - the current decreases, 3. the
backward movement of the wire separates the droplet during a short
circuit - the short-circuit current remains small, 4. there is an additional
wire displacement and the process is repeated continuously [27-29]

New welding sources provide the possibility of more
precise control of the transfer of metal droplets in the bath
with the application of various systems to maintain the
stability of the electric arc. "Synergic" controls of the
MAG welding process have also been developed, which
means that the strength of the welding current is
controlled by adjusting the wire feed rate parameter. Such
processes enable synchronization of power supply and
wire feeder via microprocessor in order to maintain the
stability of the arc and with all welding sources depending
on the wire flow rate and current strength are almost the
same [25, 26]. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation
of the welding cycle of the welding current strength, and
the method of droplet separation during the CMT welding
process.The basic current curve for the MAG-CMT
process consists of peak welding currents (Ib) lasting in
the time interval of (tb), short-circuit waiting current (Iw)
and short-circuit cycle time (ts = tn + td). The short-circuit
cycle consists of an elevated value of the short-circuit
current (In) that takes place in the time period (tn) and the
separation current strength (Id) that takes place in the time
interval of (td). The rate of increase of current strength to
peak values is equal to the angle αb1, while the rate of
decrease from the value of peak current depends on the
angle αb2. A change in the values of all the above
parameters can affect the quality of the welded joint [18,
29]. The ALC and DC parameters adjust the
characteristics of the current and voltage waveforms, as a
rule, to external variations, such as the distance of the
contact wire from the material, or changes in the
composition of the shielding gas. In general, the ALC

parameter is used as an arc length control parameter,
whereby increasing the ALC value achieves a stronger
droplet transfer to the arc and the arc stability is higher.
When the ALC parameter changes, there are significant
changes in the stability of the welding process due to
changes in the droplet transmission in the bath. Given all
the above, the ALC was chosen as a parameter to be
controlled and observed in order to detect changes in
droplet transfer in the bath and changes in (U, I)
characteristics, in relation to external changes, shielding
gas mixture, changes between contact distances
conductors of base material). A negative ALC value
increases the forward acceleration of the wire decreases
the heat input and the average voltage, the length of the
return time increases and the process frequency decreases,
this all affects the smaller occurrence of larger droplets in
the bath. Another characteristic is DC - dynamic
correction also affects the transfer of the droplet in the
bath, with positive DC indicates lower arc stability with
lower values of short-circuit current, while negative DC
values represent higher current during short-circuit and
the appearance of more cracks during welding [25].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
The welding process was performed on a Fronius VR
7 000 CMT welding source with a CNC controlled
interface, shown in Figure 2. The steels most commonly
used in boiler construction are 0.5CrMoV, 2.25Cr1Mo,
1CrMoV, X12, 304, 316, P91, P92, 304 H, P22,
13CrMo4-5 and 16Mo3. For the purposes of the
experiment, the basic material 16Mo3 was used. While a
wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm Thermanit 625 (S Ni 6625
(NiCr22Mo9Nb); ERNiCrMo-3; Mat. No. 2.4831) was
chosen as an additional material. The material is highly
resistant to corrosion, to the appearance of cracks due to
corrosion at high temperatures that can range up to 1100 °
C. The amount of oxygen that occurs on the base material,
which can cause porosity in the weld alloy, is controlled
by deoxidants, namely silicon and magnesium.

Fig. 2. Equipment for performing the experimental part display of the
compressed sample in the positioner

In order to measure the main welding parameters, the
WeldAnalyst-S3 system was used with the corresponding
sensors. The application of various on-line monitoring
enables the detection of defects in the welded joint, and
the definition of the area of stability of the welding
process.
The characteristics of the data acquisition device and
the sensor are shown in Table 1, the data recording
capability is 1MHz. The system allows a complete
analysis of the dynamic characteristics of the main
parameters of all welding processes. The device has 12
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analogue channels for connecting different sensors, 4 of
which are very fast.
TAB. 1. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ON-LINE MONITORING DATA
COLLECTION DEVICES

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAIN
PARAMETERS OF NI-ALLOY WELDING BY
MAG-CMT PROCEDURE
Assessing the stability of the welding process of Nialloy layers, and possible estimates in the occurrence of
errors in the process itself based on the measured
surfacing parameters (surfacing current and surfacing
voltage) would involve comparing the measured values
with the reference values.
On-line monitoring and recording of all surfacing
parameters (surfacing current strength, surfacing voltage,
wire speed, gas flow) were recorded with the equipment
shown in Figure 3 by a WeldAnalyst device during the
entire surfacing process. The frequency at which the
parameters are recorded is 10870 Hz. Figure 3 shows the
appearance of the recorded characteristic for all
parameters (surfacing current, surfacing voltage, wire
speed, gas flow).

Fig. 4. Dynamic characteristics of main parameters with impulse and
short-circuit duration: a) as a function of current, b) as a function of arc
voltage

Table 2 shows the characteristic values for the welding
parameters at a helium content in the gas mixture of 30%,
which is common for practical application.
TAB. 2. CHARACTERISTIC VALUES FOR PARAMETERS AT A HELIUM
CONTENT OF 30% IN THE GAS MIXTURE.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of current and voltage
during welding with a helium content of 30% with a
change in gas flow of (10, 20, 30 l/min), and a correction
of the arc length of (0%, 30%).

Fig. 3. Recording of weld parameters by WeldAnalyst device

Figure 4 shows the appearance of the dynamic
characteristic for a time period of 17 to 17.05 seconds
with indications of pulse and short circuit duration. Figure
4 a) shows the dependence of the welding current strength
while Figure 4 b) shows the voltage dependences of the
welding arc. For segment analysis and clearer display of
results, only segments in the period from 17 to 17.05
seconds were displayed. After the recordings, the results
of measuring the surfacing current and voltage were
displayed, where Table 2 shows all the values of the main
parameters characteristic of the applied MAG-CMT
surfacing process, and shown in the diagram in Figure 1.
Fig. 5. Voltage change and current strength of Ni-alloy surfacing during
a time period of 17 - 17.05 seconds during experimental surfacing with a
gas mixture with a content of 30% helium
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V. CONCLUSION
On-line monitoring (welding current strength) of the
MAG-CMT welding process makes it possible to assess
the stability of the process, and classify welded joints into
two groups (good, bad) according to the visual assessment
of welded Ni-alloy using one of the available machine
languages. On-line monitoring enables us new knowledge
in the field of current-voltage characteristics and certain
changes in the welding process.
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Abstract— In this paper, the roughness of surfaces on
samples made by 3D printing was examined. A total of nine
printed samples with different 3D printing parameters were
measured. In the laboratory, a 3D printer with FDM
technology and PLA material for sample printing, a device
for measuring surface roughness and a hand-held
microscope were used. The change in surface roughness of
samples with different 3D printing parameters was
registered by measuring the parameter Ra and Rz which is
defined as the average roughness. The 3D printing
parameters considered are Print Speed, Flow material and
Layer Height.

be shown which of 3D printing parameters significantly
affect the surface roughness, the arithmetic mean height of
the roughness profile Ra will be considered.

Keywords— 3D printing, Fused deposition modelling (FDM),
Ra, PLA material

Technology

I. INTRODUCTION
Technology 3D printing is a technology that is used in
rapid prototyping for the production of functional
prototypes, molds, spare parts and tools. 3D printing
technology, we can obtain parts with complex geometry,
which are more difficult or impossible to obtain by any
conventional method. In order to get printed parts with the
most accurate geometry, it is necessary to experimentally
determine the deviation of the geometry of the printed part
in relation to the CAD model from the aspect of surface
roughness.
In the continuation of the paper, examples are given of
how others measured the surface roughness of certain
printed parts.
Mohammed S. Alsoufi et al. [1] experimentally
investigated how surface roughness performance of
printed parts manufactured by desktop FDM 3D printer
with PLA+ is influenced by measuring direction. Among
other things stated, concluded that the value of the
parameter Ra is highest when the measurement is
perpendicular to the direction of the applied layers.
Fuat Kartal [2] investigated examination of the effect
of surface roughness of parts produced in the different
nozzle temperatures on 3D printers. Concluded that the
lowest surface roughness value for PLA filament material
with a melting point of 190 degree celsius.
The aim of this paper is to experimentally show the
influence of different values 3D printing parameters (print
speed, material flow and layer height) on the surface
roughness of the obtained samples by measuring the
surface roughness with a profilometer [3]. Surface
roughness measurement is performed at the micrometer
level of unevenness. Based on the obtained results, it will

Filament size

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
A. 3D PRINTER AND MATERIAL
Table I and II shows the features of 3D printing
technology and basic characteristics of the input material.
TABLE I TECHNOLOGY 3D PRINTING

Name of 3D Printer
Nozzle Size
Nozzle Max Temperature
Heated Bed Max
Large Build Volume

FDM (Fused Deposition
Modeling)
FELIX PRO 2
1.75 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
0.35 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
275 °𝐶𝐶

100 °𝐶𝐶
X=237 mm Y=244 mm
Z=235 mm

TABLE III FILAMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Material
Colour
Base temperature
Printing temperature range
Density
Room Temperature

100% Poly-lactic acid,
PLA
White
45 − 55 °𝐶𝐶

190 − 220 °𝐶𝐶
1.25 𝑔𝑔/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3
25 ± 2 °𝐶𝐶

Fig. 1 shows samples in the form of tiles dimensions
40𝑥𝑥80𝑥𝑥2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 obtained by Fused Deposition Modeling
printing technology from PLA material. For all samples,
the Infill Pattern is Lines where the directions of the
applied layers intersect at 45 ° in every another layers.
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1

0 90

220 100 70 60

Yes

100

1

0 90

220 80 70 40

Yes

100

1

0 90

220 100 70 40

Yes

100

1

0 90

220 120 70 40

Yes

100

1

0 90

220 100 70 40

Yes

100

1

0 90

220 100 70 40

Yes

100

1

0 90

220 100 70 40

Yes

100

Fan speed [%]

Yes Enable Print Cooling
Yes

100

Flow [%]

Yes Enable Retraction

P-9 0.3 1

Yes

P-8 0.2 1

220 100 70 40

Yes

P-7 0.1 1

0 90

Yes

P-6 0.1 1

1

Yes

P-5 0.1 1

100

Yes

P-4 0.1 1

220 100 70 20

Yes

P-3 0.1 1

0 90

Yes

P-2 0.1 1

1

Yes

P-1 0.1 1

Bulid Plate Temperature [C°]
Print Speed [mm/s]

TABLE IIIII BASIC PARAMETERS OF 3D PRINTING

Sample Name

Surface roughness measurement was performed so that
the sample occupies a total of three positions during
measurement, the first position is at an angle of 0 degrees,
the second position is at an angle of 45 degrees and the
third position is at an angle of 90 degrees relative to the
applied layer. The building direction are shown by the
white lines and all three positions sample in Figure 3. In
all three positions, the same area is measured that is
parallel to the surface of the sample that was on the
substrate during printing. Surface roughness measurement
will be 2D, ie line roughness parameters will be used.

Printing Temperature [C°]

Fig. 2 Display the interface of the Mitutoyo SJ-301 Surftest

C. 3D PRINTING PARAMETERS
In order to investigate the influence of 3D printing
parameters on the surface roughness of samples obtained
by 3D printing technology, it is necessary to consider the
conditions or individual parameters that can significantly
affect the process of applying layers or making finished
parts with 3D printing technology. Parameters that can
significantly affect the 3D printing process are mainly
print speed, Flow material and layer height. Table III
contains nine samples that are divided into three groups
depending on the value of the 3D printing parameters.
The first group of samples P-1, P-2 and P-3 differ in
the value of the print speed parameter, ie we have that the
sample P-1 was printed at a speed of 20 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠, then the
sample P-2 at a print speed of 40 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 and sample P-3
at a print speed of 60 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠.
The second group of samples P-4, P-5 and P-6 differ
in the values of Flow material, sample P-4 was printed at
Flow of 80%, then sample P-5 at 100% Flow and sample
P-6 at Flow of 120%.
The third group of samples differs in the values of the
layer height parameter during printing, so that sample P-7
is printed with a layer height of 0.1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, sample P-8 is
printed at a layer height of 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and also the back
sample in column P-9 is printed at a layer height of
0.3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . Other parameters such as Wall Thickness,
Top/Bottom Thickness, Horizontal Expansion, Infill
Density, Infill Pattern, Printing Temperature, Bulid Plate
Temperature and Fan Speed contain constant values that
are the same in each sample.

Top/Bottom Thickness [mm]
Horizontal Expansion [mm]
Infill Density [%]
Lines Lines Lines Lines Lines Lines Lines Lines Lines Infill Pattern

The device used to measure surface roughness is the
Mitutoyo SJ-301 Surftest. The device uses a stylus with a
diamond tip with a radius of 2 µ𝑚𝑚. The interface of the
Mitutoyo measuring software is shown in Figure 2.
Measurement conditions are defined on the JIS 1994
standard, cut-off is 0.8 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in 5 segments, which gives a
reference measurement length of 4 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, linear speed is
0.5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 and with a normal distribution of Gaussian
type coordinates.

Wall Thickness [mm]

B. MEASUREMENT

Fig. 3 Measuring directions: a) Parallel to building direction (0°); b)
Diagonally across building direction (45°); c) Perpendicular to building
direction (90°).

Layer Height [mm]

Fig. 1 Samples of obtained FDM technologies
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of roughness measurements are shown by
linear roughness parameters, ie arithmetical mean height
(Ra) and average peak to valley height (Rz) according the
standard ISO 4287 in Table IV.
TABLE IVV OBTAINED ROUGHNESS VALUE

Ra [μm]

Rz [μm]

S ample Name

0°

45°

90°

P-1

0,99

3,07

2,86

0°

45°

measurement conditions when building direction is
perpendicular to the direction of measurement, ie when
the angle is 90 degrees. Roughness is 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2.86 µ𝑚𝑚 for
Print speed of 20 mm/s, then roughness is 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2.81 µ𝑚𝑚
for Print speed of 40 mm/s and roughness 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 3.5 µ𝑚𝑚
at 60 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠.

90°

3,08 17,68 11,86

P-2

0,67

2,56

2,81

2,48

8,67

P-3

0,54

2,89

3,50

1,64

8,91 10,60

P-4

1,93

7,94

7,86 10,88 29,85 33,05

P-5

0,50

2,95

2,92

1,88

P-6

0,41

7,11

7,98

2,66 25,92 29,28

P-7

0,39

3,00

3,92

1,25 13,01 21,88

P-8

0,90

6,34

6,61

3,20 21,43 23,65

P-9

0,39

3,26

4,38

1,45 13,72 18,53

9,03

8,70

8,84

Fig. 4 shows a diagram with the roughness parameter
on the ordinate and Print speed parameter on the abscissa
expressed in mm/s for each sample. In the conditions of
measurement when building direction is parallel to the
direction of roughness measurement, ie the angle is 0
degrees, we have that with increasing value of the Print
speed parameter get less roughness Ra, ie have roughness
decreasing from 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.99 µ𝑚𝑚 to 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.54 µ𝑚𝑚 when
increasing the Print Speed from 20 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 to 60 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠.

Fig. 4 Obtained roughness value Ra due to the influence of the Print
speed parameter for an angle of 0°

Fig. 5 shows a diagram in the measurement conditions
when building direction is diagonal to the direction of
measurement, ie when the angle is 45 degrees, the highest
surface roughness is at the value of the Print Speed
parameter of 20 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 and it is 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 3.07 µ𝑚𝑚 a the
smallest surface roughness at Print Speed of 40 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 is
then 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2.56 µ𝑚𝑚.

Fig. 6 Obtained roughness value Ra and Rz due to the influence of the
Print speed parameter for an angle of 90°

Fig. 7 shows a diagram with the roughness parameter
on the ordinate and on the abscissa the Flow parameter
expressed as a percentage for each sample. The highest
roughness 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 1.93 µ𝑚𝑚 occurs at Flow of 80%. And
the smallest roughness 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.41 µ𝑚𝑚 at an increased
Flow of 120%.

Fig. 7 Obtained roughness value Ra due to the influence of the Flow
material parameter for an angle of 0°

Fig. 8 and 9 show diagrams with the lowest roughness
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2.95 µ𝑚𝑚 and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2.92 µ𝑚𝑚 , which is achieved
when Flow is 100% under measuring conditions of
45 and 90 degrees in relation to building direction and
direction of measurement.

Fig. 8 Obtained roughness value Ra due to the influence of the Flow
material parameter for an angle of 45°

Fig. 5 Obtained roughness value Ra due to the influence of the Print
speed parameter for an angle of 45°

Fig. 6 shows a diagram with the approximate value of
roughness Ra and Rz at different speeds in the

Fig. 9 Obtained roughness value Ra and Rz due to the influence of the
Flow material parameter for an angle of 90°
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Fig. 10, 11 and 12 show the surface roughness is
higher when the value of the Layer Height parameter is
0.2 mm. In the first diagram (Figure 10) the roughness is
Ra = 0.39 µm for Layer Height of 0.1 mm, then the
roughness Ra = 0.9 µm for Layer Height of 0.2 mm.
While for Layer Height of 0.3 mm roughness the surface
area is Ra = 0.9 µm. In the second and third diagrams we
have an approximate distribution of values.

of the roughness measurement (needle path) is given on
the apse, and the change in the roughness parameters Ra is
given on the ordinate. Roughness was measured at a
length of 4 mm. The recorded surface profile lines
confirm the values of Ra shown in Table IV.

Fig. 10 Obtained roughness value Ra due to the influence of the Layer
Height parameter for an angle of 0°

Fig. 11 Obtained roughness value Ra due to the influence of the Layer
Height parameter for an angle of 45°
Fig. 14 The profile lines for sample P-2 measuring directions: a) Parallel
to building direction (0°); b) Diagonally across building direction (45°);
c) Perpendicular to building direction (90°).

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on measuring the surface roughness of samples
obtained from PLA materials and considering the
influence of 3D printing parameters. The conclusion is:
Fig. 12 Obtained roughness value Ra and Rz due to the influence of the
Layer Height parameter for an angle of 90°

•

Fig. 13 shows a microscopic view of the surface
measured on the P-2 sample. The last row of the applied
layer has the greatest influence on the surface roughness.

•

•

•

The optimal parameter value for Printing speed is
40 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠, then the minimum surface roughness is
achieved.
The optimal value of the Flow material parameter is
100%, increasing or decreasing the value of the
Flow parameter does not affect the printing time.
Minimal surface roughness is achieved with a Layer
Height parameter value of 0.1 mm, but the printing
time also increases.
The highest surface roughness is obtained by
measuring at 90 ° in relation to the building
direction.
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Abstract— Resistance welding is a very cost- and energyefficient welding process for thin sheets with wide
distribution in the automotive manufacturing. With the
challenges of lightweight construction in this area, new highstrength steel grades, light metals, and fiber-reinforced
plastics are increasingly used. Hence, to that, adjustments of
the welding processes are required. New process variants
such as the resistance element welding (REW) are used to join
mixed compounds of lightweight components and steel.
Similar to the welding of functional elements, a low energy
input in the base material is targeted, so only a small thermal
influence of the materials occurs. The paper presents the
mechanical properties, microstructure and macrostructure
of the REW joint depending on the welding parameters.

technologies that will not require a complete change of
equipment in automotive factories. One such technology is
Resistance element welding (REW). Resistance element
welding is a process that begins with the insertion of steel,
called an element, into aluminum, magnesium, or other
lightweight material. After the element is inserted into the
lightweight material, the procedure of classic resistance
spot welding is followed. The complete REW process is
shown in Fig. 1.

Keywords— Resistance element welding-REW, Aluminum
alloy AW 5754 H22, Dual-phase steel DP500, Microhardness,
Macrostructure

I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-material design has been developed as a modern
design concept for lightweight structures that aims to
integrate different types of materials into one structure.
This involves using different materials in the same part to
reduce its weight and keep its performance the same. Car
body weight can be reduced by using different types of
materials. Different types of lightweight bodies have been
developed with the applying of AHSS steel, aluminum
alloy and composite materials. A prerequisite for
achieving mullite-material structures is the application of
efficient and inexpensive technologies for joining different
materials. Steel and aluminum construction has a good
perspective for application in the automotive and aviation
industries considering the material properties, however,
the quality joint of two different materials is the bottleneck
in using and popularizing steel and aluminum structures
[1]. Joining technologies of different materials can
basically be divided into three basic groups: welding,
mechanical joining and bonding [2,3].
Resistance spot welding (RSW) is the most commonly
used method for joining technology in the automotive
industry, so one car has over 5000 RSW points [2]. The
joining of aluminum and steel with RSW technology is a
very difficult which will be analysed in this paper as well,
so today's research focuses on finding alternative

Fig.1 Sketch of the integrated REW process: (a) prepressing stage, (b)
thermal piercing stage, (c) welding stage and (d) retreating stage.

The published studies about this promising technology
mainly focused on the REW [6–9] or REW bonding
process [4,5,10,11] comparison with other technologies.
II. EXPERIMENT
AW 5754 H22 Al alloy (1.0-mm-thick) and DP500
steel (1.5-mm-thick) were used as the base materials. Q235
steel rivet developed by Flexweld was used as the auxiliary
element. Mechanical properties of the Al alloy, DP 500
steel, and rivet are shown in Table 1 and chemical
compositions in Table 2.
TABLE I MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Brand
DP 500
A 5754
Q235

Mechanical propertis
Rp0,2(MPa) Rm(MPa)
A(min %)
330
550
20
185
245
15
250
475
20

*Rp0,2 - Yield strength; Rm- Tensile strength; A – Elongation
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TABLE II CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Chemical composition
C Cr Si Mn P
Fe
S Mg Al Cu
DP 500 0.1
/
0.5 1 0.02 Bal. 0.01 / 0.01 /
A 5754 /
0.3 0.4 0.4
/
0.3
/
3.6 Bal. 0.1
Q235 0.29 / 0.28 1.03 0.04 Bal. 0.05 /
/
0.2
Brand

The element was insert into aluminum with force
pressure of 300 N as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 Lap shear specimen geometry for tensil testing

Fig. 2 Flexweld resistance element welding

After inserting the steel element into aluminum, classic
RSW welding was done using RSW machine
manufactured by Kocevar&sinovi which is managed using
the BOSH 6000 software. Welding was carried out using
electrode type F1 with parameters showed in Table 3.
TABLE III WELDING PARAMETERS

Mark
REW-1
REW-2
REW-3
REW-4
REW-5
REW-6
REW-7

Weld
current I
kA
6
8
10
8
8
8
8

Electrode
force F
kN
3.68
3.68
3.68
2.45
4.91
3.68
3.68

Welding
time T
ms
60
60
60
60
60
120
180

The tensile-shear tests were performed according to
standard ISO 14273:2016 at a cross-head speed of 2
mm/min with a Beta 50-7 / 6x14 testing machine.
Metallographic samples were cut from the center of the
joints. The samples were ground and polished based on
standard metallography procedures. The Q235 and DP500
steel side were etched using 4% nital solution (7 seconds)
and the Al side was etched using H2O and HF solution (25
seconds). Microstructures of joints were observed with an
VHX-6000 microscope. Vickers micro-hardness tester
Zwick/Roell ZHU 2.5 was used to measure the hardness
variations cross the joint under the load of 5 N for 12 s.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 4 compares the typical load-displacement curves
of REW joints that failed in IF (interfacial fracture) and PF
(pull-out fracture) modes. The PF is accompanied by
higher peak load and energy absorption (Fig. 5). All REW
specimens fail in PF mode, except specimens marked as
REW-5 which fail in IF mode.

For the sake of comparison, classic RSW welding of
aluminum alloy 5754 and DP500 steel was performed
with the parameters showed also in Table 3. Other welding
parameters such as squeeze time (SQZ=300 ms), hold time
(HLD=300 ms), pre-heating time (Pre-Weld=0 ms), Cool
Time (CT=0 ms), Up Slope Time (UST=0 ms) and Down
Slope Time (DST=0 ms) were constant during the
experiment. All tests were done with three replicates.
The welding specimens were 30 × 100 mm for REW
joining. Before welding, alcohol was used to clean the
specimens. The specimens were assembled, as shown in
Fig. 3, with an overlap distance of 35 mm.
Fig. 4 The variation of lap shear performance with the welding
parameters - the typical lap shear curves
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generating FeAl from a-Fe (Region A) (R. Qiu et al 2015).
Region B also shows the appearance of an intermetallic
compound (IMC) but now between DP steel and aluminum
alloy.

Fig. 5 Peak load and energy absorption of REW joint for different the
welding parameters

The typical macrostructure of the REW joint
depending on welding parameters for all specimens are
shown in Figure 5. As it is clear from the figure, welding
parameters have a significant effect on the nugget
appearance and dimensions in the REW process.
Particularly noticeable is the dimension difference of
nugget in the first three specimens where the welding
current varies from 6 to 10 kA, because of the remarkable
difference in heat input. The larger part of the nugget are
in the Q235 steel rivet for all combination. This formation
of the asymmetrical nuggets can be attributed to the
differences in electrical resistivity and thermal
conductivity. By REW-3 (10 kA) and REW-7 (180 ms)
specimens, it was observed pore formation in the nugget
canter and also the rivet hole widened, as is shown in
figure 6 also. This phenomenon can be attributed to the
excessive melting of the aluminum alloy due to the high
heat input.
Fig. 7 Microstructure of REW joint

Fig. 6 Macrostructure of REW joint

The welded joint can be divided into three parts: fusion
zone (FZ), heat affected zone (HAZ) and base metal (BM).
The microstructures of regions A–F denoted in Figure 6
are shown in Figure 7.
Due to the fusion of the rivet during welding, because
resistance spot welding was implemented first on the rivet
and then on the aluminum alloy near the rivet/Al interface,
was led to the diffusion of molten aluminum alloy and steel,
and the diffused material subsequently solidified

Region C shows the microstructures in the heataffected zone (HAZ) of rivet Q235. This HAZ can be
divided into two different zones: inter-critical HAZ and
upper-critical HAZ. The maximum temperature that is
attained in this zone is above AC3 (upper-critical HAZ),
and the BM completely transforms into austenite. As a
result of the fast cooling, the austenite transforms into
martensite. The peak temperature reached in this zone is
between AC1 and AC3 (inter-critical HAZ ), and the BM
microstructure transformed into a mixture of ferrite and
austenite. After cooling, the austenite transformed in to
pearlite while the ferrite is retained. The BM
microstructure also consisted of ferrite and pearlite, but the
volume fraction of the pearlite is less than that of the intercritical HAZ. The D show fusion zone (FZ) region at the
rivet site and region E show the interface between the DP
steel and the rivet.
The vertical hardness proﬁles of specimen REW-2
across the joint is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 The vertical hardness proﬁle
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As shown in the figure of the hardness of the fusion
zone in DP steel is on average 379 HV. The average
hardness of the DP steel base material is 223 HV. The
formation of bainite and martensite in the FZ explains the
higher hardness of the FZ compared to the BM hardness.
The HAZ in Q235 steel rivet exhibited the highest
hardness (more than 500 HV), which is due to the
martensitic microstructure. It is also noted that the
hardness of the rivet fusion zone is very high, about 500
HV. The hardness od IMC is similar to the hardness of Al
alloy basic material, approximately 85 HV.

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Niš,
Serbia.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper was analysed the macrostructure,
microstructure and tensile-shear strength and failure mode
of the resistance element welding (REW) of AW 5754 H22
Al alloy (1.0-mm-thick) and DP500 steel (1.5-mm-thick).
REW joint is made with different welding parameters
(weld current I=6-10 kA, electrode force F=2,45-4,91 kN,
welding time T=60-180 ms), which resulted in different
heat input.
The larger part of the nugget are in the Q235 steel rivet
for all combination. This formation of the asymmetrical
nuggets can be attributed to the differences in electrical
resistivity and thermal conductivity.
During the lap shear process, both the steel nugget and
Al sheet bear the same load simultaneously, thus the
competition relationship between mechanical performance
of the steel nugget and Al sheet determines the failure
modes. The characteristics of macro/microstructure
ultimately need to be reflected by the mechanical
performance. REW joints failed in IF (interfacial fracture)
and PF (pull-out fracture) modes. The PF is accompanied
by higher peak load and energy absorption. All REW
specimens fail in PF mode, except specimens marked as
REW-5 which fail in IF mode. The lap shear strength of
integrated REW joints reached the peak point at 8–60-2,45
(I-T-F).
Vertical hardness proﬁle indicates that HAZ in Q235
steel rivet exhibited the highest hardness (more than 500
HV), which is due to the martensitic microstructure.
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Abstract— The influence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
spreading up rapidly in many areas of automated industrial
systems. As automated industrial systems are becoming more
complex, the demand for production without faults is
growing and it starts to be a huge issue to solve complex
problems with limited human resources and knowledge and
within a limited time. The right solution is adopting AI in the
process of making decisions in these problems. The potential
of AI is growing in different aspects of manufacturing
management and control of automated industrial systems.
Edge computing on PLC gives the opportunity to put in
practice the potential of AI, especially in fault prediction. In
this paper are given recent trends in artificial intelligence for
automated industrial systems.

automation coming with AI, which means that we have a
situation in which machines are not only the substitution
for hard physical jobs, but also for decision making jobs.

Keywords— Artificial Intelligence, Industrial Systems, Edge
computing, PLC, Prediction

I. INTRODUCTION
From the First industrial revolution, we try to
understand how industrial automation has an impact on
the labour market and productivity. Usually, we can hear
arguments that the oncoming advances in automation will
the end of work by humans in automated systems. On the
other hand, many researchers claim that is no reason to be
concerned because technological breakthroughs in the past
have eventually increased the demand for labour and
wages [1]. In the first three revolutions, jobs that were
realized by human muscles are replaced by machines,
while in the fourth revolution decision making jobs have
to be replaced by Artificial Intelligence (AI). This is a
significant difference between the ongoing revolution (4th
revolution) and previous revolutions (see Fig. 1 [2]).
Industrial automation typically involves the substitution of
machines for hard physical work. From the perspective of
workers, it has two sides: good and bad. The good side is
that workers will be released from jobs which have a big
influence on their health, but on the other side, they can
lose their jobs or it can lead to the displacement of
workers from the tasks that are being automated, to the
tasks for which they are not qualified enough
(displacement effect - as capital takes over tasks
previously performed by labour). The displacement effect
implies that automation reduces the labor share of valueadded. The history of industrial automation shows that
new technologies came with new tasks in which labour
has a comparative advantage [3].
Now, industrial

Fig. 1 Difference between industrial revolutions [2]

According to the report from the World Economic
Forum (WEF), we are into the Fourth industrial revolution
and we must be aware of this fact. WEF named several
topics which have a significant influence on the ongoing
revolution, including artificial intelligence, robotics, 3D
printing, nanotechnology, genetics, biotechnology, etc. All
these drivers of changes have additional synergy effect [4].
The key prerequisite for the ongoing revolution is to
have quality networks that will enable quality data transfer
from all segments of our lives’ (business and/or private).
Actually, networks are the basic elements of the
infrastructure of any complex digital system’s
infrastructure. Without fast and reliable data transfer,
digital drivers of changes will lose percent of their effects.
Many of the major drivers of changes have a global
effect on jobs, ranging from significant job creation to job
displacement, and from heightened labour productivity to
widening skills gaps. Changes in jobs caused by
technological progress are always followed by changes in
their economic, social, geopolitical and demographic
environments. Fig. 2 shows the interaction between these
changes [2].
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•
•
•
•

Neural networks
Natural language processing
Genetic algorithms
Fuzzy logic, etc.
In the practice, in order to solve a problem, usually, it
is necessary to apply more than one area of AI. Like in
nature, sometimes we can apply different approaches
(areas of AI) to solve some problem, based on our
experience and knowledge.
Fig. 2 Technical, socio-economic, geopolitical, and demographic drivers
As already mentioned at the beginning of the paper, AI
of change [2]
is a discipline that has been in use for several decades. In
Primarily, thanks to technological changes, automated the past, people were associated to AI with a special entity,
industrial systems are becoming more complex. Also, the such as: General Problem Solver (a program designed to
demand for production without faults is growing and it imitate human problem-solving) developed by Allen
starts to be a huge issue to solve complex problems with Newell, Herbert Simon and J.C. Shaw, Deep Blue chesslimited human resources and knowledge and within a playing computer developed by IBM or Dexter robot arm
limited time. The right solution is adopting artificial developed by Haddington Dynamics. These examples
intelligence (AI) in the process of making decisions in show only how wide the use of AI can be. Nowadays, AI
these problems. The potential of AI is growing in different can be found in applications inside cars, machines, sensors,
aspects of manufacturing management and control of motors, finance, medicine, agriculture, education, etc.
automated industrial systems. Edge computing on a Actually, AI can be applied in almost all areas of human
programmable logic controller (PLC) opens new activity. So, if we want to know what the current trends in
paradigms for the potential use of AI, especially in fault AI, we will see many trends common for different
applications all over the Internet. In the outline of these
prediction [5-7].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next searches, we can find the following trends in [12-16]:
• AI Customer Support and Assistance
chapter presents an outline of trends in AI, with an
• Data Access Enabling Ubiquity
emphasis on the use of AI in manufacturing; chapter three
• Predictive Analytics
describes an outline of trends in automated industrial
• Enhanced Customization
systems, and chapter four provides a conclusion based on
• Real-Time Marketing Activities
trends in AI for automated industrial systems.
• AI-Powered Chatbots
II. OUTLINE OF TRENDS IN AI
• Emerging AI User Interface
• Intelligent Automation
Term Artificial Intelligence (AI) was introduced as an
• High-Risk Reputation
academic discipline in the middle of the fifties of the 20th
• More Data Sharing
century [8]. From that period to these days, AI has
• Partnering AI Workforce
transformed from the pure academic discipline to the
• AI will increasingly be monitoring and refining
desirable industrial discipline. There is no one generally
business processes
accepted definition of AI. In many definitions of AI, the
• More and more personalization will take place in
following definitions are sufficiently representative:
real-time
• AI is an umbrella concept that influences and is
• AI becomes increasingly useful as data becomes
influenced by many disciplines, such as computer
more accurate and available
science,
engineering,
biology,
psychology,
•
More devices will run AI-powered technology
mathematics, statistics, logic, philosophy, business,
•
Human and AI cooperation increases
and linguistics [9].
•
AI increasingly at the “edge”
• AI is a cognitive science with rich research
•
AI increasingly used to create films, music, and
activities in the areas of image processing, natural
games
language processing, robotics, machine learning, etc.
• AI will become ever more present in cybersecurity
[10].
• More of us will interact with AI, maybe without
• AI is the science that enables computers and
even knowing it
machines to learn, judge and use their own reasons.
•
AI will recognize us, even if we don’t recognize it
As the technologies are becoming more complex,
•
Increased Overall Automation
the demand for Artificial Intelligence is growing
•
Integration of AI to Aid (Not Replace) Workers
because of its ability to solve complex problems
•
A shift toward cybersecurity
with limited human resources and expertise and
• Increased focus on personalized services
within a limited time [11].
• Automated ai development
The above definitions show that different kinds of
• Auto car manufacturers will launch driverless cars
knowledge are necessary to know if we want to apply AI.
• Application of facial recognition will increase
Usually, AI includes many areas, such as [8, 12]:
• Augmented reality apps are on the rise
• Search and Planning
• Logistics will become more efficient
• Knowledge representation and reasoning
• Peer-to-peer networks will enhance transparency
• Expert systems
• Content will be designed using artificial intelligence
• Machine learning
• Deep Learning
• Data mining
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The wide range of trends in AI shows how AI is
present in different industrial and non-industrial
applications.
AI will definitely mark many years ahead and it has
been confirmed that AI will be one of the main pillars in
the implementation of the concept of Industry 4.0.
III. OUTLINE OF TRENDS IN AUTOMATED INDUSTRIAL
SYSTEMS

As mentioned before, automated industrial systems are
becoming more complex in many ways. In previous years,
the complexity of the system was reflected primarily in
the applied technologies, while in the present days, the
complexity is reflected not only in the applied
technologies but also in the complexity of data processing.
The automated industrial system generates a vast
quantity of quantity of valuable data in a single second.
Depending on the type of an automated industrial system,
data include values from sensors, logs from the production
line, orders, payments, etc [17-23]. These data can be
structured or unstructured, it can be of different types,
with different requirements for memory capacity, etc. The
majority of these data must be processed in real-time,
which means that we need more computational power.
More computational power involved new approaches
in data processing. One approach is to apply Edge
computing in the situation where a continual need to
monitor the performance of systems and processes to
identify or predict faults is needed [5-7, 18]. Typical
architecture with Edge computing is shown in Fig. 3 [24].

Fig. 3 Typical architecture with Edge computing [24]

Edge computing has several advantages. Some of the
advantages are as follows [24]:
• Real-time data processing: Edge computing
architectures bring processing units closer to the
data source, enabling real-time communication. The
latency problem common with classic cloud
solutions is avoided.
• Reduced
data throughput: Edge computing
primarily provides for local data processing in edge
gateways. Only data that cannot be evaluated
locally or should be available online is loaded into
the cloud.
• Data security: Edge computing leaves much of the
data on the local network. This makes it much
easier for companies to meet compliance
requirements.
The main disadvantages of Edge computing are
complex network structure, costs of Edge hardware and

higher maintenance costs of the system with Edge
computing.
Due to the complexity of the automated industrial
systems, the approach that uses the system’s
oversimplification and reduction starts to be useless.
Therefore, the approach that tapping the potential of AI,
are more likely to benefit from in the long term. AI's
impact on automated industrial systems can be viewed in
different areas. In the case of the manufacturing systems,
AI's impact can be organized into 5 main areas [25]:
• Predictive quality and yield
• Predictive maintenance
• Human-robot collaboration
• Generative design
• Market adaption/supply-chain
Also, these impacts are present in other automated
industrial systems. But, the key question in the
implementation of AI in automated industrial systems is
how to select the right AI solution to address specific
challenges and goals. In [26] is presented formula to
selecting the right industrial AI solution based on the socalled “The Industrial AI Quadrant” which is shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Typical architecture with Edge computing [24]

This simple and effective methodology involves
asking three basic questions:
1. What are your most pressing problems concerning
manufacturing production losses?
2. Are these problems rooted in asset performance, or
the production process itself?
3. Do these problems occur frequently, or infrequently?
Depending on the answers, it can be determined what
kind of AI solution we need for a particular problem. As
mentioned before, AI is all about data, so the quality of
data that are needed is very important in ensuring
trustworthy results.
In [27] we can find the following conclusion: “AI
without data is nothing, and AI without computational
power is impossible”. Aware of this fact, every further
step in applying AI must be considered on how valuable
data we have.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper gives a brief overview of the trends in AI
and how these trends affect automated industrial systems.
Trends in AI are diverse, and it is difficult to find the main
trend. In the case of automated industrial systems, one of
the main trends is applying AI for improving
manufacturing processes based on prediction.
Many manufacturers of equipment, as an additional
value of their equipment, now offer AI modules for
predicting the operation lives of their equipment with
great reliability. The technological complexity of
automated industrial systems has brought great
dependence on data processing. The main approach to
solve this problem is to apply the approach based on Edge
computing and AI.
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Abstract— In this paper a method is presented for the
classification of COVID-CT (CT_COVID, CT_NonCOVID)
image data set. Four different types of deep convolutional
neural networks are proposed, two with the architecture
resembling the VGGNet, one resembling the LeNet-5 and
one using transfer learning. In addition, neural networks
utilized the following techniques: decay, dropout and batch
normalization. Since we needed to combat a significantly
small dataset, we used data augmentation in order to
transform
and expand
our
dataset. Moreover,
juxtapositions were made when observing the results given
by these four neural networks, as well as the affect made by
two different optimizers. The training of the neural
networks was done using small batches with a binary cross
entropy loss function, in order to achieve an up to scratch
classification accuracy.
Keywords— deep learning; convolutional neural networks;
image
classification;
data
augmentation;
batch
normalization; COVID-CT dataset; dropout; transfer
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a subset of
deep neural networks, which are used for classifying
images. The main idea is to take a set of images correctly
labeled as the input data and used them to train our neural
network so as to achieve an output with an appropriate
categorization [1]. The inspiration for CNNs comes from
the observation of the animal visual cortex. Conversely,
the flourishing of these networks only came recently due
to the increase of computational power and the
development of many possible libraries that could be
used to battle complex mathematically based problems,
such as back propagation. The first paper [2] that
introduced the convolutional neural networks as we have
come to know them today has demonstrated that a model
which consists of a multilayered network can be
successfully used for recognition of stimulus patterns
according to the differences in their shapes. However,
there is some debate that the true begging was when a
paper in 1990 [3] demonstrated that a CNN model which
aggregates simpler features into progressively more
complicated features can be successfully used for
handwritten character recognition. In 2012 the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [4], at that
moment consisting of he 1000 categories and 1.2 million
images received a submission that would propel the

CNNs development once again. AlexNet [5] achieved a
top-5 error of 15.3% , which at the moment surpassed by
an astonishing 10% all of the other submissions, and had
a much faster training time as it was implemented on a
GPU. The following year, the same challenge, now with a
larger dataset was won by ZFNet [6]. It had the top-5
error of 14.8%, however even more so important is that it
was able to reduce the first layer filter size from to and
had a stride of 2, rather than 4 in the pooling layer.
VGG16 is a convolutional neural network model
proposed in the paper [7]. This model achieved 92.7%
top-5 test accuracy. The main contribution of this model
was that it used kernel sized filters, instead of the . It
was trained for weeks using GPUs, and had a huge
computational cost. However, it introduced a new idea
using the same kernels throughout the entire architecture,
this aided in generalization for classification problems
outside of what they were originally trained on. If for a
second we go back to LeNet [8] that was the foundation
for all of these previously mentioned CNNs we can
observe the main sequence of three layers convolution,
pooling and non-linearity still play the key part, and
sometimes it is beneficial not to import to many layers
when training a smaller dataset [9]. Finally, in recent
years transfer learning [10], which addresses cross
domain learning problems by extracting useful
information from data in a related domain and
transferring them for being used in target tasks, has been
demonstrating a significant impact.
Coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid19) is an infectious
disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [11]. It was first identified
in December 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei, China, and has
resulted in widespread pandemic. At the moment
Covid19 has caused over one million deaths all around
the world and counting. There are several methods that
include quick testing, however in order to grasp the full
scope of the problem some of the most important ways to
battle this disease is to examine the computed
tomography (CT) scan images. Chest CT scanning in
patients with Covid19 has shown ground-glass
opacification, possibly with consolidation, as well as
cases of pleural effusion, pleural thickening and
lymphadenopathy. Data is collected daily and it is still
scarce, howbeit one of the first datasets was proposed and
constructed for a marvellous paper [12], that is still
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pending publication at the moment, in order to try and aid
the ongoing battle against the pandemic. In it multi-task
learning and contrastive self-supervising learning were
used and achieved an accuracy of 89% in distinguishing
between CT_COVID and CT_NonCOVID images. In
addition to all that was stated beforehand the pivotal goal
of this paper is to try and implement various CNNs to
combat this classification problem and if possible obtain
a slightly better classification accuracy.
This paper is organised in the following manner:
section 2 represents a description of the dataset. In
section 3 the main methods which are used are explained
in detail, as well as the architecture of the CNN. As a
result, in section 4 we discuss the results and compare the
methods, based on accuracy and loss functions. In section
5, following a short summary a conclusion is made and
future work and possible directions are stated.
II. DATASET AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
The dataset which is used in this paper consists of 672
CT scan images from patients [13], including 349
CT_COVID and 323 CT_NonCOVID. We took the
approach of data augmentation, where we increase the
diversity of data by altering the original samples using
translation, rotation, shearing, flips and adding them to
the training set. Data augmentation covers a wide range
of techniques used to generate new training samples
using the original input images, by applying random
jitters and perturbations in such a manner as to not
change the class labels. The main idea here is to decrease
the generalization error of the testing (sometimes at the
expense of the training error) so as to achieve an increase
of generalizability of the model. The neural network is
then using slightly modified versions of the input data
and it is able to learn more robust features.
However, we introduced scaling of the data, as well,
by computing a weight for each class during the training
and as an outcome amplifying the loss by a larger weight
when we approach the smaller dataset. Even though the
difference is small in this example, this benefited the
training process. During the preprocessing of images we
resized all the images to a fixed size 32𝑥𝑥23 , and in doing
so we also maintained the aspect ratio. The reasoning
behind this being that all the images in a dataset need to
have a fixed feature vector size. This means all the
images will have identical widths and heights, making it
easier to quickly load and preprocess a dataset and briskly
move through our convolutional neural network. The
aspect ratio will enable us to resize the images along the
shorter dimension, be it width or height, and in cropping
it, will maintain the ratio. It is important to note that this
step is not necessary if you are not working with a
difficult dataset. Notwithstanding its benefits, it was
implemented in this particular dataset.
A. ImageNet dataset
ImageNet is a dataset consisting of over 14 million
images, which belong to one thousand classes. It was
used as the dataset in the highly respected convolutional
neural network model VGG16 which was proposed by
Oxford scientists. In this paper the VGG16 network was
used as a pre-trained convolutional neural network, in
order to incorporate transfer learning.

III. METHODS DESCRIPTION
In order to try and reduce overfitting and increase our
classification accuracy on the CT_COVID dataset we
endeavour in performing three types of neural network
training techniques:
• dropout and decay
• batch normalization
• transfer learning (neural networks as feature
extractors)
The first technique that is used in order to improve the
generalization error in the convolutional neural network
is dropout [14]. Dropout is nothing more than a form of
regularization, which succours us in controlling the
model capacity. The dropout layers are arranged in the
network in such a manner that we have randomly
disconnected nodes by a probability of 0.3 in the first few
layers; and 0.6 probability in the last layer. The reason
for this is that if the first layers are dropped by a higher
probability, then that will later affect the training. The
dropout is implemented after the pooling layer, and
before the next convolutional layer (or last flatten and
dense layers). This was used for the neural networks
resembling the VGG with data augmentation (DA). The
network resembling the VGG without DA used a dropout
with a probability 0.25 in the first few layers and double
the increase in the last layer, while the LeNet network did
not utilize this method. Decay that is used in this neural
network is a standard decay that can be obtained using
the Keras library in Python. Since the learning rate
controls the step that is made along the gradient, larger
steps are usually used in the beginning to make sure that
we do not stagnate in the local optima, while smaller
steps are used deeper in the network and near the end of
the convolution in order to converge to a global minimum.
We have initialized the learning rate to be 0.01 (for the
networks with DA) and 0.05 (for the network without
DA), and applied the following formula to adjust it after
each epoch,
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖+1 =

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

1+𝑘𝑘∙𝑖𝑖

(1)

where 𝛼𝛼 is the current learning rate, 𝑖𝑖 is the epoch and 𝑘𝑘
is the decay calculated as the division between the
learning rate and the number of epochs. This type of
adjustment of the learning rate each epoch, can increase
accuracy, as well as reduce the loss function and the time
necessary to train a network. Batch normalization [15] is
used to normalize the activations of a given layer’s inputs
by applying mean and standard deviation before passing
it onto the next layer. In addition, the covariate shift
refers to a change in the distribution of the input variables
which are present in the training and validation data.
Since it has been proven that the training of the neural
network is the most coherent when the inputs to each
layer are alike, the main intention is that even when the
explicit values of inputs layers to hidden layers change,
their mean and standard deviation will still remain
relatively the same, thus reducing the covariate shift.
Batch normalization has demonstrated an immensely
effective approach to reducing the number of epochs
necessary for training by allowing each layer to learn
independently. Here the idea that differs from the original
paper and is first proposed in [16] states that the batch
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normalization should be implemented after the activation
layer. The main reasoning behind this is that we want to
avoid setting the negative values coming out of the
convolution layer to zero. Instead we pass them through
the batch normalization layer, right after the activation
(ReLU) layer, and assure that some of the features that
otherwise would not have made it do. This yields a higher
accuracy and lower loss, and is to this day a debate
amongst the creators of Keras.
Finally, the second technique is transfer learning [17],
a machine learning technique where networks can behave
as feature extractors. Transfer learning is nothing more
than the ability to use a pre-trained model to learn
patterns from data, on which the original network was not
trained on. As previously stated deep neural networks
trained on a large scale dataset ImageNet have
demonstrated to be superb at this task.
When treating networks as feature extractors we
choose a point, in this case before the fully connected
layer and remove it. Subsequently, in this particular
example while using the VGGNet pre-trained on the
ImageNet we removed the fully connected layer and
stopped at the last pooling layer where the output shape is
7 × 7 × 512, 512 filters with the size 7 × 7. Now, our
feature vector has 7 × 7 × 512 = 25088 values and it
will be used to quantify the contents of the images, which
were not included in the original training process. The
format which allows us to extract these features is the
hierarchical data format version 5 (hdf5), which is used to
store and organize large amount of data.
Transfer learning is an optimization, which has been
proven to yield a better performance and drastically save
time. This is precisely why we used it in this paper, to see
if we could obtain a higher classification, and perform
faster. Transfer learning relaxes the hypothesis that the
training data must be independent and identically
distributed with the test data, which we clearly stated as a
must in the beginning of this chapter. Moreover, transfer
learning is able to solve the problem of insufficient
training data. Furthermore, there is the option to remove
the fully connected layers of the existing network in order
to add a new fully connected layer to the CNN and fine
tune the weights to recognize object classes. However,
here it was not implemented since treating networks as
arbitrary feature extractors was enough.

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = max (0, 𝑥𝑥)

(2)

where 𝑥𝑥 is the input into the neuron. Softmax or the
normalized exponential function assigns normalized class
probabilities for each prediction, and is represented by,
𝑆𝑆(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) =

𝑒𝑒 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖

𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗
∑𝑘𝑘
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑒𝑒

(3)

for 𝑖𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘𝑘 and z = (𝑧𝑧1 , … , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) ∈ ℝ𝑘𝑘 .
Softmax takes an input vector and normalizes it into a
probability distribution between [0,1]. Therefore the sum
of all output values is equal to 1, which in turn makes the
training converge more quickly. In order to achieve this,
before training we must include one hot encoding in order
to convert the labels from integers to vectors.

Fig. 1 A schematic of the convolutional neural network without batch

A. Convolutional Neural Network
normalization, that resembles the VGGNet. All of the convolutional
layers
that precede the fully connected layers have filters 32, 64, 128
Into the bargain all that was explained, we picked the
that are the same size . The probability distribution is applied in the last
following CNN architecture shown in Fig. 1. It is
layer using Softmax and the output yields two class labels CT_Covid
consisted of multiple convolutional and pooling layers, as
and CT_NonCovid.
well as the fully connected layers. The first two
In addition, later when we want to add the batch
convolutional layers learn 32 filter each with a size 3 × 3.
normalization
layer, we can apply it after each activation
Sequentially, the fourth and the fifth layers learn 64
layer,
as
discussed
previously.
filters with the size 3 × 3 and the last two learn 128
filters with the size 3 × 3 . The pool layer is used to
B. Implementation and training of a simpler version of
reduce the computational load and the number of
the LeNet
parameters, thus reducing the risk of overfitting. We used
Taking
into the bargain all that was explained before,
a max pooling layer with a pool size 2 × 2 and a stride 2.
the implementation of this CNN was done by using the
Finally, we have the fully connected layer which consists
Python programming language. We used Keras [18]
of 2048 parameters, input values which learn 512 nodes.
which is mainly used for implementing of activation
The activation layers which were used are Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) defined as,
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functions, optimizers, convolutional and pooling layers,
and is actually able to do backpropagation automatically.
Right after we load and preprocess our images dataset
it is necessary to use one hot encoding. This is done by
using a part of the Sklearn library LabelBinarizer.
However beforehand we must split the training data and
the validation data, here we opted to split it 75% and 25%,
sequentially. The next step is the implementation of an
optimizer, here we used the Adam optimizer. The Adam
optimizer is short for Adaptive Moment Estimation
optimization algorithm [19]. Its main purpose is to
attempt to rectify the negative effects of a globally
accumulated cache by converting the cache into an
exponentially weighted moving average, just like the
Root Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp). The Adam
optimizer is essentially a combination of momentum and
RMSProp. Momentum is implemented into the neural
network, by adding a temporal element to the update
vector of the past time step to the current update vector,
∆𝒘𝒘(𝑘𝑘) = −𝛼𝛼∇𝐸𝐸(𝑘𝑘) + 𝛾𝛾∆𝒘𝒘(𝑘𝑘 − 1)

(4)

where 𝛾𝛾 is usually set between 0.8 and 0.9 and function 𝐸𝐸
is the index of performance.
This network resembles the architecture of the LeNet
in such a way that we have 5 × 5 filters with a stride of
20 in the first convolution layer, and 50 in the second
convolutional layer. The mini batch method were the
neural network selects a part of the training data and
updates the weights, but trains the network with the
average weight update. Usually the smallest standard
batch size which is used is 32, however we opted to use
24, as it complemented our data. The reasoning behind
this is that present research confirms that using small
batch sizes achieves the best training stability and
generalization performance, for a given computational
cost, across a wide range of experiments. The loss
function which was used is the binary_crossentropy
function. This was done because we only had two classes,
if there were more we would have had to use
categorical_cross_entropy, but have in mind we could
have used categorical as well, but studies show that
binary is much more efficient in this case. The training of
the CNN was done in 30 epochs.
C. Implementation and training of a simpler version of
the VGGNet
We constructed two different neural networks
resembling the VGG, the first one had a dropout of 0.25
in the first few layers and no data augmentation or batch
normalization layers. The training data and the validation
data were split 75% and 25%, sequentially. Here we
utilized the SGD optimizer, which was set to a learning
rate of 0.05, with a decay in order to slowly reduce the
learning rate over time and converge to the global
solution more efficiently. Decaying the learning rate is
beneficial in reducing overfitting and obtaining a higher
classification accuracy. The smaller the learning rates are,
the smaller the weight update will be enabling us to
converge. The gradient descent method is an iterative
optimization algorithm that operates over an optimization
surface. It is a simple modification to the standard
algorithm of gradient descent. The main purpose of SGD
is to calculate the gradient and adjust the weights of the
training data (but not on the whole dataset, but rather on a

mini batch). All the images were resized to 32 × 32
aspect ration, the batch size we used was again 24 and the
loss fucntion was the binary_crossentropy function. The
training of the CNN was done in 30 epochs.
The second neural network resembling the VGG had
a similar architecture as depicted in Fig. 1, with the
addition of batch normalization layers. Here our training
data and the validation data were split 80% and 20%.
Here we trained our network once with the SGD
optimizer and once more with the Adam optimizer. The
learning rate was set to 0.01, with decay and adjustment
after each epoch. Both times data scaling, as well as data
augmentation was used. All the images were resized to
32 × 32 aspect ration, the batch size we used was 32 and
the loss function was the binary_crossentropy function.
The training of the CNN was done in 30 epochs (utilizing
the Adam optimizer) and in 100 epochs (using the SGD
optimizer).
After the training we implemented a method that
takes the weights and the state of the optimizer and
serializes them to the disc in a hdf5 format, in order to
load them and test the labeling.
D. Implementation using transfer learning
The first step in this process is to extract features from
VGG16, in doing so we are forward propagating the
images until a given layer, and then taking those
activations and treating them as feature vectors. Here the
main two differences are that we used the standard a
batch size of 32 and the training and test split is done at
the same time as training, we again split it into 75%
training data and 25% test data. Once the extraction of the
features was done, we trained the classifier on those
features. We also implement the GridSearchCV class to
assists us to turn the parameters to the LogisticRegression
classifier.
The final results are presented in the following
chapter, comparisons are made and a visual
representation of the graphs is shown using Matplotlib in
order to estimate if there is overfitting.
IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
The results of the CNN resembling LeNet are
presented in Table 1. We clearly see that our neural
network has classification accuracy of 68%.

Fig. 2 A graph depicting a convolutional neural network that resembles
the LeNet – training and validation loss and accuracy curves

In the following table we use the term precision which
represents true positive divided by a sum of true positive
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and false positive, recall which represents true positive
divided by a sum of true positive and false negative.
Therefore, precision is good to determine when the cost
of false positives is high, on the other hand recall tells us
the number of correctly labeled data. Ultimately, we have
the f1-score used to find the weighted average of recall
and precision. In analyzing the curves shown in Fig. 2 we
see that our network learned until the 30 epoch, beyond
that overfitting would occur, as we can clearly see a
generalization gap forming in both loss and accuracy
curves. Fig. 3 depicts the results when using the network
resembling the VGG without data augmentation, here we
can observe that the training and validation curves show a
wide generalization gap at the 30 epoch resulting in
overfitting. The classification accuracy is 76% (Table 1.),
this is no good if we have overfitting, that is why the next
approach uses data augmentation in order to combat this
problem.

Fig. 3 A graph depicting a convolutional neural network without data
augmentation and with batch normalization, that resembles the VGGNet
– training and validation loss and accuracy curves

Fig. 4 represents the neural network resembling the
VGG, with data augmentation and the SGD optimizer.
The classification accuracy obtained after 30 epochs is
72%, and the training and loss curves show slight
deviations.

data augmentation does indeed help in reducing the
generalization gap, however this particular dataset was
quite faulty to begin with.

Fig. 5 The pre-trained CNN weights are loaded from the disk and make
predictions for 30 randomly selected images. In the upper left and right
corner we have an example of CT_COVID scans, and in the lower left
and right corner an example of CT Non_COVID scans.

Fig. 6 A graph depicting a convolutional neural network with data
augmentation and batch normalization (optimizer SGD), that resembles
the VGGNet – training and validation loss and accuracy curves – 100
epochs
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

precision

recall

f1-score

CNN resembling LeNet (Adam optimizer, with data
augmentation)
macro avg
0.68
0.68
0.67
CNN resembling VGG (SGD optimizer, without data
augmentation, without batch normalization)
macro avg

0.76

0.71

0.69

CNN resembling VGG (Adam optimizer, with data
augmentation, 100 epochs, with batch normalization)
macro avg
0.72
0.72
0.72
CNN resembling VGG (SGD optimizer, with data
augmentation, 30 epochs, with batch normalization)
Fig. 4 A graph depicting a convolutional neural network with data
augmentation and batch normalization (optimizer SGD), that resembles
the VGGNet – training and validation loss and accuracy curves – 30
epochs

The same classification accuracy is acquired when
utilizing the Adam optimizer, only then we need 100
epochs to achieve so. Fig. 6 depicts the same neural
network explained beforehand when using the SGD
optimizer over the course of 100 epochs resulting in a
classification accuracy of 75%. We can conclude that

macro avg
0.72
0.70
0.69
CNN resembling VGG (SGD optimizer, with data
augmentation, 100 epochs, with batch normalization)
macro avg
0.75
0.75
0.75
Transfer learning using VGG16
macro avg

0.90

0.91

0.90

In Table 1 we can see the results obtained by using
transfer learning have a classification accuracy of 90%,
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which is by far the best. Furthermore, we observe that the
CNN in Fig. 4 is the best one if we opted to use a method
that does not include transfer learning. Nevertheless, it is
clear then when taking into account all four approaches
we shall choose transfer learning, because not only does
it yield a higher classification accuracy, but it also wasted
less computational time. Compared with the original
paper that combated this classification problem [12] we
were able to achieve only slightly better classification
accuracy, with an increase being 1%.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described four different approaches of
using convolutional neural networks to classify a dataset
consisting of CT_COVID and CT_NonCOVID images.
We used CNNs that we constructed based on the
VGGNet and LeNet5 and implemented them with and
without data augmentation. Furthermore, we used a
transfer learning technique by extracting features of the
neural network VGG16 trained on the ImageNet dataset.
The main idea of this paper was to see if a different
approach can have better results on this particular dataset,
as well as see if a smaller neural network could have
almost as good classification as transfer learning. The
final results, when compared showed a clear advantage
when using transfer learning, however it also showed us
the importance of data augmentation when approaching a
rather small dataset.
Further research will focus on implementing different
types of optimizers, including metaheuristic algorithms as
optimizers. Also, we will focus on battling larger datasets
consisting of Covid19 CT scans, once they become
available, as well as obtaining a higher classification
accuracy utilizing different methods.
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Abstract— In this paper the nonlinear feedback control
system is presented for the speed control in direct current DC motor. Nonlinear functions of dead zone, Coulomb and
viscous friction were investigated and used for obtaining the
mathematical model. The effectiveness and the comparison
between linear and nonlinear control signal have been
confirmed using Matlab/Simulink software. From the
conclusions, based on the experimental results, it is easy to
see that nonlinear control system is more acceptable and has
a better performance for speed control. The validity of using
feedback linearization in DC motors has been proven.
Keywords— feedback linearization; nonlinear systems;
nonlinear control; identification

I. INTRODUCTION
Speed control in a direct current motor (DC) has been
challenging, widely studied task. Many researches have
been done to model electrical machines. For example,
serial DC motor has often been modelled as linear object.
On the other hand, models in which motor current or flux
are found as essential parameters are considered to be
nonlinear [1]. This paper presents the design and
implementation concerning both, linear and nonlinear
models for the system and it represents a continuation of
the research done by the authors on the similar topic [2].
Disparate controllers have been proposed to lead the speed
of DC machines into the desired value. For example
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is a
popular controller in industries due to simple structure,
low cost and easy to implementation. It provides reliable
performance for the system if PID parameter is identified
properly. But it suffers due to lack of robustness [1]. The
linear approximation, of the nonlinear state space
representation of the series DC motor, around the
equilibrium point and PI controller design the tracking
performance is deteriorated in the periods in which the
speed is reduced. This is due to the fact that the input
signal is limited to a minimum of 0 [V]. That is, in this
condition the motor is actually operating in open loop [3].
Besides linear, there are plenty of nonlinear controllers:
the fuzzy logic and genetic – based new fuzzy models [4],
artificial neural networks [5], adaptive control technique
[6], and others.
It is important to make this comparison to find out
under what conditions a technique presents a superior
performance over the other one and thus have the

certainty when it is useful to implement nonlinear
controllers, which have greater complexity [7].
The aim of this study is the development and later
implementation of a nonlinear control system, by the
feedback linearization method, for a laboratory installed
DC motor, SRV02 Rotary Servo Base Unit, which has
been considered as a single-input-single-output (SISO)
system.
Feedback linearization is an approach to nonlinear
control design which has attracted a great deal of research
interest in recent years. By a combination of a nonlinear
transformation and state feedback (feedback linearization),
the nonlinear control design is reduced to designing a
linear control law [8]. The central idea of the approach is
to algebraically transform a nonlinear system dynamics
into a (fully or partly) linear one, so that linear control
techniques can be applied. This differs entirely from
conventional linearization in that feedback linearization is
achieved by exact state transformations and feedback,
rather than by linear approximations of the dynamics [9].
This technique has been successfully implemented in
many applications of control, such as industrial robots,
high performance aircraft, helicopters and biomedical
dispositifs, more tasks used the methodology are being
now well advanced in industry [10].
II. LINEAR MODEL OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS
One of the first steps in the synthesis of a control
system is constructing an accurate model, because it saves
time and it brings the cost-effectiveness. An appropriately
developed system model is essential for reliability of the
designed control. A DC series motor is an example of a
simple, controlled process that can serve as a vehicle for
the evaluation of the performance of the various
controllers [4].
A schematic diagram of the DC motor is given in Fig.
1.
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�

𝑑𝑑
𝜔𝜔 (𝑡𝑡)� 𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑣𝑣 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑙𝑙

(7)

where the equivalent damping term is given by:

𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑣𝑣 =

The equations that describe the motor electrical
components are as follows:
𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)
+ 𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)

𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔 𝐾𝐾𝑔𝑔 𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚

(9)

Linear mathematical model is:

(2)

𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)
.
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚
The linear model can be obtained using the Second
Newton’s Law of Motion and connection between
moment of inertia of the load 𝐽𝐽𝑙𝑙 and of the motor shaft 𝐽𝐽𝑚𝑚 ,
speed of the load shaft 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 , viscous friction acting on the
motor shaft 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚 and on the load shaft 𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙 , total torque
applied on the load 𝜏𝜏𝑙𝑙 and on the motor 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚 , with resulting
torque acting on the motor shaft from the load torque
denoted as 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 :
The linear model can be obtained using the Second
Newton’s Law of Motion and connection between
moment of inertia, viscous friction constants, and torque
of load and motor:
𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)
(4)
𝐽𝐽𝑙𝑙
+ 𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝜏𝜏𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) =

𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)
+ 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚 =

(1)

where 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 , 𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 , 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 and 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 are motor voltage back
electromotive voltage, back electromotive voltage
constant and speed of the motor shaft, respectively. Since
the motor inductance 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚 is much less than its resistance
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚 , it can be ignored [11]. Solving the system of
equations for motor current 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 , we get an electrical
equation of DC motor:

𝐽𝐽𝑚𝑚

(8)

and the actuator gain equals:

Fig. 1 SRV02 DC motor armature circuit and gain train [11]

𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚

𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔 𝐾𝐾𝑔𝑔2 𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 + 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚

𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑣𝑣 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡).

(10)

𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑦𝑦̇ (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑣𝑣 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡).

(11)

Choosing 𝑦𝑦 = 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 as output variable and 𝑢𝑢 = 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 as
input signal, state equation of the system is obtained as
follows:

(3)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a linear system

III. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE OBTAINED
LINEAR MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Responses of the system represented with the block
diagram in the Fig. 2 are shown in the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
After recording the responses of the object, comparisons
were made with the responses obtained by simulations of
the linear model, for step and sinusoidal inputs [2].

(5)

so the mechanical equation is:
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)
+ 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔 𝐾𝐾𝑔𝑔 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(6)

where 𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 are total moment of inertia and
damping term. 𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔 and 𝐾𝐾𝑔𝑔 are, respectively, the gearbox
efficiency and the total gear ratio. Combining electrical
and mechanical equations, assuming that motor torque is
proportional to the voltage, the final equation becomes:

Fig. 3 Experimental results: comparison between real and model data for
step input
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A nonlinear system:
𝑥𝑥̇ = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) + 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥) 𝑢𝑢
(14)
𝑛𝑛 ⨯ 𝑝𝑝
where f : D ⟶ 𝑅𝑅 and G : D ⟶ 𝑅𝑅
are sufficiently
smooth on a domain 𝐷𝐷 ⊂ 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 , is said to be feedback
linearizable (or input – state linearizable) if there exist a
diffeomorphism T : D ⟶ 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 such that 𝐷𝐷𝑧𝑧 = T(D)
contains the origin and the change of variables 𝑧𝑧 = 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)
transforms the system (12) into the form:
𝑛𝑛

Fig. 4 Experimental results: comparison between real and model data for
sinusoidal input

IV. FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION
Feedback linearization approach differs from the
classical linearization (about the desired equilibrium
point) in that no approximation is used; it is exact.
Exactness, however, assumes perfect knowledge of the
state equation and uses that knowledge to cancel the
nonlinearities of the system. Since perfect knowledge of
the state equation and exact mathematical cancellation of
terms are almost impossible, the implementation of this
approach will almost always result in a close-loop system,
which is a perturbation of a nominal system whose origin
is exponential stable. The validity of the method draws
upon Lyapunov theory for perturbed systems [12] (that
can be further studied in Chapter 9 of literature [12]).
Consider the single – input – single – output nonlinear
SISO system [12]:

𝑧𝑧̇ = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥)[𝑢𝑢 − 𝛼𝛼(𝑥𝑥)]
(15)
with (A,B) controllable and γ(x) nonsingular for all x ∈ D.
V. DETERMINATION OF THE RELATIVE DEGREE
The relative degree of a linear system is defined as the
difference between the poles (degree of the transfer
function's denominator polynomial number) and zeros
(degree of its numerator polynomial). To extend this
concept to nonlinear systems more mathematical
treatment will be needed. The following definition is
given and repeated here for completeness: Definition [13]:
The system, outlined in (12), is said to have relative
degree 𝑟𝑟 at a point 𝑥𝑥0 if:

i) 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔 𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 ℎ(𝑥𝑥) = 0 for all 𝑥𝑥 in a neighborhood of 𝑥𝑥0 and
all 𝑘𝑘 < 𝑟𝑟 − 1
ii) 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔 𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟−1
ℎ(𝑥𝑥) ≠ 0
𝑓𝑓

The terms 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔 and 𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 represent the Lie derivative of
ℎ(𝑥𝑥) taken along 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) and k − times along (𝑥𝑥) ,
𝒙𝒙̇ = 𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙) + 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙)𝑢𝑢
(12)
respectively.
y = h(x)
where f(x), g(x) and h(x) are sufficiently smooth in a
NONLINEAR MATHEMATICAL MODEL
domain 𝐷𝐷 ⊂ 𝑅𝑅 𝑛𝑛 (the mapping f : D ⟶ 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 , g : D ⟶
The nonlinear mathematical model of the DC motor
𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 are vector fields on D) and 𝒙𝒙̇ = [𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ]𝑇𝑇 is a
was
obtained considering the speed dependent friction
state vector. It is necessary to find a state feedback control
nonlinearity.
Reference [14] shows that in this case the
𝑢𝑢 , that transforms the nonlinear system into an equivalent
nonlinear
mathematical
model of DC motor can be
linear system. Clearly, generalization of this idea is not
adopted
as
follows:
possible in every nonlinear system: there must be a certain
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜔𝜔̇ 𝑙𝑙 + 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 ) + 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑛𝑛 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 = 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
(16)
structural property that allows performing in such a
manner of cancellation.
The part of the obtained friction curve 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 ), for low
Using feedback to cancel nonlinearities requires the angular velocity values, where the Stribeck effect is
nonlinear state equation to have a structure:
dominant, is shown in Fig. 5. It is assumed that friction
Definition [12]:
characteristics are symmetrical, for negative and positive
values of angular velocity.
(13)
𝒙𝒙̇ = 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 + 𝐵𝐵𝛾𝛾(𝒙𝒙)[𝑢𝑢 − 𝛼𝛼(𝒙𝒙)]
(13)
TABLE I THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE PLANT
PARAMETERS
where A is n ⨯ n and B is n ⨯ p matrix, the functions 𝛼𝛼 :
𝑛𝑛
𝑝𝑝
𝑛𝑛
𝑝𝑝 ⨯ 𝑝𝑝
are defined on domain 𝐷𝐷 ⊂
𝑅𝑅 ⟶ 𝑅𝑅 , 𝛾𝛾 : 𝑅𝑅 ⟶ 𝑅𝑅
Parameters
Values and units
𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 that contains the origin. Furthermore, two conditions
Jeq
0.0021 kg𝑚𝑚2
must be satisfied. The first one is that the pair (A, B) must
Rm
2.6 Ω
be controllable. The second one is that γ(x) must be
kt
0.0077 Νm/A
nonsingular for all x ∈ D. This is consequence of the
1
ηm
0.69
control law form: 𝑢𝑢 = 𝛼𝛼(𝑥𝑥) +
𝑣𝑣 that provides a new
𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥)

ηg

0.9

Kg
70
control signal 𝑣𝑣. Even if the state equation does not have
It
is
assumed
that
friction
characteristics
are
the structure (13), sometimes it is possible to execute
symmetrical,
for
negative
and
positive
values
of
angular
feedback linearization for another choice of variables.
Therefore, a more comprehensive definition is given [12].
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velocity. Applying standard optimization techniques with
Matlab, the friction parameters were obtained (16).
In order to overcome the jump discontinuity of the
proposed friction model, at 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 = 0, that jump is replaced
by a line of finite slope, up to a very small threshold ε,
whose boundaries are given with red dash line, as is
shown in Fig. 5 [14].
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 0.0174𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 ) +
𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙

0.0087𝑒𝑒 −0.064 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 ), 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑣𝑣 = 0.0721

(17)
Fig. 7. Experimental results: comparison between real and model data
for step input

Fig. 8. Experimental results: comparison between real and model data
for sinusoidal input
Fig. 5. Friction characteristics of DC motor [14]

This the line of finite slope will be used only for
comparison with the hyperbolic tangent function (Fig. 6),
because method of feedback linearization requires
differentiable functions (as can be seen from the given
definitions in the previous section). In this way only
Coulomb and viscous friction is modelled and static
friction is neglected [2].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Applying Definition [12] to the system (18) – (19)
yields:
𝐴𝐴 = −
𝐵𝐵 =
𝛼𝛼(𝑥𝑥) =

𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑛𝑛
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚

𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥) = 1.
First condition is met:
𝑈𝑈 = 𝐵𝐵.

Fig. 6. Differential function of the hyperbolic tangent

Choosing 𝑥𝑥 = 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 as state variable,
𝑦𝑦 = 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 as
measured variable and 𝑢𝑢 = 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 as control variable and
denoting nonlinearity by 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) , state equation of the
system was obtained as follows:
𝑥𝑥̇ = −

𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑛𝑛
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑥𝑥 − 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) +

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑥𝑥

𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑢𝑢

(20)

(21)
(22)

(23)

(24)

Order of system is n = 1 and, because rank U =n, the
pair (A, B) is controllable:
𝐴𝐴
𝑈𝑈 = 𝐵𝐵 = 𝑚𝑚 .
(25)
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

System transformation is not required and all functions
are smooth and differentiable. γ(x) is not equal to zero, so
the second condition is also met. With both conditions
met feedback linearization is permitted.
(18)
The first derivative of the system (18) – (19) output
depends on the control signal, which means that the
(19) relative degree of the system is 1:

To ensure that this model is an equivalent
representation of the original system, an experiment was
performed, with the results shown below on Fig. 7 for step
and Fig. 8 for sinusoidal response.

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑥𝑥.

𝑦𝑦̇ = 𝑥𝑥̇ = 𝐿𝐿𝒇𝒇 ℎ(𝑥𝑥) + 𝐿𝐿𝒈𝒈 ℎ(𝑥𝑥) 𝑢𝑢

(26)
(27)
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𝑥𝑥̇ = −

𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑛𝑛
𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝑥𝑥 − 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) +
𝑢𝑢
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ℎ(𝑥𝑥) = −

𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑛𝑛
𝑥𝑥 − 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔 ℎ(𝑥𝑥) =

𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(28)
(29)
(30)

Conclusion is that relative degree of this system is
equal to the system order 𝑟𝑟 = 1. The desired time –
domain specifications for controlling the position of the
load shaft are overshoot: PO < 5% and peak time: 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 ⩽
0.05 𝑠𝑠. Choosing the control signal in the following form:
𝑢𝑢 =

𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
[𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) + 𝑣𝑣]
𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚

Fig. 10. Experimental results: speed tracking of sine signal for the
nonlinear and nonlinear controller

(31)

𝑡𝑡

with 𝑣𝑣 = 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 𝜀𝜀 + 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 ∫0 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 , where 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 = 1.34 , 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 =
124.9, are obtained by calculating the minimum damping
ratio and natural frequency and 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is desired output or
reference, system is linearized. Linear control is obtained
in the same way, with the same coefficients, but without
canceling the nonlinearity:
𝑡𝑡

𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 𝜀𝜀 + 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 � 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏

Fig. 11. Detail from Fig. 10.

(32)

0

The experiments were performed with Quanser rotary
servo motor, SRV02. This model is equipped with the
optical encoder and tachometer, for motor position and
speed measuring, respectively [14].

Fig. 12. Experimental results: position tracking of sine signal for the
linear and nonlinear controller

Fig. 9. Experimental results: speed tracking of step signal for the linear
and nonlinear controller

The advantages of a nonlinear controller, for a step input,
are seen in the shorter peak time and a little bit faster
system response, although the output controlled with
linear controller has a slightly smaller overshoot. Greater
superiority of the nonlinear controller can be observed
from the sinusoidal inputs (or any other inputs that consist
change of the direction in the rotation of the load shaft in
the motor because of the friction effect, which is the most
noticeable in those cases).

Fig. 13. Detail from Fig. 12.
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It can be observed, from the Fig. 9 - 15, that the specific
requirements are met. The overshoot and the peak time are
in the domain of desired values. Furthermore, it is
observed that the nonlinear controller is more convenient
and has better achievements for speed management.
CONCLUSION
VII.
The feedback linearization method was proposed for
controlling the DC motor. The goal was to confirm this
method for controlling speed of the load shaft. After it has
been shown that linear equations do not track the behavior
of the object well enough, the nonlinear model was
proposed by including Stribeck model of the friction. The
conditions for fulfilling feedback linearization approach
were studied. In order to satisfy those conditions an
approximation of the function, which represent
nonlinearity, was found as hyperbolic tangent.
It could be noted, through the experiment and analysis
results, that the desired response was followed by the
plant response. The comparison of the linear and
nonlinear controller is given. The results show that both of
the controllers are able to satisfy requirements, but that
nonlinear controller gives better results.
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Abstract— The process industries have continually combated
the problem concerning liquid level control. Effective control
of a system depends largely on the accuracy of the
mathematical model that predicts its dynamic behavior. In
this paper the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model for the coupledtank system was acquired based on empirical technique.
Furthermore, a metaheuristic algorithm was used as an
optimizer on the coupled-tank model. Then, a juxtaposition
was made when comparing models which were identified
and optimized, leading to satisfactory results. Experimental
results obtained on the coupled-tank system are provided.
Keywords—coupled-tank
system;
Takagi-Sugeno;
metaheuristic optimization algorithm; identification;
discrete-time systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
The liquid level control is used in the process
industries such as petro-chemical, biochemical, spray
coating, waste water treatment and purification, beverages
and pharmaceutical industries, and within the scope of
them presents with an extensive number of applications.
In [1] authors have expressed and emphasized the
issue of performance analysis of three control schemes for
couple tank system, PI (based on pole placement, Ziegler
Nichols and Ciancone correlation tuning methods), PIplus-feedforward and model predictive control. Moreover,
this paper is mostly based of off the research in our
previous paper [2], where we dabbled on the similar
complexities considering only one tank. In addition, the
article [3] combats the problem of the fuzzy-PID
controller applied to the nonlinear dynamic model of the
liquid level of the coupled tank system, not neglecting the
effects of noise. Described by fuzzy IF-THEN rules, the
fuzzy model proposed by Takagi and Sugeno [4] depicts
local linear input-output relations of a nonlinear system.
Furthermore, when it comes to control purposes fuzzy
logic has many forms that can be implemented. A
procedure used to make two-variable fuzzy logic
controllers (FLCs) set for the levels in a laboratory
coupled-tank system is submitted in the paper [5].
The fuzzy design can be considered as an optimization
problem, where the structure, antecedent, and consequent
parameters of fuzzy rules are prerequisites that need to be
identified. Metaheuristic methods can deal with nonconvex, nonlinear, and multimodal problems subjected to
linear or nonlinear constraints with continuous or discrete
decision variables as global optimization algorithms. In

the literature [6] appealing points of view on this grouping
are discussed. In recent years, a dozen metaheuristic
methods have been proposed. Some of them include the
genetic algorithm (GA) [7], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [8], gray wolf optimization (GWO) [9], whale
optimization algorithm (WOA) [10] and ant colony
optimization algorithm (ACO) [11]. The WOA has proven
to be outstanding at resolving a variety of models,
multimodal and problems that are not linear. The foremost
supremacies of this algorithm, and all of the metaheuristic
algorithms in general, are that it avoids getting stuck in
the local minimum because of random distributions.
In this paper, the structure and consequent parameters
are known (number of rules, shapes of input membership
functions and linear models in the consequent part of the
rules), while the antecedent parameters are concluded
using the whale optimizing algorithm.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The Coupled Tanks plant is a “Two-Tank” module
made up of a pump with a water basin and two tanks as is
shown on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The Coupled Tanks plant

A. Analytical model
The input into the process is the voltage to the pump
𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 and its output is the water level in tank, 𝐻𝐻2 . The
volumetric inflow rate to tank 1, 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖1 , is intended to be
directly proportional to the applied pump voltage, 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖1 =
𝐾𝐾𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 . When applying Bernoulli’s equation for small
orifices, the outflow velocity from tank 1, 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜1 , can be
expressed by a succeeding relationship,
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜1 = �2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻1 ,

𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜1 = 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜1 ,

(1)

where 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 is an area of the outlet orifice of tank 1 and tank
2, while 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜1 is the outflow rate from tank 1. In attaining
the tank’s equation of motion the mass balance principle
can be applied to the water level in tank, i.e.
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𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 𝐻𝐻1̇ = 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖1 − 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜1 = 𝐾𝐾 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 − 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜1 =

obtained by identification experimentally turned out to be
more of an adequate approximation, in comparison with
= 𝐾𝐾 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 − 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 �2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻1 ,
(2) the analytically obtained linearized models, they were
used. Linear models can be represented by transfer
where 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 is the area of tank 1 and tank 2. The nonlinear
functions as the relationships of outputs and inputs,
differential equation that describes the change in level in
𝐻𝐻 (𝑧𝑧)
𝐻𝐻 (𝑧𝑧)
tank 1 is
𝐺𝐺1𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧) = 1𝑖𝑖 , 𝐺𝐺2𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧) = 2𝑖𝑖 , 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3.
(12)
𝐻𝐻1̇ =

𝐾𝐾

𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 −

𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡

�2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻1 .

(3)

The water level equation of motion in tank 2 still
needs to be obtained. The input to the tank 2 process is the
water level, 𝐻𝐻1 , in tank 1 (generating the outflow feeding
tank 2) and its output variable is the water level, 𝐻𝐻2 , in
tank 2 (i.e. bottom tank). The obtained equation of motion
should be a function of the system’s input and output, as
defined beforehand,
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 𝐻𝐻2̇ = 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖2 − 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜2 ,

𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖2 = 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜1 ,

(4)

𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜2 = �2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻2 .

(5)

The nonlinear differential equation that describes the
change in level in tank 2 is described as
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 𝐻𝐻2̇ = 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 �2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻1 − 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 �2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻2 .

(6)

B. Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model and identification
The main idea of the TS fuzzy modeling method is to
partition the nonlinear system dynamics into several
locally linearized subsystems, so that the overall nonlinear
behavior of the system could be captured by fuzzy
blending of such subsystems. Thus, a fuzzy model and
identification of a liquid level system will be implemented
in accordance with the TS model containing three rules.
The fuzzy rule associated with the 𝑖𝑖-th linear subsystem,
can then be defined as 𝑖𝑖-th rule:
IF 𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘) is 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 THEN
𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘 + 1) = 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘),
𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡),

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3,

(7)

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3.

Here 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 is the fuzzy set, 𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘) ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛 is the state vector,
𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘) ∈ ℝ is the input, 𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘) ∈ ℝ is the output variable,
𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ∈ ℝ2𝑥𝑥2 , 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 ∈ ℝ2𝑥𝑥1 , 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 ∈ ℝ1𝑥𝑥2 . In our case, the selected
state space variable is equal to the output variable
𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘) = 𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘) = 𝐻𝐻2 (𝑘𝑘).
The overall output, using the fuzzy blend of the linear
subsystems, will then be as follows:
𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘 + 1) =

∑3
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘)){𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘)+𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘)}

(8)

𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘))

(9)

∑3
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘))

ℎ𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘)) = ∑3

𝑖𝑖=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘))

,

,

𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘 + 1) = ∑3𝑖𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘)){𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡)},

𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘) =

∑3
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘))𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘)

(10)

= ∑3𝑖𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘))𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘) , (11)

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧)

𝐻𝐻1𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧)

Nominal levels in the tanks 𝐻𝐻1𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 , 𝐻𝐻2𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 , nominal
voltages 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and corresponding identified Z-transfer
functions, for the sampling time 𝑇𝑇 = 0.01 second, are
given in Table 1. Matrices for the state space plant model
𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 and 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 are given in Table 2.
TABLE I
NOMINAL VALUES AND LINEAR MODELS

𝑖𝑖

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 [𝑉𝑉]

𝐻𝐻1𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 [𝑚𝑚]

𝐻𝐻2𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 [𝑚𝑚]
𝐺𝐺1𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧)

1

2

3

4.4

6

7.1

0.077

0.1665

0.2415

0.075

0.1645
−5

2.3124 ∙ 10
𝑧𝑧 − 0.99952

6.6976 ∙ 10−4
𝑧𝑧 − 0.99928

𝐺𝐺2𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧)

0.233
−5

2.626 ∙ 10
𝑧𝑧 − 0.9996

5.269 ∙ 10−4
𝑧𝑧 − 0.9994

2.642 ∙ 10−5
𝑧𝑧 − 0.9997
4.216 ∙ 10−4
𝑧𝑧 − 0.9995

TABLE II
MATRICES FOR THE STATE SPACE SYSTEM MODEL

𝑖𝑖

1
2
3

�

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖

0.99952
6.6976 ∙ 10−4

0
�
0.99928

0.99958
0
�
5.2685 ∙ 10−4 0.99944
0.99965
0
�
�
4.216 ∙ 10−4 0.99954

�

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖

−5

�2.3124 ∙ 10 �
0
−5

�2.6264 ∙ 10 �
0
2.6415
∙ 10−5 �
�
0

In this article a nonlinear TS fuzzy model is obtained
by combining three linear models around 0.08 m, 0.16 m
and 0.24 m. The membership functions are depicted in Fig.
2.

Fig. 2 Membership functions.

III. THE WHALE OPTIMIZER
Whale Optimization Algorithm has demonstrated to be
where 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘)) = 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘)) is the grade of remarkable at solving a variety of nonlinear and
membership of 𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘) in 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 and ℎ𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘)) is normalized multimodal problems. The advantages of this method, and
weight. The linear models in the consequent rules (7) can all metaheuristic algorithms in the main, are the random
be obtained by utilizing an analytical linearization of a distribution. This distribution allows avoiding getting
non-linear equation. Besides that, another approach is to
stuck in the local minimum. WOA has been first proposed
apply the methods of identification in accordance with the
by Seyedali Mirjalili and Andrew Lewis in [10]. The
measured input output data. The identification methods
paper was inspired by the idea of the attack of dozen
were used based on the step response. Since models
whales. The flock consists of a number of whales that
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∑3
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥2 (𝑘𝑘))

hunt, on the principle of surrounding prey, immersion
whales to a greater depth, then gradually spiraling to the
surface with the release of bubbles which form a "wall"
and thus prevent prey from leaving the formed area. The
hunt contains three phases. The leader whale has a job to
find the fish. The rest follow information. Each takes
exactly the same position in every lunch. The first phase is
encircling the prey by defining the best search agent and
updating the position of others. The mathematical model
of this phase is proposed using the distance vector 𝑫𝑫 and
vector 𝑿𝑿 which is used to update the position:

dimensionality of the problem is small (only 4 unknown
parameters). Furthermore, in this optimization method,
one agent represents one potential optimal fuzzy model.
The mean square error (MSE) is taken as an objective
function and it can be calculated as
1

2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1(𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖) − 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖)) ,
𝑛𝑛

(17)

where 𝑛𝑛 is the number of data points, 𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖) is the measured
output of the plant, 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 (𝑖𝑖) is the output of the model.
A dataset for the learning process of the WOA
algorithm, in other words for the optimization of the TS
model, is obtained from the plant operation in 1600
(13) seconds. All of the parameter values that were used in the
𝑫𝑫 = |𝑪𝑪𝑿𝑿′ (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑿𝑿(𝑡𝑡)| ,
𝑿𝑿(𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝑿𝑿′ (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 ,
(14) implementation of the WOA were taken from the original
paper [10]. In the aim of identification we bring the input
𝑨𝑨 = 2𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 − 𝒂𝒂, 𝑪𝑪 = 2𝒓𝒓,
(15) voltage which has a shape as depicted in Fig. 3.
where 𝑡𝑡 is the current iteration, 𝑨𝑨 and 𝑪𝑪 are coefficient
vectors. Coefficient 𝒂𝒂 is linearly decreased from 2 to 0
and 𝒓𝒓 is a random vector in [0,1]. 𝑿𝑿’ is the position vector
of the best solution obtained so far and 𝑿𝑿 is the position
vector. The shrinking encircling mechanism (defining the
new position of the searching agent using 𝑨𝑨 ) and the
spiral-shaped path (first calculation distance between
whale and prey using helix-based movement) are the basic
mathematical models that mimic the hunt of the second
phase. The new position of the agent is located between
Fig. 3 Voltages used for model optimization
the current best agent and the original position. The
There it should be observed that the values are
function for this approach is:
between the nominal voltages, this is done in order to
𝑿𝑿′ (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 if 𝑝𝑝 < 0.5
(16) cover the range of interest. Optimized membership
𝑿𝑿(𝑡𝑡 + 1) = � ′
𝑫𝑫 − 𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋) + 𝑿𝑿′ (𝑡𝑡) if 𝑝𝑝 ≥ 0.5
functions are shown on Fig. 4.
where 𝑝𝑝 is a random number in [0,1], 𝑏𝑏 is a constant for
defining the shape of the logarithmic spiral, 𝑙𝑙 is a random
number in [-1,1] and 𝑫𝑫’ indicates the distance of the 𝑖𝑖-th
whale from the prey [10]. The third phase is based on
adoptive variation that depends of the value search vector
𝑨𝑨, which provides good correspondence between first two
phases.

IV. TAKAGI-SUGENO MODEL OPTIMIZATION
In the Fig. 2 we observe the beforehand mentioned TS
Fig. 4 Optimized membership functions
model which was obtained based on the symmetric shape
of the membership functions. The configuration of the where 𝑀𝑀2𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 0.11975, 𝑀𝑀3𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 0.19875, 𝑀𝑀1𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑡𝑡 =
functions is triangular and the centers of the membership 0.23, 𝑀𝑀
2𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑡𝑡 = 0.28.
functions are located in the selected nominal points in The same input output data is utilized, with 160001 points
which the linear models are identified. However, in order that where used for the previous identification, based on
to achieve a better approximation of the non-linear the Fig. 3. On the other hand, we now have the second
characteristics and overall behavior of the plant, a more way of identification. This means that we will also acquire
adequate approximation of the non-linear model is unspecified parameters in the rule premise. This approach
presented by adjusting the parameters of the membership gives smaller dimensionality of unknown parameters.
functions. We can view the parameters as the width of the Fuzzy rules of this system have the same shape as in the
membership functions. So in conclusion, in this case we eq. (7), with the difference being the selection of the
only optimized the parameters that were located in the Gaussian membership functions. Three Gaussian
rule premise. Moreover, the mentioned TS parameters are membership functions, each with one parameter - slope 𝑠𝑠 ,
𝑖𝑖
all coded into one whale, per say one agent, that is for 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3, were used. Utilizing the WOA for the
presented with a vector which contains the premise estimation of the unknown parameters we can conclude
parameters, in our case it has four parameters. In the
that each agent consists of three parameters. Their
proposed WOA algorithm the population is set to 40,
optimized numerical values are 𝑠𝑠1 = 0.05, 𝑠𝑠2 =
while the total number of iterations is set to 20. The
0.0134, 𝑠𝑠3 = 0.05. Moreover, the membership functions
population size and the number of iterations, viewed as a
are shown on Fig. 5.
criteria of stopping, are determined based on a series of
experiments with different values, all the while taking in
account the specificity of our problem which is that the
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Fig. 5 Optimized Gaussian membership functions

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Comparison of the nonlinear analytical model
(analytical, red color), TS model based on initial
membership functions (TS identified, green color), TS
model based on optimized membership functions (TS
optimized widths and TS optimized slopes, black and
magenta colors) with experimentally obtained results
(experiment, blue color) is showed on Fig. 6.
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Abstract— Compliant mechanisms gain some or all of their
mobility from the compliance of their joints rather than from
rigid-body joints only. They can be built in one piece and
represent material coherent structure being able to transfer
the forces and transform the motion due to energy stored in
compliant joints - flexure hinges. The investigations in the
paper present the potential of improving the accuracy of the
coupler point rectilinear path of the Roberts-Чебышев fourbar linkage. This is done by developing the RobertsЧебышев compliant mechanism and by applying the new
specific design of the flexure hinge. Hence, it will be
described that the position of this flexure hinges and their
geometry are of a vital issue for performing approximately
rectilinear path. Therefore, several designs are investigated
by means of finite elements method (FEM) simulation.
Keywords— Compliant Mechanism, Flexure Hinges,
Roberts-Чебышев Mechanism, Rectilinear Path, FEM
Analysis

I INTRODUCTION
There are many rigid-body four-bar linkages used as
compliant counterparts for rectilinear guiding (Hoecken,
Watt etc.). This is because there are many advantages and
benefits of using flexure hinges rather than classic joints.
Hence, defects like friction, clearance, wearing, noise are
eliminated with implementing flexure hinges. The shape
of the flexure hinges determines how efficiently the
compliant mechanism can perform a given, in this case,
rectilinear path. As this is an important factor and the
main disadvantage of flexure hinges, many papers deal
with the study of the influence of different forms of
flexure hinges on the operation of the compliant
mechanism.
The basic nomenclature of the flexure hinges has been
established in the papers [1], [2], [3]. Paper [4] provide the
new-designed compliant mechanism for realizing guiding
accuracy of link translation. Paper [5] aims to analyze the
guiding accuracy of the "coupler" point on the path
segment for each of three new-designed compliant
mechanisms, as well as to analyze the influence of the
input force acting point location on the guiding accuracy.
In the papers [6] and [7] the influence of the geometry, as
well as the material type of the compliant joints on a
mobility of the single compliant joints and entire

compliant mechanisms is described. Papers [8] and [9]
exhibits, with the help of the finite elements method
(FEM), compliant straight-line mechanisms and compliant
grippers analysis.
Compliant four-bar linkages for rectilinear guiding
used in this paper is based on Roberts-Чебышев four-bar
linkage. This paper aims to ameliorate rectilinear guiding
of Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism by use of the
new specific design of the flexure hinge. On two of four
flexure hinges, the new design was applied (on joints A
and B, joints of fixed supports A0 and B0 are not changed).
The position of this flexure hinges and their geometry is
of a vital issue for performing approximately rectilinear
path. Hence, a new parameter Hp was introduced. It
represents the position of the neutral axis of newly
designed flexure hinges relative to joints of RobertsЧебышев four-bar linkage. Hence, the influence of this
parameter will be described in this paper through a FEM
simulation of various model designs.
II ROBERTS-ЧЕБЫШЕВ FOUR-BAR LINKAGE
Roberts-Чебышев four-bar linkages represent a
mechanism for approximate rectilinear guiding of the
coupler point C (Fig. 1). This coupler point C is located in
the corner of the coupler as a ternary link and with the
angular displacement of just 5° of the input crank (crank
labeled A0A) realize approximate horizontal displacement
of ΔxC = 5 mm.
As the dimensions and the length of the link members
of this mechanism and their relationship have already
been given through previous paper ([2],[5]), these values
will be used in this paper as well.

Fig. 1 Roberts-Чебышев four-bar linkage
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Described rectilinear displacement is not pure
horizontal. Displacement of coupler point C, caused by
the rotation of the input crank, also contains a small
parasitic displacement in the vertical direction (ΔyC = 0.8
µm). This inaccuracy in rectilinear guidance is the essence
of the tendency for Roberts-Чебышев four-bar linkages to
be designed as a compliant mechanism in order to
improve guidance accuracy.
III THE NEW DESIGN OF FLEXURE HINGES
In order to be able to compare the values obtained by
FEM analysis with the values from the other mentioned
papers ([2], [5]), some of the already given parameters of
flexure hinges will be used in the paper (Fig. 2). This was
done in order to avoid the influence of these parameters
on the change in the accuracy of the mechanism and to
emphasise how much the design of the new flexure hinge
and its position favourably affect the more precise
guidance.
Width of flexure hinge We is a parameter that is
constant in all designed models (We = 1 mm). Also, the
thickness of the flexure hinges is δ = 4 mm [6]. Thus the
influence of these parameters is neutralized.

With a new design, flexure hinges are positioned on top of
the classical joints A and B of the four-bar linkage.
Designs of notch flexure hinge A0 and B0 is completely
taken from the previously cited papers.
Two types of loads can be applied to provide the
desired rectilinear guidance. In the first case, the input
force (Fa) is set to act in the middle of crank A0A, and in
second, input force (Fb) is set in the middle of crank B0B.
The direction of these forces can be seen in Fig. 3.
V FEM ANALYSIS OF ROBERTS-ЧЕБЫШЕВ COMPLIANT
MECHANISM
Nonlinear FEM simulation of the Roberts-Чебышев
basic compliant mechanism given in Fig. 3 is performed
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 2 A new-designed flexure hinges

Subsequently, in this paper, the change in the width of
the rigid segment Wr will be given in an adequate
explanation, but it can already be established that the
value of this parameter does not change significantly and
thus does not influence the rectilinear guidance.
IV ROBERTS-ЧЕБЫШЕВ COMPLIANT MECHANISM
Design of Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism is
given on Fig. 3. With the blue colored dash-dot type of
line, the Roberts-Чебышев four-bar linkage can be seen.

Fig. 4 FEM analysis of the Roberts-Чебышев basic compliant
mechanism: (a) Deformation probe of coupler point C, (b) The
equivalent von-Mises elastic strain, (c) The directional deformation (X
axis deformation)

B

A

Fb

Fa

A0

B0

C
Fig. 3 Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism
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Desired horizontal displacement of ΔxC = 5 mm is a
constant parameter in relation to which all subsequent
model analyzes will be performed (Fig. 4c). The
mechanism analyzed in this way gave poorer results,
especially in terms of the input displacement by the force
Fa on crank A0A (Table 1).
Therefore, the Roberts-Чебышев basic compliant
mechanism must be modified. It can be observed that by
moving flexure hinges A and B in the negative direction,
the results of the guiding accuracy are improved. Hence, a
new parameter Hp was introduced. It represents the
position of the neutral axis of newly designed flexure
hinges relative to joints of Roberts-Чебышев four-bar
linkage (Fig. 5). This can be noticed even with a small
displacement of 0.6 mm (Table 1).
TABLE 1 GUIDING INACCURACY OF THE ROBERTS- ЧЕБЫШЕВ
COMPLIANT MECHANISMS
(a)

Straight-

Input
Roberts-Чебышев
Maximum
Input
line
Force F
compliant
Strain ɛmax
Force
deviation
[N]
[%]
mechanism
Δyc [μm]
Basic
Hp = 0.6 mm

Case Fa

3.008

14.726

0.76582

Case Fb

3.963

2.2605

0.82273

Case Fa

3.031

21.521

0.76206

Case Fb

4.011

0.90305

0.82805

VI DIFFERENT VARIATION AND FEM ANALYSIS OF
ROBERTS-ЧЕБЫШЕВ COMPLIANT MECHANISMS
The main parameter that varies in the design of all
compliant mechanisms is the position of the neutral axis,
and thus the middle of the flexure hinges (Hp). Hence, a
different variation of a given Roberts-Чебышев compliant
mechanism was analyzed. Among other parameters that
change during this design change, the width of the rigid
segment Wr is also changing. Table 2 shows that this
change is negligible.
TABLE 2 WIDTH OF THE RIGID SEGMENT WR WHIT DIFFERENT
COMPLIANT MECHANISM VARIATION

Roberts-Чебышев
compliant mechanism

Width of the rigid segment Wr
[mm]

Basic

5.5

Hp=1,00mm

4.56

Hp=1,05mm

4.51

Hp=1,10mm

4.46

Hp=1,15mm

4.41

Hp=1,20mm

4.36

Fb

(b)
Fig. 5 Position variation: (a) Flexure hinge A, (b) Flexure hinge B

The same quasi-static structural 3D FEM simulation
performed in the ANSYS software package, on the
Roberts-Чебышев basic compliant mechanism, is used for
variants of mechanisms, thus providing information on the
deformation at the output (coupler point C). Material that
was used is Polylactide/polylactic acid (PLA) with
modulus of elasticity E = 3450 N/mm2, bending strength
σbs = 54.1 N/mm2.
In case of input force Fa on the crank A0A, RobertsЧебышев compliant mechanism gave poorly results. With
a displacement of 5 mm at the endpoint of the ternary link
(coupler point C), straight-line deviation Δyc is in average
28,36 μm (Table 3).

Fb

Fig. 6 FEM results of directional deformation (X axis deformation)
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TABLE 3 GUIDING INACCURACY OF THE ROBERTS- ЧЕБЫШЕВ
COMPLIANT MECHANISM VARIATIONS

Position of
Input
flexure
Force
hinges Hp
1,00mm
1,05mm
1,10mm
1,15mm
1,20mm

Input
Force F
[N]

Straight-line Maximum
deviation Δyc Strain ɛmax
[μm]
[%]

Case Fa

3.043

26.862

0.75822

Case Fb

4.039

0.50302

0.83225

Case Fa

3.044

27.612

0.7513

Case Fb

4.042

0.47838

0.83255

Case Fa

3.045

28.346

0.74996

Case Fb

4.045

0.4725

0.83332

Case Fa

3.046

29.109

0.75415

Case Fb

4.048

0.47673

0.83304

Case Fa

3.047

29.88

0.75873

Case Fb

4.051

0.49654

0.83347

rectilinear path the position of this flexure hinges and
their geometry. Based on this knowledge different
variations of compliant mechanisms are presented
throughout the paper. Hence, the nonlinear FEM analysis
was applied in order to obtain valid results of such
Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism models.
The best-guiding accuracy has been provided by the
Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism whit remote
position of the neutral axis Hp = 1,10 mm from the basic
Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism (straight-line
deviation is Δyc = 0.4725 μm).
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In Table 3 it can be seen that with implementing
input force Fb on the crank B0B, Roberts-Чебышев
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Position of
Input Force
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F [N]
Hp

Straight-line
deviation Δyc
[μm]

Maximum
Strain ɛmax
[%]

1,00mm
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0.50319

0.83225

1,05mm
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0.48148

0.83255

1,10mm

4.045

0.47652

0.83332

1,15mm

4.048

0.47937

0.83304

1,20mm

4.051

0.5014

0.83347

VII CONCLUSIONS
There are many rigid-body four-bar linkages used as
compliant counterparts for rectilinear guiding (Hoecken,
Watt etc.). Compliant four-bar linkages for rectilinear
guiding used in this paper is Roberts-Чебышев four-bar
linkage. This paper aims to ameliorate the rectilinear
guiding of the Roberts-Чебышев compliant mechanism.
This is done by developing the Roberts-Чебышев
compliant mechanism with the new specific design of the
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Abstract— This paper introduces, a novel MEMS terrestrial
micro-robot structure, i.e. micro-robotic appendages, realized
by utilizing recently developed thin-film piezoelectric
actuators (PZT). Thin-film PZT’s offer many benefits for the
micro-robots, including large out-of-plane motions and fast
actuation speeds. A synthesis methodology for micro-robotic
appendages comprised fully of the thin-film PZT is presented.
The developed method is inspired by structural topology
optimization. Different obtained solutions of the robotic
appendage designs are shown, and their performance is
investigated. The deformation behaviour of the micro-robotic
appendages is further verified via finite element method
simulations. It is shown how such robotic appendages can
realize a different range of output motions when all thin-films
PZT is activated. The presented design method could lead to
the realization of different MEMS micro-robots.
Keywords— thin-film
synthesis, optimization

PZT,

micro-robots,

MEMS terrestrial micro-robots, more specifically microrobotic appendages.
Fig. 1 shows the conceptual design of one micro-robotic
appendage proposed here. The appendage is comprised of
multiple discrete thin-film PZT’s (Fig. 1a and 1b). But
when having multiple PZT actuators at one’s disposal there
is a question of how to realize the optimal design of such
micro-robots. Previously, the design of MEMS terrestrial
micro-robots included trial and error approach [6] or
seeking inspiration from nature [3], where the synthesis
process has been mostly left to the designer choice. Thus.
the general synthesis framework is lacking.

appendages,

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years micro-robotics has become a relevant
and important research topic [1]-[3]. Traditional large-scale
robots cannot be applied in all places where they are needed
to solve various engineering problems. Micro-robots offer
several benefits over classical ones: access to small places
to perform inspection, exploration, monitoring without
disturbance, and/or rescue missions, ability to realize
targeted drug delivery or other biomedical interactions, a
high degree portability and disposability, minimal power
requirements to operate, and ability to work in teams thus
exploiting swarm intelligence [3]. But often the actuation
of robots at the micro-scale represents a challenge [4].
Different materials and actuation techniques have been
proposed in the past, like electrothermal stick-slip actuation,
electrostatic linear motors, electrothermal polymer
actuators, and shape-memory alloy actuators [4], [5]. But
these actuators [4], [5] have several drawbacks including
limited forces, small payloads, limited range of motion, and
slow actuation time i.e. reduced speeds. Recently
developed thin-film lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT)
piezoelectric actuators [3], [6] offer one promising solution
for the micro-robot actuation due to high working density
per unit area and fast actuation speeds. Thus, in this paper,
the thin-film PZT is further utilized for the realization of

Fig. 1 Conceptual design of the thin-film PZT based micro-robot: a)
design of one robotic appendage; b) corresponding beam like
representation; c) full design of the micro-robot with two appendages

In this paper, the synthesis methodology for the
automated optimal design of the micro-robots/microrobotic appendages comprised of thin-film PZT is
developed. The introduced method is inspired by topology
optimization [7], [8], and includes several synthesis stepsproblem setup, parameterization, and optimization.
Different obtained solutions for the robotic appendage
designs are presented, realized for various initial problem
setups, where their performance is investigated. The
deformation behaviour of the micro-robotic appendages is
further verified via nonlinear finite element method
simulations. It will be shown how such optimized robotic
appendages can realize a different range of output motions
when all the thin-film PZT’s are activated.
In our previous paper [9], the synthesis method for the
micro-robotic appendages comprised of passive soft
(parylene-C), passive rigid (Si), and active (thin-film PZT)
elements is introduced. In this paper, the synthesis method
is realized for the appendages that are comprised fully of
active thin-film PZT elements.
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II. SYNTHESIS METHOD FOR THE THIN-FILM PZT MICROROBOTIC APPENDAGES
The goal of the synthesis is to realize the optimal design
of a micro-robotic appendage that can achieve relatively
large output displacement of its end-effector when all thinfilm PZT’s are activated. In other words, the goal is to find
optimal distribution of discrete thin-film PZT’s net,
forming the robotic leg topology that can achieve the set
task (maximal output displacement in the desired direction
of motion). From a synthesis perspective the robotic
appendage is comprised of only active beam-like elements:
• thin-film PZT actuators, with three layers: top- Au,
middle- PZT material, and bottom- SiO2 (Fig. 2),
where thin-film PZT contracts and bends when the input
voltage is applied. Here PZT’s represent an inherent part of
the appendage structure, and they deformed with the whole
micro-robot. Further, the actuators serve as both force
generators and structural elements of the appendage design.

Fig. 2 Thin-film PZT actuator model

To develop the synthesis, a structural topology
optimization approach is adopted [7] and evolutionary
optimization algorithms are utilized [8], [9]. Past work in
structural optimization in the MEMS domain includes
mainly topology synthesis of structures comprised of only
passive elements [10], a combination of different passive
materials [7], both passive and active materials [8], [9], or
only active materials [11]. But all these approaches [7] [11] are limited to planar 2D problems. To realize the
optimal design of micro-robotic appendages that can
achieve motion in different directions in space, the spatial
3D structural optimization approach is developed here,
considering only active materials (not reported before).

•

parameterization – translation of the problem
definition into a set of variables that can be optimized
(Fig. 3b),
• optimization – application of search algorithm to find
the optimal solution of the given problem (Fig. 3c
and 3d).
The synthesis steps are described in detail in the next
subsections.
A. Problem Definition
As a first step in the synthesis process, a problem needs
to be defined (Fig. 3a). This includes defining the design
domain shape and size (space where the micro-robotic
appendage solutions should fit) – here the rectilinear design
domain is defined, end-effector output point – the upper
right edge point is selected, the desired direction of output
motion – the Y direction is set, location of the supports –
left edge part of the design domain is selected, desired input
voltage for the thin-film PZT’s, external forces that act on
the appendage – here placed at the end-effector point in
directions opposite of the desired direction of motion,
material characteristic for the PZT (Young modulus), and
other constraints (volume of the structure, desired minimal
displacement). Although a planar-appearing problem is
defined (due to MEMS fabrication requirements), the
spatial analysis is realized in 3D (appendage can realize
motion in the out-of-plane direction as well). The rest of the
design parameters are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF MICRO-ROBOTIC
APPENDAGES

Parameters
design domain size
net size
end-effector
supports
total number of thin-film
PZT elements
input voltage
element modulus
element out-of-plane
thickness
range of element width
node wandering region
external loads
minimal desired endeffector displacement

Fig. 3 Synthesis of the thin-film PZT micro-robotic appendage: a)
problem definition; b) parameterization; c) optimization; d) illustration
of obtained optimal appendage design solution (deformation position
shown with dash lines)

The proposed synthesis framework includes the
following steps:
• problem definition – setting the initial design
problem, parameters, and desired performances (Fig.
3a),

case 1

case 2
1000 x 1000 μm
3x3
node 3
nodes 1, 4, 7
28

Vin = 15 V
Ebase = 80 GPa, EPZT = 56 GPa, Etop
= 60 GPa
tbase=0.5 μm, tPZT= 1 μm; ttop=1 μm
wPZT = 50:10:150 μm
50 x 50 μm
100 x 100 μm
Fy = 1 μN, Fz= 1 μN
des
= 1 μm
d out

B. Parameterization
The next step in the synthesis is parameterization. The
given design problem needs to be somehow translated into
a set of variables that can be optimized. Here for the
parameterization, the ground structure approach (GSA) is
used [8]. The design domain is discretized by a net of nodes
and beam elements connecting these nodes (Fig. 3b). The
initial ground structure represents a design space among
which the optimal solution is search (i.e. initial guess),
where all the elements represent active thin-film PZT. The
optimal design is reached by simultaneous turning on/off
the individual elements from the ground structure (Fig. 3c).
Thus here, the design variable teli is set, which can take
values 0 and 1; 0 meaning that the selected element will be
eliminated from the structure. For each of the elements, one
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such variable exists, meaning that number of variables i is
equal to the total number of elements. Additionally, the
width of thin-film PZT elements is optimized as well. Thus
i
that defines the possible
for each element variable twel
width of elements is set, ranging from 50 μm to 150 μm,
dictate by fabrication possibilities. The out of the plane
thickness of the PZT is predefined rather than optimized
due to manufacturing limits. To realize shape optimization
of the appendages, a node wandering approach is applied
[10]. The length and position of the individual thin-film
PZT are optimized by allowing individual nodes of the
structure to wander within predefined design space. Thus,
for each node, two variables nxj , n yj exist that defines the
node wandering range in two directions in in-plane.
Initially, all the nodes in the ground structure are
interconnected (Fig. 3b), leading to a fully connected
ground structure. But such an initial structure can lead to
solutions with overlapping elements (one thin-film PZT on
top of other), which are difficult to produce in the microdomain. Thus, a certain filter is applied that eliminates
these overlapping elements before the optimization.
Further, such reduced ground structure can lead to
appendages solutions that contain intersecting overlaying
elements (one above the other, where elements cross each
other forming imaginary intersecting point). The potential
appendage structure with overlaying crossing elements is
also changeling to realized. To eliminate this, a filter in
form of a computer algorithm is developed that searches the
intersecting points between elements, where the total
number of such intersections is minimized.
The structure net size, number of nodes and elements,
number and range of variables, and other discretization
parameters are given in Table 1.
C. Optimization of the Thin-Film PZT Micro-Robotic
Appendages
In the end, the optimization is realized (Fig. 3c). A
search algorithm needs to be applied to find the optimal
solution of the set problem i.e. to find the optimal design of
the robotic appendage among the initial set structure (Fig.
3d). Here is a search method, the optimization is applied.
The goal of the optimization is to obtain a micro-robotic
appendage solution that can achieve large output
displacement of its end-effector when thin-film PZT is
activated. In other words, the goal is to maximize the endeffector output displacement.
For optimization to reach the desired goal, an objective
function is needed, based on which the performances of the
appendages will be evaluated as well. Several function
formulations are investigated for the design of the microrobotic appendages, via a trial-and-error approach. The
final form of the objective function that is used for the
appendages synthesis is given in:

(

)

⊥
des
− w2 ⋅ d ext − w3 ⋅ d out
− d out − w4 ⋅ nint  (1)
max  d out − w1 ⋅ d out

where:
• dout represent the realized output displacement of the
end-effector- here set to be maximized,
⊥
• d out is end-effector displacement in the direction
perpendicular to the desired direction of motion –
here formulated to be minimized,

•

dext is the end-effector displacement when external
forces are acting – minimized so that relatively large
appendage payload capacity can be achieved,
des
• d out represent the desired minimum value of the
output displacement that needs to be realized –
formulated so that this condition is achieved,
• nint is the total number of intersections in the structure
– here set to be minimized.
It is important to mention that the synthesis of the
micro-robotic appendages represents the multiobjective
optimization problem that is reduced to a single-objective
problem by using weighting constants. The terms in the Eq.
(1) are calculated by using linear analysis, implemented in
the optimization.
Among many different existing optimization
algorithms, here the Genetic Algorithms (GA) are applied
[8]. The design of the micro-robotic appendages represents
a complex problem with a design domain that contains a
large number of variables with many possible solutions.
GA’s are especially suitable for finding a global optimum
over a space with a large number of variables. Further,
GA’s represent a discrete optimization method that is
suitable for solving discrete problems (the micro-robotic
appendages represent a discrete like structures where
elements are either on or off). Moreover, the GA’s have
been efficiently applied before in the structural
optimization problems [8], [10]. The Genetic Algorithm
parameters that are used for the synthesis of the microrobotic appendages are the initial population of 200 designs,
a total of 1000 generations, selection function type roulette,
crossover probability of 95%, elite count of 2 members, and
mutation probability of 9%.

Fig. 4 Obtained optimal solutions of the thin-film PZT micro-robotic
appendages designs realized for different synthesis parameters and
weighting constants (deformed position is shown with dash lines)

D. Results
Multiple GA’s are run for the set synthesis problem (Fig.
3a). During the optimization, thin-film PZT’s are
simultaneously turned on and off from the initial ground
structure, and the width of the elements is varied (Fig. 3b
and 3c). The remaining PZT’s in the structure will form the
potential optimal design of the micro-robotic appendage
(Fig. 3d). This process is repeated where for each
generation, the resulting appendage design performance is
evaluated via the Eq. (1). The solution that best satisfies the
objective function, in the last generation, is selected as the
optimal appendage design.
Different solutions of the appendages are obtained for
the various initial synthesis parameters and different values
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of weighting constants. Fig. 4 show some of the realized
optimal designs of the micro-robotic appendages. Based on
the results it could be concluded that all the appendages
solutions realize end-effector displacement in the desired
direction when all thin-film PZT’s are activated.
III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE MICRO-ROBOTIC
APPENDAGES SOLUTIONS
To verify the obtained results (Fig. 4) and investigate the
appendages deformation behaviour when thin-film PZT’s are
active a nonlinear Finite Element Method- FEM simulations
are performed. The FEM simulations are exemplarily realized
for the two appendages designs.
Based on the obtained solutions (Fig. 4) a solid 3D models
of the micro-robotic appendages are designed (Fig. 5a). The
designs reflect the characteristics and components of the
porotypes that would be produced. The FEM simulations are
realized by using commercially available software Comsol
Multiphysics. The structural mechanics coupled with the
piezoelectric module is used from the Comsol available
problem setup. The FEM problem definition includes
applying the Au material to the upper layer, the PZT-5H to the
middle layer, and SiO2 to the bottom layer of the whole
appendage structure (Fig. 5a). The fixtures are applied at the
surfaces that correspond to the location of the supports in
optimized designs (Fig. 4), while the input voltage (15 V) is
applied at the upper surface and the ground is applied at the
bottom surface of the PZT layer (Fig. 5a). The realized output
displacement of the end-effector (the point at the same location
as in Fig. 4), is read out from the FEM analysis.

Fig. 5 a) 3D solid model of the micro-robotic appendages designs and
FEM setup; b) deformation behaviour of the appendages when the input
voltage is applied (results of FEM simulations)

Fig. 5b shows the deformation behaviour of the microrobotic appendages when thin-film PZT’s are activated. In
both cases, the appendages realize displacement in the
desired direction of motion. A similar range of motion is
realized like in the case of optimized design (Fig. 4), with
notably higher out-of-plane deformations due to the curly
of the PZT’s, large deformations, and nonlinear effects that
could not be captured with linear analysis from the
optimization. But nonetheless, the initial results show that
the developed synthesis approach can lead to micro-robot
solutions that realize the motion of the end-effector in the
desired direction of motion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed topology-based synthesis demonstrates a
first implementation of design synthesis for multi-element,

fully-active structural design, applied to the problem of
appendage design in micro-robots. Results provide
candidate designs for micro-robot legs with comparatively
large vertical displacement relative to compliance under an
external load, dependent on weighting for specific criteria
in the objective function.
The approach for the micro-robotic appendage designs
does have some limitations due to implemented linear
analysis. Still, nonlinear FEM simulation confirm that
obtained solutions of the appendages can realize desired
output motions under assumed material properties and thinfilm thicknesses. The presented method can be utilized
further for the development of different micro-robotic
appendages that are fully comprised of thin-film PZT
actuators.
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Abstract—Unlike classical rigid body-based robots, soft robots
are built from soft materials and they utilize elastic
deformation (of its body) to achieve motion and different
tasks. This paper introduces a new type of soft terrestrial
walking robots realized by using compliant mechanisms. The
synthesis approach for the optimal design of terrestrial robots
is presented i.e. for one soft robotic leg. The design method is
based on a structural optimization approach and using
evolutionary algorithms, here expanded to spatial problems
and topologies. Two different obtained solutions of the robotic
legs are shown, and their performance is investigated. Based
on this a concept of full two-leg robots is realized. The
deformation behaviour of the designs is further analysed
using the nonlinear finite element method. The prototype of
one terrestrial two-leg soft robot is shown as well. The
presented synthesis method and robot designs can lead to the
realization of different types of walking soft robots with
advanced locomotion capabilities.

[4] or smart material actuators [9]. Such robotic concepts
have different disadvantages: limited range of motion, slow
locomotion speeds, and small payload. Moreover, the
synthesis of terrestrial soft robots is mostly based on designer
experience, using a trial and error approach, or seeking
inspiration from nature (insect, animal-like) [4], [7]. A
unified synthesis method for the design of rigid body based
terrestrial robots has been done in [10], [11] but it is rarely
introduced for soft robots and mostly is focused on
pneumatically driven structures [12]. Thus, this paper
proposes a synthesis framework for the optimal design of a
new type of terrestrial soft walking robot developed by
utilizing compliant mechanisms [13].
Unlike classical rigid-body mechanisms, compliant
mechanisms represent monolith structures that achieve
motion/force transmission via elastic deformation of its
segments. Compliant mechanisms offer many advantages
Keywords— Soft robotics, synthesis, evolutionary algorithms, over conventional ones like reduce complexity, monolithic
compliant mechanisms, terrestrial robots
concept, easy to manufacture, no assembly, wear or friction,
zero backlashes, no lubrication, can be scale down easily,
I. INTRODUCTION
high precision, build-in restoring force, and low-cost. Thus,
In recent years soft robotics became a very relevant and compliant mechanisms are very suitable for the realization
expanding research field [1]-[9]. Unlike classical rigid body- of soft robots and are used here for the development of the
based robots, soft robots are usually built from soft/elastic terrestrial walking robots that can overcome most of the
materials and they utilize elastic deformation (of its body) to disadvantages of existing solutions [1], [4].
realize motion and different tasks [1]. Due to their
The synthesis method for the optimal design of these
continuously deformable-body soft robots offer several robots is presented for one robotic leg (as based on these
advantages over traditional ones: simple to realize, a low- multiple leg robots can be realized). Here the designer only
cost solution, can move through small and confined spaces, needs to define the desired input parameters and thought
safe interaction with humans, theoretically can reach every algorithmic (computer-based) approach the optimal
point in space with infinity number of configurations and solution of the robotic leg is automatically obtained. The
overcome limited degrees of freedom of rigid systems, can design method is developed based on the structural
realize fast shape changing, and achieve various locomotion optimization approach [13] and evolutionary optimization
gaits [1]. Different solutions of soft robots are introduced in algorithms [14], but here expended to spatial problems.
the past like continuous robots [2], soft grippers [3], Two different solutions of the robotic leg are obtained for
terrestrial robots- crawling [1], walking [4], and different problem setups, and their performances is
running/galloping [5], or swimming/underwater [6], [7], and investigated (realized range of motion as one of the
untethered robots [1]. In this paper, terrestrial soft robots are important parameters). Based on these solutions, a concept
of special focus [1], [4], [5]. These robots utilize elastic of a full two-leg walking robot is realized. The deformation
deformation of its body and can realize motion over different behaviour of the soft terrestrial robots is further
terrains without the need for complicated control algorithms, investigated via nonlinear finite element method analysis.
making them advantageous over classical robots. Most of the Exemplarily, the prototype of one two-legged soft robot is
previously developed concepts of terrestrial soft robots are produced via 3D printing. We show how such a concept of
based on fluid-mechanically driven soft elastomer actuators walking soft robots can realize a relatively large range of
i.e. pneumatically driven structures [8]. Rarely other output motions when only small input displacement is
concepts are explored like hybrid soft robots (tendon driven) needed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The proposed terrestrial robots can be used in different
applications for inspection, monitoring, sample collection,
transport, and in future planetary explorations.
II. SYNTHESIS METHOD
The main goal of the synthesis is to obtain the optimal
design of one soft robotic leg that can realize relatively large
output displacement of its end-effector (tip of the robotic leg
that comes in contact with the ground) when small input
displacement is applied. In other words, the goal is to obtain
a robotic leg solution that can achieve a high motion
transmission ratio (geometric advantage- GA of the leg
mechanism), as then actuators that realize small input strokes
can be used (e.g. smart material based actuators [9]). The
optimal solution of one robotic leg is synthesized first, as
based on these walking robots with multiple legs can be
realized.
To develop a synthesis framework, a structural topology
optimization approach is adopted [13], [14], but here
expended and realized for spatial problems. The outline of
the developed methodology for the optimal design of
terrestrial walking soft robotic leg is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
synthesis steps include:
• problem setup – definition of desired input parameters
(Fig. 1a),
• parameterization – translation of defined problem
into a set of variables that can be optimized (Fig. 1b),
• optimization – application of search algorithm to find
the optimal solution of the given problem (Fig. 1c, 1d,
1e).
The steps are described in detail in the following
subsections.

Fig. 1 Synthesis of terrestrial walking soft robots (realized for one
robotic leg): a) problem setup; b) parameterization; c) optimization
process; d) optimal solution of soft robotic leg design 1 (deformed
position shown with dash lines); e) optimal solution of soft robotic leg
design 2 (deformed position shown with dash lines)

(e.g. the desired volume of the leg mechanisms solution and
minimal value of the output displacement that needs to be
achieved). The rest of the design parameters are given in
Table 1. Two synthesis cases are realized for different
values of design domain dimensions (Table 1).
B. Parameterization
The next step in the synthesis process is the
parameterization of the set problem (Fig. 1b). The design
domain needs to be somehow represented by a set of
variables that can be optimized. Here the parameterization
is realized by using the Ground Structure Approach (GSA)
[13] but developed for the spatial-3D topologies. Thus, the
design domain is divided by the net of nodes and beam
elements connecting these nodes. The ground structure (Fig.
1b) serves as an initial guess, among which the optimal
robotic leg design is searched. Elements are simultaneously
turned on and off from the initial ground structure to yield
the optimal solution. Here the variable that turns on/off the
individual elements is defined- tiel . The variable can take
values of 0 and 1; 0 meaning that the selected element will
be removed from the initial structure. For each of the
elements, one such variable exists tiel (i is equal to the total
number of elements). The thickness of elements is
predefined rather than optimized, to simplify the synthesis
process. The initial net size, total number of elements, and
rest of the parameters used for the soft robotic leg
optimization are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE SOFT ROBOTIC LEGS SYNTHESIS

Design parameters
design domain (mm)
grid size
number of elements
input port
output port
supports
element thickness (mm)
element modulus (MPa)
input displacement - din
external loads (N)
minimal desired output
displacement (mm)
desired volume - Lel
des (mm)

case 1
case 2
50 x 30 x 20
50 x 50 x 25
3x3x2
89
13
18
1, 4, 7, 10, 15
1
800
5
2
1
185
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C. Optimization
As a final step in the synthesis process, the optimization
is realized. A search algorithm needs to be defined to find
the optimal solution of the set problem (Fig. 1c).
The main goal of the optimization is to realize a soft
robotic leg design that can achieve a relatively large output
displacement of its end-effector (output point) when small
input displacement is applied (so that most of the available
smart material actuators can be used [9]). This means that
the large motion transmission ratio of the robotic leg
mechanism will be realized. Here the transmission ratio is
also defined as a geometric advantage- GA of the
mechanism, and it is calculated as:

A. Problem Setup
As a first step in the synthesis, the problem needs to be
defined (Fig. 1a). Problem setup includes defining the
design domain (space in which the robotic leg solution
needs to fit) were here the rectilinear shape is defined, the
location of the input actuation port (here defined at the midbottom edge part of the design domain left side), the
direction of input displacement (X direction is selected),
location of the robotic leg end-effector point (right-bottom
edge point is selected as output point), the desired direction
of leg output motion (here defined in the Y direction),
d
GA = out
(1)
supports (placed at the left side of the design domain),
din
external loads that act on the robotic leg (here applied in all
three directions at leg end-effector), material properties for
the soft robotic leg (Young modulus), and other constraints
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where dout represents achieved output displacement of the
robotic leg end-effector and din is applied input
displacement. Thus, GA represents a term that needs to be
maximized.
The objective function is needed to drive the
optimization algorithm towards a set goal. The resulting
formulation of the objective function that will lead to
desired robotic leg solutions is given as:
d

⊥
− w3 ⋅ Leldes − Lelreal − w4 ⋅ nint  (2)
max  out − w1 ⋅ d ext − w2 ⋅ d out
d
 in


where dext represents the displacement of end-effector when
external loads are applied (here minimized to realize robot
with larger payload capacity), d⊥out is the displacement of
the end-effector in a direction perpendicular to the desired
direction of motion (here set to be minimized to achieve
linear motion), Lel
des is the desired volume of a robotic leg
design (expressed as the total sum of all elements length),
Lel
real is the realized volume of robotic leg structure, and nint
represents the total number of interesting points (crossing
points between overlapping elements) in the structure that
needs to be minimized (this is set to yield a robotic leg
designs that could be easily manufactured). It is important
to mention that the synthesis of a soft robotic leg represents
a multiobjective optimization problem, reduced to a singleobjective problem by using weighting constants wj. All the
terms in the objective function Eq. (2) are calculated by
using linear analysis, implemented in the optimization
algorithm.
Among many different Evolutionary algorithms (EA)
here the Genetic Algorithms [13], [14] are applied as the
optimization search method. Due to a complex design
domain with a large number of variables, the design space
contains many possible optimal solutions. EAs are very
efficient in finding global optimum over a large design
space. The synthesis of soft robotics legs represents a
discrete problem (discrete like structures, Fig. 1) where the
variables are discrete as well (elements are either on or off).
EAs are also suitable for solving discrete optimization
problems. Moreover, EAs have been efficiently used in
structural optimization problems [13], [14], thus they are
utilized here as well. The Genetic Algorithm parameters
that are used for the synthesis of the soft robotic leg are
given in Table 2.

repeated and the remaining elements in the structure will
form the robotic leg solution. The performance of the leg
designs is evaluated based on the objective function values,
and the solution that best satisfies the Eq. (2) in the last
generation is taken as the optimal.
Fig. 1d and 1e show two obtained solutions of the soft
robotic leg realized for the set problem cases (Table 1).
Both robotic leg designs realize output displacement of the
end-effector in the desired direction of motion when input
displacement is applied. Table 3 shows the characteristics
of the obtained soft robotic leg solutions. High values of the
geometric advantage (GA) are realized in both cases.
Notably, solution 1 achieves much higher GA but have
higher stiffness as well, where lower values of GA are
realized with solution 2 having lower stiffness of the
robotic leg structure.
TABLE 3 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF SOFT ROBOTIC LEG DESIGNS

Design GA doutY (mm) Fin (N) stiffness (N/m) dext (mm)
1
8.61
43
0.71
142
21.43
2
2.73
13.66
0.13
26
2.39

III. NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
CHARACTERIZATION AND PROTOTYPE
Based on the obtained solutions (Fig. 1d and 1e) a 3D
solid models of a full two-leg robot are designed (Fig. 2).
To verify the optimization results and investigate the
deformation behaviour of the terrestrial soft robots,
nonlinear Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations are
performed using software ABAQUS. For the FEM analysis
setup, the input displacement of 5 mm at the input port of
both robotic legs (Fig. 2a) is applied, to simulate the action
of the contracting actuator. The fixed support is applied at
the bottom surface part of the robot body to investigate only
the leg mechanism motion characteristics. The realized
output displacement of the robot end-effector and required
input force are read out from the analysis. Fig. 2b shows the
obtained FEM results for both solutions of the two-leg soft
walking robots.

TABLE 2 GENETIC ALGORITHM PARAMETERS FOR THE SOFT ROBOTIC LEG
SYNTHESIS

Parameters
Initial population
Generations
Selection function type
Crossover probability
Elite count
Mutation probability

Values
200
200
roulette
95%
2
9%

Fig. 2 Two leg terrestrial walking soft robots: a) 3D solid design and
FEM setup; b) FEM simulation results- deformation behaviour when
input displacement of 5 mm is applied at each leg

D. Results
It could be seen that in both cases robotic legs realize
output
motion in the desired direction when input
Multiple EAs runs (5) are conducted for both
displacement
is applied, like the optimization predicted
investigated synthesis cases (Table 1) to reach the optimal
(Fig.
1d,
1e).
Fig.
3 shows the results of the realized GA
solution of the soft robotic legs. During optimization
elements are simultaneously turned on/off i.e. some and required input force to drive the motion of one robotic
elements are kept and some elements are eliminated from leg with respect to the applied input displacement.
the initial ground structure (Fig. 1b and 1c). The process is
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In the case of robotic design 1, high GA values are
achieved for smaller input displacement. The GA drops as
input motion increase, due to the large deformations of the
leg structure and nonlinear effects that could not be
captured in the optimization with linear analyses. But still,
high values of GA are realized. For design 2, mostly
constant GA is achieved through the motion, as nonlinear
effects are notably less expressed.

output motions, with even better performance than
predicted by optimization (for a certain range of input
displacement). Future work will include developing the
soft robot with real smart material-based actuators and
testing the robot locomotion over different terrains.
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Abstract — The use of external fixators has gained great
popularity due to simple application, as well as the successful
and fast treatment of bone fractures. In addition to the
treatment of fractures, its use has found a place in bone
correction surgery, such as in lengthening, angular
correction, or reconstruction of long bones. These corrections
were made manually until the advent of the computer
assistance, which enables monitoring of the parameters of
sensor use and positioning of the fracture fragments by
means of actuators integrated into the fixator itself. This
method of fracture treatment and bone correction led to
flexibility of operational procedures, but the problem
remained that the control and engagement of surgeons
remained frequent. The aim of this research is to introduce
the smart features in the external fixation system of Mitkovic
type that would move actuators through the data obtained
from the sensors and thus make a decision on postoperative
treatment of the patient and reduce the engagement of the
surgeon.

necessary to increase length of bone [3], as is a case with
shortened extremities in dwarf growth, asymmetrical
length of extremities, or similar deformities.
For all mentioned cases different methods of the
fixation are used with different mechanical designs for
their aim [4]. Most of external fixation devices are pure
mechanical medical devices without electrical or
electronic components. In last decade of past century,
designers are searching for solution about fixators which
will be flexible to position a fracture segment. Results of
these efforts are the Hexapod and Octopod frames, which
are based on the Ilizarov’s circular external fixator, but
those devices are very cumbersome to use manually and
because of that the need to start developing of the
computer aid software (CAS) emerged. In addition to the
mentioned application, CAS is now starting to be
developed for other types of applications. One of example
is presented in the work [5] where the authors have
Keywords— Mitkovic external fixator, smart system, bone
developed CAS for simulation of reposition of the long
lengthening, sensors, stepper motor
bone fracture, in that case tibia and femur. It is provided
that the surgeon can visualize the applied different
I. INTRODUCTION
treatment scenarios a priori per patient. In another paper [6]
External fixation is a surgical treatment used to
authors have presented advantage of CAS where it is to
stabilize fracture of bone. They provide unobstructed
avoid the frequent use of fluoroscopy throughout operation
access to the relevant skeletal structures for their primary
process, when it used early in preoperative steps to
healing and also for secondary interventions needed to
measure parameters of fracture and choose a size of drill
restore bone continuity. External fixation contains two
and pin and then locate applicable places for their
main components, the frame with its sub-components (bar,
placement.
clamps, clamps carrier, and others optional elements) and
Besides for circular frames, the computer aid software
the implants (Schanz pins, Kirschner wire or/and
is applied for the unilateral (planar) eternal fixation frames,
Stainnman pins). The frames are set outside a patient's
and also for the hybrid external fixation, which is
body, where are with the help of clamps connected to
combination of the previous two. In the study [7] authors
implants which are into patient body, respectively shall
used CAS for repositioning of the long bones with
screwed into fractured bone. External fixation is an
unilateral external fixation devices, which in this research
alternative to internal fixation, where the components used
are called the bone reposition devices. In study [8] CAS is
to provide stability are positioned entirely within the
applied on hybrid external fixation frame where CAS is
patient's body.
used for reconstruction of fracture model from some type
Further the external fixation is used in bone correction
of source clinical images, then computer assisted reduction,
surgery too, where it is used for angular correction,
and finally to prepare parameters data for the robot assisted
reconstruction and lengthening of bones. External fixators
reduction and for the control of actuators.
for angular correction are used when is important to correct
In paper [9] authors searched for possible solution to
“X”, “Y” or “O” form of lower extremities [1] and also this
solve problems in the use of fixation frames, where
method is used when there is need to correct bed union of
complications and difficulties in promptly identifying
a bone, after fracture healing, and for other similar usages.
problem occurrence and sensitivity to the specific coReconstructive external fixation is used for bone union
morbidities (e.g. osteoporosis) with sometimes unreliable
when is there is one segment of long bone which is
tracking of healing process, especially in cases of massive
damaged or has to be removed [2], such as a gunshot
injuries and homecare of discharged patients, are
wound, insidious infection, bone tumour or similar.
considered. In order to face these challenges, authors in
External fixator for bones lengthening is used when it is
this research suggest using of self- and patient-aware,
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sensing, smart and active external fixation devices. This
development has been motivated by the need to identify
the major requirements for the development of Internet of
Things (IoT) platform for orthopaedics surgery. Authors
presented several studies regarding aware, sensing, smart
and active external fixation devices. In study regarding
aware external fixation device a tag is embedded within
fixation device, storing the detailed manufacturers
(material, component-specific, type and dimensions),
internal logistics (e.g. storage location, handling history),
patient-specific (anonymized) general data, and others. In
this sense, the fixation device is self and patient aware. In
the second study regarding sensing external fixation
device, device is equipped with sensing sensors, capable to
observe, collect and store physiological and environmental
data, continuously or in regular intervals. Device in this
study contains several types of sensors for list of
observations: injured bone electrical impedance is being
measured non-invasively at discrete intervals, by using
external fixation device’s pins as electrodes; bone
temperature is measured by the contact temperature sensor
embedded in pins; force and torque values in clamps are
being measured at discrete intervals; inertial sensor is
embedded in the device and continuously collects data,
based on which a sudden movement or an impact of the
body/device can be inferred. In the third study regarding
smart external fixation device, besides sensing capability,
the fixation device also stores knowledge, relevant for
making the meaningful conclusions by using the collected
data. It also embeds the processing unit for making these
conclusions. Following types of conclusions would
become possible: the data, collected by the conductivity
sensor is used in inferring the current healing stage of
fracture; Contact temperature sensor observes critical
temperatures likely to cause thermal necrosis, during the
pin application; Force/torque sensors are capable to
identify the suboptimal stress and deformation values,
based on which the likely occurrences of the specific
complications (namely, pin loosening and malunion) can
be explicitly inferred; Variations in stress measurements
can be combined with the data collected by the inertial
sensor in order to infer the nature of these variations
(sudden movement, possible impact). In final study in
mentioned research regarding active external fixation
device, active device is a realization of closed-loop control
system with a feedback. In addition to the above listed
capabilities, active device is capable: a) to report on the
complication or the inferred healing stage transition (low
risk research scenario), or in a long-term b) to trigger the
corrective action, for example, to react on the incidental
variation of the stress values by pin screw tightening.
In connection with the mentioned researches the study
[10] could be mentioned, where the authors propose the
improvement of a fixation device design, which
implements paradigms of aware, sensing, smart and active
devices and thus, enables real-time monitoring of bone
fracture healing. The design is based on the discussion of
possible complications and efficiency savings and it is
implemented in the example of classifying patient’s
compliance to the prescribed behaviour in the
postoperative treatment, namely to risk monitoring in a
homecare. The authors state that the main prerequisite for
effective, efficient, customized healthcare is to achieve
access to vast data about the patient’s pre-conditions,

current health status, as well as patient’s environment.
Such access, combined with advanced data interpretation
algorithms, facilitates accurate diagnoses and real-time
decisions in treatment fine tuning and customization. It is
presented how the device makes possible to make realtime observations regarding behaviour of the patient with
fractured tibia in a homecare. Those observations can be
easily used to alert or advise the patient in a real-time on
adjusting the prescribed behaviour. Also, those
observations scan can determine the cause of the
mechanical issues in fixation device after their occurrences.
Devices application, healing and tracking complication
occurrences highly depend on the experience of the
surgeon. In addition, this does not fully consider the
patient-specific
circumstances
and
its
relative
compatibility with MRI procedures, which further
introduces some difficulties in observing the healing
stages and possible complications. Therefore, this case
studies can be step to solve mentioned problems and many
others, such as frequent x-ray exposure of a surgeon
through operative and postoperative activities.
In this paper we are oriented solely towards bone
lengthening fixation method. This is one of the familiar
problems in orthopaedic long bone correction surgery, and
its consequence is usually malunion fractures or congenital
defects. In design of external fixation for mentioned
purposes, we propose implementation of CAS to change a
traditional manual actuation on compression-distraction
(CD) device, replacing it with the mechatronic system.
This mechatronic system mainly consists of a stepper
motor, stress sensor and position sensor. This whole
system is monitored by an intelligent controller. Also, this
mechatronic system is IoT enabled [9][10] with aim to
improve its functionality and efficiency of a patient
postoperative treatment, and to reduce the frequency of
medical examinations. For our research we used classic
model of the Mitkovic external fixation for lengthening of
lower limbs, product of Ortokon ltd., Niš, Serbia, which is
upgraded to become the smart system for external fixation.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Mitkovic external fixator for lengthening of lower
limbs, which is considered here, consists of one bar,
telescope devices, compression-distraction devices (CD
devices) and appropriate number of Clamps and Pins
(Figure 1).

Fig. 1 Mitkovic external fixator for lengthening of lower limbs

Half of appropriate number of clamps are positioned on
the telescope device’s tube, where CD devices push
telescope device along the bar. Telescope device carries
appropriate number of clamps with them, those creating
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the fragment bone transport in the direction of the desired
lengthening.
In our proposed design CD device is changed with
stepper motor with the pair of strain gauge sensors, that
send feedback signal for actuation of stepper motor. The
brain of this action should be an intelligent controller that
would process the feedback from the strain gauge sensor
and decides about the next step of the actuation or
deactivation of stepper motor. Blok diagram of intelligent
compression-distraction system is present in Figure 2.

necessary information for the objective of the surgical
operation, and to stop the system actuation, when the
satisfactory bone length is obtained.
The first implementation idea was for the measurement
of current bone length to be carried out by the intelligent
controller, which would convert the number of revolutions
into a linear movement of the shaft. But it has been found
that this method would bring a lot of risks in terms of
information accuracy. Therefore the second approach was
to position the IC distance sensor on the telescope devices.
Such design makes the classic Mitkovic external fixation
system for bone lengthening to be fully automated robotic
system with the closed loop control. Such updated system
block diagram is presented in Figure 5:

Fig. 2 Block diagram of actuation bone lengthening system with
feedback information from strain gauge sensors

Model of the Mitkovic external fixator for lengthening
of lower limbs with proposed installed stepper motor
instead of the CD devices is presented in Figure 3.
Fig. 5 Mitkovic external fixator for lengthening of lower limbs with
installed full closed loop robotic system

Finally, to provide this system with smart capabilities,
we add sensors mentioned in [9] [10]. These sensors
collect information on the status of postoperative treatment,
i.e. of bone lengthening. That is, to predict the occurrence
of possible complications during treatment and send
information to the surgeon, so that he can react timely.
III. DISCUSSION
One of the problems in development proposed system
is to determinate correct limit value of the resistance force
when the bone is in the process of lengthening, and that
information from sensor is sent to the controller for
assessment and decision regarding next step in actuation
of the system. Main parameter to determine this
information is to find the threshold of pain. This can be
individual for each patient, which depends on the
constitution of the body, but also on the age of the patient.
Fig. 3 Mitkovic external fixator for lengthening of lower limbs with
installed stepper motor
A lower limit must be set for each constitution and age of
the patient, in order for the system to be safe and reliable
One pair of the strain gauge sensors have been set on
for clinical use. Data of the threshold of pain may be
location of stepper motor’s shaft, where they perform the
collected before operation. This is the most important
necessary measurements (Figure 4).
parameter regarding muscle stretching during bone
lengthening and flexible postoperative treatment.
We have also carefully collected some information
from other studies regarding bone lengthening and
considered forces, in order to provide directions for further
development of our smart Mitkovic fixator. The time of
removal of the fixator is deduced from clinical and
radiological information, independent of the stiffness
result [11]. In a series of 30 leg lengthenings there were no
refractures when the tibial stiffness had reached 15 Nm/°
or the femoral stiffness reached 20 Nm/°. Applied
measurement technique of stiffness included the
temporary removal of the fixator. Clamps were applied
separately for each set of pins to attach a goniometer for
Fig. 4 Location of strain gauge sensors on the stepper motor shaft
the measurement of angular displacement. The use of spirit
levels in each clamp ensures consistency in the plane for
Measurement of start and current position of the
both the goniometer and the displacement force. This
telescope devices can be helpful to measure a current bone
measurement may have more to do with angular bone
lengthening status. This is very important for collecting
correction, but the results were certainly helpful.
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Axial distraction force was found to vary according to
the underlying pathology [12]. For post-traumatic
shortening in adults both the peak and the resting forces
rose steadily during lengthening reaching maximum forces
of the order of 300 N. Patients with congenitally short
limbs developed very high peak forces (in some cases over
1000 N) and also showed large amounts of force relaxation
(typically 400 to 500 N). For these measurements authors
used a pre-calibrated compression load cell that was
incorporated within the lengthening mechanism of the
fixator at the time of initial application.
Forces generated during limb lengthening in the
distraction and consolidation phases have been measured
on 19 patients between 6 and 22 years of age with 10
femoral and 11 tibial lengthenings of 1 mm/day by means
of a monotube external fixator, fitted diaphysially and
modified to measure tension and weight-bearing forces
[13]. Peak force measured during the lengthening period
amounted to about 14 N/kg of body mass. Generally,
distraction forces levelled off at between 8 and 10 N/kg of
body mass. During the consolidation period, the average
force carried by the fixator dropped from 55% initially to
about 10% of the force transmitted to the ground,
consistent with increased load carrying capacity of the
bone as healing progressed. The maximal length
discrepancy was 72 mm on the femur and 70 on the tibia.
For measurements the resistive strain gauge type with a
full-bridge measuring has been used.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In discussion section we have presented several data
for parameters that are planned to be further included in
our research. Regarding the step motor, it is expected to
have the following specifications: to be light and not bulky;
maximum elongation must be greater than 72 mm and to
be able to overcome a force of 1000N. There are many
models on the market that would meet the required
specifications of the step motor. Problem remains the
muscular resistance force during lengthening. We failed to
gather enough relevant data to determine limit of
resistance force when the bone is in process of lengthening
and to determine reliable limit for broad groups of patients.
And finally, the decision remains to be made regarding
what is best to be used as an intelligent controller in
proposed smart Mitkovic fixation device. In further
research we will explore fuzzy, neuro and neuro-fuzzy
controller alternatives, in order to provide for efficient use
of expert knowledge and measured data alike.
This research is a first step in developing smart
Mitkovic external fixator for bones lengthening of lower
limbs. Besides controller development and other important
remaining goals, future research must include In Vivo
measurements involving patients. Many factors must be
monitored that are discussed in previous sections. Still, we
believe that there is a great potential in the presented
research directions that could lead to significant results.
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Abstract— This paper represents an overview of methods for
grain size determination in metallography, developed in
recent years. Microstructures play an important role in the
mechanical properties of alloy products, thus it is essential to
precisely detect details such as shape, size and orientation of
grains and other smaller defects. The most known and
commonly used method for grain boundary detection is a
microscopic examination, where experienced examiner
interprets results. These results can be highly susceptible to
the subjective assessment of the examiner. However, in recent
years commonly known microstructure tasks in
microstructure data science has begun to change by
exploring the utilisation of machine vision and image
processing. One of the approaches is machine vision based
method for edge detection based on optical microscopy
images set with different grain size values where evaluated
performance based on intercept method is compared with the
results, obtained by manual grain size determination method.
Research has shown that a novel approach has the potential
to automate the manual grain size determination process and
thereby lower processing times.
Keywords— Optical microscopy, Metallography, Grain
boundary detection, Machine vision

I. INTRODUCTION
The characterisation and measurement of grain
structures are of great importance to materials scientists
because not only does grain size strongly affect the
mechanical properties, but it also influences physical
properties, surface properties and phase transformations
[1]. The ability to locate the grain boundaries in materials
is critical for a wide number of applications, e.g. process
control and property optimisation. The mechanical and
physical properties of metallic materials are frequently
related to grain size, e.g. via the Hall-Petch relationship
where strength is inversely dependent on the square root of
grain size [2].
Researchers often need to observe and measure
microstructures manually. For example, to obtain the grain
size, they need to draw the observed and hidden grain
boundaries manually. Then, they need to measure grain
sizes several times to get a statistically valid result based
on the drawn boundaries. In fact, the slices from different
sections (longitudinal and cross-section) and different
positions of the alloy products can provide various and
valuable information, which is conducive to analysis
microstructures comprehensively.
An example is shown in Fig. 1. Such a task, for experts,
is quite time-consuming. Besides, different metallographic

workers, due to their preferences and understanding, may
get different marking results [3].

Fig. 1 The microstructures in Al-Mg-Si alloys. Bottom: the observable
metallographic image. Middle: embedded silicon particles and
corresponding binary ground truth. Top: aluminium grain and binary
ground truth of grain boundaries [3]

Various methods have been developed recently to
eliminate the mentioned problem as much as possible. In
order to extract pictures of microstructures, which are then
the input for machine vision-based algorithms, different
techniques can be used. Traditionally, a small piece of a
specimen is taken from material and polished for
microstructure imaging using either optical microscope or
electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) method [4].
The two mentioned methods are briefly described below.

A. Optical microscopy
Among the various techniques used to characterise
steel and cast-iron microstructure, the most common is
optical microscopy where the sample is adequately
illuminated with visible light, and the reflected light
reaches the observer, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.
Different observation techniques may be used in
optical microscopy (oblique lighting, polarised light, dark
field imaging, etc.). Oblique (or inclined) illumination may
be used to highlight some aspects of the microstructure or
to change the way contrast is perceived. The most common
form of illumination, however, is parallel to the optical
axis of the microscope. In general, this type of illumination
produces lighter images of flat or nonetched regions of the
sample and darker images of the nonflat regions such as
cracks, pores, and etched regions. In some special cases,
objectives that can illuminate the specimen surface in an
oblique way with a conical light beam can be used - this is
called dark field illumination. Light beams that reach the
flat regions of the sample are not reflected into the
observation path of the microscope. These areas appear
dark. Etched regions and the edges of pores, cracks, and
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other irregularities can reflect the oblique beam into the
optical path and appear bright in the image [5].

details in higher magnification photos with a step size of 1
μm indicates that the EBSD image reveals more grains
than the optical image.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of lighting methods in metallographic
optical microscopes: (a) oblique or inclined illumination; (b) normal
illumination or illumination parallel to the optical axis—the most
common method; (c) dark field illumination [5]

B. Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD)
Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) is a
technique that provides crystallographic information by
analysing crystalline samples in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) [6].
The basic requirement is a scanning electron
microscope and an EBSD system. The EBSD acquisition
hardware generally comprises a sensitive CCD camera,
and an image processing system for pattern averaging and
background subtraction. Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram
of the main components of an EBSD system. The EBSD
acquisition software controls the data acquisition, solve the
diffraction patterns, and store the data. Additional software
is required to analyses, manipulate, and display the data
[1].

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of a typical EBSD installation [1]

EBSD is carried out on a specimen which is tilted
between 60° and 70° from the horizontal. This is achieved
by mounting the specimen so that the surface is normal to
the electron beam, which is the optimum position for
examining the microstructure using backscattered
electrons. If a backscattered image is required from the
tilted sample, additional backscattered electron detectors
must be used and these are typically positioned close to the
transmission phosphor screen [7], [8].
Many comparisons have been made over the years
between optical microscopy and EBSD method. For
example Gao, Wang, Ubhi and Starink [2] made a
comparison between optical and the EBSD image from the
low carbon steel, shown in Fig. 4. From the comparison of
low magnification photos with a step size of 2 μm for the
EBSD image, it seems that both methods provide almost
similar information. However, a careful comparison of the

Fig. 4 Low magnification micrograph of optical observation (a) and
EBSD analysis (b) of low carbon steel [2]

C. Machine vision-based methods
Image processing in the field of material science is a
relatively new research area gaining importance nowadays.
Image processing technique improves the visual
appearance of the microstructural images to compute the
features and structures present, thereby improving
reproducibility and repeatability [9]. In fact, the main
interest of automatic methods based on computer vision is
because they enable precise measurements and make
possible the analysis in a relatively short time [10].
Various researchers employed automatic methods and
mathematical morphologies to determine the features
present during the processing of metals. For example,
Dutta et al. [11] adopted automatic texture and fractal
analysis to analyses the fracture surface of Custrengthened high-strength low alloy (HSLA) steel. In
reference [12] the automatic image analysis is applied
using the top-hat transformation in the morphological
characterisation of the microstructure during the sintering
of Ceria. On the other hand, an intelligent system for the
prediction of mechanical properties of material has been
developed [13], where metallographic images were used to
carry out the prediction. In the same way, microstructure
characterisation, an image processing system to classify
the microstructure of copper alloys has been proposed in
Abouelatta [14]. Dengiz, Smith and Nettleship [15]
developed a neural network and fuzzy logic algorithms to
find the grain boundary of steel alloys. Other works have
been focused on the size of the grain in a material.
Heilbronner [16] developed a methodology that
automatically prepares grain boundary maps in a reduced
time.
In contrast, Lu, Lin and Wang [17] proposed a grain
identification by processing two input polarising images
which permit one to obtain the edges. In reference [18] an
image processing method for determining the grain sizes
of the metallographic images was proposed. Derivation of
the grain sizes of the digital metallographic images is made
by digital image processing and extraction of grain
boundary by proposing a new edge detection algorithm
based on fuzzy logic. On the other hand, an image
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processing algorithm is proposed to determine the average
grain size in a metallic microstructure by counting the
number of grains using support vector regression [9].
Finally, in reference [19], the authors propose an image
processing-based technique for refinement of raw plain
carbon steel microstructure images, into a digital form,
usable in experiments related to heat treatment processes
of steel in diverse applications. Reference [20] shows that
size distribution and porosity of anodic alumina structures
have been determined based on the mathematical
morphology analysis. In [21], the authors proposed a
methodology to characterise the graphite nodules in cast
iron materials based on morphological image processing
as well as the notion of compacity is introduced instead of
the nodules density. The last work was carried out by
Peregrina-Barreto et al. [22] in which a novel image
processing methodology was introduced to segment
images in steels for automatic size determination.
Frequently, grain size determination is carried out by
manual or semiautomatic methods. In this case, the analyst
visually selects the grain boundaries. The observation
criterion is affected by different factors, such as tiredness,
distraction, perception differences. It involves a slow
process and higher variability of the results. This is the
reason for the development of systems for automatic
analysis.
One of such developed method is described in this
paper, where a new grain boundary detection procedure is
presented. Proposed sequence of image processing tasks
enables the grain boundary detection, and edge
concatenation by connecting the edges procedure. The
developed method is used for grain size measurements and
is compared to other conventional and edge retrieval
procedures.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Samples preparation
The material used for samples was Al 99.5%
(ENAW1050A). The chemical composition of material is
as follows: 0.02% Cu, 0.003% Mn, 0.016% Mg, 0.13% Si,
0.28% Fe, 0.05% Zn, 0.018% Ti, 0.006% Pb, 0.005% Sn,
and balance Al. To achieve the identical initial
microstructure of specimens, they all had equal treatment.
That procedure consisted of homogenisation, uniaxial
upsetting (Rastegaev test) to achieve logarithmic strain of
φ = 0.25, and then again, heat treatment to initiate grain
growth. The uniform grain size and chemical
homogenisation of specimens were obtained in this way.

texture) and a larger-one (such as edge), 𝛼𝛼 parameter for
altering the level of detail, and 𝛽𝛽 parameter for dynamic
range compression.
Because most images are affected by unexplained
variation in data or noise, the proper smoothing filter must
be used. The Gaussian, beside the moving average, is one
of the most widely used smoothing filters. The Gaussian
filters have weights specified by the probability density
function of a normal distribution with variance 𝜎𝜎𝐺𝐺 2 . The
Gaussian can also be used to simultaneously smooth and
interpolate between image pixels. At location (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦), where
𝑦𝑦 is the row index and 𝑥𝑥 column index, the estimated
output intensity is an average of local pixel values,
weighted by the Gaussian density function.
The preprocessed images were then transformed to a
digitised binary image, which is represented as a matrix
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗). Each point is either 0 (white point) or 1 (dark
point). For the thinning process, the Zhang thinning
algorithm was used. It is used to iteratively transform the
pattern into a thin line drawing, with deleting the specific
dark points.
The last process of picture preparation is connecting
the edges procedure. The first step in the so-called
concatenation process is finding and indexing the
continuously connected edges with connected components
labelling (CCL) method [24]. Connectivity is determined
as 8- or 4-connected neighbourhood. The number of
different sets representing connected edges 𝑚𝑚 is computed.
The procedure starts with two sets of labels 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = {𝑬𝑬1 } and
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = {𝑬𝑬2 , . . . , 𝑬𝑬𝑚𝑚 }, where 𝑬𝑬𝑗𝑗 is comprised of two vectors
representing 𝒙𝒙 and 𝒚𝒚 coordinates of connected edge
belonging to 𝑗𝑗 -th connected component of binary edge
image (BE). Next step is repeated throughout the
procedure 𝑚𝑚 − 1 iterations, where 𝑚𝑚 is defined as the
number of all connected regions in BE. In every iteration,
the two closest points, based on Euclidean distance, from
sets 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 and 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 are found . In the next step, closest points
are graphically connected with a straight line, representing
the newly formed edge, previously not detected by edge
retrieval process.
C. The conventional method for grain size determination
A quantitative analysis of the apparent grain size
according to procedure EN ISO 643:2012 was done. A
circular intercept method was used to obtain the apparent
grain size, which, according to standard EN ISO 643:2012
averages out variations in the shape of equiaxed grains and
avoids the problem of lines ending within grains. The
recognition of grains boundaries was performed manually,
by optical (eye) recognition of grains boundaries on
obtained microstructure images. For the measurement, the
3 concentric circles were used.

B. Image preparation and preprocessing
To use the RGB pictures obtained with optical
microscopy, a few steps are necessary before starting with
proposed image processing method for grain boundary
D. The proposed method for grain size determination
detection.
In this study used optical microscopy RGB images
Image preprocessing was done with local Laplacian
consisted of 724×724 and 1536×1536 pixels. The
pyramid. Local Laplacian filters produce a variety of
procedure consists of two parts, in the first one binary edge
different effects using the standard Laplacian pyramids.
image (BE) is retrieved with the implementation of the
The discussed method was introduced by Paris et al. [23],
local Laplacian, Gaussian smoothing, Gradient and
where edges are be preserved and the details enhanced
Zhang's thinning algorithm. To further improve the
simultaneously. The algorithm offers a robust method and
detection of grain boundaries, a special edge connecting
enables a wide range of effects manipulation. The
procedure is presented (BE+). However, it must be
algorithm's performance can be altered by setting up the
stressed that the produced algorithm enables the manual
three parameters ( 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 , 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 ). Sigma 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 defines a
adding of edges (preliminary missed by filters), to increase
difference between small variation (that is considered as a
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the accuracy of the second part further discussed below. In
the second part, grain size measurements are performed
with linear intercept method [25], multiplied with 1.106
(according to standard EN ISO 643:2012) to obtain a mean
diameter of grains ( 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) [26]. Based on
recommendation of ASTM E1382 [27], four equally
spaced directions of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° were used (Fig.
5).

Fig. 5 Measurement of ASTM E1382 linear intercept method [28]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The implementation of practical image processing
using newly proposed approach and discussion of
implementation details is given in the subsequent text.
Firstly, the edge retrieval process is explained, which
is used to extract the binary image (representing the edges)
that serves as a basis for grain size calculations. On Fig. 6a
the original (unaltered) specimen's microstructure image is
shown. The Laplacian and Gaussian filters are used for
further preprocessing. The Local Laplacian filter is an
edge-aware processing filter, meaning the large
discontinuities (such as edges) remain in place. It is
defined with local contrast manipulation parameter 𝛼𝛼
controlling the image detail smoothing, the edge amplitude
parameter 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 and large-scale variations parameter 𝛽𝛽. With
Laplacian (Fig. 6b) the detail enhancement and the balance
between global and local contrast are controlled. Increase
in contrast with Laplacian filter enables better distinction
between different grains. After the Laplacian filter use
stage, the image is further processed with the use of
Gaussian filter (Fig. 6c).

Fig. 6 The original microstructure image (a). Contrast manipulation (b)
based on local Laplacian filter with 𝛼𝛼 = 0.1, 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 = 0.5 and 𝛽𝛽 = 0.
Gaussian filtering (c) to blur the image with 47 by 47 Convolution
Kernel and standard deviation 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 = 8 [29]

6c. The Sobel based gradient filter with different threshold
values for edge detection is used and shown in Fig. 7. If
the threshold value is too low, too many edges are
recognised (Fig. 7a), but on the other hand, there are too
little edges with a too big threshold (Fig. 7c). It turned out
that the best-suited edges representation is achieved with a
moderate threshold value set to 30 [29], where only the
representative edges are recognised (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 7 Different threshold values of Sobel gradient filter: 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜1 =
20 (𝑎𝑎), 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜2 = 30 (𝑏𝑏), 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜3 = 50 (𝑐𝑐) [29]

The first part of the proposed method is completed in
the next step, with the enlarged edges being
morphologically altered by Zhang's thinning algorithm.
The algorithm calculated a thinned image of the binary
edge (BE also serves as the basis for the BE+ process),
where the edges are only one pixel wide after 20 iterations.
Besides, the edges can be manually inserted by the tester
(before or after the dilution phase) for further improving of
grain size detection rate.
The image of binary thinned edges (BE) is processed
by connected components labelling method to find and
index the continuously connected edges. Connectivity is
defined as an 8-connected neighbourhood. With each
iteration, the two closest points (belonging to different
continuously connected edge areas) are found and
graphically connected with a straight line representing the
newly formed edge that was previously missed by the edge
search process. When all the edge areas are connected in
one area, the so-called connected edge binary image (BE+)
is computed [29]. The operation of the proposed edge
joining process (BE+) is shown in Fig. 8, where the newly
formed edges are shown as red lines. At the same time, the
green regions represent BE (without connecting the edges
procedure results).

The Gaussian filter blurs the processed image to
eliminate small image imperfections (such as inclusions or
Fig. 8 Connecting the edges procedure, green regions represent BE,
combined green and red regions represent BE+ [29]
etching artefacts, seen as little black spots at an image of
microstructure), which have been additionally enhanced
The precision rates of the edge detection procedures
with Laplacian, and could disturb the later-on edge
presented;
BE (without connecting the edges) and BE+
extraction. The Gaussian also ensures homogenous colour
(with
connecting
the edges procedure), are compared with
along with certain grain structure. Choice of standard
conventional
method
(EN ISO 643:2012) and the Canny
deviation and convolution kernel values is application
based
edge
detection
procedures.
All test images (TI) are
dependent; in this case the most suitable vales are adopted
enhanced
with
the
local
Laplace
filter
with parameters 𝛼𝛼 =
as given in Fig. 6, and further on.
=
0.5
and
𝛽𝛽
=
0.
The
value
of
the Gaussian blur
0.1,
𝜎𝜎
𝐿𝐿
Binary image with enlarged edges is retrieved in with
standard
deviation
and
convolution
kernel
values is set to
gradient filter based on Sobel operator, where a certain
=
8
for
smaller
resolution
TI,
and
𝜎𝜎
𝜎𝜎
𝐺𝐺
𝐺𝐺 = 16 for the
threshold is used on the preprocessed image, shown in Fig.
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larger resolution TI. The threshold of the Sobel gradient
filter for smaller resolution TI set is equal to 30 and for
larger resolution TI is set to 15. The thinned binary edge
image in case of BE and BE+ is retrieved within 20
iterations for all TI.
The vertical and horizontal intercept line spacings
parameters of linear intercept method are set to 10 pixels,
while 45° and 135° are set to 14 pixels since 10/𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠45° ≈
14 ensuring equal line spacings compared to horizontal
and vertical directions.
The results of grain size measurements with
conventional Canny, BE, and BE+ methods for all TIs are
shown in Fig. 9. On TI6, the best accuracy achieved with
BE was 5.33% higher compared to the conventional
method. On the other hand, on TI3 BE achieved the worst
accuracy, 24.76% higher compared to the conventional
method. The BE+ method achieved the best accuracy of
2.67% for TI2 processing and the worst accuracy of 15.94%
for TI3 processing (compared to the conventional method).
Using the Canny edge detection technique test images with
higher resolution such as TI4, TI5 and TI6 achieved lower
levels of grain size accuracy compared to test images of
lower resolution TI1, TI2 and TI3. BE and BE+ precision
rates indicate the robustness of the proposed method. In
concordance with logic, the grain size measurement of BE
is always greater compared to BE+, since BE is a subset of
BE+ (BE⊆BE+).

Fig. 9 Results of average grain size predictions of tested images (TI1 to
TI6), based on conventional method, BE, BE+ and Canny edge
detection filter [29]

IV. CONCLUSION
In the presented study, the grain size characteristics of
the samples are detected based on microstructural images
and innovative image processing procedure [29]. The
conventional grain size measurement methods involve the
use of a planimetric method for image analysis, where the
recognition of grains boundaries is performed manually,
with optical (eye) recognition on obtained microstructure
images performed via examiner. The procedure in question
was found to be rather time consuming and required a great
deal of concentration, experience, and observational skills
on the part of the examiner.
Newly suggested image processing workflows (BE and
BE+) offer a faster alternative and are for the most part
performed automatically. Only a few parameters need to
be set manually by the examiner. These parameters are the
preprocessing settings of local Laplace filter, Gaussian
blur, threshold value for edge detection based on gradient
filter and number of thinning iterations of Zhang's
algorithm. If the missed edges occur after automatic edge
retrieval procedure, the edges can be manually added by

the examiner or further processed with connecting the
edges procedure to achieve higher degree accuracy.
Discussed methods are compared among each other
based on the obtained mean grain size diameter values.
Grain size diameter values of the proposed methods (BE
and BE+) are comparable to conventional methods and
have outperformed classical edge detection techniques.
The BS+ procedure gives the most comparable results with
conventionally (manually) determined grain size results
with negligible disappearances in practical use.
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Abstract— Plasma arc cutting process is very sensitive
process which has to be optimized before application. There
are different input factors which need adjustment in order
to find the optimal combinations for the best final product.
Therefore the main aim of the study was to establish
predictive models for the plasma arc cutting in order to
determine the cutting quality before real application of the
plasma arc cutting. As cutting material Quard-400 was
used. Input factors cutting speed and gas pressure were
used during experimental procedure and for the predictive
models crating. As the output quality parameters, mean
surface roughness – Ra and material removal rate – MRR
were used. Higher material rate means more profit for
industry and vice versa. In the same time higher removal
rate could increase surface roughness which is not desirable.
Surface roughness needs to be minimized as much as
possible which depends on the product application purpose.
Predictive models were created based on adaptive neuro
fuzzy inference system – ANFIS, which is suitable for
nonlinear and redundant dataset. Results shown high
predictive accuracy for the both output parameters.
Keywords — Plasma arc cutting; prediction; surface
roughness; ANFIS.

I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma state is the fourth state of material after solid,
liquid and gaseous states. Plasma state occurs after very
high heating of the material. In other words the first state
is solid state which converts in the liquid state after
heating. The liquid state converts further in gaseous state
after more heating. And finally the gaseous state converts
into plasma state after more heating. Plasma represent in
ionized gas which is electro conductive and operated on
temperatures between 10000ºC and 14000ºC. Plasma arc
cutting is based on the ionized gas and it represents one
type of thermal cutting process which uses a jet of the
plasma gas in order to melt and cut material. The plasma
arc cutting is very attractive process for material removal
or cutting because of high quality of the final product.
However the plasma arc cutting process is very expensive
process in comparison to laser cutting or cutting by
oxygen fuel.
Plasma arc cutting (PAC) is well recognized nonconventional machining processes widely used to
fabricate intricate part profiles for diverse electrically
conductive materials including superalloys and
composites [1]. Plasma arc cutting process is frequently

used to cut stainless steel, alloy steel, aluminum and other
materials [2]. The application of teaching learning based
optimization (TLBO) algorithm in order to analyze the
effect of process parameters on surface roughness in
plasma arc cutting of AISI D2 steel has been performed
in article [3]. The optimum selection of process
parameters is essential for smoother and faster cutting
and in research work [4], experimental investigation of
plasma arc cutting has been carried out where Taguchi
based desirability analysis (TDA) was observed to find
the optimal cutting conditions for improving the quality
characteristics of the plasma arc cutting process. The
quality of the cut of the plasma arc cutting procces has
been monitored by measuring the kerf taper angle
(conicity), the edge roughness and the size of the heataffected zone (HAZ) [5]. Results in paper [6] have
been shown that this fuzzy control and PID neural
network improves the precision, ripples, finish and other
comprehensive indexes of the workpiece compared with
conventional PI control, and the plasma arc cutting power
supply based on the fuzzy-neural network has excellent
control performance. Plasma arc cutting (PAC) is a
thermal cutting process that makes use of a constricted jet
of high-temperature plasma gas to melt and separate (cut)
metal [7]. In work [8], the microstructural modifications
of the Hf insert in plasma arc cutting (PAC) electrodes
operating at 250 A were experimentally investigated
during first cycles, in order to understand those
phenomena occurring on and under the Hf emissive
surface and involved in the electrode erosion process
where macrocracking was observed in the oxide layer,
while microcracking and grain growth were detected in
the remelted Hf. The paper [9] pointed out that high
quality parts of the plasma arc cutting can be obtained as
a result of an experimental investigation aimed at
selecting the proper values of process parameters. There
is need to develop and optimize novel plasma arc heat
source such as cross arc and coupling arc [10]. In study
[11] has been studied the influences of plasma arc
remelting on the microstructure and properties of thermal
sprayed Cr3C2-NiCr/NiCrAl composite coating. To
reduce the kerf width and to improve the kerf quality, the
hydro-magnetically confined plasma arc was used to cut
engineering ceramic plates [12]. The quality of cuts
performed on titanium sheets using high tolerance plasma
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arc cutting (HTPAC) process was investigated under
different process conditions and a comparison between
predicted thermal cycles, experimental measurements and
microstructural observations confirmed the reliability of
the estimation in terms of extension of microstructural
modifications [13].
In order to decrease price of the plasma arc cutting
process there is need to establish predictive models of the
process. In other words the models could suggest future
quality of the plasma arc process for the given
combination of the input parameters. In order to do the
predictive models there is need for an advanced
computational models like soft computing or
computational intelligence. Therefore in this article is
used adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system or ANFIS
[14-18] in order to predict laser arc cutting output
parameters based on the input processing factors like
cutting speed and plasma gas pressure. The output factors
are mean surface roughness and material removal rate.

of the work piece. Based on the three measurements
mean surface roughness is calculated.
TABLE 1: INPUT AND OUTPUT FACTORS OF THE PLASMA
ARC CUTTING PROCESS

Input factors
Cutting speed
(mm/min)

Pressure
(psi)

Mean surface
roughness,
Ra (μm)

Material
removal rate
(gm/sec)

1000-4000

65-90

1.17-2.47

1.02-2.49

B. ANFIS methodology
ANFIS network has five layers as it shown in Figure
2. The main core of the ANFIS network is fuzzy
inference system. Layer 1 receives the inputs and convert
them in the fuzzy value by membership functions. In this
study bell shaped membership function is used since the
function has the highest capability for the regression of
the nonlinear data.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Experimental procedure
Figure 1 shows the total experimental procedure of
the plasma arc cutting. As can be seen there are nine main
steps of the procedure. The torch body contains cathode
which is non-melting. Working material represent anode
or positive electrode where high temperature plasma gas
or primary gas will be impinged. Kerf represent width of
material removal during cutting process where molten
metal is removed. For the cooling purpose secondary gas
is used.

Output factors

Layer 2 multiplies
fuzzy signals

Layer 1 - input
layer

Layer 4 Inference of
rules

Layer 3 - rule
layer

Layer 5 output layer

Figure 2: ANFIS layers

Bell-shaped membership functios is defined as
follows:
1
𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝑥𝑥; 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ) =
(1)
2 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
1+��

𝑥𝑥−𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
� �
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖

where {𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 } is the parameters set and 𝑥𝑥 is input.
Second layer multiplies the fuzzy signals from the
first layer and provides the firing strength of as rule. The
third layer is the rule layers where all signals from the
second layer are normalized. The fourht layer provides
the inference of rules and all signals are converted in
crisp values. The final layers sumarized the all signals
and provied the output crisp value.

Electrode (-)

Torch body

Outer shell

Plasma arc

Secondary gas

Primary gas

III. RESULTS

Kerf

C. Accuracy indices
Performances of the proposed models are presented as
root means square error (RMSE), Coefficient of
determination (R2) and Pearson coefficient (r) as follows:

Work piece (+)

Molten metal
removal

1) RMSE
Figure 1: Experimental procedure of the plasma arc cutting process

n

∑ (P − O )
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As working material Quard-400 is used which is
abrasion resistant steel. This material has optimal
combination of hardness, ductility and strength and it is
very suitable for cutting process. Chemical composition
of the material has following elements: C, Mn, P, Si, Al,
Cu, Nb, Ni, Cr, V, Ti, N2, B and Fe.
For the experimental procedure CNCN plasma arc
cutting machine is used. Cutting specimens are dimension
of 20x20x10mm. As cutting gas oxygen is used. Table 1
shows the numerical values (minimum and maximum) of
the input and output factors which are used and obtained
during cutting process.
Material removal rate or MRR is calculated based on
the weight of the final product after cutting process.
Surface roughness is measured by surface roughness
tester and Ra value is measured based on three positions
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Pressure (psi)

(a)

Pressure (psi)

(b)

Pressure (psi)

(c)

Pressure (psi)

(d)

Ra [µm]

ANFIS-Ra [µm]

D. ANFIS prediction
Figure 3 shows ANFIS prediction of mean surface
roughness (Ra) based on cutting speed and for three
different values of pressure, 65, 80 and 90 (psi). Figure 4
shows ANFIS prediction of Ra based on pressure and for
six different values of cutting speed, 1000, 1500, 2500,
3000, 3500 and 4000 (mm/min). Figure 5 shows ANFISRa prediction based on the both inputs simultaneously.

Ra [µm]

where Pi and Oi are known as the experimental and
forecast values, respectively, and n is the total number of
dataset.

(a)

Ra [µm]

ANFIS-Ra [µm]

Cutting speed (mm/min)

(b)

Ra [µm]

ANFIS-Ra [µm]

Cutting speed (mm/min)

Cutting speed (mm/min)

(c)

Figure 3: ANFIS-Ra prediction based on cutting speed and
for pressure of: (a) 65, (b) 80 and (c) 90 (psi)
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MRR [gm/sec]

Ra [µm]

(e)

Cutting speed (mm/min)

(a)

Cutting speed (mm/min)

(b)

Cutting speed (mm/min)

(c)

Ra [µm]

MRR [gm/sec]

Pressure (psi)

Pressure (psi)

MRR [gm/sec]

Ra [µm]

(f)
Figure 4: ANFIS-Ra prediction based on pressure and for cutting speed
of: (a) 1000, (b) 1500, (c) 2500, (d) 3000, (e) 3500 and (f) 4000

Figure 6: ANFIS-MRR prediction based on cutting speed and for
pressure of: (a) 65, (b) 80 and (c) 90 (psi)

Figure 6 shows ANFIS prediction of material removal
rate (MRR) based on cutting speed and for three different
values of pressure, 65, 80 and 90 (psi). Figure 7 shows
ANFIS prediction of MRR based on pressure and for six
different values of cutting speed, 1000, 1500, 2500, 3000,
3500 and 4000 (mm/min). Figure 8 shows ANFIS-MRR
prediction based on the both inputs simultaneously.

MRR [gm/sec]

Figure 5: ANFIS-Ra prediction based on pressure and for cutting speed

Pressure (psi)

(a)
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MRR [gm/sec]

MRR [gm/sec]

Pressure (psi)

Pressure (psi)

(b)

(f)

MRR [gm/sec]

MRR [gm/sec]

Figure 7: ANFIS-MRR prediction based on pressure and for cutting
speed of: (a) 1000, (b) 1500, (c) 2500, (d) 3000, (e) 3500 and (f) 4000

Pressure (psi)

(c)

MRR [gm/sec]

Figure 8: ANFIS-MRR prediction based on pressure and
for cutting speed

Figure 9 shows scatter plots of the ANFIS prediction
of Ra based on the experimental measured data. It can be
noted high predictive accuracy based on R2 coefficient.
Also, Pearson coefficient (r) is 0.873243 and root mean
square error (RMSE) is 0.873243 for the Ra prediction.

(d)

MRR [gm/sec]

Pressure (psi)

ANFIS-Ra (μm)

3
2
1
0

y = 0,7625x + 0,4239
R² = 0,7626
0

1

2

3

Ra (μm)
Figure 9: Scatter plot of ANFIS-Ra prediction

Pressure (psi)

(e)

Figure 10 shows scatter plots of the ANFIS prediction
of MRR based on the experimental measured data. It can
be noted high predictive accuracy based on R2 coefficient.
Also, Pearson coefficient (r) is 0.804839 and root mean
square error (RMSE) is 0.173676 for the Ra prediction.
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Figure 10: Scatter plot of ANFIS-MRR prediction

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper was investigated predictive performance
of adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system or ANFIS for
prediction of output factors of plasma art cutting process.
The output factors are mean surface roughness and
material removal rate. The main purpose of the ANFIS
predictive models was to determine which cutting quality
will be obtained for different set of input parameters.
ANFIS can eliminate the vagueness in the process in
order to produce the best prediction conditions. In other
words ANFIS network was used to convert the multiple
performance characteristics into the single performance
index.
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Abstract— The dimensional accuracy of EDM is directly
influenced by the gap distance created between the
electrodes in the working zone. However, determining the
gap distance between the tool (anode) and the workpiece
(cathode) is a difficult point in this type of machining
process. In this study a fuzzy logic theory is presented so that
the EDM process can be modeled from the point of view of
accuracy. The purpose is to develop a fuzzy logic model to
analyze and predict the gap distance of the EDM process.
The effect of the discharge current and the pulse duration
was observed as developed input parameters. The fuzzy
model offers a very advantageous option of the EDM input
parameters to achieve the best machining accuracy.
Moreover, the obtained model can be used in the
generalization phase, where the gap distance information is
needed and where direct measurement is not possible.
Keywords— EDM, Discharge Current, Pulse Duration, Gap
distance, Fuzzy model

I. INTRODUCTION
The modern manufacturing industry follows the trends
of high-precision machining. Industries such as aerospace,
automotive, electronics, production of micro parts, plastic
molds etc. increasingly demand this type of machining.
Electrical discharge machining (EDM) has recently taken
an important place in production areas, as it can machine
both difficult to machine materials and complex contours
and shapes. As with other machining processes, one of the
most important technological features of EDM is
machining accuracy [1].
The dimensional accuracy of the EDM machine
depends primarily on general factors related to the EDM
machine itself (machine accuracy, rigidity of the
machining system, positioning accuracy of tool and
workpiece), accuracy of tool manufacture, thermal
expansion of the electrode, changes in the working gap,
tool wear, etc. [2]. Most of the factors mentioned above
can be influenced before processing. However, it was
necessary to investigate and conclude what the
dimensional stability during machining [3]. This problem
is being considered by many researchers. Deris et al.
investigate the diameter overcut in EDM and concluded
that dimensional accuracy could be influenced by the input
parameters of the processing such as discharge current,
pulse duration, voltage and servo speed [4]. A similar
study was carried out by Sahu and Mandal, who found that
the discharge current and pulse duration have the greatest

influence on dimensional accuracy [5]. The influence of
individual input processing parameters and optimal values
are determined mainly by classical statistical methods.
A new trend in EDM modeling with an artificially
intelligent approach has clearly developed. Singh et al.
used various soft computing techniques to predict
technological properties of EDM [6]. They compared
intelligent and classical techniques, and it turned out that
the fuzzy logic approach gave the best results. Shivakoti et
al. investigated the influence of input parameters on the
performance of micro-EDM [7]. They also carried out a
comparative analysis of experimental, fuzzy and
regression predictions and confirmed that the fuzzy model
gives better results than the regression model. Mathai et al.
conducted experimental studies on EDM and developed a
fuzzy-based model for predicting tool wear, which is
directly related to dimensional accuracy. The development
of fuzzy models is mainly based on experimental data [8].
In the present study the experiments are performed
with Taguchi's orthogonal L18 array. The discharge
current, pulse duration and different tool materials are
considered for the EDM process. In order to obtain an
intelligent model, a fuzzy logic approach was used to
generate and test data to predict and analyze the overcut.
The gap distance generated between tool and workpiece is
used as overcut in different machining regimes. The most
important parameter that influences AISI O2 during EDM
of cold work tool steel is analyzed by ANOVA. Finally,
the recommended machining regime is given to obtain the
minimum overcut. The results of this study suggest that the
fuzzy logic approach can be effectively used for the
prediction and analysis of the overcut during EDM.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The machining process was carried out with a CNC
die-sinking EDM machine. Experiments were carried out
with hydrocarbon oil as dielectric fluid by natural flushing.
Cold work tool steel AISI O2 with a hardness of 62 HRC
is used as the workpiece. Two types of tools were used for
the present work. One of the tools was electrolytic copper
with a purity of 99.9%. The other tool was the nodular
graphite with an average grain size of 12 μm. The
processing conditions included variable discharge current
and pulse duration. The range of the discharge current was
5 to 13 A, while the pulse duration was selected from the
interval of 2 to 7 µs to accommodate the selected current.
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The other parameters of the electric pulse were kept
constant according to the manufacturer's recommendations
(voltage 100 V, duty cycle 0.8 and positive polarity of the
tool electrode).
The dimensional accuracy of EDM (overcut) was
monitored by changing the side gap distance a between the
workpiece and the electrode. The gap distance was
calculated as half the difference between the dimensions
of the tool and the workpiece contour. The measurements
were made with electronic callipers (accuracy: 0.001 mm).
The experiments were performed according to the
Design of Experiments (DOE) using the Taguchi approach.
In this study three parameters were selected, one of the
parameters is on two levels (tool material) and the rest of
the parameters are on three levels (discharge current and
pulse duration), the design becomes a mixed level design.
For this experiment the orthogonal arrangement L18 was
chosen. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 1.

input parameters of the EDM. These functions are a
graphical representation of the magnitude of the
intervention of each input parameter. Fuzzy expressions
for input parameters were divided into two (for tool
material) and three (for discharge current and pulse
duration) membership functions, Table 2.
The fuzzy logic uses membership functions that are an
arbitrary curve. Although there are many different
membership functions, such as triangular, trapezoidal,
bell-shaped, gaussian, etc. The modeling of the overcut in
this paper is done with the bell type (bell). This function is
very convenient due to its simple setup.
TABLE 2. FUZZY EXPRESSION OF INPUT PARAMETERS

Fuzzy

Discharge
Tool material

expression

Pulse

current [A]

duration
[µs]

1.

Small

-

5

2

2.

Medium

-

9

5

3.

High

-

13

7

4.

Copper

1

-

-

5.

Graphite

2

-

-

TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Discharge

Pulse

Overcut

current

duration

[mm]

[A]

[µs]

Exp.

Fuzzy logic

1. Copper

13

7

0.200

0.191

2. Copper

5

7

0.105

0.113

3. Copper

5

2

0.095

0.098

4. Copper

13

5

0.180

0.174

5. Copper

9

2

0.130

0.136

6. Copper

13

2

0.165

0.156

7. Copper

9

5

0.140

0.137

8. Copper

9

7

0.155

0.156

9. Copper

5

5

0.100

0.113

10. Graphite

9

5

0.130

0.137

11. Graphite

5

7

0.095

0.098

12. Graphite

9

2

0.110

0.114

13. Graphite

13

5

0.170

0.174

14. Graphite

13

2

0.140

0.136

15. Graphite

5

5

0.095

0.099

16. Graphite

13

7

0.190

0.191

17. Graphite

9

7

0.150

0.137

18. Graphite

5

2

0.090

0.098

No
.

Tool

III. FUZZY LOGIC MODELING
The design of the model based on fuzzy logic takes
place in three phases. In the first phase fuzzy variables are
defined. Then unclear sets are determined with
corresponding membership functions. Finally, fuzzy rules
are defined and adapted. The complete modeling process
is explained below.
The considered input variables of the fuzzy model are
tool material, discharge current and pulse duration. While
the output variable is overridden The basic step in fuzzy
modeling is to select suitable forms of the membership
function for the development of the algorithm to select the

For example, the membership functions considered for
tool material are ''copper'' and ''graphite'', as shown in
Figure 2. Similarly, for other parameters, the membership
functions ''Small'' ''Medium'' and ''High'' have been
considered, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Fig. 1. Membership functions for tool material

Fig. 2. Membership functions for discharge current

Fig. 3. Membership functions for pulse duration
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The number of membership functions used for the
output response (overflow) is six, such as ''Smallest'',
''Smaller'' ''Small'', ''High'', ''Higher'' and ''Highest'', Figure
4.
These sets of output variables are defined based on the
experience of the model builder. In practice, a larger
number of functions at the output of the model has been
shown to produce more accurate results. However, this
number has its limitations, as it can lead to over-adaptation
of the model, i.e. the inability to predict the output variable
with data that was not involved in creating the rules.

Fig. 4. Membership functions for overcut

The concept of fuzzy reasoning for a fuzzy logic unit
with three inputs and one output implies the following. The
fuzzy rule base consists of a set of IF - THEN rules with
three inputs, x1 (tool material), x2 (discharge current) and
x3 (pulse duration) and one output y (overcut). Overhead
form of the rule base with several inputs and one output:

the overlap value is obtained as 0.136 mm for the input
parameters, tool material is copper, discharge current of 9
A and pulse duration of 2 μs.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Table 1, the comparison values obtained by
experiment and fuzzy logic are preset. The average
deviation of the fuzzy model is 4.62%. This error showed
that the fuzzy logic model provides an accurate prediction
in case of overcut. The results obtained with the fuzzy
logic model based on the Mamdani argumentation and
rules defined by experimental data show agreement with
the experiment.
The one-to-one diagram of the test and model values of
the overcut is shown in Figure 5. Where the linear fit,
equation and coefficient of determination R2 are also
shown in the same figure. The R2 or index of agreement is
used to measure the degree of linearity of trial and fuzzy
values. The range of this coefficient is between 0 and 1,
with or without perfect correlation.
The model can be considered appropriate if the errors
are less than 10 percent, which is confirmed in several
investigations. From this it can be concluded that the fuzzy
model is appropriate for the prediction of overcut in EDM.

Input : x1 is Ai and x2 is Bi and x3 is Ci
______________________________________________________
R1 : x1 is A1 and x2 is B1 and x3 is C1 THEN y is D1
R2 : x1 is A2 and x2 is B2 and x3 is C2 THEN y is D2

Ri : x1 is Ai and x2 is Bi and x3 is Ci THEN y is Di
______________________________________________________
Output :

y is D'

Where x1, x2 and x3 are input parameters that describe
the state of the system and represent the input variable of
a fuzzy system, while y is the output of a fuzzy model. For
A (tool material), B (discharge current), C (pulse duration)
and D (overcut) are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets
in the areas x1, x2, x3 and y respectively.
This is followed by the implication function, which
modifies this fuzzy set to the degree specified by the
predecessor. Each rule can be regarded as a fuzzy
implication, so the rule is defined accordingly:
µ Ri = µ ( Ai ∧ Bi ∧Ci⇒ Di ) (x1 , x 2 , x 3 , y ) =
= [µ Ai (x1 ) ∧ µ Bi (x 2 ) ∧ µ Ci (x 3 )] ⇒ µ Di ( y )

In this model the implication operator Mamdani MIN
is
used.
Where
antecedent
is
named
[µ Ai (x1 ) ∧ µ Bi (x2 ) ∧ µCi (x3 )] antecedent while consequent is
µ Di ( y ) . Each rule has a weighting (number between 0 and
1) that is applied to the number specified by the
antecedent.
Finally, a defuzzification method is used to transform
the fuzzy output into a non-fuzzy value y0. The
defuzzification is performed with the center of gravity
defuzzification method. The non-fuzzy value specifies the
output intersection value in numerical form. For example,

Fig. 5. One-to-one diagram actual and predicted values of
overcut

The model verification was carried out with another 4
experiments, which were not involved in the development
of the rule base. The average error or discrepancy between
the fuzzy model and the experimental results is 8.39 % for
the test data. This shows that the selected parameters of the
fuzzy model are a good choice.
From the analysis of ANOVA and the F-test (Table 4)
it can be concluded that the most influential parameter is
the discharge current, followed by the pulse duration and
the tool material. This statement is also shown in the main
effect plot in Figure 6.
TABLE 3. TEST FUZZY MODEL

Tool

Discharge

Overcut [mm]

Pulse

material current [A] duration [µs]

Exp.

Fuzzy

1.

Copper

9

10

0.155

0.156

2.

Copper

13

10

0.210

0.190

3. Graphite

9

10

0.170

0.192

4. Graphite

13

10

0.200

0.137

Average error: 8.39 %
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TABLE 4. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Parameter

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS F-value P-Value

Tool
1

0.000556 0.000556

2

0.018019 0.009010 127.2

0

2

0.002269 0.001135 16.02

0

Error

12

0.000850 0.000071

-

-

Total

17

0.021694

-

-

7.84

0.16

material
Discharge
current
Pulse
duration

-

The main effect diagram shows the influence of the
individual input parameters. If the line is not horizontal,
there is a main effect. It can be seen that each parameter
influences the overcut, but the slope is greatest for the
discharge current.

From the diagram shown, a minimal overcut can be
obtained with a pulse of 2 µs. However, it is known that
the rate of material removal decreases with decreasing
pulse duration [9]. Therefore a pulse duration of 7 µs is
the better choice.
V. CONCLUSION
In the present study, the modeling and analysis of
EDM of the cold work steel AISI O2 is shown. The main
contribution of the research is therefore the proposal of a
fuzzy logic to design an intelligent model for the
prediction of the overcut. On the basis of 18 tests, 4 test
points of experiments and statistical analysis, it has been
concluded that the obtained model can predict and that the
fuzzy logic has been successfully applied. The results of
the fuzzy model are in good agreement with the test
experiment. The average error of the test data represents
an acceptable error, which is 8.39%. The ANOVA for
overcut shows that the discharge current is the most
influential parameter. The fuzzy model is only applicable
within the limits of experimental research. A minimum
overcut can be achieved with a discharge current of 5 A
and a pulse duration of 7 µs.
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Fig. 6. Main effect plot for overcut

After the analysis from ANOVA it can be concluded
that the graphite tool has received a smaller overcut.
Therefore, the 3D spatial diagrams for graphite tool
material are shown in Figure 7. These figures show the
surface viewer for the overcut of the graphite tool as a
function of the combined machining parameters
(discharge current - pulse duration). The minimum
overcut is achieved at a discharge current of 5 A and a
pulse duration of 7 µs.

Fig. 7. Fuzzy 3D diagrams for the overcut for graphite tool
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Abstract— The GFRP (glass fibre reinforced plastics)
composites are finding up numerous application in many
engineering and domestic fields due to their excellent
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. Maintain of
proper surface roughness in drilling hole is very important
and is to be controlled. In this work an attempt is made to
predict surface roughness using empirical model. The
experiment study is planed using Taguchi approach to know
the influence of machining parameters on surface roughness.
The experimental results are studied using analysis of
variance and it is found the feed (36.84%) and drill diameter
(27.33%) is the most affect parameter affecting the surface
roughness. A machining parameter based model has been
developed to predict the response parameter in drilling of
glass fibre reinforced composite.
Keywords—Drilling, GFRP,
roughness, Regression.

Taguchi

method,

Surface

I. INTRODUCTION
Composite materials consist of at least two separate
anticipated materials that mutually enhance product
performance and lower production costs []. Glass fibre
reinforced composites (GFRP) material gaining more
attention these days due to their better performance over
convention engineering materials, such as excellent
mechanical strength, lightweight, and low cost [2].
Composites materials are commonly used in various fields
such as aerospace, automotive, civil engineering, and
consumer goods. Among different machining practices for
joining structures, drilling is widely used for polymer
composite laminates [3]. During the drilling process, a
previous study with commercial composites has
established that several parameters can affect the drilling
operation and may damage the material [4].
Surface roughness is an indicator of surface quality,
and is one of the most specified customer requirements in
a machining process. But it can be controlled by proper
selection of machining parameters. Therefore proper
selection of machining parameter becomes essential to
obtain better performance of drilling operation. Modelling
of machining parameters is one of the most critical
elements in machining processes [5]. GFRP composite
materials have specific characteristics that impel their
machining behaviour. Therefore, when drilling composite
materials, the process occupied complexity in comparison
to drilling homogeneous materials like metals [6].

In this study, drilling is performed of GFRP with an
high-speed steel (HSS) twist drill, and an empirical model
is purposed using the cutting parameters. The input
process parameters which may show a major impact on
surface roughness such as speed, feed, drill diameter, and
point angle are considered in the drilling process for
investigation.
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The workpiece taken for the experiment is GFRP. A
10 mm thick sheet is taken, which later cut down into
small pieces of 11×11 cm2 dimension. Matrix for the
composite was epoxy resin in which glass fibre was
reinforced. Another technical specification of GFRP
material is shown in Table 1. The tool used for GRFP
drilling in this work were of HSS. These drill bits are
extensive usage in industry due to ease of availability and
economic concerns [7,8]. These drill bits of three different
point angle and diameter are taken. So in total, nine drill
bits were used as per the requirement of L18 orthogonal
array (OA).
TABLE I PROPERTIES OF GFRP MATERIAL

Properties
Density
Bending strength

Unit
g/cm3
kgf/cm2

Tensile strength

kgf/cm2

Impact strength
(Charpy)
Flexural strength

kj/m2

Value
1.70 – 1.90
4000 - Longitudinal
3000 - Horizontal
3500 - Longitudinal
2500 - Horizontal
33

MPa

340

Taguchi methodology is simple and widely used for
optimization, experimental design, sensitivity analysis,
parameter estimation, model prediction, etc.. Taguchi’s
L18 OA is used to perform the experimentation as it saves
the resources and helps to draw meaningful conclusions
from experimental outcomes [9,10]. The factor and their
level of interest, which may influence the drilling system,
are shown in Table 2.
TABLE II FACTORS AND THEIR LEVELS

Factors
Feed (f)
Speed (s)

Units
mm/rev
rpm

1
0.1
290

Levels
2
0.15
580

3
890
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Drill diameter (d)
Point angle (θ)

mm
degree

6.0
78

7.1
98

9.1
118

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
L18 OA was found perfect for this study. The
experimentation was performed using randomisation
concept. The surface roughness of the drilled holes was
obtained by using surface roughness tester MITUTOYO,
SJ-400. A sampling length of 0.08 mm and a trace length
of 3 mm were taken for measurement. The experimental
outcome is shown in Table 3.
TABLE III RESULTS FOR SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Tria
l
Run
s
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

f

s

d

θ

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

290
290
290
580
580
580
890
890
890
290
290
290
580
580
580
890
890
890

6.0
7.1
9.1
6.0
7.1
9.1
6.0
7.1
9.1
6.0
7.1
9.1
6.0
7.1
9.1
6.0
7.1
9.1

78
98
118
78
98
118
98
118
78
118
78
98
98
118
78
118
78
98

Surface Roughness
(microns)
Experimenta Regressio
l
n
0.29
0.31656
0.43
0.43192
0.37
0.63152
0.30
0.27016
0.51
0.38552
0.80
0.58512
0.38
0.23296
0.25
0.34832
0.39
0.51072
0.60
0.62036
0.74
0.69852
1.10
0.89812
0.60
0.56156
0.50
0.67692
0.75
0.83932
0.54
0.52436
0.44
0.60252
0.96
0.80212

quality of the drilled hole. The percentage contribution of
each factor can also be noticed from Table 5.
TABLE V ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Source

SS

df

MS

F
Value

Model

0.64

4

0.16

6.64

p-value
Prob >
F
0.0039

f
s
d
θ

0.35
0.028
0.26
1.875
× 10-3
0.31
0.95

1
1
1
1

0.35
0.028
0.26
1.875
× 10-3
0.024

14.55
1.14
10.79
0.078

0.0021
0.3043
0.0059
0.7845

%C

Signif
icant
36.84
2.896
27.33
0.197

Residual
13
Cor
17
Total
SS - Sum of Squares, MS – Mean Square, df – degree of
freedom, C – Contribution

IV. EMPIRICAL MODELLING
An empirical relation also developed using the input
cutting parameter to predict the surface roughness within
the parametric range, which as follows:
SR (µm) = −0.83701 + 5.58 × f + 0.0936 × d

It is a multiple linear regression model with two
independent variables. As resulted from ANOVA analysis,
the speed (s) and point angle (θ) are having a small
contribution to surface roughness. Moreover, to keep the
model as simple as possible, these two independent
variables are omitted from the regression equation. The
resulted regression model was also tested for the lack of
fit. Fig. 1 is showing the plot between measured and
predicted surface roughness values depicting the goodness
of fit.

A. Statistical study
The statistical study is also performed to draw
meaning full conclusions from the experimental outcomes.
The analysis is conducted at a 95% significance level.
Table 4 is representing the model summary statistics.
TABLE IV MODEL SUMMARY STATISTICS

Source

Std.
Dev.

Rsquared

Linear
2FI
Quadratic

0.16
0.18
0.16

0.6714
0.7695
0.8949

Adj.
Rsquared
0.5703
0.4402
0.5532

Pred.
Rsquared
0.3281
-1.7527
-8.5543

PRESS

0.64
2.62
9.09

The model selection which correlates the influential
factors and response parameters depends upon complexity
of phenomenon, research objective, experimental plan as
well as quantity and quality of available information [11].
As we aim for higher, adjusted and predicted R-squared
values. Therefore the linear model is selected among the
three models suggested in this study for prediction
purposes.

Fig. 1 Correlation plot between actual and predicted values of surface
roughness

B. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
To get a visualization of the regression model
performance,
experimental and predicted values are also
ANOVA is also performed on surface roughness
results. It is found that the feed (f) followed by drill plotted against experiment runs. Fig. 2 is depicting model
diameter (d) is the main factor affecting the surface performance while predicting surface roughness. It can be
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observed the model lacks at some point to capture the
variability present in the drilling process.

Fig. 2 Experimental and predicted values against experimental run

Furthermore, the model was also subjected to an
adequacy test to check its prediction capability. Fig. 3 is
depicting the normal probability plot of the residuals. As it
is visible that residuals are approximately along diagonal
line, therefore it satisfies the normality assumption.

Fig. 4 Scatter plot of residuals

Confirmation runs were performed to verify the study.
Table 6 is showing the results of the confirmation test.
Thus prediction capability of developed model is
evaluated.
TABLE VI CONFIRMATION RUN RESULTS

Sr.
No.

Fig. 3 Normal probability plot of residuals

Fig. 4 presents a plot of residuals versus the predicted
response values. As it is observable from this plot that
residuals are scattered randomly, and there is no pattern
between data points. This suggests that the variance is
constant for all measured surface roughness values.
Therefore the developed regression model is adequate for
prediction purposes.

Input Parameters

Surface
Roughness,
Ra (µm)
Exp. Predicted

%
Error

f

s

d

θ

1.

0.1

445

9.1

118

0.76

0.57275

24.63

2.

0.15

445

6

118
MAPE

0.48

0.56169

-17.01
20.82

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this experimental study, an attempt has been made
to develop a predictive model for the surface roughness
during drilling of GFRP using HSS driil bits. The
experimentation was performed using Taguchi’s method
and L18 OA found suitable for the study. The feed and
drill diameter is found significant cutting parameter in this
study affecting the surface roughness of the drilled hole.
Later on, an empirical model is developed using
regression analysis with 64.05% prediction efficiency.
Although adding a variable to the model will always
increase R2, the model was kept simple for its easy
adaptability by researchers and machinist.
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Abstract— The best way to reduce part production costs in
turning is by increasing productivity, which is achieved by
optimization of cutting parameters. Therefore, an
optimization model for the multi-pass rough turning of grey
cast iron, with part production costs considered as objective
function, incorporating several practical constraints, was
developed. The optimization problem was solved using a
deterministic approach, i.e. brute force optimization
algorithm, which guarantees the optimality of the
optimization solutions in the given discrete space of input
variables values. Results confirm that part production costs
can be noticeably reduced by optimizing the main cutting
parameters, compared to the part production costs for the
cutting parameters recommended by the insert
manufacturer. For the production of one part, part
production costs can be reduced by 13,7 %, while unit
production time can be reduced by 10,98 %. For the batch
of 100 parts, total production costs can be reduced by 27,11
%, while total production time can be reduced by 25,18 %,
leading to total savings of 44,44 EUR in production costs
and 57,84 min in production time. In situations when the
cutting parameters are adopted based on the insert
manufacturer's recommendations, it is important to pay
attention to certain constraints, such as the relationship
between depth of cut and feed rate.
Keywords— multi-pass turning, optimization model, part
production costs, practical constraints, grey cast iron

productivity, which is achieved by optimization of cutting
parameters.
There are several recent multi-pass turning
optimization studies based on analytical modelling and
formulation of a mathematical optimization problem, that
consider part production costs as objective function [2],
[3], [4]. All these studies considered already developed
mathematical optimization models. Optimization
problems in these studies were solved using metaheuristic algorithms: firefly algorithm [2], cuckoo search
algorithm [3], and particle swarm optimization [4].
The present study considers newly developed
optimization model for multi-pass rough turning [5].
Since meta-heuristic optimization algorithms cannot
guarantee optimal solutions [6], single-objective
optimization problem for multi-pass rough turning
developed in this study was solved using a deterministic
approach, i.e. a brute force optimization algorithm, which
guarantees the optimality of the optimization solutions.
II. CASE STUDY
The longitudinal turning operation (multi-pass
roughing) of grey cast iron using a carbide tool is
considered to verify the proposed optimization problem
and applied optimization approach (Fig. 1).

I. INTRODUCTION
Turning is a machining method in which the material
is removed from the surface of a rotating workpiece by
using a single-point tool. Resulting geometry is
determined by the feed trajectory of the cutting tool. For a
given workpiece material and available machine tool, it is
necessary to select the appropriate cutting tool (material
and geometry) and cutting parameters for each of the
machining operations required to manufacture the
finished part. Cutting parameters are directly related to
turning process performances such as quality, machining
economy, and productivity [1]. One of the key quantities
of interest in machining economy is part production costs.
In turning, as well as in all industrial operations, the cost
of running the operation is increasing at a faster rate than
the price of the goods that are sold. The best way to
reduce part production costs in turning is by increasing
Fig. 1 Technical drawing of the finished part and stock
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Stock is a bar with the diameter of 80 mm and the
length of 180 mm made of EN-GJL-250 grey cast iron
with a specific cutting force for the unit cutting crosssection kc1.1 = 1225 N/mm2 and mc = 0,25. Grey cast iron
is commonly used in the automotive industry, primarily
due to the possibility of obtaining parts of complex
shapes. It is relatively soft, but also very abrasive [7].
The multi-pass roughing starts at the diameter of 80
mm, and finishes at the diameter of 40 mm. The mean
cutting diameter for multi-pass roughing is Dm = 60 mm.
The cutting length is L = l + l1 = 40 + 2 = 42 mm, where l
is the length and l1 is the cutting tool approach distance.
To define the part production costs, one needs to
analytically express the unit production time. The unit
production time [8] for multi-pass roughing is defined as:
𝑡𝑡1 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 + 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 + 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 + 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 =

𝐿𝐿

𝑛𝑛⋅𝑓𝑓

𝐿𝐿

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

⋅ 𝑖𝑖 =

⋅ 𝑖𝑖

(2)

𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 ⋅𝐿𝐿

1000⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ⋅𝑓𝑓

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ⋅

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡1
𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 =

⋅ 𝑖𝑖

(3)
(4)

�1 +

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡1
𝑇𝑇

�

𝐿𝐿

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

⋅ 𝑖𝑖 +

𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 ⋅𝐿𝐿

1000⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ⋅𝑓𝑓

⋅ 𝑖𝑖 ⋅

(5)

where t1 (min) is the unit production time, tmp (min) is
the total machine tool preparation time (tmp = 3 min), tc
(min) is the stock clamping time (tc = 0,25 min), tr (min)
is the workpiece release time (tr = 0,25 min), tp (min) is
the positioning time (tp = 0,047 min), trm (min) is the
return motion time, tm (min) is the machining time, ttc
(min) is the tool changing time reduced to one workpiece,
L (mm) is the cutting length, vfmax (mm/min) is the
maximal feed velocity, i is the number of passes, n (rpm)
is the spindle speed, f (mm/rev) is the feed rate, Dm (mm)
is the mean cutting diameter, vc (m/min) is the cutting
speed, ttc1 (min) is the tool changing time (ttc1 = 1 min), T
(min) is the tool life.
The machine tool is the CNC lathe Gildemeister NEF
520 with the motor power of Pm = 12 kW and the
efficiency of η = 0,8. The spindle speed range is n = 10 –
3000 rpm and the maximal feed velocity is vfmax = 5000
mm/min. The maximum force is Fmax = 5000 N.
The cutting tool is a toolholder PCLNR 2020K-12
(cutting edge angle of κ = 95° and rake angle of γ0h = -6°)
with a CNMA 120408 insert for roughing, rake angle of
γ0i = 0°, nose radius rε = 0,8 mm, and grade of IC8150
(coated carbide). Recommended cutting conditions are
the depth of cut of ap = 1,0 – 4,0 mm, the feed rate of f =
0,05 – 0,43 mm/rev, and the cutting speed of vc = 115 –
229 m/min. Recommended cutting conditions are valid
for the tool life of Tc = 15 min without a coolant [9].
III. FORMULATION OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The initial part production cost model for multi-pass
rough turning is:
𝐶𝐶1 = 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑡𝑡1 + 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 ⋅

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇

⋅ 𝑖𝑖 =

𝐿𝐿⋅𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚

1000⋅𝑓𝑓⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐

⋅ 𝑖𝑖

(7)

𝑇𝑇 = 𝐶𝐶0 ⋅ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 ⋅ 𝑓𝑓 𝑦𝑦 ⋅ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧

(8)

where: C0, x, y and z are the empirical constants
(based on the data in [10], C0 = 8,89·106, x = -0,399, y = 0,759, and z = -2,75 for turning EN-GJL-250 grey cast
iron with a K10 grade carbide tool), ap (mm) is the depth
of cut, f (mm/rev) is the feed rate, vc (m/min) is the
cutting speed.
The cost of the tool with indexable inserts (Ct) can be
approximated as [11]:

The unit production time for multi-pass roughing in
the final form is:
𝑡𝑡1 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 + 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 +

𝐿𝐿

𝑓𝑓⋅𝑛𝑛

where: L (mm) is the cutting length, f (mm/rev) is the
feed rate, n (rpm) is the spindle speed, Dm (mm) is the
mean cutting diameter, vc (m/min) is the cutting speed
and i is the number of needed passes.
From the well-known Taylor’s tool life equation, the
tool life (T (min)) can be expressed as:

(1)

where:

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =

where C1 (EUR) is the part production cost, Cml
(EUR/h) is the sum of machine (Cm = 30 EUR/h) and
labour (Cl = 2,5 EUR/h) costs (Cml = Cm + Cl), t1 (min) is
the unit production time, Ct (EUR) is the tool cost, tm
(min) is the machining time, T (min) is the tool life.
The machining time (tm) is given as:

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 =

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

(9)

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

where: Ci (EUR) is the cost of the insert (Ci = 14
EUR), nie is the number of the insert cutting edges (nie =
4).
Considering the previous equations, the final form of
the part production cost for multi-pass turning can be
expressed as:
𝐶𝐶1 = 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑡𝑡1 +

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

⋅

𝐿𝐿⋅𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚
⋅𝑖𝑖
1000⋅𝑓𝑓⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦
𝐶𝐶0 ⋅𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ⋅𝑓𝑓 ⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧

(10)

Cutting parameters selection with respect to the given
objective function via an optimization approach would be
an easy task if there were no additional constraints. These
constraints are related to the part quality, machine tool
and cutting tool limitations.
The goal in roughing is to attain as high as possible
material removal rate while considering that cutting
power (Pc) does not exceed the maximum available
power of the machine tool (Pm):
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐
𝜂𝜂

=

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 ⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐

60000⋅𝜂𝜂

=

𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐
1
𝛾𝛾0
� ⋅�1−100
�
𝑓𝑓⋅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜅𝜅

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐1.1 ⋅𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ⋅𝑓𝑓⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ⋅�

60000⋅𝜂𝜂

≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚

(11)

where: η is the efficiency, Fc (N) is the cutting force,
kc1.1 (N/mm2) is the specific cutting force for the unit
cutting cross-section of 1 mm2, κ (°) is the cutting edge
angle, mc is the material dependent constant and γ0 (°) is
the rake angle.
The chip form is of great importance for undisturbed
machining, part quality and the protection of the machine
tool operator [11]. The chip morphology in turning
depends on the ratio of the depth of cut and feed rate,
known as chip slenderness ratio [12]. To avoid
unfavourable chip forms (long smooth, wrinkled, coiled),
this ratio has to be kept at a certain range. With respect to
favourable chip slenderness the following constraint may
be added:

(6)
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4≤

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝑓𝑓

≤ 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(12)

where ξmax is the maximal chip slenderness ratio
which depends on the workpiece material [13] (ξmax = 6
for grey cast iron).
The following set of constraints can be formulated
based on the suggested value ranges of cutting parameters
provided by the cutting insert manufacturer (Iscar):
𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

(13)

𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Additionally, considering the available spindle speed
range on the machine tool used, as well as the change in
the workpiece diameter during machining, the following
cutting speed constraint is valid:
𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷⋅𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1000

≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ≤

𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷⋅𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1000

(14)

In order to avoid unmachined areas on the workpiece
surface [11], the following inequality constraint was also
considered:
𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑟𝑟𝜀𝜀

(15)

where rε (mm) is the tool nose radius.
The proposed mathematical model of the multi-pass
rough turning optimization problem aims at determining
the set of cutting parameter values in order to minimize
part production cost, while considering several
constraints. It considers one objective function, four
parameters (feed rate, depth of cut, cutting speed and
number of passes), four machining constraints and three
machining parameter bounds, and can be defined as
follows:
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖: 𝐶𝐶1 = 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑡𝑡1 +

Subject to:

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

⋅

𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐
1
𝛾𝛾0
� ⋅�1−100
�
𝑓𝑓⋅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜅𝜅

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐1.1 ⋅𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ⋅𝑓𝑓⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ⋅�

60000⋅𝜂𝜂

4≤

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝑓𝑓

≤ 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝐿𝐿⋅𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚
⋅𝑖𝑖
1000⋅𝑓𝑓⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦
𝐶𝐶0 ⋅𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ⋅𝑓𝑓 ⋅𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧

≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷⋅𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1000

≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≤
𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑟𝑟𝜀𝜀

𝜋𝜋⋅𝐷𝐷⋅𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1000

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimization problem for multi-pass roughing
was coded and solved in the Brutomizer software tool
[14], using the brute force algorithm. Values of all
turning parameters are discretized by defining appropriate
step sizes, in order to obtain practically feasible solutions
that could be easily set on machine tool. In this way all
possible candidates for the solution are enumerated. By
checking whether each candidate satisfies the problem’s
statement, brute-force algorithm guarantees the

optimality of the solution for the given discrete search
space.
The optimization solutions were determined in 9 s,
which represents a reasonable optimization time.
The cutting regimes which were realized with the
depth of cut of 2,5 mm (eight passes), feed rate of 0,43
mm/rev, and cutting speed of 148 m/min, ensured
minimal part production costs and represented the
optimization solutions. The values of constraints for these
cutting regimes are cutting power (Pc/η) of 5,32 kW and
chip slenderness ratio of 5,81. The resulting tool life is
12,59 min.
Recommended cutting regimes (starting values at the
middle of the range) for the insert used for roughing are:
depth of cut ap = 2,5 mm (eight passes), feed rate f = 0,24
mm/rev, and cutting speed vc = 172 m/min. Resulting
chip slenderness in this case is 10,42, which is higher
than the maximal chip slenderness for grey cast iron. Part
production costs for the cutting regimes representing the
optimization solutions (2,8 EUR) are lower compared to
the part production costs of 3,25 EUR for the
recommended cutting regimes. Unit production time for
the cutting regimes representing the optimization
solutions (4,69 min) is lower compared to the unit
production time of 5,27 min for the recommended cutting
regimes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the obtained solutions, leads to the
following conclusions:
• Part production costs can be noticeably reduced by
optimizing the main cutting parameters starting
from the initial parameter hyper-space as
recommended by tool manufacturers. Part
production costs can be reduced by 13,7 % (0,45
EUR).
• Unit production time is reduced by 10,98 % (0,58
min) for the cutting regimes representing the
optimization solutions.
• For the batch of 100 parts, total production costs
can be reduced by 27,11 %, while total production
time can be reduced by 25,18 %, leading to total
savings of 44,44 EUR in production costs and
57,84 min in production time.
• The cutting regimes recommended by tool
manufacturer do not necessarily meet certain
constraints, such as the relationship between depth
of cut and feed rate. On the other hand, the cutting
regimes determined with the help of the
optimization model presented in this study meet all
the constraints.
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Abstract— In laser cutting, selection of cutting parameter
values has significant influence on the production cost,
material removal rate and different cut quality
characteristics. In the present study, in order to find optimal
cutting conditions for minimization of variable costs in CO2
laser cutting of P265GH steel, laser cutting optimization
model was developed. In order to take into account cut
quality characteristics, several process constraints were
included in the optimization model. Experimental data,
obtained upon realization of central composite design, were
used so as to develop empirical models in terms of three
process parameters such as cutting speed, assist gas
pressure and nozzle diameter. The developed optimization
problem was solved using interior-point algorithm and
genetic algorithm. It was observed that with respect to
currently used cutting conditions savings of around 40%
can be made without compromising cut quality.
Keywords— CO2 laser cutting, Variable costs, Optimization
algorithms, P265GH steel

I. INTRODUCTION
As in the case of other production technologies, the
laser cutting technology is defined by the parameters
which are selected depending on the type of workpiece
material, workpiece thickness and applied laser cutting
method. In theory and praxis no strict rules are defined,
but only general guidelines and recommendations for the
selection of main laser cutting parameter values. On the
other hand, it is well known that slight deviations from
general recommendations may lead to unwanted side
effects [1] such as wide kerf, tapered kerf, excessive gas
consumption, dross formation, eroded surface, pittings,
etc. Also, the complexity of laser cutting technology is
reflected also in the fact that for fulfilling different
process performances, such as low surface roughness,
low costs, low cutting time, high material removal rate,
narrow kerf, particular cutting conditions are required,
which are mutually contradictory. With this in mind, the
optimization of laser cutting parameters for fulfilling
required process performances necessities formulation of
optimization problems. To this aim mathematical
modeling of laser cutting process, empirical using
response surface methodology, artificial neural networks,
fuzzy logic and/or analytical, is used in line with the
application of different optimization algorithms [2-7].

Integration of previous mathematical, statistical and
artificial intelligence tools enables an increase in
efficiency of laser cutting technology which can result in
reduced costs, improved quality, scrap reduction,
repeatability improvement of the cutting process,
decrease of negative impact on the environment.
The goal of the present study is optimization of laser
cutting parameter values so as to minimize variable costs
in CO2 laser cutting of P265GH steel while considering
several process constraints so as to take cut quality
characteristics into account at the same time. The singleobjective laser cutting optimization problem was
formulated considering mathematical models that were
developed upon realization of central composite design
where three cutting parameters (cutting speed, oxygen
pressure and nozzle diameter) were varied at three levels.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Pressure vessel steel P265GH in sheet form of 5 mm
thickness was used as workpiece material. This steel is
carbon non-alloy steel designed for high temperature
applications. Because of a good weldability it is widely
used for manufacturing pressure vessels, piping elements,
boilers, heat exchangers and similar components.
Laser cutting experimental trials were performed by
means of Prima Industry laser cutting machine delivering
a maximum output power of 4 kW at a wavelength of
10.6 μm, operating in continuous wave mode. A focusing
lens with focal length of 127 mm was used to perform the
cutting with a Gaussian distribution beam mode (TEM00).
Oxygen as assist gas with purity of 99.95 % was supplied
coaxially with the laser beam. In experimentation the
following conditions were constant: laser power 1.3 kW,
lens focal length of 127 mm, focal point position of 0 mm
and standoff distance of 1 mm. On the other hand, in
accordance with central composite face-centered factorial
design, oxygen pressure (p), cutting speed (v) and nozzle
diameter (d) were varied at three levels (Table I).
TABLE I LASER CUTTING PARAMETER LEVELS

Level
-1
0
+1

p (bar)
0.7
1.1
1.5

v (m/min)
2.6
2.9
3.2

dn (mm)
1.25
1.5
2
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Empirical assessment of cut quality involved the
measurement of the surface roughness (Rz) and kerf
width. The measurements of Rz were made using digital,
stylus type measuring instrument MahrSurf-XR1. The
averaged value of three measurements taken along the cut
at approximately in the middle of the workpiece thickness
was recorded for each specimen. A top and bottom kerf
widths were measured using Mitutoyo QuickScope vision
measuring machine with resolution of the length
measuring system of 0.5 μm. The kerf width of each
specimen was measured by analyzing pictures of the top
(laser beam entry) and bottom surface (laser beam exit) of
the specimens using Q-spark image processing software.
On the basis of obtained experimental data, two
empirical non-linear mathematical models were
developed for the prediction of surface roughness and
kerf width.
III. LASER CUTTING OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The objective of the developed laser cutting
optimization model is to determine the optimal laser
cutting parameter values, i.e. oxygen pressure, cutting
speed and nozzle diameter, in order to minimize variable
costs. In addition, such combination of laser cutting
parameters should not violate any of the imposed process
constraints related to parameter bounds, kerf width,
surface roughness, specific cutting energy and oxygen
flow inside the kerf.
A. Objective function
Variable costs, for a specific laser cutting application,
consists of laser electrical power cost and assist gas cost
[8]:

C=
Ce + Cag
v

(1)

where Cv (EUR/h) is total variable costs, Ce (EUR/h) is
laser electrical power cost and Cag (EUR/h) is assist gas
cost.
Laser electrical power cost can be determined as the
function of the CO2 laser cutting machine electrical
power, electricity price and maximal and operational
laser power in the following form [9]:
Ce = 0.8 ⋅ ce ⋅ PE ⋅

P
Pmax

(2)

where 0.8 stands for power factor, ce (EUR/kWh) is
electricity price, PE (kW) is CO2 laser cutting machine
electrical power, P (kW) is laser power and Pmax (kW) is
the maximal laser power.
The assist gas cost can be determined as:

Cag
= cag ⋅ Qag

(3)

where cag (EUR/m3) is the price of the assist gas and Qag
(m3/h) is the consumption of the assist gas.
For estimation of assist gas consumption the
following general mathematical model can be used:
Qag= 0.411 ⋅ d ⋅ ( p + 1)
2

(4)

where d (mm) is the nozzle diameter and p (bar) is the
assist gas pressure.

In accordance with Equations 1-4, the total variable
costs in CO2 laser cutting can be represented by the
following model:
Cv = 0.8 ⋅ ce ⋅ PE ⋅

P
+ 0.411 ⋅ d 2 ⋅ ( p + 1)
Pmax

(5)

B. Process constraints
Due to limitations of the validity of mathematical
model for the covered experimental space, laser cutting
parameters are constrained with the bottom and top
allowable bounds:
pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax
vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax

(6)

d min ≤ d ≤ d max

Here it should be noted that oxygen pressure and
cutting speed are continious variables, whereas the nozzle
diameter is discrete variable.
In order to take into account cut surface quality,
surface roughness constraint, related to the ISO 9013
standard which is relevant for thermal cutting, is given as:

Rz =57.4512-35.9717 ⋅ p-36.4236 ⋅ v+32.0211 ⋅ d+
8.7694 ⋅ p 2 +11.6484 ⋅ v 2 +1.5282 ⋅ d 2 +
0.1807 ⋅ p ⋅ v+9.2282 ⋅ p ⋅ d-18.0648 ⋅ v ⋅ d ≤ Rz max

(7)

where Rzmax is the maximal allowable surface rougness
with respect to sheet thickness and desired cut class.
In order to enahnce CNC path programming, kerf
width constraint was considered as:
K w =1.189+0.3575 ⋅ p-0.2458 ⋅ v-0.75041 ⋅ d-0.01764 ⋅ p 2 +
0.0339 ⋅ v 2 +0.15976 ⋅ d 2 -0.1057 ⋅ p ⋅ v-0.01649 ⋅ p ⋅ d+ (8)
0.08793 ⋅ v ⋅ d = K ws

where Kws is the desired kerf width.
In order to ensure cut quality, constraint related to the
specific cutting energy was imposed as:
Es min=
≤ Es

1000 ⋅ P
≤ Es max
16.67 ⋅ v ⋅ s

(9)

where s is the sheet thickness and Esmin and Esmax are
minimal and maximal recommended specific cutting
energies for the given laser cutting method, sheet
thickness and material.
In order to maintain thermodynamic stability, control
gas flow and assure inevitable gas pressure for melt
removal in the cut zone, constraint related to the assist
gas flow was also included as:

Qag min ≤ Qag

(10)

where Qagmin is the minimal required assist gas flow in the
kerf.
C. Formulation of the laser cutting optimization problem
After setting the values from Table II the final
formulation of the laser cutting optimization model can
be reduced to:
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Qag min ≤ Qag
Minimize: Cv = 0.8 ⋅ ce ⋅ PE ⋅

p=1.19 bar and d=1.5 mm. The determined optimal
solution, along with the values of constraints, is given in
Table III.

P
+ 0.411 ⋅ d 2 ⋅ ( p + 1)
Pmax

Subject to: Rz ≤ Rz max

TABLE IIII LASER CUTTING OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

K w = K ws
Es min ≤ Es ≤ Es max

(11)

Qag min ≤ Qag
pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax
vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax
d min ≤ d ≤ d max
TABLE II LASER CUTTING OPTIMIZATION MODEL DATA

Parameter
dmin
dmax
pmin
pmax
vmin
vmax
PE
P

Value
1.25 mm
2 mm
0.7 bar
1.5 bar
2.6 m/min
3.2 m/min
55 kW
1.3 kW

Parameter
Rzmax
Kws
Esmin
Esmax
Qagmin
ce
Pmax

Value
12.4 μm
0.4 mm
6 J/mm2
10 J/mm2
1.66 m3/h
0.12 EUR/kWh
4 kW

Formulation in Equation 11 represents nonlinearly
constrained single-objective laser cutting optimization
problems with two continuous independent variables and
one discrete independent variable.
IV. APPLIED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
Interior point algorithm is gradient-based method that
uses first and second order derivatives, gradients and
hessians, to find local minima [10].The idea of the
interior point algorithm is to iteratively approach the
optimal solution from the interior of the feasible set by
solving a sequence of approximate minimization
problems. This algorithm was selected for solving the
developed laser cutting optimization problem since
interior point algorithm is robust and require a small
number of iterations and function evaluations to converge
[11].
Genetic algorithm (GA) is general purpose stochastic
optimization algorithm which apply the rules of natural
selection and genetics to explore a given search space
[12]. By using the population of individuals, each
representing a possible solution for the given
optimization problem, GA iteratively generates and
evaluates individuals using a fitness function until a
stopping criterion is meet. To this aim GA uses three key
genetic operators: crossover, mutation, and selection.
Although originally GA are intended for solving
unconstrained optimization problems, with the use of
penalty functions that penalize infeasible solutions, GA
can be used for solving constrained optimization
problems.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present study in order to determine the set of
optimal laser cutting parameter values interior-point
algorithm and genetic algorithm were applied. As a result
of the optimization process, the minimal feasible variable
costs of 7.93 EUR/h (0.051 EUR/m) was obtained with
the following laser cutting parameter values: v=2.6 m/min,

Optimal laser cutting parameters Objective function
v (m/min)
p (bar)
d (mm)
Cv (EUR/h)
2.6
1.19
1.5
7.93
Optimization constraints
Rz (μm)
Kw (mm) Es (J/mm2)
Qag (m3/h)
9.15
0.4
7.5
2.02

In the actual production conditions P265GH steel with
thickness of 4 mm is cut using the combination of the
following laser cutting parameters: v=2.6 m/min, p=1.5
bar and d=2 mm. This set of laser cutting parameter
values provides acceptable cut quality without dross
formation, but because of wider nozzle diameter and
higher oxygen pressure results in variable costs of
Cv=13.84 EUR/h, which is equivalent to Cv=0.089
EUR/m. The obtained optimization solution for
minimization of variable costs suggests the use of nozzle
with smaller diameters which is in accordance with
general laser cutting recommendations [13, 14].
It is worth noting that the optimization solution was
constantly determined by the interior-point algorithm,
whereas genetic algorithm yielded approximate but
somewhat worse solutions at each algorithm run. For the
present study it can be argued that genetic algorithm has
not been found robust in finding the optimum solution.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, laser cutting optimization model
with process constraints for minimization of variable
costs in CO2 laser cutting of P265GH steel was developed.
In order to take into account cut quality characteristics,
several process constraints such as surface roughness,
kerf width, specific cutting energy and assist gas flow
were included in the optimization model. Two
optimization approaches based on the use of interiorpoint algorithm and genetic algorithm were applied to
solve the developed laser cutting optimization problem.
The main observations can be summarized as follows:
• Both optimization approaches are able to provide
feasible set of laser cutting parameter values within
reasonable computational time.
• Interior-point algorithm proved to be robust and
capable to escape local minima. In the case of
genetic algorithm a number of evaluations are to be
performed in order to avoid a non-robust solution.
• Optimization of laser cutting parameters through
the formulation of an optimization problem stands
for higher level of laser cutting process planning
enabling the consideration of a number of process
performance characteristic by defining different
objective functions and process constraints. One
may argue that it is especially suitable when it
comes to cutting of large quantity of material and
ensure acceptable overall quality.
• It was observed that with respect to currently used
cutting conditions savings of around 40% can be
made without compromising cut quality.
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neural network and non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm”,
Infrared
Physics
&
Technology,
oi.org/10.1016/j.infrared.2020.103337

The developed laser cutting optimization problem
may be used for assessment of other optimization
methods and metaheuristic algorithms.
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Abstract— The fundamental objective I4.0 is to utilize the
progress achieved in information and communications
technologies (ICT) and that expected in the near future for
the benefit of manufacturing enterprises. Preparation
therefore has to be made for the increasing and consistent
embedding of those technologies in production systems – and
that in ever smaller partial systems and components.
Additional communications capability and (partial)
autonomy in reactions to external influences and internally
stored specifications are transforming mechatronic systems
into Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). The objectives derived
from that transformation are developments and adjustments
in ICT for manufacturing applications: robustness,
resilience, information security and real time capability.
Keywords—production
industry 4.0

process,

information

technology,

I. INTRODUCTION
In 2011, at Hannover Messe, professor Wolfgang
Wahlster (director and CEO of the German Research
Centre for Artificial Intelligence) gave a keynote speech
to the opening session. His key theme was how German
manufacturers could be more competitive in global
markets through better use of information technology and
the Internet. The term he used to describe this future was
Industrie 4.0 (I4.0) and so the fourth Industrial Revolution
began.
It refers to the introduction of a fourth Industrial
Revolution in the manufacturing sector, the fusion of the
cyber and physical worlds to drive value and
competitiveness in a global marketplace [1].
Utilizing the four design principles of interoperability,
information transparency, technical assistance, and
decentralized decision-making and building on the nine
pillars of big data, augmented reality, simulation/digital
twin, Internet of Things, cloud computing, cybersecurity,
systems integration, aditive manufacturing, and
autonomous systems, factories can be transformed to meet
future needs [1].
The journey to I4.0 will not be smooth; there will be
many issues to overcome such as security, adoption,
connectivity, standardization, and the aging workforce.
However, the biggest challenge will perhaps be that of
dealing with legacy systems. Systems that have been
working successfully for many years.
Standardization is of central importance for the
success of the future-oriented project Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0 requires an unprecedented degree of system

integration across domain borders, hierarchy borders and
life cycle phases. This is only possible if it proceeds from
standards and specifications based on consensus [2]. Close
cooperation between researchers, industry and the
standardization bodies is required to create the necessary
conditions for sweeping innovation: methodical soundness
and functionality, stability and security of investments,
practicability and market relevance.
For that reason, I4.0 should be seen as a multiyear
journey. Indeed, some predict that I4.0 will take until
2030. to be fully realized. It is a journey that needs to be
carefully planned, funded, and executed to derive the
fullest benefits. However, failing to embrace I4.0 could
lead to lack of efficiency and competitiveness and,
ultimately, failure [3].
Underpinning I4.0 will have to be a secure, reliable,
and robust communications infrastructure to ensure that
machines, sensors, and people can connect in the most
effective way. Since 2011, many countries have adopted,
or adapted, I4.0 for their own purposes. Indeed, many
countries will give tax relief or credits for I4.0-related
projects as a means of stimulating innovation.
II I4.0 DEFINITION AND CONCEPT
The underlying premise of I4.0 is the bringing together
of cyber and physical systems, automation, the Internet of
Things (IoT), and better vertical and horizontal
integration. Hermann, Pentek, and Otto [2,3] have
identified four design principles for I4.0 :
Interoperability: The ability of machines, devices,
sensors, and people to connect and communicate with
each other via the IoT or the Internet of People (IoP).
Information transparency: The transparency afforded
by I4.0 technology provides operators with vast amounts
of useful information needed to make appropriate
decisions. Interconnectivity allows operators to collect
immense amounts of data and information from all points
in the manufacturing process, thus aiding functionality
and identifying key areas that can benefit from innovation
and improvement.
Technical assistance: First, the ability of assistance
systems to support humans by aggregating and visualizing
information comprehensively for making informed
decisions and solving urgent problems on short notice.
Second, the ability of cyber-physical systems to physically
support humans by conducting a range of tasks that are
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unpleasant, too exhausting, or unsafe for their human coworkers.

This could include enhanced firewalls, malware detection,
and segmentation of networks.

Decentralized decisions: The ability of cyber-physical
systems to make decisions on their own and to perform
their tasks as autonomously as possible. Only in the case
of exceptions, interferences, or conflicting goals are tasks
delegated to a higher level.
There are nine accepted pillars involved in building I4.0
these are:
Augmented reality, providing additional visual data to
workers to help enable process and product improvements. An example would be the use of connected
glasses to help operators fit components correctly. Taking
it to the next level, virtual reality allows testing of things
like ergonomics without building physical representations.
Systems integration, better connectivity of systems and
hardware to be used together to drive increased value.
Cloud computing, the use of, often, third-party hosting
services to reduce cost and complexity while offering
flexibility and scalability. An example here might be the
use of cloud compute services for periodic test workflows
rather than building in-house server infrastructure.
Big data, organizations are, or can be, creating huge
volumes of data that are not being exploited. This data can
be used to unlock value for business improvement and
growth.
Internet of Things, the rapidly growing field of
internet-connected devices developing new data (for
example, deploying sensors for asset condition monitoring
or energy usage). The key benefit of IoT is not so much
the sensors themselves but in the data that they create. I4.0
can turn that data into actionable value.
3D printing, the use additive manufacturing
technology and 3D printers to make element or

Fig.1. The nine pillars of I4.0

Autonomous robots, technology such as robotics and
artificial intelligence have developed to the stage where
systems can operate independently on tasks without
frequent human interaction. This could be manufacturing
machines themselves or delivery platforms within the
factory such as autonomous vehicles.
Simulation and digital twin, trialing new ideas in the
virtual world can be more cost-effective than building
physical prototypes. An example here is mocking up
production lines/processes on a CAD system to test before
a live deployment.
III MANUFACTURING PROCESS SUPPORT
WITH I4.0
Manufacturers process face a number of challenges in

TABLE I PRODUCTIVITI MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Factor
Machine reliability

Impact
Equipment failure stops
production

Machine utilization

Inefficient use of plant and
machines

Line
reconfiguration
Defect detection

Plant shutdown time during
refit
Rework required at cost

Energy
management

Unnecessary expense

Solution
● Asset condition monitoring
● Proactive maintenance
● Use maintenance windows
● Reduce plant disruption
● Product line optimization
● Production planning
● Machine-machine
communication
● Computer modeling and
planning
● Automated processes
● Augmented reality to help
workforce
● Energy monitoring and
management

components faster, lighter, and cheaper. Additive
manufacturing could also be of use in maintenance and
repair operations, where a replacement part could be made
locally rather than shipped from source.
Cybersecurity, all these new interconnected systems
must be adequately secured against unwarranted intrusion.

I4.0 pillar/s
● Internet of Things
● Big data
● Cloud computing
● Systems integration
● Big data
● Augmented reality
● Autonomous systems
● Digital twin
● Augmented reality
● Augmented reality
● Autonomous systems
● Integrated systems
● Autonomous systems

global markets, as productivity, innovation, customer
service and competitiveness. The first major challenge is
productivity, how to do more, faster, using fewer
resources (table 1). Factors affecting productivity include:
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The reliability and age of machinery and equipment
has always been a critical component for a higher level of
productivity. This is not a problem in developed countries,
but in less developed and underdeveloped countries we
always come to the question of which equipment to
purchase and which equipment manufacturer to choose. It
is logical that the latest equipment cannot be obtained in
that way, because it represents the privilege of the most

products, although with similar characteristics, still have
technological differences that greatly change the purpose
and its possibilities.
We need to keep in mind that methods and techniques
for idea evaluation are just tools; and should be used as
such. Tools don't solve competitiveness issues
automatically. They should be used in accordance with the

TABLE III INOVATION IN MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Factor

Impact
Lost market share

Solution
● Computer simulation
● 3D manufacturing

Being left behind by
competitors
Increased
stockholding or
stockouts

● Learning organization

I4.0 pillar/s
● Augmented reality
● Digital twin
● Additive manufacturing
● Big data

● Supply chain
integration

● Big data
● Systems integration

Faster time to market
Identify and implement innovation
Supply chain visibility / traceability

powerful countries and companies that are at the very top
of technological development. Existing equipment can
affect productivity, from machine layout, quick
identification and troubleshooting, to energy efficiency,
which is a very interesting and topical issue today. Each
of these problems can be solved according to the concept
of Industry 4.0 with the application of software tools and
methods [4,5].
The second major challenge is driving innovation in
manufacturing process, table2. The process of innovation
today is perhaps a crucial factor in the global world
market. Being the first in technological innovation,
implementation of new solutions, time and conditions of
launch on the market represent issues and dilemmas that
are solved today by teams of experts from different fields
of science and technology.
In order for the entire production process to be
completed, it is necessary for the user to be involved in
each of its segments. It is the user who generates feedback
from the market to which the process owner adapts [6].

Fig.2. New product generate for customer on global market [6]

The level of development of user awareness will
determine the behavior of the process owner. The product
itself with its characteristics reflects the customer in that
part of the global market. Today, the segmentation of the
global market is very pronounced because the final

overall company strategy and the ideas selected in the
evaluation process must be implemented.
To show the complexity of improving competitiveness
of SMEs we can exploit some of the idea expressed in the
literature [7]. European Commission established IMProve
project with the aim to improve the innovation
performance of SMEs in Europe3. The model approach of
the project is holistic (it covers all areas of Innovation
Management) and modular (company can select in which
area it needs the improvement and still keep the »big
picture« in mind.
The IMProve approach draws our attention that not
only generating better ideas but also minimizing
development time and effective commercializing of new
products has to be taken care of. As we can see from the
above picture the idea management (or even more
specifically the idea evaluation phase with the tools and
techniques needed) is a very tiny part of the whole process
from the stage of perceiving the need to the final result of
satisfying the need.
It should therefore be kept in mind, that the creation of
ideas and their evaluation is a part of a broader picture
that includes goal setting, target definition, evaluation of
capabilities company has on its disposal, etc, as it can be
seen from the figure 2.
Every idea management process starts with idea
generation. In the framework project the »responsibility«
for idea generation goes to other modules, where as many
ideas as possible should be generated. As we have focused
on the companies the main concern is not only the
selection of ideas but also whether the selected ideas
could contribute to sustained competitiveness and creating
sufficient level of profit [7].
New components, new suppliers or an improved deal
with the existing suppliers could improve products and
profits significantly. A number of companies have
integrated the suppliers into the manufacturing processes
to ensure online visibility on inventory at various stages
and quality control.
E-auctions and reverse auctions_to manage material
costs are other examples of increasing efficiency in
procurement.
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Companies can innovate in the way products are
developed or manufactured, either within the firm or
across the supply chain. Such innovations are termed as
‘Process Innovation’. It is typically aimed at garnering

Such innovations typically take time to gain acceptance
and become commercially successful; as the long-term
advantages offered by the technology are not immediately
evident to consumers. Hence, companies that innovate in

TABLE IIIII CUSTOMER SERVICE

Factor
Improved customer response time

Impact
Improved customer
satisfaction

Solution
● Remote asset
condition monitoring

Improved Mean Time To Repair
(MTTR)

Improved customer
satisfaction

● Remote expert

Customization

Improved customer
satisfaction

● Use customer data to
tailor offering to needs

competitive advantage through improved quality, reduced
costs or reduced time-to-market [8].
For example, one of the greatest innovations to impact
manufacturing in the 20th century was the assembly line
model for manufacturing cars, developed by Henry Ford.
The concept, however, did not change the product, but it
significantly and permanently changed the process for
manufacturing and delivering the product.
Several automotive companies, today, use the
collaborative product development to shorten their new
product development cycles, in collaboration with Tier I
suppliers. For example, Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M)
adopted an innovative production process called the
Integrated Design and Manufacturing (IDAM) for the
development of its multi-utility vehicle (MUV), Scorpio.
The IDAM team consisted of cross-functional teams
including suppliers, who catered to every aspect of
product development, from design and testing to vendor
development and marketing.
Management innovation refers to innovation in
management principles and processes that will eventually
change the practice of what managers do, and how they do
it. Typically, such innovations have long lasting impact on
the organization. Innovation in business model falls under
this category. Toyota’s lean manufacturing model is a
good example of such a practice. It not only addressed key
processes; but moved beyond the definition of Process
Innovation, by involving a fundamental shift in
management philosophy. Toyota’s model has transformed
the way the manufacturing industry works
Technology has been a tremendous driving force for
innovation in businesses; especially in the recent times.
Many breakthrough concepts and development in
businesses have been primarily driven by the development
of new generation technology. New materials could
improve products or their packaging and presentation.
Over the past few decades, there has been a growing
concern globally about the fast depletion of global
resources and the need to conserve them for the future.
These include both natural and human resources. Another
key concern is the need to control pollution and to
safeguard the environment. These have also been the key
drivers for innovation in developing greener technologies
and manufacturing practices; for example: development of
electric / hybrid vehicles.

I4.0 pillar/s
● Internet of Things
● Autonomous systems
● Big data
● Big data
● Internet of Things
● Additive manufacturing
● Systems integration
● Big data
● Systems integration

these areas need to have a long-term view.
IV CONCLUSION
Key strategy of Industrie 4.0 is the creation of new
innovation for smart systems such as smart products,
smart production systems, smart logistics or smart grids
based on the integration of internet based communication
and embedded control software to ensure sustainablity and
environmental soundness. New advanced engineering
methods are required to support the developemnt of smart
products able to self - control their functionality and to
communicate with other smart systems as well as with
humans.
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Abstract— To examine the hydraulic or pneumatic
combinatory automata realization, direct connection and
control by the combinatory diagram are most frequently
applied. This way of investigation is very slow, and if any
errors occur re-connecting is usually required. The
automated investigation of the hydraulic and pneumatic
combinatory automats realization, no matter of the number
of inputs and outputs, with the aid of the personal computer
and by using purposely developed Expert system is
presented in the paper. This enables to eliminate possible
errors in connections and forbidden states before the
realization itself takes place. In this paper, Clips (C
Language Integrated Production System) is used as a tool
for developing expert systems. The properties of the
proposed expert system for investigation of combinatory
automata realization (CAR-ex) are demonstrated by
computer simulation.
Keywords— Pneumatic,
Investigation

Hydraulic,

Expert,

System,

I. INTRODUCTION
The combinatory automats are widely applied for
automation of technological processes in different
industries like automotive, semiconductor industry, food
processing, wood processing, textile industry, machine
production, etc. Commonly, the pneumatic or hydraulic
systems are applied for combinatory automats' realization.
The main reason is that those systems offer many benefits
in terms of small cost and easy installation and
maintenance, etc. It is very important to design those
systems appropriately, because any error in connecting
elements leads to malfunction and disruption of the
system [1], [2], or increasing energy consumption [3]-[5].
The correctness of the system design is possible to check
only at the end of the realization. The expert knowledge
in the field of pneumatic or hydraulic design of
combinatory automats is the most important. Furthermore,
it is very important and good to have the information
about system correctness even before the realization, just
after the designing process. This shortens the time for
inspection of the pneumatic or hydraulic scheme of
combinatory automata.
An expert system is a computer program conceived to
simulate some forms of human reasoning (by the
intermediary of an inference engine) and capable of
managing an important quantity of specialized knowledge.

It can be also said that an expert system is a computer
application that solves complicated problems that would
otherwise require extensive human expertise.
In this paper, the expert system for the investigation
of combinatory automats realization, no matter is it the
hydraulic or pneumatic systems. The quality of the work
of the proposed expert system is illustrated by computer
simulation
II. COMBINATORY AUTOMATS
Combinatory automats fall into the category of finite
automata with a fixed number of input and output
channels [1], [2], [6]. There are two types of combinatory
automata according to the number of output channels.
The first is (n,1) type with n input and one output channel,
Fig.1a. The second is (n, m) type with n input and m
output channels, Fig. 1b. A program of the technological
process should be given at the input by using binary
signals, and at the output, actuators are activated i.e. the
appropriate technological operations are performed.
With this type of automata, the state of the output is
determined only by combining the values of input signals,
present in the observed moment, regardless of the
preceding input combinations. It is as well determined by
the logic of the automata. It is, therefore, said that this
automate has no memory. The input variables
(independent variables – xi, i=1,2,...n) and the output
variables (dependent variables – yj, j= 1,2,...m) have a
binary value (0,1).

Fig. 1 Combinatory automata: a) (n,1) type, b) (n,m) type

Technical realizations of some combinatory automata
logical function can be done by using pneumatic or
hydraulic logical elements in appropriate schemes. The
logical elements are linked in a way that the output of one
or more element is input to another one. So, the
pneumatic or hydraulic combinatory realization consists
of several levels of linked elements, Fig.2. Outputs from
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level 1 are also outputs from combinatory automata
logical function.
In the real automatic control of technological
processes, the output signals are used either for direct
activation of the actuator or as a command to some other
control element for indirect control.
In pneumatic or hydraulic systems, different valves
are used as logical elements. The most applied valves are:
2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 5/2, 5/3 way, monostable or bistable,
normally open or closed, AND valve and OR valve.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of pneumatic or hydraulic combinatory
realization

organizations to adapt more readily to changing needs. In
practice, modern expert-system technology is employed
as an adjunct to traditional programming techniques, and
this hybrid approach allows the combination of the
strengths of both approaches. Thus, rule engines allow to
control through programs (and user interfaces) written in
a traditional language, and also incorporate the necessary
functionality such as inter-operability with existing
database technology.
A shell (or inference engine) is a complete
development environment for building and maintaining
knowledge-based applications (expert system). It
provides a step-by-step methodology, and ideally, a userfriendly interface such as a graphical interface, for a
knowledge engineer that allows the domain experts
themselves to be directly involved in structuring and
encoding the knowledge. There are many different shells,
including [7]-[9]: Drools, CLIPS, JESS, d3web, Prolog,
Java DON, G2, eGanges, openKBM (initially developed
as a replacement for G2), etc

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF CAR-EX
The expert system for investigation of combinatory
III. EXPERT SYSTEMS
automata realization – CAR-EX, is designed by CLIPS
An expert system, Fig. 3, is normally composed of a
and consists of three lists of facts such as:
knowledge base (information, heuristics, etc.), inference
• base of elements (BASE-OF-ELEMENTS.TXT)
engine (analyses the knowledge base), and the end user
containing data about the operation of logical
interface (accepting inputs, generating outputs).
elements,
• diagram (DIAGRAM.TXT) containing data about
the connecting the logical elements of the
combinatory diagram,
• input (INPUT.TXT) containing the input
combinations of the combinatory automata.
These three lists of facts introduce the hole either
hydraulic or pneumatic realization of some combinatory
automata.
Fig. 3 Major parts of an expert system
After entering these data files, CAR-ex checks the
principal pneumatic diagram based on the list of rules. If
The path that leads to the development of expert
the diagram is correct at the input, the value of output is
systems is different from that of conventional
obtained for a certain combination at the input. If the
programming techniques. The concepts for expert system
diagram is incorrect, the program indicates the
development come from the subject domain of artificial
connection error.
intelligence (AI), and require a departure from
The programs written in Clips consist of a sequence
conventional computing practices and programming
of rules; in order to execute these, the left-hand side of
techniques. A conventional program consists of an
the rule should be fulfilled. Namely, it is necessary for
algorithmic process to reach a specific result. An AI
the facts which make up the left-hand side of the rule to
program is made up of a knowledge base and a procedure
exist;
thus, the rule can be executed and, if the program
to infer an answer.
has
been
started, the rule itself will be executed, whereby
One of the most powerful attributes of expert systems
a
change
in the fact list occurs in the form of reading-in
is the ability to explain reasoning. Since the system
of
new
facts
or deleting the old ones.
remembers its logical chain of reasoning, a user may ask
The
program
CAR-ex consists of several rules as well,
for an explanation of a recommendation, and the system
to be more precise, of twelve rules, which are executed in
will display the factors it considered in providing a
the aforementioned manner.
particular recommendation. This attribute enhances user
In order to enable the execution of the program, after
confidence in the recommendation and acceptance of the
it
has
been opened, the fact (initial-fact) should be read in
expert system.
by
using
the directive (reset), and started by directive
Advantages of the expert system are numerous.
(run).
The
rule start (START) can now be executed since
Compared to traditional programming techniques, experton
its
left-hand
side, there is only a fact (initial-fact). The
system approaches provide the added flexibility (and
execution
of
this
rule results in reading-in of the base of
hence easier modifiability) with the ability to model rules
elements (BASE-OF-ELEMENTS), fact list referring to
as data rather than as code. In situations where an
the diagram itself (FACT-LIST) and list of input facts
organization's IT department is overwhelmed by a
(INPUT). The content of the base of the elements and fact
software-development
backlog,
rule-engines,
by
lists
can be altered (edited) by a simple text editor. The
facilitating turnaround, provide a means that can allow
rule start is:
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(defrule START
(initial-fact)
=>
(load-facts BASE-OF-ELEMENTS.TXT)
(load-facts DIAGRAM.TXT)
(load-facts INPUT.TXT))
After that is possible to execute all the other rules.
The rules that contain the "connection-element" in
their name are the rules which, based on data about the
element to which they are linked, data about the element
being linked, data of the connection itself and rule of a
manner of operation of the element being linked, enable
that the element being linked, changes its state and the
executed connection transforms in a used connection.
Under the term "element" is supposed the pneumatic, Fig.
4 or hydraulic valves with the corresponding inputs and
outputs. For these purposes, the only difference of
pneumatic and hydraulic valves is in working medium.
There are several rules in this group differing in
whether the input elements (elements to which others are
linked) have two, three, four or five inputs and whether
their a or b input is connected to the element being linked.
These rules are:
• connection-element-2-input-a
• connection-element-3-input-a
• connection-element-4-input-a
• connection-element-4-input-b
• connection-element-5-input-a
• connection-element-5-input-b

Fig. 4 Pneumatic and Hydraulic valves designations

For a simpler explanation, the rule connectionelement-3-input-a is shown:
(defrule connection-element-3-input-a
(level ?bn)
(element ?r1 ?n1 ?a ?a1 ?a2 ?a3 ?a4 ?a5 ?a6)
?delete1 <- (element ?r2 ?n2 ?b $?forward ?u ?u+1
$?behind)
?delete2 <- (connection ?n1 ?a a ?n2 ?b ?u)
(rule ?r1 ?a1 ?a2 ?a3 ?a4 ?a5 ?a6 a ?i+1 $?behind)
=>
(retract ?delete1)
(assert (element ?r2 ?n2 ?b $?forward ?u ?i+1
$?behind))
(assert (finis-connection ?n1 ?a a ?n2 ?b ?u))

(retract ?delete2))
Field marks are:
?bn - Number of levels;
?r1, ?r2 - element mark (r2/2, r3/2-z, r3/2-o, r4/2, r5/2,
r5/3, AND and OR);
?n1 - the first digit in marking the element to which
others are linked;
?a - the second digit in marking the element to which
others are linked;
?a1 - mark of the first input of the element to which
others are linked;
?a2 - value of the first input of the element to which
others are linked;
?a3 - mark of the second input of the element to which
others are linked;
?a4 - value of the second input of the element to which
others are linked;
?a5 - mark of the third input of the element to which
others are linked;
?a6 - value of the third input of the element to which
others are linked;
?n2 - the first digit in marking the element being linked;
?b - the second digit in marking the element being linked;
$?forward - fields in front of mark of the input being
linked;
?u - mark of the input of the element being linked;
?u+1 - value of the input of the element being linked;
$?behind - fields behind the value of output a of the
element to which it is linked;
The operation of CAR-ex starts with rules of the
highest level value. Once there are no more connections
in the corresponding level, the rule cross is executed and
the lower level asserted; therefore, the program can
proceed with operating.
The rule cross is:
(defrule cross)
?delete <- (level ?bn)
(not (connection ?n1 ?bn ?))
=>
(bind ?bn (- ?bn 1))
(if (> ?bn 0)
then
(retract ?delete)
(assert (level ?bn))
If, during the execution of the program, a forbidden
state occurs on any element, the rule forbidden-state
sends a message about the presence of such a state and
the manner of testing.
The rule forbidden-state is:
(defrule forbidden-state)
(element ?r1 ?n1 ?a $?forward ?u forbiddenstate
$?behind)
(finis-connection ?n2 ?b ?i ?n1 ?a ?u )
=>
(printout t “Forbidden state: Check the input
signals for y and z channels of element ” ?n2 ?b
crlf))
At the end of operation of CAR-ex the rule finish-n is
executed. Parameter n means the number of outputs of
combinatory automata.
For a simpler explanation, the rule finish-1 is shown:
(defrule finish-1
(level 1)
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(element ?r ?n1 ?a $?other)
(rule ?r $?other a ?output)
=>
(printout t “*************************” crlf)
(printout t “Element: “ ?n ?a crlf)
(printout t “Output: “ ?output crlf)
(printout t “*************************” crlf)
and Field marks:
$?other - all fields behind previous field;
?output - combinatory automata output;
V. EXAMPLE OF CAR-EX APPLICATION
A. (n,1) Type Combinatory Automata
The best way for demonstrating all advantages of the
operation of CAR-ex is to use the real combinatory
automata realized by the pneumatic components.
In this example, the combinatory automata consist of
four sensors (x1, x2, x3, x4) for activating the actuator.
This combinatory automata is (n,1) type.
The conditions for combinatory automata activating
are:
• When x1 and x4 are not activated.
• When x2 and x3 are activated.
• When x1 is not and x3 is activated.
In these conditions, the states of the other sensors are
not important for combinatory automata operation and
activation.
After the minimization process, the minimal
disjunctive normal form (MDNF) is:
y = x�1 (x3 + x���)
4 + x 2 x3

Assuming MDNF, a principal pneumatic diagram is
showed in Fig. 5, where x1 is designated with 4.1, x2 is
designated with 4.2, x3 is designated with 4.3, x4 is
designated with 4.4. The principal diagram, Fig. 5, has
four element levels.

(connection 4 3 a 3 1 p)
(connection 4 3 a 3 2 y)
(connection 4 4 a 3 2 r)
(connection 3 1 a 1 1 r)
(connection 3 2 a 2 1 p)
When the DIAGRAM.TXT data file has been formed,
data are entered into INPUT.TXT data file.
By entering the input values from the combinatory
table for decimal equivalent 7:
(element r3/2-o 4 1 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 4 2 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 4 3 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-o 4 4 y 1 p 1 r 0)
The output y is obtained as:
-------------------------Element 1.1
Output y: 1
-------------------------By entering the input values from the combinatory
table for decimal equivalent 12:
(element r3/2-o 4 1 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 4 2 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 4 3 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-o 4 4 y 0 p 1 r 0)
The output y is obtained as:
-------------------------Element 1.1
Output y: 0
-------------------------In this manner, it is possible to check the principal
pneumatic diagram for the appropriate automata for each
of the input combinations from the combinatory table.
Furthermore, if there are some forbidden states in
pneumatic realization, CAR-ex can detect that states.
For demonstrating the forbidden states in the
realization, the pneumatic diagram with three element
levels, shown in Fig. 6, is used.

Fig. 6 Pneumatic Scheme of Combinatory Automata

Fig. 5 Pneumatic Scheme of Combinatory Automata (4,1) Type

Based on the principal pneumatic scheme, data are
entered into the data file DIAGRAM.TXT.
(initial-fact)
(level 4)
(element r3/2-c 1 1 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 2 1 y 0 p 0 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 3 1 y 0 p 0 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 3 2 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(connection 4 1 a 2 1 y)
(connection 4 2 a 3 1 y)

Data referring to the principal diagram itself.
(initial-fact)
(element r3/2-z 1 1 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2 2 1 y 0 p 0 r 0 z 0)
(connection 2 1 a 1 1 y)
(connection 3 1 a 2 1 y)
(connection 3 2 a 2 1 p)
(connection 3 3 a 2 1 z)
(level 3)
When sensors 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 have the values 1, 1
and 0:
(element r3/2-z 3 1 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-z 3 2 y 1 p 1 r 0)
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(element r3/2-z 3 3 y 0 p 1 r 0)
The output y is:
-------------------------Element 1.1
Output y: 1
-------------------------When all sensors 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 have the values 1:
(element r3/2-z 3 1 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-z 3 2 y 1 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-z 3 3 y 1 p 1 r 0)
The output is the following message:
-------------------------------Forbidden state-Check the input
signals for y and z channels of
element 2.1
-------------------------------At this level of development of CAR-ex, it only
detects the forbidden states if they exist. At the next,
more advanced level, the computer can solve the existing
mistakes; however, it is not included in this paper.
B. (n,m) Type Combinatory Automata
In this example, the combinatory automata consists of
four sensors (x1, x2, x3, x4) for activating the three
actuators. This combinatory automata is (4,3) type.
Outputs y1 and y2 are used for activating the single
acting pneumatic cylinders 1.0 and 2.0. Output y3 is used
for activating the double acting pneumatic cylinder 3.0
via its supplying valve 3.1.1.
The conditions for combinatory automata activating
are given in a perfect disjunctive normal form (PDNM),
as:
4

y1 = �(0,1,2,3,7,11,15)
4

y2 = �(0,1,2,3,5,7,13,15)
4

y3 = �(3,5,7,11,13,15)

After the minimization process,
disjunctive normal form (MDNF) is:

the

minimal

𝑦𝑦1 = x�1 ���
x 2 + x 3 x4

𝑦𝑦2 = x�1 ���
x2 + x2 x4

𝑦𝑦3 = x2 x4 + x3 x4

Based on MDNF, a principal diagram is presented in
Fig. 7, where x1 is designated with 4.1, x2 is designated
with 4.2, x3 is designated with 4.3, x4 is designated with
4.4. The principal diagram, showed in Fig. 7, has three
element levels.
Based on the principal pneumatic scheme, given in
Fig.7, data are entered into the data file DIAGRAM.TXT.
(initial-fact)
(level 3)
(element r3/2-c 1 1 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 1 2 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 1 3 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 2 1 y 0 p 0 r 0)

(element r3/2-c 2 2 y 0 p 0 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 2 3 y 0 p 0 r 0)
(connection 3 1 a 2 1 y)
(connection 3 2 a 2 2 y)
(connection 3 2 b 2 1 p)
(connection 3 3 a 2 3 y)
(connection 3 4 a 2 2 p)
(connection 3 4 a 2 3 p)
(connection 2 1 a 1 1 y)
(connection 2 1 a 1 2 r)
(connection 2 2 a 1 2 y)
(connection 2 2 a 1 3 y)
(connection 2 3 a 1 1 r)
(connection 2 3 a 1 3 r)
When the DIAGRAM.TXT data file has been formed,
data are entered into the INPUT.TXT data file.

Fig. 7 Pneumatic Scheme of Combinatory Automata

For instance, by entering the input values from PDNF
for decimal equivalent 5:
(element r3/2-o 3 1 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r5/2-m 5 2 y 1 r 0 p 1 s 0)
(element r3/2-c 3 3 y 0 p 1 r 0)
(element r3/2-c 3 4 y 1 p 1 r 0)
The output y is obtained as:
-------------------------Element 1.1
Output y: 0
-----------Element 1.2
Output y: 1
-----------Element 1.3
Output y: 1
-------------------------By entering some other input value from PDNF the
CAR-ex will count the values of outputs.
In this manner, it is possible to check the principal
pneumatic diagram for the appropriate automata for each
of the input combinations from the combinatory table or
PDNF. Furthermore, if there are some forbidden states in
the pneumatic realization, the CAR-ex can detect that
states in a same way as it was explained in previous
chapter.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents the development and utilization of
some of the possibilities of CLIPS tool for development
of an expert system for investigation of combinatory
automata realization – CAR-ex. It enables a prompt
investigation of the pneumatic and hydraulic diagrams of
a combinatory automata. The paper presents that CAR-ex
can be used on (n,1) type as well as (n, m) type
combinatory automata. Furthermore, if there are some
forbidden states in the pneumatic or hydraulic realization,
the CAR-ex can detect that states and in more advanced
level, the computer can solve the existing mistakes.
Besides, the program itself offers a solid basis for its
further advancement for sequential automats, as well.
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Abstract— This paper aims to compare the accuracy of
measurement of modern optical measuring systems and
coordinate measuring machines. It is characterized by the
theoretical publication of the way of functioning and analysis
of experimental tests of two measuring systems and each
coordinate measuring machine. Data were compared for
measurements. These are modern measuring systems ATOS
and TRITOP and the coordinate measuring machine Tesa
micro-hite 4-5-4. The measurements were performed on the
part that has the role of a stopper in one assembly.
Keywords— modern measuring systems, coordinate
measuring machine, metrology, industrial production

I. INTRODUCTION
From ancient times there is a need to make different
types of parts, which are small or large in size, small or
large complexity of shape, small or large requirements for
the functionality of the system to which they belong.
Consequently, there was a need to control the accuracy of
their production. A large number of different complex
technical systems require precisely made parts, in order to
perform their function in accordance with the
requirements. In order to ensure that the parts meet the
prescribed requirements by the designer, it is necessary to
inspect the parts after their manufacture. Control is
performed by various measuring instruments and systems,
which have been developed and improved with increasing
demands in production. It is often necessary, when
making a work, to respect the tenth, hundredth, and even
the thousandth part of a millimeter. In production, the
most commonly used measuring instruments are: movable
beak meter with vernier (Fig. 1a), micrometer (Fig. 1b),
subitor (Fig. 1c) [1]…

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. The most commonly used measuring instruments

The disadvantage of their application is reflected in the
human factor. Measurement accuracy significantly

depends on the operator's training, sense of measurement,
his concentration, etc. Due to the growing demands for the
production of parts of very complex configurations using
modern CNC machines, it is not always possible to use
simple measuring instruments, but there is a need to use
far more complex and modern measuring systems of
higher accuracy. With them, it is possible to measure parts
of complex shapes much easier. The principle of
measurement comes down to the application of a
measuring probe, laser scanning or making images of
parts and processing the collected data in the form of point
clouds using appropriate software. The analysis of the
collected data provides information on the accuracy of the
work. Control using scanners or optical measuring
systems is called non-contact measurement, and the
technology of determining the accuracy of parts and
structures in this way is called 3D digitization. Contactless
measurement is increasingly used in industry. This
method of measurement achieves a significant reduction
in production costs, because, above all, it reduces the
control time of manufactured parts. Measurement
achieves a large amount of data, which later provides
measurement results at a high level of quality [2]. With
this measurement technology, the produced parts are
recorded and entered into the software, whereby a 3D
model of the part is obtained. Recording of parts is done
with devices such as digital cameras, cameras, scanners,
laser sensors, etc. Before recording the work, uncoded and
coded reference points are glued, the coordinates of which
are later collected in the software. These collected points
gave a digital form of the work. The set of points obtained
in this way, due to its shape in space, is called a point
cloud. There is a possibility of digitizing parts from a few
millimeters to several tens of meters [3]. Digitization can
be done in two ways: in two-dimensional and threedimensional form, depending on the technical capabilities
of the device. One of the optical systems, which works on
this principle, is ATOS (Fig. 2.b).
Photogrammetry is based on the production and
analysis of photographs. It is applied to optical 3D
coordinate measuring systems, and is the basis for
measuring parts. The photogrammetric camera does not
measure the object directly, but measures the center of the
reflective mark. Recording is done with one camera,
whose position in space is constantly changing, or with
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two fixed cameras. Once the image creation is complete,
the software analyzes and processes the photos. The
photogrammetric device defines the position of points on
the part via photogrammetric markers on its surface [3].
One of the systems, based on the principle of
photogrammetry, is the measuring optical system TRITOP
(Fig. 2a).

Fig. 2. Measuring systems TRITOP [4] and
ATOS [5]

Contact measurement of parts is most often performed
on coordinate measuring machines (Fig. 3). Over time,
coordinate metrology has become an indispensable branch
in the industry. There is information that this system in the
UK annually controls products worth 100 million pounds
[6].

experimental tests and comparative analyzes, have strived
to improve their application. The aim was to achieve full
automation of parts control. If there is a reference CAD
model with control directives and corresponding noncontact measured data of the examined part, then a
complete report on the accuracy of the part can be
obtained in a fully automated way [8]. It is also important
to plan the control process. Planning is an integral part of
development and production activities and today it is
mostly done in a computerized way. It determines the
characteristics of the product, the method of control, when
and where, using which measuring equipment, given the
great variety of products and parts, narrow tolerances and
the required high quality of products [9].
II. EXPERIMENT
In order to compare the measurement accuracy of
several measuring systems, an experiment was performed,
in which two optical measuring systems, ATOS and
TRITOP and the coordinate measuring machine Tesa
micro-hit 4-5-4, were used for measurement. As a sample
for measurement, a stopper (Fig. 4) from a complex
technical system was used.

Fig. 4. Stopper

The stopper was chosen due to its small size and
complex configuration. The measurement was performed
at a temperature of 21°C, in conditions where there is a
possibility of easy change of ambient conditions,
temperature, humidity, etc. These changes may affect the
measurement accuracy of the ATOS measurement system.
Fig. 3. Coordinate measuring machine [7]

It is possible to measure simultaneously in all three
axes. This machine is formed by three guides, which are
normal to each other and which actually represent the axes
of the coordinate system. Coordinate measuring machines
can be divided into two groups: portable and stationary
[3]. The contact between the probe probes and the surface
to be tested gives the necessary data for the analysis of the
accuracy of construction.
The development of modern measuring systems has
made it easier and faster to determine the accuracy of
parts. The complex configuration and size of the part is
now not the biggest problem to measure, because they can
measure almost all manufactured parts. In addition to
dimensional testing of parts, these systems can be used to
check whether shape requirements have been met during
fabrication,
such
as
parallelism,
straightness,
concentricity, cylindricality, directionality, etc. Modern
optical measuring systems are the subject of many
researches, published in professional and scientific papers,
doctoral dissertations. Many researchers, through many

A. Stopper measurement using the ATOS optical
measurement system
Scanning with the ATOS system requires prior
preparation of the part. First, the surfaces were cleaned
and degreased. Then the stopper, due to the gloss on the
surfaces, is subjected to matting. The glossy surface
achieved by pre-machining is a problem when scanning,
due to the appearance of very high contrast. Matting is
done with white powder (developer penetrant). The next
operation is pasting uncoded reference points. They are
used to determine the position of the scanner in space. In
addition to the preparation of the work, it is necessary to
prepare the measuring system. The scanner (Fig. 5a) is
placed on a suitable stand (Fig. 5b) and left on for at least
30 minutes before calibration is performed. Calibration is
performed using calibration boards (Fig. 5c) and contains
18 points, which need to be followed in order for this
process to be complete and accurate.
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Approximate plane 4 was also formed in the software,
but it was not necessary for the examination of the work,
so it is not shown in the pictures. Fig. 9 shows the
formation of an approximate plane 5, with respect to base
A. A plane 5 is necessary to determine the realized height
of the delimiter.

Fig. 5. ATOS optical system

After scanning the stopper, the collected data was
processed in the software "GOM Inspect V7.5 SR2". First,
two bases were formed, in relation to which the accuracy
of construction will be checked. Fig. 6 shows base A,
which is actually approximate plane 1 (shown in blue) and
base B, which is in the form of approximate cylinder 2.
Base B is marked in red.

Fig. 9. Forming of an approximate plane 5

Fig. 10 shows the formation of approximate cylinders
1, 2 and 3, in order to determine the realized diameter.

Fig. 6. Bases A and B

An approximate plane 2 was then formed, above base
A (Fig. 7), to determine the distance between the two
horizontal surfaces.
Fig. 10. Forming of approximate cylinders
1, 2 and 3

Since all the necessary bases, planes and cylinders
have been formed, the distance (diameter, concentricity,
parallelism and normality between them) are determined
(measured). The measurement results will be shown in
Table 1.

Fig. 7. Forming of the approximate plane 2

For the purpose of determining the accuracy of making
the height of the boundary ring in relation to the base A,
an approximate plane 3 was formed (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Forming of an approximate plane 3

B. Stopper measurement using the TRITOP optical
measuring system
The measurement with the TRITOP system was
performed under the same conditions as the previous
measurement. This measuring system does not require
special preparation of the part, but it is enough to clean
and degrease its surface. The TRITOP measuring system
consists of the following elements: measuring rods, coded
and uncoded reference points, camera and measuring
cross (Fig. 11).
Measuring rods are used to determine the measuring
range. The coded reference points are set so that at least 5
points are visible on each image, so that the image is
authoritative for processing. Their role is reflected in
determining the position of the camera in space. Before
taking a photo, it is necessary to perform a calibration.
Calibration is performed by imaging the part (stopper in
this case) by rotating the camera 4 times by 90 °. After
that, the photographing of the stopper is approached from
several angles, in order to obtain the required number of
photographs for photogrammetry. Since it is necessary to
photograph the lower surface of the stopper, it is done by
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rotating it, and forming another group of photographs for
photogrammetry. The software, which is the same as
ATOS, combines these two photogrammetries. Then the
formation of the coordinate origin is performed, which
serves for further data processing. Approximate cylinders,
points and planes are made, on the basis of which the
measured dimensions of the work are measured and
controlled.

Fig. 14. Forming of an approximate plane 3
TABLE 1. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fig. 11. TRITOP optical system

First, approximate plane 1 is formed (Fig. 12), then
approximate plane 2 (Fig. 13), and then approximate plane
3 (Fig. 14).

C. Stopper measurement using a coordinate measuring
machine
As the third measuring system for checking the accuracy of
the stopper, the coordinate measuring machine "TESA micro-hit
4-5-4" was used (Fig. 15).

Fig. 12. Forming of the approximate plane 1

Fig. 13. Forming of the approximate plane 2

Dimensional control, using the software "GOM
Inspect V7.5 SR2", the distance between the formed
approximate planes, as well as the diameter of the cylinder
obtained the results shown in Table 1.

Fig. 15. Coordinate measuring machine
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As with the TRITOP measuring system, no special
preparation of parts or measuring equipment is required
here. It is only necessary to clean and degrease well. Fig.
16 shows the measurement of the stopper using a
coordinate measuring machine.

Fig. 16. Measurement with a coordinate
measuring machine

The operator proves the measuring probe with the
measuring probe manually to the surfaces of the part (in
this case manually). Many different types of measuring
probes can be mounted on the probe, depending on what
needs to be measured and how to approach it most easily.
The software "PC-DMIS CAD 2015.1" was used for data
processing, Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Data processing software
"PC-DMIS 2015.1 CAD"

This procedure measured the diameters within the
stopper and the distances between the approximate planes,
which represent the heights of the horizontal surfaces in
the section. The measurement results are shown in Table
1.
III. TEST ANALYSIS
After measuring with the mentioned measuring
systems, the analysis of the measurement results was
performed. With the ATOS optical system, it is necessary
to thoroughly clean the part beforehand, apply white
powder on it in order to neutralize the reflection, and stick
uncoded dots. Preparing the ATOS scanner requires
special ambient conditions, where there are no vibrations,
shocks, sudden changes in temperature, etc. The

disadvantage of this measuring system is the need for its
calibration, which is not simple. It is carried out through
18 points, where the calibration plate and the scanner are
placed in precisely defined positions, with the proviso that
the ATOS must be turned on for at least 30 minutes before
the start of calibration. With the appearance of any factors
that damage the ambient conditions (vibrations, shocks,
...), decalibration easily occurs, and this procedure must
be repeated, which is a disadvantage, because it
significantly increases the time required to prepare
measurements. For these reasons, ATOS is best applied in
laboratory conditions, not in industrial ones. The TRITOP
optical system does not require special preparation of the
part, it is enough to clean and degrease its surfaces.
Uncoded reference points are glued on smooth places that
do not contain cracks, crevices, dirt products, etc. After
gluing the uncoded points, the coded reference points and
measuring rods are placed. All this is done in a short
period of time, which is an advantage over ATOS. The
camera takes 4 images, rotating 4 times by 90°. In this
way the measuring system is calibrated. It can be noticed
that its calibration is much simpler than the calibration of
ATOS. With a coordinate measuring machine, the
requirements for part preparation are the same as with
TRITOP. This means that, from the aspect of preparation
for measurement, ATOS is much more complicated than
other measuring systems. The following analysis refers to
the method of measuring the work and processing the
data. Scanning with the ATOS measuring system gives a
3D scan using the appropriate software. Polygonization is
performed, after which the formation of approximate
elements begins. ATOS has the ability to scan almost all
surfaces of the work, which further results in the ability to
measure almost all dimensions of the object. With
TRITOP, photographing a work from multiple angles
allows you to create photogrammetry in data processing
software. The bearing surface of the stopper is also
photographed, but it must be rotated first. Rotating the
work for photography conditions the creation of another
photogrammetry.
When
processing
data,
photogrammetries must be linked. Then approximate
elements are formed. The disadvantage of TRITOP is that
smaller parts cannot be measured so that every detail on it
is fully covered. Specifically, when measuring the stopper,
it was not possible to cover the inner surfaces, as well as
the height of the rim. The measurement with a coordinate
measuring machine belongs to the test by the contact
method, where the measuring probe with a very sensitive
measuring probe is pressed against the surface of the part,
after which the contact is registered. Coordinate
measuring machines have higher measurement accuracy
than optical measuring systems.
Not all 3D stopper measurements used a 3D model,
which would serve as a reference model. Table 1 shows
the measurement results using these measurement
systems.
The table 1 shows that some dimensions are missing in
TRITOP. This indicates the impossibility of TRITOP to
record internal surfaces of smaller diameters, as well as
cylindrical surfaces at lower heights, where there is no
place for gluing uncoded reference points. The coordinate
measuring machine and the ATOS provided almost
identical measurement results.
The ATOS measuring system ensures high
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measurement accuracy. Measurements were performed by
researchers, using several types of this system, with the
intention of determining their efficiency and discovering
which type of ATOS provides the best data. The
researchers previously performed the measurement on the
coordinate measuring machine and took the data obtained
by it as a reference, since it gives even more accurate data
from ATOS. By processing the data, they came to the
conclusion which type of ATOS deviates the least and
which deviates the most from the reference values [10].
It is important to establish the area of application of
measuring systems, in order to know at the beginning of
control planning which system can be used most
efficiently. In order to determine the area of application,
measurements were performed with a coordinate
measuring machine, a scanner, a measuring arm and a
digital camera. In addition, the experiment examined the
measurement
uncertainty,
measurement
volume,
measurement speed, resolution, as well as the possibility
of synergy of several measurement systems [11].
IV. CONCLUSION
The need for constant improvement of production
technology has conditioned the development of control
technologies for parts and assemblies. In production,
measuring instruments such as movable beak gauges,
subits, micrometers, comparators, etc. are most often used
today. They easily check the tolerated measures, given by
the technical drawing. However, the application of these
measuring devices in the final control is often slow with
insufficient accuracy, and in many cases the measurement
cannot be performed.
Therefore, it is necessary to design, make and use
special measuring devices. This primarily refers to the
control of tolerance of shape and position, such as
parallelism, normality, concentricity, etc. Experimental
testing by measuring the limiters of the mentioned
systems enabled a clear view of their possibilities. The
table with the measurement results shows that some data
were obtained using all three systems, while for some this
is not the case. For example, the diameter of cylinder 4 is
easily measured using all three systems, and the values
obtained are almost identical. On the other hand, the
diameter of cylinder 1 could be measured with an ATOS
and a coordinate measuring machine, but not with a
TRITOP. The obtained values are close to each other. The
same applies to the diameter of cylinder 2. The values of
the distance between planes 1 and 2 are approximate by
measuring with ATOS and a coordinate measuring

machine, while TRITOP gave a slightly larger deviation.
The same situation applies to the values of the distance
between planes 1 and 5. These are just some of the results
of this test, which clearly conclude that the ATOS system
and the coordinate measuring machine provide very
similar results, compared to the TRITOP system.
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Abstract— Abrasive waterjet machining (AWJM) is one of
the unconventional manufacturing technologies of recent
date. To find a wider application in the industry and to
improve its performance, it is necessary to understand the
numerous input and output machining parameters and their
interaction on the machining. This paper aims to investigate
the effect of process parameters such as traverse speed and
abrasive flow rate, on the abrasive water jet machining
quantitative characteristics – productivity and price. All
findings obtained during the investigation indicate that
process parameters of the machining influence its
quantitative characteristics.
Keywords— Abrasive Water Jet, Engineering economic
analysis, Water jet lagging, Quantitative characteristics,
Material machining

I. INTRODUCTION
The principles on which the abrasive water jet
machining process is based on is erosion. Some authors
explain the process of erosion as a kind of abrasive wear,
at which abrasive particles and water jet repeatedly impact
the surface, resulting in flushing of the material from that
surface [1,2].
Several papers are dealing with the formation of cut
front geometry and the factors that influence its final
appearance. Mostly, the cutting front geometry of the
workpiece machined by the abrasive water jet is influenced
by machining parameters such as operating pressure,
stand-off distance, traverse speed, abrasive flow rate [1,3].
Defining the geometry of the cutting front, is in fact,
the determination of the deviation - lagging, Ylag, of the
abrasive water jet from the vertical line. The line that
defines the lagging of abrasive water jet is described by
Zeng, Heines and Kim [4] as a parabola.
The aim of this paper is to analyse the influence of
abrasive water jet machining parameters, such as traverse
speed, vc, and abrasive mass flow rate, ma, on the
quantitative characteristics of the machining – productivity
and price. From our previous work [5], we concluded that
the variation of operating pressure represents an
economically wrong approach.
Analysing and comparing costs represents the basic
aspects of engineering practice [6]. Since there are a large
number of costs that affect the final price of the abrasive
water jet machining, the analysis of the most dominant
operating costs like water, electricity, and abrasive
material, will be used.

II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
To
achieve
better
machining
quantitative
characteristics, productivity and price, influence of
machining parameters such as traverse speed and abrasive
flow rate were analysed.
Samples presented by Kurbegovic, Janjic, Vukcevic
and Durovic [7], concerning the influence of the water
pressure (p), traverse speed (vc), abrasive flow rate (ma)
and stand-off distance (x) on the abrasive water jet lagging,
were used for creating experimental variants for this work.
Samples and its machining parameters are shown in tab. I.
The system used for machining the samples is the
product of WJS, model NCX 4020, Sweden. The diameter
of the water orifice was 0,254 mm and the abrasive nozzle
(focusing tube) diameter was 0,768 mm (ROCTEC 100).
The abrasive material was Garnet mesh 80.
The material used for the experiment is high-speed tool
steel EN HS6-5-2 (JUS c.7680, AISI M2), produced with
the Electro Slag Remelting (ESR) method in a roundshaped ingot, normalized, bandsawed to 42 mm thick discs
and lathe cut to 40±0,05 mm. Material is then water jet
machined to a 40x40x110±0,05 mm specimens. The side
which is water jet machined is milled and flatten to
38±0,05 mm for distinction purposes. The material was cut
to a length of 30 mm. Then the flow of abrasives was
stopped and then the machine was stopped. After that, the
specimens were cut till the end with Wire Electric
Discharge Machining. Cutting with Wire Electric
Discharge Machining was done to avoid damaging the cut
front line and that it could be possible to measure the jet
lagging.
Measurements for determining water jet lagging were
performed in twenty places (at the same distance) along
the sample thickness using an optical microscope.
Measured values of jet lagging for samples shown in
table I, are shown in Table II.
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TABLE III MEASURED VALUES OF JET LAGGING

TABLE I SAMPLES AND ITS PARAMETERS [7]

Sample 5

h

5

11

12

14

Calc.

15

0

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

2

0.045

0.093

0.093

0.093

0.093

0.093

4

0.091

0.185

0.185

0.185

0.185

0.185

6

0.136

0.278

0.278

0.278

0.278

0.278

8

0.181

0.370

0.370

0.370

0.370

0.370

10

0.226

0.435

0.435

0.472

0.472

0.472

12

0.272

0.523

0.663

0.628

0.628

0.628

14

0.317

0.625

0.893

0.822

0.766

0.746

16

0.362

0.834

1.172

1.083

0.969

0.928

x = 2 mm

18

0.408

1.044

1.451

1.424

1.175

1.087

vc3 = 30 mm/min

20

0.479

1.339

1.841

1.776

1.452

1.336

22

0.533

1.634

2.231

2.129

1.729

1.585

24

0.638

1.963

2.626

2.515

2.016

1.838

26

0.743

2.293

3.021

2.869

2.265

2.049

ma = 395 g/min

28

0.849

2.764

3.505

3.248

2.599

2.367

p = 413,7 MPa

30

0.954

3.234

3.998

3.626

2.933

2.685

32

1.112

3.705

4.472

4.005

3.267

3.003

34

1.270

4.175

4.956

4.384

3.602

3.321

36

1.428

4.618

5.464

4.957

4.118

3.817

38

1.586

5.061

5.971

5.593

4.680

4.353

40

1.745

5.504

6.478

6.107

5.145

4.800

ma1 = 395 g/min
p = 413,7 MPa
x = 2 mm
vc = 20 mm/min

Sample 11

ma = 395 g/min
p = 413,7 MPa

Sample 12

x = 2 mm
vc4 = 40 mm/min

Sample 14

ma1 = 166,5 g/min
p = 413,7 MPa
x = 2 mm
vc = 20 mm/min

Sample 15

ma2 = 229 g/min
p = 413,7 MPa
x = 2 mm
vc = 20 mm/min

The maximum installed power of the system was
Pmax = 49,4 kW. Oil pump is driven by asynchronous
motor with a nominal power of 37 kW. Other consumers,
with an installed power of POP = 12,4 kW, are: air
compressor, water treatment system, abrasive supply
system, oil cooling system and CNC (Computer Numerical
Control) workstation with automation. The maximum
water flow of the system is 3,8 l/min (QA).
Conditions for electricity cost calculation are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ηP = 90 % - efficiency of the pump,
ηEM = 93 % - efficiency of the electric motor,
ηCM = 98 % - efficiency of the pipe network,
ηMP = 90 % - efficiency of the intensifier,
cos φ = 1 - power factor, and
k = 0,5 - other consumers simultaneity coefficient.

Variant A of this work will be sample 14 from table 1.
For getting almost identical values of water jet lagging, as
in sample 14, linear interpolation was used on traverse
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speeds on samples 11 and 12. The calculated value of
traverse speed is vcx = 36,61 mm/min and that will be the
Variant B of this work. Both variants and its parameters
are presented in Table III.

TABLE IVV MONTHLY PRICE OF THE ELECTRICITY FOR A VARIANT A

Name

Variant B

ma1 = 166,5 g/min

ma = 395 g/min

p = 413,7 MPa

p = 413,7 MPa

x = 2 mm

x = 2 mm

vc = 20 mm/min

vcx = 36,61 mm/min

Costs will be analysed for a year of machining, with
straight-line machining of 18 m/day, 20 working
days/month. Water price will be JCV = 1 €/m3 and the
price of abrasive Garnet # 80 will be JCA = 400€/t.
Electricity price will be calculated in accordance with the
Price List of Elekroprivreda Crne Gore A.D. Niksic [8] for
a basic model consumer with a two tariff meter connected
to a 10 kV line, measuring the average 15-minute load,
active and reactive power. The usage of electricity is
divided evenly for both tariffs.
The needed Power for the pump (and motor) is
described with equation (1).
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑝𝑝∙𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂,𝐵𝐵 =

𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷
𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐

𝜂𝜂𝑈𝑈

𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

= 900

Price

[€c/kWh]

[kWh]

[€]

Active High

kWh

5.5340

4124

228.22

Active Low

kWh

2.7670

4124

114.11

Engaging

kW

7.3224

27.49

201.29

Losses High

kWh

0.5645

4124

23.28

Losses Low

kWh

0.2822

4124

11.64

Enc.Sus.En.

kWh

0.9439

8248

77.85

Price w/o VAT (21%)

656.39

TABLE V MONTHLY PRICE OF THE ELECTRICITY FOR A VARIANT B

Name

Unity
price

Consum.

Price

[€c/kWh]

[kWh]

[€]

Unit

(1)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the given length of machining (lD) and
the traverse speeds (vc) we can get daily machining time
(tO) for both variants (tO,A and tO,B).
𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂,𝐴𝐴 =

Consum.

Unit

TABLE IIIII VARIANTS FOR THE ANALYSIS

Variant A

Unity
price

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(2)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

= 491,67

(3)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Using the tO, number of working days (NRD), abrasive
mass flow rates for variants A (ma1) and B (ma) and unity
price of abrasive (JCA), we can calculate abrasive grand
total for A (CKAA) i B (CKAB):
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂,𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴 ∙ 10−6 ≅ 14385,60
−6

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂,𝐵𝐵 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐴𝐴 ∙ 10

≅ 18644,13

€

𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
€

𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

Active High

kWh

5.5340

2253

124.68

Active Low

kWh

2.7670

2253

62.34

Engaging

kW

7.3224

27.49

201.29

Losses High

kWh

0.5645

2253

12.72

Losses Low

kWh

0.2822

2253

6.36

Enc.Sus.En.

kWh

0.9439

4506

42.53

(4)
Price w/o VAT (21%)

(5)
TABLE V PRICE OF THE ELECTRICITY

Total price of water consumption for A (CKVA) and
B (CKVB) is:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑉𝑉 ∙ 𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 10−3 ≅ 820,80

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑉𝑉 ∙ 𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 10−3 ≅ 448,40

(6)

€

(7)

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

From the given conditions for electricity cost
calculation, total system efficiency (ηU) is 73,823 %.
The power needed by the abrasive water jet system, for
both variants, is:
𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 27,49 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

Price
Name

€

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

449.92

(8)

The price of the electricity, for variants A and B, are
shown in tabs IV, V and VI.

[€/year]
Price of the electricity for variant A (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 )
Price of the electricity for variant B (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 )

7876,68
5399,04

The total price of the machining for variants A (CKA)
and B (CKB) is:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 23083,08

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 24491,57

€

(9)

€

(10)

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
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The relationship between the total price of the
machining for variants A and B is shown in equation 11.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴

= 1,061

(11)
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For getting almost identical values of water jet lagging
for newly abrasive flow rate, linear interpolation was used
on samples 14 and 15. Calculated values of Ylag are shown
in tab. II.
To get the productivity improvement, linear
interpolation was carried on samples 5 and 11 (shown in
tab. II) to get traverse speed value. Calculated value of
traverse speed is vcy = 28,8 mm/min.
Improvement in productivity of the abrasive water jet
system will be:
𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Water Jet Machining Parameters" which is financially
supported by the Ministry of Science of Montenegro.

(13)

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The total price of the machining, using parameters from
variant B, is 6,1% higher than the total price of the
machining using parameters from variant A, with a same
jet lagging and quality of the machining.
Machining speed of variant A could be improved to
28,8 mm/min, for the same jet lagging and quality of the
machining, and the price as in variant B. Improved
productivity of the system will be 44%.
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Abstract— Biomaterials have a great impact on the
functionality, durability and especially on the health safety
of the implants. Biomaterial selection process is a complex
and responsible multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)
problem with specific and conflicting objectives. In order to
help decision makers in solving this complex task, a decision
support system named MCDM Solver is proposed. MCDM
Solver is used in decision-making process to rank the
biomaterials with respect to several criteria. In this paper,
MCDM Solver was used to select hip prosthesis material.
Keywords— Biomaterial selection, multi-criteria decision
making (MCDM), MCDM Solver, decision support system,
hip prosthesis

I. INTRODUCTION
Selection of the suitable material for an application
necessitates the simultaneous consideration of many
conflicting and diverse criteria. Knowledge of material
properties, cost, design considerations and their
influences are mandatory for design and manufacturing of
different types of biomechanical components.
Material selection process involves the study of a
large number of factors, such as mechanical, chemical,
biocompatibility, corrosion, wear and physical properties
as well as cost of the materials. Mechanical properties of
the materials are given the top priorities, when
mechanical design is priority. The most important
mechanical properties usually encountered in the material
selection process are strength, stiffness, toughness,
hardness, density, modulus of elasticity, and creep
resistance [1].
The objectives and criteria in the material selection
process are often in conflicts which involves certain
trade-offs amongst decisive factors. Therefore, only with
a systematic and structured mathematical approach the
best alternative for a specific engineering product can be
selected [2]. The material selection problems with
multiple non-commensurable and conflicting criteria can
be efficiently solved using multi-criteria decision making
(MCDM) methods. The MCDM methods have the
capabilities to generate decision rules while considering
relative significance of considered criteria upon which the
complete ranking of alternatives is determined [3,4].
Biomaterials are commonly characterized as materials
used to construct artificial organs, rehabilitation devices,
or implants to replace natural body tissues [5]. Selection
of an appropriate biomaterial is important from more
points of view – medical, technological, and economic.

In last decade, there is a large number of biomedical
materials and manufacturing processes, each having its
own properties, applications, advantages and limitations.
Therefore, many difficult decisions need to be made
while selecting a material for a specific biomedical
implant [6]. Decision maker should have a complete
understanding of the functional requirements of the
product and a detailed knowledge of the considered
criteria for a specific biomedical application in order to
select the most suitable biomedical material. Unsuitable
choice of a biomedical material may lead to a premature
failure of the product, a need for repeated surgery, a cell
death, chronic inflammation or other impairment of tissue
functions as well as an extension of healing period and
overall increasing of the costs.
Decision support system (DSS) is a special class of
information system oriented to the decision-making
process and aims to support, mainly business decisiondoing processes. DSS is a symbiosis of information
systems, application of functional knowledge and
ongoing decision-making process [7]. Their main goal, as
the goal of other information systems, is to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of an organization.
This paper is focused on the application of developed
DSS named MCDM Solver for solving biomaterial
selection problem. The most suitable material for femoral
component of the hip prosthesis was selected by applying
MCDM Solver
II. MCDM SOLVER
MCDM Solver is an “on-line” DSS which was
developed within the doctoral dissertation of Dušan
Petković. The developed DSS is located on the “Virtuode”
Company
web
site
(https://virtuodeportalapp.azurewebsites.net/WebTools/M
CDMSolver) and it is available to everyone who registers
by creating an account (Fig 1). This DSS offers the
possibility of working with maximization, minimization
and target criteria [8].
The input data for MCDM Solver:
• Initial matrix of decision-making with target
value of criteria (Step 1);
• η - Confidence level of decision maker in
significance of the selected criteria (where η=1
corresponds to 100% confidence level, while η=0
corresponds to a confidence level of 0);
• Pairwise significance evaluation of the selected
criteria.
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Fig. 1 MCDM Solver – initial layout

Based on the input data, MCDM Solver can determine
the values of the criteria weights (Step 2) and ranking
alternatives (Step 3) with the corresponding values by
means of Extended TOPSIS [9], Comprehensive VIKOR
[10] and Comprehensive WASPAS [8, 11] methods.
Developed DSS architecture is flexible and easy to
upgrade, so it enables the inclusion of new models that
will come in the future. MCDM Solver has a user-friendly
interface, which enables a simple and efficient way of
entering the necessary data. Its use simplifies the solution
of the MCDM problems because it does not require
expert knowledge from the decision making theory from
the user.
III. MATERIAL SELECTION FOR HIP PROSTHESIS
A hip prosthesis comprises three main components, as
shown in Fig. 2: (1) femoral component – common called
stem or pin, (2) acetabular cup, and (3) acetabular
interface – ball with neck [12].

The acetabular interface is placed between the
femoral component and the acetabular cup and comes in
variety of material combinations (metal on polypropylene,
ceramic on ceramic, and metal on metal) to reduce wear
debris generated by friction [13].
In order to select the most suitable material for
femoral component of hip prosthesis, MCDM Solver was
applied. Before that, it is necessary to create a short list of
alternative materials (preselecting) which is given in
Table 1. Additionally, determination the most favourable
values in all criteria (Target values - Tj) should to be done.
The compressive strength of compact bone is about
140 MPa and the elastic modulus is about 14 GPa in the
longitudinal direction and about 1/3 of that in the radial
direction. These values of strength and modulus for bone
are modest compared to most engineering materials.
However, live healthy bone is self-healing and has a great
resistance to fatigue loading [14].
TABLE I LIST OF POTENTIAL BIOMATERIALS (ALTERNATIVES)

Material
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11

Commercial name
SS 316
SS 317
SS 321
SS 347
Co-Cr cast alloy
Co-Cr wrought alloy
Unalloyed Ti
Ti-6Al-4V
Composites Epoxy70% glass
Composites Epoxy63% carbon
Composites Epoxy62% aramid

A. Alternative materials
The pin and cup are fixed to the surrounding bone
structure by adhesive bone cement and perform different
functions. In this example, the material for the pin has
been considered whose requirements are tissue tolerance,
corrosion resistance, mechanical behaviour, elastic
compatibility, weight, and cost. The pin’s candidate
materials, criteria and objectives (target values of
attributes) are listed in Table 2 [15].

Fig. 2 Hip prosthesis elements

The femoral component is a rigid metal pin which
manufactured as a precision machined forging in cobalt
chrome or titanium alloy but previously also in stainless
steel, with either an integral polished head or separately
attached ceramic ball head. This component is implanted
into the hollowed out shaft of the femur, replacing the
natural femoral head.
The hip socket (acetabulum) is inserted with an
acetabular cup; a soft polymer molding (a variety of
materials have been used in the past but is now
predominantly in polypropylene), which is fixed to the
ilium.

B. Criteria for biomaterial selection
The considered material property criteria are:
1. Tissue tolerance (C1)
2. Corrosion resistance (C2);
3. Tensile strength (C3);
4. Fatigue strength (C4);
5. Relative toughness (C5);
6. Relative wear resistance (C6);
7. Elastic modulus (C7);
8. Specific gravity (C8);
9. Cost (C9).
Values for C1 and C2 are ordinal data or categorical
data where there is a logical ordering to the categories
that have been used for description of nonnumeric
attributes. C3, C4, C7, and C8 are numeric attributes that
represent absolute measure of material properties. Finally,
C5, C6, and C9 are ratio values.
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TABLE II INITIAL DECISION MATRIX FOR FEMORAL COMPONENT OF HIP PROSTHESIS MATERIAL SELECTION

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the input data, i.e. initial decision matrix,
confidence level η=1 and pairwise significance evaluation
of the criteria, weights of the criteria are determined
(shown in Fig 3).

8
10
10
10
2
10
7
7
3
3
3
10

8
8.5
8
8.4
10
10
8
8.3
7
7.5
7.5
10

200
200
200
200
238
242
110
124
22
56
29
14

C8

8
8
7.9
8
8.3
9.1
4.5
4.4
2.1
1.6
1.4
2.1

C9

Cost

C7

Specific gravity

350
415
410
430
425
600
315
490
200
170
130
600

C6

Elastic modulus
(GPa)

517
630
610
650
655
896
550
985
680
560
430
985

7
7
7
7
9
9
10
10
7
7
7
10

C5

Relative wear
resistance

C4

Relative
toughness

Tj

10
9
9
9
10
10
8
8
7
7
7
10

C3

Fatigue strength
(MPa)

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11

C2
Corrosion
resistance

Material

Tissue
tolerance

C1

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Criterion

1
1.1
1.1
1.2
3.7
4
1.7
1.9
3
10
5
1

MCDM Solver calculation of the subjective weightings
(confidence level η=1) of criteria were carried out based
on modified digital logic (MDL) method [16]. This is a
pair-wise comparison method, where participants/criteria
are presented with a worksheet and asked to compare the
importance of two criteria at a time (Fig 3).Thereby tissue
tolerance (C1), corrosion resistance (C2), and fatigue
strength (C4) are considered as the most influential
criteria with weight of 0.1389. Tensile strength (C3) and
relative toughness (C5) are the second most influential
criteria with weight of 0.1319. The cost is the least
influential criterion with weight of 0.0556.
The Step 3 is the ranking of the biomaterials by means
of MCDM Solver. Ranking orders of biomaterials for
femoral component of the hip prosthesis using different
MCDM methods (TOPSIS, WASPAS and VIKOR) are
shown in Fig. 4. In order to make ranking results clearer
and more readable, they are also shown in Table 3. As
could be seen, the first two top ranked biomaterials are
M6 and M8 respectively, while the worst ranked materials
are M10 and M11.
Moreover, the material M1 (stainless steel 316) is
steadily ranked as the eighth one. Ranked results indicate
unambiguously that Co-Cr wrought alloy and Ti-6Al-4V
alloy are the most preferable materials for the hip stem,
while composites epoxy-63% carbon and composites
epoxy-62% aramid are the worst ranked biomaterials.

Fig. 3 Pairwise significance evaluation of the criteria
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Abstract— Metalworking process is a major polluter of the
environment due to cutting fluids in no small part. While on
one hand cutting fluids have positive effects on tool life,
surface quality and productivity, on the other hand they
cause harmful effects on the environment and human health.
In order to reduce the negative impacts, it is necessary to use
more environmentally friendly cutting fluids, as well as
reduce the use and losses of cutting fluids. In this paper,
attention is focused on a review of cutting fluids and their
characteristics as well as a review of the negative impacts of
cutting fluids on the environment, human health and the
economy.
Keywords— Cutting fluids (CF), Manufacturing engineering,
Environmental, Coolants, Lubricants

I. INTRODUCTION
Coolants and lubricants are important components of
the cutting process. By focusing on processes, there is a
need to achieve optimized technological improvements
and process planning in order to reduce energy and
resource consumption, as well as reduce toxic emissions
and waste and achieve cleaner and sustainable production
[1]. Organized and regulated management of cutting fluids
(CF) is one of the starting points for the establishment of a
quality system and ensuring the humane aspect of quality
aimed at protecting the environment. Worrying data is that
world consumption is about 2.2 billion liters of CF, of
which 54% is used during the cutting processes. The
Americas is the leading region in terms of consumption
with a total share of 36%, followed by Asia with a share
of 30%, as shown in Fig. 1 [2].
Estimated Global Consumption of
Metalworking Fluids by Region
Rest of the world, 6%

The
Americas
36%

Europe
28%

Asia, 30%
Fig. 1 Global CF consumption by region [2]

Therefore, the machine industry is a serious consumer
of energy and an environmental polluter [3]. Due to
worrying data such as this, as well as the fact that large
quantities of CF are inadequately treated and disposed of,
the EU has adopted a regulation covering all types of CF
used in production and rules ranging from their
application to adequate treatment and disposal [4].
Although coolants and lubricants are known to
improve tool life and surface quality, they have
detrimental effects on human health as well as the
environment, due to the presence of potentially harmful
chemicals. Global demand for CF was 39.4 million tons in
2015, and it is expected to reach 43.9 million tons in 2022
[5]. Therefore, it is not enough just to satisfy the
regulations and limit values for the use of CF, but to go
towards their maximum possible reduction in order to
achieve cleaner production. Also, care should be taken
with the choice of the type of CF and alternative methods
of application, in order to achieve zero (or at least reduced)
toxicity and pollution levels [1]. This approach to the use
of CF is another trend of sustainability in the
metalworking industry and due to high environmental
pollution is becoming one of the most important goals of
all manufacturers [6].
In order to eliminate the impact on the environment by
minimizing the use of CF, without a significant impact on
energy consumption, the process must be analyzed and the
process parameters must be optimized.
The main tasks of CF are cooling, lubrication and chip
removal.
The secondary tasks of CF are corrosion protection,
protection of tools through extension of tool life, cleaning
of tools and workpieces, increase of productivity, better
surface quality. The biggest problems in the application of
CF are inappropriate use, excessive quantities, inadequate
type in relation to the requirements of the metalworking
process and the use of degraded CF. Depending on the
machining process and the material being machined, as
well as the material from which the tool is made, the
appropriate CF is selected depending on the required
characteristics.
When choosing coolants and lubricants, the optimal
choice should be sought, taking into account all necessary
factors such as: types and shape of tools, condition of
tools used, conditions of machine tool, specific conditions
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of machining mode (cutting speed, depth of cut, chip cross
section, treated surface quality).
The choice of type, concentration and type of additive
therefore depends on the type of metalworking, tool
material and workpiece as shown in Fig. 2.
Choosing CF
Type of metalworking and parameters
Tool material
Workpiece material

Type and concentration of CF and type of additive
Fig. 2 Choice of CF

process are: corrosion protection, foaming, emulsion
stability, compatibility with metals and lubricating oils,
paints and sealants, pH value of fresh and used mixtures,
extreme pressure (EP), anti - wear properties,
saponification number.
In order to achieve the required physico-chemical
characteristics, if necessary, additives that serve to
improve or add the functional properties of the basic
substances that are needed can be added to oils and
emulsions.
Additives include corrosion inhibitors (nitrites, amines,
amides), antifoams (zinc diacyclophosphates, siloxanes),
stabilizers (alcohols), extreme pressure additives (EP
additives), surfactants and emulsifiers (sulfonates),
additives for prolongation of tool life and bactericides
(nitrogen compounds, heterocyclic sulfur) [8]. It is not
uncommon for CF to contain small amounts of various
heavy metals. Some additives are legally forbidden to use,
due to their negative properties, such as chloroparaffins,
and there are also recommendations not to use chlorinecontaining additives.
The presence of water affects the stability of
emulsions and the corrosive properties of CF, therefore
they are considered more complicated in composition than
pure cutting oils. However, the use of these agents is
widespread due to the properties they have in processes
that primarily require cooling and chip removal.
The basic division has been made according to the
content of mineral oil, i.e. synthetic components in the
following way:
• Products with more than 60% mineral oil in
addition to mineral oil contain emulsifiers,
bactericides, and may also contain EP additives.
Their properties largely depend on the composition
of the water, and they are used in concentrations of
3 to 10%. They are known as drilling oils.
• Semi-synthetic liquids are products with less than
60% mineral oil. They differ from the first group in
the lower content of mineral oil (usually 30-60%)
and the higher content of emulsifiers. Emulsifiers
usually have a synthetic base, which is why they are
called semi-synthetic products. As emulsifiers are
usually a good substrate and food for the
development of microorganisms, biostable synthetic
emulsifiers have been developed that prevent the
development of microorganisms. In this way, semisynthetic
biostable
products
stable
to
microbiological degradation have been developed,
which enables long-term use without the need for
the addition of bactericides. EP additives can also
be added and they can be used for difficult
metalworking operations. They are transparent in
appearance and are most often used in
concentrations of 3 to 5%.
• Products based on synthetic raw materials without
mineral oil content are organic and inorganic
chemical compounds, with added additives to
reduce the surface tension of water, corrosion
inhibitors, if necessary, and EP additives. They
have a number of advantages in terms of increasing
the cooling and lubricating effect, so that the quality
of the treated surface is high. They are transparent
in appearance and have a very long-lasting use.

II. DIVISION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CF
CF can be roughly divided into:
• Pure cutting oils which are more used in operations
that primarily require lubrication (at low speeds
where the increase in temperature is not significant,
and there are high resistances to cutting). To
promote heat dissipation oils of lower viscosity are
used.
• Emulsions consisting of oil, water and an emulsifier
that keeps the oil in fine droplets in water. They are
used in operations that primarily require cooling (at
high cutting speeds where lower cutting resistances
occur, but there is a significant increase in
temperature).
Pure cutting oils can be mineral, vegetable, animal,
synthetic or mixtures of these oils. The main physicochemical characteristics required of pure cutting oils are:
viscosity, ignition point in open and closed vessel,
saponification number, total sulfur content, corrosion of
copper strip, chlorine content, foaming, extreme pressure
(EP), anti-wear properties, protection from rust, the
appearance of oil mist, compatibility with paints and
synthetic materials.
Biodegradable oils as more environmentally friendly
oils are a good alternative to mineral oils and find various
applications in metalworking operations by cutting
various types of metals such as aluminium, titanium and
others. This conclusion was reached on the basis of the
application of the experimental Taguchi method by testing
newly developed plant - based emulsions in the process of
scraping AISI 304L material [7].
Pure cutting oils can be inactive and active. Inactive
cutting oils do not have a corrosive effect on non-ferrous
metals and their alloys, because they contain additives
based on sulfur, phosphorus and chlorine in inactive form.
Due to their characteristics, as recommended by the
machine tool manufacturer, they can be used for
lubrication of the machine itself and for filling the
hydraulic systems of the machine, which is why they are
called three-purpose oils. On the other hand, active cutting
oils contain additives in active form that react chemically
at lower temperatures and as such adversely affect nonferrous metals. Therefore, they are used in the
metalworking of steels and their alloys, where their
pronounced activity gives good results.
The main physico-chemical characteristics required of
water-soluble and emulsion fluids for metalworking
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•

Products based on soluble inorganic and organic
salts and alcohols (without mineral oil) are used
mainly in grinding processes, where lubrication is
not of great importance. These are transparent
aqueous solutions that can usually contain polar
additives. They meet the requirements of cooling,
rinsing and corrosion protection.
Just as there are wet CF such as vegetable oil or
mineral dissolved in water, there are also solid CF such as
graphite and boric acid [9].
III. IMPACTS OF CUTTING FLUIDS ON THE ENVIRONMENT,
HEALTH AND ECONOMY
A. Environmental Impact
When using CF, their degradation occurs, which is
caused by various causes, such as the development of
microorganisms, chemical imbalance, the appearance of
metal particles or mixing with some other foreign oil. It is
important to prevent and minimize the degradation of CF
through proper maintenance, adequate cleaning of
machines and the entire plant. Actions to prevent oil
degradation contribute to their longer use and reuse,
which has a beneficial impact on the environment. It also
prevents the occurrence of negative consequences of using
degraded oil, such as increased friction, poor and
inaccurate metalworking, corrosion, unpleasant odours,
tool wear, sticking, seemingly increased concentration,
precipitation, clogging and more.
Depending on the metalworking, the choice of CF that
is most often used differs. Milling for light working
conditions requires semi-synthetic emulsion and synthetic
water-soluble agents with a higher content of EP additives,
while for more difficult working conditions pure cutting
oil with a high content of EP additives is used [10].
Most of the heat generated during turning is dissipated
through chip removal, but in order to reduce friction, good
lubrication must be provided. Therefore, emulsion and
water-soluble agents with improved lubricating properties
are most often used in this type of treatment. In CNC
lathes, due to the danger of mixing CF with other oils
(hydraulic, sliding tracks), pure inactive cutting oils are
used, which have a dual use, as CF and for general
lubrication of the machine. When high-strength materials
are processed on lathes, CF with increased cooling effect
are mainly used, due to high temperatures that occur in the
cutting zone [11].
A big problem is the loss of CF from the production
system. Fig. 3 shows the ways in which CF is lost from
the production system, with the indicated average
percentages of losses [12].

Fig. 3 CF losses [12]

High temperatures in the cutting zone lead to CF
evaporation, so it is necessary to carefully choose which

one will be used depending on the material being
processed and the temperatures that occur in the cutting
zone. The property of CF which should be kept in mind in
this case is the evaporation point, in order to prevent
harmful vapors that negatively affect both the
environment and the machine operator.
The problem is also the losses caused by leakage,
spraying or spillage in various stages of metalworking,
which in addition to the negative impact on the
environment is also potentially dangerous for the machine
operator and has a negative impact on the hydraulic
system. This type of waste should never be discharged
into watercourses and sewage system, before the
necessary treatment, which mainly includes the separation
of mechanical impurities, separation into water and oil
phase and destruction of microorganisms in adequate
treatment plants. CF decomposition procedures are:
incineration,
filtration,
distillation,
flotation,
centrifugation and electrolysis [13].
Fig. 4 shows the actions aimed at achieving clean
production. From the aspect of cleaner production, it is
necessary to minimize the use of CF used in cutting
processes. When use in the process is minimized, the
second task is to minimize losses as well as the impacts of
CF. Finally, it is necessary to adequately collect and treat
waste generated by the use of CF.
Minimization
of use
Minimization
of losses
Adequate
collection and
treatment
Fig. 4 Actions aimed at achieving clean production

Given that CF is one of the most complex types of
waste for containing large amounts of potentially
hazardous materials, there are issues with disposal of it,
whether it is recycling or treatment before adequate
disposal [14].
B. Impact on Human Health
In addition to the negative effects on the environment,
handling CF also poses a risk to the health of the machine
operator. The use of CF can be considered responsible for
a large number of occupational diseases. Contact can be
made directly through the original liquid, mist, vapor or
by-products generated during the metalworking process
[15]. Accordingly, it is important to reduce this risk by
adequate selection and moderate use of CF, using less
harmful additives and more environmentally friendly
types of CF. That is, it is necessary to minimize the use
and optimize the selection of CF with minimal amount of
dangerous characteristics that can cause harmful effects
on human health. CF in some cases causes lung cancer,
asthma and genetic disorders. Adverse effects that may
occur may be, for example, toxicity (formaldehyde, some
biocides) and formation of carcinogenic substances
(chlorinated paraffins, aromatic amines). Evaporation and
inhalation of hazardous substances is very dangerous, as
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well as their contact with the skin which can cause various
skin diseases [16]-[17].
The ways through which CF can enter the human body
are dermally (through the skin), by inhalation (breathing
in), orally (through swallowing) or through wounds (cuts,
scratches).
In addition to the experimentally confirmed negative
effects that CF can cause with its content, there are also
those that have been insufficiently investigated and those
that occur by degradation. That is why it is important not
only to choose carefully, but also not to use degraded CF.
In addition to the hazardous properties, toxicity and
carcinogenicity, the explosiveness and flammability of CF
should be taken into consideration, as well as the
oxidizing and irritating properties they may cause. The
fact that 1.2 million workers are exposed to the influence
of CF annually, is a sufficient data on how important it is
to keep in mind all the negative impacts and act to
minimize them.
Due to all the negative effects on human health
(cancerous and non-cancerous diseases) confirmed so far,
caused by the use of CF, there are certain norms, rules and
provisions related to business, marginal exposure,
handling and use. From a humane point of view, it is not
only necessary to follow the rules and norms, but to go
further in the direction of preserving health and the
environment as much as possible.
C. Economic Consequences
In addition to all the negative effects on health and the
environment, a big problem are the costs associated with
the use of CF, which take a serious share in the overall
cost of production, on average up to 17%, which is not a
negligible percentage. It is important to note that of this
part, only 6% relates to price, and the remaining 94% are
costs related to the use of CF. The conclusion is that
minimization, as well as the proper use of CF, can save a
significant amount of money allocated for these purposes,
which is very important for companies that are hesitant to
turn to clean production.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Cutting processes are accompanied by various types of
negative effects. Large part of negative effects are due to
the use of CF, thus it is necessary to know their
characteristics and processes where they are applied, in
order to reduce their use.
Modern demand for sustainable production encourages
the use of more eco-friendly CF, such as fluids with less
harmful additives, biodegradable oils, as well as plantbased oils. In accordance with the need to achieve cleaner
production, it is necessary to analyze and optimize process
parameters in order to minimize the use of CF. It is
important to prevent the degradation and use of degraded
CF, as well as losses that occur during the cutting process,
which are dangerous to the health of the machine operator.
The possible negative effects when CF are used are
reflected in the appearance of unpleasant odors and vapors,
discoloration and stability, corrosion of elements of the
technological system, foaming, infections, allergies and
other harmful effects.
The basic way to achieve cleaner production and
reduce the harmful effects on the environment arising
from the use of CF is in the first place raising the

awareness about the issue. Reduction in level of pollution,
human health and harmful effects on the environment is
achieved by adequate selection of CF (type, concentration,
etc.), quality preparation of CF, constant control,
minimizing the use of CF and ultimately adequate
collection, treatment and disposal.
Finally, an additional incentive for companies to turn
to cleaner production, in terms of environmental and
humane aspects, is the reduction of material costs
associated with the use of CF which amounts to a
significant share of total production costs.
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Abstract— All companies want to be as efficient as possible.
Engineers of companies that use CNC machines in their
production spend a lot of time programming, and as a result
provide G-codes. These codes are rarely checked before
insertion into CNC machine, which can lead to collisions
that causes financial damages. To avoid such damages it is
recommended to use G-code simulation and verification
software. These software check G-code before inserting it
into the machine. In addition, these software provide
features that can speed up the cutting process itself, such as
cutting optimization, tool path optimization, tool life
maximization etc. This paper presents a brief overview of
some G-code simulation and verification software, with the
aim of helping companies which production is based on use
of CNC machines, mainly milling and lathe machines.
Keywords — G-code; CNC; Simulation; Verification; CAM.

I. INTRODUCTION
CNC machines have become an indispensable part of
every manufacturing company. Quality CNC machines
that can satisfy all that production needs cost tens of
thousands of euros, so their failures must be avoided in
every possible way. In addition, their work is expensive,
so it is necessary to use the work of these machines
efficiently in order to maximize the possible profits.
Traditionally, checking the G-code (instruction list which
tells the machine what to do) is done with the process
popularly called “cutting air”. This process is based on
running the program above the work piece, so the tool
doesn’t come in contact with the material, until the
programmer is sure that the program is working properly.
Problem with this method is that it is very time
consuming, and it ties up the CNC machine so it can’t be
used for anything else. Also, it is not very accurate. Other
way of proofing the G-code is by prior machining on a
model made of foam, wood, resin, etc., often with
reduced cutting speeds. This is a better way of validating
the program, because it provides a real model that was
produced by the G-code. This model can’t be used as a
selling product because of the material it is made from,
but it can be used in purpose of measuring the geometry
and checking the tolerances. Even though this method is
better than cutting air method, it also consumes lot of
time and it ties up the machine so it can’t be used for
processes that will bring profit. Also, often it is needed
for the operator to oversee the whole cutting process, so

that he can stop the improper operation of the machine,
before it comes to breakage of the equipment.
The best way for proofing G-code is by using
software for simulation and verification of G-code, which
are specially designed for this purpose. They check the
syntax of G-code, path of the cutting tool during the
cutting process, feeds, speeds, tolerances, etc. Programs
are being checked block by block, so when error occurs,
its location can be found easily. These software have
machine and tool simulations that provide visual
confirmation that the program works properly. To
provide arguments for formally justifying the adoption of
software for G-code simulation and verification, we shall
take a look at some situations in which the use of this
software is recommended to avoid unnecessary costs.
• frequent programming activities – the more times
programming new programs or editing old ones is
being done, the greater the time and cost savings by
using G-code simulation and verification software
are;
• breakage – the breakage of equipment or machines
generates the cost of repairs, but also is a source of
risk for operators that work around the machine.
Additionally, the downtime of repairs can be very
long, and it can be avoided with G-code simulation
and verification software;
• scrap – cost of producing scraps from stock
material must be taken into account while assessing
if the use of G-code simulation and verification
software is justified. In some cases, the part can be
repaired, but that repair evokes additional costs;
• reworking – time needed and cost needed to rework
the existing part or the scraped stock material;
• disruption of manufacturing process – when a
problem occurs during a machine operation, it can
disrupt the whole manufacturing process. This
disruption caused by things going out of sync in the
work schedule can generate significant knock-on
costs that are not always easy to identify and assess;
• dismantling and refitting – programs that need long
modifications cause users to stop production and
move on to some other manufacturing task, until
the program has been modified. This evokes
additional cost of removing the unfinished part and
refitting a new part for machining, which can be
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significantly high if complex assemblies are
involved.
In addition to all the cost savings, stress experienced
by programmers and operators while proofing a new
machining program should be mentioned, as it is a
significant factor in the quality of their work, as well as
factor in their happiness and satisfaction at their work
environment. This stress can be significantly reduced
with use of these software.
II. G-CODE
Numerical control is a form of automatic control of
the machine in which the process is controlled by
instruction list (program), formed from numbers and
letters. Most widely used type of program for numerical
control is the G-code. G-code contains all the information
needed so the machine can finish the needed process.
Blocks are main elements that the G-code is made from,
and blocks are made from words. Words in G-code have
their function addresses that are marked using letters, and
numerical values [1] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 G-code structure

Commonly, one G-code program is made from many
individual blocks, and blocks are made from one or more
words. Together they form an instruction list that tells the
machine what tool to use, where to move it, at what speed,
with what feed, etc. G-code got its name from function
address G that is most often used. This function gives
information to the machine about how to move tools, but
it is not the only function used in G-code. Other
commonly used function addresses can be seen in table 1
[1].
TABLE 1 COMMONLY USED FUNCTION ADDRESSES IN G-CODE [1]

Commonly used
function addresses
N
X, Y, Z
I, J, K
S
F

T

M

Meaning
Ordinal number of blocks
Coordinate points on the
adopted main axes
Auxiliary parameters for
circular interpolation
Function address for
defining the spindle speed
Function address for
defining a value of auxiliary
motion
Function address for
defining the ordinal number
of the tool
Function address that
defines auxiliary functions
(for example, M06 – tool
change, M30 – end of
program, etc.)

G-code can be obtained in one of three ways:
1. Manual programming - this is the slowest way of
programming. Programmer is required to know all
the information related to the machine, tools,
materials, parameters, etc., and is required to write
all words and blocks of the G-code manually,
which greatly complicates the programming
process;
2. Programming using machine control unites - faster
than the previous way of programming, because
programming is being done with help of a
keyboard, using specially developed menus that
facilitate the work of the programmer. It is not
needed from the programmer to manually write all
the blocks and words of the G-code;
3. Computer programming – programmer creates a
program on the computer software and then inserts
it into machine. This way of programming gives
much faster program creation, because it does not
need the programmer to write all blocks and words,
computer software does that for him. Programmer
uses specially developed options in computer
software and graphic display of the processing part,
tools, machine, movements etc., to facilitate his
work.
From those three ways of obtaining the G-code,
computer programming is the best, and software that
allows this are the main part of computer aided
manufacturing (CAM) system. Any manufacturing
company that wants to be competitive in the market place
needs to have CAM as a part of their manufacturing
process. Integrated within every CAM software is a
postprocessor that translates the information obtained
within the CAM software into a language that the
machine can interpret, G-code. Machine has to have a
control unite that will decrypt the G-code and send the
appropriate commands to the output devices. Problem
with this system is that the G-code obtained using the
postprocessor is not checked anywhere. Most good CAM
software contains simulators, but they do not check the
G-code that is inserted into the machine, but the errors
that occur during the time that programmer is working in
the software. Those simulators are very useful because
they speed up the programming process, display
collisions in virtual environment, provide information
about processing times, as well as much other useful
information related to the virtual environment, but they
do not guarantee that the G-code obtained after the
postprocessor will not cause problems in the real
environment. To ensure the correct operation of the
machine controlled by G-code it is recommended to use
G-code simulation and verification software, before
inserting the G-code into the machine itself [1].
III. SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION SOFTWARE
As stated in previous chapter, CAM software has
simulators integrated within them, but they do not
simulate G-code that was obtained after the postprocessor,
they just help the programmer with process visualization.
To be sure that the G-code which is inserted in the
machine is exactly what the programmer wanted, G-code
has to be checked with G-code simulation and
verification software. There is a difference between the
simulation and the verification G-code software. Namely
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simulators are simpler versions of software that contain
features such as:
• visual representation of tool movement (tool paths
shown by lines of different colours);
• graphical representation of tools, machines, cutting
process;
• error display signals;
• calculation and display of processing times;
• since each manufacturer of CNC machines uses its
own version of the G-code, a good simulator must
know a large number of different versions of the Gcode;
• each simulator must have options for viewing Gcode, possibility to select any word within the Gcode, as well as option for editing it;
• well organized interface, etc.
On the other hand, as already mentioned, verification
software are more advanced versions of simulation
software. In addition to having all the characteristics of a
simulator, verification software should also have options
such as tolerance check, cutting parameter optimisation,
etc. Even though there is a difference between simulation
and verification software, it is difficult to make an exact
distinction between them, since many manufacturers of
G-code verification software call their software
simulators, and vice versa. For the sake of simplifying
this problem, for the purpose of this paper, G-code
simulation, and G-code verification software will be
considered the same and will be processed together, since
their purpose is the same, to check the G-code and
prevent possible failures, machine and tool breaks and
other errors during the operation of the CNC machine [1].
The number of G-code verification and simulation
software is not too large, but certainly not small enough
for all software to be tested in a relatively normal period
of time. If we add here the prices of most non-free
software, the process of trying out all the software is not
cost-effective at all. In order to help companies that use
CNC machines in their manufacturing processes, some
G-code simulation and verification software will be
shown hereinafter, as well as a comparative test between
these software in form of a table with some important
features that make G-code simulation and verification
software competitive in the market place. But first let us
divide G-code simulation and verification software in 3
categories [1]:
• web G-code simulation and verification software;
• integrated G-code simulation and verification
software;
• standalone G-code simulation and verification
software.
Web G-code simulation and verification software are
software that are accessed using an internet browser. The
biggest advantage of such software is that they are free
and that they do not need to be installed on a computer.
On the other hand, these software are very simple, and
are only used for simple representation of tool paths.
Integrated G-code simulation and verification software
are a part of some bigger CAM/CAD software, and can’t
be installed separately. This gives the programmer an
easy transition from one program module to another, and
thus speeds up and facilitates the work. Standalone Gcode simulation and verification software run

independently on computers, and are not a part of any
other software packages. Usually such software has the
largest number of options since the software
manufacturer has focused exclusively on producing the
best possible software for G-code simulation and
verification, but this also entails an increased price of the
software [1].
IV. COMPARATIVE TEST OF G-CODE SIMULATION AND
VERIFICATION SOFTWARE
After explaining what G-code is, what G-code
simulation and verification software are and what
categories of these software exist, we need to select a
number of software from each category and compare
them. Software that were selected are:
• NCViewer
• G-Cide Q’n’dirty toolpath simulator;
• NX CAM IS&V
• CAMWorks Virtual Machine
• Vericut
• CAMotics
• NCSimul
• CNC Simulator Pro
• Eureka Virtual Machine;
• G-Wizard Editor.
First two are web based software, second two are
integrated software, and the last six are standalone
software. Comparative test of these software will be
performed using selected features and properties, which
are considered essential for every good G-code
simulation and verification software to possess, and
seeing what software has them. If the software has the
appropriate feature it will be indicated by a “+” sign, and
if it does not, it will be indicated by ”–“ sing. If additional
explanations of certain program features are required, the
“+” and “–“ sign will be marked in red, and explanations
will be given in the text after the table. If information
about some feature was not found it will be indicated
with “/” sign. Features and properties that were selected
are:
• price (it is difficult to know exact price of the
software because it depends on many factors);
• does the software support different G-code dialects;
• graphical representation of machines in software;
• graphical representation of tools in software;
• graphical representation of a stock;
• graphical representation of tool change in software;
• graphical representation of tool path in software;
• graphical representation of cutting process in real
time;
• collision detection;
• ability to add, modify, create tools;
• library of machines;
• ability to add more machines;
• library of tools;
• options for efficient reviewing of the G-code;
• options for efficient modifying the G-code directly
in the program;
• cutting parameters optimisation;
• cross-section view;
• option for verification of tolerance;
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NCViewer is web based software that is essentially a
tool path simulator with a clean, easy to understand
interface. One should not expect too much from this
software since even a cutting visualization and graphic
representation of machines does not exist (graphic
representation of tools exists, but is very simple and does
not contribute to new knowledge related to operation
errors), let alone some more advanced options such as
optimization of cutting parameters. But for what it is
intended for, a quick check of the G-code as well as a
visual display of the tool path, this software is very good.
There is a benefit for Autodesk Fusion 360 users, because
NCViewer can be embedded into its CAM workspace
that allows the user to drag and drop NC code live into
the NC Viewer palette and watch a simulation of the code
within Autodesk Fusion 360.

G-Wizard
Editor [14]

5900$ 30000$
[5]

Eureka
Virtual
Machining
[13]

CAMotics
[9]
NCSimul
[10]

free

CNC
Simulator
Pro [11]

Vericut [8]

price

NX CAM
IS&V [4]

free

NCViewer
[2]
G-Cide
Q’ n’ dirt
y toolpath
[3]
simulator

CAMWork
s Virtual
Machine
[6]

TABLE 2 COMPARATIVE TEST OF G-CODE SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION SOFTWARE

G-Cide Q’n’dirty toolpath simulator is essentially a
worse version of NCViewer, because it does not
understand different G-code dialects. Also, many canned
cycles and macros are not supported in this software. If
we add the not so pleasant appearance of the interface,
conclusion is that it is more advisable to use NCViewer
as free web based software.
NX CAM IS&V is integrated module in SIEMENSE
NX software, and as such it contains various advantages
over standalone software. For example, the transition
from one module to another within the software is very
efficient, which allows great flexibility during
programming. NX CAM IS&V software contains all the
options needed for quality simulation and verification of
G-code. From detailed cutting views, to a large number of
analyses, this software is a great solution for all
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programmer needs. Although it is integrated within the
NX CAM software, the NX CAM IS&V can also work
with G-codes obtained from other CAM software. One of
the few drawbacks of this software is the price that can
range between 6000$ and 30000$ (the price information
of this software is not necessarily accurate, because
vendors of any of these software won’t provide price
information, unless they see that you are a serious buyer,
but on sites such as Reddit, this information can be found,
as is the case with price information shown in this paper).
Cutting parameters optimization and modification of the
G-code directly in the module NX CAM IS&V is not
possible because this is all done in CAM module of this
program. Never the less, the transition from one module
to another is efficient enough that this does not cause
problems during the programming process.
CAMWorks Virtual Machine is a very popular
simulation and verification software for G-code because
it is integrated in SOLIDWORKS and CAMWorks CAD
environment. CAMWorks virtual machine can come in
one of three ways:
• standard – can be launched only from CAMWorks,
and is not really a G-code simulator because it does
not check the G-code. It is more like an advanced
version of some CAM software simulation;
• professional – can be lunched only from
CAMWorks, and is a proper G-code simulation and
verification software;
• premium – can be launched from CAMWorks or as
a standalone application, so it is used in cases when
a user wants to simulate a G-code obtained from
some other CAM software. Only in this package is
it possible to create your own machines.
As a simulation and verification software for G-code,
professional version of this software satisfies the widest
range of users, and is probably the best in terms of priceperformance ratio from all three versions.
Vericut is one of the best G-code simulation and
verification software on the market. This software
contains all possible advanced options needed for quality
G-code simulation and verification software, and CGTech
company, that produces this software, often leads in
introducing new options that eventually become the norm
of G-code simulation and verification software. For
example, lot of simulation and verification software have
options for optimization of tool paths, feeds and speeds of
the machine, some have force optimization, but Vericut
even has a chip thickness optimization for advanced users.
One of the more interesting features of Vericut software
that it has a free add-on module called “Vericut reviewer”,
that can be installed on many different electronic devices
(PCs, tablets, etc.), and is used for fast and easy review of
G-code simulated programs. This allows much easier
communication between workers, operators and
engineers within the company, leading to more efficient
work.
CAMotics is free open sourced G-code simulator and
verificatory software that was released in 2011. It is
simple software that does not have lot of advanced
features and options. Also, it only supports a subset
LinuxCNC G-code, and more so, lot of canned cycles
(G73, G76, G83, etc.), tool compensations (G40, G41,
G42, etc.) and other G-code functions are not supported.
Thankfully, the manufacturers of this software has an

easy to understand, and detailed view of all G-code
functions that are supported and not supported by this
software [16]. Also, things that should be noted are that
graphical representations of machines and tools are very
simple in this program, and lathe simulation is not
supported.
NCSimul, as well as Vericut, is on the forefront in Gcode simulation and verification technologies that often
sets the standards for other software to achieve in order to
be competitive in the market. This software has all the
options of a good simulation and verification software,
for example parameter optimisation which can on average
reduce production times by 15-20 %, all of the graphical
representations, tolerance verifications, as well as other
advanced options, but one of the greater thing about this
software (that Vericut software also has) is that the
customer support department helps manufacturing
companies that use their software to create exactly those
machines that are in companies production facilities,
which greatly facilitates the job of the engineer. Vericut
and NCSimul often copy advanced options from each
other, so deciding which software to use depends mostly
on personal preference, as well as the offers in terms of
price and payment offered by software vendors.
CNC Simulator Pro is not just a G-code simulation
and verification software, it is a CAD/CAM system, CNC
programing editor, 3D model milling software, and above
all else is a training tool. This program comes in one of
two ways. First is a free version that can be downloaded
on their site, and second is a Premium version which is
paid for (the price can range from 99$ to 1040$,
depending on how many sets of licences is being
purchased). The software does not support any special
brands standard G-codes, but it does follow the ISO
standard, as well as common Fenuc codes [17]. The
software is ferly easy to understand and use, and there are
free online courses from which the users can learn. Not
many advanced options exist in this software, and it will
not satisfy more advanced users, but it is very
recommendable software for schools and learning centres.
Eureka Virtual Machine performs complete 3D
simulation cutting process with visually pleasing and
easy to understand interface. There are for main modules
in Eureka software.
• Eureka G-code is a module that simulates and
verifies the G-code that will be inserted into the
machine. It has everything you need from a good
G-code simulation and verification software;
• Eureka Robot is a module that simulates the
working of a robot. It converts APT code generated
by CAM software into a program for 6 or more
axes robot. During the process of conversion,
Eureka software calculates optimal tool paths, and
then it simulates the whole process;
• Eureka Chronos is an optimize feature inside
Eureka Virtual Machine software. It optimizes Gcode by tweaking the feed rate, so that more
efficient program can be ensured;
• As well as some other software in this paper,
Eureka has the module for additive manufacturing
called Eureka Additive. It can simulate the whole
process of 5-axis additive manufacturing.
As most other G-code simulation and verification
software, Eureka Virtual Machine can be used for
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learning purposes, as it can simulate everything that
happens in a production process, and can find problems
and mistakes created during the programming process.
G-Wizard Editor is easy to use G-code simulation and
verification software focused on simplifying the options
and facilitating the work. Because the manufacturers of
this software have paid the most attention on software
simplification, it is a great choice for the purpose of
learning CNC programming. This is best shown with the
“hint” feature which exists inside the software, and
describes in English each code meaning that is entered
into the software (e.g. if the block in the G-code looks
like this “N85 M06 G43 H0”, and the user clicks on this
block, in the hint menu the meaning of the codes will be
explained as follows: “N05: Block or sequence number;
M06: Tool Change; G43: Apply tool length
compensation (plus); H is a tool offset #0”). Even though
it has a great learning features, this is not the best
simulation and verification software. It doesn’t have
graphical representation of machine, stock, cutting
process, it can’t check the collisions. But never the less,
in regards to the G-codes and checking their errors,
editing them, optimizing cutting speeds and feeds (with
G-wizards feeds and speeds calculator), it does a great
job. It should be mentioned that even though this
software does not have machine library, when starting the
software user has to put detailed description of the
machine that is used (in terms of large number of
different parameters that define the machine), so that the
software can find errors in the G-code in regards to the
machine.

more expensive software like Vericut or NCSimul are
great choices.
Certainly the final decision on which software is best
for particular need depends on a number of factors, and is
up to the user to make the choice between the different
software. This paper presents only an overview of some
of possible choices.

V. CONCLUSION
In order to increase the efficiency of work in
companies engaged in production using CNC machines,
reducing the costs of equipment breakage caused by
improper G-codes and costs of producing scraps, as well
as potential reduction of worker stress when launching
new programs, it is recommended to use software for Gcode simulation and verification. There are plenty of
software that provide a large number of features for these
purposes, some of which are free and some very
expensive. With the increase in price of software, the
quality is also increased, but that does not mean that
cheaper/free software don’t have their use. For someone
that is looking for a quick check of the G-code, web
based free software called NCViewer could be a good
choice. For someone in need of a more advanced G-code
check-up, and for a great learning tool, G-Wizard Editor
is a great choice, even more so because of its relatively
cheap price. For simulation of the whole cutting process
(with graphical representations) CNC Simulator Pro can
be used. And for companies that have large sums of
money to invest in their software equipment, and that are
looking in relatively longer return time on its investments,

[8]
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Abstract— The application of the IC engine as drivetrain
represents long tradition, which will probably sustain and in
the future. How the usage of IC engines is guaranteed,
especially because new oil reserves are found every day, it
should think about designing new, maybe better IC engines.
In this paper is presented unconventional conception of the
piston mechanism, which is more compact than classic, even
for IC engine with relatively big displacement. Are shown
geometrical differences and are listed advantages and
disadvantages in the case of usage of such piston mechanism.
Keywords— Design, IC engines, Unconventional piston
mechanism, Geometrical differences, Advantages and
Disadvantages

I. INTRODUCTION
IC engines are tracked with the rich history of technical
development. From the beginning of their usage till today,
IC engines didn’t changed very much by their construction.
However, performances of firs engines are drastically
different tin respect to today engines. This is the case how
for the gasoline, as well as for the diesel engines. In order
to improve the performances of the engine, it is necessary
in some way to improve the working cycle. As the result of
these improvements, almost always we have been
increasing in engine speed and/or cylinder pressure.
By increasing the cylinder pressure, the forces in piston
mechanism are growing. As the result of increased forces,
we have the higher stresses. One of the most dangerous
forces, is the normal force. This force directly influence on
the wear of the cylinder [1]. This can be a very bad, because
this directly influence on the engine life cycle. In the case
of working or more accurate agricultural machine, this one
very important parameter, because from this kind of
machines, reliability is expected. Besides the cylinder
pressure, as well the speed can influence on stresses. As the
not sure product of piston speed, we have piston
acceleration. The piston acceleration is a main component
of the inertial force that is a very influential parameter in
piston mechanism, which means that kinematic is also
important, not only the dynamics [2].
One of the solutions for possible improvement in
engines industry, in order to prolonger the life cycle of the
IC engines, is the construction of new engine constructions.

One such research is performed by Kukuča et al. [3]. They
have concluded in their research that the kinematic
properties of the engine with FIK unconventional crank
mechanism are comparable to the kinematic properties
of the classical piston combustion engine with the same
value of the piston stroke. This solution has the potential to
reduce the wear of the cylinder and the noise caused by the
tilting of the piston due to the small deflection of the
connecting rod from the vertical axis of the piston.
The efficiency of a new internal combustion engine
concept with variable piston motion was investigated by
Dorić and Klinar [4]. They have expressed in their research,
that represented engine have the variable compression ratio,
than with this concept it is possible to avoid the classical
approach for partial load operation via variable
displacement. Finally presented concept is able to provide
heat addition during constant volume. All of these
mentioned advantages show that the potential to increase
the efficiency of the SI engine conditions is not yet
exhausted. As shown in the research results above, variable
displacement methods have the best potential to increase
the efficiency of the engine at part load conditions. To
avoid engine operation below the unthrottled load limit,
facilitate smooth mode changes and further improve the
vehicle fuel economy. With the constant volume
combustion cycle, the piston movement is significantly
slower around TDC and BDC, in fact piston actually stops
for a while, this have significant impact on volumetric
efficiency and engine efficiency.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the forces in the
piston mechanism of simple nonconventional engine, as
well as the comparison with the conventional engine, in
order to determine, which engine is the better from the
aspect of mechanical stresses.
II. 3D MODEL AND EXPLANATIONS
The designed piston mechanism is the combination of
two existing piston mechanism, flat and Wankel, show on
Fig. 1.
By analysis of Fig. 1, it can be seen that the designed
piston mechanism don’t have the connecting rod, as
conventional piston mechanism. This is first advantage of
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this piston mechanism. By removing the connecting rod,
the Normal force is neutralized, and which is shown on the
Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 The designed piston mechanism

Fig. 2 Dynamic scheme of conventional and designed non-conventional piston mechanism [5]

This is significant result, because the normal force in
piston mechanism is the main component that influence on
the friction in the cylinder and by this on wear. This means
that this piston mechanism can prolong the engine life cycle.
Also because the connecting rod is removed from the piston
mechanism, the overall dimensions of piston mechanism
will be reduced significantly.
Because of specific design of this piston mechanism,
during the piston movement, the piston almost stays one
moment in the TDC (Top Dead Center). This means that
the combustion process occurs almost during the constant
volume. By this the working cycle can be approximated to
the ideal working cycle. All this information’s lead to the
conclusion that this piston mechanism can be good
replacement for the conventional piston mechanism.
However, every machine assembly and part, besides
advantages have and disadvantages. The main
disadvantage of the designed piston mechanism is the
complicated design because of the internal tooth gear, Fig.
3.
From Fig. 3 can be seen that the gear that goes into the
piston is not the part of the piston, so the manufacturing of
this gear is not to big problem. The only what is added to
the classic spur gear with internal teeth is the shaped wedge,

on both side of the gear. This wedge is important, so the
spur gear can be mounted in the piston in only one side. The
little complication which may be a main disadvantage is the
spur gear which is the part of the crankshaft. This spur gear
cannot be mounted as separate part, so it must be
manufactured as the part of the crankshaft.
However, this disadvantage is not so dangerous,
because today exist many technologies for gears
manufacturing.
How in the title is defined, in this case, the subject is the
design for the 3.0 L engine. 3.0 L engines mainly are used
in luxury expensive cars, so the disadvantage of
complicated design, that maybe can increase the production
costs, is not to important factor. The geometrical
parameters of the designed piston mechanism are given in
Table 1.
TABLE I THE GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE DESIGNED PISTON
MECHANISM

Name
Bore
Stroke
Displacement
Compression ratio

Values
95
70
2977
9.37

Units
mm
mm
cm3
-
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By the compression ratio, it can be concluded that this
engine corresponds to the gasoline engines, which probably
have beater future than diesel engines. However with
modifications of combustion chamber shape and size, the
compression ratio can be increased or reduced. One more
advantage of this piston mechanism are overall dimensions.

The logical conclusion is that engines with great
displacement are bigger, and by this heavier. In this case
the dimensions and weight of the engine can be
significantly reduced, which can be concluded by overall
dimensions of the designed piston mechanism, shown on
Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 Internal gears of piston mechanism

Fig. 4 The overall dimensions of the designed piston mechanism

Besides the overall dimension, it can be seen, that are
not too big, the weight of the entire piston mechanism is
only 6.92 kg. Of course by addition of the other
components which are necessary for the engine work, the
mass will increase. However, it can be concluded that the
mass of the entire engine will be significantly smaller in
comparison with conventional piston mechanism.
The reduction of the engine size can be a very important
parameter. Reduction of size and weight automatically
means the reduction of fuel consumption. By reduction of
fuel consumption which is in direct connection with the
exhaust emission, the exhaust emission will be also reduced.
This means that the implementation of such piston
mechanism can be good for satisfying the strictest norms
about exhaust emission. By comparing the advantages and
disadvantages of the designed piston mechanism, it can be
concluded that such type of IC engine, maybe can have the
future for development.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The IC engines have long tradition as powertrains for
many mobile and stationary systems. For now the adequate
replacement is not found. So it is important to work on the
possible improvements of the IC engines. In the paper is
designed and analyzed the 3.0 L engine with nonconventional piston mechanism. The analyzed piston

mechanism is smaller and lighter than conventional piston
mechanism in the same category. All this influence on the
reduction of the entire vehicle, which further can lead to the
decrement of fuel consumption which is fallowed with less
exhaust emission. Also, the designed piston mechanism
neutralizes the normal force, which can prolong the engine
life cycle.
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Abstract— The design of the vehicle has great influence on the
aerodynamics and stability of the car. Today, how technology
has achieved high level, traditional experiments performed
on the road or in the laboratory can be replaced by virtual
experiments. In order to reduce the time and costs for
optimization of the rear spoiler setting angle, mainly
specialized software for conducting virtual experiments were
used. Determination of the optimal installation angle of the
rear spoiler was performed by usage of the ANSYS software
package, Fluid Flow CFX module. The angle of the spoiler
starts from -15° ÷ 15°. Going from negative to positive angle
(negative mathematical direction), lift force decreases, while
this is not the case with aerodynamic force. However, the
difference between the maximum and minimum
aerodynamic force is about 12 N, which is negligible. While
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of
buoyancy force is about 130 N. So it is concluded that it is best
to install the rear spoiler at 15° angle.
Keywords— Design, Optimization, Virtual experiments, Lift
force, Drag force

I. INTRODUCTION
The vehicle aerodynamic is a very important parameter,
which should be taken into the consideration during the
development of the cars shape and that from more aspects:
greater vehicle dynamics, less fuel consumption, the
increased lateral stability of the vehicle, the increased
safety during the braking [1]. From early days, the
engineers have think about vehicle aerodynamic
improvement [2], which shows the shape shown in bottom
left corner of Fig. 1. Besides that, on the figure 1 is given
the drag coefficient trough vehicles history.
The researches, where was investigated the value of the
drag and lift coefficient, if the rear spoiler is applied or not,
have shown that by application of the rear spoiler, the lift
coefficient can be reduced up to 32%, while the
implementation of rear spoiler cause the increment of the
drag coefficient, but not too much, only 3.4% [3], if the
drag coefficient is compared with the lift coefficient.

Besides determination, whether the vehicle is more stable
with the rear spoiler, it comes to the idea to investigate how
the spoiler angle in respect to the horizontal plane,
influence on the vehicle stability. Das and Riyad [4] have
investigated one rear spoiler, which has been mounted
under 6 different angles in respect to the vehicle horizontal
plane, and every angle were investigated under different
vehicle speeds. From the research conducted by Das and
Riyad, can be concluded that during the vehicle driving,
the lift coefficient should be as less possible, in order not
to disturb the vehicle stability. Of course by technology
progressing in automotive industry, the vehicles can be
equipped with adjustable spoilers. By implementation of
such spoilers, the safety increases [5], usually are applying
on the sport cars. By implementation of different sensors
on the vehicle, it is possible to estimate the road conditions,
and automatically to change the vehicle aerodynamic
characteristics [6, 7].

Fig. 1 The reduction of the drag coefficient with the vehicle
development [2]

One of the reasons from which users are investing in
the rear spoiler implementation is the reduction of costs for
fuel consumption. The applied rear spoilers are pushing the
air around the vehicle, and on this way are reducing the
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resistances, which gives greater vehicle efficiency. By
introducing increasingly stringent norms, the car
manufacturers are forced to reduce the level of exhaust
emission, and this in one part can be achieved by
implementation of rear spoilers [8]. The reduction of the
exhaust emission is in direct connection with the fuel
consumption, as greater is the fuel consumption, the
greater is the exhaust emission. The global emission of the
CO2 caused by the passenger vehicles as source in 2018. is
70%, while by observing on the global level, the entire
emission from transport is 24% [9]. The only disadvantage
of rear spoiler usage is the high costs of mounting and
maintaining, as well as the laws which refer to the cars
modifications, and to mounting of rear spoilers, which are
different from country to country.
This paper looks in the optimization of the mounting
angle of the rear spoiler in respect to the vehicle horizontal
plane, with purpose of the lift force reduction and stability
increment during the vehicle driving. Besides that, the aim
of this paper is to show the air speeds, as well as the
turbulences that appear for that vehicle where the rear
spoiler is mounted as such, to not come to the stability
disturbing, that is for that variant where is achieved the
smallest value for the lift force.
II. 3D MODEL
The model of the passenger car was created in the
SolidWorks software package, Fig. 2. The vehicle was
created in the proportion 1:1. In order to determine the
influence of the rear spoiler mounting angle, on the drag
force and lift force, it was created one type of spoiler, Fig.
3. The mounting angle of the rear spoiler is shown in Table
1, where can be seen that the mounting angle goes from 15º ÷ +15º in respect to the horizontal plane.

5°
10°
15°
0° (neutral position)

In order to determine the optimal position of the rear
spoiler in respect to the horizontal plane, in the paper are
conducted seven analyses. As the output parameters of
determination of the optimal angle for the rear spoiler
mounting, were analyzed the lift and drag forces.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this chapter will be presented the procedure of
performing the virtual experiment, which illustratively is
shown on the Fig. 4. The analysis will be performed in
ANSYS software package, Fluid Flow CFX module.
Before defining the boundary conditions, it is necessary to
define the mesh. Fig. 5 is shown the look of the applied
mesh type. By Table 2 is show the number of elements and
nodes in depending from the position of the rear spoiler in
respect to the horizontal plane. On the vehicle surface, the
mesh refinement was performed, with purpose to increase
the results accuracy, while by increasing the distance from
the vehicle surface, the size of mesh increases too. The
next step in the analysis is the defining of the boundary
conditions, which given on the algorithm, under the input
data. The input data can be separated into two groups and
that:
1. The characteristics of environmental air:
• Environment pressure p = 101325 Pa;
• Environment temperature T = 25 ºС, и
• Air density ρ = 1.225 kg/m3,
2. The vehicle exploitation characteristics:
• Vehicle speed v = 100 km/h.

Fig. 2 3D model of the passenger car

Fig. 3 Spoiler appearance
TABLE I THE SPOILER POSITION IN RESPECT TO THE HORIZONTAL
PLANE

Fig. 4 The algorithm of the CFX analysis
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Fig. 5 Mesh visualization

After defining the mesh and boundary conditions, the
calculation can be conducted. The outputs of the
calculation are lift and drag forces, after that conclusions
are making in order to obtain as stable as possible vehicle
under defined boundary conditions.
TABLE III THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS AND NODES IN RESPECT TO THE
REAR SPOILER POSITION

Angle, º
-15
-10
-5
0
5
10
15

Number of elements
3332311
3276174
3344008
3330418
3329364
3290230
3333961

Number of nodes
615954
606004
618111
615415
615435
608544
616408

The chosen k-ε model during determination of vehicle
aerodynamics have shown as very good [10]. The values
for k-ε are obtaining by application of equations (1) and (2)
[11].
∂ ( ρk )
∂t
∂
=
∂x j

+

ε
k

∂
( ρU j k ) =
∂x j


µt
 µ +
σk


∂ ( ρk )
∂t

+

+


µt
 µ +
σ
ε


Fig. 6 Lift force in the function of spoiler angle

(1)

 ∂k 
 + Pk + ρε + Pkb

 ∂x j 

∂
( ρU j k ) =∂∂x
∂x j
j

obtained drag and lift forces are differencing. By going
from negative to positive rear spoiler mounting angle, the
lift force decreases for 40.79%, while the lift force
increases for the 3.67%. By observing the lift force from
negative to positive rear spoiler mounting angle, it has
constant fall. However, from the Figs. 6 and 7, it can be
seen, where exist grow of the drag force, between the first
and final value the variations are existing.
The size of reduction of the lift force for the vehicle
speed 100 km/h is not negligible. Which means that on this
way, it can be made positive influence on the increment of
the vehicle stability, which will increase the safety how of
the driver so of the other traffic participants. While the
increase of the drag force is not big, if on the vehicle is
mounted rear spoiler under angle α= 15° .

 ∂ε 
+

 ∂x j 

Fig. 7 Drag force in the function of spoiler angle

(2)

( Cε 1 Pk − Cε 2 ρε + Cε 1 Pε b )

Where Cε 1 = 1.44 , Cε 2 = 1.92 and σ ε = 1.3

are

constants [12]. Pkb and Pε b are representing the influence
of buoyancy forces. Pk is the turbulence production due to
viscous forces. In addition to the independent variables,
the following were also used: density ( ρ ), the velocity
vector ( U j ), the dynamic viscosity ( µ ) and the turbulence
viscosity ( µt ).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical approach for resolving problems, such
is the influence of the rear spoiler mounting angle,
provides the reduction of costs during the development of
the new product. The boundary conditions for all seven
analyses, which were performed for different rear spoiler
positions, are the same.

B. The stress field on the vehicle surface due to driving
Due to vehicle driving in the peaceful environment
(without the wind), on the vehicle surface appears the
stress field, Fig. 8. The highest values are appearing on the
surfaces which are vertical in respect to the toad. This is
because the air has direct impact on these surfaces that is
acting normal on these surfaces. The good known fact is
that when force acting normal on the surface, the pressure
is highest, while in the case when the force acting under
angle, the value of the pressure is falling. The one more
reason for high pressure on the frontal surface of the
vehicle, is because the vehicle with this surface literally
pushes the air in front of itself, which causes additional
resistances, Fig. 8. By observing the Fig. 8, which
represents the environment, where the vehicle is driven, it
can be seen that the value of the pressure behind the
vehicle is lower than the pressure that appear in front of
the vehicle.

A. The drag and lift force
In the case of the vehicle speed 100 km/h, for different
angles of mounting the rear spoiler, the values of the
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Fig. 8 The stress field on the vehicle surface and around the vehicle
when the rear spoiler is under angle 15º in respect to the horizontal
plane

C. The air flow speed around the vehicle, and
appearance of turbulences as the cause for vehicle
stability disturbing
The vehicle speed is the 100 km/h, that is 27.78 m/s.
from the Fig. 9 it can be noticed that the air flow speed
around the vehicle is higher than the vehicle speed. This is
the consequence of the vehicle shape, as well as of the
pressure difference between the front and rear side of the
vehicle. When the vehicle is moving, it pushes the air in
front of itself, and this cause greater air density in front of
the vehicle, in comparison the rear side.
How the pressure value is not the same by vehicle
height (Fig. 8), the air tends to equalize the pressures and
because of this comes to the turbulences [13], Fig. 10. The
highest values for turbulences appear around mirrors and
behind the vehicle.

Fig. 9 The air flow speed around the vehicle ( α= 15° )

Figure 10 The turbulences around the vehicle due to driving, when
α= 15°

V. CONCLUSIONS
In order of the vehicle stability achievement under
higher speeds, on vehicles rear spoilers are implementing,
which is the case for the sport cars. In this paper were
performed seven investigations on the same vehicle, under
the same boundary conditions, the only difference is the
mounting angle of the rear spoiler. On the basis of the
conducted analysis and represented results, it comes to the
conclusion that on the vehicle when is driving with speed

of 100 km/h, the best angle for the rear spoiler mounting is
α= 15° . By the spoiler mounting, the greater safety under
higher speed is achieving.
For further researches, should investigate, which
values of drag and lift forces will be obtained for different
vehicle speeds. Besides that, it should investigate when on
the vehicle acts and lateral wind, and when vehicle is
driven in a convoy of vehicles, behind truck or other car.
Also, should take the influence of distance between the
vehicles.
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Abstract—Transport is one of the largest emitters of harmful
substances that affect air quality. Each transport mode has
different volume of passenger transport and at the same time
has a differentiated negative impact on air quality. That is
why in the European Union has been making special efforts
for many years to create and implement strategies aimed at
improving air quality. The main goal of this paper is to
present a methodology that enables quantification and
analysis of the impacts of each passenger transport mode on
air quality using feed-forward neural networks. The
developed model uses parameters for EU member states in
the period from 2000 to 2014. In addition to the scientific and
practical contribution, the development of model provides a
good basic for the universal platform formation in order to
create and develop strategies, i.e. measures to improve air
quality on global level.
Keywords—Transport, Air quality, Extreme Learning
Machine, European Union

I. INTRODUCTION
Air pollution ie reduction of air quality, is one of the
types of environmental degradation. Since a negative
impact on the environment, climate, flora and fauna,
pollutants have the same negative impact on human
health. Air pollution from transport is one of the biggest
air pollutants with a tendency to increase its share in the
period from 1990 to 2014 in relation to other economic
activities in the EU, which are valid for member states. In
the observed period, for the countries of the European
Union, transport increased its share in the total GHG
(Green House Gasses) emission from 15% to 23%, while
agriculture kept the same share, and other activities
recorded a decrease in the share in the total GHG
emission [1].
As road transport is the largest source of pollutant
emissions (46% of EU emissions), as well as a source of
Particulate matter (13% PM10 i 15% PM2.5) emissions,
many EU cities specifically restrict access to the city
center by motor vehicle based on their emissions level [2].
About 200 cities in Denmark, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK have low-emission
zones or environments where only low-emission vehicles
and with special permits are allowed. Based on forecasts
it is expected that cities could reduce emissions of
pollutants that affect air quality by 50% [3].

The railway is the cleanest way to transport
passengers. Specific emissions from rail passenger
transport remained approximately constant from 1990 to
2004. Emissions from trains depend on the technical level
and the method of energy production which is used.
In developed countries, attention is still paid to the
development of maritime, but also on inland waterway
transport. In the transport system of developed countries,
inland waterway transport occupies a significant place
due to its negligible impact on environmental degradation
in relation to road transport.
Air transport is highly unbalanced due to population
division as well as due to different levels of development
and concentration of transport in a limited number of
transport nodes. Although it does not appear as the largest
source of greenhouse gas emissions, of all transport
modes, air transport records the highest growth rate of
these emissions [4].
According to the White Paper [5] by 2030, the goal
for transport will be the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions by 20% below its level in 2008. The plan is to
complete the European high-speed rail network by 2050
and triple the length of existing high-speed rail networks.
It should also be a greater part of the passengers transport
at medium distances is performed by rail.
Transport has become more energy efficient, but in
the EU transport is still dependent on oil and their
products for 96% of its energy needs [5]. Transport has
become cleaner, but the increase in volume means that it
is still the main source of local air pollution.
Given the growing conflict between increased
mobility requirements and increased pressure on
environmental capacity, sustainable development is set as
the only possible concept of long-term transport
development. When the concept of sustainable
development has become one of the most important
priorities the interest in evaluating transport performance
increases respecting the principles of sustainability [6].
The role of transport in sustainable development is
reflected in the ability to provide a greater degree of
mobility while respecting social responsibility, economic
and environmental efficiency [7]. Therefore, special
efforts have been made in the EU for many years to
assess possible scenarios for the development of
sustainable transport, as well as the formation and
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implementation of strategies aimed at reducing the
negative impacts of transport on the environment.
Today, due to advances in technology, data is being
generated at an incredible rate, leading to data sets of
enormous dimensions. That is why it is important to have
efficient computational methods and algorithms that can
deal with such large data sets, so that they can be
analyzed within a reasonable time frame.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a relatively
new concept for data analysis and a completely different
approach from that used in multivariate methods. Instead
of conceptualizing the problem in mathematical form,
neural networks use the principles of the human brain and
its structure to develop a data processing strategy. The
most important property of neural networks is the ability
to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function with the
desired accuracy. This makes neural networks suitable for
identifying and managing nonlinear processes.
Learning time is an important factor in modeling
computational intelligence algorithms for processes of
classification, prediction, etc. One of the biggest
disadvantages of classical ANN learning is the too long
training time which was the main obstacle to the wider
use of ANN. There are a number of algorithms for
learning ANN, such as Back Propagation (BP) method,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), etc. One particular approach has become popular
with Artificial Neural Networks in recent years, the
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) method [8, 9], which
uses randomization in its hidden layer and with the help
of which it is possible to effectively train network.
State authorities, regulatory agencies and other
institutions adopt and implement measures to improve air
quality. Taking into account the dynamic and
heterogeneous composition of the air, controlling and
monitoring air degradation is a major challenge for
scientists, researchers and transport policy makers.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Population growth is one of the significant factors of
air pollution in developed and developing countries [10,
11, 12]. Using a dynamic approach [13], in the paper
examines the relationship between CO2 emissions and
population growth in the period from 1980 to 2009 and
the results indicated that population growth in the long
run affects the increase in CO2 emissions.
Adaptation and mitigation of climate change have
become a significant problem in many cities. The
research conducted by Reckien et al. [14] covered 200
European cities during 2014. It showed that 65% of the
surveyed cities had a plan to reduce pollution. The results
of the same research indicated that only 25% of the total
number of cities surveyed had an adaptation and
mitigation plan, and that they set quantitative targets for
reducing GHG emissions.
Research by Arvin et al. examines the causal
relationship between traffic intensity, economic growth,
CO2 per capita emitted by transport, and urbanization
[15]. The results indicated that there is interdependence
between the observed variables in the short term, as well
as that in the long term economic growth affects changes
in traffic intensity, urbanization and CO2 per capita
emitted by transport.

ANN methodology was used in [16] to analyze the
impact of population growth in indifferent areas on carbon
dioxide emissions. After that, an analysis was conducted to
see how transport affects the quality of the environment.
The results showed that urban population growth has the
greatest impact on carbon dioxide emissions.
The authors in [17] gave an overview the basic
principles of machine learning techniques, among which
the ELM method was observed. The research adopts 38
relevant studies in the field of environmental science and
engineering that have applied machine learning
techniques over the last 6 years.
III. INPUT DATA
Modeling the impacts of transport modes on the air
quality is required appropriate information base indicators and statistical data. The quantification of the
factors that impact on air pollution and air quality is
conditioned by the availability of data on air pollution.
The first step in impacts modeling with ANN
methodology is to define the input and output parameters
(variables) of the model in order to observe the
regularities and connections between them. Data for the
analysis were collected from the website of the European
Commission for EU countries in the period from 2000 to
2014 [18]. In the process of collecting, the problem of
incomplete data arose and an important advantage of
artificial neural networks was used, which can use
incomplete data in its work.
As input parameters were used (Fig. 1): Passenger
kilometers achieved by Passenger cars, Buses and
Railways as well as the Number of passengers transported
by Air and Waterways. Emissions of Greenhouse gases
(GHG), Carbon dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen oxides (NOx),
Particulate matter (PM2.5) and Sulfur dioxide (SO2),
respectively, were analyzed as output parameters.
IV. THE APPROACH, CASE STUDY AND RESULTS
DISCUSSIONS: EUROPEAN UNION
The developed ANN model represents a three-layer
feed-forward neural network, which consists of one input,
one hidden and one output layer (Fig. 1). The input layer
consists of 5 neurons or 5 different inputs to the neural
network. The output layer of the neural network always
consists of one neuron, whose output for each
combination of input variables is one of the emissions
originating from transport, respectively Greenhouse gases
(GHG), Carbon dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen oxides (NOx),
Particulate matter (PM2.5) and Sulfur dioxide (SO2). The
choice of this network was made on the basis of the
ability to approximate any arbitrary continuous function
from several real variables.
All data for EU countries are divided into groups of
50% for training and 50% for testing. It is important that
these two groups of data are the same for the selecting
process of the most influential input parameters. In
testing Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) error is used to
monitor and control the flow of regression between data
sets for training and testing.
In a defined ANN model for training the neural
network was used ELM method. The adopted learning
algorithm independently adjusts the parameters of the
neural network in order to find their right combination
with which the neural network approximates the
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Fig. 1 ANN model for determining the impacts of passenger transport modes on air pollution [19]
TABLE I IMPACTS OF PASSENGER TRANSPORT MODES ON AIR POLLUTION [19]

Input
parameters

GHG
RMSE
training
testing

CO2
RMSE
training
testing

NOx
RMSE
training
testing

RTp

41,9743

45,4586

9,5844

13,8944

14,0359

24,4855 7726,2607 10326,7895 5646.1953 6929.2138

PC

43,4293

47,0690

8,2930

15,1279

11,4384

30,5961 7889,9994 10413,8731 5702,5856 5908,2769

BS

42,3833

36,7776

7,5359

13,6804

16,5756

21,1666 7986,2748 11052,4919 5550,9830 6766,5937

ATp

44,0520

48,787

9,3125

14,0945

16,0271

27,1264

WTp

42,9851

37,3124

8,9876

14,8765

15,9765

26,5432 7997,9876 10143,7654 5664,9873 5898,4321

nonlinear function with high quality. Networks are trained
for input data in a way to determine the specific RMSE
error of each input to a specific output. The input variable
with the obtained smallest RMSE training error has the
greatest influence on the observed output variable and
vice versa, ie the input variable with the largest RMSE
error has the smallest influence on the adopted output
variable. The neural network training process needs to be
stopped when the RMSE testing error starts to show its
rapid growth in relation to the RMSE training error, ie a
deviation occurs between the data sets for training and
testing. The sigmoid (logistic) function was used as the
activation function for the output layer, while the linear
(purelin) function was used for the hidden layer. All input
and output variables are modeled within the Matlab
software. The obtained values of the smallest RMSE
training error are marked with Underline while the highest
values are marked with Italic.
Based on the obtained results, it can be seen that the
input parameter RTp (Rail passenger traffic) has the
smallest RMSE training error and therefore has the
greatest impact on Greenhouse gases (GHG) and
Particulate matter (PM2.5) while on the other hand the
same input parameter has the largest RMSE error and
therefore has the smallest impact on Carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions (Table 1).
The input parameter PC (Passenger cars) has the
smallest RMSE training error and therefore the greatest

PM2.5
RMSE
training
testing

8207,515

11396,324

SO2
RMSE
training
testing

5459,28

6289,49

impact on Nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions while they
have the smallest impact on Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
emissions based on the largest RMSE error.
BS (Buses) record the smallest RMSE training error, ie
the largest impact on Carbon dioxide (CO2), and the
largest RMSE training error, ie the smallest impact on the
emission of Nitrogen oxides (NOx) from transport.
Also, ATp (Passenger air transport) has the smallest
RMSE training error, ie the largest impact on Sulfur
dioxide (SO2) and the largest RMSE training errors, ie. the
smallest impacts on Greenhouse gases (GHG) and
Particulate matter (PM2.5) emissions.
WTp (Water passenger transport) as an input
parameter did not record extreme values of RMSE errors
and there are no minimum or maximum impacts on the
adopted output variable parameters.
To reduce Greenhouse gases (GHG) and Particulate
matter (PM2.5) emissions, it is necessary to direct passenger
transport from rail to air transport. The use of buses is not
suitable due to the greatest impact on Carbon dioxide
emissions from transport, and passenger transport by car
should be reduced and replaced by other transport modes.
V. CONCLUSION
Transport is an economic activity that records the largest
increase in environmental degradation and air quality. The
conducted research refers to the analysis of each passenger
transport mode on air quality using feed-forward neural
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networks. The presented model enables the determination of
the impacts of transport modes on air quality.
In order to conduct modeling of the impacts of ANN
methodology, the input and output parameters (variables) of
the model were defined to determine the impacts of
passenger transport mode on air pollution in the period
from 2000 to 2014 for the countries of the European Union.
As input parameters were used Passenger kilometers
achieved by Passenger cars, Buses and Railways as well
as the Number of passengers transported by Air and
Waterways. Emissions of Greenhouse gases, Carbon
dioxide, Nitrogen oxides, Particulate matter and Sulfur
dioxide, respectively, were analyzed as output parameters.
Based on the obtained results, it can be seen that the
input parameter RTp (Rail passenger tratransport) has the
greatest impact on Greenhouse gases (GHG) and
Particulate matter (PM2.5) while on the other hand the
same input parameter has the least impact on Carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions. The input parameter PC
(Passenger cars) has the greatest impact on Nitrogen
oxides (NOx) emissions while has the smallest impact on
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions. BS (Buses) records the
largest impact on Carbon dioxide (CO2) and the smallest
impact on the emission of Nitrogen oxides (NOx) from
transport. Also, ATp (Passenger air transport) has the
largest impact on Sulfur dioxide (SO2) and the smallest
impacts on Greenhouse gases (GHG) and Particulate
matter (PM2.5) emissions. WTp (Water passenger
transport) as an input parameter did not record minimum
or maximum impacts on the adopted output variable
parameters.
Having in mind the increased demands and needs of
the population in the EU, the measures applied by the
European Union in order to reduce air pollution are
pointed out. Measures to reduce air pollution are being
implemented in EU cities. One of the measures is to
reduce the use of passenger cars and the use of other
transport modes. One of the ways of transporting
passengers is public transport. In order to increase the use
of public transport to contribute the improvement of air
quality in EU cities, it is necessary to replace buses that
use conventional fuels with buses that use alternative
propulsion technologies.
New technologies for vehicles and transport
management will be key to reducing transport emissions
in the EU, as in the rest of the world. Delayed action and
the shy introduction of new technologies would condemn
the EU transport industry to decline irreversibly.
Although in theory the ELM method has proven to be
a universal approximator in practice it is significantly
important how many samples are available for training;
whether there are elements in the data that do not belong
to others; and which variables are used as inputs.
Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to get a robust
and precise model and prevent too big a mistake.
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Abstract— Mobility as a Service (MaaS) represents an
innovative concept that enables multi-modal daily travelling.
Taking into account user preferences, MaaS combines
different transportation options (e.g. public transport, taxi,
sharing mobility services, etc.) through a single platform.
Starting from the MaaS research findings, this paper
summarises the main topics that are enjoying popularity in
the scientific discussion. Also, the paper elaborates on key
issues and challenges of MaaS running, with special emphasis
on operational, social, financial and institutional related
issues.

we elaborate on the key issues and challenges of MaaS
running, with special emphasis on operational, social,
financial and institutional related issues.
The paper proceeds as follow. Section 2 brings
elementary of MaaS service: key actors, real-world
applications and its main characteristics. In the next
section, we have made a systematisation of topics
regarding MaaS from the most recent scientific sources.
The section after is about critical issues and challenges of
MaaS service, following by the concluding remarks.

Keywords— digital platform, fully integrated service, MaaS,
on-demand transport

II. MOBILITY AS A SERVICE CONCEPT
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) represents an emerging
concept that enables multi-modal daily travelling. Taking
into account user preferences, MaaS combines different
transportation options (e.g. public transport, taxi, sharing
mobility services, etc.) through a single and specially
designed digital platform. MaaS concept enables real-time
connectivity and ability of transport supply to meet
transport demand promptly – usually right after the user
expresses his requirement.
One of the first conceptual explanation of MaaS was
given by Sonja Heikkilä in her master thesis. In her opinion
Mobility as a Service is "a system, in which a
comprehensive range of mobility services are provided to
customers by mobility operators." [3]. According to the
one of the most frequent definition from the literature
formed by MaaS Alliance [4], MaaS represents "the
integration of various forms of transport services into a
single mobility service accessible on demand." Detailed
overview of 29 actual definitions of MaaS service can be
found in the study of Jovic and Baron [5].
MaaS is still in the early stages of the development, and
its implementation is currently being realised in the form
of pilot projects in most cases, which have been launched
in several cities across the globe (Table 1). Pioneer of
MaaS implementation in Europe was Gothenburg (Sweden)
with its experimental application called UbiGo [6].

I. INTRODUCTION
Complementarity of different modes of transport
catalysed by information and communications
technologies have opened up the opportunity for new
forms of transport integration. It is about a new approach
in the realisation of mobility, so-called Mobility as a
Service (MaaS), which is based on the principle that
mobility is primarily a user-oriented service. The MaaS
concept meets the natural desire of users to have their
seamless point-to-point mobility. At the same time, the
individual types of transport cease to be in the foreground
for the user.
The logic of MaaS is in a way close to the principle of
technological neutrality established within the regulation
of electronic communications, which essence is not to
favour individual transmission technologies [1]. Since the
MaaS concept abandons the idea of owning a vehicle and
promotes the principle of access, it also strives for service
that would be a worthy alternative to free and independent
movement by private car.
The added value of MaaS service crucial for its users
is based on the concept of the “four Cs” - Costs,
Convenience, Choice and Customisation [2]. For
customers that means cost savings, accommodation and
comfort during the transportation process, a wide range of
transportation options, and transportation services tailored
to their personal needs.
In this paper, we analyse MaaS concept – its main
characteristics, stakeholders and worldwide ventures. The
aim is to summarise the main topics regarding MaaS that
are enjoying popularity in the scientific discussion. Also,
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TABLE I SELECTED MAAS SERVICE WORLDWIDE*
Launched
MaaS service name
City (country)
2014
UbiGo
Gothenburg (Sweden)
2015
Shift
Los Angeles (United States)
2016

Whim

Helsinki (Finland)

2016

Optymod

Lyon (France)

2016

Switchh

Hamburg (Germany)

2016

Moovel

Hamburg (Germany)

2016
2016
2017
2018

STIB+Cambio
Hannovermobil
NaviGoGo
Mobilleo

Brussels (Belgium)
Hannover (Germany)
Dundee (Scotland, United Kingdom)
Bradford (United Kingdom)

2018

Qixxit

Berlin (Germany)

2018

Bixi/Communauto

Montreal (Canada)

2018

WienMobil Lab

Vienna (Austria)

2018

MobilityMixx

Almere (Netherlands)

2019

Zipster

Singapore (Republic of Singapore)

2019

Jelbi

Berlin (Germany)

2020

Yumuv

Zurich (Switzerland)

Modes
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, urban public transport
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, urban public transport
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, urban public
transport, taxi, e-scooter, ferry
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public
transport, taxi + flight, freight transport
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public
transport, taxi + ferry
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public
transport, taxi
car-sharing, rail, urban public transport, taxi
car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public transport, taxi
public transport, taxis, car clubs, bike schemes
public transport, taxis, ride-hailing
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public
transport, taxi + flight, coach
urban public transport, bike-sharing, car rental
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public
transport, taxi
bike-sharing, car-sharing, car rental, rail, urban public
transport, taxi
urban public transport, ride-hailing, bike-sharing
bus, train, motor scooter, electric kick scooter, bike, car
and ridesharing
urban public transport, car-sharing, e-bike, e-scooter

*Source: compiled by authors, based on different sources

Not long after, this concept was developed in Helsinki
(Finland), where was widely recognised as a 'one-click'
solution that "carries the scale of ambition you would more
typically expect from a tech start-up and is defining
mobility as a service agenda globally" [7]. Its specialised
platform “Whim” started with operation in autumn 2016,
and after less than two years recorded one million trips [8].
MaaS operating essentially involves three types of
actors: MaaS provider, transport operators (service
providers), and customers - MaaS users. There are also
additional market actors such as city authorities, IT and
data providers, insurance firms, and many others, with no
less importance. The major players of the MaaS ecosystem
and their mutual relationships are shown in Fig. 1.
Service delivery in MaaS system is done by the MaaS
provider that brings together and coordinates the work of
various public and private transport operators. The
services of different transport providers with multiple
modes of transport are integrated through the specialised
digital platform.

Using a mobile application or internet platform, the
user expresses his preferences and request a ride. As a
result, the possible transport options with prices and travel
times are displayed. The user can choose whether he wants
to pay for one single trip (so-called pay-as-you-go or payper-trip) or to subscribe to a package of services, e.g. on a
daily, weekly, monthly or annual basis (partial and full
subscription). Accordingly, with a personal user account,
the customer is able to do registration, journey planning,
booking and payment.
The key elements of the MaaS attractiveness are [10]:
•
Personalised principle of service provision,
which means that the relationship between the user and the
MaaS provider is built in such a way that travel choices
can be anticipated and provided concerning individual
preferences;
•
Simple payment system (cashless, with 'smart'
cards or mobile phones) that allows both full and partial
subscriptions, as well as pay-as-you-go/pay-per-trip
option;

Fig. 1 MaaS ecosystem [9]
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•
Dynamic travel management - a service that
informs users in real-time about the travel plan and
possible changes;
•
Travel planning that allows the best solutions to
be offered while taking into account user' preferences. This
function corresponds to Multimodal Journey Planners.
What MaaS conceptually sets apart from similar
transport integration initiatives is user care from the
beginning to the very end of the journey, including the
final stage that is often overlooked – e.g. from the public
transport station to the final destination (so-called last-mile
problem). Another essential component of MaaS is a
transfer of travel data, which the MaaS provider distributes
to transport operators. Thanks to this joint effort, transport
operators can plan their resources to meet individual
requirements better and to improve service quality. At the
same time, collected data can be useful at higher levels of
decision-making, i.e. in the function of infrastructure
planning and traffic management.
III. STATE OF THE ART – KEY TOPICS ON MAAS IN THE
LITERATURE

At this moment, MaaS is very popular in scientific
sources. From the appearance of this concept (in 2014),
multiple studies have been published in this field so far.
After reviewing the literature published, we have made
systematisation of main topics that are currently holding
attention in the scientific discussions (Table 2). In essence,
we distinguish several directions in which the MaaS
studies are developing.
TABLE II KEY TOPICS ON MAAS IN THE LITERATURE
Objective(s) of the publication
Source/publication
Conceptualising of MaaS
[11] - [13]
Analysis of stakeholders' perspectives on
[14] - [19]
and expectations for MaaS developments
MaaS user preferences and travel behaviour,
[20] - [23]
users' willingness to pay
Estimation of the effects of MaaS expansion
[24] - [27]
and MaaS implication on other
transportation modes
MaaS business models
[28] - [32]
Identification of key issues of MaaS
[14], [18], [31], [33]
performance
MaaS review papers
[34] - [37]

Discussion
about
MaaS
terminology
and
conceptualisation is expounded in the first line of studies.
These papers mainly examine the core elements of the
MaaS concept, emphasizing the user perspective and
sustainability as the most essential parts.
The role and expectation of its various market actors is
also a part of MaaS research findings. One of the most
important challenges that MaaS facing is how to get that
all its actors work together.
Next line of studies focuses on MaaS potential users –
their preferences and travel behaviour, as well as their
willingness to pay for the new mobility service. Given that
MaaS success depends on user acceptability, studies like
these are of particular importance. The results of these
researches indicate that MaaS primarily can succeed in
areas where users are willing to give up a private car.
Another stream in the literature refers to recent papers
which give insight about potential implications of MaaS
performance on other modes of transport, especially on
public transport. The findings of these researches indicate

that MaaS can be expanded in different ways with diverse
impacts on other transportation modes. What is certain,
MaaS development will largely depend on proper
regulations and adequate measures.
A part of the reviewed studies is dealing with the
analysis of real-life application or potential MaaS business
models. This part of literature investigates and evaluates
real-world MaaS ventures that are under development or
at a pilot phase.
Potential barriers and drivers for MaaS have been
discussed in several papers. These studies were also used
for overview significant obstacles of MaaS development
which are given in the next chapter. Finally, several studies,
like this one, provide an overview and analysis of up-todate scientific papers.
Starting from the research findings, it can be concluded
that current literature lacks papers which scrutinise
adequate policy support and regulatory framework for
MaaS implementation. Also, only few scientific papers
relating to the future upgrading of MaaS service (such as
electric Mobility as a Service – eMaaS [38], [39]) or its
integration with other innovative concepts (like Air Taxi
Service [40]) can be found in the literature.
IV. KEY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES OF MAAS
Since MaaS is a relatively new concept that is still
conquering transportation markets, and its ecosystem is
very complex, the question is what kind of preconditions
have to be met in order for MaaS to experience successful
implementation.
The starting point for the MaaS performance in cities
is the existence of a wide range of transportation options.
This is primarily related to well-developed public transport
- the backbone of MaaS, which should allow users to move
around easily. Existence of various transportation
solutions in the field of sharing mobility is another
prerequisite essential for MaaS utilisation [41]. Fulfilment
of these conditions led to the fact that Scandinavian cities
were the birthplace of the MaaS concept. In [9], authors
pointed out some more fundamental requirements of MaaS
operation such as physical and schedule integration of
modes, spatial and temporal coverage of the service for 24
hours in urban and suburban areas, a strong data privacy
policy, etc.
Another precondition for implementation of MaaS is
related to relevant and real-time information. A reliable
database is a basis for timely informing users, and also for
matching supply and demand. For that reason, main
participants in the MaaS system must be ready to provide
and share information (users about the location, providers
about available capacities, prices, etc.). Since the service
is provided in the real-time, this condition can be a
challenge for service providers, especially for privatelyowned ones. According to Shaheen & Cohen [42], these
data-sharing partnerships can improve transportation and
trip planning, operations, and fare integration.
In the most recent papers ([18], [31]), the authors
identified and classified potential barriers to MaaS
implementation (Fig. 2). Although these barriers are given
for the MaaS schemes in Greater Manchester and Budapest,
they can also be seen as general obstacles that any MaaS
system can face (before and/or during implementation).
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Fig. 1 Barriers of MaaS implementation [18]

The standardisation of data among mobility service
providers and data providers and the unpreparedness of
transport operators to share data are seen as the most
significant operational/technical barriers in MaaS
implementation. One of the most critical social barriers of
MaaS performance is the strong dependence of people on
their private cars. This finding was confirmed by the
results of researches [14] and [21], which indicated that
high mobility ownership need, as well as low technology
adoption, are crucial obstacles to MaaS acceptance.
V. CONCLUSION
Mobility as a Service is a novel mobility concept which
puts customers in the first place, offering them door-todoor mobility solutions that perfectly meet their individual
transportation needs. A large number of studies in this area
indicate that MaaS is a mobility option that will be
increasingly used, especially among the young population
since they are familiarised with smart technologies [43].
According to previous knowledge and experiences,
MaaS is going to be an influential part of smart mobility.
Although more and more countries are starting with MaaS
implementation, a large number still have not included this
concept in their mobility schemes and planning strategies.
Until that happens, this emerging user-oriented approach
serves as a mock-up for mobility service design and
implementation in the future.
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Abstract— Information on the status of available resources in
company Fritech d.o.o. is invaluable when planning the
production process. Media of automatic identification
technologies are used as carriers of labels with high data
quality and adequate description of assets, in order to ensure
a key level of stock visibility. Automatic product
identification technologies in the process of work have
become an integral part of modern business information
systems of a large number of companies, and Fritech must
adapt to needs, monitor its performance in order to see its
position, advantages and disadvantages. A comparative
analysis of the experiences and practices of the application of
smart technologies of companies in the environment,
provided the information basis for the justification of the
application of automatic identification technologies in the
storage system of the company Fritech. The material related
to decision - making and multicriteria optimization is
processed, the problem is set and the concrete application of
the TOPSIS method in the selection of the type of automatic
identification mark is presented.
Keywords— Automatic identification tehnology, smart,
decision making, optimization, TOPSIS.

I. INTRODUCTION
Changes in society and the economic system also cause
changes within the company, primarily due to
compatibility and cooperation with the environment. Like
companies that have gone through or are in transition,
Fritech is implementing radical reforms, within which it
should transform the resource monitoring process. This
transformation is difficult to perform without adequate use
of modern information technologies that provide accurate
and timely information on the state of all available
resources in the storage function. Given the dynamics of
change and continuity of the process as the only solution
in the decision-making process in accordance with the
basic principles of timeliness and efficiency in the
execution of tasks, the use of flexible information systems
is imposed. Auto identification technologies in the process
of work, they have become an integral part of modern
business information systems as a large number of
companies. Automatic identification includes the
following technologies [3]: BARCODE, OCR (Optical
Character Recognition), chip
cards, biometric

technologies (fingerprints and fingerprints, voice
recognition and eye identification) and RFID technology
(Radio Frequency Identification). Bearing in mind that
BARCODE is the most common [2], and RFID the most
advanced technology of automatic identification [4], the
emphasis in the paper will be on all aspects of their
application.
II. TOPSIS METHOD
The Technique for the Order Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method was introduced by
Hwang and Yoon (1981) according to [1]. The ordinary
TOPSIS method is based on the concept that the best
alternative should have the shortest Euclidian distance
from the ideal solution and at the same time the farthest
from the anti-ideal solution. TOPSIS method can be
implemented using following steps:
Step 1: Method starts with determination of a Decision
matrix X = (xij)m x n, in which element xij indicates the
performance of alternative Ai when it is evaluated in terms
of decision criterion Cj, (for i = 1, 2, 3,..., m and j = 1, 2,
3,..., n):
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Step 2: Determine the normalized decision matrix
which elements are rij:

rij =
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Step 3: Obtain the weighted normalized decision
matrix whose elements are vij by multiplying each column
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j of the normalized decision matrix by its associated weight
wj:
vij = rij ⋅ w j ,
(3)
Step 4: Determine the positive ideal and the negative
ideal solutions:

(4)
where B and C are associated with the maximization
and minimization criteria sets, respectively.
Step 5: Calculate the separation measures (Euclidean
metric) from the positive ideal solution and the negative
ideal solution. The separation of each alternative from the
positive ideal solution is given as:
+
Si=

n

+ 2
∑(vij −V j ) .
j=1

(5)

n
− 2
∑(vij −V j ) .
j=1

Si−
Si+ + Si−

.

(7)

The relative closeness Pi can have values between (0,
1), whereby, Pi = 0 represents negative ideal solution, while
Pi = 1 stands for positive ideal solution. According to Pi
values the alternatives can be ranked. The best alternative
has the highest value Pi because it is the closest to the
positive ideal solution.
III. CASE STUDY
Based on all the above, the question arises as to which
is more cost-effective for the company, BARCODE or
RFID technology. In this chapter, the TOPSIS method will
determine the optimal solution of automatic identification
for resources in the company Fritech d.o.o.
The following table shows comparative analysis of
smart technologies [5].
TABLE I COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGIES

Criteria
Costs
Rreading
tolerance
Reading after
damage
Reading
equipment
Capacity

1D Barcode 2D Barcode
Small
Medium
High
Medium
Not possible

Classic
equipment
Small (15
characters)

Standardization

Relativly
Cheap
cheap
Completely Completely
standardized standardized

Various
standards

Based on the table 1, the criteria and alternatives are
defined and the initial table 2 of data - alternatives and
criteria was formed:
The following criteria are defined:
K1 - STANDARDIZATION
K2 - CAPACITY
K3 - EFFICIENCY
K4 - COSTS
K5 - ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS.
The following alternatives have been defined also:
A1 - 1D BARCODE
A2 - 2D BARCODE
A3 - RFID

Alternatives

K1

K2

Criteria
K3

K4

K5

A1

complete
regulations

small

medium

small

partially
exists

A2

complete
medium
regulations

high

medium

partially
exists

A3

partially
regulations

very
high

very
high

totally
exists

(6)

Step 6: Calculate the relative closeness of the i-th
alternative Ai to the positive ideal solution:

Pi =

Investments

Automatic
readable
Expensive

TABLE III ALTERNATIVES AND CRITERIA

The separation of each alternative from the negative ideal
solution is given as:

−
Si=

Database access Not readable Not readable

RFID
Very high
Normal

Possible
Not readable
with
corrections
Special
Special tools and
scaners
equipment
Medium Huge amount of
amount of
data
data

huge

After forming the initial table-matrix of initial data, the
coefficients are assigned, the values that are minimized
and maximized are determined, as well as the weight
values are assigned, which is shown in Table 3.
TABLE IIIII DETERMINING THE WEIGHT OF THE CRITERIA

K1

K2

Coefficients
K3

K4

K5

0.1

0.25

0.25

0.3

0.1

A1

5

1

3

1

3

A2

5

3

4

3

3

A3

3

5

5

5

5

Character

max

max

max

min

max

Alternatives

Assignment of coefficients-values of attributes was
performed according to the following:
• for K1 STANDARDIZATION - according to existing
regulations:
- there are no regulations - 1
- partially there are regulations - 3
- there are complete regulations - 5
• for K2 CAPACITY - represents the amount of data that
can be stored in the code:
- small amount - 1
- medium amount - 3
- huge amount - 5
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• for K3 EFFICIENCY - according to the performance and
efficiency of the device provided in accordance with the
technical characteristics prescribed by the manufacturer:
- very small - 1
- small - 2
- medium - 3
- high - 4
- very high –5
• for K4 COSTS - according to the total cost of the device
with accompanying consumables:
- small - 1
- relatively small - 2
- medium - 3
- high - 4
- very high - 5
• for K5 ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS - according to the
possibilities provided by the device in accordance with the
technical characteristics prescribed by the manufacturer:
- no additional functions- 1
- partially exist - 3
- totally exist - 5.
The allocation of weights for each criterion is
determined on the basis of exchange of views with
logistics authorities in certain transport companies and
amounts to:
• for K1 - 0.1 - considered as the least important
because currently regulations are defined and represent a
starting point for technology implementation;
• for K2 - 0.25 - presented as an important criterion on
the basis of which the choice of technology is examined
when managing supplies of spare parts;
• for K3 - 0.25 - presented as an important criterion on
the basis of which the choice of technology is examined
when managing supplies with spare parts, because it is
important to respect the principles of efficient supply;
• for K4 - 0, 3 - presented as the most important
criterion on the basis of which the choice of technology is
examined when managing supplies of spare parts, because
it creates high costs during receipt, storage, issuance,
transport and handling;
• for K5 - 0.1 is considered not very important, due to
similar solutions that accompany BARCODE devices and
RFID technology;.
By forming the initial table-matrix of initial data with
the assignment of coefficients, determining the values that
we minimize and maximize, as well as assigning weight
values, created conditions for applying the method as
shown in Figure 1 and according to table 3.

After that, we determine the values of the criteria,
where the values that we maximize-rewrite, and which are
minimized-convert to max, and determine the norm, whose
values are shown in Table 4:
TABLE IVV NORM VALUES

K1

K2

Coefficients
K3

K4

K5

7.6811457 5.91607 7.07106 4.47213 6.557438

This is followed by the formation of a normalized
matrix. This is followed by the determination of weighted
values, and the obtained data are shown in Table 5:
TABLE V WEIGHTED VALUES

Alternatives

K1

K2

Coefficients
K3

K4

K5

0.1

0.25

0.25

0.3

0.1

A1

0.065094 0.04225 0.10606 0.26832 0.04575

A2

0.065094 0.12677 0.14142 0.13416 0.04575

A3

0.039057 0.21128 0.17677

Best value

0

0.076249

0.065094 0.21128 0.17677 0.26832 0.076249

Worst value 0.039057 0.04225 0.10606

0

0.04575

After determining the weighted values, the distance
from the ideal and anti-ideal solution is measured, which
is shown in Table 6:
TABLE VI DISTANCES FROM IDEAL AND ANTI-IDEAL

Distances
Ideal
Anti-ideal

K1

K2

Coefficients
K3

K4

K5

0.0650944 0.21128 0.17677 0.26832 0.076249
0.0390566 0.04225 0.10606

0

0.04575

Finally, the distance is calculated according to the
values shown above and the alternatives are ranked, as
shown in Table 7:
TABLE VII FINAL RANKING ALTERNATIVE

Alternatives

S+

S-

proximity to
the solution

RANK

A1

0.1857462

0.26958

0.592067

1

A2

0.1652969

0.16453

0.498841

2

A3

0.2695885

0.18574

0.407933

3

Fig. 1 Display of weight values based on table 3
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The graphical rank of the alternative is shown in Figure
2:

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the final rank of alternatives by the
TOPSIS method

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Modern trends in informatics provide many directions
in the organization of monitoring, which emphasizes the
special importance of quantitative and qualitative
monitoring of assets, based on numerous data and reviews
that provide management support at all times. The role,
significance and place of automatic identification
technologies in these processes come to the fore. With the
help of BARCODE technology or RFID, provides a
handful of data necessary for precise and quality
management of processes in the system, which conclude
next:
- Real possibility of applying smart technologies on
spare parts in Fritech d.o.o.
- Adequate choice of smart technologies with the goal
of minimum costs.
Spare parts are a type of asset that can be found
relatively easily in the maintenance sector, and tagging
them would be considered a job already done in the
manufacturer's company. The problem of introducing
some of the smart technologies appears at a high cost,
which is reflected in marking, storage, tracking and
manipulation, and company Fritech is increasingly striving
for cheaper technologies. By applying the method of
multi-criteria decision-making, the results of selecting the
type of labels of automatic identification technologies in

accordance with the needs of the company Fritech were
obtained. The material related to decision-making and
multi-criteria optimization is processed, the problem is set
and the concrete application of the TOPSIS method in the
selection of the type of label is presented. Based on the
obtained research results, the facts were confirmed that due
to the minimum cost criterion, the analysis result shows
that 1D BARCODE is the optimal solution for introduction
into the system of the company Fritech.
The scientific contribution of this project lies in a new
theoretical approach, defining the place, role and
importance of automatic identification technologies in
spare parts management processes, where a comparative
analysis of BARCODE and RFID technology is performed
in one place and a model of multicriteria optimization is
proposed, which offers an optimal solution for the
application of automatic identification technology in
company Fritech. In addition, the professional
contribution of the project is reflected in the practical fields
of application of automatic identification technologies in
company Fritech, which will increase efficiency and loss
reduction, provide solutions to reduce the number of
workers and "reduce the volume of logistics resources
strain", and will have a special contribution in situations
where information availability and accuracy information
of inestimable importance for decision making.
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Abstract— Based on bone mechanobiology research, this
paper develops computational analytical models in order to
address and better understand mechanotransduction - the
molecular mechanisms by which bone cells sense and
respond to mechanical signals. Downstream autocrine and
paracrine signalling in response to periodic excitation were
modelled by cell population system of ordinary differential
equations in order to better represent and predict long-term
behaviour and consequences of bone cell loading. The Ssystem (the generalized Lottka-Volterra system) is in charge
and is solved deterministically together with its stochastic
analog (Gillespie algorithm) used for cross-correlation
analysis of the parameters. This research clearly shows the
indispensability and beneficial effects of external excitation
on balanced and regular bone cell activities.
Keywords— dynamics of bone cells, external periodic
excitation, stochastic and deterministic analysis, generalized
forced Lotka-Volterra Model.

I. INTRODUCTION
The architecture and quality of bone tissue in an adult
organism predominantly depends on bone cellular
organisation and communication processes that are highly
driven by external mechanical loading. How physical
forces and changes in the mechanical properties of cells
and tissues contribute to development, cell differentiation,
physiology, and disease, in general, is a major interest of
mechanobiology. The bone adaptive mechanobiological
processes are governed by the cellular populations:
osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and osteocytes working in concert,
all capable of transducing mechanical strain signals into
biochemical cues for osteogenesis [1, 2]. However,
Osteocytes (OcY), in particular, have been shown, in vitro,
to be the most mechanosensitive bone cell type,
demonstrating a higher intrinsic sensitivity to loading than
other osteogenic cells [3]. They have also recently been
shown to direct osteogenesis in other bone cell types,
reinforcing the theory that osteocytes sense mechanical
loading in the bone matrix and then orchestrate the
adaptive bone remodeling response [4]. Owing to their
presence deep within bone matrix, direct experimental
observation of osteocytes in vivo has proven extremely
challenging. As such, the precise mechanical stimuli,
which they experience in vivo, and the mechanisms
whereby they sense and transmit these stimuli, remain
unknown. Although it is possible to mechanically

stimulate bone and quantify the tissue-level changes that
occur, it is still extremely challenging to simultaneously
delineate the cellular and molecular mechanisms that give
rise to these changes.
This paper outlines how mathematical models can help
to improve current understanding of bone cellular
mechanobiology. The paper introduces an adapted
mathematical model for bone remodeling that maintains
those fundamental mechanisms captured in previous
models [5-10], while incorporating biological aspects of
bone mechanosensitivity that have not previously been
mathematically considered. In particular, this model
includes osteocytes mechanobiology, which, apart from
their biochemical processes and their interactions with
other bone remodeling cells, includes external periodic
signal transduction and influence that represents a
significant advance to the field.
From the mathematical point of view, this paper
represents a contribution to the research of application and
analysis of the generalized nonhomogeneous LottkaVolterra system with the periodicity of power low
coefficients.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. Homogeneous model
Bone remodelling is the continuous process of
resorption and formation occurring in the skeleton of
vertebrates throughout their life. Remodelling is
accomplished by highly coordinated groups of boneforming osteoblasts (OBs) and bone-resorbing osteoclasts
(OCs) that work together in the so-called “basic
multicellular units” (BMUs). Many bone disorders such as
osteoporosis, Paget's disease and cancer-related bone
diseases can be ascribed to imbalances between resorption
and formation. However, exactly how this balance is
achieved during normal bone turnover is still unclear. In
the last decade a large number of regulatory factors
produced by hormonal glands, tumour cells, immune cells,
and mechano-sensing bone cells (osteocytes (OcYs) and
bone lining cells) influencing different phases of bone
remodelling have been identified. To address the question
of how different bone cells interact with each other and
the bone microenvironment during remodelling, several
cell population models have been proposed in [5]-[10].
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These types of models are able to monitor changes in cell
numbers and bone volume over time.
The formalism of a cell population model can be
generalised to be of the form of a S-System of equations
of nth order that corresponds to the number of included
cellular lineages:
𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑔𝑔

= 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 ∏2𝑗𝑗=1 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛𝑛.

(1)

Actuation of OcY

Creation of OC

0

Creation
of OB

Where 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 represents formation rate and 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 degradation
rate of cells` lineages per day and 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 effectiveness of
cells` autocrine or paracrine signalling which are
dimensionless parameters. Characterization of the
parameters of an established mathematical model is
difficult, given its dependency on the accuracy and
availability of experimental in-vivo/vitro data. However,
proposed mathematical model can be used for check of
parameters ranges that can ensure biological model
accuracy. There exist a steady-state solution of the system
that can be determined and analyzed [8], mathematically it
represents self-sustained oscillation of limit cycle and
biologically balanced preservation of bone content. In one
cycle of targeted remodeling the number of activator cells,
both resorbing and forming, is bounded above by
approximately 10 OCs and up to 300 OBs around 100
days. Having in mind this constrictions we can conclude
that in the dynamics of system (1) the number of OCs
drops below one, which occurs frequently. Of course,
since we are dealing with exact numbers of cells, such a
measurement is unrealistic. Critically, the problem stems
from the direct use of differential equations that assume a
modelled population is large enough, for a continuum
hypothesis to approximately hold. This hypothesis is
obviously invalid at such small population sizes. Thus, for
such low numbers of cells it is more correct to produce a
discrete interaction model. Specifically, we use a
stochastic framework, Fig 1., to simulate the creation and
degradation, which encapsulates the noisy features of
individual cell division and death [11]-[13].
Degradation of OC

Fig.2 The cross-correlation simulations of the formation/degradation rate
parameters. Specifically, a more yellow value suggests that the
parameters are more likely to be chosen from this region of the
parameters ranges. Four uniformly random variables from intervals:
𝛼𝛼1 𝜖𝜖[0; 20], 𝛽𝛽1 (𝛽𝛽2 )𝜖𝜖[0; 10] i 𝛼𝛼2 𝜖𝜖[0; 100] have been used to simulate the
solutions of the Eq. (1). All accepted and presented solutions satisfy
conditions: 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 20, 80 < 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 120; 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 > 1 after 1 day, and
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 < 5 and 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 < 1 for 𝑡𝑡 > 200.

The presented cross-correlation of parameters
corresponds to the basic system (1) of 3rd order when only
OC and OB contribute to the bone turnover as it was
analysed by multi-parametric analysis also in the paper
[14]. The Fig.3 presents benchmarking of the OC and OB
time series obtained deterministically as a result of system
(1) and with stochastic simulations form model (2) . In a
one cycle of remodelling there is good agreement of
results since the average trajectory
of stochastic
simulation absolutely corresponds to the deterministic
solution, bottom diagrams of Fig.3. However, in the next
cycle, the population density is insufficient to start a
stochastic process. This situation moves us further to the
in/vivo/vitro experimental evidence that bone remodelling
is not a self-sustained process rather it is strongly forced
by an external signal.

Degradation of OB

U

1

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of how the next action in a stochastic
simulation is calculated. The probabilities of all actions (creation and
degradation of OC and OB, and/or OcY embedding) are calculated using
the Law of Mass and Action and subsequently normalized to lie within
[0, 1]. A uniformly random variable U is chosen between zero and one.
Wherever this lies in the interval, this will choose the next action to
occur, namely “Degradation of OC".

Using the proposed formalism from Fig 1. we are able
to extract the stochiometric creation and degradation
relations for system (1), and present its probabilistic
analogue:
𝛼𝛼

𝛽𝛽

𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 + 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 →𝑖𝑖 2𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 + 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 , 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ��𝑖𝑖 ∅, 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛𝑛 and 𝑗𝑗 ≠ 𝑖𝑖.

(2)

Using the mentioned constraints of cell number per
remodelling cycles and 1000 simulations of stochastic
model (2) we obtain the cross-correlation diagrams for
parameters range presented on Fig 2.

Fig. 3: Top: 1000 stochastic simulations (colored lines, extinct after the
first cycle) and 1 deterministic simulation (thick black line, periodically
repeated) of the OB-OC model. Initial conditions are constantly (11; 212)
in all simulations. Bottom: The black line is the same deterministic line
illustrated in the top images. The green dashed line is the average
trajectory extracted from the 1000 stochastic simulations. The red dashed
lines show one standard deviation about the mean.
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In the next chapter we present results of stochastic
simulations to investigate whether the model can capture
the essential autocrine, paracrine and synergistic
characteristics of bone cell communication processes
under external excitation.

forced turnover, we contribute to the realism of modelling.
Critically, we approach the modelling through both
deterministic and stochastic methods, which allow us to
consider the intrinsic noisiness of the discrete process.
Starting from a set of homogeneous coupled ordinary
nonlinear differential equations, and a biologically
B. Non-Homogeneous model
relevant set of parameter ranges, we are able to derive an
If we include osteocytes OcY (Ss), OBs (Bs), OCs (Cs) analogous stochastic framework. Although the observed
and preosteoblastic (Ps) lineages of cells together with a dynamics are similar, intrinsic noise produces fluctuations
bone mass equation the system (1) will be system of 5th that drive the system toward more realistic descriptions of
order (𝑛𝑛 = 5). For this case system (1) of 5th order is a the process itself. Based on evidence from in-vitro
homogeneous system of coupled ordinary nonlinear experiments we incorporated both received and
differential equations that are more specifically described transduced signal as periodic rate transitions into the
in [9], where the interested reader can find also model (3). We find that the model can capture the
explanations of all the parameters' biological meaning and essential
autocrine,
paracrine
and
synergistic
experimental values. Although parameter values exist in characteristics of bone cell communication processes in
the literature they are mainly approximate and are response to the external incentives.
proposed to simplify and justify the model. Further, in all
Specifically, including oscillatory signals with
of the literature it is assumed that the 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 parameters are small delays between received and send a signal by OcY
constant. However, in real bone remodelling processes the provides the closest matches between mathematical data
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 parameters may depend on time and other factors. and biology theory. This is straightforward to conclude
Unfortunately, these parameters cannot be directly from Fig 4 c) where, after the period of resorption (the
measured and have to be estimated. Thus, although depression of the green line below zero), we observe a
initially we consider constant parameters (which significant activation of osteoblasts that results in a
simplifies the mathematical treatment and gives a high formation period (the green line is above zero).
level of approximation but is useful as a benchmark for Comparing the green line in Fig 4 c) with the green line in
model validation), we later adapt the first equation of (1) Fig 4 a) (which has no over formation) we demonstrate
to include the additional time dependant terms, which are that under the influence of the external periodic signal the
based on the in-vitro experiment of loaded OcYs cell local formation of the newly remodelled bone will exceed
culture. The modification of the model was in editing the the amount of resorbed old bone. Furthermore, we
power term 𝛾𝛾31 to time dependent oscillatory function investigated the relation between the strength of these two
𝛾𝛾31 (1 + sin (𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃)), which represents transduced signal of signals and got satisfactory results when the received
OcY, and inserting the mechanical periodic excitation signal has a smaller value of amplitude. This is our
𝐴𝐴(1 − cos (𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃)) to the responding OcYs into the prediction from the model, which has to be addressed
experimentally. Namely, we require experiments that
following form:
explore the magnitudes of information that OcY receives
dS
S 
and explores. However, we showed that the steady-state
γ 31 (1+ sin θ t ) 
α
B
1 −
 + A(1 − cos θ t )
1
value
of total bone content changes depending on the
dt OB embbeding
K
s +

rate
(3) external excitation and also on the interplay of other
parameters value that influences the dynamics of the
where 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 is the osteocyte carrying capacity.
process.
The frequencies, 𝜃𝜃 , of the received and transduced
signal are same in both functions but with some delay
represented as phase shifting of π/2 or π in the following
simulations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulations eventually stops, when 𝑆𝑆 = 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠
because the term (1 − 𝑆𝑆/𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 )+ evaluates to zero and all
dynamics stop, which is highly artificial. However, going
forward, we simply consider the production rate of 𝑆𝑆
proportional to (1 − 𝑆𝑆/𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 ), whether positive or negative.
This means that the number of OcY (S) is unrestricted and
the simulations are observed to have small oscillations
around 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 = 200 cells per remodeling cycle (blue line on
diagrams of Fig.4 a)). Basically, this means that we
assume there are a certain number of OcY ready to receive
and send external signals and to open cell signaling
channels in response to loading.
Many of the published bio/mathematical models
represent only free dynamics of the bone cells although
the evidence of external loading importance already
widely exists. By presenting an experimentally evidenced
mathematical model of bone, which includes externally

b)

a)

c)

Fig 4. a) Legend for both figures. b) The number of osteocytes (OcY) is
restricted to a maximum of 200 cells and diagram correspond to the
same system of equations (1) of 5th order without external signaling c)
The number of OcY is unrestricted and has small oscillations around a
number of 200 and external excitation to both the parameter and the
source with a source strength is 𝐴𝐴 = 10 and without delay.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on bone mechanobiology research, this paper
develops computational analytical models in order to
address and better understand mechanotransduction - the
molecular mechanisms by which bone cells sense and
respond to mechanical signals. Downstream autocrine and
paracrine signalling in response to periodic excitation
were modelled by cell population system of ordinary
differential equations in order to better represent and
predict long-term behaviour and consequences of bone
cell loading.
The S-system (the generalized LottkaVolterra system) is in charge and is solved
deterministically together with its stochastic analog
(Gillespie algorithm) used for noise check and system
behavior dynamics analysis. Population dynamics are
illustrated using time series plots, phase portraits,
histograms
and
bifurcation
diagrams.
In-silico
experimenting with a number of responding cells which is
up to or around a certain threshold allows us to distinguish
and describe different dynamics and relations between
involved cells. The external signal can be considered as an
additional term affecting the number of responding cells
or as the functional periodicity of power low coefficients
affecting autocrine signalling of forming cells. This
research clearly shows the indispensability and beneficial
effects of external excitation on balanced and regular bone
cell activities.
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Abstract— It's been half a century since I've been running
around and with Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
Nonlinear Oscillations, Non-linear Dynamics, as well as in
general in Nonlinear Sciences. The impressive symposia and
congresses of the International Union of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics (IUTAM), EuroMech Society, as well as
the ICNO Conferences of the states of the former Eastern
Bloc, or the Conference Series on Nonlinear Mechanics in
Shanghai, China, should be noted. Also, must to listed
following important Congresses: ICTAM Haifa 1993,
Warsaw 2004, Adelaide 2008, Beijing 2012, Montreal 2016,
World Congress of Nonlinear Analysits (IFNA WCNA)
Orlando 2004 in America, et al. I dedicate this historical
paper to School of asymptotic methods of nonlinear
mechanics Krilov-Bogolyubov-Mitropolski, a group of the
world important scientists, outstanding persons and
academicians at the Soviet and Ukrainian Academies of
Sciences, and on the occasion of the eleventh decade since
birthday of Nikolay Nikolaevich Bogolyubov, great Soviet
mathematician and mathematical physicist who has made
important contributions in many areas of nonlinear
sciences. My start of the running with Nonlinear Sciences in
next half a century is foinded in the world known School of
asymptotic methods of nonlinear mechanics KrilovBogolyubov-Mitropolski, by supervision by Yu.A.
Mitropolski and by Professor Danilo P. Rašković. History of
development of Mechanics at Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering University of Niš should be shortly presented.
Keywords— Nonlinear Sciences, Nonlinear Dynamics,
Scientific meetings, History, Scientific legates, Asymptotic
methods of nonlinear mechanics Krilov-BogoqyubovMitriopolski.

I. INTRODUCTION
It's been half a century since I've been running around
and with Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Nonlinear
Oscillations, Non-linear Dynamics, as well as in general
in Nonlinear Sciences. I received my guidance from the
wonderful scientists of my professors, Danilo P.
Rašković [26, 31] and of academician Yuri Alekseyevich
Mitropolski [19-23]. In this commitment to Nonlinear
Sciences, I was a “marathon runner”, targeting more than
half a century on the course, meeting many scientists with
more or less significant scientific legacies in different
area of Nonlinear Sciences.
The impressive symposia and congresses of the
International Union of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics (IUTAM), EurMeh Sociery, as well as the

ICNO Conferences of the states of the former Eastern
Bloc, or the Conference Series on Nonlinear Mechanics
in Shanghai, China, should be noted. Also, must to listed
following important Congresses, I was participated:
ICTAM Haifa 1993, Warsaw 2004, Adelaide 2008,
Beijing 2012, Montreal 2016, World Congress of
Nonlinear Analysts (IFNA WCNA) Orlando 2004 in
America, et al. The last of these, of course, is
NODYCON 2019 in Rome (400 participants) organized
by W. Lacaebinara, and the All-Russian Congress TAM
UFA 2019 (1000 participants) in the Russian Federation.
The series of symposiums of Non-linear Mechanics,
Non-linear Sciences and Nonlinear Dynamics held in
Serbia and Yugoslavia, starting at 1984, certainly lag
behind the number of participants, but not by the
scientific results presented there.
Running with Nonlinear Sciences, I met and now
known many outstanding non-linear science creators,
researchers and felt honored, not only to know them, but
also because they showed my attention as well as respect
for my scientific results to Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics and Nonlinear Dynamics as well as in general
Nonlinear Sciences, and if I come from Yugoslavia is still
today a small state of Serbia, which has long been a villa
under groundless aggression, bombing and blockades. I
ran to "catch up", the annexes steadily walked and
innovated and contributed their scientific results to
Nonlinear Science, to which we were all devoted and
loving, and our meetings with colleagues inspired us to
come up with new results. In this “marathon” course for
more than half a century, I would single out the
encounters with: Danilo P. Rašković, Tatomir P. Andjelić,
Yuri A. Miropolski, Vladimir Мatrosov, V.
Lashmikantham, Giuseppe Reg, S.T. Ariaratnam, Vitaliy
V. Rumyantcev, Chien Wei-Zang, Tomoaki Kawaguchi,
Richard Hetnarsky, Hans Trager, Vladimir Beletski, Ilya
Blekhman, Ali Nayfeh, Pavel Harlamov, Oleg A.
Goroshko, Alexaned Nakonechniy, Jam Awrejcewicz,
Tenreiro Machado, and others. Of the younger generation,
I am certainly honored to have met the remarkable Walter
Lacarbonara, a NODYCON 2019 organizer.ers
II. SHORT HISTORY OF NONLINEAR SCIENCES
Let us begin this running with elements of the history
of the emergence of a special field of general Sciences
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named Nonlinear Sciences, whose methods and
phenomena have been extended to all fields of science.
Thus, the Nonlinear Dynamics as a fundamental part of
Nonlinear Sciences has grown into an independent area
of science, and today its findings are applied in almost all
fields of science, both, natural-mathematical, engineering,
bio-medical, and social sciences.
G. Rega writes initially in his article [27] on
Nonlinear dynamics in mechanics and engineering:
“Interest toward nonlinear oscillations in mechanics
started with Huygens’ studies on pendulum dynamics and
with the n-body problem in celestial mechanics (which
goes back to Kepler, Newton, Lagrange and Poincaré),
and continued with the observation of nonlinear
phenomena in a number of nineteenth-century industrial
applications, for which particular methods fitted to the
analytical solution of specific problems were elaborated.
In the early twentieth century, there was an important
phase of growth, marked by the achievements of two
eminent engineers. Georg Düffing [4] is the mechanical
engineer who, moved by the interest to solve practical
vibration problems, formulated a nonlinear equation
later on generalized to represent archetypal oscillators of
reference for the analysis of a great variety of dynamical
systems. In turn, Balthasar van der Pol [19, 26] is the
electrical engineer who obtained important results on
self-sustained, and in particular relaxation, oscillations
in connection with radio engineering applications, where
he also observed “an irregular noise” [49] in certain
frequency ranges, likely making the first experimental
observation of deterministic chaos. Van der Pol’s
equation [90] has become another classical equation in
nonlinear vibrations. In parallel and more general terms,
dynamical system theory originated in the late nineteenth
century with Henri Poincaré, who is considered the
father of modern nonlinear dynamics, and later on
developed mostly within the mathematical community”.
Here, we will look at the achievements of scientists
from Ukraine and Russia, and in particular The stability
theory of Alexander Mikhailovich Lyashunov (June 6
[O.S. May 25] 1857 - November 3, 1918). At the time of
his work at Kharkov Polytechnic, in present-day Ukraine,
at the Kharkov Polytechnic Museum, we encounter a
galaxy of Kharkiv scientists, whose monographs on
oscillations of discrete and continuous systems have
played a significant role in transferring knowledge of
oscillation theory and in general into Nonlinear Sciences.
Among the most magnificent scholars and scientists,
whose scientific legates are hidden, in this some
important certainly is Alexander Lyashunov with his
Theory of Stability, without whose application in studies
of all area of the nonlinear sciences as well as in
dynamics of the nonlinear system is impossible. Also,
scientific legate of the physicist Lav Landau (rus. Lev
Davidovich) Landau; Baku, January 22, 1908 - Moscow,
April 2, 1968) Nobel Prize winner, who studied the
dynamics and properties of super fluidic materials is very
important Kharkov and world scientist.
Alexander Michailovich Lyapunov gave the basis of
the theory of motion stability which is important in all
critical stationary and no stationary states of dynamics in
nonlinear systems, passing between different qualitative
behaviors. This basis theory of motion stability is in large
applications in different area of nonlinear science.

Julius Henry Poincaré give important scientific results
into Theory of local and global analysis of nonlinear
differential equations, and his earlier ‘detection’ of chaos
in ‘simple’ mechanical systems are fundamentals of the
nonlinear science of nonlinear and complex systems.
Here, we highlight important role of a monograph
entitled Theory of Oscillations [1] by three authors
Andronov, A.A., Witt, A.A., Khaïkin, S.E., who
contributed to the development of science in this field by
their scientific results. We emphasize the importance of
finding solutions to nonlinear differential equations with
solution analysis and stability, as well as numerous
graphical and qualitative parameters analyzes of the
dynamics of nonlinear systems. For me, in my
development as scientist, and in stepping and running
with nonlinear sconces the contents of this monograph
represented the basis from which, 1967, I set out for
Nonlinear Dynamics. To this I add the excellent
monograph by Kauderer Nonlinear Mechanics in German
and also first monograph Theory of Oscillations [26]
written in Serbian language by my Professor of all area of
Mechanics Danilo P. Rašković (see Refs [1-3,19-23]).
III. THE SCHOOL OF THE ASYMPTOTIC METHODS OF
NONLINEAR MECHANICS KRYLOV – BOGOLIUBOV –
MITROPOLSKI
Asymptotic methods of nonlinear mechanics Krylov
– Bogoliubov – Mitropolski (see References [2, 3, 19-23])
and the school of the same name in Kiev, to the
knowledge of my Professor, Dr. Ing and Mathematics
Degree Damilo P. Rašković [42] was evaluated in 1967
as the most promising for the education and guidance of a
young and talented researcher and teaching assistant, who
should be directed toward Nonlinear Oscillations. So, to
me, Professor Rašković suggested that I do graduate work
in Mechanical Engineering from nonlinear oscillations,
and I suggested the topic: “Nonliear oscillations and
applications to nonlinear system with automatic control”
[29]. I successfully defended my diploma work and
received the award of Electronic Industry for the best
diploma thesis done that year at the Technical and
Natural-Mathematical Faculties of Yugoslavia.
Today, Professor G. Rega in reference [27] evaluates
asymptotic methods of Nonlinear Mechanics of KBM:
“The Krylov–Bogoliubov–Mitropolski school (at Kiev)
(see References [2, 3, 19-23] and Figure 1) searched for
the solution of equations of nonlinear systems via
analytical (i.e., quantitative) methods, mostly dealing
with problems in nonlinear mechanics. Around the
middle of the twentieth century and mostly in the 1960s
and 1970s, novel theoretical ideas and perspectives (e.g.,
the topological one), and the innovative contributions of
computer science, determined an ‘explosion’ of
dynamical system theory, with the strong affirmation of
the role of models and the importance of the nonlinear
domain, along with intense interactions developed
throughout physical and mathematical sciences. Distinct,
yet interconnected, theories were developed (of
bifurcation, catastrophe, complexity, chaos, fractals,
turbulence), with applications to a wide variety of
disciplines including not only physics and engineering
but also chemistry, biology, neurology, astronomy,
geophysics, meteorology and economics”.
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Асимптотичний метод
Крилова-Боголюбова-Митропольського

enrolled as a participant of that famous scientific school
of asymptotic methods of nonlinear mechanics, and on
the basis of a well-placed Candidate Minimum of the
specialty of Theoretical and Mathematical Physics, which
is a postgraduate (aspirant) course, which I authorized for
11 months of training under mentorship Yuri Alekseevich
Mitropolskii and with the assistance of A. Lapatom at the
Institute of Mathematics of the National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine in Kiev, during 1971 (see Figure 1).

Ю́рій Олексі́йович Митропо́льський
(21 грудня 1916 (3 січня 1917), Шишаки — †14 червня 2008[1],[2] Київ)

Боголюбов Микола Миколайович (старший)

(8 (21) серпня 1909, Нижній Новгород, Російська імперія — 13 лютого 1992, Москва,
Росія)

Крилов Микола Митрофанович

(рос. Николай Митрофанович Крылов; 17 (29) листопада 1879, Петербург, Російська імперія — 11 травня 1955, Москва, СРСР)

IV. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF NONLINEAR
OSCILLATIONS (ICNO) AND THE EUROPEAN NONLINEAR
OSCILLATIONS CONFERENCE (ENOC)
The series of International Conference of Nonlinear
Oscillations (ICNO) was held every third year, and
continued into the series of European conferences of the
International
European
Nonlinear
Oscillations
Conferences (ENOC). See details in Figures 2.

Figure 2. Three slides from Professor Friedrich Pfeiffer's Lecture on the
occasion of half a century since the first ICNO Kiev 1961 (International
Conference of Nonlinear Oscillations) presented at ENOC Rome in
2011 (the European Nonlinear Oscillations Conference) and Diploma of
ENOC 2011 Young Scientist Prize of the European Nonlinear
Oscillations Conference Rome 2011, first tine to laureate from Serbian
young researcher on Project ON174001 “Sybanics of hybrid systems
with complex structures”
ICNO International Conference on Nonlinear Oscillations
Kiev 1969 (Yugoslavia, Netherlands and Ukraine)

Serbian Symposium on Nonlinear Mechanics, Ara|elovac,
1984; Invited Lecturer Academician RAN and NANU Yu. A. Mitropolskiy (KIEV)
in Niš

38

44

Figure 1. Photo gallery and presentation of the primary influence of the
School of Asymptotic Methods of Nonlinear Mechanics KrilovBogolyubov- Mitropolski on the development of mechanics and
research in the field of nonlinear oscillations and nonlinear dynamics at
the University of Niš and in Serbia

I point out here two original monographs by Yuri
Alekseevich Mitropolski [20, 22], which are not
sufficiently World known between scientists and
researchers, in my opinion, and neither is the theory of
asymptotic
methods
of
unsteady-non-stationary
oscillations known in application, which represents the
original contribution of Yu.A. Mitropolski, to this world
scientific school. On the occasion of Mitropolski’s Life
Jubilee 90th birthday anniversary, I was honored to be

The first series of ICNO conferences was founded by
my Professor Academician Yu.A. Mittropolski from Kiev.
The first of these series of conferences was held in Kiev
in 1961, and I first time participated in 1969, as a young
assistant, brought with me by Professor Danilo Rašković
with the intention of introducing me to Academician
Mitropolski and obtaining his consent to accept me for
training and to study asymptotic methods of nonlinear
mechanics. As a result of the acquired knowledge and
further research, references [5-8, 10, 11] and [30, 31]
have emerged, among others. Later, in my research, I
used a monograph by two authors, Aly Nayfeh, Dean T.
Mook, (1976), Nonlinear oscillations, in which my
reference [31] was cited, published in the Polish Journal
Nonlinear Oscillations, and presented at ICNO
Conference in Poznan 1972.
Professor G. Rega in Reference [27] writes:
“International Conferences on Nonlinear Oscillations
(ICNO) was organized in Kiev in 1961 by Yu. A.
Mitropolski, the third scientist-founder of the asymptotic
methods of nonlinear mechanics referred to in the KBM
acronym of the powerful method(s) for the analysis of
nonlinear oscillations initiated by N. Krylov and N.
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Bogoliubov [2, 3]; and the series of ICNO events held
every 3 years in different cities of those countries lasted
for 30 years, until the last one organized in 1990 in
Krakow by W. Gutowski”.
Based on a recommendation of G. Schmidt and E.
Kreuzer to the chairman of the European Mechanics
Council D. Crighton to include ICNO into the society’s
conference activities, with the full support of Yu.
Mitropolski, the relevant scientific tradition and the
underlying patrimony of knowledge were inherited by
EUROMECH, which started the new series of ENOC
events at Hamburg, 1993”. For details see Figure 3.
Series of the Conferences ICNO I attend: Kiev 1969,
Poynanj 1972, ICNO Kiev 1981, Varna 1984, Kracow
1990. (see Figures 2).
Numerous times in my hand was the monograph: Aly
Nayfeh, Dean T. Mook, (1976), Nonlinear Oscillations,
John Wiley and Sons, 1976, New York, published first in
1976, but between numerous cited references in this
monograph, I haven’t read that my paper, published in
Poland Journal in 1974, [47], is included in this list of
references. I forgot this paper published under my
father’s family name. In 2016, researcher from my
current Project team ON174001 (20011-2019) [31],
informed me that my paper titled:
Stevanovich, K. (later merried family name Hedrih)
and Raskovich D., (1974), Many frequency vibration in
one frequency regime of nonlinear systems with several
degrees of freedom, Zagadnienia Drgan Neiliniowych,
15201-220,418., is cited in the list of the references of
this important monograph Aly Nayfeh, Dean T. Mook,
(1976), Nonlinear oscillations, John Wiley and Sons,
1976, New York.
I have learned about this citation only after four
decades late. At the same time in 1976, my other two
papers titled:
Katica Stevanovich (later merried family name
Hedrih)m (1972), Two-frequency no stationary forced
vibrationsof beam, Marhematical Physicsm Kiev, Vol. 12,
1972, pp. 127-140. (in Russian language) and
Katica Stevanovich (later merried family name
Hedrih), (1971), Transversal vibrations of a beam
loaded by system, moving along beam with chengeable
velocity, containing mass particles each excited by
corresponding single frequency force, Edition
Assymptotic and qualitative methods in theory of
nonlineat vibradisons, Editor
Yu.A. Mitropolyski,
Institute of Mathematics Academy of Sciences of USSR ,
Kiev, 1971, pages 15. (in Russian language).
published in Ukraine, are cited in the list of the references
in the monograph [22, published in 1976, and titled:
Yu.A. Mitropolyski and B.I. Moseenkov: Asymptotic
solutions of partial differential equations, Kiev, 1976 (in
Russian language).
These three citations through list of the references in
two important international monographs of two world
important scientists in area of nonlinear mechanics,
nonlinear oscillations represent a special honour for me. I
was very pleased to learn about scientific relations and
warm friendships between these two scientists, Ali
Nayfeh (December 21, 1933-March 27, 2017) and Yuri
Alekseevich Mitropolyski (January 3, 1917-January 14,
2008), known over the world on the basis of their

important scientific legates, life after long time up to
numerous next generations of the young scientists.
Researchers of my team of Project ON174001 “Dynamics
of hybrid systems with complex Structures” (2011-2019)
[12] was participants of the Series of Conferences ENOC:
2011, Rome, G. Rega; 2014, Wien, H. Eckerl; 2017,
Budapest, G. Stépan;
V. SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS IN NONLINEAR SCIENCES IN
SERBIA
We will, also, include here some basic information
about scientific conferences organized in Serbia in the
field of nonlinear mechanics, nonlinear sciences, and
nonlinear dynamics.
Series of the Nonlinear Mechanics scientific meetings
started with International Symposia on Nonlinear
Dynamics in Arandjelovac 1984, organized by Serbian
Society of Mechanics under the Yugoslav Society of
Mechanics. Invited Plenary Lecturer was academician
Yuri Alekseevich Mitropolski, and late was elected as a
Honor member of Serbian Society of Mechanics. All the
members of the Chair for Mechanics and the Chair for
Hydraulic Engineering of the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering University of Niš took part in this and other
symposiums; they were co-organizers as well.
Next scientific meeting in nonlinear mechanics held
as a International Conference on Nonlinear Mechanics
1991 in Niš, titled “The First Yugoslav Conference on
Nonlinear Deterministic and Stochastic Processes in
Dynamical Systems with Applications YCNP Niš'91”,
organized by the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of
University of Niš, and was held in Niš. The Chairman of
the Organizing Committee was Prof. Katica (Stevanović)
Hedrih. Invited Plenary Lecturer was William Nash from
MIT USA and first Editor-in-Chief and founder of
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics published
by Elsevier. Invited Plenary Lecturer was, also, young
scientist Kazuyuki Yagasaki from Japan. Proceedings of
Abstracts was published; the papers and invited lectures
which were approved were publisheed in the first and the
following issues of the University Journal – Facta
Universitatis, new Series – Mechanics, Automatic
Control and Robotics.
The Third Yugoslav Symposium on Nonlinear
Mechanics was held in the form of a Minisymposium, as
a part of the XXII Yugoslav Congress on Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics in Niš in 1995. [1-31].
The Fourth Symposium on Nonlinear Mechanics was
held in 1997, again in the form of a Minisymposium, as a
part of the XXIII Yugoslav Congress on Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics in Vrnjacka Banja.The Chairman of
the Scientific Committee was the academician Nikola
Hajdin, and the Chairman of the Organizing Committee
was Prof. Katica (Stevanović) Hedrih.
The Fifth Symposium on Nonlinear Mechanics –
“Nonlinear Sciences at the Threshold of the Third
Millenium” was organized in 2000, with the wish for it to
become a tradition and to gather the connoisseurs of
nonlinear phenomenology from disparate sciences and
dynamic systems and for it to become renown all over the
world. Academicians N. Hajdin, V.V. Rumyantsev and
M. Prvanović and Professors D.S. Sophianopoulos,
G.T.Michaltos, Ji Huan He, I. Finogenko, P.S.
Krasil’nikov ..... were guests at this symposium. The year
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of the Sixth Symposium was the year of the 10 th Jubilant
issue of the University Journal – Facta Universitatis
Series – Mechanics, Automatic Control and Robotics in
Niš 2003. Invited participants were scientists: Giuseppe
Rega (member of IUTAM Scientific Committee),
Tomoaki Kawaguchi (President of Tensor Society), V.
Lasmikantham (President of International Federation of
Nonlinear Analysists IFNA), Ftrantishek Peterka, Jirzi
Waerminski, Ulriht Gabert, Professor Leela, Anagaya
Vatsala, Liviu Barreyeu and other (see Figure 3, 4 and 5).

Niš 2000

Niš 2003

Figure 5. Participants of the Seried of Scientific Seminars named
“Theoretical and Applied Mechanics” at Department of Mecjains of
Mechanical Engineering University of Niš (1975-2004), late renamed
“Nonlinear Dynamics -Milutin Milanković” and supported by
Mathematical Institute of Serbian Academy of Science and Arts (2004). Photo left, between participants of Seminar, in middle, academician
Academy of Athens and SASA Antony Kounadis and academician of
European Academy of Sciences Jon Katsikadfelis, both “Doctors

Figure 6. MiniSymposia in the World
at International world
Congresses: WCNA
Orlando 2004, ESMC
Lisabon 2009, NODY
Shanghai 2007,
EFC16Alexandoupolis 2006,
APM S.Petersburg
2007and other.

Niš 2000

Niš 2003

Figure 3. Photo Gallery: Participants of two International Synposiums
on “Nonlinear Sciences at the Threshold of the Third Millenium” Niš
2000 and 6th ISNM NSA NIŠ '2003 in Niš 2003. (Photo left up:
between participants in middle: Academicians N. Hajdin, V.V.
Rumyantsev and M. Prvanović and Professors D.S. Sophianopoulos,
G.T.Michaltos, Ji Huan He, I. Finogenko, P.S. Krasil’nikov; Photo
right up: group of participants from Greece with Organizer; Photo left
down: between participants in middle: Tomoaki Kawaguchi (President
of Tensor Society), V. Lasmikantham (President of International
Federaion of Nonlinear Analysists IFNA), Professor Leela, and
Professor Anagaya Vatsala (Luisiana University); Photo righy down:
between participants in middle: Giuseppe Rega (member of IUTAM
Scientific Committee), Ftrantishek Peterka, Jirzi Waerminski, Ulriht
Gabert, Liviu Barreteu and other)

VI. CONCLUDING RENARKS
In conclusion, on a limited surface, for this type of
conference article, it remains to refer readers to images 1 to 6,
which speak much more than the text itself, because the words
often end up in spam, and the images remain in memory.
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Abstract— In this paper we start with new and general
results on the dynamics of the body in rolling along curved
lines given in general form, through the equations of curves
in a stationary vertical plane or a vertical plane rotating with
constant angular velocity about a vertical axis. In both cases,
the generalized rolling pendulums, the corresponding
nonlinear differential equations of dynamics of rolling body
without slipping and their first integrals, ie the equations of
phase trajectories, are derived. The complete Hedrih’s
theory of the impact and collision of heavy rolling balls,
through geometry, kinematics and dynamics of rolling balls,
is defined. Based on the both new Hedrih’s results, theory of
collision between rolling bodies and use phase trajectory
method, a new methodology of vibro-impact dynamics
investigation is founded and presented trough a number of
applications in mechanical system dynamics.
Keywords— Theory of collision, billiards, generalized rolling
pendulum, phase trajectory portraits, methodology of vibroimpact system investigation

I. INTRODUCTION
Now, we start with new and general results on the
dynamics of the body in rolling along curved lines given
in general form (see References [1-11]), through the
equations of curves in a stationary vertical plane or a
vertical plane rotating with constant angular velocity
about a vertical axis. In both cases, the generalized rolling
pendulums, the corresponding nonlinear differential
equations of dynamics of rolling body without slipping
and their first integrals, ie the equations of phase
trajectories, are derived. Phase trajectory portraits fo
particular examples of dynamics of generalized rolling
pendulous are presented.
The elements of geometry, kinematics and dynamics
of rolling homogeneous balls along curvilinear lines are
defined (see References [3, 7]). The complete Hedrih’s
theory of the impact and collision of heavy rolling balls,
through geometry, kinematics and dynamics of rolling
balls, is defined (see ReferenceS [4, 5]).
A new definition of the coefficient of restitution
(collision) was introduced, starting from the hypothesis of
the conservation of the sum of angular momentum of the
balls in rolling, for instant rolling axes, after the collision
in relation to the before collision of the bodied. The
expressions for the outgoing angular velocities of the ball
rolling after the collision have been derived and their

rolling paths after the impact or collision have been
determined and various possible anchors have been shown.
Based on the both
new Hedrih’s results (see
ReferenceS [1- 10]), theory of collision between rolling
bodies and dynamics of generalized rolling pendulums in
successive collisions, and use phase trajectory method, a
new methodology of vibro-impact dynamics investigation
is founded and presented trough a number of applications
in mechanical system dynamics.
We must to point, again, that, the elements of
geometry, kinematics and dynamics of rolling
homogeneous balls along curvilinear lines are defined (see
Reference [6] accepted for ICTAM 2020+1 and Reference
[5] accepted for EURODYN 2020). The complete theory
of the impact and collision of heavy rolling balls, through
geometry, kinematics and dynamics of rolling balls, is
defined by Hedrih (Stevanović).
II. HEDRIH’S THEORY OF DYNAMICS OF ROLLING
BODY COLLISIONS IN NON-SLIP ROLLING
A. Basic settings for rolling and collision dynamics in
non-slip rolling
The theory of collision dynamics (and in the special
case of impact) is based on the following assumptions:
1* The contact time τ of two bodies in a collision is very
short;

2* The impact forces F ud and the corresponding impact



moments M

ud

of the forces are variable and of high

intensity, of the order of magnitude

1

τ

, and of short

duration during the contact time τ of two bodies in
the collision and during the collision they have attack
points at the contact points in the collision;
3* The change of angular momentum of motion of the
material two bodies in rolling for the corresponding
rolling axes, during the collision is finite.
4* The impulse (linear momentum) and angular
momentum of ''ordinary forces'' compared to the
impulse (linear momentum) and angular momentum of
instantaneous collision forces, are much much smaller
and can be neglected.

B. Hipothesis of conservation of sum of angular
momentum for instantaneous axes of rolling of two
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bodies in rolling before and after collision of two
axisymmetric bodies
Since external active forces and moments of forces of
finite intensities have impulses of forces equal to zero, and
couplings have kinetic moments equal to zero and, at
infinitesimal intervals of time, we consider that two
material rigid bodies, which roll with the incoming
angular velocities and in collision, are considered as one
system. Therefore, the hypothesis of the conservation of
the sum of angular momentum (kinetic momentum) for
the instantaneous axes of rolling of the body - the
movement before and after the collision, can be applied to
the dynamics of the same to in the form:





J P1ω P1 (t0 ) + J P 2ω P 2 (t0 ) = J P1ω P1 (t0 + τ ) + J P 2ω P 2 (t0 + τ ) .
(1)

This hypothesis about the conservation of the sum of
the angular momentum of motion by rolling in a
collision of two bodies, which is analogous to the
hypothesis of the conservation of the sum of the
linear momentum of motion of two bodies in a
collision and in translational motion (see References
[6-8, 12-15]).



ω P 2 (t0 + τ ) ,

following expressions:


1+ k 
(ω (t ) − ωP 2 (t0 )) and
ω P1 (t0 + τ ) = ω P1 (t0 ) −
J P1 P1 0
1+
J P2



ω P 2 (t0 + τ ) = ωP1 (t0 ) +

1+ k
(ω (t ) − ωP 2 (t0 )) (3)
J P 2 P1 0
1+
J P1
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C. Coefficient of restitution or collision of two
axisymmetric rolling bodies with one central plane of
simetry
When the incoming angular velocities



ω P 2 (t0 ) of rolling
mass J P1 and J P 2

ω P1 (t0 )

and
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Trace ball 2 outgoing rolling
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ω P 2 (t0 + τ ) , after the collision of two bodies, which
roll just before and after the collision. The ratio k of the
and

relative angular velocities of rolling of the axisymmetric
bodies after and before the collision is (for details see
electronic version of the extended paper):

ω (t + τ ) ω P 2 (t0 + τ ) − ω P1 (t0 + τ )
k= r 0
=
ωr (t0 )
ω P1 (t0 ) − ω P 2 (t0 )

(2)

and is called the collision coefficient, or the coefficient of
restitution, or the coefficient of establishment of rolling
bodies in a collision.
D. Intensity of outgoing angular velocities of rolling two
bodies after a collision
In order to determine the intensities of the outgoing
angular velocities of rolling of two bodies after a collision,


ω P1 (t0 + τ ) and ω P 2 (t0 + τ ) , it is sufficient to
eliminate from the previous relations (1) - (2) the

unknown angular velocities of both bodies, ωCP , in the
collision at the end of the compression at the local
environment of the point of contact of the body in the
collision. Then solve the relations by unknown outgoing
angular velocities and, which is not difficult to do, so for


vC 2,imppact

α2

α2


vC 2,outgoing

and the axial moments of inertia of

for the instantaneous axes of rolling
of the body in a collision, are known, the previous
hypothesis relation (1) of the sums of the angular
momentum of motion for the instantaneous axes of rolling,
before and after the collision, is not sufficient to determine

two unknown outgoing angular velocities ω P1 (t0 + τ )

and

after the collision of the balls, we get the
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the outgoing angular velocities ,
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Figure 1. Partial analogies between the central and oblique collisions of
two rolling balls: the opening of the traces of ball rolling in oblique(skew)
collision (b *) with respect to the central collision of the balls (a *). [8]

In Figure 1 the partial analogies between the central
and oblique collisions of two rolling balls are presented.
The opening of the traces of ball rolling in oblique (skew)
collision (b *) with respect to the central collision of the
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balls (a *) are presented. For details see Referemces [6,
7,8].
III. SHORT DESCRIPTION OT THE METHODOLOGY
OF VIBRO-IMPACT DYNAMICS INVESTIGATION
Presentation in Figure 2 shown basic idea of the
description of the methodology of vibro-impact dynamics
investigation based on the Hedrih’s theory of collision
between rolling bodies along curvilinear lines and phade
trajectory method. Figure is from Reference [10].

phase portraits, each of the corresponding nonlinear
dynamics of each of two rolling different heavy bodies in
successive central collisions along rotate complex
curvilinear trace, as well as the determination of the
kinetic parameters before and after each successive central
collision between rolling bodies. New Hedrih’s
expressions for outgoing angular velocity after central
collision are applied for determination of each of the
outgoing angular velocities of the rolling disks after each
successive collision. Results include determination of the
transformed elliptic integrals for determination of time
and position of each of the successive collisions.

Figure 3. Kinematic plan of the velocities in the collision of two balls in
rolling motion along curvilinear line; (Figure from Reference [7])

Figure 2 Phase trajectory branches in phase portraits of two rolling heavy
thin disks for relative motion in interval between initial condition
configuration and configurations of pre-first-collision and post-firstcollision between two rolling disks with vibro-impact dynamics on
rotating curvilinear trace with constant angular velocity around vertical
central axis of its symmetry, and for bifurcation parameters

λi < 1 , i = 1,2 . (From Reference [10])

In Figure 3, kinematic plan of the velocities in the
collision of two balls in rolling motion along curvilinear
line are presented. (Figure from Reference [7])
IV. CONCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS
Using the analysis of the elements of geometry,
kinematics and dynamics of impact (see Fig. 1) and
collision of bodies, which we have given in the parts of
this, as well as in extended paper in electronic version, it
is possible to draw some conclusions and generalizations.
Basic idea and results, in methodology of vibro-impact
dynamics investigation based on the Hedrih’s theory of
collision between rolling bodies along curvilinear lines
and phase trajectory method, are the constructions of two

This presented methodology could be applied for the
investigation of numerous engineering vibro-impact
system dynamics.
The presented methodology for
studying the dynamics of vibro-impact systems with
rolling elements, based on Hedrih’s theory of collisions
between rolling bodies, is applicable in the vibro-impact
dynamics of railway vehicles. When rolling, the wheels of
railway vehicles can collide with accidental obstacles on
the railway tracks, so it is important to determine the
impact impulses, as well as the effects of outgoing-return
impulse angular velocities immediately after the collision,
and thus vibro-impact effects on vehicle construction.
In concluding, again, it is possible to point out: In this
paper we start with new and general results on the
dynamics of the body in rolling along curved lines given
in general form, through the equations of curves in a
stationary vertical plane or a vertical plane rotating with
constant angular velocity about a vertical axis. In both
cases, the generalized rolling pendulums, the
corresponding nonlinear differential equations of
dynamics of rolling body without slipping and their first
integrals, ie the equations of phase trajectories, are derived.
Phase trajectory portraits fo particular examples of
dynamics of generalized rolling pendulous are presented.
The elements of geometry, kinematics and dynamics
of rolling homogeneous balls along curvilinear lines are
defined. The complete Hedrih’s theory of the impact and
collision of heavy rolling balls, through geometry,
kinematics and dynamics of rolling balls, is defined. A
new definition of the coefficient of restitution (collision)
was introduced, starting from the hypothesis of the
conservation of the sum of angular momentum of the balls
in rolling, for instant rolling axes, after the collision in
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relation to the before collision of the bodied. The
expressions for the outgoing angular velocities of the ball
rolling after the collision have been derived and their [5]
rolling paths after the impact or collision have been
determined and various possible anchors have been shown.
The difference between the content of the term
billiards used in mathematical works of many
mathematicians, as well as the research that remains in the
field of geometry is pointed out. Our theory of ball rolling
and collision is based on the examples of the abstraction [6]
of real rolling systems of heavy homogeneous billiards to
a mechanical model.
Based on the both new Hedrih’s results, theory of
collision between rolling bodies and dynamics of
generalized rolling pendulums in successive collisions,
and use phase trajectory method, a new methodology of
vibro-impact dynamics investigation is founded and [7]
presented trough a number of applications in mechanical
system dynamics.
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Abstract— The goal of this paper is computer visualization of
Popovski-like methods for solving nonlinear equations of the
form 𝒇𝒇(𝒛𝒛) = 𝟎𝟎 and the construction of a new one-parameter
family of simultaneous methods for the determination of all
simple zeros of a polynomial. For this purpose, advanced
computer tools such as symbolic computation, basins of
attraction and multi-precision arithmetic are employed.
Choosing different values of the involved parameter, the
presented family generates a variety of root-finding methods.
Computer visualization of these methods indicates a
conjecture on globally convergent properties of simultaneous methods. Numerical examples and dynamic study are
presented.
Keywords—Parametric iterative methods; basin of attraction,
polynomial zeros; computer visualization; global convergence.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to present families of iterative
methods for solving nonlinear equations of Popovski's
type [7] using computer visualization. First, we present a
dynamic study of three special cases of Popovski's third
order family relied on a new methodology that uses
computer graphics, more precisely, basins of attraction.
Starting from this family for finding a single zero, by a
suitable transformation we construct in the second part of
the paper a new one-parameter family of Popovski's type
for the simultaneous determination of all simple zeros of a
polynomial. The order of convergence of the new family
of simultaneous methods is four.
Algebraic polynomials and polynomial zeros are of
great importance, both from theoretical and practical point
of view so that a considerable attention has been devoted
for decades to the design of numerical algorithms for
finding polynomial zeros, see, e.g., [1]-[6], [8], which was
the main motivation for developing a new algorithm.
Taking some specific values of the involved parameter,
Popovski-like family generates simultaneous methods of
Halley’s, Chebyshev’s and Euler’s type. Computer
algebra system Mathematica is employed to perform
convergence analysis and numerical experiments of the
proposed family. Finally, using computer visualization of
the mentioned methods from Popovski-like family and
trajectories of Aberth's type [1], we discuss their globally
convergent properties.

II. POPOVSKI’S FAMILY OF ITERATIVE ROOT-FINDING
METHODS

Let 𝑓𝑓 be at least two times differentiable function and
let us introduce the abbreviations
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)

𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥) =

, 𝐴𝐴2 (𝑥𝑥) =

𝑓𝑓′ (𝑥𝑥)

𝑓𝑓′′ (𝑥𝑥)

2𝑓𝑓′ (𝑥𝑥)

.

Popovski [7] proposed a one-parameter family of
cubically convergent iterative methods for finding a
simple zero of at least two-times differentiable function 𝑓𝑓
𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘+1) = 𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) −

1−𝑟𝑟

1

2𝑟𝑟

{[1 − 𝑟𝑟−1 𝑢𝑢�𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘) �𝐴𝐴2 �𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘) �]𝑟𝑟 − 1} (1)

2𝐴𝐴2 (𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) )

where 𝑟𝑟 ≠ 1 is a real parameter. Taking different values
of 𝑟𝑟 in (1), various root-solvers are generated. In the limit
case when 𝑟𝑟 = 1 Popovski's method (1) reduces to
Newton's method
𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘+1) = 𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) −

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) )

𝑓𝑓′ (𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) )

of the second order.
The following choices 𝑟𝑟 = −1, 𝑟𝑟 = 1/2, 𝑟𝑟 = 2 are of
special interest and produce from (1) Halley's method [9],
Chebyshev's method [9] and Euler's method [3],
respectively, given by
𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘+1) = 𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) −

𝑢𝑢�𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘) �

1−𝑢𝑢�𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘) �𝐴𝐴2 �𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘) �

𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘+1) = 𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) − 𝑢𝑢�𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) ��1 + 𝑢𝑢�𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) �𝐴𝐴2 �𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) ��
𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘+1) = 𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) −

2𝑢𝑢�𝑥𝑥

(𝑘𝑘)

�

(1)H

(1)C

(1)E
(𝑘𝑘) )
1 + �1 −
2 (𝑥𝑥
Although Popovski's family produces well-known
iterative methods, three of which have been presented
above, it was rarely studied in literature. In order to give a
proper credibility to this method and point to its good
convergence properties, in this part we perform dynamic
study of some special cases of the family using a new,
modern methodology based on basins of attraction. This
approach provides not only visual insight into convergence behavior, but also delivers precise data on the
executed CPU time for each basin, average number of
iterations needed to reach termination criterion and the
𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥 (𝑘𝑘) )𝐴𝐴
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percentage of divergent points from the basin. The last
characteristic indicates the quality of the tested method
concerning the size of domain of convergence.
The basin of attraction is concerned with iterative
zero-finding methods applied to a tested function 𝑓𝑓 .
Geometrically, it is presented by the set of zero
approximations located in a region (usually rectangle 𝑅𝑅)
in the complex plane. Connected, these approximations
make trajectories that converge to the sought zeros of 𝑓𝑓.
Basins of attraction are plotted over the rectangle 𝑅𝑅
centered at the origin and containing all zeros of the tested
function. Initial approximations start from equally spaced points inside the square 𝑅𝑅 (making an equidistant
lattice 𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅 with the resolution 𝑚𝑚 × 𝑛𝑛 ). Basin is formed
from zero approximations that tend to the target zeros
(attraction points). Drawing basins of attraction, the
following rules are executed:
−Trajectories of approximations 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 to the zeros 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 are
plotted until the stopping criterion |𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 | < 𝜏𝜏 is
fulfilled for all zeros (𝜏𝜏 is usually 10−5 or 10−6 ).
− Each basin is colored by a different color.
− Each basin is divided into several parts, each of which
is shaded darker (lighter) as the number of iterations rises
(decreases).
− Starting points that lead to the divergence are colored
black.
− We set the maximum of 𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 iterations as a limit for
every initial point; in the case that the number of iterations
exceeds 𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , we proclaim the considered initial point as
divergent and paint it black.
It is preferable that each basin of attraction (counting
all iterations) is as large as possible and unvaried, and
possesses as small as possible: CPU execution time,
average number of iteration, divergent points and fewer
number of blobs and fractals.
The basins of attraction for the methods (1)H , (1)C and,
(1)E applied to the polynomial 𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧) = 𝑥𝑥 4 − 𝑥𝑥, are
displayed on Figures 1-3. We have dealt with 𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =40
and the precision 𝜏𝜏 = 10−5 .

Fig. 2 Basin of attraction for Chebyshev’s method (1)C

Fig. 3 Basin of attraction for Euler’s method (1)E

According to the data obtained during the plotting
basins of attractions, see Table I, it turns out that Halley's
method is the fastest, it reaches termination criterion in the
smallest average iterations and has no divergent points. A
number of tested functions (omitted here to save the space)
has shown that Halley's methods also demonstrates the
best convergence characteristics.
TABLE I DYNAMIC STUDY DATA

Methods

(1)H

(1)C

(1)E

CPU (in sec)
Aver. iterations
Div. points (%)

66.09
5.02
0

82.72
6.22
0.0044

91.83
6.58
0

Fig. 1 Basin of attraction for Halley’s method (1)H
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III. POPOVSKI-LIKE SIMULTANEOUS METHODS
In what follows we will apply a suitable
transformation to Popovski's family (1) for finding a
single zero to derive a new one-parameter family for the
simultaneous determination of all simple zeros of a
polynomial. We are focused on iterative methods for the
simultaneous determination of polynomial zeros since
they are often used in applied mathematics but also in
solving various problems of a wide variety of scientific
disciplines, see, e.g., [3], [4], [8]. The considerably
advantage of finding polynomial zeros simultaneously,
compared for a method of deflation that finds only one
zero at the time, consists of its remarkable self-correcting
properties, as presented graphically in Section VI.
For simplicity, in the sequel we will often omit the
iteration index 𝑘𝑘. Let 𝑃𝑃 be a monic polynomial of degree
𝑛𝑛 with simple zeros 𝛼𝛼1 ,…, 𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛 . Then 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 presents the
current approximation to the zero 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and 𝑥𝑥� i is a new
approximation calculated in the next iteration. L et us
introduce
𝑛𝑛
1
𝑃𝑃(𝜆𝜆) (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
,
𝜆𝜆
, 𝑆𝑆𝜆𝜆,𝑖𝑖 = �
𝛿𝛿𝜆𝜆,𝑖𝑖 =
�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �
𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝑗𝑗=1
𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 𝛿𝛿2,𝑖𝑖 − (𝛿𝛿1,𝑖𝑖 )2 + 𝑆𝑆2,𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆 = 1,2).

Let us define the rational function
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) =

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥)

�𝑥𝑥 ≠ 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛𝑛}�.

∏𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖�𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �

(2)

Obviously, the function 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) has the same zeros as
the polynomial 𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥), which is of crucial interest in
designing a new family. Setting 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 into (2) and
applying the logarithmic derivatives to (2) (and then
setting 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ), we find
𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) ∶=

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖′ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

= 𝛿𝛿1,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑆𝑆1,𝑖𝑖 ,

(3)

𝛿𝛿2,𝑖𝑖 − (𝛿𝛿1,𝑖𝑖 )2 + 𝑆𝑆2,𝑖𝑖
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖′′ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝑤𝑤21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) ∶= ′
= 𝛿𝛿1,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑆𝑆1,𝑖𝑖 +
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝛿𝛿1,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑆𝑆1,𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
.
(4)
= 𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) +
𝜔𝜔10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
Substitute

and

𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) =

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

𝑃𝑃′(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

𝐴𝐴2 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) =

𝑃𝑃′′(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

with

2𝑃𝑃′(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖′ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

with

= 𝑤𝑤01 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖′′ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
2𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖′ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

= 𝑤𝑤21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )/2

in (1). Using the expressions (3) and (4) we obtain a new
one-parameter family of iterative methods for the
simultaneous determination of all simple zeros of a
polynomial
𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −

1
𝑟𝑟

1 − 𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟 𝜔𝜔21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
��1 −
� − 1� (𝑖𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛)
𝜔𝜔21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝑟𝑟 − 1 𝜔𝜔10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

(5)

Introducing the iteration index k we present the family
(5) in the form

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(𝑘𝑘+1)

= 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

1

1 − 𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤21 �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) � 𝑟𝑟
−
��1
−
� − 1�
𝑟𝑟 − 1 𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) )
𝑤𝑤21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) )

(𝑘𝑘)

(𝑖𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛, 𝑘𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑟𝑟 ≠ 1)

(6)

where the values 𝜔𝜔21 and 𝜔𝜔10 are calculated by (3) and
(4) at the points 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘) (𝑗𝑗 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛𝑛}). Taking the values 𝑟𝑟 =
−1, 𝑟𝑟 = 2, 𝑟𝑟 = 1/2 and 𝑟𝑟 = 1 (the limit case) in (6), we
obtain Halley-like method (6)𝐻𝐻 , Euler-like method (6)𝐸𝐸 ,
Chebyshev-like method (6)𝐶𝐶 , and Newton-like method
(6)𝑁𝑁 (better known as Ehrlich-Aberth’s method [1], [2]),
respectively.
As example, we present the well-known EhrlichAberth’s method of the order three, which is generated
from (6) in the limit case 𝑟𝑟 = 1:
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘+1) = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) −

1

𝑃𝑃′ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) )
1
− ∑𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘)
𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) )

(𝑖𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛, 𝑘𝑘 = 0,1, … )

(7)

IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section we determine the order of convergence
of the family of simultaneous methods (6). Introduce the
errors
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 , 𝜀𝜀̂𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 .

Let |𝜀𝜀| be the absolute value of the error 𝜀𝜀 of maximal
magnitude, |𝜀𝜀| = max �𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 �. Assume that magnitudes of all
1≤𝑗𝑗≤𝑛𝑛

errors 𝜀𝜀1 , … , 𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛 are approximately of the same order, then
(8)
𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 ) and 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀).
Starting from the factorization

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) = ∏𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1(𝑥𝑥 − 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 )

and using the logarithmic derivative, we find
𝑃𝑃′(𝑥𝑥)
𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥)

Hence

(

𝑃𝑃′ (𝑥𝑥)

′

′′

(𝑥𝑥)
) =𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃′ (𝑥𝑥)
−
𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥)

= ∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1
𝑃𝑃′ (𝑥𝑥)

�

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥)

1

𝑥𝑥−𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗

.

(9)

2

� = − ∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1

Let us introduce the abbreviations
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

1

�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 ��𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �
𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 +𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 −2𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
2

2

�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 � �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �

,

1

(𝑥𝑥−𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 )2

. (10)

,

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 , 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 .

Then, setting 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 by combining (10) and (11), we
find
𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) =

1

𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

=

1−𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖

𝑤𝑤21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) +
Now we get
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 :=

𝑤𝑤21 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

=

, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = −

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑤𝑤10 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

=

1+𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 2 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

(11)

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 2

−2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 +𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 (𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 )2
1−𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 (−2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 −𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 +𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 )2 )
1−𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖

.

(12)

.
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Note that 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖

= 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 ) and 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 ), where

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (1) and 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (1) are

some quantities that depend
on the polynomial zeros and their approximations.
Let 𝑔𝑔1 denote the 𝑟𝑟-th root in (5). Using symbolic computation in Mathematica, by (11) and (12) we find
𝑔𝑔1 ≔ (1 −

+

=

2𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟−1

1−𝑟𝑟

1/𝑟𝑟

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 )

2𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 3 (𝑟𝑟+1)(𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 )3
3(𝑟𝑟−1)2

wherefrom
𝑔𝑔2 ≔ �1 −

𝑟𝑟

1

=1+

2𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟−1

+𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 4 ),

+

𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝 � − 1 = 𝑔𝑔1 − 1
1 − 𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖

+

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 2 (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 +(𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 )2 )
1−𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 )2

+

2𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 3 (𝑟𝑟+1)(𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 )3
3(𝑟𝑟−1)2

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 2 (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 +(𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 )2 )
1−𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 )2

+𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀5 )

(13)

Finally, in view of (13), we obtain from (5)

𝜀𝜀̂𝑖𝑖 =

(𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 )3 𝜀𝜀�(𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 )2 (𝑟𝑟−5)+3𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 (𝑟𝑟−1)�
6(𝑟𝑟−1)

+ 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀 5 ) (14)

Since 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (𝜀𝜀), from (14) we can state the
following theorem.

Theorem 1. Assume that the initial approximations

𝑥𝑥1 (0) , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 (0) are sufficiently close to the respective zeros
𝛼𝛼1 , … , 𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛 of a given polynomial P. Then
(𝑘𝑘+1)
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖

(𝑘𝑘) 3 (𝑘𝑘)
(𝑘𝑘) 2
(𝑘𝑘)
�𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 � 𝜀𝜀 ��𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 � (𝑟𝑟−5)+3𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 (𝑟𝑟−1)�

Example 2. The same methods from Example 1 have
been applied to the polynomial of Wilkinson's type
15

𝑃𝑃2 (𝑥𝑥) = �(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑗𝑗)
𝑗𝑗=1

of degree 𝑛𝑛 = 15. In spite of the fact that polynomials of
this kind are ill-conditioned (small changes of coefficients
cause great variations of values of the polynomial zeros)
the applied methods have demonstrated good behaviour,
which is evident from Table III.
TABLE III NORMS OF APPROXIMATION ERRORS TO THE ZEROS OF THE
POLYNOMIAL 𝑃𝑃2 (𝑥𝑥)

Errors
𝑒𝑒 (1)
𝑒𝑒 (2)
𝑒𝑒 (3)

(1)H

(1)C

(1)E

1.39(−2)
1.21(−9)
3.68(−37)

1.31(−2)
6.64(−10)
1.34(−38)

1.72(−2)
5.23(−9)
1.28(−34)

The entries displayed in Tables II and III show that all
tested methods from the family (5) produce approximations of very high accuracy. From Tables II and III, and
many tested polynomials not presented in the paper due to
the limit of pages, we are not able to get dominance on
some particular method from the family (5).
VI. ON GLOBAL CONVERGENCE OF SIMULTANEOUS
METHODS

(𝑘𝑘) 5

The research of the most intriguing and challenging
=
+ 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 ��𝜀𝜀 � �,
6(𝑟𝑟−1)
problem referred to global or almost global convergence
of simultaneous methods has become possible only with
(𝑘𝑘)
(𝑘𝑘)
where 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (1) and 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀 (1) are some the great advance of development of computer graphics
quantities that depend on the polynomial zeros and their and computer algebra systems at the beginning of the 21approximations produced𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑘𝑘-th iteration. Therefore, th century. The crucial idea is the use of so-called Aberth's
the order of convergence of the family of simultaneous distribution of initial approximations [1], equidistantly
methods (5) is equal to four.
spaced on a circle in the complex plane: starting from
Aberth's initial approximations, the complete flow of the
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
implemented iterative process is tracked until the stopping
In our numerical experiments, we have applied the criterion is satisfied.
simultaneous methods from the family (5) to several
The described type of computer visualization in the
algebraic polynomials of relatively high degree. For form of trajectories, assigned to each polynomial zero, is
illustration, we present two examples. As a measure of of particular interest since it delivers a quite new insight
accuracy of the obtained approximations, we have into the possible global convergence characteristics of
calculated Euclid's norm
simultaneous methods and reveals to the extent of their
(𝑘𝑘)
stability and robustness. For more details see the paper [6].
𝑒𝑒 (𝑘𝑘) = (∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 |𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 |2)1/2 (𝑘𝑘 = 0,1, … ).
Example 1. We have applied three methods (6)H, (6)C,
(6)E to the polynomial
𝑃𝑃1 (𝑥𝑥) = (𝑥𝑥 − 4)(𝑥𝑥 + 1)(𝑥𝑥 4 − 16)(𝑥𝑥 4 + 4)(𝑥𝑥 2 + 9)( 𝑥𝑥 2 + 2𝑥𝑥 + 5)
× (𝑥𝑥 2 − 4𝑥𝑥 + 5)(𝑥𝑥 2 − 2𝑥𝑥 + 10)(𝑥𝑥 2 + 16)

of degree 20. The zeros of 𝑃𝑃1 (𝑥𝑥) can be easily faced from
the above factorization. The error norms 𝑒𝑒 (𝑘𝑘) of
approximations in the first three iterations are given in
Table II, where 𝐴𝐴(−ℎ) means 𝐴𝐴 × 10−ℎ .
TABLE II NORMS OF APPROXIMATION ERRORS TO THE ZEROS OF THE
POLYNOMIAL 𝑃𝑃1 (𝑥𝑥)

Errors
𝑒𝑒 (1)
𝑒𝑒 (2)
𝑒𝑒 (3)

(1)H

(1)C

(1)E

1.12(−2)
3.63(−10)
1.00(−39)

1.48(−2)
1.94(−9)
1.31(−36)

1.49(−2)
7.85(−10)
3.24(−38)

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 14 − (2.6761309−0.26081334 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 13 + (3.227117 −
0.2691845 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 12 − (1.5329053+0.9320745 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 11
− (4.044812−2.2129954 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 10 +(12.272863−2.040898 𝑖𝑖)𝑥𝑥 9
+ (22.97764+0.1230355𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 8 +31.147546+3.3809999 𝑖𝑖)𝑥𝑥 7
−(34.2570503+7.0105129 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 6 +(31.36610635+9.7421391 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 5
− (24.706450+10.041725 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 4 +(15.899472+7.561425811 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥 3
− (8.586289+4.461636 𝑖𝑖)𝑥𝑥 2 + (3.2104514+1.8514972 𝑖𝑖) 𝑥𝑥
− (1.1330965+0.5266331 𝑖𝑖)

This polynomial has 10 zeros very close to the unit
circle. Note that polynomials with zeros on/very close the
unit circle (not necessarily all of them) appear in some
scientific brunches, for example, in signal processing. The
positions of approximations in the course of iterative
process are marked by blue points in the complex plane,
making trajectories, while the polynomial zeros are
coloured red.
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Fig. 4 Trajectories of Halley-like method (6)H
Fig. 7 Trajectories of Erlich-Aberth’s method (6)N

Fig. 5 Trajectories of Chebyshev-like method (6)C

Fig. 6 Trajectories of Euler-like method (6)E

From Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 one can notice that all four
tested methods have trajectories of very similar form for
the considered polynomial 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥). The methods (6)H, (6)C
and (6)E have satisfied the stopping criterion in 𝑒𝑒 (𝑘𝑘) <
10−5 in 12 iterations, while Erlich-Aberth’s method (6)N
needed 16 iterations. All trajectories have fairly regular
paths; besides, they are almost radially distributed tending
straightforwardly to the zeros in the course of iterating.
Flows of iterative processes, presented by these
trajectories, demonstrate the stability and robustness of the
proposed Popovski-like family and point to possible
globally convergent properties.
Let us note that the analytical proof of global
convergence has not proved yet for any simultaneous
methods although a huge number of numerical results
indicates a positive answer. However, from a
mathematical point of view, this challenging task still
remains an open problem.
VII.CONCLUSIONS
We have focused our research on almost forgotten
one-parameter Popovski’s family from 1980. for solving
nonlinear equations of the form 𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧) = 0, iteratively.
Using computer graphics relied on basins of attraction, we
have performed dynamic study of Popovski’s family in
the case of a simple zero. This approach, beside computer
visualization of iterative process, delivers additional
useful information on the tested method such as CPU time,
average number of iteration, percentage of divergent
points, and so on. Using Popovski’s family we have
constructed a new one-parameter family of simultaneous
methods for the determination of all simple zeros of a
polynomial. Choosing different values of the involved
parameter, the presented family generates a variety of
simultaneous methods for finding polynomial zeros. Aside
from numerical experiments, we have paid special
attention to the flow of iterative processes using targeting
trajectories for each of polynomial zeros. To investigate
the mentioned two families of Popovski’s type, advanced
computer tools such as symbolic computation, basins of
attraction and multi-precision arithmetic, have been
employed.
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Abstract— In this paper, we deal with infinite products and
functions defined by them. We examine the problems of
numerical computing their values. Also, we consider a few
modifications of the well-known methods for numerical
solving of a equation or a system of equations. Especially, we
included Newton's and the Newton-Kantorovich. The
purpose was to adapt them to cases when the functions are
given in the form of infinite products. The examples
comprehend the infinite q-power products and prove that
the methods are pretty suitable for them.
Keywords— infinite products, functions, equations, iterative
methods, q-calculus

I. INTRODUCTION
A lot of papers were written about the iterative
methods for solving of a nonlinear equation of the type
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 0, where 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) is a continuous operator defined on
a nonempty subset of a Banach space.
In a few papers were considered some unusual
functions such as continuous but non-differentiable
functions (Hernandez & Rubio [6]) or non-continuous
functions.
Another perspective branch of mathematics is qcalculus. It appears as a connection between mathematics
and physics (see Andrews et al. [2], Gasper & Rahman [4],
Koekoek & Swarttouw [8]). It has a lot of applications in
different mathematical areas, such as: number theory,
combinatorics,
orthogonal
polynomials,
basic
hypergeometric functions and other sciences: quantum
theory, mechanics and theory of relativity.
II. BASICS OF Q-CALCULUS
Let 𝑞𝑞 be a complex number such that |𝑞𝑞| < 1. A 𝑞𝑞complex number [𝑎𝑎]𝑞𝑞 is defined by
[𝑎𝑎]𝑞𝑞 =

1−𝑞𝑞 𝑎𝑎
1−𝑞𝑞

(|𝑞𝑞| < 1; 𝑎𝑎 ∈ 𝐶𝐶)

(1)

The factorial of a positive integer number [𝑛𝑛]𝑞𝑞 and qbinomial coefficient, we define by
[0]𝑞𝑞 ! = 1,

[𝑛𝑛]𝑞𝑞 ! =

∏𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=1[𝑘𝑘]𝑞𝑞

( 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑁)

[𝑛𝑛]𝑞𝑞 !
𝑛𝑛
(𝑘𝑘, 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑁).
� � = [𝑘𝑘]
𝑘𝑘 𝑞𝑞
𝑞𝑞 ![𝑛𝑛−𝑘𝑘]𝑞𝑞 !

(2)

𝑛𝑛−1(1
(𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)𝑛𝑛 = ∏𝑘𝑘=0
− 𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 ) (𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑁 ∪ {∞}).

by

(4)

Especially, (𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)0 = 1.
The fractional order q-Pochammer symbol is defined
(𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)𝜆𝜆 =

(𝑎𝑎;𝑞𝑞)∞

(𝜆𝜆 ∈ 𝑅𝑅).

�𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 𝜆𝜆 ;𝑞𝑞�∞

(5)

Remark 1. In the software Wolfram Mathematica there
is command QPochhammer[𝑎𝑎, 𝑞𝑞, 𝑛𝑛] which gives (𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)𝑛𝑛
for ∈ 𝑁𝑁 and QPochhammer[𝑎𝑎, 𝑞𝑞] which gives (𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)∞ .
Even more, 𝑁𝑁�QPochhammer[𝑎𝑎, 𝑞𝑞]� will give the
appro-ximated value of (𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)∞ .
The q-derivative of a function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) is
𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) =

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)−𝑓𝑓(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)
(1−𝑞𝑞)𝑥𝑥

(𝑥𝑥 ≠ 0),

𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(0) = lim 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥).

and high q-derivatives

𝑥𝑥→0

(5)
(6)

𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥), 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 �𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛−1 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)� (𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑁). (7)

From the above definition, it is obvious that a
continuous function on an interval, which does not include
zero, is continuously q-differentiable function.
In q-analysis, the q-integral is defined by
𝑎𝑎

𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘
𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = ∫0 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎(1 − 𝑞𝑞) ∑∞
𝑘𝑘=0 𝑓𝑓 (𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 ) 𝑞𝑞 ,
𝑏𝑏

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎

∫𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 𝑡𝑡 = ∫0 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 𝑡𝑡 − ∫0 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 𝑡𝑡.

When
notions

(9)

𝑞𝑞 → 1, we get well-known mathematical

lim[𝑎𝑎]𝑞𝑞 = 𝑎𝑎,

𝑞𝑞→1

(8)

𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛
lim � � = � �,
𝑘𝑘 𝑞𝑞
𝑘𝑘

𝑞𝑞→1

lim 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑓𝑓 ′ (𝑥𝑥),

𝑞𝑞→1

𝑏𝑏
lim ∫ 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 𝑡𝑡
𝑞𝑞→1 𝑎𝑎

𝑏𝑏

= ∫𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.

(10)
(11)
(12)

(3)

Hence follows the notion of q-Pochammer symbol
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III. NUMERICAL COMPUTING OF INFINITE PRODUCTS
We are not able to compute the exact value of the
infinite product in the most cases. That is why a few
numerical methods are developed for its approximating.
The simplest way is to omit factors from an index and
to compute truncated product
𝑛𝑛
𝑃𝑃 = ∏∞
𝑘𝑘=1 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 ≈ ∏𝑘𝑘=1 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 = 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛

( 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑁).

(13)

But, it is not an effective method, neither to exactness
nor to number of operations. Slater [12] mentioned some
computing difficulties for 0.89 < 𝑞𝑞 < 1 , which can be
avoided by using the logarithmic form.
The Euler identity
∞
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘
∏∞
𝑘𝑘=1(1 − 𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 ) = ∑𝑘𝑘=0(−1) 𝑎𝑎

𝑞𝑞 𝑘𝑘(𝑘𝑘+1)/2
(𝑞𝑞;𝑞𝑞)𝑘𝑘

,

(14)

enable us to compute an infinite sum instead of product
𝑞𝑞 𝑘𝑘(𝑘𝑘+1)/2

ξ ≈ 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 −

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )
.
𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )

So, we can construct q-Newton method
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 −

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )

.

(20)

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ).

(21)

𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )

This method written in the form
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 −

𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 −𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )−𝑓𝑓(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 )

resembles the method of chords (secants).
Theorem 1 (Rajković et al. [11]). Let the function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
be defined on (𝑥𝑥0 − 𝑅𝑅, 𝑥𝑥0 + 𝑅𝑅) and the conditions
�𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) − 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑦𝑦)� ≤ 𝐿𝐿|𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦|,
𝐿𝐿

�𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑓𝑓(𝑦𝑦) − 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑦𝑦)(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦)� ≤ |𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦|2 ,
2

(22)
(23)

(15) are satisfied for all 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦 ∈ (𝑥𝑥0 − 𝑅𝑅, 𝑥𝑥0 + 𝑅𝑅) and a
constant 𝐿𝐿 > 0. If here are fulfilled the inequalities
Sokal [13] proved that the truncated method (13) has
1
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥0 )
1
(24)
linear convergence, which is weaker in comparison with �𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥0 )� ≥ 𝑏𝑏 > 0, �𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥 )� ≤ 𝑎𝑎, ℎ = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ≤ 2,
𝑞𝑞
0
the square convergence of the method (14). Computing by
the Euler identity is more precise although it has troubles and
for q nearby 1 because of dividing by (𝑞𝑞; 𝑞𝑞)𝑛𝑛 .
1−√1−2ℎ
𝑅𝑅 > 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑎𝑎
.
(25)
ℎ
Example 1. The numerical evaluating of the infinite
product
Then the sequence {𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 } converges to the solution ξ ∈
(𝑥𝑥0 − 𝑟𝑟, 𝑥𝑥0 + 𝑟𝑟) and it is valid
𝑃𝑃 = (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥; 𝑞𝑞)∞ ,
(16)
𝑛𝑛
𝑎𝑎
|ξ − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 | ≤ 𝑛𝑛−1 (2ℎ)2 −1 .
(26)
by the formulas (13) and (15) for 𝑥𝑥 = 1/3 and 𝑞𝑞 = 1/2
𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘
∏∞
𝑘𝑘=1(1 − 𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 ) ≈ ∑𝑘𝑘=0(−1) 𝑎𝑎

(𝑞𝑞;𝑞𝑞)𝑘𝑘

.

2

are compared on the Table 1. Here, 𝑎𝑎(−𝑛𝑛) = 𝑎𝑎 ∙ 10−𝑛𝑛 .

TABLE 1. THE COMPARISON OF THE NUMERICAL COMPUTING OF THE
INFINITE PRODUCT (16) BY THE FORMULAS (13) AND (15)

n
5
10
20
30

Error by (13)
0.736 (-2)
0.229 (-3)
0.223 (-6)
0.217 (-9)

Error by (15)
0.222 ( -8)
0.264 (-24)
0.959 (-79)
0.274 (-163)

−(1−𝑞𝑞)𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 +(3−𝑞𝑞)𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛
2𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛

,

𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 =

𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛

𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 +(1−𝑞𝑞)𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛

.

Then

lim 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 = lim 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 = 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑥𝑥0 (𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)∞ .
𝑛𝑛→∞

But, the rate of convergence is similar as by (13).
Remark 2. The expansions of
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
∏∞
𝑘𝑘=1(1 − 𝑞𝑞 )(1 − 𝑞𝑞 )

were studied by Sun [14].

(18)

wherefrom

(28)

where 𝑀𝑀 and 𝐿𝐿 are positive constants.
If the equation 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 0 has the unique isolated
solution ξ ∈ (𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏) , then, for all initial values 𝑥𝑥0 ∈
(ξ − ℎ, ξ + ℎ) , where ℎ = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚{𝑎𝑎, 𝑀𝑀/𝐿𝐿} , the q-Newton
𝑛𝑛
𝐿𝐿 𝑝𝑝 −1

|ξ − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 | ≤ � �
𝑀𝑀

|ξ − 𝑥𝑥0 |𝑝𝑝

𝑛𝑛 −1

.

(29)

Example 2. For fixed real numbers b and 𝑞𝑞 ∈ (−1,1),
we consider the equation
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡ (𝑥𝑥; 𝑞𝑞)∞ − 𝑏𝑏 = 0,

(30)

with unknown value x. Fine thing in q-Newton method is
appearance of 𝑓𝑓(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞) = (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥; 𝑞𝑞)∞ − 𝑏𝑏. It is the function of
(19) the same type as 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) what makes easier the required
computations. In the special case:

IV. ON Q-NEWTON METHOD
Suppose that an equation 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 0, has the unique
isolated solution ξ: 𝑓𝑓(ξ) = 0. If 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 is an approximation to
the exact solution ξ, by using Jackson's q-Taylor formula,
we have (see Jackson [7] and Rajković and alt. [10])
0 = 𝑓𝑓(ξ) ≈ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) + 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )(ξ − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ),

(27)

(17) method converges to the exact solution ξ and it is valid

with initial values 𝑥𝑥0 wand 𝑦𝑦0 which have to be related
by (1 − 𝑞𝑞)𝑥𝑥0 = (1 + 2𝑎𝑎 − 𝑞𝑞)𝑦𝑦0 (see Allasia[1]).
𝑛𝑛→∞

�𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )� ≥ 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝−1 > 0 (1 ≤ 𝑝𝑝 ≤ 2),

�𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑓𝑓(𝑦𝑦) − 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞 𝑓𝑓(𝑦𝑦)(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦)� ≤ 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝−1 |𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦|𝑝𝑝 ,

Gatteschi [5] has introduced the iterative scheme
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

Theorem 2 (Marinković et al. [9]). Let a function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
be defined on (𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏) and satisfies the conditions

24 64
𝑒𝑒 𝜋𝜋

𝑏𝑏 = �

, 𝑞𝑞 =

1

𝑒𝑒 2𝜋𝜋

,

(31)

starting with initial value 𝑥𝑥0 = 0.5, after two iterations by
q-Newton method we get the approximation 𝑥𝑥2 =
−0.0432139, what gives the approximation with six
exact digits of the exact solution 𝑥𝑥 = −𝑒𝑒 −𝜋𝜋 . It is quite in
coincidence with the known product
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Example 8. Finding zeros of the continuous nowhere
(32) differentiable functions is a hard problem because the
methods based on the differentiation can’t be used. The
Remark 3. Let us remind that the small and big q- first known function of this type is Weierstrass function
exponential functions are defined by
given by the series:
24 64

−(2𝑘𝑘+1)𝜋𝜋
∏∞
� = � 𝜋𝜋.
𝑛𝑛=0�1 + 𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒

1

𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞 (𝑧𝑧) = (𝑧𝑧;𝑞𝑞) ,
∞

𝐸𝐸𝑞𝑞 (𝑧𝑧) = (−𝑧𝑧; 𝑞𝑞)∞ .

𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡ ∑∞
𝑛𝑛=1 𝑎𝑎 cos(𝑏𝑏 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋),

(33)

(43)
3𝜋𝜋

Hence, for a chosen 𝑞𝑞 and 𝑏𝑏, by this method, we can
find the unknown value 𝑧𝑧 such that 𝑏𝑏 = 𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞 (𝑧𝑧) or 𝑏𝑏 =
𝐸𝐸𝑞𝑞 (𝑧𝑧).
Example 3. For fixed real numbers 𝑎𝑎 ∈ (−1,1) and
𝑏𝑏 ∈ 𝑅𝑅, we consider the equation

where 𝑏𝑏 is an odd integer and 0 < 𝑎𝑎 < 1, 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 > 1 + .
2
Wen [15] introduced the function with the same
property as an infinite product. Let 0 < 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 < 1 for every
𝑛𝑛 and ∑∞
𝑛𝑛=1 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 is converging. Let {𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 } be a sequence of
2𝑛𝑛
= 0, then
even integers and 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛 = ∏𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=1 𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 . If lim

with unknown value x. Let us consider the special case
𝑏𝑏 = 0.0895642804 and 𝑎𝑎 = 0.75. Starting with 𝑥𝑥0 = 0.5,
and applying q-Newton method with 𝑞𝑞 = 0.75, after three
iterations, we find 𝑥𝑥3 = 0.538463. It is very close to
𝑥𝑥 = 7/13.
Example 4. For fixed real numbers 𝑞𝑞 ∈ (−1,1) and
𝑏𝑏 ∈ 𝑅𝑅, we consider the equation

is a continuous nowhere differentiable function.
1
In special, let us take 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 2 , 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 = 4𝑛𝑛 . Applying q𝑛𝑛
Newton method with initial value 𝑥𝑥0 = 0.25 , and 𝑞𝑞 =
0.99 we get very close approximation of the exact
solution 𝑥𝑥 = 0.375 ….

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡ (𝑎𝑎; 𝑥𝑥)∞ − 𝑏𝑏 = 0,

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡

(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥;𝑞𝑞)∞
(𝑥𝑥;𝑞𝑞)∞

(34)

− 𝑏𝑏 = 0,

(35)

with unknown x. Let us consider the special case 𝑏𝑏 = 2.5
and 𝑞𝑞 = 0.75. Starting with 𝑥𝑥0 = 𝑞𝑞 , and applying qNewton method with 𝑞𝑞 = 0.7, after six iterations, we find
𝑥𝑥6 = 0.60011. It is very close to the exact solution 𝑥𝑥 =
0.6. Namely, the following identity is valid
(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥;𝑞𝑞)∞
(𝑥𝑥;𝑞𝑞)∞

=

1

1−𝑥𝑥

.

(36)

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡

(37)

with unknown value x. Applying q-Newton method, we
get very close approximation of the exact solution 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑎𝑎2 .
It comes from known identity
(−𝑞𝑞; 𝑞𝑞2 )8∞ = (𝑞𝑞; 𝑞𝑞 2 )8∞ + 16𝑞𝑞(−𝑞𝑞2 ; 𝑞𝑞 2 )8∞ .

(38)

Example 6. For fixed real numbers 𝑎𝑎, 𝑞𝑞 ∈ (−1,1) and
𝑏𝑏 ∈ 𝑅𝑅, we consider the equation
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡ (𝑎𝑎; 𝑞𝑞)𝑥𝑥 − 𝑏𝑏 = 0,

(39)

with unknown value x. For the special values
1

3

𝑎𝑎 = , 𝑞𝑞 = , 𝑏𝑏 =
2

4

(1/2;3/4)∞

�1/√3;3/4�∞

,

(41)

with unknown value x. Applying q-Newton method with
initial value 𝑥𝑥0 = 1/2, in a few iterations, we get 𝑥𝑥 =
𝑞𝑞−8 , what is the exact solution. It is based on the Euler’s
identity (see Chen [3]):
8𝑘𝑘
16𝑘𝑘−8 )
∏∞
= 1.
𝑘𝑘=1(1 − 𝑞𝑞 )(1 − 𝑞𝑞

+ 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 sin(𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋)),

(44)

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 1 The Wen’s continuous nowhere differentiable function

V. ON Q-NEWTON-KANOTROVIČ METHOD
Let 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) and 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) be two-variable real
continuous functions. The partial q-derivatives of 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
(𝑖𝑖 = 1,2) are defined by
and

𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) =

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞,𝑦𝑦)

(𝑥𝑥 ≠ 0),

(45)

𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑦𝑦 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) =

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥,𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)

(𝑦𝑦 ≠ 0).

(46)

(1−𝑞𝑞)𝑥𝑥

(1−𝑞𝑞)𝑦𝑦

Suppose that (𝜉𝜉, 𝜂𝜂) is an isolated real solution of the
(40) system of the equations

applying q-Newton method with initial value 𝑥𝑥0 = 1, in
the six iterations, we get 𝑥𝑥 = −0.5, what is the exact
solution.
Example 7. For fixed real numbers 𝑞𝑞 ∈ (−1,1), we
consider the equation
8𝑘𝑘
16𝑘𝑘 )
− 1 = 0,
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡ ∏∞
𝑘𝑘=1(1 − 𝑞𝑞 )(1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑛𝑛→∞ 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛

3.0

Example 5. For fixed real numbers 𝑎𝑎 ∈ (−1,1), we
consider the equation
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≡ (−𝑎𝑎; 𝑥𝑥)8∞ − (𝑎𝑎; 𝑥𝑥)8∞ − 16𝑎𝑎(−𝑎𝑎2 ; 𝑥𝑥)8∞ = 0,

∏∞
𝑛𝑛=1(1

(42)

𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 0, 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 0.

(47)

If (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) is an approximation to the exact solution
(𝜉𝜉, 𝜂𝜂), by using Jackson's q-Taylor formula, we have
0 = 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝜉𝜉, 𝜂𝜂) ≈ 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) + 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 )(ξ − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )
+ 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑦𝑦 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 )(𝜂𝜂 − 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ).

(48)

It can be written in the matrix form

where

𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥 , 𝑦𝑦 )
ξ − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
0≈ � 1 𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛 � + 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) �
�,
𝜂𝜂 − 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛
𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 )

(49)
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𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑦𝑦 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 )
�.
𝑊𝑊𝑞𝑞,𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) = �
𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) 𝐷𝐷𝑞𝑞,𝑦𝑦 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 )

infinite products. The examples confirmed that the
(50) methods are pretty suitable for the infinite q-power
products.
If 𝑊𝑊𝑞𝑞,𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) is regular, there exists the inverse
−1 (𝑥𝑥
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matrix 𝑊𝑊𝑞𝑞,𝑛𝑛
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Mathematical Sciences 15 (2005), pp. 2511–2515
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Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004.
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di due prodotti infiniti, Rend. Sem. Mat. Univ. Politec.
Torino 29 (1969/70), pp. 187-201.

[6]

M.A. Hernandez, M.J. Rubio, A modification of Newton’s
method for nondifferentiable equations, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 164 (2004) pp. 409-417.

[7]

F.H. Jackson, A q-form of Taylor's theorem, Mess. Math.
Math. 38, (1909), pp. 62-64.

[8]

R. Koekoek and R. F. Swarttouw, "Askey-scheme of
hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials and its qanalogue", Report No 98-17, Delft University of
Technology, 1998.

[9]

S.D. Marinković, P.M. Rajković, M.S. Stanković, The qiterative methods in numerical solving of some equations
with infinite products, Facta Universitatis (Nis), Ser. Math.
Inform. Vol. 28, No 4 (2013), pp. 379–392.

(52)

𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ≡ (𝑥𝑥 2 𝑞𝑞; 𝑞𝑞)∞ + 𝑒𝑒 (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦;𝑞𝑞)∞ − 2 = 0,

(53)

with unknown value x and y. Especially, for 𝑞𝑞 = 0.75,
starting with initial values 𝑥𝑥0 = 𝑦𝑦0 = 𝑞𝑞 , after 𝑛𝑛 = 8
iterations provided by q–Newton–Kantorovich method,
we find solution with six exact decimal digits 𝑥𝑥 =
0.3031358, 𝑦𝑦 = 0.4522925.
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Fig. 2 The convergence of q-Newton-Kanotorovch method to the system
solution

Example 10. For the fixed real number 𝑞𝑞 ∈ (−1,1),
we consider system of the equations
𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ≡ 2(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥; 𝑞𝑞)∞ − (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦; 𝑞𝑞)∞ = 0,
𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ≡

(𝑥𝑥 2

𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦; 𝑞𝑞)∞ − (𝑞𝑞; 𝑞𝑞)∞ = 0,
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with unknown values x and y.
Especially, for 𝑞𝑞 = 3/4, starting with initial values 𝑥𝑥0 =
𝑦𝑦0 = 1/2 , after 𝑛𝑛 = 10 iterations provided by q–
Newton–Kantorovich method, we find solution with only
three exact decimal digits 𝑥𝑥 = 1.02232, 𝑦𝑦 = 0.95596.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Usage of the infinite products in different areas of
mathematics and other sciences motivated us to examine
the problems of their numerical computing. We modified
the Newton's and the Newton-Kantorovich’s method for
the cases when the functions are given in the form of
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Abstract— Knowing the right input parameters and
understanding geometrical logic, architects could achieve
simultaneously a challenging aesthetic shape and an efficient
functional design. Parametric modelling is a new approach
to architectural design, using algorithms for the generation
of virtual entities. The object, or model elements, could be
generated automatically by internal logic arguments instead
of being manually manipulated. Within this design process,
architects could resolve visual, perceptive, material and
structural issues while accomplishing significant time and
precision improvements. This research paper aims to explore
the position of parametric design in architectural practices
and present the possibilities of algorithms in modelling
architectural forms. Grasshopper will be considered as one
of the graphical algorithm editors for a spiral staircase
design.
Keywords— parametric, design, geometry, architecture,
algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the Oxford Dictionary, the adjective
parametric refers to the parameter, which originates from
the Greek para, meaning a subsidiary or assistant, and the
word metron, which means measure. There are two ways
of interpreting – first one, predominantly mathematical, a
quantity whose value is selected for the particular
circumstances and in relation to which other variable
quantities may be expressed, and second, a general one,
describing the boundary and the scope of a specific
process or activity. If we defined parametric as something
precise, design is its opposite, unconstrained and
impulsive activity. While its origin comes from the Latin
word designare, which means to designate, it often
implies an unpredictable or uncertain activity dealing with
quite ill-defined problems. Based on the literature,
parametric design can be synthesized into a design process
based on algorithmic thinking that uses parameters and
rules to constrain them [1]. The principle of parametric
design can be defined as the mathematical design, where
the relationships between the design elements are shown
as parameters which could be reformulated to generate

complex geometries, these geometries are based on the
elements’ parameters, by changing these parameters; new
shapes are created simultaneously. Many researchers [2]
assume the digital as a paradigm that considerably affects
domains such as architecture and engineering not only in
terms of design thinking and the process of creation but
also in production and manufacture.
The first parametric computer-aided design system
was programmed by Ivan Sutherland [3] for his Ph.D.
thesis on Sketchpad in 1963. Professor Samuel Geisberg
was a mathematician who founded the PTC (Parametric
Technology Corporation) in 1988 [4] and created the first
parametric modelling software called Pro/ENGINEER,
which is an integrated CAD/CAM/CAE solution, and was
the first rule-based constraint applied software used
nowadays in mechanical design in many companies.
While many argue that architects have spent decades
gradually adopting parametric modelling, some have
claimed that architects have always produced parametric
models since all design, by definition, derives from
parameters. Today architects craft parametric models in a
range of software environments: from physical modelling
to history-based modellers (CATIA, SolidWorks,
Pro/Engineer), and visual scripts (Grasshopper,
GenerativeComponents, Houdini).
A. Grasshopper
Grasshopper is a visual programming editor developed
by David Rutten. As a plug-in for Rhino3D, Grasshopper
is integrated with the robust and versatile modelling
environment used by creative professionals across a
diverse range of fields, including architecture, urban
planning, structural study, environmental analysis,
mechanical engineering, and more. Grasshopper and
Rhino offer designers the opportunity to define precise
parametric control over models, the capability to explore
generative design workflows, and a platform to develop
higher-level programming logic – all within an intuitive,
graphical interface [5].
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Fig. 1 One-Sheet Hyperboloid definition in Grasshopper (up) and geometrical representation in Rhino3D (down)

Grasshopper provides full control and accurate
manipulation of the model's elements by defining form
generating components, which can be optimized through
the use of sliders, mathematical expressions or simple
scripting. The interface consists of objects or nodes
connected by wires on canvas in order to build the
definition of Grasshopper, and these definitions are visual
programs. Grasshopper consists of two primary types of
user objects: parameters and components. Parameters
store data, whereas components perform actions that result
in data. Changing these parameters causes changes to the
whole definitions and geometries simultaneously, which
could be observed in the Rhinoceros window.
II. FROM THE SECOND ORDER SURFACES TO FUNCTIONAL
STRUCTURE
The second-order surfaces, also called quadratic
surfaces or quadrics, are defined by algebraic equations of
the second-order relative to the Cartesian coordinates [6].
A general equation of the second-order has the following
form:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 2 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 2 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 2 + 2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 + 2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 2𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 +
2𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 2𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝐺𝐺 = 0
(1)

𝑥𝑥 2

𝑎𝑎2

+

𝑦𝑦 2
𝑏𝑏2

−

𝑧𝑧 2
𝑐𝑐 2

=1

(2)

where a, b, c are the semi-axes of a one-sheet hyperboloid.
Parameterization of the isoperimetric line:
𝑥𝑥 = 𝑎𝑎 cos 𝑢𝑢 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(cos(𝑢𝑢 + 𝑡𝑡) − cos 𝑢𝑢)

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎 sin 𝑢𝑢 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(sin(𝑢𝑢 + 𝑡𝑡) − sin 𝑢𝑢)

𝑧𝑧 = −𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

0 ≤ 𝑢𝑢 ≤ 2𝜋𝜋, 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑅, 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑡 ≤ 2𝜋𝜋,

(3)

where for 𝑡𝑡 ≠ 0 ∧ 𝑡𝑡 ≠ 𝜋𝜋 we have hyperboloid, and for
𝑡𝑡 = 0, 𝑡𝑡 = 𝜋𝜋 we have special cases: for 𝑡𝑡 = 0 a
cylindrical surface and for 𝑡𝑡 = 𝜋𝜋 a conical surface.
Depending on t, examples are given in Figure 1, from left
𝜋𝜋
𝜋𝜋
3𝜋𝜋
to right 𝑡𝑡 = 0, 𝑡𝑡 = , 𝑡𝑡 = , 𝑡𝑡 = , 𝑡𝑡 = 𝜋𝜋 , and truss
4
2
4
structure for 0 < 𝑡𝑡 < 2𝜋𝜋.
The Warsaw Spire is a complex of Neomodern office
buildings in Warsaw, Poland constructed by the Belgian
real estate developer Ghelamco. It consists of a 220-meter
main tower with a hyperboloid glass façade.

where A, B, C, D, E, F, M, N, P, and G are arbitrary real
numbers and at least one of them is nonzero.

A. One-Sheet Hyperboloid
A one-sheet hyperboloid is an unclosed central twice
ruled surface of the second order of negative Gaussian
curvature. Its implicit equation is:
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An elliptical paraboloid was constructed by a parallel
movement of one parabola whose pick slide along the
other parabola, while the axes of these two parabolas
remain constantly parallel and equally oriented.
Paraboloid of the revolution was created revolving the
parabola around the z-axis, and the parabolic cylinder was
created by the translational motion of a straight line
parallel to the y-axis along a given parabola. The
Reichstag dome in Figure 4 is a paraboloid glass dome,
constructed on top of the rebuilt Reichstag building in
Berlin.
The Reichstag dome in Figure 4 is a paraboloid glass
dome, constructed on top of the rebuilt Reichstag building
in Berlin. It was designed by architect Norman Foster and
built by Waagner-Biro in 1999 to symbolize the
reunification of Germany. The distinctive appearance of
the dome has made it a prominent landmark in Berlin.
Fig. 2 The Warsaw Spire buildings complex

Fig. 3 Paraboloid definition in Grasshopper (up) and geometrical representation in Rhino3D (down)

B. Elliptic Paraboloid
The elliptic paraboloid is an unclosed noncentral
surface of the second order. On the surface of an elliptical
paraboloid, an innumerable set of translational nets exist.
Explicit equation:
𝑥𝑥 2
𝑝𝑝

+

𝑦𝑦 2
𝑞𝑞

= 2𝑧𝑧

(4)

where 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞 > 0 . When 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑞𝑞 , an elliptical paraboloid
degenerates into a paraboloid of revolution.
Parameterization of the isoperimetric line:
𝑥𝑥 = �2𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 cos 𝜑𝜑
𝑦𝑦 = �2𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 sin 𝜑𝜑
𝑧𝑧 = 𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ 𝜑𝜑 ≤ 2𝜋𝜋

Fig. 4 Reichstag dome

(5)
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C. Hyperbolic Paraboloid (Hypar)
A hyperbolic paraboloid is a twice ruled surface with
negative Gaussian curvature and is presented as a
geometric locus belonging to the straight lines intersecting
three fixed skew lines that are parallel to one plane.
A hyperbolic paraboloid is formed correspondingly to
an elliptical paraboloid, except that the two parabolas
have oppositely oriented axes. A hyperbolic paraboloid is
a saddle surface of the second order with parabolas as the
intersections of planes parallel to the axis of the
paraboloid, and hyperbolas with the planes perpendicular
to that axis of the paraboloid. The Grasshopper definition
for this case is given separately and can be seen in Figure
6, while in Figure 5 is the modern structure, CrossRoads
School completed in 2015. The artwork consists of a
folded square frame that rises up from the roof of the new
science building and warps a cable net into the shape of a
hyperbolic paraboloid.

Fig. 5 CrossRoads School, Santa Monica, CA

Good knowledge of the software package is vital for any
designer when modelling complex 3D models. Spiral
stairs take up less space than classic stairs and are a
common design challenge.
The goal is to design functional, comfortable stairs that
do not pose an obstacle (or danger) for climbing or
descending, and at the same time give the space more
attractiveness. With daring shapes and diverse
configurations, they could be iconic objects in projects.
It's always important to understand the restrictions and
underlying concepts. Spiral staircases can adopt different
structural configurations. The most common ones have a
circular format with a central mast from which the steps
are fixed. For the design, three main factors must be taken
into account:
1. Distance between floors
2. Angle of rotation
3. Diameter
It's important to declare where the staircase will begin
and where it will end at the upper level, according to the
flows that have been resolved in the plan. Also, the angle
of rotation must be resolved, which is determined by the
stair's diameter. To measure the number of steps, it's
essential to know the diameter and the length of the
staircase.
Bearing in mind that the steps have irregular shapes as
they approach the central mast, it's important to define the
point at which the calculation of the steps of the staircase
will be applied. It's considered that the walking line is
located 2/3 from the center.
The minimum radius to be considered in a helical
staircase is 70 centimeters, nevertheless, preference for
stairs with at least 80 centimeters radius was given while

Fig. 6 Hyperbolic paraboloid definition in Grasshopper (up) and geometrical representation in Rhino3D (down)

III. SPIRAL STAIRCASE DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN
Previous examples of geometry have provided insight
into the possibility of constructing using Grasshopper.

due to the load capacity, the width of the flight did not go
above 240 cm. A minimum height of 2 meters between
the steps and the roof, or the upper steps was taken into
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account. Furthermore, the floor height for a staircase
without a landing, ie a resort, was set not to exceed a
height of 6 m.

Fig. 7 Grasshopper definition of basic spiral staircase parameters

Fig. 9 The spiral staircase geometrical representation in Rhino3D

Fig. 8 The spiral staircase treads definition in Grasshopper (up) and the spiral staircase fence definition in Grasshopper (down)

The assumed height of the steps was set in the range of
12 to 24 cm, which is the optimum for pleasant movement,
with as little fatigue as possible, of the space occupants in
public buildings. We also assumed the position in the
space of the staircase, that it would start at the same place
where it would end, that is, that the angle of rotation
would be 360 degrees. Based on the assumed height of the
steps and the floor height, we adopt the number of steps
and further adopt the height of the steps. As it is a light
construction, the thickness of the tread was expected to be
3-10 cm.
Based on the adopted number of steps and the width of
the tread, a tread profile was formed. Following the
number of steps, the angle of rotation and the number of
multiplications was determined, while based on the
adopted height of the steps, the movement of each copy of
the tread in the z-direction will be determined until the set
floor height is accomplished.
Based on the end vertices of the tread, a curve was
formed as the basis for the fence, so the fence would
follow all the changes that would occur in the
optimization of the tread. The optimal height of the fence
was set to 100 cm. The fence is designed as a steel
structure of circular cross-section with glass filling.

Following the recommendations, as a restriction in
Grasshopper, we had greater autonomy when proposing a
spiral staircase design. Within this design process, we
were able to resolve visual, perceptive, and structural
issues while accomplishing significant time and precision
improvements.
IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF PARAMETRIC DESIGN
Nowadays, parametric design is used in many fields,
especially when is not easy to control operations using
conventional tools or visualize only using mind,
disciplines which consist of complex algorithmic relations,
interdisciplinary
work,
creative
forms,
and
multiprocessing treatments. Due to implementation and
advancement in digital design, we can find many
applications of parametric design, not only for the design
phase in architecture but for urban planning, structural
analysis, environmental studies and further.
A. Urban Planning
Parametric design can provide several alternatives in a
wide range of designs, while it gives distinctive results in
the iterative design process, which couldn’t be simply
obtained using conventional methods. The discrete
method of problem-solving can deal with multiple layers
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in urban design cases by saving time in writing formulas
and coordinating between these layers.
The pedestrian pathway in one study [7] was chosen to
determine the connections between the project's area,
concerning the smaller buildings which block the visual
connection on streets. The sliced landscape was used to
divide the pedestrian circulation into patterns. The
formula created in this study was conducted by
Grasshopper aiming to determine the shortest pedestrian
pathway.
B. Structural Design
Parametric design can calculate algorithmic formulas
and manipulate complex connections, and create relations
with many kinds of materials.
In a previously mentioned research [7], an example of
a spiral building was investigated to study the structural
system design. Due to the advantages of the Diagrid
system, this shape was chosen for the building. The
parametric method was applied to specify deflections and
material behavior. By studying the algorithm analysis, the
conclusion was that spiral columns were no longer needed.
Furthermore, beam profiles could be smaller than standard
ones, and additionally, they could be replaced by a spring
beam system. That could lead to significant economical
savings.
C. Environmental Study
We could anticipate and solve many design issues in
the early stages of design by studying and analyzing
climatic and environmental changes, as it was done in
some researches [8,9]. Sun movement, location, humidity,
illumination, radiation, wind speed, heat gain or loss,
shadows, could be controlled parametrically in the study.
Besides, we could make simulation in the 4th dimension
using the time aspect which could further influence
building in real time, and observe how the time can
change the performance of the building parametrically.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The basis of everything is knowing the parameters that
determine the object we want to create and restrictions

within the object. At all times, it must be borne in mind
that by manipulating one parameter, we affect the entire
assembly. Parametric modeling in architecture allows
rapid optimization of the structure. Also, it enables the
creation of countless variations of geometric shapes that
meet certain criteria defined by the project task. By
applying parametric modeling, complex geometric shapes
and structures can be created, which cannot be created in
any previously known way applied in architecture. It is
possible to achieve automation in the design process,
which leads to time savings. By applying a new way of
thinking and building, innovative, efficient, and elegant
architectural solutions can be achieved by using
parametric modeling.
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Abstract—Knowledge about the lines in an image is useful in
many applications. There are requests for efficient image
verification,
identification
and
recognition.
The
mathematical tools for defining the shape descriptors are
founded on: geometry, fractals, algebraic invariants,
combinatorial
methods,
Fourier
analysis,
integral
transformations, etc. Since every curve can be approximated
by a multiline taking enough points, the multiline
trajectories are very useful in analysing the linearity of a
curve. Multiline itself can be easily represented by arc-length
parameterization what gives us opportunity to examine its
linearity by a few well-known methods or an integral
transform. The whole theory can be extended to the other
shapes and multidimensional problems. This procedure is
also interesting from the point of view of comparing curves
that can be used to determine the class to which a curve
belongs, to analyse signatures, to check a batch of products,
etc.
Keywords—path,
transform.
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it will be useful to define a new double integral based
linear integral transform and examine its properties.
II. A DOUBLE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM
For a function 𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑠1 ) integrable on a domain 𝐷𝐷 ⊆ 𝑅𝑅2 ,
let the double integral transform be
𝑇𝑇[𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)] =

𝑤𝑤 𝑧𝑧
6
∫ ∫ 𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)
𝑤𝑤 2 𝑧𝑧 2 0 0

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 = 𝐹𝐹[𝑤𝑤, 𝑧𝑧].

(1)

(𝐶𝐶 ∈ 𝑅𝑅),

(2)

It is a linear transform, because of
𝑇𝑇[𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)] = 𝐶𝐶 𝑇𝑇[𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)]

𝑇𝑇[𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣) + 𝑔𝑔(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)] = 𝑇𝑇[𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)] + 𝑇𝑇[𝑔𝑔(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)].

(3)

If the first and the second mixed partial derivatives of the
function 𝐹𝐹[𝑤𝑤, 𝑧𝑧] exist, then its inverse double integral
transform is
𝑇𝑇 −1 𝐹𝐹[𝑤𝑤, 𝑧𝑧] = 𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤,𝑧𝑧 �

𝑤𝑤 2 𝑧𝑧 2
6

𝐹𝐹[𝑤𝑤, 𝑧𝑧]�

𝑤𝑤→𝑢𝑢,𝑧𝑧→𝑣𝑣

= 𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣). (4)

Example 1. It is valid
I. INTRODUCTION
𝑚𝑚−1 𝑛𝑛−1
Someone can extract a lot of useful data by studying 𝑇𝑇[𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚 𝑣𝑣 𝑛𝑛 ] = 6𝑤𝑤 𝑧𝑧
(𝑚𝑚 ≠ −1, 𝑛𝑛 ≠ −1 ).
(5)
(𝑚𝑚+1)(𝑛𝑛+1)
an image via examining edges of the objects on it. For
their identification and differentiation from the others, 𝑇𝑇 −1 [𝑤𝑤 𝑚𝑚 𝑧𝑧 𝑛𝑛 ] = (𝑚𝑚+2)(𝑛𝑛+2) 𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚+1 𝑣𝑣 𝑛𝑛+1 .
(6)
6
measuring their linearity can be used (see, for example
Stojmenović [7], Žunić-Martinez [9], Žunić-Pantović [10]. For any continuous arc-length parameterized path
It can be used in recognizing a road or a car in a
𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)
𝑥𝑥(0)
𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)
column by a photo.
𝐶𝐶 = �
� ∶ 𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��
�,�
�� = 𝑠𝑠 (∀𝑠𝑠 > 0),(7)
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)
𝑦𝑦(0)
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)
An object becomes more easily recognizable if it is
split into an ordered collection of curves.
the measure of linearity of the oriented path 𝐶𝐶 + is the
We can find the second application in the linear theory special nonlinear case of (1) defined by
of hydrologic systems Dooge [3].
𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)
The whole hydrologic cycle is a closed system in the
� |𝑧𝑧� =
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)
sense that the water circulating always remains within the
system.
𝑇𝑇[(𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠) − 𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠1 ))2 + (𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠) − 𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠1 ))2 ][𝑧𝑧, 𝑧𝑧].
(8)
Here, we can notice some lines of water transport
which express: precipitation, evaporation, transpiration, If we denote the moments by
𝑝𝑝
𝑞𝑞
𝑧𝑧
and runoff.
𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧) = ∫0 �𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)� �𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)� 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠,
(9)
The third application can be found in the chemistry. A
large number of analytical methods require the calibration applying integration via 𝑠𝑠 and 𝑠𝑠1 , we get the formula
of the instruments Loco [6].
Instrument calibration is a set of operations that 𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)� |𝑧𝑧� = 12 ∙
𝑧𝑧 4
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)
establish the relationship between the output of the
measurement system and the accepted values of the
(𝑧𝑧𝜇𝜇20 (𝑧𝑧) + 𝑧𝑧𝜇𝜇02 (𝑧𝑧) − (𝜇𝜇10 (𝑧𝑧))2 − (𝜇𝜇01 (𝑧𝑧))2 ). (10)
calibration standards. From the other hand, the doubled
integral transforms were researched from a few authors, Theorem 1. For any planar curve, it is true
such as in Castro[1], Debnath[2] and Eltayeb[4].
𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)
� |𝑧𝑧� ≤ 1.
(11)
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��
Considering importance of the previous applications
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)
and their diversity, we conclude that
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The equality is reached if and only if the curve is straight
path.
Example 2. Consider a line segment P(b,d)Q(b+a,d+c)
with arc-length parametrization:
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
,
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑑𝑑 +
,
𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑏𝑏 +
√𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑐𝑐 2
√𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑐𝑐 2
𝑠𝑠 ∈ �0, √𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑐𝑐 2 �.

Then
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��

𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)
6 𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧
� |𝑧𝑧� = 4 ∫0 ∫0 (𝑢𝑢 − 𝑣𝑣)2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 ≡ 1.
𝑧𝑧
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)

𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋[𝐶𝐶rev |𝑧𝑧] = �

1−

1,

18𝑧𝑧 2 −12𝑧𝑧+2
27𝑧𝑧 4

,

0 ≤ 𝑧𝑧 < 1/3,
1
3

< 𝑧𝑧 ≤ 1.

(24)

(12)
Fig. 1 The oriented multi-line: a) direct (red); b) reverse (blue)

(13)

Theorem 2. The measure of linearity is invariant under
translation, symmetry and rotation, i.e. if
𝑋𝑋(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠) cos 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠) sin 𝛼𝛼,

𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠) sin 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠) cos 𝛼𝛼,

where 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑅, then
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��

𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠)
𝑋𝑋(𝑠𝑠)
� |𝑧𝑧�.
� |𝑧𝑧� = 𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 ��
𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠)
𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠)

(14)

III. LINEARITY OF THE MULTI-LINE
Suppose that n points 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) are connected in a
(15) multi-line 𝑀𝑀1 𝑀𝑀2 ⋯ 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 . It consists of the segments which
have the lengths

For any arc-length parameterized curve, we have its direct
orientation when 𝑠𝑠 increases from 0 to 𝜎𝜎 > 0. If we consider the reverse orientation
𝑥𝑥rev (𝑠𝑠) = 𝑥𝑥(𝜎𝜎 − 𝑠𝑠),

𝑦𝑦rev (𝑠𝑠) = 𝑦𝑦(𝜎𝜎 − 𝑠𝑠),

𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝜎𝜎],

(𝑧𝑧𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟20 (𝑧𝑧) + 𝑧𝑧𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟02 (𝑧𝑧) − (𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟10 (𝑧𝑧))2 − (𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟01 (𝑧𝑧))2 ), (17)
Where

𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑧𝑧) = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝜎𝜎) − 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝜎𝜎 − 𝑧𝑧).

𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0,2/3],

𝑦𝑦1 (𝑠𝑠) = 0,

2

𝑥𝑥2 (𝑠𝑠) = ,
3

Its linearity is
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋[𝐶𝐶|𝑧𝑧] = �

1−

1,

72𝑧𝑧 2 −96𝑧𝑧+32
27𝑧𝑧 4

The reverse orientation gives
2

𝑥𝑥rev,1 (𝑠𝑠) = ,
3

𝑠𝑠 ∈ [2/3,1].

𝑦𝑦2 (𝑠𝑠) = 𝑠𝑠 − 2/3,

0 ≤ 𝑧𝑧 < 2/3,

,

1

2
3

< 𝑧𝑧 ≤ 1.

𝑦𝑦rev,1 (𝑠𝑠) = − 𝑠𝑠,

𝑥𝑥rev,2 (𝑠𝑠) = 1 − 𝑠𝑠,

3

𝑦𝑦rev,2 (𝑠𝑠) = 0,

𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0,1/3],

𝑠𝑠 ∈ [1/3,1].

The linearity of the reverse oriented curve is

Also, empty and whole line have lengths
𝜎𝜎 = ∑𝑛𝑛−1
𝑖𝑖=1 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 .

𝜎𝜎0 = 0,

(26)

𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 +

𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 +

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 −𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖+1 −𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

�𝑠𝑠 − ∑𝑖𝑖−1
𝑗𝑗=1 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 �,

(27)

𝑖𝑖−1
�𝑠𝑠 − ∑𝑗𝑗=1
𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 �,

𝑖𝑖
𝑠𝑠 ∈ �∑𝑖𝑖−1
𝑗𝑗=1 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 , ∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 �

(28)

(1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑛𝑛 − 1).

(29)

It able us to compute the linearity measure.

Example 4. Here is an example which emphasizes continuously moving along the curve. Let us consider a multi (18) line through the points

Example 3. Let us consider the oriented multi-line path
with the unit length: 𝐴𝐴(0,0) 𝐵𝐵(2/3,0) 𝐶𝐶(2/3,1/3) which
is shown on Fig 1a. The direct orientation gives
𝑥𝑥1 (𝑠𝑠) = 𝑠𝑠,

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 = �(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )2 + (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 )2 (1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑛𝑛 − 1) (25)
The arc-length parametrization of the multi-line is

(16)

the graphics holds on. But, the linearity measure of the
reverse oriented curve can be expressed by
12
𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠)
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 �� rev � |𝑧𝑧� = 4 ∙
𝑦𝑦rev (𝑠𝑠)
𝑧𝑧

Fig. 2 The linearity of oriented multi-line: a) direct (red); b) reverse (blue)

(19)

𝑂𝑂(0,0) 𝐴𝐴(1,0) 𝐵𝐵 �1 +

,

𝑏𝑏

�.

(30)

The arc-length parametrization of OAB is
𝑥𝑥(𝑠𝑠) = �1 +

(20) and

(21)

𝑎𝑎

�𝑎𝑎2 +𝑏𝑏2 �𝑎𝑎2 +𝑏𝑏2

𝑦𝑦(𝑠𝑠) = �

𝑠𝑠,

𝑎𝑎(𝑠𝑠−1)

0 ≤ 𝑠𝑠 < 1,

�𝑎𝑎2 +𝑏𝑏2

,

0,

0 ≤ 𝑠𝑠 < 1,

𝑏𝑏(𝑠𝑠−1)

�𝑎𝑎2 +𝑏𝑏2

,

1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠 ≤ 2,

1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠 ≤ 2.

(31)

(32)

Different cases are shown shown on the Figure 3.

(22)
(23)

Fig. 3 Path O (0, 0) A (1, 0) B (a, b) and its linearity.
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The most interesting case is the path 𝑂𝑂(0,0) → 𝐴𝐴(1,0) →
𝐵𝐵(0,0). The moving in the opposite direction in the point
A(1, 0), influenced on linearity measure of the path.

IV. APPLICATION ON APPROXIMATING CURVES
In exact computation of the linearity of an ordinary
curve path, we can have two problems. One problem can
appear in the very beginning when we do not have the arclength parametrization of the path. In that case we can
choose points on the path, consider multi-line which
connects them and solving this problem we will get the
numerical solution for linearity of initial problem.
TABLE I ARC LENGTH PARAMETRIZATION

Fig. 4 The Archimedean spiral and its linearity.

Example 6. Two persons wrote the letter N. We approximated it with multiline with n = 80 points. The paths and
linearity are shown on the Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Two writings of N and their linearity.

If the arc-length parametrization can not be done
exactly, we can apply numerical approach. We are
interesting in linearity of a curve
Example 7. Suppose that are given m points inside the
unit circle and n points on its border. Starting from the
center O of the circle, choose k points inside and a point
on the border so that this multi-line has the maximal
linearity.
In another case, even we have the arc-length parametrization of the path as it is shown on the Table I, but we
are not able to express the linearity in the closed form.
Here, we will use the numerical integration.
If the arc-length parametrization can not be done
exactly, we can apply numerical approach.
Let us consider a curve
𝑥𝑥 (𝑡𝑡)
𝐶𝐶 = � 0 � ∶ [𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏] → 𝑅𝑅2 ,
𝑦𝑦0 (𝑡𝑡)

(33)

Especially, let S be a set of the random points inside the
unit circle is given. Suppose that we want to connect the
origin O(0, 0) with the point X(1, 0) using path through a
point from S. Is the most linear path the shortest at the
same time? On the on the Table 2 and Figure 6 are shown
the cases when the path with the maximal linearity and
the shortest path are not the same.
TABLE I THE SHORTEST AND MOST LINEAR PATH

which has length 𝜎𝜎.
Firstly, for a chosen 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑁, we take 𝑛𝑛 points on the
curve and form the multi-line which we use to
approximate the curve and her linearity.
Example 5. Consider the Archimedean spiral:
𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑡𝑡 cos 𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑡𝑡 sin 𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑡𝑡 ∈ [0, 3𝜋𝜋], (34)

Although we know the connection to arc-length parametrization
1

𝑠𝑠 = �𝑡𝑡 √1 + 𝑡𝑡 2 + arcsinh 𝑡𝑡�,
2

(35)

we must work numerically, for example to use the multiline approximation. The path and linearity are shown on
the Figure 4. For example, the linearity of whole spiral is
Lin(C) = 0.222477.
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In this paper, an integral transform is used
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extended to the other shapes and multidimensional
problems. This procedure able comparison of the curves
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at The Crack Tip Vicinity
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Abstract— Results of applying the idea of reconstructing the
spatial surface, that describes the potential strain energy
distribution at the region of crack, and basic procedures of
the reconstruction method, are presented. Relevant
limitations and specificity of the method are pointed out in
the evaluation of the the best fitting curves, and the best
fitting three-dimensional surfaces of stress components, and
potential strain energy. Based on the reconstructed potential
strain energy surfaces, the isoenergy lines in front of the
crack tip, are presented. It is observed that distribution of
potential strain energy are very similar in both analysed
cases, which indicates a significant influence of geometric
shape of contour surfaces of the crack. For comparison,
stress state and potential strain energy state, which are
obtained by using relations from literature, are shown.
Keywords— potential strain energy surfaces, crack, stress
components, reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental research in which was initially created
this idea was realized in 1992, 1995, 1996 and 1997 in
the Laboratory for Experimental Mechanics of the
University of Waterloo in Canada. During 1997, 1998,
1999, due to the impossibility to realize an experiment in
a real physical condition, I decided to carry out a
numerical experiment using the method of finite elements
and ALGOR software package that was at that time
available on Faculty of Mechanical Engineering Niš, and
based on the results of numerical experiments provide an
assessment of the stress and strain state in the vicinity of
the crack in the plate, and that some of the assumptions
that I made during the experimental research in Canada
confirm or refute. The first results of this research on the
basis of numerical experiments have been published in
the papers [4], [5], and before that in [3]. During the
review of the work [5], which was published in 2002, I
learned about the work of Parsons, Hall, and Rosakis [6],
dealing with three-dimensional stress state and the state
of deformation around the crack tip, in which was applied
the finite element method. In this paper, was not analyzed
or reconstructed energy distribution of deformation
around the crack tip, but only stress and strain state.
Authors used multigridd method in paper [6], but it was
not the same as the method that I used. All of that
indicated that there are thoughts that go in a similar
direction.

II. RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE OF THE STRAIN
ENERGY SURFACE
The reconstruction procedure of the potential energy
surface has previous steps in which at first is modeling
for crack in the plate. That means a choice between
different forms of an initial crack (Figs. 1, 2), definition
of boundary conditions on the contour of the crack.
The second step in the work was calculation of the
distribution of stress components in the plate, for the
assumed global stress state and the assumed shape of the
crack. For this software packages was used. Data
obtained in this way were used to graphically display the
obtained stress distribution (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) as the
basis for determining the value of stress components and
component displacements in selected directions and in
selected sections. The third step in the work is editing of
data in units that are needed for further work. The fourth
step is a graphical representation of curves that describe
the distribution of stress components σ x , σ y , σ z , τ xy ,

τ yz , τ zx on selected directions. The fifth step is the
calculation of the potential strain energy, where Equation
(1) was used.
A ′def =

(

)

(

)

2
2
2
1  σ x + σ y + σ z − 2 ν σ x σ y + σ x σ z + σ y σ z +


2 E + 2 (1 + ν ) τ x2y + τ x2z + τ y2 z




(

)

(1)

The sixth step is to edit the data of the potential strain
energy and graphical representation of its distribution for
selected directions and intersections. The seventh step is
the reconstruction of the potential strain energy surface
by process of networking (gridding) of points obtained in
the previous procedure. It was also used polynomial
regression procedure. The procedure was repeated
iteratively to obtain the spatial surface, in which the
influence of selected parameters for networking is
eliminated or imperceptible. Figs. (11 and 12) show a
step in the process of reconstruction, where the density of
points with predetermined values of the potential strain
energy, affects the result of the reconstruction. Periodic
changes in the strain energy, which you can see in these
figures, starting at a distance the size of a double
thickness of middle plate, or 1.5 thickness of the crack tip,
are consequence of the insufficient density of points,
which determined the value of the potential deformation
energy, interacting with the reconstruction method.
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Consequently, increase in the number of data points
resulted in the ironing of surface in this part. The
appearance of the surface waves or curves in the
reconstruction as a result of uneven density of data points,
was observed previously [7], [8]. Experience from
experimental research, have been used to successfully
overcome and resolve the problem with the uneven
density of measurement points.
s

τ xy

Fig. 6 PR16 shear stress distribution
, for a flat cross-section z = 0,
detail.

~elo prsline

Fig. 1 Elliptical crack in plate, loaded by normal stress σ to tension in
the direction perpendicular to the crack plane, which is processed in the
file PR-Z-16.

σ x , for a flat cross-section y = 0,

Fig. 7 PR16 normal stress distribution
detail.

s

~elo prsline

Fig. 2 Elliptical crack in plate loaded by normal stress σ to pressure in
the direction perpendicular to the crack plane, which is processed in the
file PR-P-22.

σ x , for a flat cross-section z = 0,

Fig. 3 PR16 normal stress distribution
detail.

σy

Fig. 4 PR16 normal stress distribution
detail.

σy

Fig. 8 PR16 normal stress distribution
detail.

,for a flat cross-section y = 0,

In Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 are shown distribution of the
potential strain energy for selected directions z = 0 mm,
z = 1 mm of the intersection y = 0 mm. Then, data files
are merged into a single file with data on potential strain
energy of the flat section defined by y = 0 mm. Then, a
series of iterative steps were done, in which was
reconstructed surface describing the potential energy
distribution in the plane y = 0 mm, as shown in Fig. 11.
and Fig. 12.

, for a flat cross-section z = 0,
Fig. 9 Diagram of the specific strain energy in the direction determined
by the coordinates z = 0 mm and y = 0 mm.

σ z , for a flat cross-section z = 0,

Fig. 5 PR16 normal stress distribution
detail.

Fig. 10 Diagram of the specific strain energy in the direction determined
by the coordinates z = 1 mm and y = 0 mm.
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Fig. 11 Diagram of surface of the specific strain energy of the flat
section for coordinate y = 0 mm, in front of the crack’s front line (one of
previous steps of reconstruction).

Fig. 16 Diagram of the specific strain energy for flat section of plate,
coordinate z = 0 mm (final step of reconstruction).

In Fig. 16, which represents the distribution of the
potential strain energy in the middle plane, is seen peak
energy A′ = 14517 ⋅ 10 J mm in front of the front line
of crack, which is, like in the diagram in Fig. 12.
−3

3

def

Fig. 12 Diagram of surface of the specific strain energy of the flat
section for coordinate y = 0 mm, in front of the crack’s front line (the
final form of reconstruction).

Fig. 13 shows diagram of the potential strain energy
in the direction x = 4.5 mm, and plane cross-section y =
0 mm. This diagram shows that minimum of potential
strain energy ahead of the crack in the middle of the plate
cross-section, and maximums near the outer surfaces of
the plate. This fact suggests that the points on front line
of crack, which are located near the outer surface of plate
will get crack propagation, before than middle of the
cross section of the plate.
Fig. 14. shows the isoenergy lines in the cross section
at the z direction. These lines show the constant value of
the potential energy of deformation, illustrating the
distribution and concentration of potential strain energy,
and hence point to places where it can be expected crack
propagation. Fig. 15. shows a step in iterative procedure.

In Figs. 17 and 18 shows the isoenergy lines for
middle plane of plates, where can be seened the
concentration of strain energy ahead of the crack tip and
depression of energy field above the crack in the case
PR16.

Fig. 17 PR16 Isoenergy lines in the vicinity of the crack tip, plane of
section (x-y) for z = 0 mm (shown in enlarged detail).

Fig. 23 Diagram of specific strain energy in direction determined by the
coordinates x = 4.5 mm and y = 0 mm.

Fig. 14 Diagram of isoenergy lines in front of crack in plane section of
plate, coorindate y = 0 mm.

Fig. 18 PR22 Isoenergy lines in the vicinity of the crack tip, plane of
section (x-y) for z = 0 mm (shown in enlarged detail).

III. STRESSES AND STRAIN ENERGY IN FRONT OF THE
CRACK TIP ACCORDING TO THE LITERATURE

Fig. 15 Diagram of the specific strain energy for flat section of plate,
coordinate z = 0 mm (one of previous steps of reconstruction).

We can compare the results of stress and deformation
potential energy obtained from the relation from
references [1] and [2]. D. Broek on page 95 ref. [1] gives
relations for stresses, in the polar system of coordinates.
All these solutions are based on the assumption that
for crack propagation is critical stress state in front of the
crack, not the status of the potential strain energy or state
of energy density distribution in the vicinity of the crack.
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We can compare the results of reconstruction with the
graphical presentation of potential strain energy obtained
from the relations (6) based on literature [1], [2]. Gdoutos
on page 34 of ref. [2], gives relations for stresses, in the
polar system of coordinates of the form of crack
propagation type I (opening).
By applying relations from [2] we get distribution of
potential strain energy ahead of the crack tip shown in
Fig. 21. (a, b, c).
M

Fig. 19 Distribution of normal stress
y).

σ x , in the coordinate system (x,

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Results of applying the idea of reconstructing the
spatial surface, that describes the potential strain energy
distribution in the vicinity of the crack, are presented.
Based on the reconstructed potential strain energy surface
we got the isoenergy lines in front of the crack tip, for
both analyzed examples. It is observed that the
distribution of stresses, and distribution of the potential
strain energy is very similar in both cases, indicating the
main role of geometric shape of contour surface of the
crack. Finally, for comparison of stress and potential
strain energy surfaces, which are based on the relations
from literature were shown.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Fig. 20 Distribution of the potential strain energy
ahead of the
crack tip in the coordinate system (x, y).

Based on the stress values obtained from equations in
reference [1] and by using the expression for the potential
strain energy (1) is obtained a diagram of the potential
strain energy, shown in Figs. 19 and 20. Pronounced
linearity of this graph does not correspond to real
physical conditions, because distribution of potential
strain energy around the crack tip as well as distribution
of stresses is non-linear. Nonlinearity of stresses has been
demonstrated in experimental studies [7], [8], and
analytical studies.
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Abstract — The paper analyzes main trends in development
of ICT study programs at higher education institutions
(HEIs) in Serbia. Significant increase in number and scope of
these programs has been one of the most important
characteristics of Serbian higher education sector in the last
two decades. Such development has been the result of a
complex interplay of global, national and sectorial factors.
What all of these factors have in common is the market
principle, which has also become one of the corner-stones of
the HEIs’ development strategies. Such strong environmental
pressures has forced HEIs to undergo transformations that
will maintain and improve their market positions. The
market principle has prompted the proactive behavior of
HEIs
towards
customers/future
students.
These
transformation strategies to a large extent depend on the
labor market trends, represented on the level of individual
actors/customers by the perception of employment
possibilities enabled by a specific degree. Тhe goal of the
paper is to provide general insight into the diversity of ICT
study programs at HEIs in Serbia, which represents one of
the key strategic responses to said market pressures.
Keywords— ICT Study
Institutions, Serbia

Programs, Higher

Education

I. INTRODUCTION
Higher education institutions (HEIs) in Serbia has
underwent radical transformations in the recent decades.
These transformations has coincided with overall
transformations of Serbian society from socialism to (semiperipheral) capitalism, to a large extent caused by global
economic, political, cultural and social trends. Capitalism
as a world system [1] “reintegrated” former socialist
societies, although at a different pace and to an unequal
degree. Serbia has shared some similar characteristics in
that respect, being however a rather unsuccessful example
regarding the overall transition processes [2].
“Paradoxically, being rather unsuccessful in economic
transition, Serbia has established a fairly free market in
higher education. Institutional transformation in higher
education in Serbia has been carried out through the
accreditation process in the overall Bologna process
implementation, followed by the full implementation of a
three-cycle system (bachelor studies, MSc studies and PhD
studies) and ECTS system in all study programs” [3, p.
3510].

The market principle has prompted the proactive
behavior of HEIs towards customers/future students. As the
main outcome of changed competitive landscape, the
relationship between students and HEIs has developed into
a customer–service supplier relationship. Generally, on the
global level, the student–university relationship has
become more marketised [4]. Students are perceived as
customers, while universities’ mission becomes delivering
added value compared to competitors and finding effective
ways of market positioning.
Students, as customers, have been mostly interested in
employability when deciding which HEI to enroll.
Therefore, wider labor market trends and transformations
are the key determinants of these customer orientations.
These transformations have been mostly influenced by the
rapid development of information and communication
technologies (ICT) in the last decades.
According to famous sociologist Manuel Castells these
technologies include the converging set of technologies in
micro-electronics, computing (machines and software),
telecommunications/broadcasting, and opto-electronics.
Castells adds to this list the application of information
technologies in genetic engineering [5, p. 29].
This influential author emphasizes the terms
“informational economy” and “informational society” to
denote a specific form of economic and social organization
in which “information generation, processing, and
transmission become the fundamental sources of
productivity and power because of new technological
conditions emerging in this historical period” [5, p. 21].
How do HEI in Serbia respond to these trends and
transformations? The main goal of this paper is to present
main trends in development of ICT study programs in
Serbian higher education.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Various theoretical approaches have been applied in
explanations of the role and organization of higher
education institutions [6]. Universities and faculties belong
to a common category or entity – organizations. Scientific
studies of organizations have experienced radical paradigm
shift in the 1960s, offering theoretical frameworks for
understanding relationships between organizations and
their environment. This paradigm shift refers to a transition
from the notion of organization as a closed system to a
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comprehension of organization as an open system
(influenced by various aspects of its environment).
Modern theories of organization have been main
embodiments of this radical paradigm shift. The most
prominent representatives of this theoretical stream are the
system theories and the contingent (situational) theories of
organization. The system approach had proposed that
organizations are open systems, constantly interacting with
their environment. The basis of this approach had been
found in the Ludwig von Bertalanffy’s general system
theory, while its application in understanding the nature
and the functioning of organizations refer to the ideas of
social psychologists Katz and Kahn [7, p. 5]. According to
this approach, elements of organization interact with each
other, simultaneously interacting with the environment of
the organization.
Contingent or situational theoretical approaches have
been viewed as the most developed and the most influential
in the field of organization studies in general [8, p. 133].
According to these theories, every organization adapts to
each situation (defined through various factors) [9, p. 157].
There is no “one best way” of organizing and different
types of organizations respond to different kinds of
situations. The degree in which particular organization
ensures “best match” between the characteristics of the
situation and its own structural characteristics determines
the success of the organization as a whole. Most important
aspects of organizational environment can be broadly
categorized as social, cultural, economic, technological,
political, and legal [9].
III. SERBIAN HIGHER EDUCATION LANDSCAPE
Last decades has brought radical and dramatic changes
in all aspects of the organizations’ environment. Economic
globalization and the rise of the multinational companies
(MNC) had influenced all the aforesaid aspects of the
environment. These changes (among others) have also
influenced the role, organization and strategies of higher
education institutions. Different environmental challenges
led some authors [10, p. 11] to a conclusion that modern
universities have been “under pressure”. These pressures
operate on global, national, regional and local levels.
Higher education institutions in Eastern Europe have
been under additional pressure in the recent decades.
Transition in former socialist countries brought political,
economic and overall social transformation toward the
“western capitalist model” of society and its institutions.
These transformations refer to formal (constitutions, laws,
statutes) and informal (beliefs, values, norms) institutional
changes [11, p. 231].
Universities have experienced organizational changes
under these institutional circumstances or environmental
pressures. Higher education institutions in Serbia have
been additionally “pressured” by political conflicts
(including armed conflicts), the UN sanctions,
hyperinflation and overall economic and social crisis in the
1990s. Although political changes in 2000 brought some
political and economic stability, environmental changes
“surrounding” universities have been even more turbulent.
For example, the Bologna process imposed radical
institutional transformation through the accreditation
process. The accreditation process is par excellence a
process of putting institutional pressure on universities as
basic units in the higher education sector [12, p. 1554].

These institutional pressures have been strengthened by
inadequate state financial support for public universities
and dramatically increased share of private sector in higher
education. Furthermore, competition for university
attendees between privately-owned and state founded
universities has been taking place in a very unfavorable
demographic situation primarily characterized by severe
depopulation and youth emigration.
Different strategic responses have been noted among
higher education institutions in Serbia [12]. These
transformation strategies have been mainly based on the
perception of the prospective demands of the labor market.
The main strategic tool available to universities and
faculties have been curricular transformations. Responding
to this needs, HEI also have to adapt their organizational
structures, systems and processes to various aspects of
environmental changes in last decades. Our focus will be
on the analysis of ICT study programs.
IV. ICT STUDY PROGRAMS IN SERBIAN HIGHER
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Higher education in Serbia has got rich and prominent
tradition in the field of informatics since 1980s within the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Mathematics,
and Faculty of Organizational Sciences (University of
Belgrade), Electronic Faculty (University of Niš), Faculty
of Technical Sciences, and Faculty of Sciences (University
of Novi Sad) [13, p. 183]. However, the period of blocked
postsocialist transformation in the 1990s had dramatic
negative impact on higher education, particularly in highly
advanced technological sectors such as ICT. One of the
important consequences of such situation had been the
prevailing interest of prospective students for study
programs in social sciences.
Nevertheless, this trend has reversed in the last years –
the number of students associated with technical skills in
general is rising year by year recently. As for ICT study
programs, in 2018/2019 school year, 22,339 out of 249,771
students have been in this field of study (Table I). Further
45,960 students are in the technical areas (engineering,
manufacturing, and construction). The share of ICT
students in overall student population in Serbia is slowly
but constantly increasing. Negative demographic trends in
Serbia (depopulation and emigration) led to decrease in
number of students from 2015 to 2018 (from 251162 to
249771). However, all categories of HEI in Serbia (state
and private universities, state and private higher schools)
recorded growth of number of ICT students.
TABLE I PROPORTION OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN ICT PROGRAMS IN
OVERALL NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN HEI IN SERBIA [14], [15]

Overall number of students
Number of students enrolled in ICT
programs
State universities
Private universities
State higher schools
Private higher schools

2015/2016
251,162
19,285
(7.68%)
10,660
(55.26%)
2,266
(11.75%)
5,578
(28.92%)
781
(4.05%)

2018/2019
249,771
22,339
(8.94%)
11,978
(53.62%)
3,369
(15.08%)
6,026
(26.98%)
966
(4.32%)
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The proportion of ICT students in state and private HEIs
has slightly changed from 2015 to 2018 in favor of private
universities and higher schools. In 2015 the percentage of
ICT students in private HEIs in overall number of ICT
students in Serbia was 15.8%, raising to 19.41% in 2018.
This could be explained by the stronger orientation of
private HEIs to labor market needs, unlike state universities
and higher schools, which have been more inclined to
development of traditional study programs (although state
HEIs also had more ICT students in 2018 than in 2015).
More than 16% of all Serbian newly-enrolled students
in 2018 were ICT enrollees (9,747), which is a clear
indicator of interest of Serbian young people in studies
related to informatics [13, p. 182]. In the period 2012-2018,
an impressive growth of new students was registered in
Serbian HEIs – from 5,523 in 2012 up for 76.5% in 2018,
with average growth rate in the six-year period of 9.9%.
Demand for experts in ICT has been so high that only 60%
of enrolled students graduate, while a certain number of
students get employment during studies (which is the main
reason why majority of those never graduates). With or
without a diploma in ICT in Serbia, significant number of
ICT students find job very easily [13, p. 185].
TABLE III REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ICT STUDENTS IN STATE
UNIVERSITIES [14], [15]

Overall number of students
Number of students enrolled in ICT
programs
Belgrade Region
Vojvodina
Šumadija and Western Serbia
Southern and Eastern Serbia

2015/2016
177352
10660
(6.01%)
3800
(35.65%)
5064
(47.50%)
1258
(11.8%)
990
(8.27%)

2018/2019
181310
11978
(6.61%)
4119
(34.39%)
5304
(44.28%)
1231
(10.28%)
1324
(11.05%)

Regional distribution of ICT students has been (as
expected) to a large degree determined by an existing
distribution of (predominantly state) HEIs in Serbia (Table
II). Nevertheless, although the University of Belgrade is by
far the biggest university in Serbia, in relative terms,
University of Novi Sad has got the largest proportion of
ICT students (47.50% in 2015 and 44.28% in 2018, with
Faculty of Technical Sciences and Faculty of Sciences
(both located in Novi Sad) as the strongest institutional
stands of ICT study programs.
TABLE IIIII REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ICT STUDENTS IN PRIVATE
UNIVERSITIES [14], [15]

Overall number of students
Number of students enrolled in ICT
programs
Belgrade Region
Vojvodina
Šumadija and Western Serbia
Southern and Eastern Serbia

2015/2016
28,203
2,266
(8.34%)
2,007
(88.57%)
141
(6.22%)
118
(5.21%)
-

2018/2019
29,174
3,369
(11.55%)
3018
(89.58%)
232
(6.89%)
119
(3.53%)
-

As for regional distribution of ICT students enrolled in
private universities (Table III), centralization in the main
university center is enormous (almost 9/10 of all ICT
students in this type of HEIs attend their study programs in
Belgrade). On the other hand, this is expected, since great
majority of private universities have been founded (and
majority of their faculties located) in the capital of Serbia.
TABLE IVV REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ICT STUDENTS IN STATE
HIGHER SCHOOLS [14], [15]

Overall number of students
Number of students enrolled in ICT
programs
Belgrade Region
Vojvodina
Šumadija and Western Serbia
Southern and Eastern Serbia

2015/2016
41,467
5,578
(13.45%)
2,820
(50.56%)
724
(12.98%)
1,288
(23.1%)
746
(13.37%)

2018/2019
34,567
6,026
(17.43%)
3,383
(56.14%)
796
(13.21%)
1,241
(20.59%)
606
(10.06%)

State higher schools also have got an important tradition
in offering study programs in ICT. Decrease in overall
number of students is here more dramatic than in state
universities – 20% in just three years, but in spite of that
fact, the absolute number of ICT students in fact increased
8% in this period. Belgrade located state higher schools
account for majority of ICT students – 50.56% in 2015, and
56.14% in 2018. As for other Serbian regions, Šumadija
and Western Serbia has relative majority of students
enrolled in ICT study programs (23.1% in 2015 and 20.59%
in 2018) compared to Vojvodina and Southern and Eastern
Serbia (Table IV).
As for private higher schools, the relative share of ICT
students is 20.47% in overall student population of this type
of HEI. Vast majority of them attend study programs in
Belgrade (936 of 966, or 96.89%).
Finally, an interesting topic related to ICT studies is
gender distribution of students. ICT studies are still male
dominated, as well as the ICT profession in general. For
example, the average share of female students in ICT
programs in HEI in Europe is 19%. In Serbia, to a large
extent still traditional and patriarchal society [16], this
share is 7% higher – 26% [13]. How can this be explained?
TABLE V GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF ICT STUDENTS IN SERBIAN HEIS
[14], [15]

Number of students
enrolled in ICT
programs

2015/2016
2018/2019
All
Women
All
Women
19,285 4,959 22,339 6,283
(25.71%)
(28.13%)
10,660

State universities
Private universities
State higher schools
Private higher schools

3,375 11,978 4,377
(31.66%)
(36.54%)
2,266
377
3,369
735
(16.64%)
(21.82%)
5,578
1058
6,026
1,101
(18.97%)
(18.27%)
781
149
966
170
(19.08)
(17.60%)

The legacy of socialism has certainly significant impact
in that respect. Namely, women from Eastern Europe
enrolled engineering studies significantly more often than
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women in the Western Europe. The similar pattern can be
identified in Serbia today regarding engineering studies, as
well as ICT studies. The proportion of female students in
ICT study programs in Serbian HEIs increased from 25.71%
in 2015 to 28.13% in 2018 (Table V). There are
considerable differences between four main types of HEIs
in Serbia in that respect. State universities have more than
1/3 of female students in ICT programs (36.54% in 2018),
while private universities, state higher schools and private
higher schools have 21.82%, 18.27%, and 17.60%,
respectively.

economic and overall social underdevelopment. Our
analysis of the official statistical data on ICT programs in
higher education in Serbia have strongly confirmed both –
external threats and internal weaknesses of HEIs. Further
development of quality ICT study programs would
definitely be a very successful strategy to turn these
weaknesses into strengths of Serbian higher education.
Such transformations could also represent strong impetus
for institutional transformation of Serbian economy and
society.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The impact of technology on society has been an
important topic of social studies, especially during
dramatic changes brought about by the early stages of
modernization and industrialization. The standpoint of
technological determinism was very common in these
considerations [17]. Recently, the variant of social
constructivism called social construction of technology
(SCOT) [18] has been the dominant paradigm in studying
the interrelationship of technology and society. The
fundamental proposition of this theoretical approach is
understanding of technology as a product of dynamic
interaction of relevant social actors.
Very important social actors in this process are higher
education institutions. HEIs represent key institutional
actors in the process of professionalization of occupations
related to ICT sector, providing theoretical knowledge and
formal educational credentials for work of ICT experts [19].
HEIs in Serbia have responded to threats and opportunities
from the changing environment by developing existing and
introducing new study programs in ICT. Challenges posed
by transformations in social, cultural, economic,
technological, political, and legal aspects of the
environment exist on different but interconnected levels –
global, national, regional and local.
As for social aspect of the environment, Serbia can be
regarded as a society of semi-peripheral capitalism [20]. In
cultural terms, norms and values in Serbia have shown to
be rather inconsistent and mixture of traditional, modern
and postmodern elements [16]. Being a part of capitalism
as a world system [1], Serbia have benefited in the recent
decades from economic globalization through foreign
direct investments (FDI). Multinational companies (MNCs)
brought advanced ICT and increased the technological
level of Serbian economy. Nevertheless, on a global scale
Serbian economy has been rather uncompetitive in terms of
ICT [13, p. 28]. The main reasons for that can be found
predominantly in two remaining aspects of the environment
– political and legal.
“Serbia is an economic growth laggard due to deficient
institutions, specifically lacking rule of law and control of
corruption, and due to low investment, which itself is
curbed by corruption and poor rule of law” [21, p. 17].
According to these Serbian economists, Serbia has been
growing 2 percentage points below its potential in recent
years. Their estimate is that roughly one half of the growth
gap could be explained by underperforming institutions (1
p.p.), and the other half by low investment (0.7 p.p.) and
education (0.2 p.p.).
Having in mind these analysis, it is clear that HEIs
function in a rather unfavorable institutional environment,
but still bear a part of the responsibility for Serbian
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Abstract— Education has been powerfully affected by the rise
of a neoliberal political, economic and cultural agenda.
Education is social process of nurturing capacities for
practice. Recent changes in education can be understood in
the general context of transition, where, despite appearances
to the contrary, capitalism is in decline and competing with
the burgeoning movements of the potential future society.The
commodification of services and the privatization of public
sector agencies demands institutional and cultural change.
The profit-seeking corporation is promoted as the admired
model for the public sector, and for much of civil society too.
Schemes of organization and control are imported from
business to public institutions. But the policy changes all
move in the same direction – increasing the grip of market
logic on schools, universities and technical education.
Keywords— education
neoliberalism, society

systems,

markets,

education,

I. INTRODUCTION
What is the true purpose of education at a time when
machines are getting smarter and smarter?
Education systems all over the world have been
impacted by the rise of neoliberal ideology and practices
of government. Education is not alone: business-friendly
governments and market-driven agendas have re-shaped
all areas of public life. [1]. [2]
Global educational system is facing with a profound
change. Politicians and corporate leaders are replacing our
public school system with a private, for-profit, competitive,
market- based system that increases inequality and
undermines democracy. To continue to ignore and not
resist the changes may result in the demise of public
schooling. The lack of interest in higher education research
by policymakers and administrators may be secondary to
more fundamental questions about the purpose of research
about higher education. Is the primary purpose to inform
organizational and managerial elites about the social
dynamics of the higher learning, or is it to contribute to
society’s knowledge of itself and its processes of selforganization? [3].
II. NEOLIBERALISM AS BASE OF REFORMED SOCIETY
Neoliberalism has a definite view of education,
understanding it as human capital formation. It is the
business of forming the skills and attitudes needed by a
productive workforce – productive in the precise sense of
producing an ever-growing mass of profits for the market
economy. „Human capital „is a metaphor, and in itself too

narrow. But this economistic idea does catch an important
feature of education, that it is a creative process oriented
to the future. In this respect, the neoliberal model is
superior to the view widespread in other areas of social
science, including the sociology of education, that
education is a process of social reproduction. The
neoliberal policy claim that public schools are being freed
from stifling bureaucracy and heavy-handed state control.
Schools are being tied more tightly into a system of remote
control, operated by funding mechanisms, testing systems,
certification, audit and surveillance mechanisms.
Effect of neoliberalism on the knowledge is based on
an increasing technicization of knowledge and knowledge
production. What can be most readily marketed is
patentable knowledge. There is a stark irony that
universities set up for the advancement of knowledge now
is striving to restrict knowledge to extract a commercial
benefit from it.
The instrumentalization of knowledge in universities
has led to a decline of critical disciplines because do not
seem to have the art of attracting million-dollar research
grants. Corporate interests globally have mounted a fierce
and well-funded attack on science when scientific findings
challenge profit-making teacher-effectiveness policy
agenda being pushed by the rich countries’ neoliberal
economic think-tank, the OECD (Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development). In this way,
the neoliberal policy regime produces its own knowledge
base, in a closed loop that does not allow other kinds of
knowledge to enter policy debate. As it happens, there is a
considerable amount of other research on the powerfully
divisive social consequences of the market agenda in
education, tracing which groups are advantaged by it and
which are disadvantaged. Indeed, we have had this
information for years, from different countries and
continents [4]. Neoliberal educational reform policies
reflect a number of the key features of capitalism in its
stage of “globalization,” or “capitalism with the gloves off
and on a world scale.” [5]. The aim of neoliberalism is to
put into question all collective structures capable of
obstructing the logic of the pure market. [6]. Neoliberal
educational reform policies focus on creation of
curriculum standards (where the state defines the
knowledge to be taught) and “accountability.” The
specification of curriculum standards is nearly always
accompanied by accountability strategies. it does no good
to establish expectations if one does not ensure they are
met and, if they are not met that there is a planned remedy.
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Central to the neoliberal project is the information
society. According to this paradigm, the management,
quality, and speed of information become essential for
economic competitiveness. [7]. Schools that are not run by
businesses may become public shells—public schools with
many educational services privatized (e.g., teaching,
curriculum, special services), union contracts nullified, the
real danger of policies that privatize education and throw
it into the corporate market is that they “will erode the
public forums in which decisions with social consequence
can be democratically resolved” [8].
III. GROWTH OF MANAGERIALISM
We are facing today with driving the growth of
managerialism in universities. The growth of
managerialism in turn has undermined academic
democracy (power of central managers and deans rising,
departmental decision-making declining, students
redefined simply as customers).
A sustained attempt to create competitive markets in
modularized training services meant that both public and
private institutions became simply ‘providers’, competing
with each other for fees and subsidies. [9]. The universities
are controlled by a neoliberal managerial regime.
Education is displaced by competitive training,
competition for privilege, social conformity, fear and
corruption, while protest and rational alternatives are
marginalized. It is easy to despair about the current scene.
But education itself has a resilience, has a grounding in
social needs, that cannot be suppressed – and that will be
heard.
Knowledge has been packaged in textbook-type
formats, so that students become customers for products.
Moreover, higher education has become more
synonymous with training for employability, for example,
skills to solve problems, which are set by one’s superiors.
[10].
Recent tendencies have been called academic
capitalism. Although university staff are still largely state
funded, they are increasingly driven into entrepreneurial
competition for external funds. Under such pressure, staff
devise “institutional and professorial market or marketlike efforts to secure external monies” [11].
The market model currently threatens education at its
core. The opposition between education’s logic of value
and that of the corporate market is contradictory because
clearly the aims and processes of education and the market
are distinct 12].
IV. ROLE OF CAPITAL IN EDUCATION
Today schools are pushed to produce efficient workers
who can compete within the global workforce by adapting
and developing new skills, but who do not question the
hierarchical work structure. On the one hand capital
requires educated and flexible labourers, but on the other
hand it refuses the idea that labourers should think for
themselves. While education of the labourer appears
important it cannot be the kind of education that permits
free thinking” [13].
Education is transformed into a market in which
schools compete with one another not only for test grades,
but also for the students and teachers to fill the school,
students and teachers become commodities, with some
students and teachers valued over others. Moreover,

because the control over schooling has shifted from the
local school and district to the state directed by capital,
teachers have less control of their own work and become,
like other workers, alienated from their own creative
capacities. [14].
The educational reforms have been a means for the
state and corporations (who also often fund commissions
and organizations that support such reforms) to take an
active role in reforming society by introducing a
competitive market system in which some students and
schools succeed and some fail. The reforms are couched
within a discourse in which the previously neglected will
now be helped through a system of high standards,
objective testing, and equal opportunity. The system of
testing and account- ability permits the state to determine
the goals and output without directly intervening in the
process itself, thereby reducing resistance. Education
privatization is one result of the hollowed- out neoliberal
state and the marketization of the public sphere.
“Higher education has special stakes for capitalist rule.
Universities define the skills of professional workers for
labour markets, reinforce ruling ideologies, and represent
the needs of the state and industry as those of society.
Despite that prevalent role, students and staff often
succeed in creating spaces for critical citizenship, even for
overt challenges to capitalist agendas.”
Economic restructuring has created a highly segmented
workforce and polarized social structure along lines of
class, race, national origin, and gender. Contrary to claims
about the need to prepare all students to be postindustrial
knowledge workers the bulk of jobs do not require
sophisticated new knowledge but basic literacies, ability to
follow directions, and certain (accommodating)
dispositions toward work. [15].
A national system of standardized tests with strict
penalties for failure helps to ensure a workforce that has
the basic literacies and compliant dispositions needed by
the low-wage labour force. [16]. There is philosophical
incompatibility between the demands of capital and the
demands of education, inter alia, with respect to critical
thought. [17].
Governments throughout the world are resolving this
incompatibility more and more on terms favorable to
capital. The university’s role as an independent institution
is increasingly threatened by the interests of corporations
in both subtle and obvious ways. [18].
The capitalist State will seek to destroy any forms of
pedagogy that attempt to educate students regarding their
real predicament—to create an awareness of themselves as
future labor powers and to underpin this awareness with
critical insight that seeks to undermine the smooth running
of the social production of labor power. This fear entails
strict control of teacher education and training, of the
curriculum, of educational research. [19].
Within universities the language of education has been
very widely replaced by the language of the market, where
lecturers “deliver the product,” “operationalize delivery,”
and “facilitate clients’ learning,” within a regime of
“quality management and enhancement,” where students
have become “customers” selecting “modules” where
“skill development” at universities has surged in
importance to the derogation of the development of critical
thought. [20].
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Education businesses produce a range of “knowledge
products” that can be sold and traded internationally
because we live in capital’s social universe [21]. All
aspects of our lives are potentially open to invasion by
capital—for this is one way in which the social universe of
capital expands. [22].
Specifically in the context of school life, capital
produces new human productive and intellectual capacities
in alienated form. [23]. Education “links the chains that
bind our souls to capital. It is one of the ropes comprising
the ring for combat between labor and capital, a clash that
powers contemporary history: ‘the class struggle’”
Schools therefore act as vital supports for, and developers
of, the class relation, “the violent capital–labor relation
that is at the core of capitalist society and development”
[24].
Education and training are processes of labor-power
production. They are subspecies of relative surplus-value
production (the raising of worker productivity so that
necessary labor is reduced) that leads to a relative increase
in surplus labor time and hence surplus value. Human
capital development is necessary for capitalist societies to
reproduce themselves and to create more surplus value.
The core of capitalism can thus be undressed by exploring
the contradictory nature of the use value and exchange
value of labor power.
V. V.CONCLUSIONS
The world now moves for the first time in history to a
global struggle between knowledge and misrepresentation
as the finally contending forces. [25].
According to many authors higher education has
become too technocratic, too narrow, too specialized, too
self-serving, too inwardly focused, and irrelevant to public
policy and social practice. [26]. [27]. [28].
Education involves nurture and involves encounter
between persons, and that encounter involves care.
Learning from a computer is not education; the machine
does not care. Learning from a person behaving like a
machine is not education; that person’s capacity for care is
being suppressed.Encounter implies respect and
reciprocity, a degree of mutual engagement by learner and
teacher. And despite the distinction between learners and
teachers, that mutual engagement requires a strong kind of
equality, an equal citizenship in the educational situation.
In academia, as elsewhere, labor power is never
completely controllable. To the degree that capital uses the
university to harness general intellect, insisting its work
force engage in lifelong learning as the price of
employability, it runs the risk that people will teach and
learn something other than what it intends” [29].
Critical educators push this “something other” to the
extreme in their pedagogical praxis centered on a social
justice, anti-capitalist agenda. The key to resistance is to
develop a critical pedagogy that will enable the working
class to discover how the use value of their labor power is
being exploited by capital but also how working-class
initiative and power can destroy this type of determination
and force a recomposition of class relations by directly
confronting capital in all of its hydra-headed dimensions.
Scholars now talk of a “post-academic science”, or
“mode-2 science”, contrasting it with the “mode-1 science”
that arose in the post-war period, and some commentators
have even identified a “second scientific revolution”

comparable to the one that generated modern science in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries [30].
Education needs invention, and there are certainly
enough lively minds in the teaching workforce to be
confident that invention will come. Education needs
coalitions of social groups able to create the spaces in
which educational invention will work. Those
requirements are clear enough. How they can be turned
into practice, we still have to discover.
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Abstract— Sustainable development, a topic exhaustively
discussed ever since the Brundtland Report in 1987, provides
a broad framework for pro-environmental activities of
industrial engineers. This paper is based on the previous
findings concerning the negative pressure of engineering
activities on the environment and it highlights the necessity of
reinterpreting the engineers’ roles and activities under the
current ecological conditions. The concept of sustainable
development provides engineers with a key role in designing
and managing “clean technology”, i.e. technological systems
that are less harmful, more efficient, and socially and
environmentally more acceptable. The paper examines to
what extent engineers can work and contribute to sustainable
development within their professional roles and specifies their
roles and responsibilities. Special emphasis is placed upon
creativity, ethics, and professionalism in view of the new role
of engineers, as well as upon the investigation of the identified
ethical and professional dilemmas facing the 21st century
engineers. The paper also highlights the changes in industrial
systems and the changed roles of engineers in order to
determine the new educational needs of the engineers who
represent the driving force behind industrial activities for the
future.

development. Accordingly, “considering the ten-year time
horizon, the question is raised about the role of engineers
within society and the problems and challenges they will be
and are facing” [1].
This paper discusses the changes occurring in modern
civilization and affecting the engineering profession, the
importance of teaching social sciences and humanities to
engineers, and the development of their professional ethics,
which nowadays must be attuned to the principles of
sustainable development.

II. SOCIAL CHANGES SHAPING THE ENGINEERING
PROFESSION
Globalization processes, networking, global population
increase, and the need to conserve the environment and
ensure further development according to sustainability
principles are shaping our society, politics, economy,
environment, technology, and the market, thus influencing
the tasks and ethics of engineers [3].
Globalization is an important social change facing the
engineering profession. It involves the creation of a unified
Keywords— Engineering, Ethics, Professionalism, 21st century economic, political, and cultural space on the planet, where
people, ides, goods, and capital circulate freely.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing globalization is a new, dynamic, complex,
Owing to engineers’ ability and inventiveness in multidimensional, and globally ubiquitous phenomenon,
applying scientific knowledge and technological which is interpreted differently by different scholars.
achievements, it would be reasonable to claim that they Globalization itself is a centuries-old process, as old as the
created the world we know today. By first creating various first caravans and transoceanic vessels. It was accelerated
tools and then using them to build buildings, means of by the construction of railways and roads and the
transport, energy production facilities, and artificial emergence of air travel, until it reached a period of
intelligence, they recognized the needs of humankind and unprecedented expansion with the rapid development of
society and shaped the world in which we live [1]. telecommunications followed by the rise of the Internet.
Engineers have been and still are scattered among a Globalization is the logical result of technological progress,
plethora of different jobs and professions, working as with fast information flow and highly-developed
researchers, designers, constructors, technologists, analysts, information and communication technologies serving as its
controllers, managers, agricultural engineers, bioengineers, connective tissue [4]. Globalization has two faces [5] as it
architects, and builders of roads, bridges, railways, undoubtedly has both a positive and a negative impact on
machines, tools, and buildings, and facilities for various the society and the environment. It was the negative impact
purposes. They create new value by diving into the of globalization that incited Ulrich Beck to call modern
unknown and added value through high quality, productive, society the society of risk, suggesting that risks are present
and effectively led work processes [2]. In their work, in the technosphere, the sociosphere, and the ecosphere [6].
engineers have been meeting the current needs of people, According to him, the risks from technological
thus aiding societal progress, but they have also contributed development are unpredictable, which is why the present
authors believe that the responsibility for risk prevention
to new forms of risk.
Since modern society is also known as the society of also lies with engineers, who convert new knowledge to
risk and the society of knowledge, the engineers are faced new technologies.
The interconnectedness among people, and
with a new task – to help society adapt technology to its
needs in keeping with the principles of sustainable consequently their power, has never been greater. This does
not merely refer to friends and acquaintances but to the
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possibility of easily finding and reaching a large number of
like-minded persons, wherever they may be. People are
connecting ever more easily but are paradoxically less
familiar with each other. The Internet is the key factor for
such connections, while the phenomenon of social
networks is its paradigm [7]. Owing to the Internet,
scientists and engineers of various profiles are not only able
to use databases to find information about new findings, but
are also able to interconnect with their colleagues
worldwide and to exchange their experiences.
Scientific progress over the last two centuries, primarily
medical and pharmaceutical but also engineering, and the
relatively calm period in the development of human
civilization over the previous 65 years (no world wars and
systematic annihilation of the population) have led to a
more rapid population rise on the planet. There are
predictions that the world population will increase to 1.5
times its current size of 6.8 billion in only 40 years and that
it will exceed 9 billion as early as 2050 [8]. This means that
the global population rise is exponential. There is a
significant issue with the understanding and management
of the changes that occur according to this model. Namely,
the extent of such phenomena is difficult to follow, as the
effects of changes remain unobserved for a long time until
they suddenly emerge, almost out of nowhere, carrying new
challenges. Population rise burdens many professionals,
including different engineers, with a number of tasks, such
as how to provide sufficient space for living, working, and
leisure and how to provide sufficient food, drinking water,
and other necessities.
The most significant change pertains to the need for
maintaining the harmony between people and the
environment. A series of devastating natural disasters
during the past decade, global warming, climate change,
and the rapid extinction of plant and animal species
throughout the world have emphasized the necessity for
sustainable development, which needs to assume a primary
role in shaping our future. Sustainability has become an
imperative as a basis of economic, technological, social,
and cultural development in order to meet the needs of the
present without preventing future generations to meet their
own needs [9]. The crossing of the four megatrends has
resulted in a dramatic increase of the population’s mobility
and migration, individualized lifestyle, easier access to
knowledge, lower limits for doing new business, increased
competition, and a search for talented people in every part
of the world.

or her career, not just about engineering but also about
history, politics, business, and so forth” [11].
It is a profession of advanced skills, enlightenment, and
commitment to the common good (both its mission and its
vision). The engineering profession includes its own
professional associations as self-regulatory organizations
that: set professional standards and high ethical standards
(to reach a higher goal of personal commitment to the
engineering profession); establish ethical codes; establish
codes of conduct within and beyond the profession; and
determine how the profession is represented before the
public, the government, and the ‘face of justice’. A good
example of such an association is the American Society of
Mechanical Engineering (ASME). In addition to an
institutionally sanctioned code, like the one in Serbia, the
development of professional ethics of engineers, which
nowadays needs to contain the eco- prefix, also benefits
from higher education that adds content from social
sciences and humanities to its curricula and from “control
of engineers’ conduct by a professional association” [10].
In terms of the common good, the engineering profession
has a social duty to find adequate technical and
technological solutions for increased public benefit,
individual and social wellbeing, human safety, and
environmental protection and conservation, which means
“that engineers so educated must embrace continuing
education as a career development strategy” [11].
Modern global trends produced numerous challenges
for engineers. Some of them include the following:
optimization of fast-rising urban infrastructures; use of
clean energy sources; provision of drinking water for all
people; expansion of ICT infrastructure; adaptation of
technology to the needs of the aging population;
environmental conservation; management of complex
interdisciplinary issues and growing global socio-political
tensions; assurance of safety in physical and virtual
environments; and handling of growing consumer demands
in terms of quality, flexibility, and personalization of
products [1].
The fact remains that we live in a consumer society in
which the majority of the population on the planet attempts
to copy the lifestyle of the developed parts of the world.
Unfortunately, such a lifestyle is unsustainable, due to the
limited natural resources and capacities of the planet.
Factors such as population rise, profit-oriented
technologies targeting the consumer mentality, and the
attitude that humans and technology can compensate for
everything that has been destroyed in nature disrupt the
III. CHALLENGES OF THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION
balance between humans, society, and nature. It is therefore
The engineering profession encompasses theoretical to be expected that in the upcoming years engineers will be
knowledge and practical skills and involves long and the ones to solve the numerous issues pertaining to the
comprehensive education that includes the acquisition of environment and energy shortage, bioengineering and
knowledge from technical and technological sciences, medicine, microengineering, population growth and social
natural sciences, social sciences, philosophy, ethics, and art. issues, management of globalization trends, and the
It presupposes continuing education and self-education. existing technologies [12]. Simultaneously, they will have
“They will need this not only because technology will to deal with the models of leading the global societal
change quickly but also because the career trajectories of development.
engineers will take on many more directions—directions
In order to adequately solve the existing and potential
that include different parts of the world and different types issues, engineers require knowledge from different fields.
of challenges and that engage different types of people and “Strong analytical skills, […] practical ingenuity, […]
objectives. Hence, to be individually/personally successful, creativity (invention, innovation, thinking outside the box,
the engineer of 2020 [and the 21st century in general art), […] communication, […] leadership, […] high ethical
(authors’ remark)] will learn continuously throughout his standards […] and a strong sense of professionalism” [11]
are traits, skills, and competences that all engineers will
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need for the current century of rapid technological
innovation and globalization, and they can be acquired
through multidisciplinary education. In addition to the
required multidisciplinary formal education, continuing
education is another requirement for the engineers of today.
IV. ENGINEERING ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM
Studies [13] have shown that engineers are nowadays
mostly improving known technologies and existing
innovations. Yet, the biggest challenge lies in the creation
of completely new products and services, rather than in the
extension of the existing ones. In modern society, engineers
will be required to use numerous known elements and
combine them into previously unknown mosaics, to tap into
their emotions, and to try to harmonize the relationship
between science, technology, and the environment.
The phenomenon of engineering ethics is too complex
to receive a fixed, definitive, and concise definition. “The
two main components of engineering ethics are (1) the
problems specific to engineering and the responsibility of
engineers contained within the principles of knowledge
application and professional experience and (2) the specific
establishment of general ethical norms and virtues as they
are used in the context of engineering” [14]. That is why it
is applied and preventive, as it refers to the prevention of
what is morally wrong and the avoidance of ethical
dilemmas. It also represents a practical morality (moral
values and actions of engineers). Engineering ethics
includes personal strivings and goals of engineers towards
commitment to ethical engineering. It is a corpus of social
dimensions of engineering: beliefs, public opinion, and
documents of professional engineering associations. It
encompasses both policies and laws, and the rights and
responsibilities of engineers. It is a process and a practice
of creating humane interpersonal relationships during work
and for the purpose of work. It contributes to human
integrity in specific historical conditions through the norms,
actions, and practices, striving towards the essence of
morality – humanity (in the sense of humaneness,
benevolence). In his “The Sociology of Morals”, renowned
Serbian academician Radomir Lukić considered the
Serbian word čovečnost (Engl. humaneness) to be the most
appropriate Serbian term for morals. Even though it is an
important ‘compass’ for the philosophy of work,
engineering ethics is the dynamic structure of every action
and every work process. It describes the morality, but also
always (theoretically) uncovers and indicates the
possibility of the (a)morality of (normative) ethics.
Engineering ethics helps maintain the existing and create
new social and work relations on the individual, micro,
meso, and macro social levels. The possibilities of
engineering ethics increase with the development of
productive forces. However, this does not mean that the
possibilities will necessarily materialize, because the
technological progress and ethical progress are not
necessarily proportional and are sometimes inversely
proportional [15].
Engineering ethics denotes a set of values to which
engineers adhere when faced with moral issues while
performing different technical tasks. Those values are then
combined with the cultural norms, life experience, and
practice to create an awareness of what constitutes
responsible actions. It is such actions that become the chief
characteristic of engineering professionalism.

Generally, engineering professionalism refers to the
acceptance of values such as safety and health of all people
and the wellbeing of the entire planet. Professional
behaviour of engineers involves their adherence to the
following rules: to do only those jobs that are within their
professional domain and to act professionally in any type
of contact with an employer or a client.
Engineering ethics is an open and mobile system as well
as a process. Humaneness and good life are some of the
highest goals of engineering ethics, with humaneness being
the ultimate goal. Nevertheless, humaneness is also a
‘moving target’ [16].
In the age of extensive environmental degradation,
increased consumption, and global networks of companies,
the engineering profession is facing a new primary task –
to be able to use the existing elements and new ideas to
produce or create unique combinations that have not
previously existed and that contribute to environmental
conservation. Accordingly, creativity becomes the key
competence of engineers in the society of knowledge.
Yet, creativity requires vast knowledge, ideally of
several different fields. In order to connect different pieces
of knowledge into new ideas, one first needs to possess the
knowledge of the field in which one wishes to express their
creativity. However, a creative solution must fall within the
scope of professional engineering ethics, as this is the only
way for it to have a socially accepted and justified role.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Modern society is a society of knowledge and risk. It is
not only a society founded on the use of ICT in which
knowledge is the most expensive product, but also a society
that imposes new challenges, seeks new methods of
organization, and assigns new roles to the engineering
profession. Rapid environmental changes and convergence
of knowledge from many different fields will move the
modern engineers beyond the strictly technical patterns. In
order to assume the leading role in responding to global and
local technological, economic, and social challenges and
risks of the 21st century, engineers have to understand and
acknowledge nature, ethics, the economy, the society, and
the culture. Only if this requirement is met will they be able
to identify needs and to create and implement sustainable
and efficient solutions in a rapidly changing environment.
For the engineering profession to benefit from this and to
be considered the most desirable in the constant race for
new talents, it is necessary to constantly and ubiquitously
emphasize the importance of results accomplished by
engineers to make our lives easier and more comfortable.
Furthermore, it is necessary to mould easily recognizable
role models from the engineering profession, so that young
people would be able to identify with them more easily.
The multidimensionality of the world we live in and,
consequently, of the problems we face warrants new
knowledge and skills. The current age is characterized by
the use and misuse of intelligence to gain profit and benefit
in the shortest time possible while ignoring the long-term
effects of such behaviour. Global application of this model
has resulted in instability and crises throughout the world.
Such one-dimensional behaviour requires evolutive
corrections. Human activities must be returned to the centre
of balance between intelligence on the one hand and ethics
and wisdom on the other hand. This is the only way to
overcome the turbulent process of globalization and to steer
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the world into the age of post-globalization. Education in
the 21st century will have to provide a set of knowledge,
skills, and competences that will allow engineers to handle
the environmental degradation and to help adapt the entire
humankind to the new circumstances. The rate of
technological progress has surpassed the needs of the
society; thus, if the society is to maximally benefit form the
existing technologies, it needs to learn how to adapt the
technologies to its own needs without disrupting nature.
This is an essential new task for engineers [17].
Therefore, engineers also need to acquire knowledge
from social sciences and humanities during their education.
It would appear that the Serbian educational system and its
curricula encourage the culture of disengagement, which,
according to Erin A. Cech, considers public welfare and
benefit as irrelevant for the engineering practice [18]. She
believes that the culture of disengagement is based on three
ideological pillars: (1) public welfare is irrelevant to
engineering work; (2) technical/social dualism diminishes
the importance of social competences; and (3) meritocratic
ideology, in which those who are the most capable are the
ones who lead, which is why the status quo is fair and just.
“However, the culture of disengagement may prevent
students from developing a reflexive and nuanced
understanding of their professional responsibilities to
public welfare, and may actually undermine the public
welfare leanings they held on entering college” [18] and, in
our opinion, also their actions in practice. Previous studies
on the presence of content from social sciences and
humanities that help engineers accept ecologicalhumanistic values and develop their professional ethics in
the curricula of Serbian engineering faculties after the
introduction of the Bologna Declaration have shown that
such content is generally lacking [19, 20]. Unfortunately, it
is reasonable to assume that such a trend will continue even
in the upcoming new accreditation cycle.
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Abstract— Bounded rationality and engineering ethics are
related since the concept of bounded rationality shapes the
conditions for making decisions, which includes the
conditions for ethical decisions too. Consequently, this raises
the question of nature of the said connection. This paper
presents a thesis on indirect connections, in contrast to some
thinkers who view bounded rationality as a direct
constitutive element of moral reasoning. Engineering ethics is
a normative discipline, and the concept of bounded
rationality is not normative in its character. Thus, in the light
of some interpretations, bounded rationality can be
considered as highly valuable for engineering ethics.

economic discourse, for example, it is the optimal level of
profit) conditioned the “optimal level of rationality”.
Unlike his predecessor, Simon offered a broad
perspective of the constitutive role of widely understood
“suboptimality” [4] in relation to decision-making
processes. In short, bounded rationality shows a different
picture of the decision-maker who confronts the “complex
environment” compared to earlier ideas. It is logical to
assume that all subjects simultaneously face a large
number of possibilities, that is, they enter a
multidimensional field where contradictions are also
possible. Human subjects cannot be the “eyes of God” and
Keywords— Bounded Rationality, Engineering, Ethics,
comprehensively “compute” the information and data to
Company, Organization.
make an intact optimal decision. The cognitive
“limitations” that determine human performance do not
I. INTRODUCTION
allow
subjects to develop “problem-solving” capacities in
Bounded rationality has a long and vast tradition in the
order
to
achieve optimality. Although some earlier theories
theory of science and decision-making [1], but a proper inemphasized
the capacities of subjects in the light of
depth study would take us in different directions and we
optimality
(“optimal
benefit”, “optimal profit”, “optimal
are simply unable to do that on this occasion. The
power”,
“maximizing
happiness” depending on the field of
mentioned form of rationality can be generally treated as a
subject),
we
point
to
the
“limits” that arise in the context
form of expression for the “limitation” (Simon) of our
of
a
“complex
environment”.
Our cognitive
cognitive abilities in terms of achieving certain goals.
determinations
are
the
reason
why
we
should
give up on
Setting and interpreting the set goals and finding resources
the
“hunt
for
the
optimum”
which
is both
depend on the way we process objective “constraints” that
“epistemologically”
and
“ontologically”
unattainable
for
we face. Yet, the logic of bounded rationality implies that
us.
Instead
of
“optimum”,
Simon
proposes
another
our rationality in the decision-making process is inherently
motivational category, “satisficing”: subjects should not
˝deficient”.
be focused on achieving “optimum” but “satisficing”. The
We primarily refer to the orientation that was
category of optimality, which can be added to certain
paradigmatically formulated a few decades ago by Herbert
mathematical procedures, does not explain human
Simon, the Nobel Prize winner ([2], [3]). Although Simon
procedures in organizations, institutions, the market, but
was originally focused on the economic discourse, his
the same subjects are either “rule-following” and
reflections spread to many domains, so we can say that it
extensively use “heuristics”, “bias-based”, “rules of
is a transdisciplinary phenomenon as the traces of
thumb“ in the decision-making process, or they simply
“bounded rationality” can be found in different segments
mimetically follow other subjects in the decision-making
of different disciplines today.
processes. The omniscient subject focused on “utilitymaximization” has been replaced by another mode of
II. THE CONTOURS OF BOUNDED RATIONALITY
subjectivity that is “limited” in terms of “computational
Bounded rationality can be best understood as the
abilities” (Simon): different subjects faced with a
opposition to earlier decision-making criteria. This can be
multitude of references are forced to invent other
simply expressed as a critique of “unbounded rationality”
procedures regarding the optimality [5]. The same
which starts from the maximally employed cognitive
subjects are neither temporally nor spatially
capacities of a person who is, at the same time, aware of
comprehensive; the loop between knowledge and
himself/herself as such. Namely, earlier orientations
presented the search for the “optimum” as the ultimate goal, information-circulation does not allow subjects to be
described as “optimizing agency”.
and accordingly, rationality in the context of means and
Simon's “behavioristic” argument is often rightly
goals (“instrumental rationality”) was weighed against the
described
as such. Indeed, a certain form of behavior has
search for optimization. Achieving the optimum (in
been placed at the center of attention. This assessment is
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based on the fact that the center of argumentation is no
longer the predetermined, apriori placed subject (“agency”)
who has mastered the situation and achieved balance
between all the preferences, and implemented a decision
that manifests the precisely harmonized preferences. It
describes behavioral patterns positioned between “mind”
(Simon) and “environment”. It is no longer a strong
“agency” that has dominated the tradition and that can
resolve the relationship between goals and means with
“unbounded rationality”. The same patterns are open for
contextual-empirical decision-making moments. Namely,
the same moments influence the formation of conditions in
terms of choice, or as some other theorists would say, the
same moments determine the “framing” [6] of the
perceived problem.
Of course, this, otherwise briefly described program of
bounded rationality has experienced and still is
experiencing
numerous
interpretations.
Some
commentators and critics have tried to blunt the edge of
“bounded rationality” by limiting it to the “costs-account”
[7] of the economizing agency, which particularizes the
problem, that is, they tried to limit its scope and the
challenging aspect. Bounded-rationality is, as we have said,
a transdisciplinary problem, and if it is really relevant for
our world then it must be of universal significance. Other
commentators aimed at expanding the scope of bounded
rationality with the principle of “radical uncertainty” ([7],
p. 917) which (along with the category of complexity)
already occupies an extremely important place in today's
considerations [8]. “Radical uncertainty” synthesized with
the phenomenon of complexity and the theory of
probability really adds important dimensions to the theory
of decision making. After all, bounded rationality and
“satisficing” have experienced a remarkable boom in the
last two or three decades: in addition to intensive
theoretical pursuits, we must note the fact that research in
the European Union is based on (neo) behavioral research
[9] and that even numerous political decisions at European
level should be considered from behavioristic viewpoint.
In other words, today, public policies are influenced by
behaviorism which is a confirmation of its importance and
the fact that it did not remain at the level of theoretical
articulations.
III. BOUNDED RATIONALITY AND ETHICAL DIMENSIONS IN
ENGINEERING: ELEMENTS OF CRITIQUE
Still, what is the relationship between engineering
ethics and bounded rationality?
Ethics involves certain decision-making processes,
although it is clear that the degrees and intensities of
decision-making change in ethical practice. Thus, ethical
orientations that we are familiar with (consequentialist,
deontological, or ethics based on goods) should not ignore
the phenomenon of bounded rationality and “satisficing”
as a measure of human actions. This implies that the
agency of engineering and its confrontation with complex
problems must be described in the perspective of limited
cognitive capacities instead of “maximization of utility”.
Of course, engineering practice can be identified in
different fields: we can talk about the ethical aspects of
mechanical or genetic engineering, accordingly, as long as
it is in accordance with today's technologies, we can also
list here engineering of “human nature”.

However, it is possible to discuss about engineering
ethics as a whole, as implied by various representative
authors [10]. Moreover, our attitude may be supported by
the claim that in terms of “logic” there is no difference
between business ethics and engineering ethics: “the
distinction between a profession and other jobs is a
distinction of power and prestige rather than a distinction
based on service/profit or expert knowledge/common
knowledge” [11]. In other words, from an ethical
perspective, engineering is a “set of attitudes” that faces
the same epistemological and ontological problems as the
subjects in “business ethics”. That is, if we recognize
bounded rationality in the sphere of business ethics, then
“logically”, the same problem exists in “engineering
ethics”.
Some authors have recognized the importance of
“bounded rationality” for morality. They claim that there
is a pattern of “behavior” in the moral sphere, that is, we
can talk about “moral behavior” ([12], [13]) which is
subject to the logic of bounded rationality. Furthermore,
we can talk about “moral behavior as bounded rationality”,
that is, the scheme of bounded rationality with “social
heuristics” can be a model for ethics in general.
Could we use this logic to conclude that we have found
the engineering ethics principle for the mentioned “set of
attitudes” in bounded rationality? Some define engineering
as a “social experiment” [10] and we define it as a social
practice in which the loop between technology and
technique plays a crucial role.
We believe that bounded rationality is of crucial
importance for understanding the different situations that
contemporary engineers are facing. We can take
technology as an example. The often-mentioned claim that
there is a contradiction between the intensified human
power based on the expansion of technology and the
inability to control the consequences with products of
technology especially deeply affects engineers. It is
impossible to discuss serious ethics without considering
technology [14], and the same claim applies even more to
the engineering domain - the articulation of engineering
ethics depends on understanding the long-term
consequences of technology. This means that: “the
ambivalence of technology is bound up with its “bigness”,
the supersize of technological effects in space and time.
What is big and what is small is determined by the finitude
of our terrestrial environment, which must never be absent
from our mind” ([14], p. 897). Engineers, too, face the
problem of predicting indirect consequences of technology
in the long run. Yet, the mentioned contradiction clearly
points to the existence of bounded rationality; engineers
are in a decision-making position that reflects the logic of
bounded rationality. There is an impossibility of
comprehensive consideration of all consequences, existing
possibilities are in a conflicting position, there is a contrast
between short and long term, etc. In terms of finding
different examples of bounded rationality, the field of
engineering involved in technology can be a very useful
and valuable field.
However, the fact that we can recognize bounded
rationality in engineering decision-making, it still does not
mean that we can equalize this type of “limited” rationality
with engineering ethics. We have emphasized that the
concept of bounded rationality is the articulation of a
certain form of behavior based on “rule-following” versus
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the „logic of optimality”. Undoubtedly, there are certain
normative elements in “social heuristics” too, the way
decisions are made involves certain normative and even
ethical dimensions. Still, engineering ethics as a form of
ethics that thematizes the ethical problem regarding
engineering is much more normative than any form of
“social heuristics”. The concept of bounded rationality can
only be normative to a small extent.
Ethics, as well as engineering ethics, depend on the
scope of normative reflexivity: it raises and tackles the
questions of specific “needs” and responsibilities. Ethics,
which implies rethinking of the conditions for “respecting”
the other and others, as well as dignity [15] cannot be
encompassed by the logic of bounded rationality. In other
words, engineering ethics cannot be exhausted with the
logic of bounded rationality; this type of rationality can
exist as an indispensable admixture, but not to be
exhausted.
Then, what is bounded rationality for engineering
ethics? The critics who deal with technological processes
and wish to articulate appropriate ethical horizons often
narrow the field of ethics. This way, ethics becomes even
with “risk management” and “prudence” which is related
to “risk management”. 1 This coincides with our recently
stated opinion regarding certain (neoclassical) theorists
who have tried to reduce the significance of bounded
rationality by treating it from a “cost-account” perspective.
Here, it happens again: the engineering ethics that
confronts various risks and global forms of uncertainty is
equated with “prudence” in terms of “processing” and
“computing of costs”. Indeed, “prudence” was very
important in the history of ethics, especially in the
Aristotelian ethics of virtue. However, by reducing it to
“cost-processing” for some insightful balance, little of
those challenges related to engineering ethics are dealt
with. Bounded rationality is indispensable for ethical
decision-making, but its scope is determined by the fact
that the concept behind it is determined by “empiricism”
and “inductivism”, which significantly takes into account
those empirical conditions that contextually determine all
decision-making processes. Engineers appear in different
situations, that is, in different, institutionally determined
situations: they can be individual entrepreneurs in the
market, they can be corporate managers, they can be
partners in certain business ventures, and so on. If we insist
on “rule-following” as the basis of bounded rationality,
then we need to know the institutional context where
bounded rationality is situated.
This concept already faces certain problem and “from
the start, it does not inquire as part of the logic of the
program into where the rules come from. This is precisely
why the rhetoric of behaviorism insists on the importance
of observation, almost to the point of inductivism: the
program has no underlying theory of rule-following” [18].
IV. CONCLUSION
Bounded rationality is a constitutive part of our idea
about rationality today in various fields. Therefore,
engineering ethics cannot ignore its existence. We paid
particular attention to the moment of operationalization of

1

technology which induces numerous ethical problems.
Still, normative structure of engineering ethics prevents
bounded rationality to be affirmed as the absolute basis of
ethical reasoning. Inadequate expansion of bounded
rationality has overlooked some crucial moments that are
important for engineering ethics, namely, the
multidimensional positioning of engineers in different
contexts. Although bounded rationality also contains
certain normative elements, it is insufficient for the
reasoning in engineering ethics.
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Abstract— The subject of the paper is Vonnegut's negative
utopia Player Piano, which describes a society in which
machines replace the physical and mental work of people,
from production to the deployment of people to jobs. The
society is divided into the elite (engineers and directors) and
unclassified, pushed out of the sphere of work. People's
needs are met, but they are deprived of the feeling that they
are useful and needed, which is the basis of self-esteem.
By depicting a world in which machines rule people by
doing exactly what people created them for, Vonnegut raises
issues that are relevant today: the consequences of
automation, organization and pursuit of efficiency on labor,
freedom, social inequalities, leisure and identity. He points
out the responsibilities of engineers regarding the creation
of such “better world”
Keywords—Vonnegut, technology,
engineers, professional ethics.

automation,

work,

I. INTRODUCTION
Kurt Vonnegut's novel Player Piano like other utopias
and dystopias discloses what future society might be like
if some of the contemporary tendencies develop to their
extreme capacities. Describing the world in which
machines rule people while doing, after all, what people
have designed them for, Vonnegut poses the questions of
relevance for the modern society such as consequences of
automation, organization and tendencies to efficiency on
labor, freedom, social inequalities, spare time, identity.
What is specific for this dystopia is its focus upon
labor and this in two ways: firstly, the need people have
for paid work as a source of their identity and social
status, and, secondly, the attitude they take towards their
work through that of engineer towards his profession. The
novel shows a seemingly perfect world, the world in
which machines do almost all the work while the majority
of people are provided with a comfortable life without
doing any work at all. Machines have replaced people's
physical and intellectual work, from production to
allotting people to working tasks. The plant premises are
devoid of people; the machines supervise other machines
while only a few engineers manage the whole automated
system. The society is divided into elite (engineers and
managers) and the majority of unqualified others,
expelled from the sphere of labor. People's material needs
are fulfilled while they are deprived of the feeling that
they are useful and that the society needs them.

The main protagonists of the novel are engineers,
doctors of science holding executive leadership positions.
The role of engineers in the novel is double: they are the
creators of the system of automated production and
contribute to maintenance of the existing order while at
the same time they (or rather, some of them) call into
question the system and articulate rebellion. The novel
closely follows the transformation of engineer Paul
Proteus, the manager of the Ilium Works, and the most
important person in the City of Ilium, a man of a bright
career facing the prospect of a glorious future in
managing bodies. The uneasiness he feels because people
are deprived of jobs or pangs of conscience because of
the role he himself plays in all this lead to his questioning
the system and joining the protest movement. Another
important protagonist is Finnerty, likewise an engineer,
Paul’s friend and non-conformist who has given up his
brilliant career and become one of the revolution leaders.
The central place in Vonnegut's novel is taken by the
responsibility of engineers for creating such a „better
world.“ In a short foreword, Vonnegut stresses that our
freedom and our lives depend on the skills, imagination
and courage of managers and engineers. The action of the
novel takes place in the future; yet Vonnegut points to the
responsibility of engineers and managers at the moment
of his writing the book (in 1952); the consequences of
their activities will come out in the future and this is
exactly why their responsibility is even greater – to be
aware of the fact that their solving technical issues today
will shape the freedom and lives of people in the future.
Vonnegut explains why responsibility is upon
engineers, not upon scientists. Scientists “simply add to
knowledge. It isn’t knowledge that’s making trouble, but
the uses it’s put to.” (Vonnegut, 1985: 109). It is exactly
the engineers who apply scientific discoveries to
technical problem-solving; they are mediators between
science and practice and should observe not only shortterm but also long-term aftermaths of their activities.
Though their work is directed towards the goals of the
organizations in which they work, they should be aware
of the consequences of their activities for other people,
social community and mankind.
Vonnegut's novel does not speak only about
technological changes but, most of all, about organization
(of production, plant, economy, society). Though the
action takes place in the future, the book actually presents
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the contemporary profession of engineers and, with a
dose of humor and irony, contemporary organizational
culture. These representations are based on Vonnegut's
working experience in a big company.
Starting from the sociological understanding of
profession, the paper will analyze, using the example of
Vonnegut's novel, engineering professional ethics.
II. ENGINEERS’ ATTITUDE TOWARDS THEIR PROFESSION
Professions are characterized, besides other elements,
by professional ethics and specific professional
subculture that are taken in through the process of
education and professional socialization. They equip the
experts with a normative-value framework of their
activities. Though there are differences among
professions, the common characteristics of professional
activities are autonomy, authority and altruism (Šporer
1990: 38). Engineers belong to a developed profession
although engineering profession has a lower degree of
organization and development of professional ethics with
respect to, for instance, medical profession (Đorđević,
Tasić 2020: 90). The principles that should be regarded as
the guiding ones for engineers in doing their professional
activity are: responsibility and correctness at work,
constant advancement of professional knowledge,
commitment to truth as well as scientific and professional
norms, advancement of business activities for the benefits
of others, environment protection and professional
organization (Đorđević, Tasić 2020: 91). Vonnegut’s
novel offers the possibilities to perceive the problems that
may emerge in the realization of these principles.
Engineers’ activity is characterized by rationality and
efficiency in solving practical problems. Their solutions
should be in the function of realization of the goals of the
organization in which they work. Vonnegut shows an
engineer who does his job admirably even when he
himself suffers negative consequences for this. Bud is an
engineer who has just invented a machine which has
abolished his own job. A few minutes after he, in
desperation, speaks about losing his job, he almost
automatically reacts to the situation he recognizes as a
professional challenge, namely, the procedure of visitors’
entrance to the plant. Not only has he, with his invention,
abolished his own job (and all such jobs in the whole
state) but he endangers the job of his beloved. This
episode reveals a deeply rooted logic of the profession
which overcomes personal interest besides pointing to the
lack of responsibilities for social consequences of it.
Engineers’ work also implies innovation and joy of
discovery. Three young engineers are assigned the task to
automate machine work. “Remember the excitement of
recording Rudy Hertz’s movements, then trying to run
automatic controls from the tape?” (Vonnegut 1985: 378).
The engineering is shown as a calling which implies
commitment, excitement due to the challenges that the
problems pose to them, and problem-solving as a game.
Through professional socialization (within the
professional education, and in a company), the individual
is identified with his profession – with professional title
and profession ideology, with the kind of labor
characteristic for this profession, with organizational or
institutional position that the given profession usually
carries in itself and with the social position of the
profession (Šporer 1990: 59). The novel is permeated

with a sense of strong identification of engineers with
their profession. Proteus has preserved, within his plant,
the building of Edison’s original machine shop set up in
1886. This reveals a sentimental return to the past which,
in his imagination, revives the pioneering setting up of
the first machines and then delight in the rhythm of
machine operations, sounds and movements – Proteus is
proud of his profession and the advancement it has made
(what would Edison say if he could see this multitude of
machines which work harmoniously with no direct
human feeding and controlling them?). Engineering
profession is identified to what has always been regarded
as American way of thinking, “the restless, erratic insight
and imagination of a gadgeteer” (Vonnegut 1985: 11).
Engineers are proud of the contribution their profession
makes to the society. They have decisively contributed to
the victory in war and building of the society which is the
biggest manufacturer of industrial goods in the world. On
the other hand, the episode with Checker Charley (a
contrivance for checker game) shows engineers’
idolatrous attitude towards their own creations –
machines. When the machine burns out, most of the
engineers are horrified and saddened by the destruction of
such an invention: “Tragedy was in every face.
Something beautiful had died.” (Vonnegut 1985: 73). On
the other hand, rebellious Finnerty shows man’s
superiority over machines: “If Checker Charley was out
to make chumps out of men, he could damn well fix his
own connections. Paul looks after his own circuits; let
Charley do the same. Those who live by electronics, die
by electronics.” (Vonnegut 1985: 74). This ambivalent
attitude towards engineering and technology is
manifested throughout the novel. The satisfaction with
the achieved efficiency, an aesthetic attitude towards the
harmony of machine movements and sounds, a feeling of
superiority over nature, past generations and other nations
as well as an unstoppable progress that knows no
unsolvable problem – all these feelings are caused by the
technology which is created and controlled by engineers.
On the other hand, it also induces other kinds of feelings
and thoughts – impersonal technology decides upon
people’s fates (who is to enroll university, who can apply
for what kind of job, who cannot ever get employed at
any job whatsoever); technology cannot solve all the
problems (care about a little girl who has got on the train
without the company of her elders) and, most importantly,
technology destroys people’s lives by depriving them of
the possibility to work. However, most engineers do not
manifest any care about social consequences of their
work – their utter commitment to the principle of
efficiency, their desire to advance in career and their
fitting into the system have all suppressed autonomy and
altruism as values of the professional ethics.
Vonnegut also shows the relationships within the
engineer community. The sense of professional
togetherness springs from the processes which are in
action during recruitment into profession, identical
educational processes that experts have gone through as
well as position, status and power of professions in the
society (Šporer 1990: 33). The friendships established at
the university last throughout their entire careers such as
the case with the relationship between Proteus and
Finnerty. The novel also offers examples of support and
solidarity to fellow colleagues: Proteus cherishes a
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benevolent attitude towards his colleague Bud despite the
weaknesses and disorientation he shows in some life
situations because he appreciates his talent and goodheartedness. A young engineer who approaches Proteus
immediately after he has been expelled from the
community as a saboteur exhibits honesty which might
lead to the destruction of his career. On the other hand,
the novel reveals competition, careerism and hostility.
With a dose of humor Vonnegut exhibits non-collegial
behavior of managers – the desire to advance in the
career is not only evident in the attempts to show oneself
in the best light but also in imputation and mockery of
one’s competitors. When the news is spread that Proteus
is a saboteur, all his fellow colleagues are boycotting him,
even the ones he has worked with for years.
III. IDEOLOGY OF ENGINEER CALLING
In Vonnegut’s imaginary world engineers are not only
profession; they are also the ruling class, elite which
makes all important decisions in the society (the role of
politics is of second rate). This is achieved by merging of
professional and managerial roles – all plant and
company managers are engineers. Knowing that
competition and market are suspended, the role of
managers is different from the one in the contemporary
capitalism. They are exempt from care about conquering
markets, product placement, marketing or organization of
employees. Due to this nothing changes in terms of the
profession once the managerial positions are undertaken
(Šporer 1990: 45): engineers still remain primarily
engineers who care about functioning of the automated
system and production efficiency. However, the merging
of the professional authority and managers’ capacities
increase
engineers’
responsibility
and
creates
preconditions for a possible conflict of the roles.
The ideology supporting the existing order justifies
the leading role of engineers in the society. It is not called
into question. Their job is not simply to make mechanical
gadgets: “Our job is to open new doors at the head of the
procession of civilization. That’s what the engineer, the
manager does. There is no higher calling” (Vonnegut,
1985: 148). Engineers’ profession brings progress to the
society by its innovations. Engineer’s job is management
and engineering; they should not be asking the question,
“if we weren’t doing something bad in the name of
progress” (Vonnegut, 1985: 132). The instrumental
rationality of engineers who do not take into
consideration social consequences of their activities is
manifest in the example of young engineers (Proteus
among them) whose task is to prepare mechanizations of
the lathe operations. The foreman in the plant has led
them to his best mechanic whose movements they record
on the tape; hence the tape would control the machines
instead of the mechanics. The mechanic, an old worker
who is about to retire, has shown submissiveness before
“smart young men” as well as pride for being the one
chosen to make his movements perpetuated on the tape.
Young engineers will talk the foreman into firing that
worker and then they would take him for a drink, as
Vonnegut ironically puts it, “in a boisterous, whimsical
spirit of industrial democracy” (Vonnegut, 1985: 18).
Ecstatic with the triumph of their knowledge and talent,
their professional success, they miss to see, before them,
the other person who was also proud of his work.

Engineers are identified with their “civilization role”
and thus with the existing order. Vonnegut critically
shows the actions taken for enhancing cohesion and
loyalty of engineers. The metaphor about engineers who
open up a new door at the head of the civilization
procession is inculcated in schooling and then it is all the
time renewed in the minds of engineers through media,
clubs and all other forms of the social life of elites.
Ideology of the engineer calling expresses the idea “of
designing and manufacturing and distributing being sort
of a holy war” while technical solutions and production
efficiency are the only criterion for success. Gatherings
and rituals, customs and tradition confirm and enhance
the belief in the righteousness of the system and the
engineers’ deeds while at the same time emphasize their
status and separate them from the rest of the society. A
critical attitude towards their own professional activity
and the ability of perceiving potential consequences for a
wider social community neither develop thorough their
schooling nor through their professional socialization at
job or through professional community.
IV. REVOLUTION
Engineers are in the centre of the novel in another
way, i.e. they question social order and the meaning of
life; consequently, they are important actors of the
revolution. Through the main protagonist, Proteus,
Vonnegut shows the way in which a critical attitude
towards the system is gradually developed. Engineer and
manager, Proteus enjoys watching the plant filled with
harmoniously-working
machines,
“the
machines
themselves were entertaining and delightful” (Vonnegut
1985: 16). He is committed to his profession in which he
has achieved exceptional results and is rewarded for it.
But his attitude towards the system is different from that
of his fellow colleagues. He feels that he lacks
“something”, something that his father had and most of
the elite: “the sense of spiritual importance in what they
were doing; the ability to be moved emotionally, almost
like a lover, by the great omnipresent and omniscient
spook, the corporate personality” (Vonnegut 1985: 77).
Proteus is a conformist suffocated by his own
conformism. Hence he feels the desire to do something
that would make him more adaptable, more satisfied with
his destiny. However, his job, the system and
organizational policy alternately cause in him anxiety,
boredom or sickness. Since he cannot adapt, he wishes to
do something radical (to rebel, to resign – which is in
itself an act of rebellion).
How to change that world? Change it into what?
Replace it with who? How can man run away from the
system if he does not know anything outside it? The
greatest problem is to find something he can believe in:
“Somewhere, outside of society, there was a place for a
man—a man and wife—to live heartily and blamelessly,
naturally, by hands and wits” (Vonnegut, 1985: 168).
Just like the basic problem being located in the labor
sphere, so the solution has to be related to labor. Idleness
that he could afford financially would be “as amoral as
what he was quitting” (Vonnegut 1985: 169). His first
response is farming, but he quickly gives it up since after
the first attempt he experiences a discrepancy between
what was imagined and what this job, this life truly is.
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The circumstances exclude Paul from the society of
engineers and managers that he no longer identifies with.
He becomes an “unqualified human being” – no longer
can he get any job; he is defined as a potential saboteur in
the police while the only place where he can be accepted
is the Homestead, a settlement on the other side of the
river settled by non-classified people, excluded from the
sphere of labor. His rebellion develops gradually, first of
all due to his sense of responsibility for the loss of jobs of
a multitude of people: “If it hadn’t been for men like me,
he might have a machine in the plant” (Vonnegut 1985:
48) Encounters at the Homestead induce in him a feeling
of love for these people and the desire to help them. The
relief he feels (“Better to be nothing than a blind doorman
at the head of civilization’s parade”) (Vonnegut 1985:
270) is accompanied with a feeling of uprootedness. At
the moment when he admits that he is the leader of the
revolution, though he is in prison, he knew “what it was
to belong and believe” (Vonnegut 1985: 353).
The revolution is organized with the aim to take over
the plants and change their organization. It has Luddite
and carnival moments. While the leaders want to
rationally make, after the rebellion, such a labor
organization in which some of the machines would be
removed (in order to make space for people) while other
machine would still be kept (in order to realize efficient
production), masses non-selectively destroy the machines.
The revolution is suppressed. The last scenes in the novel
again take us back to engineer profession. Engineer Bud
repairs a drink machine on the railroad station. Though he
has actively participated in the revolution, his
commitment to his profession – making and repairing
machines – has not grown less. Though the rebellion has
failed, engineers Proteus and Finnerty are still left with a
feeling of satisfaction for at least trying to realize their
ideas about what engineers should offer to the society.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Technological and organizational changes pose
challenges to engineering profession. By solving
technical problems and introducing innovations,
engineers contribute to the changes which influence upon
the whole society and everyday lives of people. Their
aftermaths are not often immediately visible. By
increasing production efficiency engineers contribute to
people’s welfare. By exempting man from hard physical
toil or monotonous routine jobs, they ensure that work of
a great many people should be easier and more pleasant.
However, production automation creates a sense of
insecurity regarding the issue whether there will be
enough labor demand in the future and what kind of life
would be led by the people who have never worked in
their entire lives. In his writing about the utopias which
base an ideal society upon technological development,
Mumford (2009: 110) stresses that: Subordinate to
humanized ends, machinery and organization—yes,
complicated
machinery
and
organization—have
undoubtedly a useful contribution to make towards a
good community; unsubordinated, or subordinated only
to the engineer's conceptions of efficient industrial
equipment and personnel, the most innocent machine
may be as humanly devastating as a Lewis gun.

Dystopias offer to us a comprehensive view of the
society thus enabling us to perceive more clearly the
entirety of potential changes which are very often beyond
the horizon of our personal professional and everyday
experience. Vonnegut’s novel reflects functional
importance that the engineering profession has for
contemporary society within the context of the
development of computer technologies and automation.
Engineering ethics can be regarded in terms of two
aspects, namely, the attitude towards profession, and the
responsibility to social community and, ultimately, to
mankind. Vonnegut shows the engineers who have
adamantly adapted the principles of their professional
activity and who abide by the professional standards in
their practice; their job is creative; they are innovative
and open to professional challenges. They are identified
with the social status that their profession assigns to them.
Since all managers are engineers and since engineers
enjoy a privileged position in the sphere of labor, they
make up ruling elite of the society which firmly connects
them to the system and reduces a critical attitude towards
it. Through education and professional socialization in
organization their identification with profession is
enhanced and so is professional cohesion and, at the same
time, loyalty to the system. In this way is their autonomy
reduced while the ruling ideology enhances their belief
that their work undoubtedly contributes to the social
welfare. This is the origin of the refusal to leave the
framework of instrumental rationality and critically
perceive the consequences of their activities upon other
people. They impose their views about people’s welfare
while totally ignoring the possibility for the people to
differently understand what is meant by welfare and to
express in their own words what they really want in life.
Thus their professional activity loses its altruist character.
The engineers who are involved in the revolution show a
degree of professional responsibility – this does not mean,
however, giving up technology but rather adjustment of
technology usage to people’s needs. That is why we can,
finally, again point to Mumford’s attitude (2009: 190)
that “an acute practical intelligence such as we find today
among the engineers need not be divorced from the
practice of the humanities.”
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Abstract— As the modern-day lingua franca, English plays a
crucial role in all sorts of global communication and
correspondence. This is also true of the engineering
profession and its current reliance on English as its main
vehicle for the exchange of information. Therefore, the
adequate knowledge of English poses one of the major
challenges in the development of an engineer’s professional
identity. Bearing this in mind, the paper deals with the
engineers’ own perception of the importance of English in
their professional and academic careers, with a particular
emphasis on the potential shortcomings caused by the lack of
both oral and written communicative competence and the
ways in which such drawbacks could be overcome with the
aim of facilitating their further career advancement. The
conducted study employs a survey based on a questionnaire
used to examine the positive and negative consequences of
varying levels of knowledge of English from the viewpoint of
engineers. The results obtained through statistical analysis
reflect their opinions on the most important aspects of the
matter at hand. The paper ends with concluding remarks that
contain several recommendations on how the observed issues
can be tackled successfully.
Keywords— Engineering Profession, Professional Identity,
English as a Lingua Franca, English for Specific Academic
Purposes, Communicative Competence

I. INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that English has become the lingua
franca of the modern world, and that today it is used
worldwide on an unprecedented scale. It is by far the first
language of global communication and correspondence,
regardless of the area of life in which such exchanges take
place. Even though there are six official languages of the
UN (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and
Spanish [1]), the role and importance of English in today’s
globalized world cannot be overstated, which is further
reflected in the fact that it is the only language in the world
whose number of non-native speakers exceeds the number
of native speakers [2], and one can also claim that its status
is rapidly changing from that of the foreign language to the
one of the second language [3]. All of this is evident in the
international engineering community as well, where
English has managed to succeed, both globally and locally,

even those foreign languages that used to traditionally
serve as the means of communication between engineers
from different countries (as was the case with German in
Serbia, for example). Thanks primarily to the outcome of
World War II [4] and the ensuing dominance of the United
States “at the cutting edge of technical progress and
scientific research” [5], English became the international
language of technology and commerce, and has meanwhile
grown to the position where it is almost impossible for
modern engineers to pursue their careers successfully
without possessing a satisfactory level of knowledge of
English.
With all this in mind, the main aim of this paper is to
direct the attention to the way in which engineers
themselves perceive the importance of English in their
professional and academic careers, and see whether there
is a consensus on the role that this foreign language plays
in their lives today. The present study involves a survey
based on the questionnaire used to analyse the positive and
negative aspects of varying levels of knowledge of English.
The questionnaire was distributed online among the
teaching staff at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Niš, which in this case comprised only the
Faculty members who have completed their graduate and
postgraduate studies in different engineering disciplines
(predominantly mechanical engineering with only a few
exceptions). The other non-engineering staff was excluded
from the analysis.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will
provide a concise theoretical framework, mainly
concentrated on the role of English as the new lingua
franca and its implications on the international engineering
community and engineers’ professional identity. Section 3
will present the methodological aspects of the conducted
study, while Section 4 will contain the most relevant
results of the analysis of the respondents’ replies, including
a discussion of the most significant findings. Finally,
Section 5 ends the paper with concluding remarks that will
focus on certain recommendations for the improvement of
the current situation, both from the engineers’ and the
authors’ standpoint.
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II. ENGLISH AS A LINGUA FRANCA IN THE MODERN
ENGINEERING PROFESSION

in engineers’ academic career, especially when it comes to
non-native speakers, that its significance in the creation of
the professional identity of engineering students who later
become professional engineers cannot really be
overemphasized. If professional engineering identity is
observed as a relationship between an individual and a
specific professional group, which includes both
knowledge and skills gained during professional education
and attitudes and self-beliefs that an engineer employs in
their professional life [14], it becomes clear that without
an adequate knowledge of English, one cannot function as
a proper member of the international engineering
community. In order to improve their professional and
academic competence and acumen, engineers simply need
to continuously work on their knowledge of English, as
one of the major assets for a successful professional and
academic career in their field. In what follows, the
engineers’ own perspective on the above issues
reconstructed from their replies to the conducted survey
will be presented and analysed in detail.

It has been well-documented that English has become
the new lingua franca (see, for example: [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11]), and given that its influence on the globalized
world is such that it permeates every aspect of modern life,
it is no surprise that it plays a significant role in the
engineering community as well. The emphasis in this
study is on the academic part of that community and the
primary task here is to show what the main areas are in
which English dominates the communication. The role of
English in the academic engineering community is
manifold, yet it can be divided into two major categories,
which are oral and written communication [12]. As far as
the former is concerned, apart from job interviews and
working in multicultural environments, English is also
used in oral communication to participate in scientific and
professional conferences, workshops and meetings, and
this use is not merely limited to foreign countries. The vast
majority of these gatherings in one’s own country are
nowadays, at least partly, organized with English as the
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
official language, and Serbia is no exception to this.
As mentioned above, this quantitative study explores
Moreover, the level at which the academic engineering
the positive and negative aspects of varying levels of
community functions requires a substantial knowledge of
knowledge of English from the viewpoint of engineers
English among engineers, usually not restricted to the
employed as the teaching and research staff at the Faculty
specific purposes of this community but calling for a more
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Niš. Thus the
comprehensive command of the language in general.
study
represents an attempt to obtain a more
Being unable to present one’s research results in person,
comprehensive
picture of the engineers’ perception of the
for example, is one of the more serious drawbacks of an
importance
of
English
in their professional and academic
insufficient level of knowledge of English. As it will later
careers,
along
with
their
personal attitudes towards the
be shown in the analysis, the respondents agree with this
matter at hand. As there are no similar studies, to the best
to a high extent.
of the authors’ knowledge, related to the target population
The other major category of the use of English. i.e.
of engineers examined in this paper, it is fair to say that the
written communication, is perhaps more important for
conducted research is primarily of the descriptive and
engineers who are not native speakers of English, and even
exploratory
type. The study itself is based on the survey
more so for engineers who pursue their careers in academia.
carried
out
online in September 2020, to which the
It appears that the well-known maxim “publish or perish”
respondents
employed at the Faculty of Mechanical
has never been more dependent on a single language than
Engineering
in
Niš replied by filling out a questionnaire.
it is today in the academic engineering community. Being
The main idea behind this exploratory study was for it to
able to follow state-of-the-art research in scientific
serve as the foundation for identifying basic tendencies
literature, on the one hand, and having the capacity to
that would later be used to expand this research to other
prepare and publish one’s own results without the help of
members
of the Serbian academia.
translators, on the other, constitute two of the most
important uses of written English. This is, indeed, the area
A. Instrument
in which those who do not possess a proper knowledge of
A survey questionnaire was developed to investigate
the language encounter the majority of problems in their
the engineers’ opinions on the necessity of possessing
academic careers related to English, and not only when
adequate English language knowledge and skills, their
trying to present their work abroad. All of the Serbian
satisfaction with their own knowledge, as well as the main
scientific and professional journals that fall under the
issues they encounter as consequences of the lack thereof.
criteria necessary when being elected to a higher academic
The instrument contained forty questions, some of which
rank are exclusively published in English, meaning that
branched into several sub-questions asked depending on
even in their own country, Serbian engineers with an
the discriminative answer. The questions were
insufficient level of knowledge of English need to look
predominantly of the closed type, including a set of sixelsewhere for help so as to be able to make their research
level Likert type items, but also two open-type questions.
publishable. In addition, all other sorts of correspondence
The response rate was over 85%, which is more than
(official letters, contracts, invoices, cooperation with
desirable in social sciences and humanities.
foreign colleagues) rest firmly on the supporting structure
B. Sample
provided by English, and it is not hard to imagine what a
proper knowledge of English can do for an engineer’s
To reiterate, the target respondents for this study were
career.
engineers employed at the Faculty of Mechanical
Furthermore, English is today one of the main driving
Engineering, University of Niš, and the subsequent
forces behind the development of an engineer’s
analysis will be based on primary data obtained via a
professional identity [13]. What this means is that the
predictive, non-experimental research design. The
knowledge of English now occupies such an important part
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respondents participated voluntarily by completing an
online life survey. Opportunity sampling was used as the
method of selecting respondents, whose average age was
44.3 years, with a 10-year deviation. Out of the 53
participants, 40 were male and 13 were female, with 77.4%
of them married with 2.2 children on average. The gender
distribution is evidently highly uneven, thus the
indications obtained in the study apply more to the male
than the female population of engineers. Furthermore,
most of the participants come from the urban areas
(71.1%). Although the place of origin can act as a
moderating variable, the size of the sample was too small
to analyse the influence this variable might have had in
relation to the engineers’ satisfaction with their knowledge
of English, the frequency of use and the assessment of the
importance of the language in their professional and
academic careers. Due to these sample constraints, the
relations between different areas remained relatively
uncorrelated. However, some connections were
established using Pearson’s r and an independent-samples
t-test, as will be seen in the next section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The vast majority of the respondents are affiliated with
the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Niš (over 95%),
with only two respondents coming from other institutions
and teaching part-time at the faculty. Even though the
respondents were targeted by affiliation, due to the
engineering background of the latter two participants, they
were also included in the final analysis. The division by
academic rank is as follows: 12 full professors, 13
associate professors, 16 assistant professors, 6 teaching or
research assistants and 6 junior teaching or research
assistants, comprising a fairly equally distributed sample
across this variable.
The first of the six-level Likert type items dealt with
the importance of knowing foreign languages in the
engineering profession and the response was
overwhelmingly in favour of their importance with the
mean value of 5.77 (SD=0.42) and no replies below five
on the six-level scale ranging from 1 – not important to 6
– extremely important. The result was exactly the same
when it came to the importance of English in the
engineering profession (M=5.77, SD=0.42), with 75.5% of
the respondents claiming that it is by far the most
important foreign language in their academic careers,
while 79.2% said that it is also important to know another
foreign language apart from English. Only 42 respondents
answered the following sub-question and 85.7% of them
said that German is the second most important foreign
language for their profession. All of this shows that the
respondents are highly aware of the role that both English
and other foreign languages play in the professional
engineering community today. As for their satisfaction
with the EFL and ESP courses attended in their primary,
secondary and tertiary education, the participants’ replies
amounted to the mean values of 4.19 (SD=1.23) for
primary and secondary education, 3.68 (SD=1.52) for
tertiary education, and 4.53 (SD=1.11) for private classes,
again on a six-level scale, showing a significant drop in the
satisfaction with ESP courses compared particularly with
private English lessons.
When it came to different uses of English in their
careers, 94.3% of the respondents said that it is crucial to

both possess general English skills and display adequate
mastery of engineering terminology. In their opinion,
participating in conferences is the most important area of
English use (M=5.32, SD=1.05), followed by academic
writing (M=5.23, SD=1.05), and lastly correspondence
with foreign colleagues (M=5.23, SD=1.09). However, the
results were somewhat skewed when the respondents were
asked to report on their personal experiences, saying that
they most often use English to write scientific papers
(M=4.55, SD=1.10), cooperate with their foreign
colleagues (M=4.13, SD=1.43), and participate in
conferences (M=4.00, SD=1.33), with other types of
communication occupying the second place (M=4.17,
SD=1.33). A combined 88.7% of the respondents believe
that their knowledge of English has influenced their
careers (60.4% positively, 28.3% negatively), with 43.4%
claiming that they do not encounter any issues as a
consequence of their lack of knowledge (18.9% have
problems with publishing their work, the same percentage
goes for obstacles in international correspondence, while
13.2% experience difficulties in participating in
conferences). About half of the respondents (49.1%)
sometimes ask other colleagues or translators for help
(with 26.4% doing that often and 24.5% almost never), and
this help is most frequently (64.2%) needed for writing
scientific papers.
The following three tables will now show the
connections established using Pearson’s r and an
independent-samples t-test.
TABLE 1 THE RELATION BETWEEN AGE AND THE PERCEPTION OF
DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF ENGLISH (PEARSON’S R)

Knowledge self-assessment
Knowledge satisfaction
Importance of languages
Importance of English
Frequency of use

Age
-0.379**
-0.290*
-0.241
-0.090
-0.282*

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

As can be seen in Table 1, the age variable showed a
significant and negative relation with the self-assessment
of the knowledge of English (r=-0.379, p<0.01), the
satisfaction with said knowledge (r=-0.290, p<0.05), and
the frequency of use of English (r=-0.282, p<0.05).
However, the proportion of age that is explained by each
of these variables is relatively small, and these factors are
responsible for only around 3% each. This is likely a
consequence of the sample size and its specificities. These
variables were also used in conducting an independentsamples t-test to compare the replies of the respondents
who have travelled abroad for academic purposes and
those who have not. Due to formatting restrictions, the
results of the t-test are presented in two tables:
TABLE 2.1 DESCRIPTIVES COMPARING THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN ON
ACADEMIC VISITS ABROAD AND THOSE WHO HAVE NOT

Knowledge self-assessment
Knowledge satisfaction
Importance of languages
Importance of English
Frequency of use

Yes (33)
M
SD
4.36 1.32
4.52 1.03
5.85 0.36
5.82 0.39
4.76 1.06

No (20)
M
SD
3.50 1.39
3.45 1.36
5.65 0.49
5.70 0.47
4.35 1.23
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TABLE 2.2 T-TEST RESULTS COMPARING THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN ON
ACADEMIC VISITS ABROAD AND THOSE WHO HAVE NOT

Knowledge self-assessment
Knowledge satisfaction
Importance of languages
Importance of English
Frequency of use

t
-2.261
-3.227
-1.570
-0.943
-1.278

df
51.0
51.0
31.7
34.6
51.0

p
0.028
0.002
0.126
0.352
0.207

Significant differences were found in the English
knowledge self-assessment, t(51)=-2.261, p=0.028, and
the level of satisfaction with that knowledge, t(51)=-3.227,
p=0.002. These results indicate that the engineers who
have travelled abroad assess their English level knowledge
at a higher level and are more satisfied with it than their
colleagues who have not been on academic visits to foreign
countries before. The other three analysed variables
yielded no significant differences.
The last batch of questions dealt with the influence of
English in the engineers’ everyday life (60.4% confirming
that it also affects their personal lives), the need for a
satisfactory knowledge of English in the academic world
(92.5% saying that this need is only going to increase) and,
most importantly, their plans concerning the improvement
of their current level of knowledge. Only 15.1% of the
respondents believe that they do not need to work further
on their English, while 28.3% are planning to start
studying as soon as possible and 56.6% are willing to but
do not have time for it at the moment. The vast majority of
the respondents (96.2%) would like to see some form of
English language teaching organized for the members of
the teaching and research staff at the faculty, with two
thirds claiming that they would attend such classes. Even
though the respondents’ suggestions concerning the ways
in which these classes could be organized vary
significantly, a general consensus could still be reached
and it shows that they should be conversation-oriented,
held in smaller groups comprising learners who are at a
similar level, taught preferably online and two or three
times a week after work, with a particular focus on specific
engineering terminology and business correspondence.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Bearing in mind that a small sample can cause
problems in statistical inference, and that its low precision
can easily lead to false conclusions, it is important to note
that all the above estimates are to be taken carefully and
that they are representative only of the affiliation involved.
From this study, it can be observed that the English
proficiency of the respondents is not generally on the
personally desirable level, however, they are also fully
aware of the role of English as one of the most important
assets in their professional and academic careers. The
results of this study clearly indicate the willingness among
the engineers employed at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering in Niš to improve and further develop their
general English skills, on the one hand, and to continue
addressing the specific academic purposes put forward by
their profession, on the other. What is particularly
noteworthy here is their perception of the importance of
potential English courses that could be organized for the
academic personnel at the faculty, with a special emphasis

on the respondents’ suggestions on the content of such
classes and manner in which they could be held. Therefore,
the main recommendation of this study follows the opinion
expressed by the respondents, believing that properly
designed ESP courses for engineers will certainly facilitate
their further career advancement, encourage their broader
participation in the international engineering community,
and eventually lead to a better visibility of their affiliation
as a whole. The results presented here, albeit cautiously,
provide a solid basis for further research that would
include other members of the Serbian academic
community.
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"So if you asked me: why do mathematics? I would say: mathematics helps people flourish. Mathematics is for human flourishing.
Because we are not mathematical machines. We live, we breathe, we feel, we bleed. Why should anyone care about mathematics if it
doesn’t connect deeply to some human desire: to play, seek truth, pursue beauty, fight for justice? You can be that connection." ([5])

Abstract—The International Chair in Mathematical Physics
and Applications (ICMPA-UNESCO chair), University of
Abomey-Calavi, Benin,
and the Center for Applied
Mathematics of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering Niš,
CAM-FMEN, organized a webinar on Mathematics for
human flourishing in the time of COVID-19 and post
COVID-19, 21 October 2020, supported by the City of Niš.
The scientific response to COVID-19 is multi-disciplinary,
involving health sciences, social sciences, and fundamental
sciences such as mathematics. The objectives of the webinar
were to give precise information about the work that
scientists do to cure the disease, to push forward technology,
to understand our society and create new expressions of
humanity, and to question the role of mathematics in the
responses to this pandemic.
Keywords— COVID-19, Mathematics, Modelling, Pandemic

I. INTRODUCTION
A new coronavirus known under the acronym of
SARS-CoV-2 suddenly appeared in a very distant
Chinese city, Wuhan, in December 2019, and created a
global cataclysm, paralyzing economic and social life in
177 countries and inducing a health catastrophe. More
than 4 billion people were confined, or roughly half of the
world's population, 5 million were sick at the end of May,
and there were nearly 350,000 deaths.
Historically, the bacterial unification of the globe has
been taking place since the conquest of the Americas, but
COVID-19 is at the origin of a multi-aspect complex
mega-crisis,
combining political, economic, social,
ecological, national, planetary
crises with diverse
interactions and multiple unknowns and mutually
dependent variables, making things strongly linked and
unseparable.
The whole world lives in indescribable pain and chaos.
Uncertainties have seized our life, time and space, beliefs
and thoughts, where only a tiny and virulent monster
dictates its law, shaking all the established structures and
mentalities.

Science has been shaken in its deepest compartments.
The pandemic confirms that science is not a repertoire of
absolute truths (unlike religion). Theories are
biodegradable under the influence of new discoveries. It
is that controversies, far from being anomalies, are
necessary for the progress of science. However, the
virulence of the controversy and the ad hominem attacks
transcend scientific controversy and show that powerful
personal or financial interests are at stake.
Scientific progress is generally produced by both
competition and cooperation. But the cooperation can
deteriorate into competition, as in research for treatment
or vaccine, to the detriment of cooperation, which would
speed up elimination of the virus.
COVID-19 has intensified and exaggerated fault lines
in contemporary societies revealing back to us our ways
of dealing with inequality, said Julian Sefton-Green in the
UNESCO Futures of Education Ideas LAB.
The post-coronavirus is just as worrying as the crisis
itself. It could be as apocalyptic as it is hopeful. The
world of tomorrow will certainly no longer be that of
yesterday. But what will it be? Will COVID-19 and its
critical consequences and multifarious crisis lead to the
dislocation of our societies? Will we be able to learn the
lessons of this pandemic, which has revealed a
community of destiny to all humans, in connection with
the bio-ecological fate of the planet?
What attitude can we expect from science in general,
and from mathematics in particular?
We have entered the era of uncertainties and chaos.
We now understand better that the hyper-specialization
which leads to the compartmentalization of specialized
knowledge is harmful to medicine and to systemic
science which brings together the contributions of
separate disciplines, in an overall conception, where the
spirit is no longer separated from the body, the person is
no longer separated from their living environment,
enriched by some useful non-academic knowledge,
neglected for some abject reasons.
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The goals of the webinar were clearly defined.
COVID-19 has fundamentally affected our lives. We face
this unprecedented challenge. Overcoming COVID-19
and its consequences is impossible without science and
scientific work. The scientific response to COVID-19 is
multi-disciplinary, involving health sciences, social
sciences, and fundamental sciences such as mathematics.
The objectives of the webinar were to give precise
information about the work that scientists do to cure the
disease, to push forward technology, to understand our
society and create new expressions of humanity, and to
question the role of mathematics in the responses to this
pandemic. It is our way to make sciences converse with
each other. Without such mutual interactions, we cannot
find adequate solutions to the global challenges we face.
This is the conviction of prominent experts from four
continents (Africa, Asia, Europe, America) who attended
this international multidisciplinary webinar.
II. "IS A MATHEMATICS A MODEL, A
DESCRIPTION, A METAPHOR FOR REALITY ... OR
IS IT REALITY ITSELF? "
Mathematics is "a vast discipline that has been
evolving over millennia—there are still vast ‘here be
dragons’ areas on the map", [8]. Even before COVID-19,
the external world, with its social problems, technological
advances and new scientific areas significantly influences
the course of mathematical scientific-research activities.
To paraphrase Mark Turner from the beginning of his
book [6]: We, mathematicians, we did not make galaxies.
We did not make life. We did not make viruses, the sun,
DNA, or the chemical bond. But we do make new
ideas—lots and lots of them. But where exactly do new
ideas come from? Maybe from our scientific advanced
ability to blend ideas to make new ideas, to blend existing
knowledge coming from different scientific areas to make
new one?
The great German mathematician Carl Friedrich
Gauss (1777-1855) pronounced mathematics to be the
queen of the sciences. On the other hand, as it is pointed
out in [3], "mathematics may well be the queen of the
sciences, but she would seem to be an eccentric and
obstinate queen".
In fact, further following [3],
mathematics occupies a unique and privileged position in
human inquiry. When we talk about the development of
contemporary mathematics, it is generally considered
unnatural and counterproductive to draw the line between
theory and application.
What is mathematics anyway? We all agree – the
origin of the word is Greek, and freely translated it means
learning, studying, knowledge. There is no uniqueness
about deciding whether mathematics is a science or an art.
There is no single definition of mathematics. For some,
mathematics is the "language of science", for others it is
just "a game of symbols and rules of variables on them",
or, simply, mathematics is what mathematicians do.
And mathematicians deal with mathematical
structures. A mathematical structure is a set together
with some other sets, relations, functions and operations.
Mathematics came to these mathematical structures by
abstracting the knowledge derived from counting,
measuring and systematically studying the shapes,
movements and changes of physical objects. Following
[7] "The miracle of the appropriateness of the language of

mathematics for the formulation of the laws of physics is
a wonderful gift which we neither understand nor
deserve".
This webinar was addressed to mathematicians,
physicists, biologists, chemists, engineers, medical
doctors, social scientists, computer scientists, and
anybody interested in explaining the question of how
mathematics works and why it works so well in
modeling (what we perceive as) the world around us.
Following definitions taken from [2], mathematical
models mimic reality by using the language of
mathematics. What makes a mathematical model useful?
1. Ideas must be formulated precisely;
2. We have a concise "language" which encourages
manipulation;
3. We have a large number of potentially useful
theorems availble;
4. We have higher speed computers available for
carrying our calculation.
The history of mathematical modeling is long and
dates back to prehistory. An important example of the
effectiveness of mathematics in modeling (and changing)
the world around us, taken from the recent history, is
Apollo 11 landing on the moon on 20 July 1969.
Katherine G. Johnson, a mathematician, one of the
first African-American women to work as a NASA
scientist, and her calculations connected to the trajectory
of this historic space flight, mostly done by hand, were
critical to the success of the mission. On the other hand,
the seven Serbian scientists, engineers, and management
executives – affectionately known as the “Serbo 7” –
significantly contributed to the development of the
Apollo Space Program. Milojko Vučelić, a member of
“Serbo 7”, was one of the directors of the US Space
Program Apollo in the period from 1966 to 1978.
Inspired by this historic example, we came up with the
idea to organize this webinar to provide the scientific
community with the results of the work by African and
Serbian scientists, as well as their eminent guests, related
to the problems caused by the appearance of COVID-19
and the ways in which they can be overcome.
As it is pointed out in [4], "mathematical models
relating to the spread of an epidemic, management of
statistical information on the number of infected people,
vaccine research, preventive measures, economic
measures... it quite quickly became apparent that we
could not separate these different actions if we wanted to
effectively combat the pandemic. This has resulted in
what we call a ’complex system’, [...] To understand a
crisis like the current COVID-19 pandemic, the approach
using the methods and tools of complex systems is an
integrated way to tackle questions, which we cannot
avoid and which does not bypass disciplines".
The webinar, [1], was unwound in two main sections
as follows.
SECTION I – General Introductionary Part of the
webinar provides us information about the following
topics:
•
Response to the COVID-19 pandemic:
Lessons from science academies in Africa – the lecture
given by Jacqueline Kado, Network of African Science
Academies (NASAC).
•
COVID-19 and intensive medical cares – on
the behalf of the Special Covid-19 crisis group of Benin
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National Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, Benin,
lecture given by academician Martin Chobli.
•
Knowledge status and potential impact of
socio-economic factors on the spreading of COVID-19
in West African countries - the lecture given by
Victorien Dougnon on the behalf of the rest of the authors
Esther Deguenon, Jean-Pierre Gnimatin, Mathieu
Hounkpatin, Phénix Assogba, Lamine Baba-Moussa,
Jacques Dougnon, all coming from the University of
Abomey-Calavi, Benin.
•
Digital contact tracing in Belgium - the lecture
given by Axel Legay, Université Catholique de Louvain,
Belgium.
•
Artificial intelligence and digital technologies
in digitally-supported university education - the lecture
given by Nataša Milosavljević on the behalf of the rest of
the authors Vladimir Pavlović, Vera Pavlović, Branislav
Vlahović, Faculty of Agriculture and
Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, University of Belgrade, Serbia,
and North Carolina Central University, USA.
•
Cross-cultural social influence of Covid-19
pan(info)demi - the lecture given by Miloš Milovančević,
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering Niš, Serbia.
We are "convinced that mathematics must be involved,
with other disciplines, in systems to study and understand
complex phenomena which make up the world today, and
in which it is already involved [...] The power of
mathematics largely stems from its generic nature, which
is necessary to navigate the various concepts. [...]
Mathematics is at the heart of the action, as it often
structures simulation models which will be used en masse
to assess the ’efficacy’ of an innovation... ", [4]. Besides
the language of mathematics and its significance to
mathematical practice, the limits of mathematics, the
subject matter of mathematics, the relationship between
mathematics and the rest of sciences are some of the
important topics which are considered during
SECTION II - Mathematics and Responses to
COVID-19
Besides the already cited presentation of Bertrand
Jouve, LISST – CNRS, Université Toulouse Jean Jaurès,
Toulouse, France, [4], the list of presented topics and
participants follows.
•
Normal science and the hidden lemmas of
mathematical epidemiology - the lecture given by
Hernán G. Solari,University of Buenos Aires, Argentina.
•
In silico clinical trials for heart disease - the
lecture given by Nenad Filipović on behalf of the rest of
the authors Igor Saveljić, Miljan Milošević, Vladimir
Geroski, Bogdan Milićević, Vladimir Simić, Miloš Kojić,
Faculty of Engineering,
BioIRC Bioengineering
Research and Development Center, University of
Kragujevac, Serbia, Methodist Hospital, Houston, USA.
•
Dynamics of COVID-19 pandemic: control
problem and equilibrium stability characterization the lecture given by Villévo Adanhounmè, done jointly
with Mahouton Norbert Hounkonnou, University of
Abomey-Calavi, Benin.
•
Modeling COVID-19 dynamics in the sixteen
West African countries - the lecture given by Romain
Glèlè Kakaï, done jointly with Mahouton Norbert
Hounkonnou, University of Abomey-Calavi, Benin.
•
The influence of passenger air traffic on the
spread of COVID-19 in the world - the lecture given

by Mintodê Nicodème Atchadé, done jointly with Yves
Morel Sokadjo, University of Abomey-Calavi and
National Higher School of Mathematics Genius and
Modelization, National University of Sciences,
Technologies, Engineering and Mathematics, Abomey,
Benin.
•
Rules of thumb for test results - the lecture
given by Zvonimir Šikić, University of Zagreb, Croatia.
•
Privacy-preserving contact tracing - the
lecture given by Silvia Ghilezan, with co-author Tamara
Stefanović, Mathematical Institute of the Serbian
Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, University of
Novi Sad, Serbia.
•
On blockchain technology and some
applications - the lecture given by
Miodrag J.
Mihaljević, Mathematical Institute of the Serbian
Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, Serbia.
•
A new class of non-associative algebras with
genetic realizations - the lecture given by Madad Khan,
Department of Mathematics, COMSATS Institute of
Information Technology, Abbottabad, Pakistan.
Presented works give evidence that mathematics is
productively applied in engineering, medicine, chemistry,
biology, physics, social sciences, communication,
computer science, ... On the other hand, "it is the most
rigorous and certain of all of the sciences, and it plays a
key role in most, if not all, scientific work ", [3].
It is, also, important to note that "only systems which
the human is able to understand and therefore control
would survive long-term", [4].
According to Paul R. Halmos, “Mathematics is
security, certainty, truth, beauty, insight, structure,
architecture. I see mathematics, the part of human
knowledge that I call mathematics, as one thing-one great,
glorious thing.”
III. CONCLUSIONS
From many points of view, the webinar Mathematics
for human flourishing in the time of COVID-19 and post
COVID-19 was successful. Let us mention a few of its
results which can be pointed out:
1. Overcoming COVID-19 and its consequences is
impossible without science and scientific work. Therefore,
it is necessary and compulsory to make the voice of
science heard and share it by all stakeholders. The
science response to COVID-19 is multi-disciplinary,
involving health sciences, social sciences and
fundamental sciences like mathematics as well.
2. Mathematics underlies technology and science
that we use every day, and there is and will continue to be
a need for mathematically able people in lots of
professions besides the ones mentioned above.
3. Mathematicians must collaborate across
mathematical fields as well as across the borders between
sciences; they must build a bridge with physics, biology,
chemistry and increasingly also social sciences and
humanities.
4. A continuum between theoretical and applied
mathematics should be ensured.
5. Mathematicians need training, incitation and
incentives, and the creation of interdisciplinary and intermathematical teams to stimulate new ways of
collaborating.
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6. Mathematics should not only focus on today’s
applications but should leave room for development, even
theoretical, that may well be vital tomorrow.
At the very end of this report, let us say something
about mathematicians themselves. Who are they? Are
they "devices for turning coffee into theorems" as Paul
Erdős joked? Or, to be a little bit more serious and follow
Paul R. Halmos? "What does it take to be [a
mathematician]? I think I know the answer: you have to
be born right, you must continually strive to become
perfect, you must love mathematics more than anything
else, you must work at it hard and without stop, and you
must never give up."
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Abstract— In this article was presented a selection
procedure for determination of the most influential
parameters of wastewater system for the best economic
profit. Optimum wastewater treatment systems require
large parameters to be settled in order to achieve optimal
solutions. The optimal solutions are often based on the
economic profit of the wastewater treatment system. The
best economic profit is formulated according the lowest total
cost of the wastewater treatment system. By using classical
analytical approach for the optimization procedure there is
need for time and effort in order to solve the equations since
it is very nonlinear system. Therefore in this article the main
aim was to determine which parameters of the wastewater
treatment system have the largest influence on the economic
profit of the system. For the selection purpose adaptive
neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) was used since the
method is suitable for redundant and nonlinear data.
Results revealed that the size of the system has the most
influence on the economic profit. Furthermore obtained
solutions could be of practical importance since one could
select which solutions is the most suitable for particular
wastewater treatment system.
Keywords— wastewater; economic profit; optimal solution;
ANFIS.

alternative wastewater reclamation scenarios. A
sequential study for hydrogen and methane production
with pollutants reduction from dairy industry wastewater
(DIWW) was conducted using bacterial strain of
Enterobacter aerogens and methanogenic bacteria of cow
dung [4]. Thermo-economic evaluation of hybrid solarconventional energy supply in a zero liquid discharge
plant has been conducted in article [5]. Biogas production
through anaerobic digestion of organic waste and manure
can potentially reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
several sectors such as the waste, transport, energy
and agricultural sector greater incentives [6]. A
wastewater metabolism input-output model has been
developed in article [7] to achieve sustainable
development through a novel perspective to depict the
industrial wastewater flow among sectors. Nanofiltration
membrane (NF) is one of the most important activities
employed in wastewater treatment field [8].
Independent hydrogen production from petrochemical
waste water containing mono-ethylene glycol (MEG) via
anaerobic sequencing batch reactor (ASBR) was
extensively assessed under psychrophilic conditions [9].
The high nutrient content of domestic wastewater can be
efficiently recovered through specific technologies
included in dedicated wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs) [10].
By using classical analytical approach for the
optimization of the wastewater treatment system there is
need for time and effort to solve the equations since it is
very nonlinear system. In this article the main aim is to
determine which parameters of the wastewater treatment
system have the largest impact on the economic profit of
the system. For the selection purpose adaptive neuro
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [11-15] is used since the
method is suitable for redundant and nonlinear data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wastewater treatment system is a complex system
which has many parameters included in the wastewater
process. In order to make large economic profit of the
wastewater treatment system in rural areas there is need
to determine optimal parameters which has the highest
influence on the economic profit. On the other hand the
selected parameters have largest impact on the total costs
of the wastewater treatment system. The best economic
profit could be formulated according the lowest total cost
of the wastewater treatment system.
Selection of the optimum solution is the greatest
importance to the economic criterion for wastewater
II. METHODOLOGY
treatment system [1]. Studies of sustainable development
A. Database of wastewater system
of wastewater systems require consideration of three
sustainability pillars: environmental, social and economic
In order to apply ANFIS network there is need to
[2]. Two different technological setups have been
prepare database with input/output data samples. Table 1
considered in article [3] for improving the wastewater
shows all inputs and output used in the study. The used
treatment plant. These are used to construct four
inputs are size of the system, elongation factor or length
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and width ratio of the system settlement, dispersion factor
or ration of households’ number and sewerage network
length, vertical disposition uniformity of terrain, urban
centre vicinity or distance between urban centre and
settlement, settlements grouping or distance between near
settlements and distance between treatment plant and
settlement. As the output factor total construction costs of
the wastewater system is used.
TABLE 1: INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF
THE WASTEWATER SYSTEM

input 1: input 2: input 3: input 4: input 5: input 6: input 7: output:
Size ElongationDispersionUniformity Vicinity Grouping Distance Total costs
284.9
3
0.02
4.96
6.01
1.17
0.96 1039705.4
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Figure 1: ANFIS layers

Bell-shaped membership functios is defined as
follows:
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where {𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 } is the parameters set and 𝑥𝑥 is input.
Second layer multiplies the fuzzy signals from the
first layer and provides the firing strength of as rule. The
third layer is the rule layers where all signals from the
second layer are normalized. The fourht layer provides
the inference of rules and all signals are converted in
crisp values. The final layers sumarized the all signals
and provied the output crisp value.
III. RESULTS
C. Accuracy indices
Performances of the proposed models are presented as
root means square error (RMSE), Coefficient of
determination (R2) and Pearson coefficient (r) as follows:
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3) Coefficient of determination (R2)
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B. ANFIS methodology
ANFIS network has five layers as it shown in Figure
1. The main core of the ANFIS network is fuzzy
inference system. Layer 1 receives the inputs and convert
them in the fuzzy value by membership functions. In this
study bell shaped membership function is used since the
function has the highest capability for the regression of
the nonlinear data.

∑

i =1

i

i

(4)

i

i =1

where Pi and Oi are known as the experimental and
forecast values, respectively, and n is the total number of
dataset.
D. ANFIS results
Table 3 shows the prediction errors for the total costs
or economic profit of the wastewater system for single,
two and three input parameters. Training RMSE shows
influence of the inputs for the wastewater total costs.
Smaller training error more influence on the wastewater
total costs. Checking RMSE is used for overfitting
tracking between training and checking data. Here one
can see there is small overfitting for two and three inputs
combinations since checking errors do not track training
errors very well. As can be seen for single input
parameters influence in Figure 2(a) the input parameters
system size has the smallest training error therefore
largest influence on the total costs of the wastewater
system. Figure 2(b) shows two parameters combinations
and their corresponding training and checking errors for
the total costs prediction of the wastewater system where
combination of vicinity and distance has the smallest
training error hence the largest impact on the economic
profit of the wastewater system. Finally Figure 2(c)
shows three input combinations where one can see that
the parameter system size, dispersion and vicinity form
the optimal combination of three parameters for the total
costs prediction of the wastewater system. Tables 2-4
show the numerical training and checking errors for the
all inputs combinations of the total costs prediction of the
wastewater system where bolded values represent the
optimal combinations.

1) RMSE
n

∑ (P − O )

2

i

RMSE =

i =1

n

i

,

2) Pearson correlation coefficient (r)

(2)
a)
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TABLE 4: THREE INPUTS’ INFLUENCE ON THE OUTPUT

ANFIS model 1: in1 in2 in3 --> trn=717062.3526, chk=1991830.1402
ANFIS model 2: in1 in2 in4 --> trn=724825.7715, chk=541577.8279
ANFIS model 3: in1 in2 in5 --> trn=724825.7719, chk=727232.1725
ANFIS model 4: in1 in2 in6 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=550695.9397
ANFIS model 5: in1 in2 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=676052.4503

b)

ANFIS model 6: in1 in3 in4 --> trn=717062.3621, chk=8919082.8974
ANFIS model 7: in1 in3 in5 --> trn=717062.3524, chk=1080947.4127
ANFIS model 8: in1 in3 in6 --> trn=717062.3528, chk=1437260.3746
ANFIS model 9: in1 in3 in7 --> trn=717062.3526, chk=642086.9245
ANFIS model 10: in1 in4 in5 --> trn=724825.7729, chk=515033.0225
ANFIS model 11: in1 in4 in6 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=673446.7701
ANFIS model 12: in1 in4 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=774892.2500
ANFIS model 13: in1 in5 in6 --> trn=721190.0068, chk=780201.7730
ANFIS model 14: in1 in5 in7 --> trn=721190.0028, chk=799408.8123

c)
Figure 2: Inputs’ influence on the output: (a) single inputs,
(b) two inputs, (c) three inputs

ANFIS model 15: in1 in6 in7 --> trn=721190.0161, chk=667044.1730
ANFIS model 16: in2 in3 in4 --> trn=717062.3679, chk=5470009.1720
ANFIS model 17: in2 in3 in5 --> trn=717062.3735, chk=3823271.6177

TABLE 2: SINGLE INPUT INFLUENCE ON THE OUTPUT

ANFIS model 18: in2 in3 in6 --> trn=717062.5549, chk=3718324.6971

ANFIS model 1: in1 --> trn=795052.3800, chk=486121.6677

ANFIS model 19: in2 in3 in7 --> trn=717063.6139, chk=2667008.2019

ANFIS model 2: in2 --> trn=934493.0105, chk=1325577.0070

ANFIS model 20: in2 in4 in5 --> trn=724825.7714, chk=563687.6772

ANFIS model 3: in3 --> trn=942358.2941, chk=924852.5804

ANFIS model 21: in2 in4 in6 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=861955.0153

ANFIS model 4: in4 --> trn=870057.7917, chk=684031.8942

ANFIS model 22: in2 in4 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=2797595.2049

ANFIS model 5: in5 --> trn=809001.7197, chk=1425160.2330

ANFIS model 23: in2 in5 in6 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=5292965.2192

ANFIS model 6: in6 --> trn=872226.5836, chk=1033930.6644

ANFIS model 24: in2 in5 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=1869850.4545

ANFIS model 7: in7 --> trn=1008353.1837, chk=1116116.8827

ANFIS model 25: in2 in6 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=1486697.1116

TABLE 3: TWO INPUTS’ INFLUENCE ON THE OUTPUT

ANFIS model 26: in3 in4 in5 --> trn=717062.3536, chk=779282.7756
ANFIS model 27: in3 in4 in6 --> trn=717062.3626, chk=2528292.0317

ANFIS model 1: in1 in2 --> trn=724825.7907, chk=2931102.1642

ANFIS model 28: in3 in4 in7 --> trn=717062.4691, chk=6453906.4347

ANFIS model 2: in1 in3 --> trn=774927.9722, chk=462781.9739

ANFIS model 29: in3 in5 in6 --> trn=730327.4828, chk=2471711.0046

ANFIS model 3: in1 in4 --> trn=724825.9920, chk=1199555.0113

ANFIS model 30: in3 in5 in7 --> trn=717062.3805, chk=3332526.6893

ANFIS model 4: in1 in5 --> trn=724825.7715, chk=1471737.5135

ANFIS model 31: in3 in6 in7 --> trn=717679.4983, chk=15975926.5099

ANFIS model 5: in1 in6 --> trn=721190.5829, chk=1284921.6765

ANFIS model 32: in4 in5 in6 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=539168.0373

ANFIS model 6: in1 in7 --> trn=721190.0175, chk=1756868.7562

ANFIS model 33: in4 in5 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=548010.1157

ANFIS model 7: in2 in3 --> trn=813386.0264, chk=1746867.8528

ANFIS model 34: in4 in6 in7 --> trn=721190.0012, chk=925331.3952

ANFIS model 8: in2 in4 --> trn=724825.7716, chk=5531286.3668

ANFIS model 35: in5 in6 in7 --> trn=721190.0023, chk=2079240.9627

ANFIS model 9: in2 in5 --> trn=724825.8296, chk=5920287.0186
ANFIS model 10: in2 in6 --> trn=721190.1054, chk=3351655.9556
ANFIS model 11: in2 in7 --> trn=732752.1817, chk=26719811.3762
ANFIS model 12: in3 in4 --> trn=791683.6982, chk=1265159.0159
ANFIS model 13: in3 in5 --> trn=762214.7836, chk=1137596.5035
ANFIS model 14: in3 in6 --> trn=772622.1657, chk=1570964.2008
ANFIS model 15: in3 in7 --> trn=873703.5481, chk=975834.5975
ANFIS model 16: in4 in5 --> trn=724825.7715, chk=1362411.5779
ANFIS model 17: in4 in6 --> trn=721190.0175, chk=3462676.9435
ANFIS model 18: in4 in7 --> trn=721190.1050, chk=6293597.5250
ANFIS model 19: in5 in6 --> trn=756651.3649, chk=1562383.1620
ANFIS model 20: in5 in7 --> trn=721190.0066, chk=2184588.3894
ANFIS model 21: in6 in7 --> trn=788304.2828, chk=13688525.4462

Figure 3 shows the ANFIS decision surfaces for the
economic profit of wastewater treatment system based on
different combinations of inputs. The combinations
created based in mean values of the inputs and can be
listed as follows:
1. Input 1 Input 2 0.02616 4.964 6.015 1.178 0.9673
2. Input 1 3.008 Input 3 4.964 6.015 1.178 0.9673
3. Input 1 3.008 0.02616 Input 4 6.015 1.178 0.9673
4. Input 1 3.008 0.02616 4.964 Input 5 1.178 0.9673
5. Input 1 3.008 0.02616 4.964 6.015 Input 6 0.9673
6. Input 1 3.008 0.02616 4.964 6.015 1.178 Input 7
7. 284.9 Input 2 Input 3 4.964 6.015 1.178 0.9673
8. 284.9 Input 2 0.02616 Input 4 6.015 1.178 0.9673
9. 284.9 Input 2 0.02616 4.964 Input 5 1.178 0.9673
10. 284.9 Input 2 0.02616 4.964 6.015 Input 6 0.9673
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

284.9 Input 2 0.02616 4.964 6.015 1.178 Input 7
284.9 3.008 Input 3 Input 4 6.015 1.178 0.9673
284.9 3.008 Input 3 4.964 Input 5 1.178 0.9673
284.9 3.008 Input 3 4.964 6.015 Input 6 0.9673
284.9 3.008 Input 3 4.964 6.015 1.178 Input 7
284.9 3.008 0.02616 Input 4 Input 5 1.178 0.9673
284.9 3.008 0.02616 Input 4 6.015 Input 6 0.9673
284.9 3.008 0.02616 Input 4 6.015 1.178 Input 7
284.9 3.008 0.02616 4.964 Input 5 Input 6 0.9673
284.9 3.008 0.02616 4.964 Input 5 1.178 Input 7
284.9 3.008 0.02616 4.964 6.015 Input 6 Input 7
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Figure 3: ANFIS decision surfaces for the economic profit of
wastewater treatment system based on different combinations of inputs
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this article was used adaptive neuro fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS) for selection procedure in order to
identify the most influential parameters of wastewater
treatment system based on economic profit. Results
revealed that the size of the system has the most influence
on the economic profit. Furthermore obtained solutions
could be of practical importance since one could select
which solutions is the most suitable for particular
wastewater treatment system.
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Abstract— Following the ongoing trend of the
manufacturing industry digitalization, a new industrial
paradigm called Industry 4.0 has emerged as one of the
most discussed concept. Industry 4.0 is changing the way the
products are manufactured, integrating a smart network of
machines and ICT systems and creating an intelligent
factory. Lean is widely recognized methodology for
improving productivity and decreasing costs in
manufacturing organizations. Both of these approaches aim
to increase productivity and flexibility. In recent years,
there have been few studies and articles showing similarities
and differences between Industry 4.0 and Lean
methodology, and whether this two approaches are suitable
for each other. The goal of this paper is to review the
available literature on the relation between Industry 4.0 and
Lean, and to show if they can complement each other or are
in conflict.

the impacts and opportunities of the integration between
Industry 4.0 and Lean. This is achieved through a
systematic literature review that is available to the
authors.

II. LEAN METHODOLOGY
For decades Lean has been widely known and
accepted approach, not only in the manufacturing world
where it originates. Lean can be implemented in all types
of organizations and processes. It is known as a
methodology for maximizing customer value while
minimizing waste, i.e. create more output with less input,
in order to maintain effectiveness, flexibility, and
profitability [7]. Waste is any operation or activity that
consumes resources without adding value and customer is
not willing to pay. Taiichi Ohno defined 7 Lean wastes
Keywords—
Lean,
Industry
4.0,
Methodology,
within the Toyota Production System as:
Manufacturing, Industry
• transportation,
• inventory,
I. INTRODUCTION (USE STYLE MASING HEADING 1)
• motion,
Globalization, strong competition, rapid changes of
• waiting,
consumers’ preferences, as well as the constant evolving
• overproduction,
trends are pressing businesses to increase their flexibility,
• overprocessing,
in order to be able to instantly respond to those trends and
• defects. [8]
develop the capability to produce highly customized
To eliminate waste, Lean is using various tools,
products.
techniques and methods. There are over 100 tools, but it's
Lean is used for several decades, and it's arguably the
not necessary to know and apply all of them. Some of the
most prominent and widely recognized methodology for
most used tools are listed below [9]:
improving productivity and decreasing costs in
• Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED),
manufacturing organisations [1].
• Single Piece Flow,
This approach supports organisations in their efforts
• Total Productive Maintenance (TPM),
to reduce production cost, improve quality, improve
• First-in-first-out (FIFO),
responsiveness by reducing lead times, and increase
• 5S method,
flexibility
through
continuous
improvement,
• Kaizen,
identification and elimination of waste [2]-[4].
• Just-in-Time (JIT),
However, in recent years a new paradigm Industry 4.0,
• Pull system,
so-called fourth industrial revolution, has emerged in the
• Kanban;
manufacturing sector as one of the most discussed
• Visual management,
concept, with potential to bring manufacturing
• Zero defect,
capabilities to the next level. It allows creating a smart
• SMED;
network of machines, products, components, properties,
• Value Stream Mapping (VSM),
individuals and ICT systems in the entire value chain to
• Poka Yoke,
have an intelligent factory [5].
• Cellular manufacturing.
Both of these approaches aim to increase productivity
Fundamental principles of Lean, according to [10],
and flexibility and, according to [6], it’s possible to
are:
integrate Industry 4.0 and Lean into one system.
• identify value,
The connection between Industry 4.0 and Lean has
• map the value stream,
been described in a number of scientific papers published
• create flow,
in last few years. The purpose of this paper is to analyse
• establish pull,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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•

seek perfection.

Fig. 1 Lean principles

III. INDUSTRY 4.0
Industry 4.0, originated in 2011 from a German
government initiative regarding a high-tech strategy for
2020, changes production processes by using the
advancements of Internet of Things (IoT) and information
and communication technology (ICT) to integrate
digitalization into the production [11]. The main idea
behind this term, that supposed to symbolize the fourth
industrial revolution, is the digital integration of the
physical basic system and software system.
According to [12], Industry 4.0 encounters to a wide
range of concepts including increments in mechanization,
automation,
digitalization,
networking
and
miniaturization. Based on [13], Industry 4.0 focuses on
the establishment of intelligent and communicative
systems including machine-to-machine communication
and human-machine interaction.
The transformation in Industry 4.0, according to [14],
is based on eight basic technologies:
• data analytics and artificial intelligence (big data
analytics),
• adaptive robotics,
• simulation,
• cyber-physical systems,
• Industrial Internet,
• cloud systems,
• additive
manufacturing
and
virtualization
technologies.
Although it can be considered as relatively new
research field, the number of publications has grown up
in the last few years [15].

Fig. 2 Industry 4.0 (By Christoph Roser at AllAboutLean.com under the
free CC-BY-SA 4.0 license)

IV. SIMILARITIES BETWEEN INDUSTRY 4.0 AND LEAN
Based on their core ideas, Industry 4.0 and Lean have
a lot of similarities. Both Industry 4.0 and Lean aim to
increase the competitiveness of organizations, but they
apply different types of tools to achieve that goal. While
Industry 4.0 relies on advances technologies, Lean relies
on continuous improvement. Some authors in their
publications asked some questions that need to be
answered, about differences of these two approaches, and
whether they are suitable for each other [16]-[18].
Regardless of that, different studies agree that
Industry 4.0 can bring changes to common lean practices
and tools. As shown in [19], manufacturers who
successfully implement and integrate these two
approaches will reduce conversion costs by as much as 40%
in five to ten years.
Lean can be defined as “doing more with less”, which
is fully valid for the future. Therefore, lean principles for
reducing complexity and avoiding anything that does not
add value become even more relevant for Industry 4.0
[20].
As in [21], a study of the relationship between
advanced communication technologies and Lean was
conducted, and the conclusion was that information and
communication technologies (ICT) can improve the
performance of Lean methodology.
Reference [22] shows that inefficient processes can be
automated (digitally supported), but the process itself will
remain unstable. Automation of such a process, with no
standards or performance indicators, will not improve the
operational performance [23]. Therefore, Lean can
improve implementation of Industry 4.0 in such processes.
Visual control, which makes it easier to identify
problems in the process, is very important in Lean. Based
on that, [22] and [24] argues that a Lean implementation
must be a prerequisite for a successful transformation of
Industry 4.0.
Reference [25] summarizes findings from numerous
articles on how Industry 4.0 can enhance Lean, as well as
how Lean can support Industry 4.0.
Similar to previous, [26] present a comprehensive
table that shows to what degree each one of the principles
of Industry 4.0 support each Lean tool.
Based on a survey on 108 European companies that
are in process of implementation of Lean and Industry 4.0,
[27] found that Lean is easing condition for Industry 4.0
adoption, but they are independent.
The results of the integration of Lean and Industry 4.0
in 110 Brazilian manufacturing companies are shown in
[28]. Authors claim that Lean approach is positively
associated with Industry 4.0 and that they will lead to
improved performance of the companies.
A few articles argues about the fact that
implementation of Industry 4.0 does not eliminate Lean,
but rather helps to increase the maturity of the Lean effort.
Industry 4.0 will be integrated into existing Lean
frameworks and will increase the flexibility of Lean
processes [16], [29].
Value stream mapping (VSM), as one of the most
fundamental Lean tool and principle, is used for mapping
the current process and identify improvement areas in the
value stream, and [30] claim that Industry 4.0 can
improve VSM.
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Also, [31] recognizes VSM as one of the most used
Lean tool, and [32] gives a survey with collected views of
Lean experts regarding of VSM development by means
of digitalization.
Another commonly used Lean tool is Jidoka, or
automation with human intelligence. As shown in [33], a
new term “Lean automation”, which uses cyber-physical
systems, is presented. Lean automation should expand the
application of Jidoka as a way to improve production
system flexibility.
Finally, [26] identify VSM, as well as standardization
and SMED, as the basic Lean tools that serve as a
foundation and support successful implementation of
Industry 4.0.
As shown in [34], there are some doubts about
smooth integration of Industry 4.0 into Lean, because of
the highly cost-intensive implementation process of
Industry 4.0 and some risks associated to cyber security.
V. CONCLUSIONS (USE STYLE MASING HEADING 1)
Although Industry 4.0 is a relatively new term, there
is a large number of papers describing this approach, as
well as a link to a Lean methodology that has been known
for decades. The paper shows, through review of
literature that benefits from implementation of Industry
4.0 and Lean methodology are undeniable. Vast majority
of the published papers confirm benefits and strong
correlation between Industry 4.0 and Lean.
Both approaches mentioned above share the same
ultimate priorities of waste reduction and efficiency gains.
It can be concluded that the Lean methodology will not
disappear with the progress of Industry 4.0, moreover it is
likely to become more important for successful
implementation of Industry 4.0.
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Abstract— The crisis caused by coronavirus pandemic has
led to major operational changes in manufacturing industry
organizations. These organizations have faced the challenges
of reducing or suspending the production process, due to
restrictions imposed by the state, due to declining demand
for their products, as well as due to the fact that their
employees cannot do jobs remotely. Focusing on
manufacturing industry in the Republic of Serbia, the paper
investigates the problems faced by organizations in this
sector after the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic. Secondly,
the paper examines the impact of Covid-19 crisis on various
segments of their business, and the measures these
organizations have taken to meet the major challenges that
need to be addressed quickly. Finally, recommendations for
successful crisis management in manufacturing industry
organizations in the Republic of Serbia are derived.
Recommendations include alternative tactics and innovative
management concepts for overcoming problems, for
survival, and preparing for economically viable operations of
manufacturing industry organizations after the Covid-19
crisis
Keywords— Crisis management, Covid-19, manufacturing
industry, survival, Republic of Serbia

I. INTRODUCTION
The research is motivated by the importance of
manufacturing industry in the Republic of Serbia. The
economic growth of the Republic of Serbia today is
largely based on the improvement of performances and
structural changes in the manufacturing industry. The last
5 years have been marked by the expansion of
manufacturing industry. In the period 2015‒2019, the
number of organizations operating in manufacturing
industry increased by 5.1%, the number of employees by
27.2%, income by 17.9%, net result by 35.4%, GVA by
16.8%, capital by 32.7 %, and the accumulated loss
decreased by -18.6%, as well as total liabilities by -1.7%
[1]. The manufacturing industry is from the position of a
net loss in 2015, achieved a positive result in the period
2016-2019 - the net result in 2017 was a record 1.2 billion
EUR, while in 2019 the net result was slightly lower and
amounted to 940 million EUR, or 28% of net economic
performance [1].
Like Europe and the rest of the world, a recession is
predicted for the Republic of Serbia in 2020. The scope of
recession will depend on the duration of COVID-19
pandemic. IMF forecasts of global GDP for 2020 have

been revised downwards due to the economic shock
caused by COVID-19 pandemic, estimating a global
decline of about 5%, higher in developed economies (of
about -8%), smaller in developing countries (-3%) [2]. A
global recovery would follow in 2021 (growth of 6%) [2].
The revised forecasts of the European Commission [3] for
the most developed EU countries show a double-digit
decline in GDP of the most developed EU countries (Italy,
Spain and France), and in 2021 there will be growth of 67%. Growth projections for 2020 for the countries of the
region have been significantly revised, and forecasts show
that the smallest decline in 2020 will be in Northern
Macedonia (-3.9%) and Republic of Serbia (-4.1%).
Economic growth forecasts for the countries of the region
in 2021 are optimistic, and Serbia is projected to grow by
6.1% [3].
Current economic challenges caused by COVID-19
pandemic, and the need for strengthening the long-term
position and status of manufacturing industry in the
Republic of Serbia, are the reason for this research. The
research paper analyses the impact of Covid-19 crisis on
various segments of manufacturing organizations’
business, and the measures these organizations have taken
to oppose the Covid-19 pandemic. The study of the most
significant problems of manufacturing organizations, as
well as the measures they have taken, was carried out in
order to determine the recommendations for survival,
offensive business strategies and further development of
manufacturing organizations, during and after the crisis
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The economic and social consequences of the crisis
caused by Covid-19 pandemic have captured the attention
of top scientific researchers. The impact of the Covid-19
pandemic crisis on the economy has been summarized in
the research done by Gourinchas [4]. Nicola et al. [5] have
summarized the socio-economic impact of Covid-19
pandemic, taking into account individual aspects of the
world economy.
Kuckertz et al. [6] have confirmed that state role is of
great importance as the first aid for small and mediumsized enterprises, at the beginning of crisis, in order to
support their liquidity, which is primarily at risk.
Following this first aid measures, state should implement
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further support measures for the development of SME
organizations, and their survival in times of crisis.
Baldwin [7] represents the position that government
support should be prompt and strong, preventing liquidity
problems, and avoiding unnecessary losses. CarlssonSzlezak et al. [8] explained that policy innovations could
have an impact on economic recovery, like “bridge loans”
or moratorium on mortgage payments.
Obrenovic et al. [9] concluded that in times of crisis it
is very important that organizations have their own
contingency plan, which would ensure a smooth workflow
during the unforeseen situations, such as Covid-19
pandemic. Based on their research, Alves et al. [10] have
proposed crisis resilience model for small and mediumsized enterprises. They have defined five strategies for
SME organizations, for their survival and development in
crisis conditions. Kraus et al. [11] have found that
organizations mostly use three strategies to oppose the
crisis. The importance of open access, innovation, and
knowledge management for combat and survival in crisis
conditions is emphasized in the research of Chesbrough
[12].
According to Sodhi [13], losses in the manufacturing
industry have led to a decline in economic activity in
many countries. Author suggested certain measures that
the manufacturing industry should apply in the post-crisis
period. In their research, authors Cai & Luo [14] have
proposed two-step measures. These measures should be
implemented in manufacturing industry, with their help it
would be easier to get out of the crisis, and adapt to the
new conditions in the post-crisis period. Deshmukh &
Haleem [15] have developed measures for adequate
positioning of the manufacturing industry in the postcrisis period.
III. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
The research was conducted on the territory of the
Republic of Serbia during June and July 2020, due to the
fact that this was time period when the “first wave” of
Covid-19 pandemic has ended, so it could be assumed that
research participants will be able to realistically see the
first effects of the crisis, and that they have already taken
certain measures that would enable them to survive in
crisis conditions. The research questionnaire was
forwarded directly to the e-mail addresses of business
organizations throughout the Republic of Serbia,
distributed through the LinkedIn business network, as well
as indirectly, using the several business associations as
networking links. The survey was responded by 424
business organizations, including 40 from the
manufacturing industry. The survey questionnaire was
containing 43 questions, methodically arranged within
three groups of researched variables: 1. business
organization data, 2. problems faced by organizations
during the Covid-19 crisis, 3. measures that were applied.
All questions were clear and concise; they were listed
gradually with appropriate order.
After data collection and database creation, statistical
processing started. Data were analysed using IBM SPSS
22.0 statistical software. The following methods of
statistical data processing were used: descriptive statistics,
normality tests - Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk,
and non-parametric Related-samples Sign test.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research included 424 business organizations from
the territory of the Republic of Serbia, of which 40 were
from the manufacturing industry. The results of the
research are based on data analysis focused on business
organizations from the manufacturing industry only.
Demographic
and
business
characteristics
of
manufacturing organizations are given in Table I.
TABLE I DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
Variable
Size acc. to
employee
number
Size acc. to
revenue in
2019
How long
organization
exists
Owner's
gender

Owner's age

Owner's
education

Initial
capital
Internationa
l trade
Online trade
Revenue
generated
by online
sales
Revenue
growth
2019
Profit
growth
2019

Characteristic
s
Micro

Frequenc
y
22

Percen
t
55,0%

Small

18

45,0%

Cumulativ
e percent
55,0%
100,0%
60,0%
100,0%

Micro

24

60,0%

Small

16

40,0%

Less than 1
3-5 years
6-10 years
Longer than 10
Male
Female
Under 30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 and over
Secondary
Professional
University
<1000 EUR
1000-5000
>5000 EUR
None of above
Yes
No
Yes
No
0-25%
26-50%
51-75%
76%-100%
No online trade
Yes

2
2
8
28
28
12
0
2
24
10
4
18
8
14
12
14
12
2
24
16
6
34
4
0
2
0
34
30

5,0%
5,0%
20,0%
70,0%
70,0%
30,0%
0,0%
5,0%
60,0%
25,0%
10,0%
45,0%
20,0%
35,0%
30,0%
35,0%
30,0%
5,0%
60,0%
40,0%
15,0%
85,0%
10,0%
0,0%
5,0%
0,0%
85,0%
75,0%

No

10

25,0%

5,0%
10,0%
30,0%
100,0%
70,0%
100,0%
0,0%
5,0%
65,0%
90,0%
100,0%
45,0%
65,0%
100,0%
30,0%
65,0%
95,0%
100,0%
60,0%
100,0%
15,0%
100,0%
10,0%
10,0%
15,0%
15,0%
100,0%
75,0%
100,0%

Yes
No

30
10

75,0%
25,0%

75,0%
100,0%

As presented in Table I, observed sample consisted of
micro (55%; 60%) and small (45%; 40%) enterprises. The
vast majority of organizations that participated in the
survey were established more than 10 years ago (70%),
most of them participate in international trade (60%), and
have achieved revenue and profit growth in 2019 (75%;
75%). Manufacturing organizations mostly do not have
online sales (85%). The majority of owners of
manufacturing organization are male (70%), and most of
them are in the age group 41-50 years (60%). The
educational structure is diverse, 45% of respondents have
secondary education, and 20% have professional
education, while 35% of owners of manufacturing
organizations have university education.
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Scores' distribution was checked, using the normality tests,
and the results are shown in Table II.
TABLE II NORMALITY TESTS
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic
df
Sig.

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.

Employee health
,317
40
,000
,743
issues
Business
,271
40
,000
,833
interruption
Organizational
,201
40
,000
,897
difficulties
Payment delays
,217
40
,000
,807
Delivery problems
,227
40
,000
,853
Increased costs
,234
40
,000
,870
Working hours
,239
40
,000
,885
change
Business change
,210
40
,000
,894
Absence of
,259
40
,000
,870
employees
Alternative way of
,198
40
,000
,842
doing business
Difficult access to
,169
40
,006
,890
capital
Difficult fulfilment
of contractual
,183
40
,002
,897
obligations
Difficult access to
business
,214
40
,000
,900
information
Other
,320
40
,000
,806
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

40

,000

40

,000

40

,002

40
40
40

,000
,000
,000

40

,001

40

,001

40

,000

40

,000

40

,001

40

,002

40

,002

40

,000

As shown in Table II, the score distributions deviate
significantly from normal.
Using the Related-samples Sign test, we checked the
influence of Covid-19 crisis on selected business
segments of manufacturing organizations (Table III).
TABLE III IMPACT OF COVID-19 CRISIS ON MANUFACTURING
ORGANIZATIONS
Z

Asymp.
Exact Sig.
Sig. (2(2-tailed)
tailed)

Mean - Employee
-3,833
,000
health issues
Mean - Business
-,811
,417
interruption
Mean - Organizational
-,530
,596
difficulties
Mean - Payment delays -,530
,596
Mean - Delivery
-1,237
,216
problems
Mean - Increased costs
/
/
Mean - Working hours
-1,543
,123
change
Mean - Business
-,171
,864
change
Mean - Absence of
-2,652
,008
employees
Mean - Alternative
-2,373
,018
way of doing business
Mean - Difficult access
-2,079
,038
to capital
Mean - Difficult
fulfilment of
-,530
,596
contractual obligations
Mean - Difficult access
/
/
to business information
Mean – Other
/
/
a.
Sign test
b.
Binomial distribution used

Using the non-parametric Related-samples Sign test
for one sample of a multidimensional variable, we tested
the hypothesis that the assessment of average value of
Covid-19 crisis impact on the observed business segments
of manufacturing industry organizations is greater than 3.
H0 (average value equal to 3)
H1 (average value is greater than 3)
Based on the significance of Related-samples Sign test,
we conclude that the average value is significantly higher
than 3 for the following business segments: employee
health issues (sig. 2-tailed 0,000), absence of employees
(sig. 2-tailed 0,008), alternative way of doing business
(sig. 2-tailed 0.018), and difficult access to capital (sig. 2tailed 0.038).
The research results have confirmed that the crisis
caused by Covid-19 pandemic had a significant impact on
the health of employees, the absence of employees;
manufacturing industry organizations had to implement
alternative ways of doing business, and there was difficult
access to capital to a significant extent.
The results have shown that Covid-19 crisis did not
cause significant business interruption in the
manufacturing industry (sig. 2-tailed 0.417), that there
were no major organizational difficulties (sig. 2-tailed
0.596), no notable large payment delays (sig. 2- tailed
0.596), no big delivery problems (sig. 2-tailed 0.216). The
study confirmed that the crisis caused by Covid-19
pandemic did not significantly affect costs (sig. 2-tailed
0.541), working hours (sig. 2-tailed 0.123) or business
operations (sig. 2-tailed 0.864). Organizations operating in
the manufacturing industry did not face great difficulties
in fulfilling contractual obligations (sig. 2-tailed 0.596),
nor did they face major problems with access to business
information (sig. 2-tailed 0.152).
The research also analysed the application of certain
measures, in manufacturing organizations, with the aim of
surviving the Covid-19 crisis (Figure 1).

/
/
/
/
/
,541b
/
/
/

Salary reduction
Reducing employees
Remote work
Moratorium
Stronger advertising
Online sales
New products
New supplier
Company closing
Other
None of above

10%
10%
10%

90%
90%
90%

50%
10%
15%
25%
20%
10%
40%
15%

50%
90%
85%
75%
80%
90%
60%
85%

Yes
No

Fig. 1 Measures implemented in manufacturing industry organizations
aimed at overcoming the Covid-19 crisis

/
/
/
,152b
,454b

The results, presented in Figure 1, show that
manufacturing industry organizations in the Republic of
Serbia mostly used the moratorium for deferral of credit
obligations with commercial banks (50% of observed
organizations). The introduction of new products in the
product range was done in every fourth organization
(25%), while 20% of them introduced a new supplier to
maintain uninterrupted production flow after the outbreak
of Covid-19 crisis. Measures that have been applied to a
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small extent are: salary reduction (10%), cutting down the
number of employees (10%), introduction of remote work
(10%), stronger advertising (10%), and introduction of
online sales (15%). Manufacturing organizations, 10% of
them, had to suspend their operations due to the Covid-19
crisis. Some other, unmentioned measures were applied in
40% of the observed organizations, while 15% of
organizations answered that they did not apply any of the
measures covered by the research.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates the impact of Covid-19
pandemic on the outbreak of global economic crisis, and
the provocation of global recession in 2020. The research
was conducted with the aim of determining the
consequences of Covid-19 crisis on organizations
belonging to manufacturing industry. The research was
approached with the assumption of the great importance
of manufacturing industry for the economic growth of
Republic of Serbia.
The analysis demonstrated that Covid-19 crisis has an
impact on many business segments of manufacturing
organizations, primarily causing negative consequences.
The results of the study showed that there is a statistically
significant impact of Covid-19 pandemic on employee
health issues and absence of employees in manufacturing
industry. Respondents particularly emphasized the
significant impact of the pandemic on their obligation to
find alternative ways of doing business, and difficulties in
obtaining liquid funds.
In the short run, we can conclude that the measures
taken by manufacturing industry organizations were
adequate, and aimed at mitigating the negative
consequences of Covid-19 pandemic. The measures
primarily included preserving and protecting the health of
employees, as well as keeping their salaries at the same
level, and maintaining a stable standard of living, which is
important in uncertain conditions faced by employees.
The manufacturing industry also took advantage of the
government support measures offered, represented by a
moratorium on credit obligations. They have adapted to
the new crisis conditions by introducing new products,
new supplies or a new sales channel.
Observed in the medium and long term, and bearing in
mind the great importance of manufacturing industry for
the economic development of the Republic of Serbia,
measures to overcome the crisis must include a strategy at
national level, aimed at preserving and strengthening this
industry. The manufacturing industry organizations
themselves should use this situation for the development
of crisis management, which includes plans of preventive
measures; and plans of necessary capacities for the
smooth production process in conditions of uncertainty
caused by unforeseen crisis events. Crisis management in
manufacturing organization should include: introduction
of new, crisis business models; introduction of modern
digital technologies in the production process;
development of business continuity plans that would
include the permanence of raw materials procurement and
finished products sales.
The research results should encourage all stakeholders
in the manufacturing industry and competent policy
makers to better understand the consequences of the crisis
caused by Covid-19 pandemic on this specific industry.

This primarily refers to the adoption of certain
government support measures that would meet the
financial needs in times of crisis, and create an
entrepreneurial ecosystem, adaptable to national and
global market fluctuations, which is especially important
in times of crisis.
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Abstract- Besides higher education activities, there is a
complex range of services provided by the educational
institutions in Serbia in the field of mechanical engineering.
In order to provide balance between core activities related to
the higher education and additional activities, in accordance
with the national Law on higher education, good organization
and synchronization of these activities is crucial. There are
many tools and techniques that could be used to make this
process more effective and easier. This paper considers the
role and importance of standards implementation in
educational institutions, especially related to the
establishment of the quality and laboratory managements
systems. The similarities, complementarity and differences of
standards SRPS ISO 90001:2015 and SRPS ISO/IEC
17025:2017 are examined, together with challenges for their
implementation.
Keywords— ISO Standards, Educational institutions, Quality
management system, Laboratory management system

I. INTRODUCTION
Education represents the acquisition and usage of
knowledge and is aimed to facilitate learning at various
levels of knowledge using different education methods.
Although there are various stages of education, the subject
of this paper is higher education, which leads to obtaining
academic degree. Higher education system is a complex,
intentional system, involving huge number of stakeholders.
The exact structure of the educational system varies from
one country to another, however, it is primary regulated by
the national legislation, while the application of
international or other guidelines and various directives
depends of the country’s determination to meet certain
criteria or standards, or individual commitment of each
educational institution/ faculty.
It is very difficult to provide a definition of quality in
higher education, out of many attempts to establish a
culture of quality in various education systems. Although
the definition of quality in education is not unified,
knowing its essence is of key importance to the education
quality assurance. Stakeholders in higher education,
according to Srikanthan, could be grouped into four
categories, each providing its own perspective on quality:
funding bodies (state authorities, including tax payers,
private parties and all those who ensure the provision of

faculty’s services), employees of the education sector
(professors and other academic and administration staff),
students (users of services) and users of output (employers
seeking for the well qualified employees) [1]. Quality
assurance could be then considered as set of processes,
policies and actions performed externally by the
accreditation or certification bodies or internally, within
the institution [2]. There are several methodologies to
measure and guide quality assessment and improvement in
various organizations. Some of methodologies that are
internationally recognized and validated are ISO standards,
mostly ISO 9000, Balanced Scorecard and EFQM
Excellence Model [3].This paper mainly concerns the role
and importance of ISO standards implementation in
faculties of mechanical engineering, especially related to
the establishment of the quality and laboratory
managements systems.
II. ACTIVITIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Higher education activities, their scope, framework
and possibilities of commercialization in Serbia, are
regulated by the Law on higher education [4], defining also
the institution that are in charge for carrying out those
activities in various scientific fields. The subject of this
paper are educational institutions in the field of mechanical
engineering, whose ranges of activities are wide and
provide many opportunities for their commercialization.
In Serbia, the higher education activity in the field of
mechanical engineering is covered by five state owned
faculties, operating in the group of technical and
technological sciences within three Universities: Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering University of Belgrade,
Technical Faculty in Bor University of Belgrade, Faculty
of Technical Science University of Novi Sad, Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering University of Nis, Faculty of
Engineering University of Kragujevac and Faculty of
Mechanical and Civil Engineering in Kraljevo, University
of Kragujevac.
Each of these educational institutions has its own
foundation acts, statutes and other general acts, prepared
in accordance with the statutes of the University of
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Nis and Kragujevac, and general
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legislation in the field of higher education activities at the
republic level and other acts prescribed by the Ministry in
charge of higher education affairs.
Higher education in Serbia is aimed to transfer
scientific and professional knowledge and skills and to
develop science through the activities of scientific research,
which support the expert and consultancy activities,
publishing activities and other activities that can contribute
to the commercializing the outcomes of scientific, artistic
and research work. The statutes of each of the
abovementioned faculties prescribed the exact scope and
range of activities that can be performed in certain
institutions. Some of them are related to the education
while others are focused on the commercialized use of the
obtained knowledge during scientific research activities,
grouped in accordance with the national classification of
activities [5].
The analysis of the activities showed that the best
classification of activities is presented in the Statute of the
Faculty of Technical Science University of Novi Sad,
where higher education activity is emphasized as core
activity (field 85 educational activities in the national
classification), while research and development are
recognized as separate set of activities (field 72
professional, scientific, innovation and technical activities
in national classification). The overall scope of their
activities is complemented by classification set of
activities named “others”. It includes numerous activities
that belong to the various fields of the national
classification: publishing and multiplication of audio and
video recordings, production, repair and installation of
various machinery and equipment, retail of different goods,
publishing activities, computer programming and related
consulting activities, engineering activities and technical
consulting, technical testing and analysis, information and
internet services, management and related consulting
services, market analysis, various legal, financial and
business activities and activities of different kinds of
associations. Other five faculties in the field of mechanical
engineering provide only lists of activities with the
corresponding codes from the classification, without
grouping them in accordance with any other criteria.
However, with minor differences, lists of faculties’
activities are very close in their scope and range.
III. QUALITY OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION AND OTHER
SERVICES IN THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Taking
into
account
large
number
of
faculties‘ activities, their synchronization and
harmonization is necessary to provide required quality of
educational activities, which is a priority, together with
provision of good quality services other then educational,
in order to position faculties as competent institutions at
the local, regional or even global market [6].
Quality of education is primary regulated by the Law
on higher education [4]. The National Council for Higher
Education is in charge of activities that provide the
development and enhancement of the quality of the higher
education system through the alignment with European
and international standards in education, proposal of
norms and standards for the works of faculties, as well as
measures aimed to improve higher education system. This
Council also prescribes standards and procedures for both
self-assessments and external appraisal of the quality of

higher education system, which is additionally regulated
by the Rulebook on standards for self-assessment and
Rulebook on standards for external appraisal of the quality
of higher education institutions, both published in National
Gazette of the Republic of Serbia. The most important
standards prescribe that the faculties establish their quality
assurance strategy and determine the methods and
procedures for ensuring the quality of their education
systems. Based on this quality assurance strategy and
complementary procedures for quality assurance, the
inputs for the external appraisal are provided.
Standards for quality of higher education systems
prescribed by the faculties and international standards for
quality management systems prescribed by International
Standard Organization (ISO) should not be confused. The
quality of higher education system is regulated by Serbian
legislation, and acting in accordance to these acts is
obligatory for every higher education institution in Serbia.
In this case, standard means certain level of the quality of
services that is agreed to be acceptable by the Serbian
regulatory authorities. ISO standards are internationally
agreed by the experts in certain fields, and contain their
concentrated knowledge formulated as guidelines with
respect to well defined, field specific objectives. Acting in
accordance with standards created by ISO related to the
quality management systems is voluntary and precondition
of their adoption is commitment of the top management as
well as the overall staff of the educational institution to
fulfillment of those standards’ requirements. Also, the
exact scope of the standard application should be
unambiguously defined for each educational institution
that implements certain standard, and its requirements are
not limited to only higher education activities. To be more
precise, their objective is provision of good quality
services in relation to the faculties’ activities, no matter
how many and how complex the institutional processes are.
IV. ISO STANDARDS APPLICABLE IN THE EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
The core activity in educational institution – higher
education activity, could be significantly improved by the
quality management systems implementation. The focus is
then shifted from the quality of individual engagement of
various professors and lecturers to the overall performance
of the faculty. This new approach provides establishment
of the quality assurance system and performance-related
mechanisms [7]-[9]. However, the overall performance of
the educational institution is also influenced by the
realization of all other activities of this institution. Taking
into account large number of institutions’ activities there
is a tendency to transfer models from private sector and
corporate governance to the educational institutions.
Quality management standards developed and created
by ISO could be used by the educational institutions as
support to develop and enhance quality of all services that
faculties provide in accordance with their core and other
activities. As it was mentioned before, these standards are
not obligatory, but their implementation can be useful as a
tool for easier and more effective synchronization of all
faculties’ activities especially related to the establishment
of the quality managements systems and quality assurance
of their services.
The set of standards Quality Management Systems –
ISO 9000 was developed to enable organizations to
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improve customer satisfaction, continually improve their
processes and maintain the efficient quality management
system. This set of standards includes the following
standards:
- ISO 9000:2015 – Quality Management Systems –
Fundamentals and Vocabulary. This standard provides
fundamental concepts, principles and vocabulary for
quality management systems. It contains the terms and
definitions that apply to all quality and quality
management system standards.
- ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management Systems –
Requirements. This standard specifies requirements for
quality management system when an organization needs to
demonstrate its ability to consistently provide services that
meet customer requirements and expectations.
- ISO 9004:2009 – Managing for the Sustained Success
of an Organization – A Quality Management Approach.
This standard is focused on effectiveness and efficiency of
quality management system.
- ISO 19011:2011 – Guidelines for Auditing
Management Systems. This standard provides principles
of auditing, managing an audit program and conducting
management system audits, as well as guidance on the
evaluation of competence of individuals involved in the
audit process [10],[11].
Out of the entire set of quality standards, only ISO
90001:2015 is envisaged for certification purposes and
represents one of the generic standards. It distinguishes
between the mandatory and non-mandatory elements.
Mandatory requirements, include five sections of this
standard, where general quality management system
requirements are related to the organizational context and
its understanding, internal and external issues related to its
purposes, leadership or top management responsibilities
(commitment) focused on stakeholders, quality
management system planning, resource management,
including infrastructure, work environment and human
resources and continuous measurement, monitoring and
improvement of the existing quality management system.
The institutional commitment is also important for
standard ISO/IEC 17025:2017 – General requirements for
the competence of testing and calibration laboratories,
especially in cases when laboratory previously established
quality management system [12]. This standard is
applicable to all institutions that are in charge of laboratory
testing and calibration activities, regardless of the size and
number of staff. It is aimed to promote the confidence in
the work of laboratories both nationally and around the
world. Serbia is one of the countries where it is necessary
to obtain accreditation by an independent, internationally
recognized authority (Accreditation Body of Serbia) in
order to provide proven quality testing and calibration
services and to be deemed as technically competent.
Usually, holding the accreditation is the only way for test
or calibration results of the laboratories to be accepted by
other laboratories, suppliers and regulatory authorities.
This facilitate cooperation between all stakeholders, while
the test and calibration reports can be accepted from one
country to another, without the need for additional testing.
There are many challenges of the application of these
two ISO standards in the educational institutions. The
main difference is their applicability. While ISO 9001 fits
to all types of institutions in all sectors, ISO 17025 is
limited to the testing and calibration laboratories [13]. The

similarity can be observed through the management
system requirements of the standard ISO/IEC 17025,
where two options to address these requirements were
given: within the existing ISO 9001 quality management
system, if any or within another quality standard, fulfilling
the minimum management requirements.
Another very important issue related to the
implementation of ISO 9001:2015 is process approach
proposed by this standard. Process approach is recognized
as one of the important benefits of its implementation. This
is especially true in the case of educational institutions,
since their core and other activities are not characterized
by well developed and established interconnections.
Usually some overlapping among activities appear, since
they are more people than process oriented.
Implementation of the process oriented approach for the
quality improvement in educational institutions can
contribute to the integration of various activities in order
to meet common objectives, to improve effectiveness of
the processes, to use all available knowledge in certain
institutions, therefore to improve quality of the services.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the activities of higher education
institutions in the context of quality management system
establishment and ways to improve faculty’s services
provided to all stakeholders. ISO created standards that can
be used as tool for establishment of management systems
including quality and laboratory management system:
standards ISO 90001 and ISO/IEC 17025. Taking into
account many advantages of ISO certification, it is very
important that educational institutions recognize their
significance for all their stakeholders, as well as
advantages of their implementation. Both standards ISO
90001 and ISO/IEC 17025 could benefit from the
implementation of another one, although sometimes, in the
case of testing laboratories in educational institutions, only
fulfillment of minimum quality management requirements,
besides certification against SRPS ISO/IEC 17025 could
be fair enough solution. However, certification against
SRPS ISO 90001 provides wider framework for ISO/IEC
17025 implementation through better understanding of
risks, organizational context and risk and process based
thinking that lead to the long-term benefits for the
institution, as well as improvements and advances in many
aspects of its activities.
Also, the process approach proposed by standard ISO
9001:2015 can be used for the development, application
and effectiveness improvements of the quality
management systems. Educational institutions can take
many advantages of this approach, which is not customary
in this type of institutions. Besides making easier
implementation of the quality management system,
application of the process based approach can facilitate the
implementation of any other management system in the
educational institution. This is especially true given the
growing need to apply other non-quality standards, for
example information system security management system,
business continuity management system, energy
management system etc. Finally, ISO recently developed
a completely new standard ISO 21001:2018 Educational
organizations – Management system for educational
organizations – Requirements with guidance for use,
which represents new challenge for educational
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institutions that need to enhance satisfaction of learners,
other beneficiaries and staff, improve their educational
systems and demonstrate ability to support the acquisition
and development of competence through teaching,
learning and research.
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Abstract — Importance of automotive industry is significant
in every country and economy. It affects the economic
development of the country, and in last decade, the number
of vehicles has been increasing every day, and hundreds and
millions of vehicles are now traveling around the world. As a
consequence, motor vehicle insurance is one of the most
important branches of insurance. In this paper, we consider
a general risk management model of motor vehicle insurance
that is actual in Serbia. We propose change of this model and
a modification in order to reduce the risk in car insurance, as
well as to provide insurance to users with better service, in
accordance with characteristics of vehicles. Modification of
risk management model is based on mathematical approach
and appropriate data analysis.
Keywords— motor vehicles, car insurance, risk management

I. INTRODUCTION
For motor vehicle insurance in Serbia, only the cubic
capacity of the vehicle is taken into account. However, as
the amount paid by the insured when concluding a vehicle
insurance contract should be directly proportional to the
probability of collecting the insurance premium, ie to the
probability of vehicle damage (ie the probability of an
accident), it is desirable to consider whether there are more
some factors that significantly affect the possible
occurrence of a traffic accident. The following question
naturally arises: Can driving style be one of the key factors?
Let's consider two different types of drivers, the first a driver who drives in accordance with the regulations and
the second who drives arrogantly. It happens that second
one often exceeds the speed limit, does not respect traffic
regulations and / or drives under the influence of alcohol.
It is clear that the other driver endangers the traffic with
his behavior and thus increases the probability of a traffic
accident, while the number one driver is a conscientious
participant in traffic.
However, when concluding the insurance contract, the
driving history of the insured is not taken into account, ie
the number of penalty points in the driving card of the
insured. The number of penalty points is currently the only
quantitative measure of the behavior of the observed traffic
participant. It is logical that drivers without penalty points
represent exemplary participants in traffic, while drivers
with a large number of penalty points most likely belong
to the class of arrogant and reckless drivers. Therefore, it

is desirable to make several classes of drivers in relation to
the number of penalty points.
Risk management is management approach aimed at
preserving the assets and profit power of the company
while preventing the risk of loss, especially accidental and
unforseen losses.
II. PENALTY POINTS AS A KEY FACTOR IN THE
PROBABILITY OF A TRAFFIC INCIDENT

It is not possible to do a statistical analysis that would
confirm that there is a significant difference in the
percentage of accidents in persons with a higher number of
penalty points, compared to persons who do not have (or
have significantly less) penalty points, because data on the
number of penalty points of the insured do not exist in the
table submitted by AS non/life insurance, joint stock
insurance company, for 2011.
However, in order to show that in the general case there
is a statistically significant difference in the prevalence of
accidents between these two categories, the Nis SUP was
asked for data on the number of traffic accidents in 2013,
as well as the number of penalty points from the same year.
The following data were obtained:
TABLE I NUMBER OF PENALTY POINTS
Registered
motor
vehicles in
2013

97248

Drivers who
had a car
accident in
2013

Drivers
with
penalty
points in
2013

Drivers with
penalty points
before the traffic
accident in 2013

2348

2084

314

Based on statistical analysis of the data, the following
was obtained: there is a statistically highly significant
difference in the percentage of accidents between the
group of drivers who had previous penalty points and those
who did not have it χ ^ 2 = 1441.53; OR = 8.12 (7.13 <OR
<9.25) 95% confidence interval.
TABLE IIIII RESULTS OF Χ 2 TEST, WHICH COMPARES THE PREVALENCE
OF ACCIDENTS IN THE GROUP OF DRIVERS WHO ALREADY HAD PENALTY
POINTS COMPARED TO THOSE WHO DID NOT

uncorrected
Mantel – Haenszel
Yates corrected

χ2-test

p

1447.05
1446.99
1441.53

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
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It is concluded that if penalty points were recorded
during the conclusion of the contract, there would actualy
be multiple benefits. Namely, if the number of penalty
points were introduced as an additional coefficient in the
proposed logit model (or in an existing one), the price paid
by a conscientious traffic participant would be
significantly lower than that paid by an arrogant driver.
This would not only reward a conscientious driver, but
would also motivate other categories of drivers to behave
in accordance with the regulations.
III. MODEL TESTING
In this section, we will compare the new model, with
existing models that are current in Serbia, Germany, USA
and the world. Since we have already presented all the
above current models, we immediately start the analysis.
Models for assessing insurance risk in the automotive
industry will be studied. As there are currently no
developed methods for risk assessment in the domestic car
insurance market, ie when insuring vehicles in Serbia,
engine power is taken into account as the only risk factor,
vehicle insurance in developed countries will be
considered here. Germany will be considered as the
representative of the largest European economic power.
Then, the world economic giant of the United States of
America will be considered, and finally the model of PayAs-You-Drive motor vehicle insurance.
The German car insurance market is characterized by
high competitive pressure, and therefore low profitability.
In Germany, insurance risks in the automotive industry are
traditionally classified on the basis of a large number of
risk factors, such as, for example, the occupation of the
driver, the type of car and the region. In addition, there are
different bonus-malus classes, depending on the previous
history of compensation. The bonus-malus system is
considered to determine the amount of motor third party
liability insurance premium by applying the appropriate
premium system, depending on whether the insured had
previously reported damage under this insurance for that
vehicle, for which he is responsible. The bonus represents
a reduction of the basic car liability insurance premium, if
there was no damage during the insurance period of at least
one year. It is calculated annually, when paying the
premium, in a certain percentage. The bonus adjusts the
premium to individual risk, because it has been proven that
policyholders, who are granted this discount in advance by
the insurer, have a significantly lower number of claims
than other policyholders. Malus represents an increase in
the basic premium if there were reported claims in the
previously observed period. So, it is a loss of bonus or a
premium supplement paid by the insured, if at least one
damage for which the insured is responsible has been
reported.
Therefore, risks are determined on the basis of several
thousand different tariff classes. The problem that arises
within this approach is the difficult fragmentation of data
from many classes, which contains only a few risks and
often shows little or no data on damage, which makes it
difficult to calculate an adequate risk price based on
damage history for these tariff classes. So far, several
methods have been used to overcome this problem. For
example, cluster analysis identifies tariff classes with
similar expected claims, in order to achieve a better basis

for calculation [1]. Other methods include interpolation [2]
or the use of a larger database [3].
On the other hand, the US insurance market uses an
approach called “scoring insurance” [4]. Insurers derive
one "insurance score" for each potential that is secured by
weighting, ie searching for the mean values of certain
characteristics of the applicant's credit history, for example,
the number of arrears of loan payments [5]. The basic
credit record was obtained from a major national credit
information provider. The insurance company uses such a
score in combination with other factors, in order to assess
the risk of insuring the applicant's car. The main reason for
using credit history data is to obtain information, which
will facilitate the assessment of inconspicuous factors,
such as driving caution [5].
Motor vehicle insurance is usually considered a fixed
cost in relation to the use of vehicles, ie. drivers do not see
insurance savings if they reduce mileage. Distance-based
or Pay-As-You-Drive or Per-Mile motor insurance
converts the cost of insurance into variable costs, so that
the insurance premium is directly related to the annual
mileage [26]. Many organizations are exploring ways to
implement Pay-As-You-Drive insurance to achieve a
variety of planned goals, including increasing accessibility,
saving savings, traffic safety, and reducing exhaust
emissions [6].
Several insurance companies offer this insurance [7]:
Aioi Insurance (www.ioi-sonpo.co.jp), Japan; Aryeh
(www.aryeh.co.il), Israel; Holland PAYD Coverage
(www.payasyoudrive.co.za), South Africa; MileMeter
(www.milemeter.com),
US;
MiDriveStyle
(www.miway.co.za/midrivestyle), South Africa; Pago Por
Uso (www.jovenesdesiguales.com), Spain; MyRate
(www.progressive.com/MyRate/myrate-default.aspx),
USA; PAY PER K Coverage (www.nedbank.co.za), South
Africa, Polis
Vor Mij
("Policy
for me")
(www.PolisVoorMij.nl), The Netherlands, Polis Direct
Kilometre
Policy
(www.kilometerpolis.nl),
The
Netherlands, Progressive, Real Insurance PAYD
(www.payasyoudrive.com.au), Australia.
As a starting point for the theoretical testing of all
models, we will take the SWOT analysis and use a matrix
of four elements.
TABLE IVVVI GERMAN MODEL BASED ON CHARACTERISTICS-TARIFF
CLASSES

Model power
A large number of tariff
classes
Chances of the Model
An analysis of many tariff
classes can look at a wide
range of insurance

Weakness of the model
Poor definition of tariff
classes
Model threats
It works if there is a sufficient
amount of data across the
considered tariff class

TABLE VIIV US MODEL BASED ON CREDIT HISTORY

Model power
One criterion
Chances of the Model
Combination with another
criterion

Weakness of the model
Inaccuracy of criteria
Model threats
Combination with another
criterion

TABLE V MODEL USED IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES BASED ON MILLEAGE

Model power
One criterion

Weakness of the model
Expensive ancillary
equipment and maintenance
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Chances of the Model
Combination with another
criterion

Model threats
Non-acceptance of criteria by
the insured

TABLE VVIII CURRENT SERBIAN MODEL ON COMPULSORY CAR
LIABILITY INSURANCE

Model power
Two criteria
Chances of the model
Combination with another
criterion

Weakness of the model
Inaccuracy of criteria
Model threats
Dissatisfied policyholders

TABLE VIXX NEW PROPOSED MODEL

Model power
Three criteria
Chances of the model
It gives a more realistic
price of compulsory car
insurance

Weakness of the model
Legal incoherence of criteria
Model threats
Dissatisfied policyholders

If we compare the elements from the matrix, we
conclude that the application of the first, second and third
models in Serbia is not possible for several reasons. The
first model has the disadvantage that it has many tariff
classes and that a large amount of data is needed to be
applicable in Serbia. The second model, which is based on
the credit indebtedness of the insured, is inapplicable for
several reasons, the first to insure insured persons who do
not have credit indebtedness, the second, information on
credit indebtedness is a personal matter of the individual,
the third, 7.3% of the population is late (May 2016, UBS,
www.ubs-asb.com), whereby these citizen insured persons
are automatically penalized for buying more expensive
insurance.
The third model is based on the kilometers traveled, if
we assume that the average premium of compulsory car
insurance in 2015 was 11,935.00 dinars (Association of
Insurers of Serbia, Review of achieved results in motor
third party liability insurance in 2015, www.uos.rs), and
the price for GPS tracking of kilometers traveled by cars
(www.gpspracenje.co.rs) is 85 € plus 20 € fines and
monthly subscription for the service of using the vehicle
tracking system is 7 €, annual overpayment 84 €, which is
a total of 189 € or RSD 23.323,36, it is concluded that the
model is economically unprofitable.
The fourth model is the current model of compulsory
car insurance - car liability in Serbia, which is based on
two criteria of engine power of the insured vehicle and
bonus malus system, the current bonus malus system
adjusts tariffs according to previous experience,
sanctioning compensation with higher premiums
compensation by reducing premiums. In other words, if
there is compensation, the insured pays it, at least in part,
through a higher premium, which should create an
incentive to drive more carefully. A simple model that
allows careful drivers a lower premium of compulsory car
insurance, but does not consider drivers who have or do
not have penalty points.
The proposed model is essentially an upgrade of the
existing model of compulsory car insurance, which
includes the third criterion, which is the criterion of
penalty points. By including this criterion, the level of
insurance is raised to a higher level, where risky drivers
with penalty points are penalized, and drivers without
penalty points are rewarded. This model would surely

make drivers be even more careful in the driving process
itself.
IV. CONCLULSION
Risk is a multifaceted, multidimensional concept that
is present in human life on a daily basis. In the broadest
sense, risk is uncertainty about the outcome, ie the
probability that the outcome will be unfavorable.
Wherever there is human activity related to facilities,
machines, technologies, and above all traffic, there are also
risks. Therefore, risk management has always attracted
great attention, both from researchers and scientists, as
well as economists and engineers. The main task of this
paper was to propose a new model for risk management in
auto insurance, which would be more optimal compared to
the current model. The proposed model aims, first of all,
to directly connect the probability of accidents for a certain
category with the price of insurance premiums, which
would result in a reduction in the number of casualties in
traffic accidents, and thus to reduce the number of paid
damages. In order to create such a model, it is necessary to
recognize the criteria that affect the occurrence of risk,
many of which have not been taken into account so far
when concluding contracts on compulsory car insurance.
Risk management is an integral part of the successful
business of an insurance company and its market
positioning. So far, not many characteristics of drivers or
vehicles have been recorded in Serbia, but some basic data
are still available. Using currently available data: vehicle
age, driver age, driver gender and vehicle cubic capacity,
a new insurance premium model was proposed. Namely,
using logistic regression, based on the factors listed, the
probability of accidents for the appropriate class was
calculated. Based on this probability, an insurance
premium could be determined, e.g. by multiplying the
probability by some fixed value. In this way, the price of
insurance would be obtained, which is directly
proportional to the probability of an accident, which
further results in a suitable model for determining the
premium. Unfortunately, due to the small amount of data
available to insurance companies, an ideal model cannot
be obtained. For example, it has been assumed that the
number of driver penalty points is directly related to the
probability of an accident, which means that more careful
drivers cause far fewer traffic accidents than violent and
careless drivers. Until now, this data was not available to
insurance companies. Therefore, the main proposal when
defining the new model was that the number of penalty
points for drivers must be taken into consideration. This
new model would not only be more suitable for both
insurance companies and insurance users, but would also
motivate drivers to behave in accordance with regulations,
to adapt their driving to environmental conditions, which
would reduce the number of traffic accidents.
The conclusion is that, if penalty points were recorded
when concluding the contract, there would actually be
multiple benefits. Namely, if the number of penalty points
were introduced as an additional coefficient in the
proposed logit model (or in an existing one), the price paid
by a conscientious traffic participant would be
significantly lower than that paid by an arrogant driver.
This would not only reward a conscientious driver, but
would also motivate other categories of drivers to behave
in accordance with the regulations.
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The authors are of the opinion that the current system
of compulsory motor vehicle insurance in Serbia needs to
be modified, the only question is whether this is waiting
for better times.
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Abstract— This work shows the process of producing melting
aluminum and casting of aluminum billets in the foundry of
aluminium processing plant Alu Holding d.o.o. Niš by phase,
as well as what are the success factors and risks in the
development of this semi-product/product. The main causes
of production problems that arise through different tools
and methods have been analyzed, in order to find adequate
solutions to reduce and eliminate them, as well as the ability
to invest the company in automating this production process
by purchasing a new casting table in the electromagnetic
field, which would reduce the biggest production problem –
scrap, reduce workplace injuries and ultimately improve
overall operations. Finally, proposals for improvement –
foundry reengineering, investment in its automation, as well
as expectations and goals of implementing them are shown.
Keywords — foundry, reengineering,
Pareto diagram.

SWOT analysis,

I. INTRODUCTION
In terms of globalisation of markets, great competition
and a dynamic environment, it is difficult to single out
with its offer and ensure the constant growth and
development of businesses. Business success depends on
the ability to continuously adapt to such an environment,
while continuously improving the production and business
processes, and that in accordance with the changes in
market needs, ideas about a new product are generated, a
wider assortment that would satisfy needs at an acceptable
price.
There are several approaches to improving processes
in production systems, such as: continuous improvement
of business processes, redesigning existing processes, or
grouping activities within the process, or overall
reengineering. In other words, processes can be improved
gradually, redesigned to the maximum, or
fundamentally modified to achieve maximum efficiency.
Choosing an approach to overcome individual problems
depends on what is wrong and what gains are expected.
There are also various methodologies and models used to
improve business processes in companies. Implementing
such methodologies is unthinkable without the application
of various methods and quality tools.

This work will show the reengineering of aluminum
bile production processes through different phases in
order to improve them, shorten the duration of the process,
increase process efficiency and reduce costs, and display a
few quality tools. It also shows the possibility of investing
the company in automating this production process by
purchasing a new casting table in the electromagnetic field
and the impact on scrap reduction, and the impact of
reengineering on employees and the way their work is
managed.
II. THE PROCESS OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTION
In order to better understand the production process, to
analyze and document processes and activities in the
organization and facilitate the identification of
opportunities for improvement, it is necessary to first
show the process of melting aluminium and casting billet
in the foundries in stages, shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Aluminum billets

After the delivery of the material, its validity is
checked according to the specification, where the type,
weight and chemical composition are included, after
which the material is sorted according to its chemical
composition. It is received in the warehouse and material
receipt is made, this is done in an outdated information
system. The warehouse men are responsible for this
activity. The process of producing aluminum bile consists
of the following operations and procedures:
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1) Operation I – Production preparation: Under
production preparation: a range of activities in order to
provide production: procurement of materials for
production, receipt and sorting of materials, production of
recipe by technological craton for the requested alloy,
preparation of materials for melting (measuring materials
in accordance with the recipe), maintenance of machines
and aggregates in the plant. The head of the foundry is
responsible for preparing the production, while the
responsible executor is the foreman.
2) Operation II – Preparation of aggregates:
Preparation of aggregates is an action of preparing a
technological line to work according to the following
instructions: instructions for working on the idling furnace,
instructions for working on the foundry machine
"Kalamari", instructions for working on the oven for
homogenization, instructions for working on the saw
"Asimax". The head of the foundry is responsible for
preparing the aggregates, while the executors and
operational workers are responsible.
3) Operation III – Melting: The melting process is done
according to the melting instructions. In this process, the
smelter performs the following activities: to the melting
sting stinger already prepared material for melting, clips
handmade aluminum material and legitimate elements in
order given in the recipe, during the melting symmetry
and compensates for the strength of the furnace according
to the amount of melted material, when the melting is
achieved it raises the temperature of the foundry, degassed,
removes slag from the wall and backward slag, upon
completion visually controls the wall of the furnace and
cleans the furnace, on all notable irregularities in the work
of the furnace informs the shift manager, shown on Figure
2. The manager has been responsible for the melting
process, while the responsible executor is the smelter.
Upon completion of the meltdown, the foreman enters the
melting data into the daily production report, after which
the administrative worker enters that data into an outdated
information system.

Fig. 2 Melting Aluminium

4) Operation IV – Casting: The casting process is done
according to the casting work instructions. In this process,
the foundry performs the following activities: prepares the
casting machine and the casting pathways, controls the
correctness of the casting tool (crystallizer), before casting
sets the filter in the filter box and heats it with a hand
burner, controls the correctness of nozzle in jet clips,
pours billets on the work to-do, performs visual control of
the surface of the bile during casting, follows and corrects
the specified casting parameters, after casting cleans the
left, extracts and marks the bile with a dry stamp (alloy

label and number of clip), clean jet clip, filter box and left,
shown on Figure 3. The foreman and casting leader are
responsible for the casting process and the quality of the
bill, while the executors of the jobs and the casting are
responsible. Upon completion of casting, the jobs enter
casting data in the daily production report, after which the
administrative worker enters that data into an outdated
information system.

Fig. 3 Casting aluminum billets

5) Operation V – Shortening: The process of shortening
the billets is done according to the briefing instructions.
After casting, the billets are delivered to the tester for
shorter bile, where the saw shortens the fuselage
according to the specified specification from the work todo. In this process, the tester performs the following
activities: performs visual control of the surface of the bile
and bile with bad surfaces and cold welds discarded in
scrap, the beginning and end of the bile discards 150mm,
From each clip, he cuts a single billet by taking a sample
(disc) for chemical analysis on which he types the alloy
and the number of the clip, the control takes the disk and
takes it to the lab for testing, shortens the bile lesser in the
basket, re-marks each bill and puts it in the
homogenization car, takes care of the validity of the saw
leaf and changes it when it deems it necessary, places
empty bags for scraping. The foreman was responsible for
the short-term process, while the responsible executor was
a saw. Upon completion of the briefing, he enters the cut
data into the daily production report, after which the
administrative worker enters that data into an outdated
information system.
6) Operation
VI –
Homogenization:
The
homogenization process is done according to the
instructions for homogenization. In this process, the
auxiliary worker in the foundry performs the following
activities: after a short eruption, the fuselage is disposed
of in the homogenization car, homogenization is
performed according to previously specified technological
parameters that define the temperature and time of
homogenization, as well as the way of cooling the bile
after homogenization is completed. For the process of
homogenization of bile, it is responsible for the manager
who is obliged to write in the daily report on achieved
production the date and time of the beginning of
homogenization, as well as the date and time of
completion of homogenization, the specified temperature
of homogenization and the alloy code.
7) Operation VII – Troop surrender: After the
complete production cycle is completed, the billets are
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delayed after ultrasound control. The process of handing
over finished billets is financed by order to hand over
semi-products after quality control is agreed to. The head
of the foundry is responsible for the accuracy of all
previously entered bile data, while the responsible
executor is an administrative worker who, by checking all
previously entered data in the information system,
generates all documents and produces a surrender order.
III. REASONS TO APPLY REENGINEERING
Reengineering business processes is a fundamentally
change of thinking and understanding of business where
first and foremost a decision is made on what, and then
how to do, and ultimately what should be the result of this
design of a whole new way of executing business,
technological and other processes. The primary goal of
reengineering is to optimize efficiency and effectiveness,
which includes cost reduction, quality improvement,
increased production and increased speed of work.
The ability to quickly adopt innovations, market needs,
technological development, consumer trends and
competition initiatives is a trademark of organizations that
use reinventing and reinventing [1].
In order for the company to identify current and future
possibilities and threats, but also the advantages and
weaknesses in the market game, it must scan the
environment [2]. The purpose of such an analysis is to
identify strategic factors, external and internal elements
that will decide the future of the company and is called the
SWOT analysis, which is shown in Table 1.
TABLE I. BOARDS AND SWOT ANALYSIS
Advantages
1) Tradition - in the processing of aluminum and production
of 64-year-old Al products Alu Holding Ltd. has acquired the
complete production of over 6,000 finished products that include
al rod and al-profile production, as well as surface protection and
processing of them;
2) Quality - is an absolute imperative that has been
continuously worked on since its inception as evidenced by the
following certificates: ISO 9001:2015, ISO 140001:2015,
Qualanod, Qualicoat, CE 2787;
3) Aluminum processing - all products are made of
aluminum and there is a constant trend of increased demand for
aluminum products at the global level;
4) Market - expanded distribution network in RS and
especially abroad given the status of the predominant exporter we
have (Germany, Austria, Italy, Czech Republic, Spain, Bulgaria,
Slovenia, etc.).
Weakness
1) Information system - The existing information system does
not include all business processes as well as operations tracking
processes and as such is not adequate. Implementation of the ERP
and DMS is necessary (there are already negotiations and supplier
offers for implementation of the new information system);
2) Digital presence - not developed enough, especially visibility
abroad.
Chance
1) Business model innovation - for most industries business
models change. Pushing market boundaries and independently
developing brand new business models using new technologies is
a major challenge for many companies and an important
opportunity in the coming years (bringing innovation into business

through a new information system, opening new channels of
acquisition and sales);
2) Credibility and reputation - product quality and reliance on
forces such as tradition - can be used for "social proof" that is,
testimonials;
3) Costumer journey - mapping the path the client passes in
interaction with the Alu Holding brand to work to improve
customer experience, increase loyalty, develop a new model of
lido generation and win over clients online;
4) Channel - omni channel - opening new channels of marketing
and communication and integrating them creates a favourable
environment for a more efficient way of working as well as more
opportunities to reach new clients.
Threats
1) Digital presence - following global market trends this
trend can be an opportunity for the company and ignoring longterm threats because other companies may be more visible;
2) Training & further training - it is important to follow the
need for continuous improvement of employees and overcome the
slow adaptation of a number of employees to the use of new
technologies.

Also, using the Pareto diagram, it is possible to
identify some sources of problems and detect where
production delays are possible. One of the biggest
problems in the production of the foundry is the higher
quantity of scrap than the allowed level. Some of the
important reasons that lead to scraping are: raw material
quality, the complexity of the alloy of the billet that is
produced, the legitimate errors (human factor), the
propulsion failures, and the production planning errors.
These are categories that need improvement to make the
production process more efficient and effective. The
impact of each of these factors on the production process
in the foundries is different and for this reason it is
important to identify the level of significance of each. The
percentage of scrap that occurs in the foundry relative to
total production for the previous year is shown on Figure
4.

2018.
150.00%
100.00%
50.00%
0.00%
Bruto odliveni
Predati
Škart
bileti zbog
biletiŠkart
heijskog
zbogsastava
pucanja bileta
Fig. 4 Percentage of scrap in relation to the total production in the
foundry in 2018.

By analysing the impact of these factors on the
emergence of scrap in the production of foundry, we come
to the conclusion that the biggest impact on the
appearance of scraps has two factors – raw material
quality and error in alloy (human factor), as shown in
Figure 5. These factors take an 80% share in the overall
percentage, and it is necessary to conduct a deeper
analysis of the factors given in order to eliminate them or
reduce their impact on the appearance of scraps.
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needed for ongoing production. It is not rare to find larger
quantities of visually similar raw materials in the plant at
the same time, especially when it comes to legitimate
elements. These lists contain codes on the type, quantity
and chemical composition of raw materials. It happens
that workers make mistakes when taking raw materials
(legitimate elements), because visual differences are
difficult to notice. However, when this occurs, the
chemical composition of the bile is completely adequate
for the alloy. Such billets are scrap. To minimize such an
error, only the code for a particular raw material would be
printed on the lists. By doing so, the worker would not
know what the raw material was, but would ask for a code
with the correct chemical composition.
Fig. 5 Pareto display % of scrap-causing participation

A. Improvement measures
In order to increase the efficiency and productivity of
the company, it is mandatory to use qualitative
methodologies. One of the quality tools used not only in
companies, but also in an individual's life, is called '5S'.
This tool cleans, edits and organizes the workspace,
separates the necessary items from unnecessary items,
standardizes all workspace operations, and elaborates on
maintaining improvements. The unregulated foundry
workspace and the need to apply this quality tool are
shown in Figure 6.

Applying reengineering would also introduce barcode
readings on the data cards for the production, display on
Figure 7. The reading would accurately know each
produced billet, which alloy is in question, the exact
chemical composition, mechanical properties, the number
of the clip in which the billet was produced, and very
quickly you can find out which of the workers made the
mistake and when. Also, all card content would be
archived in the electron database. In order for the whole
system to be modem-connected, the control and extraction
sectors would be easier to do, because reading the bill
would know exactly how much an aluminum billet has
arrived in the sector and no extra time would be wasted on
controlling them.

As the next measure of improvement would be the
introduction of barcode readings that would be printed and
pasted on raw material containers. By reading barcode
codes through a reader connected via a modem to a
computer network, it would automatically show what kind,
quantity and chemical composition of the raw material sits
in that container. The procedure would make time savings
and dry data writing would be eliminated from the
procedure.
Fig. 7 Barode card

B. Investment activity
In the company's reengineering process, an important
activity would be the purchase of a new casting table in
the electromagnetic field ECT 8/8-HT that would fully
automate the process of casting aluminum biles. The new
founding table brings with it a significant step in the
production of bile, a view given on Figure 8. Unlike the
Fig. 6 Indefinite workspace in foundries
manual casting of the bile, on this machine the process of
In order for the production process to be continuous, it casting the bile is fully automated. This system consists of
is necessary to order raw material with a certain a casting plate in an electromagnetic field, with 8
percentage of surplus, so that billets in a certain alloy can founding places, a moving platform with commands and a
be produced immediately in sufficient quantity, and not to system for distribution of levees. Because of the large
be additionally ordered, which is currently the case in the number of founding sites, this system is more suitable in
foundry. At the same time, tickets for the second alloy are terms of maintaining the level and temperature of the
produced due to the production flow, and when the raw founding in all crystallizers, and therefore the stability of
material arrives, tickets for the first alloy are made again, the founding process. The very principle of
due to the delivery deadlines. This requires changing the electromagnetic casting improves the homogeneity of the
production program several times, where time is wasted drained structure, prevents the segregation of legitimate
elements and the appearance of cracks in the billets. The
but also disrupts the overall production plan.
system is constructed and mane used at the request of the
To increase production quality, reduce errors and purchaser and is easily adapted to existing induction
defects would introduce a change in the printing of lists by furnace for melting. Financing of the new founding
which a production worker chooses the raw material system would be done through Leasing arrangements, thus
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making the company's working capital free to perform the
continuous production process. If the company decides to
buy a new foundry table, the total value of this investment
with installation would be €88,000.

product. Automation of the process of casting aluminum
billets as the greatest advantage for the customer has full
standardization of bile production and an identical level of
quality of all spilled billets.
Also, reengineering brings certain advantages by
increasing the interest of employees in the company itself,
improving internal co-operation, communication and team
spirit, expanding employees' knowledge of the
organization's orientation, its role in the market and its
competition, and improving the compliance of employees'
skills with their responsibility training and processes [3].
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8 Casting table in electromagnetic field ECT 8/8 - HT

IV. PRODUCTION REENGINEERING – NEW
AUTOMATED PRODUCTION LINE
For all of these improvement measures to be
successful, a detailed plan must be in place to implement
them. All employees must be included, as it adapts to the
new automated bile production system and the entire
philosophy of the company needs to be changed. The new
production system achieves the following:
Better quality of production – Once installed program
does not need to constantly change and waste time for
machine styling and time spent manually casting
aluminum billets.

There is no formal procedure for properly
implementing the reengineering process. This means that
there are no regulations and phases that guarantee a
positive outcome in the implementation of reengineering.
In order to achieve the defined goals of reengineering, it is
necessary to change the behaviour of employees,
structures and how they influence individuals, to develop
trust, better motivation, to bring in new values, new
content, and this can be achieved, among other things, by
changing the mental attitude of employees, the thinking
scheme, philosophy and habits. One of the important
preoccupations of each manager is the motto "every
person in their right place", where organizational solutions
enable achieving previously established goals only if each
position is occupied by the appropriate person [4].

This paper presents the reengineering of the foundry in
the aluminum processing factory Alu Holding d.o.o. Niš,
through certain measures of improvement and quality
tools, where the transition from manual work to an
Higher production capacity – Automated production
automated system is corrected and the organization of
of bile requires less time than manual production of them,
business is corrected, which reduces the possibility of
which ultimately requires more workers.
production errors and the percentage of scrap. Then the
Fewer defects in production – With the new work space is cleaned, arranged and organized, which
automated production line, the level of defects would leads to saving time used for unnecessary movement of
decrease, because casting errors caused by human factor workers, which leads to increased production efficiency.
in this way are almost excluded.
The advantages of automating this production process by
purchasing a new casting table for casting in the
Larger assortment of products – New way of
electromagnetic field are less time for making aluminum
automatic casting brings with it the possibility of
tickets, reduction of scraps and a significant reduction in
producing new aluminum alloys and expanding
the possibility of injuring employees, which are quite
assortment as well as a competitive position in the market.
common in manual casting. This reduces the number of
Advantage for employees – In improved working workers needed in this production plant. The introduction
conditions, adequate and permanent training of workers of parallel processes strengthens the reengineering process,
will be carried out, which in the new working conditions by increasing security in fulfilling obligations, actions and
will be better felt and better functioned, because all work adopted plans, then shortens the time of completion of
subjects will be in a specific and marked place, and as the planned tasks and eliminates bottlenecks in production
most important advantage for employees by automating and achieves full employment of the engaged workforce.
casting would significantly reduce the possibility of Every improvement of business processes implies the use
of new knowledge, experiences and new ideas. To that
injuring employees.
end, it is necessary to constantly learn and use the
Advantage for the manufacturer – The amount of
available knowledge and available potentials. In the end, it
waste material that requires re-treatment is minimised.
can be said that the success of a company in the future
Each billet is produced based on digital data programming,
will depend on the speed of human resources response to
thus achieving that this production process is completely
certain changes, employee competence and continuous
standardized.
learning [5].
Advantage for the customer – Shortening the casting
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Abstract—The modern city development policy uses many
new concepts including smart cities. In this regard, the
implementation of the smart city concept has to be
principally reasoned by ensuring higher efficiency and longterm sustainability. Understanding smart cities’ importance
has a fundamental role in facing new barriers, resolving
problems and improving life quality. The aim of this research
is to identify economic challenges and explore an engineering
and managerial approach to the smart city concept. Smart
cities are increasingly under pressure from challenges such
as: high implementation costs, high energy consumption,
integration of technology, smart management systems,
infrastructure, and business changes. The special attention in
the paper is devoted to the business process changes and
using management tools, techniques, and approaches in the
explanation a smart city as a large-scale enterprise.

mobility, data collection and management excellence,
integrated and shared frameworks, efficiency and
sustainability.
The real connection between characteristics depends
on, how is the perception of their effect in the smart city
model in the eyes of the city strategy implementers.

Keywords—Smart city, Economic challenges, Integration
engineering, Business Process Change, Large-scale
integrated enterprise

I. INTRODUCTION
Development of the industry 4.0 has connected cities,
improved collaboration among cities, but also created
competition among them. The concept of smart city has
been gaining popularity and cities have developed strong
interest for transformation into smart cities. However, such
transformation requires an appropriate approach.
Achieving a state of smart can be challenging due to town
is a complex system of systems with a dynamic
environment.
Smart cities require integration engineering that
represents integration of different heterogeneous systems,
to optimise the use of technology in the transactions in a
way which meets the current and future needs of their
citizens. In addition, they require consideration of
governance and growth, urban development and
infrastructure, the business environment and natural
resources, society and community. As urbanisation
increases and technologies that offer the opportunity to
improve city efficiency and quality of life come on stream
at an accelerating rate, so it becomes necessary to ensure
flexible and future-proofed city.
Smart cities effectively integrate the influence of
physical, digital, and human systems; as well as
institutional, technological and human factors. Therefore,
they are characterised by having: smart economy, smart
citizens, good governance, smart environment, smart

Fig. 1 An integrated approach to the smart city
Source: [1, pp. 782]

The smart city theory should lead to improving the
living and business conditions on the basis of smart
components involvement, interactions between these
components [2] and also the action of each subject has to
be considered. That’s why it is possible to give the scheme
of interactions between academic, business and political
dimension (as shown in Fig. 1).
II.

AN ENGINEERING APPROACH TO THE SMART CITY
CONCEPT

The concept of smart city (SC) has been gaining
popularity and cities have developed strong interest for
transformation into smart cities. However, given that a city
is a complex integrated system, achieving a state of smart
city can be challenging. Many studies have covered the
design and modelling of a smart city, but their focus has
been mostly thematic and lack an integrated view of a
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smart city system. Some authors have presented a
methodology helped by a Model-Based Systems
Engineering (MBSE) approach and Systems Modelling
Language (SysML) to develop a model of an integrated
smart city system. This model brings all subsystems to
operate together in one system and focuses on the
information perspective of a city [3].
Smart cities are cities that use integrated processes, and
smart engineering to self-regulate its environment and
operations. Using smart technologies that are connected
through the Internet of Things (IoT), a smart city uses
sensors to analyse its environment, and to respond to
changes. Ahuja (2016) discussed new trends and
paradigms in the smart city sectors and integration of
nature and technology for smart cities [4]. Cities are
complex,
adaptive,
social–ecological
systems
“characterized by a particular human settlement pattern
that associates with its functional or administrative region,
a critical mass and density of people, man-made structures
and activities” [5].
Muvuna et al. (2016) defined engineering approach to
design and modelling of smart cities [6]. The need for such
integrated platform is driven by numerous factors, such as
better monitoring of the city, gathering information from
all sources for easy and fast access to information and fast
reaction to incidents or any emergencies, dynamically
acting on urban population needs, and having reliable
information and services to the public for better decision
making and efficient use of resources.
Smart city is a larger system that integrates elements of
physical, human and technological infrastructures
enabling ubiquitous use of mobile and virtual technologies.
They use smart technologies to build and integrate critical
infrastructures and services to increases in efficiency,
effectiveness,
transparency,
convenience,
and
sustainability.
TABLE I TYPES OF SMART CITIES BY DIMENSION

Type
Technological
Organisational
Collaborative
Experimental

Characteristics
New technological
Incremental
practice and services
innovation
Internally in the
Incremental
government; project base innovation
Public-private networks
Radical
and partnerships
innovation
Innovative urbanism;
Radical
citizen centric
innovation
Source: [7].

The wave of innovation brings new interactive layers
to cities, while it also simplifies and removes barriers from
previous models. As shown in Table I, we distinguish:
technological,
organisational,
collaborative,
and
experimental smart cities. Understanding the challenges
and opportunities for smart cities implies the analyse of the
most common obstacles to smart city development such as:
lack of smart cities on short-term mindsets, lack of
political will or lack stakeholder support.

III. ECONOMIC CHALLENGES TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SMART CITIES

Like any emerging field, smart cities also face several
genuine challenges that need to be addressed so they are
briefly discussed below [8]:
1. Implementation cost: the development of smart
cities involves technologies that are incurring
huge cost.
2. High energy consumption: the sustaining of the
technologies needed for running of smart cities
requires high energy.
3. Privacy and security: privacy and security will
play a very vital role due to people in smart cities
will use smart city services with smart phones and
computers that are connected through networks.
4. Integration of technologies: smart cities are fast
emerging as a possible solution for brighter future
prospects.
5. Traffic management system: traffic management
systems range from need for a highly reliable and
fast access protocol to data forwarding
mechanisms for ensuring critical message
transmissions that carry information regarding
emergency situations on roads.
6. Infrastructure: the key pillars are located in the
interconnected sensors, intelligent transportation
systems (metro, train, drones), public space with
gardens, automatic and efficient lighting, gas
system,
water,
telecommunication
and
infrastructure for energy sharing [9].
7. Mobility: It is very much essential to guarantee
uninterrupted service to mobile users while
shifting between different access networks.
8. Scalability: the limitations with respect to
restrictions in storage, bandwidth and
computational abilities that act as a hindrance to
service providers while handling large number of
users should not come in the way of proper
functioning of the different services.
9. Fault-tolerance: this is a real challenge while
designing smart cities as information and
communication
technologies
should
be
implemented in such a way such that they are
highly resilient to system failures.
10. Upgradation: This feature is true for the
development of any technology and likewise for
smart cities too. Upgrading a smart city will incur
a huge cost as such a city is very much dependant
on communication and technologies.
Some authors discuss how smart city systems could be
holistically viewed as a complex system-of-systems,
which characterizes: managerial independence of
constituent systems, geographical distribution of
constituent systems, evolutionary development, and
inherent dynamicity [10]. A smart city system-of-systems
can integrate both public and private heterogeneous,
independent systems across different domains. Integration
of different heterogeneous systems should support smart
management in different areas. Cavalcante, Cacho, Lopes,
& Batista (2017) emphasized some of the main challenges
to the development of smart city systems such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

scale and inherent complexity,
multitude of stakeholders,
multiple disciplines and domains,
heterogeneity and interoperability,
unification on information,
data granularity and data analytics [10].
IV. BUSINESS PROCESS CHANGE AS ONE OF THE
ECONOMIC CHALLENGES FOR SMART CITIES

Smart city development is a response to the need for
flexibility and agility in delivering services to citizens.
Thus, similar to systems integration in enterprises,
integration of city systems provides access to real-time
information and efficient services. In addition, Business
Process Change (BPC) is essential for systems integration
in smart city development. Similar to business process
change in the private enterprises, there are a number of
challenging dimensions in smart city development.
Javidroozi et al. (2015) consider a city as a large-scale
enterprise and attempt to design a business process centric
model for city’s systems integration. Business Process
Change can be defined as analyse, redesign, and improve
the existing business processes to achieve a competitive
advantage in performance [11].
Four characteristics of systems integration are:
interconnectivity, interoperability, semantic consistency,
and convergent integration. Three of them are technologyoriented terms, but last one represents systems integration
as a convergent of technology, people, process, and
knowledge. In addition to functional and interorganizational aspects, there are four dimensions of people,
information and technology, management and structure for
BPC. Some researches combine structure and management
dimensions into a single managerial category. Moreover,
this systems integration can be considered as a radical
change in business.

Fig. 2 BPC approaches and management tools
Source: [11] and [12]

Business Process Chance is a complex project, which
is affected by enterprise’s capabilities such as change
management, project management, and IT, and needs to be
managed and planned carefully. It is a task for improving
business processes and performance. The enterprises and
cities are threatened by many economic challenges, risks,
and dimensions to go through a comprehensive BPC for
systems integration. Therefore, paying attention to all
dimensions of BPC especially for cities is essential.

Practically, all management tools (Six Sigma, Total
Quality Management etc.), techniques, and approaches
(Revolutionary approach and Evolutionary approach) have
also been developed to facilitate the procedure and address
the economic challenges (as shown in Fig. 2). In addition,
the success level of business process change depends on
capabilities to address those economic challenges.
Smart City, as an integrated enterprise, represents a
progressive and repetitive unification of technologies,
human performance, operations, and knowledge of the
enterprise as a whole. Moreover, any enterprise consists of
systems such as finance, human resources, and sales.
Likewise, a smart city encompasses a number of
sectors/systems such as transport, health care, energy, and
education [13].
V. CONCLUSIONS
Fast growing urbanization necessitated developing
smart cities. This research considered that integrating
city’s systems is essential for smart cities in order to
provide efficient, effective and real-time services for all
citizens. The main findings show that smart cities are
characterized by having: smart economy, smart citizens,
good governance, smart environment, smart mobility, data
collection and management excellence, integrated and
shared frameworks, and interactions between academic,
business and political dimension, as well as numerous
institutional, technological and human factors.
The main findings confirm that smart cities integrate
processes, and smart engineering to self-regulate its
environment and operations. An engineering approach to
design and modelling of smart cities can be very useful in
modern conditions. Therefore, recent research in this area
has showed how smart city systems could be holistically
viewed as a complex system-of-systems.
The paper presents the division of smart cities
according to key characteristics. It should be distinguished:
technological,
organisational,
collaborative,
and
experimental smart cities. In addition, we provided and
discussed some important economic challenges that might
be on focus of further researches such as: high
implementation costs, high energy consumption, and
complex supporting infrastructure, integration of
technologies, mobility, and scalability. More directly, this
economic challenges can open opportunities on system
design, engineering, and operation in smart cities.
The presented research considers smart city as a largescale integrated enterprise and attempts to develop a
framework for smart management monitoring. The special
contribution of the paper is the highlighting Business
Process Changes in smart city development, using
management tools, techniques and integration engineering.
Business Process Chance is a complex project, which is
affected by enterprise’s capabilities. Given the defined and
described methodology, smart city can be understood as
integrated system with progressive and repetitive
unification of technologies, human performance,
operations, and knowledge as a whole.
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Abstract— Sustainable production processes in industrial
organizations require the maximal added value with
minimal resource utilization. Rational use of energy and
energy resources represents an increasing challenge for
companies in Serbia and in the world, all with the aim of
preserving the environment. Research on material and
energy flows, their correlations and the formation of models
that are flexible and applicable to different production and
service activities, would provide enough information to
design processes with resource savings and negative impact
on the environment. This paper presents the energy
management model for energy profile identification of
industrial organization in food industry sector. The energy
flow was identified in order to have full insight in all energy
consumption users.
Keywords— energy management, energy performance
indicator, food industry, material energy flow analyses

I. INTRODUCTION
Energy flows optimization in the organization
requires additional costs, but energy consumption and
proper energy management clearly defines the enterprises’
energy profile [1,2]. Improved energy performance of the
industrial process can provide direct benefits to the
organization itself, maximizing the diversity of energy
sources, while reducing energy costs and energy
consumption [3-6]. It can be said with confidence that
energy management is becoming an increasingly critical
factor of production. Proper management of energy
consumption affects the competitiveness of organizations
and their willingness and flexibility to adapt to an
increasingly demanding market and ensure their survival
[7-11]. Current energy management practices indicate
that proper management of energy flows and their
optimization have long-term benefits for the enterprises’
operations and represent effective indicators of
profitability [12-14]. On the other side, there are
enterprises that do not see the priority of the energy
management application and they solve problems without
any systematic approach to the problem [1]. Energy

performance includes energy efficiency, energy
consumption and/or other indicator. Material flow
analysis (MFA) has becoming one of the most important
instruments to achieve environmental protection as well
as the sustainable development of the organization.
The food industry sector is characterized as a nonenergy intensive industry where energy consumption
represents small part of the total production costs. It is
considered to be approximately 3% [15-17]. But it also
represents an important energy consumer due to the size
of industry sector and amount of electricity consumed
[18-20].
The paper presents a new advanced approach for
energy management model application in a production
organization in food industry sector, by using the energy
performance indicator, as a part of energy management
system
II. ENERGY FLOW MODEL
The experimental procedure was conducted in
selected production company, in order to identify the
energy flow model. The experimental energy audit was
performed with the aim to identify the critical consumers,
monthly consumption and organization’s energy demand.
The proposed model was used and presented in Fig.1.
The data used for energy audit was amount of energy
consumed for 2018 on monthly level, as well as the
energy demand for end users, types of fuel and
production volume.
The model has seven stages including: identification
of system boundary for energy audit, identification of
energy flow and energy consumption analysis,
comparative analysis, determination of energy profile,
analyse of detailed energy consumption, identification of
possibilities for improvement, estimation of advantages
of proposed solutions, as it is shown in Fig. 1.
The first stage is to define the system boundary and to
list all included processes and machines. The energy and
material flows can be qualitatively sketched by walking
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through site. The second stage is to collect different type
of data to quantify the flows, such as energy bills,
machine specifications, material usage report, data
regarding production wastes, production records, etc. Due
to the lack of energy metering system, the most
challenging task is to break down the energy
consumption at the unit process level. However, a rough
estimation of load factor can be made based on expert
opinions, machine documentation, and published energy
profiles of similar processes. In order to validate the
estimation, the assumed load factors needs to be reused
for calculating different periods and compared with
energy bill. The comparison can be further used to adjust
the assumptions for load factor. Finally, for analysed
period the input as well as output flow can be quantified.
For the dynamic process, it is helpful to construct a more
detailed process model, which can be further validated
with metering results. The generic information obtained
from stage 1 can be used to form the base line scenario.
The stage 7 begins with screening improvement measures
to select potential ones. It is necessary to review the
detailed technical specifications and to compare with the
limitations of the current process. A technical feasibility
report can be generated, which includes all advantages or
disadvantages of each option. Another step is revisiting
models with different scenarios, in order to compare the
total energy consumption and other process parameters
directly. The potentials for energy savings can be also
predicted relatively accurate. After obtaining the cost
information of each option, the financial feasibility study
can be reported (Fig.2).

Fig. 1 The proposed model for energy audit in food sector

To identify the energy flow within the production
plan, it is necessary to have full insight into the

production process. The analysed organization includes
processes in a mill and in a bakery. The bakery used
electricity and furnace oil as an energy source. Electricity
was used for process machines in mill, bakes ovens,
cooling system and lightening and furnace oil was used
for bake ovens and boilers. The production process is
presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Production process diagram of the analyzed organization

The mill includes the process of flour milling and its
storage in the silos, from where it is transported to the
kneading machine by pneumatic system. Flour and other
ingredients are mixed in the kneading machine and the
dough is made for bread and for bun. Then the dough is
formed into the bread and bun or rolled bun. The formed
bread is fermented in the unit for fermentation and also
baked at 170-330 ºC. The dough bread is baked and then
delivered to the customers. The bread moulds and baking
trays are washed with hot water approximately 35-40 ºC.
On the other side, the bun dough is processed to the unit
for fermentation, which is in a form of storage room
where the temperature is controlled automatically from 20 to 40 ºC. Then after 12-16h the fermented bun dough
is baked at 200-230 ºC. One part of the baked bun is
stored in the cold room at temperature -18-25 ºC for
postpone delivery. The hot water boilers are used for hot
water distribution as well as space heating. The hot water
40 ºC was mainly used for washing the baking plates and
dough moulds. The cold room and unit for fermentation
are cooled by central absorption chillers.
III. ENERGY PROFILE AND ENERGY INDICATOR
All machines and production lines, as well as units
were listed in the production plant, in order to determine
the energy profile of the organization. Based on the
equipment rated power and the number of operating
hours, the total energy consumption was calculated and
compared with the previous analysis. The number of
operating hours was calculated based on the evidence that
is conducted by management. The limitations in
identifying the number of effective operating hours were
the cases where some equipment was working at different
peak demand and time intervals during the operating
hours.
To determine the energy profile of the organization, it
is important to identify critical consumers and provide a
detailed insight into how much energy is spent in the
system that is not part of the production process, but
represent a support, such as: the system of central heating,
cooling and ventilation, lightening, hot water sanitary
heating, etc. By using the machine project and also the
consumer identification on site, a list of the critical
consumers with installed power was made. This data was
used to present the consumers and their energy demand
(Fig. 3), as well their electricity demand (Fig. 4).
In order to identify the largest consumers, the critical
machines and units are identified in the whole production
hall. The graphical representation of the consumers is
shown in Fig. 5.
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In the observed process, the production is mainly in
bakery, due to the data given in papers [23-25], for
monitored activity indicator is mostly used the amount of
used/produced flour as a ratio:
IP(t) =

Fig. 3 Energy demand in the production plant: Heating system of the
production hall (62% of the total energy demand), Lighting (7%),
Cooling System (9%), Production process (19%) and other consumers
(about 3%).

Fig. 4 Electricity demand in the production plant: Heating system of the
production hall (16% of the total electricity demand), Lighting (16%),
Cooling System (19%), Production process (42%) and other consumers
(about 7%).

E(t)
F(t)

(2)

Where: 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) - Processed/Used/Produced flour in
period of time for which the energy performance
indicator is calculated
The data that is used for calculation is for 2018, when
the analysed bakery produced and used approximately
281 tons of flour. The specific energy consumption was
presented on weekly level for 2018 in Figure 6.
Electricity consumption data on a weekly basis are not
precisely given, but adopted by using monthly
consumption and the number of working hours in each
week. Based on the data conducted, the lowest value of
indicator can be identified, when electricity is used
minimally to reach operational capacity. The critical
moments can also be observed when consumption is
higher than usual, in order to analyze the causes. This can
provide insight into various accident conditions, working
failures, break downs in the process and also enable in a
preventive way, to avoid such conditions in the future.

Fig. 6 Energy performance indicator for analysed enterprise in 2018.

Fig. 5 Consumers overview in the production plant and their electricity
demand: Milling (5% electricity demand), Dough making (24%),
Baking (39%), Fermentation (18%), Washing line (3%), Packing (4%),
Office rooms/lighting (6%), Other consumers (1%).

Presented results are used to analyze the energy
performance of the production organization. Energy
performance represents the amount of energy consumed
in order to meet the different needs of an enterprise. In
industrial process it is defined as the realized
consumption of energy and energy sources at the
organization level in a certain period of time – month or
business year. Based on the data on electricity
consumption, an overview of the energy performance of
the considered processed can be given [21,22]. For
analysis is necessary to define the concept of energy
performance indicators. Energy performance indicators
are defined as specific energy consumption at the
organization level in a certain period of time – month and
business year. Energy performance indicators are
presented as a ratio:
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) =

𝐸𝐸(𝑡𝑡)
𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡)

(1)

Where: 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)- Energy performance indicator; 𝐸𝐸(𝑡𝑡)Amount of energy consumed; 𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡) - Indicator of
monitored activity for which energy is used (quantity of
products/services, area of heated space and similar); 𝑡𝑡 Period of time for which the energy performance
indicator is calculated.

According to the calculated data, the minimal energy
performance indicator was 0,7996 kWh/kg of flour and
maximal 2,1889 kWh/kg of used flour and the average
value was 1,3726 kWh/kg of flour. These data can be
compared with the one from literature, where the energy
performance indicator was 1,37 kWh/kg of flour [23] and
the energy performance indicator is in the range of 1,27–
1,89 kWh/kg of processed flour depending upon the type
of fuel used in the bake ovens [23-26]. With presented
data, the analyzed process is in the range of average
energy performance indicator. It should be noted the
critical weeks (from 30 to 44 in 2018 in Fig. 6), when the
indicator was on the maximum level. The phase of
monitoring the plant is necessary to be conducted in
certain period of time (once a year, two times a year) in
order to keep track of the energy consumption and to
evaluate the indicators to propose the energy saving
measures. This evaluation would enable to predict the
energy consumption and to identify the new possibilities
of process optimization.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The presented analysis includes a case study of
energy management model for identification of energy
flows within the production organization in food sector.
Proper design of material and energy flows represents the
basis of sustainable production processes in order to have
minimal resource wastes and loses, but also to provide
positive impact on the environment. The aim of the paper
was to examine energy flows in the manufacturing sector,
to identify the energy demand for such production in
order to conduct the comparative analysis with similar
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production processes. The production processes in food
industry sector is analyzed mostly by using material flow,
so the energy flow and energy consumption are usually
negligible. Higher energy consumption is related to
process itself, but also to the dynamic operations, that
should be planned, controlled and monitored. The
presented approach of energy management model would
be developed in the form to follow the patterns that are
established in production processes, as well as to foreseen
the consumption peaks and to provide sustain and reliable
operation without any unnecessary energy losses

[11] J. Beer, Potential for industrial energy-efficiency
improvement in the long term, Eco-efficiency in industry
and Science, Springer, 2000, Vol. 5.
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Abstract— In this paper we will present the results of the
research done to establish employment status as an influence
for aversion to a sure loss under ambiguity. We recognized
the need for such research in order to distinguish decisionmaking process between employed and non-employed
persons. Basic behavioral effects that influence investment
decision-making process are presented, together with the
explanation of different states according to the information
available on the market. The methodology is explained in
detail, as as it is based on stock simulation rather than on
hypotetical cases, and the subject group description is be
presented. We utilized Fisher exact test together with
descriptive statistics. The results are somewhat inconclusive,
giving that there is no difference among two subject groups.
Keywords— Industrial Management, Behavioural Finance,
Loss Aversion

I. INTRODUCTION
From simple ones, like what clothes to wear to work
today, to more complex ones, like where to invest your life
savings, decision – making is daily routine with which
people are faced daily. Decision – makers tend to be more
cautious when decisions that they should make have
certain monetary exposure. To help them in making
optimal decision, business decision – makers often employ
some decision-making tool, usually at a certain cost for
decision-maker. Even the most developed and high-end
tools do not guarantee that optimal decision will be made,
as decision-makers are open to different influences, both
external and internal.
Even with all technological help, human emotions and
primal human reactions are hard to avoid. Loss aversion,
risk aversion, and heuristics are being extensively
researched since publishing of the seminal work of
Tversky and Kahneman in 1979 about prospect theory
principles. From that day onwards, behavioural approach
has become widely accepted part of decision-making
theory.
In our previous researches we examined the difference
in risk preferences between employed and unemployed
subjects. We showed that unemployed subjects exhibit
higher risk-aversion under ambiguity than employed
subjects. In the continuation of the research, we examined
the difference in aversion to a sure loss – are the subjects
from different group more prone to make hasty decisions

and expose themselves to more risk in order to make a
small profit, or are they willing to accept small losses?
II. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
A. Decision-making
The decision involves choosing from a set of at least
two options (alternatives, actions) to which we can achieve
the desired goal. If we have only one option, then there are
no dilemmas regarding the choice, and therefore there is
no problem of decision-making. [1] Options must be
defined so that they mutually exclude each other, while the
set of options must be final to be able to speak about the
correct alternatives.
The goal of decision-making process is to come with
the best possible alternative that will maximize the positive
aspects and minimize the negative aspects concerning the
choice. However, for that to happen, there must be enough
information about the alternatives, the probabilities should
be known and decision-makers must possess enough
knowledge, experience, tools and resources in order to
process information in the best possible way. However,
decision-makers often do not have adequate information
about the core of a problem; they do not have time or
means to get information and often are incapable to
understand the given information. They are facing the
impossibility of memorizing so many information and
limited ability of counting. [2] Those situations are called
bounded rationality. Investors are often subjected to
bounded rationality due to the quickly changing prices and
trends, and decisions must be made in the shortest time
possible.
1) Programmed and Non - Programmed Decisions:
Depending on the previous knowledge and experience
with the problem, decision-maker faces two types of
decisions: Programmed and non-programmed decisions.
Programmed decisions are those decision whose basic
characteristics are the routine performance of activities,
the predetermined procedures for making the decision and
the experience by which decision-making is made. [3]
Programmed decisions are characterized by their
predictability since they the problems to which decisions
are related to tend to occur regularly, regardless of their
complexity. Hence the programmed decisions are based on
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practices, rules and procedures that are result of past
experiences. The decisions are usually decomposed on
elements that can be defined, predicted, and analyzed to
create best-practice documents, procedures or policies that
will help with making programmed decisions.
Non-programmed decisions are those decisions that
decision-makers make for the first time and are related to
new problems without pre-destined algorithm for its
solving, with increased uncertainty compared to the
programmed decisions. Behavioural theory is of great
significance in making non-programmed decisions
because it views decision-making process as a sequential,
repeating process of alternative elimination. The
rationality is applied on one choice among possible
choices that satisfy given criteria of decision-making.
2) Optimal and satisfactory decisions: Depending on
the clarity and probability of the outcome of the decision,
two types of decisions can be identified: optimal and
satisfactory decisions.
Optimal decisions are those decisions that maximize the
outcome of the action, either being financial outcome or
some other type. They are usually made in such cases
where there is enough information, and the possible
outcomes of actions are clear and the process of decisionmaking concerning optimal decisions is connected to the
classical theory of decision making. Much of the optimal
decisions can be made by using decision-making software.
Also, mathematics, statistics and algorithms are often used
in making optimal decisions.
Satisfactory decisions arose from the cases in which
optimal decisions could not be made due to the lack of
information or the probability distribution. Given that
financial utility cannot be measured, satisfactory decisions
present solutions that are “good enough” given the
circumstances. The goal of making satisfactory decision is
to bring the decision-maker least possible regret
concerning the decision. Satisfactory decisions find
support in behavioural decision-making theory, which
states that psychology, anthropology, philosophy, and
other social sciences have influence on decision-making of
the individual.

•
•
•
•
•

Expected results elaboration.
Decision concerning resources needed.
Alternative decisions elaboration.
Choice of the decision.
Decision implementation. [6]
The goal of decision-making process is to help the
decision-makers choose the best possible alternative
among several alternatives given the information that are
available.
4) Experience differences among investors: The
difference among decision-makers with different previous
experiences have been thoroughly researched, especially
among workers with different entrepreneurship
background. Researchers found different risk aversion
levels among public and private sector workers, where
private sector workers exhibit less risk aversion behaviour
[7]. Risk-tolerant individuals can benefit more from the
entrepreneurship training than risk-averse individuals [8],
supporting the claim that entrepreneurs are generally more
risk tolerant than other individuals.
The attitude of decision-makers according to their
employment status has been researched; however, the
results of different researches are somewhat in
contradiction. While Halek and Eisenhauer [9] found that
unemployed subjects in their research are much more
prone in financially risky behaviour, Pannenberg research
showed that unemployed job seekers are risk averse [10].
B. Risk, Uncertainty and Ambiguity
Risk represents the state where numerical probability
for occurrence of certain events is known. The decisionmaking under risk is common practice in programmed
decisions, because the frequency of occurrence can
provide decision-makers with several instances and better
probability calculation.
In case where there is no known probability, but the
probability can be calculated from past events by using
statistical methods or by expert opinion, decision will be
made in uncertainty. Uncertainty represents risk where the
numerical probability is set with smaller degree of
confidence due to the either lack of necessary information
or different use of given information by different decisionmakers.
Ambiguity is defined as a decision environment when
there are no probabilities that decision-makers can assign
to the outcomes of their actions. This situation usually
happens when decision-makers are dealing with new
problems.
Investors usually work in either uncertainty or
ambiguity. In the case of the investments, the future cash
flows are usually projected based on current market
situation and the results of the similar projects in the past.
However, not all investors possess the knowledge or
experience needed to interpret data in a way that would
help them maximize their wealth. In their case, even with
the information that is provided to them, they make
decisions under ambiguity.

3) Decision-making process: Decision-making process
is a part of broader process called problem solving, which
includes these phases:
• Current situation (initial state) observation and
problem identification.
• Precision problem definition.
• Goal definition (of choice criteria),
• Alternative action (option) direction identification.
• Information gathering.
• Alternative evaluation.
• Choosing the alternative,
• Action implementation,
• Results dissemination and analysis. [4]
By valuating efficiency (overseeing the results) it can
be concluded if the decision has made expected outcome.
In that way decision-making process can be presented as a
C. Investment Decision-making
system with its own subsystems that are interconnected
Prospect theory, set by Tversky and Kahneman in 1979
and influence one another. [5]
and
expanded in 1992, define that decision-makers are
The process of decision-making is passing though
influenced
by the psychological factors more than it was
several stages:
believed
before,
and that humans are often unable to make
• Collection and analysis of needed information.
optimal
decisions.
This is due to the two-phase decision
• Business system goals definition.
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model, which consists of preliminary analysis of the
choices given and their simplification (editing phase) and
later evaluation. Because decision-makers during editing
phase are susceptible to the certain psychological effects,
their decisions are not in line with the expected utility
theory. [11]
Effects that, according to the behavioural economist
influence decision-making are numerous, and some of
better researched are:
• Loss aversion: One of the basic phenomena of
choice under both risk and uncertainty is that losses
loom larger than gains. The observed asymmetry
between gains and losses are to extreme to be
explained by income effects or by decreasing risk
aversion. [12]
• Heuristics – represent the wide group of
psychological tools that help decision makers during
their decision-making process under bounded
rationality. Heuristics does not necessary help
decision-makers make best decisions, but they just
speed-up the process of decision making, sometimes
leading to the decisions that are neither optimal nor
satisfactory. Notable heuristics include anchoring,
representativeness, availability, etc.
• Risk aversion – Decision-makers are risk averse in
that sense that they prefer sure gains over possibility
of larger gains coupled with the possibility of loss.
• Ambiguity aversion – people prefer lotteries with
known probabilities over those with unknown
probabilities.
Investors decision-making under ambiguity is
characterized by the lack of information given to the
investors or misunderstanding of the information due to
the lack of knowledge. As it is almost impossible to come
to the precise probabilities of directions of price
movements on the market, it can be argued that investors
work either under uncertainty or under ambiguity, with the
prior experience, knowledge and access to information
making the difference between the two states.
Although there are certain models of decision-making
under ambiguity, such as method for measuring lossaversion under ambiguity by Abdellaoui et al [13], those
models are not suitable for the research of investors, due
to specific scenarios in which investors operating on the
stock exchange might find them. The stock market, in
contrast to the most models, is not a lottery, meaning that
the maximum gain cannot be measured. Also, the usual
volatility of the prices presents a problem because most of
the methods take linear approach to the price change,
which is usually not the case. However, most of the
researchers found that the coefficient for loss aversion is
in a region of 2, meaning that people tend to ask for two
units in case that one unit can be lost. Although widely
accepted, some researchers found that current evidence
current evidence does not support that losses, on balance,
tend to be any more impactful than gains. [14] Gal also
contest that loss aversion is not responsible for some of the
effects it produces. [15]
III. METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLING
To measure ambiguity aversion under risk, we
prepared an on-line questionnaire. The subject group
consisted of the current and past students of Industrial
engineering and management department of Faculty of

technical sciences, University of Novi Sad. Total of 214
invitations were sent, of which 145 were opened and 89
answered the research, of which 50 were women, and 63
were employed at the time. The choice of such subject
group was done in order to have a subject group that either
has a theoretical or practical knowledge of the stock
market principles, as the researches wanted to find out how
investors with knowledge and/or experience on the market
react in situations under ambiguity. The research was
anonymous. The questions were on Serbian language.
There were no infractions of the process and not a single
result was dropped.
The questionnaire was divided into three parts. The
first part consisted of questions concerning date of birth,
employment status and gender of the subject, as well as his
previous knowledge and experience about stock-market
exchange. The first part was used as a check of consistency,
as all students who received invitations for research either
attended courses connected to the stock-market exchange
or were part of the simulation.
Second part of the questionnaire was presented as a
hypothetical scenario in which subject took the role of the
investor with a certain amount of financial resources. They
had a choice of three different stocks that had the same
price. The only difference between the stocks were the
spread between the potential gains and losses, as the first
one had small spread, meaning smaller potential gains and
smaller potential losses, second had larger spread between
potential gains and losses, and third was presented as a
stock with both high potential gains and losses. The only
information that subjects had been given is that the market
is stable, and it is predicted it will remain stable in the near
future. By not giving information needed for the proper
assessment of the stocks, the subjects were put under
ambiguity for the decision making, as no probabilities
were given.
The third part was used to measure aversion to a sure
loss. As a continuation of previous part, subjects were
presented with the scenario that their chosen stocks lost
0,5$ of their value. They were given the opportunity to
either acknowledge the losses and sell their positions, to
keep current position or to average-down, buying more of
the same stocks, but with the current, lower, price thus
giving an opportunity to make a profit if price of the stock
returns to the previous level, but exposing itself to larger
monetary losses. If the subjects chose to keep the positions,
the questions was repeated with another drop in price of
0,5$ for their stock, and continued until they either chose
to average down or sell the stocks.
Service used for distribution of questionnaire and
collection of answers is sogosurvey.com and excel was
used for graphical and statistical presentation of second
part of the questionnaire. We used Minitab to calculate
descriptive statistics and test hypothesis in the third part,
that there is a difference among subjects relative to their
employment status. For hypothesis testing we used
Fisher’s exact test and ANOVA test. Calculation for
Fisher’s exact test p value is given in an equation (1).
𝑝𝑝 =

(𝑎𝑎+𝑏𝑏)!(𝑐𝑐+𝑑𝑑)!(𝑎𝑎+𝑐𝑐)!(𝑏𝑏+𝑑𝑑)!
𝑎𝑎!𝑏𝑏!𝑐𝑐!𝑑𝑑!

(1)
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IV. RESULTS
The result show that unemployed decision-makers
exhibit higher risk-aversion under ambiguity than
employed decision-makers, which is in contrast to the
previous researches. The results of the research can be seen
on Figure 1.

groups when it comes to difference in aversion to a sure
loss, showing that it equally exists among both employed
and unemployed subjects.
Among those that chose to average down their position,
ANOVA test showed that there is no difference among
subject groups at 5% level of confidence, but at 10% level
we could say that there is a difference among subject
groups, so it seems that unemployed subjects tended to use
average-down technique at lower prices, signifying larger
appetite for sure loss aversion.
The behavioral aspect of investors decision making is
still uncharted territory, with vast potential for further
research. Further research should encompass larger
number of subjects together with the more sophisticated,
software-based simulation tools.
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